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PREFACE.

Little remains to be added to the introductory

observations of the preceding volume. The same mode

of treatment has been adopted in this conchiding Part

of Le^dticus. Here also the text has been illustrated

in a threefold manner — by explanatory notes from the

Bibhcal point of view, by a critical analysis, and by a

sm-vey of the results considered in the hght of science

and history. These different features prevail, respec-

tively, in the general notes of the Commentary, in the

Philological Remarks, and in the Treatises. The con-

clusions at which the author has arrived, tend to con-

firm the opinions which he ventured to express before,

and which he has here endeavoured to support by

fresh proofs and arguments.

As in the course of these enquiries he has been led

to discuss and to explam nearly all the legislative por-

tions of the Pentateuch, he hopes to be able to con-

dense the remaining Books ofNumbers and Deuteronomy

mto one volume.



VI PREFACE.

The larger Edition of this Vohune also contains the

Hebrew text, full references, and philological criticisms.

Convinced that the strife and confusion of conflict-

ing creeds can only be removed by a careful examina-

tion of our religious sources , the author has con-

scientiously approached the difficulties with which this

portion of the Pentateuch abounds; and he would feel

amply rewarded, if he should have succeeded, however

slightly, in smoothing the path of future investigation.

London, November 30, 1871.
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11.

PEECEPTS RESPECTING PURITY IN

DIET AND PERSON.

CHAPTEES XI TO XV.

A. CLEAN AND UNCLEAN ANIMALS.
CHAPTER XL

PRELIMINARY ESSAY.

ON THE DIETARY LAWS OF THE HEBREWS.

Scattered throughout the Pentateuch, and occasionally in other

portions of the Hebrew Canon, are found dietary rules and sugges-

tions not recommended as measures of expediency from considerations

of health, hut invested with the solemnity of religious observances and

the binding power of moral duties. The dietary laws appear, there-

fore, to be intimately allied to the system of Hebrew theology; in-

deed both derive light from each other; and it is highly instructive

to trace the connection into which spiritual ideas were brought

with practical life, and thus to prove how, by wonderful consistency

and energy of mind , the distinctive doctrines of "Mosaism" were

made a reality by their concrete embodiment in the ordinary course

of existence. In surveying this subject, the following questions

are forced upon our attention. How far did the ideas prompt the

enactments, and to what extent did practice precede the formation

of general principles ? Did the latter modify the customs, or did the

customs influence the teaching? It will, therefore, be necessary to

follow the dietary laws from their origin to their complete develop-

ment in the Hebrew code, and not only to weigh each ordinance

-as it is set forth in the Pentateuch, but also to search for its reason,



2 DIETARY LAWS.

deeper imiDort, and religious hearing; and above all to pvirsue its

histoi-y from the beginning down to the time when it was finally fixed

and adopted.

Under these different aspects the commands will be viewed in

the following treatise; they will, moreover, be carried on through

their Talmudic and Rabbinical expansions, and will be compared

with analogous laws or habits of the nations of antiquity and of

modern times.

I. THE PROHIBITION OF BLOOD.

The connection between blood and health or life was discovered

at an early period; to shed blood and to destroy life soon became"

equivalent terms; and the maxim was currently and almost pro-

verbially adopted, that "the blood is the soul" or "the life"'. From
remote ages, therefore, a reluctance was felt to eat the blood of animals,

especially as a certain cosmic relation was supposed to exist between

man and the animal kingdom. "When, fatigued by their pursuit of

the defeated Philistines, the Hebrews killed cattle and ate the meat

with the blood, Saul reproached them with "sinning against the Lord",

and guarded against a repetition of the offence^ . Nay, according to

a thoughtful narrative embodied in the Pentateuch, man, in the pri-

mitive time of his innocence, content Avith vegetables, and unwilling

to disturb the harmony of nature by the agonies of death, abstained

entirely from animal food^; but when, depraved and corrupted by

sin, he Avas, after the Deluge, permitted to kill animals for his sub-

sistence as unreservedly as he had before been j)ermitted to eat all

produce of the soil, he was still commanded, "But flesh with its

soul, which is its blood, you shall not eat"^ So firmly did the

teachers of the nation cling to this theory, and so anxious were they to

enforce the awe of blood, that they fostered and disseminated the ideal

hope, that, as once in the time of Paradise, so also in the age of the

Messiah, when peace shall again pervade the world, no creature will

bleed and die in the service of man, and that even the animals them-

selves now fierce and sanguinary, will "eat grass like the ox" '". It may be

that they deemed, besides, the eating of blood detrimental to gentle-

ness and humanity, injurious to health, and, if taken largely, even

dangerous to life; nor is it improbable that they saw with disgust the

nefarious abuse made of it by heathens for the sealing of oaths and

> Deut. XII. 23; Gen. IX. 4; Lev. 3 Gen. L 29, 80.

XVn. 11. 4 Gen. IX. 3, 4.

2 1 Sam. XIV. 32, 33. 5 isai. XI. 7.
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treaties, or for seeking the alliance and aid ofdemons either by drink-

ing the blood itself, or hj consuming the sacrificial meal near the blood:

all these reasons combined may have operated to confirm men of

intelligence in their hostility to blood as food. But their efforts

remained long unsuccessful; not only was their injunction unheeded

in the time of Saul, as has been observed ; but even in so late an age as

that of Ezekiel, we hear the bitter and well-deserved complaint,

"Thus says the Lord God, You eat with the blood, and lift up your

eyes towards your idols, and shed blood" ^. Undaunted and by no

means discouraged, because too well accustomed to hard struggles with

the people's obstinacy, the legislators continued and increased their

exertions. For, in the course of time, another motive for the sanc-

tity of blood was added, a motive more powerful and commanding
than any that had before been felt or urged: the blood was made
the centre of sacrifice; it was viewed as the indispensable means of

atonement; representing the life of the animal,it was shed and sprink-

led for the sinner's life which was thereby saved; it embodied the

leading principle of "life for life", on which the holiest sacrifices were

founded; the soul, which God had breathed into the animal, was

given back to Him in the place of the worshipper's soul, Avhich His

stern justice had a right to demand.

Yet these views did not prevail at once, nor so decidedly. The
Deuteronomist, writing towards the end of the Hebrew common-

Avealth, still adhered essentially to the old concej)tion sanctioned by

the traditions of preceding centuries. Permitting the slaughter of

animals for food at any place where Israelites might reside, he

simply rejjeated what might as well have been enjoined in the pa-

triarchal time of Noah, "Only be firm that thou eat not the

blood, for the blood is the life, and thou mayest not eat the

life with the flesh; thou shalt not eat it; thou shalt pour it

upon the earth as water"'': his exhortation "to be firm" not less than

the persuasive and encouraging promise which he added , "Thou

shalt not eat it, that it may be well with thee and with thy children

after thee, when thou doest what is right in the eyes of the Lord"®,

prove sufficiently how feeble was his hope of seeing even then the

command scrujiulously obeyed. Again, in speaking of the sacri-

fices at the national Sanctuary, he could not well avoid alluding to

the disposal of the blood of the altar, but the allusion is so general

c Ezek. XXXIII. 25; comp. Lev. " Deut. XII. 23, 24; comp. vers. 15,

XIX. 2(3. 16;XV. 22, 23.

« Deuter. XII. 25.
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and indistinct, that it is difficult to discover in it the notion of atone-

ment: "And thou shalt offer thy burnt-offering, the flesh and the

blood, upon the altar of the Lord thy God; and the blood of the

sacrifices shall be poured upon the altar of the Lord thy God, and

thou shalt eat the flesh" ^
. How great is the contrast, if we turn to

the injunctions of the later Levitical legislator ^I He resembles the

previous writer in nothing but the rigour with which he denounces

the heinousness of eating blood ; he almost rises to vehemence, which

again and again seeks vent in menaces like these uttered in the

name of God, "Whosoever... eats any blood, I will set My face

against that soul . . . and cut him off among his people" ; and he re-

peats both the command and the threat so often and so energetically,

that it is evident how far the practice was from being eradicated

even at his time^ But in every other respect he markedly differs

from his predecessor. Venturing in his demands to the extreme

point of insisting, that evei'y beast required for food shall be killed

at the common Sanctuary as a sacrifice, in order that the fat may

be burnt and the blood sprinkled on the altar , and branding the

slaughtering of such animals at any other place as nothing less than

murder certain to be punished by excision *, he views the blood

mainly in its connection with the altar, and in reference to its power

of expiation : "The life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given

it to you vipon the altar to make an atonement for your souls ; for

it is the blood that makes an atonement for the soul". Hence the

blood of the victim is simply called "the food of the Lord" 5. For the

atoning attributes of all sacrifices, and of the expiatory offerings in par-

ticular, were indeed of later growth, but when once conceived, they

soon rose to the most prominent importance in the sacrificial system.

Again, the Deuteronomist requires nothing more than that the

blood of animals killed at home for food, shall "be poured on the

earth like water", as he repeatedly states^; but the Levitical writer

demands that the blood of beasts of the field hunted or caught, and

the blood of birds, after having been shed on the ground, shall be

"covered with dust"^, so that it may be removed from the sight of

man, and its trace be concealed, since blood exi^osed to view "cries to

heaven"*. And lastly, the Deuteronomist addresses the prohibition to

1 Deuter. XII. 27. 5 Ezek. XLIV. 7, 15.

2 Lev. XVIL 10—14. c Pent. XIL IG, 24; XV. 23.

3 Lev. XVII. 10, 14 ; VII. 27 ; comp. ^ Lev. XVII. 13.

XIX. 26. 8 Comp. Gen. IV. 10, 11; Isai.XXL
4 Lev. XVII. 3—9. 26; Ezek. XXIV. 7, 8; Job XVI. 18.
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the Hebrews only, and his fondest expectations seem realised if he can

induce the^n to act upon his warning; but the author of the Levi-

tical ordinance boldly includes in its operation the non- Israelites also

who happen to live in the Hebrew territory ; he uncompromisingly

proclaims the law, "No soul of you shall eat blood, neither shall the

stranger that sojourns among you eat blood" ; he menaces with ex-

cision equally the one and the other in case the command is trans-

gressed ^ ; and he declares the obligation binding "as an eternal

statute for all generations throughout all dwellings" 'o. The pro-

gress in the conception of the law is manifest ; it appears natural

and organic — provided the relative age of the component parts of

the Pentateuch is rightly estimated.

But now a difficulty arose. As according to the Levitical writer,

the chief reason for abstaining from blood, was its connection with the

work of atonement, the law could consistently apply to the sacrificial

animals only, the ox, the sheep, and the goat, the pigeon and the

turtle-dove, since no other served for expiation. This is indeed the

logical consequence. But such restriction would have shocked the

feeling and consciousness of the nation, which had long since been

taught to avoid the blood of every eatable beast, such as the roe-

buck and the hart ^
'; and it would have been abhorred by no one more

strongly than by the Levitical author himself; he, therefore, so gla-

ringly ignored the perplexing dilemma into which he had been pressed

by his new principle, that immediately after its statement he urged,

"You shall eat the blood of no manner of flesh" '^r he seems indeed

to have been aware of the untoward difficulty, since, in order to

evade it, and to suj)port the universal injunction, he deemed it ne-

cessary to fall back upon the old and time-honoured maxim, "For the

life of all flesh is its soul". Yet the Levitical view prevailed so far,

that the blood of quadrupeds and birds only, but not the blood of

fishes, was prohibited*^, evidently because fishes were never offered

as sacrifices, though primitively their blood also seems to have

been shunned as representing the soul or the life*^ The Levitical

theory obtained still greater force through Jewish tradition which,

considering the subject from every aspect, permitted the blood of

clean locusts also, unconcerned at the palpable violation of the

fundamental principle that "the blood is the soul"; and starting from

9 Lev. XVn. 10, 12, 13. 12 Lev. XVH. 14.

10 Lev. in. 17; VIL 26; comp. 13 Lev. VIL 26.

Exod. XII. 14, 20, 24. i* Gen. IX. 4; comp. vers. 2, 3.

11 Comp.Deut.XII. 15,16 ; XV.22, 23.
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the maxim, "The blood by which the life departs atones, the blood by

which the life does not depart, does not atone", Talmudism estab-

lished the distinction, consistent from the later Levitical, untenable

from the earlier physical point of view, between "the blood of the

soul" and "the blood of the limbs", the former being that which

flows out of the killed animal , the latter that which issues from a

wound; and it was. decreed that eating the one is punishable by exci-

sion, but eating the other merely by stripes as a simple trespass —
which is doubtless against the spirit of the Biblical precept.

But Talmudists and Babbins, measuring the importance of the

command by the dread punishment threatened for its neglect, and

believing that, in the time of the Temple, even its unintentional

transgression required a sin-offering, busily compiled rules and

devised precautions to preclude the possibility of even the smallest

particle of blood being eaten, "With this view they saw fit to fix a most

precise method of slaughtering, which partially aimed at allowing

the blood to flow out freely and fully ; they prescribed incredibly

minute regulations for soaking and especially for salting the meat,

so that the blood might be thoroughly drawn out; and they or-

dered the veins and blood-vessels of the beast to be most carefully

removed. Some Babbins, shrinking from no excess, forbid certain

parts of clean quadrupeds, because the complex ramification and

great delicacy of their veins render a complete removal of them dif-

ficult. Those who, in our time, insist upon this rigorous demand, im-

pose upon themselves a heavy responsibility, and they blindly provoke

a warfare between the past and the present, the issue of which cannot

be doubtful; yet their narrow-minded obstinacy promotes progress in

spite of them; for it must cause educated Jews to feel more strongly,

how utterly incompatible the superstitions and pagan traditions of

untutored ages are with the demands of a purer civilisation; for

to them the blood possesses neither a cosmic nor a religious sanc-

tity; they attribute to it neither a mysterious connection with the

soul of the world, nor the force of atonement.

The Mahommedans, earnestly warned by the Koran to abstain

from blood, have likewise adopted rules of scrupulous strictness.

They eat no animal that dies without a regular effusion of blood,

for instance, by a blow, by the throw of a stone, or a fall. A
quadruped or bird killed by the point of an arrow or with grape-

shot, is lawful; but if killed by an arrow turning round in its flight,

it is forbidden. Hence the Turks and Arabs who live in towns, are

not partial to game, because they cannot be certain as to the mode

of its death. In some parts of Nubia only, Mahommedans unlaw-
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fully pai'take of the blood of animals, especially cows; they place it

over the fire till it coagulates, and then mix it with salt and butter.

When in the early Church disputes arose as to the obligation

of the ceremonial Law for converted heathens, both apostles and

elders were indeed unwilling to burthen their new brethren with a

needless yoke, such as, in the words of Peter, "neither their fathers

nor they were able to bear" *; yet they all agreed in including the pro-

hibition of blood among the few ritual ordinances unquestionably to

be retained from the Jewish faith 2. The Christians clung long and

ienaciously to the observance. "Let your error," writes Tertullian,

"blush before us Christians, who do not even consider the blood of

animals eatable, and abstain from the meat of strangled beasts and

of such as die of themselves, lest we be defiled by blood bui'ied as it

were within our entrails". Their heathen persecutors knew the

strength of their convictions on this point so well, that they employed

the eating of blood as a test for discovering their creed. Not before

those liberal and anticeremonial views of St. Paul prevailed, to which

Christianity mainly owes its unparalleled victories and conquests,

did the Christians free themselves from the inherited obligation.

Yet it was again enforced in the second "Trullian" synod held at

Constantinople under Justinian II (A. C. 692), and is still deemed

valid by the Greek Church, and by the Copts, who maintain that

the apostolic injunction has never been abrogated.

IL MEAT CUT OUT OF A LIVING ANIMAL.

Jewish tradition, on this point in harmony with the spirit of

the Law, I'igorously forbids the eating of a limb or of raw meat cut

out from the living animal, whether quadruped or bird, not only be-

cause it is barbarous, but because it is inseparable from consuming

Talood. The Bible contains no express precept on the subject. But
the Jewish doctors, anxious, as was their custom, to support their

opinion by a Scriptural text, based the prohibition upon the rule

-addressed to Noah, "Only flesh with its soul, which is its blood, you

shall not eat"^; or upon the command in Deuteronomy, "Thou shalt

not eat the soul with the flesh"* — which texts, however, it need

hardly be observed, bear no such construction. The Talmvid signifies

its horror of the custom by proscribing it among the so-called "seven

1 Acts XV. 10. 3 Gen. IX. 4.

2 Acts XV. 20, 29; XXL 25; see 4 Deut. XIL 23.

infra Sect. IX.
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laws of tlie children of Noah", which comprised, besides, disobedience

to the laws and authorities, blasphemy, idolatry, incest, murder, and

plunder; these prohibitions, forming a primitive code of natural

ethics, were considered to have been binding upon all men even before

the Mosaic revelation ; and they were also compulsoiy on the heathen

"strangers of the gate" who lived among the Hebrews. Yet there

can be no doubt that the practice was, and is still, indulged in by

savage tribes, as those of Abyssinia and Syria, the Esquimaux and

Samoiedes, and prevailed among the Atticoti of ancient Britain,

who considered such meat a delicious dainty.

The execrable inhumanity of the custom, which can hardly be

attributed to the Hebrews at the time of the Elohist, appears from

an account of Bruce' relating what he witnessed on his journey from

Axum to the river Tacazze, an account often disputed and long ques-

tioned, but subsequently verified by other trustworthy travellers.

"The drivers suddenly tript up the cow, and gave the poor animal'

a very rude fall upon the ground . . . One of them sat upon her neck,,

holding down her head by the horns, the other twisted the halter

about the fore-feet, while the third, who had a knife in his hand,

instead of taking her by the throat, got astride upon her belly before

her hind-legs, and gave her a very deep wound in the upper part

of her buttock ; . . . then they cut out two pieces, thicker and longer

than our beef- steaks; ... it was done adroitly, and the two pieces

were spread upon the outside of one of their shields. One of the

men still continued holding the head, while the other two were

busied in curing the wound; the skin which had covei^e^l the flesh

that was taken away, was left entire, and flapped over the wound^

and was fastened to the corresponding part by two or more small

skewers or pins; . ., they prepared a cataplasm of clay, with which

they covered the wound: they then forced the animal to rise, and

drove it on before them to furnish them with a fuller meal in the

evening." — To this may be added a short extract from Salt's narra-

tive ^ : "A soldier, attached to the company, proposed 'cutting out the

shulada' from one of the cows they were driving before them;...

they laid hold of the animal by the horns, threw it down, and pro-

ceeded without further ceremony to the operation. This consisted

in cutting out two pieces of flesh from the buttock near the tail,,

which together... might weigh about a pound; the pieces so cvit

1 Travels, pp. 213, 214, ed. Lon- 2 A Voyage to Abyssinia (1814),

don 1841. pp. 295, 296.
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out being called 'shulada', and composing, as far as I could ascertain,

part of the two 'glutei maximi' or larger muscles of the thigh. As
soon as they had taken these away, they sewed up the wounds,

plaistered them over with cow-dung, and drove the animal forwards,

while they divided among their party the still reeking steaks." —
Formerly, Arab tribes not unfrequently drew blood from a live

camel, poured it into a gut, and ate it boiled — a black pudding

(mosrvadd), which naturally vanished from the list of Arab delicacies

in consequence ofMohammed's law against blood. Nor is our own time

free from similar horrors : the ingenious Chinese delight in ducks' feet

roasted by forcing the wretched birds to walk over red -hot sheets

of iron till the feet fall off; civilised France rejoices in frogs' legs torn

from the living animals ; in order to enlarge the liver of geese for

the Strasbourg pate de foie gras, the geese are confined in hot ovens
;

while the Romans sewed up the eyes of cranes and swans which they

fattened in dark cells or cages; some English butchers draw, at

intervals, small quantities of blood from live calves which during the

time suffer agonizing fits, because by this process the flesh becomes

more delicately white; some poulterers pluck the feathers from fowls

while alive to make the birds appear plumper when sent to market;

and lobsters, crabs, and sometimes eels, are boiled alive.

ni. THE PEOHIEITION OF FAT.

The fat of victims, being naturally valued among their richest

parts, was from early times devoted to the deity on the altar, both by

the Hebrews and other nations. Yet among the former, it was for

long, periods not interdicted as food. The Deuteronomist rejected

it by no law: in three different passages, in which he mentions and

permits the slaughtering of animals for food away from the national

Sanctuary, he denied to the owner the blood only, and nothing else—
"only you shall not eat the blood" ^; and in the last "Song of Moses" fat

is even enumerated among the choicest dainties*. But in course of

time, fat, like blood, was currently believed to represent the life

and strength of the animal, and therefore to involve its "soul" or

principle of existence. Hence, in the Book of Leviticus, the prohibi-

tion of the one was repeatedly joined with that of the other: "You

shall eat neither any fat nor blood" ^. Both were enforced with equal

severity, threatened with the same awful punishment of "excision"*^,

3 Deut. Xn. 16, 23; XV. 23. ^ Lev. III. 17; Vn. 23—27.

4 Deut. XXXII. 14. 6 Lev. VII. 25.
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and ordained as "eternal statutes" to be observed by the Israelites

"for their generations throughout all their dwellings" ^ But here

the analogies ended. The prohibition of fat resulted from the con-

sistent development of Levitical theories; it was from the very

beginning brought into connection with the advanced sacrificial

system; it was never extended to the free and untamed species of

the clean quadrupeds, but was always restricted to those set apart

for lawful victims — to the ox, the sheep, and the goat-; it was

more especially confined to the fat and the fat parts burnt on the

altar as "an offering made by fire of a sweet odour to the Lord" ^,

and therefore described more frequently than the blood as "the food

of the Lord"*; while the remaining fat, imbedded in the flesh and

requiring to be cut out, was probably permitted to be eaten;

unless the animal had died of itself, or had been torn by wild beasts,

in which cases the whole carcass was rendered unclean, though the

fat could be used for any purpose except food^. The apparently

universal principle and injunction, "All the fat belongs to the Lord"^,

and "You shall not eat any fat" '', are not in contradiction to the

more limited command, "You shall not eat any fat of ox or of

sheep or of goat"^; for they cannot be misunderstood in a code

which treats exclusively of sacrificial laws. The Levitical writer,

content with giving practical reality to his theories, ordered all

sacrificial animals, even those destined for food, to be killed as victims

at the common altar ^, and he declared their fat to be too holy for

human consumption : he left out of sight the fat of other clean ani-

mals withdrawn from the control of the priesthood'".

IV.-MEAT OF ANIMALS THAT DIED OF THEMSELVES.

The aversion generally felt to partaking of the flesh of animals

that have died of themselves (or nevelah), is so natural, that we may

suppose something like a regular custom to have in this respect been

fixed from very early times among most nations that passed beyond the

first and ruder stages of culture. Pythagoras taught that, in order to

obtain purity, it was above all necessary to keep aloof from the flesh

1 Lev. III. 17. ? Lev. IIL 17.

2 Lev. VIL 23, 25. » Lev. VII. 23.

3 Lev. III. 5, 11, 16; XVIL 6. » Lev. XVII. 3 sqq.

4Lev. ni. 11, 16; Ezek. XLIV. 7. i" The subject is more fully dis-

5 Lev, VII. 24; see infra Sect.IV,V. cussed in Comm. on Lev. I. pp. 32,

6 Lev. III. 16. 92—94, to which we refer.
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1

of beasts that have died of themselves. The Romans declared, that

"every thing that dies of itself bears the character of sad gloom";

hence their priests were forbidden to wear shoes or sandals made of

the skins of animals that had not been regularly slaughtered or

sacrificed. Sanitary motives, no doubt, helped to strengthen the

antipathy; for the flesh of such beasts is often unwholesome, it was

certainly deemed difficult of digestion. But no people embodied

and perpetuated their feeling of reluctance so consistently as the

Hebrews''. As soon as their princijDal notions with respect to legi-

timate and forbidden food had been settled, they connected meat of

animals that died of themselves, whether quadrupeds or birds, with

the injunctions relating to blood, and thus clearly marked the meat

as condemned by a sacred principle of religion. They considered such

animals as suff'ocated in their blood, which, prevented from flowing

out, and settling in the body, precluded the free and normal depar-

ture of life. On these grounds the law was no doubt based in ear-

lier times. But gradually, as theocratic views prevailed, it was refer-

red to another principle of even deeper importance and still wider

application in the system of Hebrew theology, the principle of the

holiness of Israel, the chosen people of a holy God: "You shall not

eat of anything that dies of itself, . . . for thou art a holy people to the

Lord thy God"'\ The animal dying prematurely of itself no doubt

harbours within it the germ of dissolution; even while living it par-

takes of death; and when it expires, it may be considered in a state

of unnatural decay. Eating of such flesh was, therefore, nothing less

than contamination, sinful for a people which owes allegiance to the

God of eternal life: "That which dies of itself... the priest shall

not eat to defile himself therewith ; I am the Lord" '^. It was deemed

so utterly incompatible with the character of the "kingdom of

priests", that the commands were step by step made more stringent

and more universal. In Deuteronomy, the law is still limited to the

Israelites; and these were permitted to sell such meat, nay to off'er

it for food, to the strangers living within the Hebrew communities

themselves ' ^. But in Leviticus, the prohibition appears in an infinitely

more decided form: it was extended to the stranger, and in every

i-espect equalised with regard to the Hebrew and the non-Hebrew;

both were, in cases of transgression, subjected to the same rules of

purification and the same penalty : "And every soul that eats that

11 See Lev. XVIL 15, 16; XXII. 8; 12 Deut. XIV. 21.

Deut. XIV. 21; comp. Ezek. IV. 14; is Lev. XXII. 8; comp.Ezek.IV.14.

XLIV. 31. 1^ Deut. XIV. 21.
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whicli died of itself, . . . whether it be one of your own people or a

stranger, he shall both wash his garments and bathe himself in

water, and be unclean till the evening; then he shall be clean; but

if he does not wash them nor bathe his flesh, then he shall bear

his iniquity" ^ This was the case even if the beast was by the Law
permitted for consumption 2. Then such meat was regarded as inhe-

rently unclean; its very touch caused defilement, which did not

cease before the end of the day, whether the animal belonged to a

lawful species^ or to the prohibited kinds*; and carrying the carcass

engendered a higher degree of uncleanness, to be removed by washing

of the garments.^ AVith regard to certain pre-eminently loathsome

animals, the Law ordained even more rigorous rules: all objects

upon which their dead bodies fell, were declared unclean, and

were for purification to be placed in water till the evening; while

other and scrupulously minute ordinances prove the punctilious

care with which the matter was treated^. Thus any food, though per-

mitted in itself, might be rendered unlawful by contact with impure

objects; and the same was the case, if a vessel without lid or cover-

ing was allowed to stand in a room in which a man had died within,

seven days ''. And as a last step, rigorous Levitism enforced a sin-

offering , when unclean carcasses had even accidentally and unwit-

tingly been touched, which, in cases of intentional contact, implies

the penalty of spiritual excision — an enactment excessive in seve-

rity and all but impracticable®. That the laws under discussion were,

not even in the time of the Deuteronomist, prompted by merely sa-

nitary considerations, is evident from the permission granted to sell

such meat to the stranger "that he might eat it" ^: a code evidencing

the most considerate humanity towards strangers, and enjoining

"Thou shalt love the stranger as thyself ' °, would not have assigned

to him food injurious to health, and for this reason to be shunned

by the Israelites. All who lived in the Promised Land were more

and more unreservedly included in the holy community, and made ta

share its attributes and its duties. The "perfect" life in Grod de-

manded perfection in every creature that helped to support that

life. The prohibition of nevelah was, therefore, repeated by Ezekiel,.

1 Lev. XVIL 15, 16. c Lev. XI. 29—38; see notes in loo

2 Lev. XI. 40 ; see notes in loc. 7 Num. XIX. 14, 15.

3 Lev. XI. 39. 8 See Lev. V. 2, and notes in loc.

4 Lev. XL 8, 24,26,27,31,36;Deut. also Comm. on Lev. I. 34, 35.

XIV. 8. 9 Deut. XIV. 21.

R Lev. XI. 25, 28. 10 Lev. XIX. 34.
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especially witli reference to the priests*'; it was, by apostolic

council, retained in the early Christian Church*^, and adopted

1oy the second "Trullian" synod; it was enforced by Mohammed*^,

and laboriously developed by Jewish tradition. The Sadducees,

and like them the Samaritans and the Karaites, were particularly

scrupulous in neither touching nor applying to useful purposes

any kind or part of animals not lawfully killed; whence they

shrank even from taking up Greek books and other jjarchments.

The Pharisees, less strict on these points, limited the interdiction,

as a rule, to the flesh only, and like the Koi'an, permitted even the

flesh of animals killed when near their natural death, though they

indeed considered it meritorious not to hasten the slaughter of

such suspected beasts. But they fixed eighteen defects which were

alleged to have been pointed out by God to Moses, and which, if

discovered at the examination of the slaughtered animal, were sup-

posed to render it unlawful for food, in as much as they were deemed

sure to cause its death within one year. Those defects are — If the

gullet is perforated, however small the hole, or the wind-pipe is torn

crossways for the greater part; if the membranes of the brain or the

ventricle of the heart is pierced; if the spine is broken or its ligaments

are torn; if the liver is entirely or nearly wanting; if the lungs are

perforated or defective in the lobes; if the stomach, or the gall-

bladder, or any part of the "viscera, or the abdomen, is perforated,

or the outer skin which covers the latter is torn for the greater part;

if the paunch and the ''fourth stomach" are damaged so that they

are visible from without ; if the beast has fallen from the roof of a

house; if the greater part of its (twenty-two) ribs are broken; and if

it has been struck by the claws of a wolf or lion, or, in the case of a

fowl, by a bird of prey. In fact, the general rule was established,

that "every animal is unlawful, which is afflicted with a defect of such

a nature, that no beast of the same species could live under similar

circumstances". "We have enumerated the cases — which of course

require revision and correction as the science of pathology advances

— because they convey a good notion of the anxious attention bestowed

upon this matter by the Jews — a scrupulousness highly laudable

in so far as it ensures wholesome meat, and commendable by its unde-

niable and excellent results in times of epidemics, but exaggerated

especiallyby the Talmudical and Rabbinical additions, which increase

the number of fatal blemishes to seventy, and are practically op-

n Ezek. XLIV. 31; comp. IV. 14. '3 /iora«n.l68; V.4; VL146;XVI.
12 Acts XV. 20, 29; XXL 25. 116.
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pressive by their excess*: those who read, for instance, the com-

plicated rules setting forth, how the slaughtered animal must kick

and palpitate in order to be lawfuP, will admit that here again

Jewish tradition defeated a valuable principle by frivolous play-

fulness.

V. MEAT OF ANIMALS TOEN BY WILD BEASTS.

In nearly every respect analogous to the meat ofanimals that have

died of themselves is, with regard to motive, law, and history, the meat

of animals, whether quadrupeds or birds, torn by beasts of prey (or te-

refah). Both, therefore, are repeatedly mentioned and treated of toge-

ther 3; for both were primitively avoided partly from an instinctive feel-

ing of disgust, and partly from fear of unwholesomeness, men naturally

recoiling, as Philo expresses it, from "sharing a feast with untameable

beasts, and thvis becoming almost fellow-revellers in their carnivorous

festivals". Both were pi^oscribed by the religious legislators of the He-

brews with a consistency attempted by no other nation ; for the ierefah

also was probably rejected because the animal's death was attended

with an imperfect efflux of blood ; it was, in theLevitical code, like-

wise regarded as causing defilement * and hence deserving detesta-

tion from the people of God— "You shall be holy men to Me , and

you shall eat no flesh that is torn by beasts in the field, you shall

cast it to the dogs"^; it was equally prohibited to the native Israel-

ite and to the heathen stranger ; the uncleanness produced by par-

taking of it was also to be removed by bathing and the'washing of

garments, and the neglect of these ceremonies was visited with the

like menace, "He shall bear his iniquity" ^

But from this point the precepts diverge; the particular injunc-

tions, so nice in gradation, with respect to touching «ct;t'Z«/< or to the

defilement of the objects brought into contact withit, are not repeated

1 Comp. Comm. on Lev. I. p. 188. not draw it back, or if it merelybends

2 Maimonides writes thus: "The a hind-foot, it has kicked in the law-

kicking must take place at the end of ful way, and is permitted for food:

the slaughtering; at the beginning, but if it only stretches a fore-foot

it is of no value. Xow, of what forward and does not draw it back,

nature must the palpitation be? If it is forbidden"; etc. etc.

a small domestic quadruped, or a 3 Lev. XVII. 15; XXII. 8; comp..

larger or smaller beast of the forest, Ezek. IV. 14; XLIV. 31.

stretches a fore -foot forward and 4 Lev. XXII. 8; comp. Ezek. IV. 14..

draws it back, or if it stretches a 5 Lxod.XXII.HO.

hind- foot forward, though it does
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with regard io terefah; of the latter evidently a more lenient view was
takenin reference to levitical purity; an animal torn to pieces by another

may have been healthy in itself; it may not, like that oincvelah, have

harboured within it the seeds of corruption ; its carcass, therefore,

though impregnated with coagulated blood, and unclean on account

of its abnormal or mangled condition, was regarded as less infected

with putridity, and therefore less noxious by contact than the carcass

of an animal which, even while living, seemed to be in a repulsive state

of decomposition. Hence we may understand why some nations, as

the Hindoos, were not so strict on this point; for the law of Manu
pronounces as pure the flesh of beasts killed by dogs or other carni-

vorous animals, or by men of the mixed classes, who live u23on the

chase. Yet the first comprehensive decree of the apostles no doubt

included in the word "strangled" both nevelah and terefah, and

interdicted to the gentile converts the latter as well as the former ^;

this is the more probable, as, in Jewish phraseology, both terms

became gradually almost convertible. The Koran expressly pro-

hibits any creature that has been killed by the horns of another , or

has been attacked by a wild beast, though it permits the beast for

food if it does not actually die during the assault, and is afterwards du.ly

slaughtered. These rules were developed and multiplied by Mahom-
medan teachers, who enjoined, for instance, that if a dog has tasted

of the blood merely of game, the latter is not unlawful {haldl) , but

if of the flesh also, it is prohibited (Jiarani). They distinguished

two principal modes of killing, one by cutting the throat next the

head, when the windpipe, the gullet, and carotid arteries must be tho-

roughly divided; and the other more ajjproved method, especi-

ally employed in killing camels , by spearing the beast in the hol-

low of the throat near the breast-bone. During the act of slaughter

the words, "In the name of God, God is most great" must be pro-

nounced, or some similar terms, but never the phrase, otherwise so

common, "In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,"

since it is considered cruel mockery to allude to attributes of mercy,

while inflicting severe sufi'erings upon an animal. Tame birds must

be killed in the same manner as cattle; the wild species may be shot, or

killed by a dog like the hare , the rabbit, the gazelle, and other game^

but in the latter case, the name of God must be uttered by the per-

son while discharging the arrow or spear, or while slipping the dog.

That the Old Testament never prescribes any special mode of

6 Lev. XVII. 15, 16. 7 Acts XV. 20, 29; XXI. 25,
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slaughtering, needs no repetition in this place'. One observation may
suffice. Animals killed in the chase, utterly unlawful as ^<?r^/a/« accord-

ing to the Rabbins, were, according to the Pentateuch, considered law-

ful, not only by the" patriarchs, as Isaac, who before bestowing his pro-

phetic blessing, commanded Esau, "Take, I pray thee, thy weapons,

thy quiver, and thy bow, and go out to the field, and hunt for me
some venison"^; but even by the latest and most advanced Levitical

legislator, who merely demanded, that the blood of the hunted ani-

mal should be carefully poured upon the ground and covered with

dust, without forbidding the game itself^ Now those not initiated

in Talmudical deductions might well consider it incredible, that a

system of most complicated rules should be derived from the text

of Deuteronomy, "Thou shalt kill of thy herd and thy flock. ..as I

have commanded tliee'"'^, which words, it is contended, imply that

God on mount Sinai taught all those rules orally to Moses, who

then explained them to the elders, to be handed down by them to

their successors, till they were finally reduced to the written form

as now found in the Mishnah and the Talmud. But even the most

sceptical will cease to marvel, if they consider that, in another

place, the Talmud gravely concludes from the words of Leviticus,

'"'•These are the beasts which you shall eat"^, that God actually took

up to heaven specimens of each of the clean animals to show them to

Moses for his instruction and the guidance of the Hebrews; though

the Rabbins should be leniently judged, since they hardly did more

than apply a principle sanctioned by the Pentateuch itself, in which

we read, that God showed to Moses "on the mountain the -^pattern of

the Tabernacle and the pattern of all its instruments"

^

It is cheerfully admitted that the rules laid down by Jewish tra-

dition were chiefly suggested by a humane desire of causing death in

the easiest and least painful manner, in the shortest time, and with un-

failing certainty, and that, in these respects, among the three usual

methods of slaughtering — viz. stunning or crushing the head by a

blow, stabbing the neck in the region of the spine, and cutting the

throat— the last named, uniformly employed among the Jews both for

small and large cattle, possesses superior claims to recommend it, and

has indeed been declared free from the reproach of unnecessary cruel-

ty by the highest medical and veterinary authorities. Yet those

rules were also partially prompted by a superstitious awe of blood,

1 See Comm. on Lev. L 131. * Deut. XII. 21.

2 Gen. XXVn. 3. 5 Lev. XI. 2.

3 Lev. XVII. 13; see supra p. 4. ^ Exod. XXV. 9, 40.
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which it was deemed imperative to make flow out rapidly and

completely; ami feigning to be Divine, they demand implicit obser-

vance in the smallest detail and uncliangeableness at all times;

they brand every other method of killing as an abomination , shut

the door to any improvement which experience or science might re-

commend , and form one of the strongest social barriers between the

Jew and his fellow-man.

VI. THE SCIATIC NERVE.

A custom prevailed among the Hebrews, appai-ently from a

very early date, of not eating the sciatic nerve of animals. What
was the origin of a practice apparently so curious? The sciatic

nerve forms the continuation of a large aggregate of nerves unit-

ing at the hip , and known under the name of plexus isckiadicus :

issuing from the nether extremity of the hip, it extends, in nume-

rous ramifications, to the hollow of the knee, and then runs, in new

divisions, down to the lower parts of the foot; therefore, if injured,

it necessarily causes lameness. Moreover, it is decidedly the largest

and thickest nerve not only in the lower limbs, but in the whole

body; it was probably the first, and for a long time, perhaps, the

only one noticed and examined in its operation. Hence it might, both

from its extent and its size, well be taken to represent the chief mani-

festation of life, or locomotion , which naturally appeared to primi-

tive observers the most decisive characteristic of the animal crea-

tion ; it was on this account deemed too holy for food
,
just as blood

and fat were excluded because supposed to represent life itself. We
thus find ourselves in a familiar circle of ideas— the sanctity of life

and its organs — ideas developed with a consistency- commensurate

with their imagined importance.

But a merely physical reason never satisfied the Hebrew

mind long; it was usually strengthened and sanctified by a spiri-

tual notion or a historic event. Now in order to invest the ab-

stinence from the sciatic nerve with a higher sanction, it was

traced to an incident in patriarchal history, and it was supported

by that fanciful, nay eccentric legend embodied in an Elohistic

portion of Genesis '', which records a remarkable bodily struggle

between God and Jacob: a legend so entirely composed of grossly

pagan features , that it sounds strange even amidst the miraculous

7 Gen. XXXII. 25—33.
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tales of the Pentateuch. Who can read without surprise how God,

powerless to overcome His human antagonist, like Zeus in his

struggle with Hercules at Olympia, at last disabled him by touching

his thigh at the sciatic nerve and thus bringing it out of joint ; how

He then addressed a helpless appeal to Jacob to dismiss Him, to

dismiss Him "because the morning dawn rises" — just as in Hindoo

and northern mythology spirits who visit the earth by night, hurry

away in trembling at the first approach of morning. And yet the

legend, or rather the skilful hand that wove it into the narrative,

so accui'ately preserved the designing character of Jacob , that the

latter, having gained an advantage over an opponent whose power

of bestowing gifts he instinctively felt, insisted upon receiving a

blessing, and this was granted to him by the change of his name

from Jacob, meaning the Second and the Deceiver, into Israel, meaning

the First and the Conqueror^: so eager were writers of a later age

to exalt their national institutions and to glorify their ancestors,

regardless of historical impossibilities and difficulties of language ^.

The myth of Jacob's struggle with a supernatural being on his re-

turn from Mesopotamia, originated perhaps in Babylon, like the tale

of the angelic hosts seen by the patriarch immediately before at Ma-

hanaim^; for the regions of the Euphrates and Tigris were the home

of hero-fights with gods, an echo of which is discernible in the Bibli-

cal story of the tower of Babel : but that myth seems certainly to

have obtained a powerful hold upon the Hebrews. 'For it occurs again

in the Book of Hosea, where, however, it is given in a modified form

;

Grod wrestles with Jacob through an angel, and Jacob cenquers in

deed, but he must entreat for the blessing with tears*: thus in the

interval between the time of the historian and that of the prophet,

some of the more offensive features of the legend had been mitigated.

Yet the custom of abstaining from the sciatic nerve was never

raised into a law, and it is never again alluded to in the Old Canon

;

Hosea who mentions the struggle, connects with it no consequences for

the person of the patriarch or the life of the Hebrews. The custom

possibly fell later into disuse; it therefore found no place in the

legislative and moral portions of the Pentateuch, although, as has

been pointed out, it might easily have been associated with funda-

1 On the meaning and importance means "God rules", and is synony-

of the myth in the economy of Ja- nious with Seraiah (2 Sam. YIII. 17j

cob's life, see Commentary on Gene- Jer. XXXVI. 26).

sis pp. 381—383. 3 Gen. XXXII. 2, 3.

2 For the name Israel evidently ' Hosea XII. 5.
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mental and familiar notions; its neglect may have been owing to the

progress in accuracy of observation, when it was understood, that

the vital functions of movement do not depend upon one nerve, how-

ever large and important, but upon the normal action of the whole

and complicated tissue of nerves. Indeed, a most material change

must have taken place from the time that it was deemed neces-

sary to invent or to employ a very questionable adventure in sup-

port of a popular practice, aiid the period when this practice was,

in principle, suppressed or ignored, because it proved to be based

upon imperfect knowledge. However, when after the compilation

of the Pentateuch, the story of Jacob's wrestling with the angel, to-

gether with the writer's observation on its effects, became a part of

the Divine Books of Moses, the custom naturally not only regained

its old authority, but was surrounded with new dignity and impor-

tance; it was by Jewish tradition, busily developing the slightest

Biblical suggestion, stamped as an essential ordinance of diet, and

was in the Pharisaical schools made the subject of long discussions^

which grew into an elaborate section of the Mishnah, to be again

enlarged by new and minute comments subsequently embodied in a

corresponding portion of the Talmud. The whole of the sciatic nerve

in all its ramifications, both of the right and the left thigh, was in-

terdicted to men and women, for all times and countries, in clean

domestic, and clean beasts of the forest, to the very embryo fou-ud

fullgrown in the womb; yet not in birds, unless the socket of

their hip-bone be round and concave. It was to be extracted

even from victims burnt as holocausts, and to be thrown among the

ashes of .the altar. The slightest transgression was punished with

forty, the eating of either nerve with eighty stripes; however, by

interpreting the text with literal narrowness, this severe penalty

was limited to that part of the sciatic nerve which is just "on the

hollow of the thigh", whereas eating of the remainder, though

forbidden, like all other nerves, was more leniently visited. Yet as

"it is tasteless like wood", it was declared not to disqualify the

food with which it is boiled; and like the other nerves and the

fat, it was permitted for general use or profitable disposal. Thus

tradition at least acknowledged that it neither causes uncleanness

nor that it is an "abomination"; that, in fact, it rather partakes

of a certain sanctity. Modern Eabbinism not only clings to the

interdiction, but in some countries tries to uphold it with fanaticism;

for as some skill is required to trace the sciatic nerve in all its bran-

ches, scrupulous Rabbis boldly foi-bid the flesh of the whole of the
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hind-quarters, to the inconvenience of all orthodox Jews, and to

the serious annoyance of the intelligent, who would fain bury in ob-

livion the blasphemous story, in which the custom is alleged to have

originated.

Vn. SEETHING THE IILJ) IN ITS MOTHER'S MILK.

Three times we read in the Pentateuch, "Thou shalt not seethe

a kid in its mother's milk" '. But the true import of this precept

is so obscure, that conjecture may fairly claim the field as its

own. It was classed by the Jewish doctors among those recon-

dite "statutes" or "mysteries", which, like the laws of the "red

cow" and of Azazel's goat, must not be enquired into by men,

but will be revealed and explained by God in the time of the Mes-

siah. It was hopelessly abandoned by so acute a dialectician as

Ebn Ezra, who urged that it was needless and futile to search for a

reason, and by so earnest a philosopher as Mendelssohn who consid-

ered that the benefit of the ordinance does not consist in understand-

ing it, but in its practice. Is it a law of diet or a law of humanity?

Is it designed to counteract cruelty or superstition? Is it meant to

reform a custom of the Hebrews , or to keep them aloof from one

prevalent among the heathens ?

The only faint glimmer of light is thrown upon the command

by the context in which it is introduced; yet it may be sufficient to

lead us to an intelligible conclusion. Twice the precept occurs in

this connection, "The first of the firstfruits of thy land t^hou shalt

bring into the House of the Lord thy God: thou shalt not seethe a

kid in its mother's milk"^; and both times this verse is preceded by

regulations concerning the three great agricultural festivals of Pass-

over, Pentecost, and Tabernacles. Hence it is almost impossible to

resist the inference that the precept relates to the produce of the

soil, to crops and harvests. But what is the connection? It was,

no doubt, at the time when the command was first written down, so

obvious to every one, that it seemed to require no word of illustra-

tion. We, after the lapse of so many ages, must be content with the

general, though by no means untrustworthy reports concerning a

custom that flourished among eastern and westei'n cultivators of the

soil — the custom of killing, after the ingathering of the fruits and

harvests, and at the common assemblies of the shepherds^, a young

1 Excel. XXIII. 19; XXXIV. 26; 2 Exod. 11. cc.

Dent. XIV. 21. 3 Called Mesfa in Spain.
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goat, boiling it in its mother's milk, and sprinkling the broth, with

various ceremonies and i^rayers , over fields and orchards , trees and

gardens , in the firm belief of thereby securing more plentiful crops

in the ensuing year. Can it be surprising, that the Hebrew writer,

who taught that fruitfulness and sterility are in the hand of God

alone, and that He sends the one or the other according to His decrees

and the deserts of men, should have looked with severe disapproval

upon a heathen usage that attributed reality and effect to vain super-

stition?

But the aspect of the question is totally altered, if we consider

the context in which the precept is introduced for the third time, in

Deuteronomy. Here it forms a part of a series of ordinances on law-

ful and forbidden food, and is supported by the usual principle —
"You shall not eat of anything that dies of itself; . . . for thou art a

holy people to the Lord thy God: thou shalt not seethe a kid in its

mother's milk." Here then it is obviously treated as a law of diet.

How is this change to be accounted for? We have before us a most

remarkable instance of Levitical development. The brief but pithy

command was no doubt faithfully remembered by the nation: it con-

cluded the old "Book of the Covenant", and again a cycle of laws

intended as the renewal of that Covenant ; but its meaning and mo-

tive fell manifestly into oblivion, perhaps because the custom by

which it had been prompted died away among the Hebrews, and be-

came less prominent among the Canaanites. Then it was natural

that "to seethe" should be understood strictly as to cook for the sake

of eating, which sense would indeed suggest itself as most suited to the

phrase ; and thus the law was incorporated among the dietary precepts.

Indeed young goats seem to have been much esteemed as food in Pa-

lestine and elsewhere; they were among the ancients recommended

as particularly wholesome even to patients and invalids; nay of

all young quadrupeds the kid only was deemed fit for consumption

on .account of its dryness, whereas the remainder were avoided on

account of their excessive humidity; therefore, the kid only was

boiled in milk, "because its flesh is not moist, but warm, even

when the animal is very young"
;
yet it is well known that the Be-

douins very rarely boil any meat in water, but, to make it the more

tender and palatable, they generally use lahhin or sour milk ;
for they

by no means deem meat boiled in milk "very heavy food, productive

of an excess of blood". Nor could the compiler experience much

difficulty in finding an appropriate reason for prohibiting the flesh

of the kid boiled in its mother's milk. He probably regarded it as
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revolting cruelty to prepare the youBg beast with the very milk which

nature had destined for its nourishment, as a perversion of the

eternal order of things, and as a culpable contempt of the relation

that God ordained to exist between the mother and her young. He,

therefore, denounced the practice as abhorrent to the aspirations of

the Israelites, who were to be "a holy people to the Lord their

Grod." The solemnity of this appeal proves also that he was not

merely guided by sanitary motives ; he did not "forbid the eating

of so tender an animal as vinwholesome food", for in the opinion

of Orientals a kid seethed in its mother's milk is particularly

tender and savoury.

These were the vicissitudes of the ordinance within the time and

compass ofthe Pentateuch ; but they were infinitely multiplied by later

Judaism. "The kid" was understood merely as an instance or illus-

stration, because representing the most common case, in the same

manner as, in other passages, the ox * or the ass ^ is used ; especially

as goats are distinguished by abundance of milk, which does not

fail even in climes of excessive heat and drought fatal to nearly

every other animal. It was contended , that the word kid includes

throughout the calf and the lamb also, or at least the latter, nay

that it signifies "any young animal of tender age" (an unfounded

assertion), and that, therefore, the law applies to clean animals in

general. Indeed, one doctor of the Mishnah, E.Jose of Galilee, wished

to restrict the prohibition to mammals, and not to extend it to

birds, because these "have no mother's milk"; another, Habbi Akiva,

desired to exclude the clean animals of the forest, as stags*and roes,

because the threefold and distinct exemplification of the kid ap-

peared to him to confine the law to clean domestic quadrupeds; but

the arguments both of the one and the other were overruled; and

the principle prevailed , "If one teacher and many differ, the law is in

conformity with the opinion of the many". It was certainly admitted,

that milk, boiled and eaten with the flesh of birds and clean beasts of

the forest, was not forbidden by the law of the Pentateuch ; but it was

prohibited by the "command of the scribes" or the Eabbins, ever

watchful to "make a fence to the Law", till the Law was impenetrably

hedged in and made all but inaccessible. "Our sages", observes Abar-

banel, "have prohibited every and any kind ofmeat mixed with milk,

in order to prevent sinners from saying, 'AVliat is the difference be-

tween the one and the other?'" Again, it was gravely urged that most

1 Exod. XXI. 35. 2 Exod. XIII. \?> ; XXIII. 5.
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people do not keep their own cattle, but buy their milk in the mar-

ket; thus a person might purchase the milk of the very animal whose

young he intends to cook and to dress; therefore, in order to

exclude any chance and possibility of such a contingency, the

Jews were strictly enjoined not to boil together any milk and

meat whatsoever.

Yet this view was but very gradually adopted. It is remarkable

that it was not known or entertained by Philo, who wrote at Alexan-

dria about the beginning of the Christian era: for after denouncing the

unnatural barbarity of using the mother's milk for the preparation of

her own young, he observes, "But if any one should desire to dress flesh

with milk, let him do so without inhumanity and without impiety

;

there are everywhere innumerable herds of cattle, that are each day

milked by the shepherds, ... so that the man who seethes the flesh

of any beast in its own mother's milk, exhibits a heinous perversity

of disposition, and an utter want of that feeling which of all others

is most indispensable to a rational soul — as it is most nearly akin

to it — compassion", Philo, therefore, objecting to meat boiled

with the milk of the animal's mother, but not with milk in general,

still adhered to the plain sense of the precept as probably conveyed

in Deuteronomy. But already the Targum which bears the name

of Onkelos, and which was commenced only a few generations later,

thou.gh completed centuries afterwards in the schools of Babylonia,

explained rather than translated that command, "You shall not eat

meat with milk": it is uncertain whether this meaning had been

developed in the interval between Philo and Onkelos, or whether it

had, in Philo's time , not yet reached the Egyptian Jews from the

chief seats of Hebrew learning in Palestine and Babylonia. Now we

cannot be surprised at the explicit paraphrase of Pseudo-Jonathan,

"You are not permitted either to cook or to eat meat and milk mixed

together", and at the fearful punishments which that Targum attach-

es to any transgression of the law. And then the doctors of Mish-

nah and Talmud discovered, by marvellous feats of interpretation,

that the prohibition applies both to the flesh of clean domestic and

untamed quadrupeds and of birds ; and laying down the rules, that

"the words of the scribes are weightier than the words of the Law",

and "Grod concluded a covenant with Israel, not on the conditions of

the written but of the oral Law", they decreed that the threefold

repetition of the command forbids, for all ages and for all coun-

tries, the cooking, eating, and the profiting by, any mixture of both

substances in what form soever; they delighted in accumulating "pre-
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cept upon precept, rule upon rule", though not "here a little and

there a little", but everywhere and with full hands, till they encom-

passed the whole life of the Jews with bonds and fetters, burdened

it with oppressive restrictions , and rendered hospitable intercourse

with non-Jews all but impossible; and in doing this they sup-

posed that they secured to their people the means of salvation and

of Grod's special favour. Any one may judge for himself by reading,

in the original or in a literal translation, a few chapters of that book,

which has been universally adopted by orthodox Judaism as the

unalterable and eternal rule of practice, the Schulchan Aruch, a digest

of the laws and decisions of Mishnah, Talmud, and Geonim, and

of their early commentators. A few pages of this work on the sub-

ject under discussion will show the reader at a glance the fruits of

Talmudical exegesis ; he will probably find that a Biblical ordinance,

which originally bore no reference whatever to the laws of food,

and later but a very slight one, was made to yield a mass of hair-

splitting minutiae, which it is difficult to survey without mingled

amazement, pity, and regret, and in which religion, if its mission

be truth and love, has certainly no share. -

VIII. CLEAN AND UNCLEAN ANIMALS.

If we follow the oldest Hebrew sources, man, like the rest of

the animal creation, lived originally upon vegetable food only ^

To what extent and during what periods this was really the casfi,_we

have no means of ascertaining even approximately. As far as histp-

rical accounts enable us to judge, the statements in Genesis Wauia'

seem to have simply resulted from a religious or philosophical theory

of a primitive state of human innocence in a Golden Age, or a Para-

dise, free from the pangs of death and the sin of bloodshed, and em-

bracing the entire animate creation in a bond of comwion concord

;

a theory which found its counterpart in the hope pt,,u ultimate

Messianic time expected to realise a similar c< oPi^-itiiV"^'^ ^i^Jvergal

harmony 2. It is indeed a mylhos in the strictes" t sense; -recall? the

analogous belief of the Parsees, that men, in th -eir origaal st^te of

moral perfection, did not eat at all, and that at \ he end • all things

they will return to the same absolute freedom fi\'f<^ 'i p'^J'^^Wants.

1 Gen. I. 29, 30; coinp. II. 5, 6, 15, 2 Comp. Isai. ^^- ^~^; LXV. 25;

IG; m. 17, 18. see Comm. on 'Oeiies. pp. 57^ 53^
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It is true, the idea of a higher purity attaching to vegetable

nourishment is discoverable in vai'ious well-founded facts: it is mani-

fest in the jDreference given, in some instances, to bloodless over animal

sacrifices ^, and in the reluctance evinced by several ancient sects to

animal food. But the practice was in both respects so unsettled

or rather so inconsistent, that a positive conclusion, even within a

very limited sphere, would be entirely unwarranted.

AVith regard to the first point— the bloodless and animal sacrifices

— the fluctuations, almost amounting to confusion, have been point-

ed out in another place ^. The Parsees alone seem, as a rule, to have

presented none but bloodless oblations, and when they exceptionally

sacrificed animals, they devoted to the gods no portion of them what-

ever: but this arose from tenets peculiar to the Zend religion, and was

unconnected with notions of the inviolability of animal life; for the

victims covild fitly neither be creatures of Ormuzd, under whose pro-

tecting cai'e they stood, nor much less the detested productions of

the evil and dangerous Ahriman.

But as regards the second point — abstinence from animal

food — it will suffice briefly to allude to the vague and conflicting

doctrines of the Hindoos and the Pythagoreans. Among the former,

it would at the first glance appear, that the "twice-born" at least, or

the members of the two highest castes, were expected to live merely

upon "pure fruits and roots and such corn as hermits eat", and

strictly to avoid all flesh, both of quadi'upeds and birds, and all

fishes. The broad principle was established that, as flesh-meat can-

not be procured without injury to animals, and "the slaughter of

beasts obstructs the path to beatitude", man should abstain from

flesh-meat; a principle which, if it did not originate in, derived

strength from, the belief in the migration after death of human souls

into the bodies of animals, yet also into plants and minei'als. That

rule was almost enlarged into a comprehensive system: "He who
consents to the death of a beast, he who kills it, and he who cuts it

to pieces, he who buys it and he who sells it, he who dresses, sei'ves,

and eats it — these are the eight chief associates of murder". Thus

the prohibition of animal food might be supposed positive and ab-

solute.

However, on the other hand, the Hindoo codes permit or imply so

many exceptions, that the ordinances are not only valueless as laws,

but almost too wavering for customs. A number of precepts, marking

3 See Comm. on Lev. I. pp. 8, 9. -• L. c. pp. 8— 10.
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ail intermediate stage, are qualified or circumscribed by cautions and

restrictions. Some kinds of fish and some parts of all fishes, were law-

fully placed before the guests at repasts in honour of the gods or of

departed souls. The eating of flesh was held to be a rule of "gigantic

demons", not under all circumstances, but only if indulged in uncon-

nected with sacrifice, while in the latter case it was deemed a godly

practice. He who, after showing due veneration to the gods and the

departed spirits, ate flesh, whether acquired by purchase or received

as a present, was held free from sin. A man was threatened with de-

struction, in the next world, by the beasts he had eaten in this, not un-

conditionally, but if he had eaten the flesh without paying reverential

worship to the gods or shades, or without having been compelled by

"urgent distress". "As many hairs as grow on the body of the beast,

so many deaths shall the slayer of it endure in the next world from

birth to birth" — yet only if he slew it "for his own satisfaction" or

"against the ordinance", that is, not in association with holy obser-

vances.

But other permissive precepts are more and more unrestricted,

and others again entirely unconditional. The "twiceborn" were to

avoid, not all meat in general, but meat kept at a slaughter-house,

dried meat, and the meat of certain specified classes of birds and

quadrupeds. The maxims were proclaimed that Bramah brought

forth the entire animal and vegetable kingdom for the sustenance

of the spirit of life, and that this spirit is entitled to consume

everything whether it moves or is motionless. "Whoever regulates

his diet according to the law, commits no sin, were he'even every

day to eat the flesh of animals which are allowed to be eaten,

since both these animals and the persons who feed upon them were

created by the great Bramah. Nay passing to an extreme, the law

ofManu declared, that whosoever refuses to eat meat at a solemn feast

in honour of a guest or in connection with sacrifices or other sacred

ceremonies performed for the gods or the departed souls, will in the

other world be degraded into the state of a beast for twenty-one

births ; while he who partakes of meat on such occasions only, and who

understands the meaning and the principles of the Veda, "elevates

both himself and the cattle to the summit of beatitude".

Therefore, all facts point to the conclusion that the Hindoos,

for long periods partaking of all food indifi'erently , only began to

look upon vegetable sustenance as more commendable, when they

developed their theological systems of metempsychosis, and that

hence abstinence from meat, at all times but very partially adhered
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to , and only by the more rigid sects , was suggested by subtle and

refined speculations of a later age.

Quite analogous were the doctrines and tlie practice of Pytlia-

goras, as far as inferences can be drawn from our available sources.

On the one hand, we have a few isolated statements, that he enjoined

upon his followers, absolutely to abstain, as he himself did, from all

animate beings whatsoever. But on the other hand, we have more

copious testimonies of much less decided principles. According to

one authority, he permitted the slaughter, for food, of all animals,

with the exception only of rams, and of oxen used in agriculture;

according to another, he recommended total abstinence only to those

who aspired to philosophic speculation, while to the rest he allowed

certain animals, though not the heart and the brain, because these

are the organs of life and intelligence. He taught that men "should

avoid too much flesh'''; he allowed meat to others, and even recom-

mended it to those desirous of excelling in bodily strength. Though
he practised divination by means of frank-incense and not by burnt-

offerings, yet according to some accounts, he sacrificed cocks, sucking

kids, and young pigs, and sometimes lambs. In fact, Gellius declared

that the old and often repeated opinion, that Pythagoras did not

eat flesh was an undoubted fallacy, and he confirmed this state-

ment by vmmistakeable quotations from previous writers of autho-

rity. The predilection shown in favour of vegetable food by the

Pythagoreans and the Neo-Platonicians, the elder Karaites and

some Mahommedan sects (as the "Brethren of Purity"), was due

to cosmic views and speculations analogous to those which led to

the same dietary principles among the Hindoos; that predilection

originated, therefore, among those schools also, not in notions usual

in the earliest age of untutored simplicity, but in conceits and

subtleties peculiar to periods of advanced intellectual culture.

Let us corroborate this opinion by one illustration. It is well

known, that not only Pythagoreans, but also Egyptians, Syrians, and

Greeks, abstained from fishes during the time of lustration; and the

Egyptian priests did so with such rigid consistency , that on a cer-

tain festival (on the ninth day of the first month), when every other

citizen consumed a fried fish before the door of his house as a reli-

gious act, they burnt theirs instead of eating them. Now, why
were fishes avoided? Are the motives plain and obvious, and are

they uniform among different nations, or among the various writers

of the same nation? The following are the principal reasons given.

Eishes are distinguished by "taciturnity", which was held to be
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a chief, nay a divine virtue.among the Pythagoreans. They do not,

like land animals, endanger the property or curtail the produce of

man, however they may multiply, so that all "fishing with rods or

nets — a luxurious and reckless pursuit — is in reality prompted

by greed and daintiness, disturbing the sea and diving into its depths

without a shadow of justice". Poseidon was supposed to have been

born from the sea, whence his priests in some parts of Greece deemed

it sacrilegious to eat fish. The sea , the birth-place and abode of

fishes, is "dissimilar and strange to us, and in fact repugnant to hu-

man nature", whence it was considered "neither a part of the world

nor an element, but foreign, corrupt, and diseased dregs"; it was

called "the tear of Saturn", as the salt was termed "the froth of

Typhon" ; and captains of ships were passed unsaluted, because they

obtain their livelihood from the sea. Again, fishes, it' was said,

produce humid flesh, since they do not, like quadrupeds and birds,

inhale our common air. They are no necessity but a superfluous

luxury. They live upon each other, whence a fish was the hierogly-

phic for wickedness and impiety. Yet, on the other hand, Pytha-

goras himself, in releasing and throwing back into the sea a netful

of fishes which he had bought for that purpose, is by this act supposed

to have signified that the fishes are our kindred friends for whom
it behoved him to pay a ransom. Anaximander went so far as to

make the fishes the ancestors of the human race. The Syrians con-

sidered them to derive their origin from the water, like men ; looked

upon them as divine, because the goddess Derceto, the mother of

Juno, had partially the form of a fish; neither ate them themselves

nor allowed visitors in their country to taste them, and firmly be-

lieved that whosoever partook of them would be afflicted with ulcers,

collapse of the bowels, and other fearful diseases; they therefore

kept and fed in a deep pond near the temple of Hierapolis, dedicated

to Derceto, a large quantity of tame fishes, some of which were fur-

nished with costly golden ornaments, and to which annually the

pious repaired in solemn processions ; and similar rites were ob-

served near the temple of Venus at Paphos, where also, as at

Hierapolis, the doctrine of the origin of the world from water was

taught. So artificial and so contradictory were the reasons assigned

for a practice that was never carried out with any degree of con-

sistency !

Advanced schools of Greek philosophy, in recommending re-

verence for all tame and harmless beasts not calling for man's self-

defence, aimed at a regeneration of paganism by a nobler and purer
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life, such as is only suggested by matured and almost ideal aspira-

tions. Indeed they enjoined abstinence from animal food "not upon

all men alike but only upon philosophers, and among these upon

such only as seek their felicity in God and in the imitation of His

nature". After the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus, many Jewish

enthusiasts scrupled to eat meat, as they refused to drink wine,

because the animal could no longer be killed at the holy altar, and

the priests no longer received their portions. Some of the older

Karaites believed it to be a duty of the Jews not to eat meat in the

countries of their dispersion; and the later leaders of the same

sect, from conviction and inclination averse to the slaughter of ani-

mals, and yet finding it sanctioned by Divine.permission, attempted

an escape from this dilemma by the supposition, gradually raised

into an article of faith, that God gi-ants to the killed beast "com-

pensation" for its j)ain and premature death; and this recalls the

conception of those North-Americans who attribute a rational soul

to the beaver, and of the South-Americans who regard the llama

in the same light ; the people of Kamschatka solemnly apologise to

the animals they kill for the liberty they take with them ; and the

Mahommedans in Egypt, when about to slaughter an animal, usually

say, "May God give thee patience to endure the affliction which He
has allotted to thee". The Japanese, it is well known, are averse

to the chase; they refrain from killing or eating animals, although

they place meat unreservedly before their foreign guests; and they

look upon butchers as men who are permanently in an unclean state

and ought to be excluded from the society of other classes : but

all this is a result of their highly developed and humane "religion

of the spirits" or "Kami".

Indeed the tlioughtful and philoso2)hic minds among the Greeks

and Romans themselves give an account of the first stages of mankind,

which materially differs from that furnished by poets and imaginative

writers
; they forcibly describe the struggles and hardships, the rude

fierceness and indomitable violence of the earliest generations ; and

they lay due stress upon the hot and desperate warfare unceasingly

carried on against noxious and rapacious beasts. That similar con-

victions were entertained by the ablest men among the Hebrews,

before their clear sense of historic truth was dimmed by the love of

religious myths, could hardly be doubted, even if the Bible did not,

in the very story of Eden, allude to garments oi skins (Gen. JH. 21).

It may then be supposed that the early Hebrews , as they ad-

vanced in experience, availed themselves of animal food like every
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other nation; and it appears that for long periods they consumed

the flesh of all eatable animals indifferently, unawed by any religious

restriction, and knowing no limits beyond individual dislike and

sanitary precaution. This stage in the history of animal diet is em-

bodied in the command attributed to Grod at the time of Noah: "Every

moving thing that lives shall belong to you for food; just as the

green herb I give you all things"
'

; and in harmony with this univer-

sal permission, the older or Elohistic document nevei", throughout the

history of the Deluge, classifies the animals in reference to purity^.

But gradually we find unmistakeable though not very striking

distinctions made between clean and unclean food. Manoah's wife

was commanded by the angel who announced to her the birth of her

son Samson, not to eat any "unclean thing" ^, and to avoid wine

and strong drink. What were the "unclean" things i-eferred to? If

the passage does not enable us to answer this question, it is highly

instructive from a historical point of view. It proves that in Ma-

noah's time the rules of clean and unclean were still in a rudimen-

tary stage; that they were not binding upon all Israelites, but like

abstinence from wine and strong drink, they were recommended only

to persons in an exceptional state of holiness*; that, in fact, the uni-

versal and complicated dietary laws of the Pentateuch did not yet

exist, and were certainly not promulgated or acknowledged: would it

else have been necessary specially to caution the mother of a Nazarite

against food which all Hebrews alike were taught to shun as an abo-

mination ?

Yet it could not fail, on the one hand, that the aversion to "un-

clean" meat spread, in the course of time, among all classes of the

people, and on the other hand, that the notions of clean and unclean

food were more clearly and more elaborately defined. The prophet

Hosea (B. C. 750) declared that the Israelites, as a just punishment

for their iniquity, should "return to Egypt, and eat unclean things

in Assyria" ^ ; and the Jehovistic writer of Genesis advisedly and con-

sistently introduced in the narrative of the Deluge that distinction

between "clean and unclean animals", which in the interval that had

elapsed since the age of the Elohist, had been established and eagerly

developed". Now the usage, taking deeper root, was more and moi'e

1 Gen. IX. 3. 4 Comp. Coinm. on Lev. I. 433, 434.

2Comp.Gen.VI.19,20;VIL 14—16, ^ Hos. IX. 3.

21—23; Vm. 1, 17, 19; IX. 10. « Comp. Gen. VIL 2, 8; VIU. 20j

3 Judg. Xin. 4, 7, 14. see Comm. on Gen. pp. 123, 124.
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sui^rounded with religious sanctity, so that theDeuteronomist could

venture to attempt a systematic classification on broad and precise

principles, which, still later, the compilers of Leviticus were able to

employ as main pillars of their theocratic edifice''. The criteria fixed

ujjon were indeed capricious and fanciful: for granting that rumin-

ants digest and assimilate their food in the completest manner®, and

supposing that fishes with both fins and scales are the most healthy

for some physiological reason 3; on what natural principle can pre-

eminent purity be attributed to insects provided with springing

legs'*^? Yet as these criteria, on the whole, included the animals

sanctioned by usage as clean, and proscribed those long and popu-

larly held to be unclean , they were welcomed as lending an appear-

ance of scientific order to a variety of isolated instances thus spe-

ciously raised into a law.

For the whole animal creation was commonly divided into

three principal groups : (1) the inhabitants of the firm land, (2) of the

water, and (3) of the air; each of these three groups was again

divided into two large classes, («) one including the species which

struck the Hebrews as "clean", and were held by them to be fit

for food, and (b) one consisting of the "unclean" species which

were designated by the general term of "creeping things"; and a

complete enumeration of the animal kingdom comprehended the

following seven classes — the domesticated cattle; the untamed

quadrupeds; birds; fishes; the "creeping things" of the earth; of the

water; and of the air '
'.

Now, out of the first two of these seven classes, the ox, the

sheep, and the goat, of supreme importance to a nation of shepherds

and agriculturists, and the stag and the roebuck, formed the ordinary

staple of animal food; they were, therefore, set down as the nor-

mal clean beasts ; from them the qualifications for all lawful qua-

drupeds were deduced ; and thus the chewing of the cud and cloven

feet became indispensable criteria. Of fishes, certain kinds, mostly

fresh-water fish, were probably eaten without reluctance, while other

aquatic animals, repulsive and unsightly, as the serpent- or lizard-

like creatures, the slimy cetacea and testacea, and similar, par-

ticularly marine species, were held in aversion, though we have no

7 Deut.XIV.3— 21; Lev. XL 2—47, 10, 12, 21. See notes on XL 2—8.

8 See notes on XL 2—8. n See Gen. L 24, 25; H. 20; VIL
9 See notes on XL 9—12. 14, 21 ; IX. 10; 1 Ki. V. 13 ; comp.

"Deut.XIV. 6, 9, 10; Lev. XL 3, 9, Ps.VIILS, 9; CIV. 11, 12, 14.
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detailed information on the subject ; and as it was found tliat tlie for-

mer only are provided with both scales and fins, and the latter not—
as the shark, the ray, and the sun-fish, which are destitute of scales,

or the seal and walrus which were supposed to have no fins — scales

and fins were made the tests of clean aquatics. Of the class of "creeping

things" a few kinds of locusts only were eaten, and hence springing legs

were made the necessary qualification for permitted insects. "With re-

spect to birds, no common criteria seem to have been discovered, none

at least were set forth by the legislators, who preferred to give a full

enumeration of the unclean species, from which it is easy to con-

clude, as far as the names can be identified, that they considered as

unclean all birds of prey, those that feed upon carcass, and those

that shun the light of day '.

This being the natural and historic process by which the cri-

teria were arrived at, we can hardly be surprised at the singular

mistakes which meet us at every step, both in the general laws and

in the details. Let us first examine the principal rule concerning

quadrupeds. In a series of jDrecepts headed, "And the Lord spoke to

Moses and to Aaron saying", we read, "Whatsoever is hoofed and is

clovenfooted", or "whatever is hoofed and has a two-cleit hoof", as

the Deuteronomist more distinctly expresses it, "and chews the cud,

among the beasts, that you may eat"-. From these words it would

appear that there are ruminants not bisulcate, and that there are

bisulcates not ruminant; indeed the text dispels every doubt by

adducing alleged instances both of the one and the other kind of

quadruped. Yet such animals do not exist. It is a zoelogical fact,

which an authority like Cuvier called "as certain as any other in

physics or morals", that "all ruminants have the foot cleft, and that

they only have it"^ What are the obvious conclusions to be drawn

from this fact? First, that the Biblical rule concerning clean and

unclean quadrupeds is illusory ; for there are not two independent or

separate criteria, but there is only one; the formation of the stomach

is decisive for that of the foot; all ruminants are bisulcate, and all

bisulcates are ruminant. And secondly, every one of the four instan-

ces or illustrations brought forward by the Biblical writer is neces-

sarily erroneous; any attempt at defending them implies an impotent

struggle against science : the camel, which the Bible admits to rumi-

nate, is consequently cloven-footed; the hyrax and the hare, which the

See notes on XI. 15—19. ^ See Cuvier, Ossemens fossiles,

Lev. XL 3 ; Deut. XIV. 6. ed. 4"io i. i64.
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Bible admits to be devoid of a two-cleft hoof, ai'e necessarily no
ruminants; and the pig, which the Bible admits to be no ruminant,

can have no two-cleft hoof.

We may now briefly glance at the individual cases. The hare is de-

scribed as a ruminant *, because, in eating, it makes with the lips a play-

ful and twitching movement which has the appearance as if the ani-

mal were chewing the cud, just as the squirrel and other rodentia are

even in modern times occasionally represented as ruminants, and for

the same reason ^ Yet it needs not be elaborately proved, that the

hare is no ruminant, but belongs to the rodents. It has a simple

stomach, the structure of which, like that of the intestines, is totally

distinct from that of ruminants; and its teeth are so arranged that

they appear in the upper jaw also, whereas those of ruminants seem
to be in the lower jaw only. It is futile to appeal to the vague
testimonies of uneducated gamekeepers in support of a view which
could prevail only in an unscientific age. The flesh of the hare wrf
indeed permitted to the Hindoo priests, and was eaten by the Greeks

and Romans and some Eastern nations, as the Arabs, who still exten-

sively partake of it. But the Hebrews, like many others — as the

Parsees, who consider the hare the most unclean of all beasts, the

Turks, the Armenian Christians, and the ancient Britons, — were

accustomed to shun that flesh, which is soft and tasteless in the East.

Therefore, the Hebrew legislator, having no other object but to sanc-

tion a national custom, forbade the hare on account of the structure

of its feet, though he erroneously believed it to answer to the second

assumed criterion of clean quadrupeds^.

Again, the camel which was forbidden on the plea that "it does

not divide the hoof"'', has in reality cloven feet ; the division extends

over the entire depth of the foot, and is often wide enough to allow

the hand to be passed through : however, the toes, affording no

* Deiit, XIV. 7; Lev. XL 6. the drone, the bee, the grashopper,
5 Comp. Goldsmith , History of the and the beetle : all these animals

Earth and Animated Nature, III. 5, either actually chew the cud or seem
"the rhinoceros, the camel, the horse, at least to ruminate ; . . . but not these

the rabbit, the marmotte, and the alone; men themselves have been

squirrel, all chew the cud by inter- often known to ruminate, and some
vals; . . . among birds, the pelican, even with pleasure."

the stork, the heron, the pigeon, and 6 Nearly all that has here been

the turtle ; . . . among fishes , the remarked of the hare, applies also to

lobsters, crabs, the dorado, the sal- the rock-badger or hyrax.

mon; of insects, the ruminating tribe ' Lev. XI. 4.

is still larger ; the cricket, the wasp,
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flattened surface for the limb to bear upon, are lengthened, tipped

with small hoofs only, and rest upon a large and pulpy sole or elastic

pad, as upon a cushion, on which the camel treads ; and on account of

this unessential peculiarity it was declared to have undivided feet.

And why ? Simply because it was necessary to find a reason, in ac-

cordance with the criteria set forth, for prohibiting camel's flesh,

which , though eaten by the Persians and many Arab tribes , and

lawful among the Mohammedans, was avoided as food by many

eastern nations, as the Hindoos, the Zabii, and Egyptians, as it is

still disdained by the Copts; for it was supposed to be heating and

to engender cruelty and revengefulness, which latter quality was

commonly attributed to the camel itself. But in reality there is no

reason for the exclusion of the camel from the number of clean ani-

mals; it shares most of their characteristics with respect to food,

and the formation of the teeth and the stomach; that it is a ru-

minant, has never been disputed; it is indeed distinguished from all

other cloven-footed quadrupeds by the absence of frontal horns,

but this difference ought to be an additional motive for counting it

among the tame and clean animals.

And lastly, the swine is described as "hoofed and cloven-footed,

but not chewing the cud" '. This statement has hitherto remained

so entirely unquestioned by critics , that apologists saw no necessi-

ty for devising a specious defence. And yet it is no less fallaciQus

than the description of the hare and the camel. The feet of swine are

not two-cleft (bisulcous) , and their structure does not resemble that

of the clean quadrupeds, such as the ox and the sheep, the stag and

the hart. It suffices to remark that, while some species of swine are

provided with a solid hoof, the feet of the Pig-tribe generally

have four toes inclosed in separate hoofs; but as the two central

ones are much the largest, and are divided by a deep cleft, the

swine was considered to have a two-cleft foot. Thus, in this in-

stance also, illusory aj)pearance took the place of knowledge.

It is, therefore, indeed surprising to hear the "Mosaic" division

of animals described as "easy and natural", "systematic and admir-

able", "beautifully simple and scientific", "useful still in our time,

and even to scholars".

Mistakes similar to those which the Bible made in fixing the

law, were made by the later Jews in applying and interpi;eting

it, and for the same reason. It is well known that fins, forming

1 Lev. XI. 7 ; comp. Deut. XIV. 8.
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substitutes for imperfectly developed limbs, are found in all fisbes

as indispensable organs. "Median fins are very characteristic of

fishes, and it is questionable if any fish exists altogether de-

void of the system of median fin-rays and their supports". But
the Mishnah propounded this rule — "All fishes with scales have

invariably fins also ; but fishes that have fins, have not always scales"

:

hence Jewish tradition permitted unconditionally all fishes with

scales , but declared that those which have fins must be carefully

examined with respect to scales. Not the presence or absence of fins

is characteristic, but their nature or position; it is these that de-

cide the various subdivisions of the class, and determine their higher

or lower place. It is, therefore, a strange tautology to speak of

"fishes that have fins"; but as in some species, the fins are partially

small and concealed, finless fishes were assumed and deemed possible.

Nor were the Rabbins happier in classifying the fishes destitute

of scales, for they included among them, and therefore prohibited,

the eel, which, however, undoubtedly has scales, though these are

hidden in the thick skin and delicately fine: they may have disdained

the eel on account of its serpent-like appearance, since its fins also

are very small and fewer than the normal number; they possibly

detested it because it was revered as a most holy deity among the

Egyptians; they may, besides, have regarded it unwholesome food,

as it is still regarded by the best medical authorities ; but they had

not to make new statutes, but to expound existing laws, and they

would not have ventured to forbid the eel, had they considered it

to possess the Biblical criteria of a clean fish.

But even granting the propriety and correctness of the tests, the

artificial character of the law is manifest from the arrangement of the

details. The number ten prevails in the enumeration of the species

;

the Deuteronomist mentions ten clean kinds of quadrupeds-, and

Leviticus twenty unclesca birds ^; the peculiar significance attributed

throughout the Pentateuch to that number, needs not be pointed

out again*; it was acknowledged by the later Jews, especially

2 The ox, the sheep, and the goat, raven, the ostrich, the tachmas , the

the hart, the roebuck, and the fallow- sea-gull, and the hawk, the eared owl,

deer, the wild goat, the pygarg, the the frigate bird, and the night owl,

wild ox, and the chamois. The iden- the cormorant, the pelican, and the

titj' and nature of these animals will racham, the heron, the ibis, the

be discussed in the notes on Deut. hoopoe, and the bat (Lev. XI. 13—19;

XIV. 4, 5. see notes in loc).

3 The eagle, the ossifrage, and the * See Comm. on Gen. p. 106.

vulture, the falcon, the kite, and the

D2
'
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when they became familial' with the views of the Pythagoreans and

Neo-Platonicians ; and it is, in reference to our law, expressly urged

by Philo in these terms : "Ten of the quadrupeds are clean . . . For

Moses always adhered to that arithmetical theory which, as he ori-

ginally devised it with the minutest accuracy possible, he extends

to all existing things, so that he establishes no ordinances, whether

important or unimportant, without employing, and as it were ad-

apting, this number as peculiar to the regulations which he is or-

daining; since of all the numbers, beginning from the unit, the

most perfect is the number ten, and, as Moses says , the most sacred

of all and a holy number".

Therefore, both the criteria and the lists of the animals are

the result of a studied and deliberate plan meant to classify and

to group a mass of given facts and instances. Nor is even here the

progress wanting which, in all similar ordinances, the Book of Le-

viticus exhibits if compared with Deuteronomy. The former not

only repeats the old objections to all "creeping things", and intro-

duces a new distinction between clean and unclean insects with the

view of sanctioning the edible locusts characterised by the peculiar

structure of their feet% but it insists upon the religious or rather

levitical aspect of the dietary laws with a fulness and an intense

earnestness, which leave no doubt whatever as to the direction in

which the Hebrew mind had advanced. And this leads u.s to the" im-

portant enquiry — "Which were the motives that originally prompted

abstinence from certain animals? and what rules guidedthe authors of

the Pentateuch in confirming and enforcing the traditicnal customs?

Some of the answers given hardly deserve serious consideration.

The legislator, it has been maintained, followed no definite or intelli-

gible principles, but fixed arbitrary ordinances and restrictions at

pleasure, merely in order to train the Hebrews in obedience, if not,

as the Koran curiously contends, to punish them for their disobe-

dience ; the former view would annul at a stroke all rational study

of the Bible; the latter is a fair specimen of Mohammed's knowledge

and interpretation of the Old Testament.

Again, it has been supposed that the dietary laws were framed

with the object of allegorically conveying certain truths, or of se-

curing the practice of certain virtues ; for it was held that, in them-

selves and in their literal sense, those laws are unworthy of God,

disgraceful to His worshippers, and less rational and judicious than

Lev. XI. 20—23. See notes on XI. 1.
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those of the heathens. A few instances of this allegorical acceptation

will suffice. Cloven-footed quadrupeds only must be eaten : this "is

a symbol that we should act with discernment and discretion.^'' In

eating the flesh of animals that chew the cud, men are to remember

their transitory life and human condition. The weasel, the mouse,

and other mischievous or destructive animals are meant as a warning

against inconsiderate rashness and thoughtlessness; the weasel has,

besides, a peculiar significance — "it conceives with the ears and

brings forth its young through the mouth" (!) ; therefore, it teaches

that "those are wicked who, to injure others, embody in words what

passes into their ears". The Hebrews, graciously selected to receive

the Divine Law, and bound to practise justice and truth, ought to imi-

tate the clean birds, which "live uponplants, and abstain from rapine",

and not to act with violence or, relying upon their superior power,

to oppress the weak. According to Philo, who naturally indulges in

very elaborate analogies, Moses forbade "the most fleshy and fattest

animals", because they tend to excite treacherous pleasure, and pro-

duce insatiable greed; the most tempting and most delicate creatures,

in order to lead the Israelites to the exercise of virtue by frugality

and abstinence; wild beasts, because a gentle meal is becoming the

gentle soul ; the carnivora, in order not to foster anger and ferocity

;

and, in fact, some kinds of each description of animal, in order "to

take away, as it were, fuel from the fire, and to cause the extinction

of appetite." Chewing the cud and parting the hoof are "symbols of

instruction and of the most scientific learning"; for man cannot ac-

quire knowledge unless he revolve what he has learnt again and

again in his mind, and retain it by the aid of memory; and he can

aspire to wisdom only by a clear distinction between right and

wrong. The fishes destitute either of fins or of scales, or of both, are

pressed down by the current and unable to resist its force ; while fishes

provided with those organs can defy and effectually oppose the

stream; the former are "emblems of a soul devoted to pleasure, the

latter of a mind loving perseverance and temperance", the one lead-

ing to a perilous gulf, the other to heaven and immortality. The

reptiles, lastly , "prefigure those who are devoted to their bellies",

and are continually offering up ti'ibute to their unappeasable appe-

tites; the animals with many feet denote "the miserable slaves not

of one single passion, but of all the passions" ;
while the clean reptiles

that have springing feet express "the manners and habits of the

rational soul which, so far from being dragged down by the weight

of the body, springs up from the earth and all mean things, to the
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air and the periodical revolutions of the heavens". Nearly identical

with these explanations are the conceits of Origen. "From the food", he

declares, "which is mentioned as a shadow, we must ascend to that

which, through the spirit, is true food"; he "ruminates" who is intent

upon knowledge, and meditates on the word of God day and night,

and he is wise who regulates his actions upon "the distinction" between

this and the future world ; those placed in the sea of life must strive

not to remain in the depth of the water, as the fishes without fins

do, and they must ever be ready to lay off their old habits, like fishes

with scales; while the birds of prey "point to those who eagerly look

forward to the death of others, and artfully or fraudulently forge

wills"! Maimonides, interpreting not more happily or profoundly,

believes that the dietary regulations are intended "to check the greedy

who are bent upon dainties, and to prevent men from looking upon

luxurious eating and drinking as the end of their lives" ; he goes so far

as to assert that the laws of prohibited food, like most other cere-

monials and even many moral precepts, are meant to provide ex-

cessive exercises for the discipline of the heart and mind, in order

to lead man, by the practice of extremes, more safely to the mean road

of moderation and temperance — a pernicious principle which robs

the laws of all intrinsic significance, and transforms them into mere

instruments or "medical cures" serving extraneous ends; though such

a view was natural in a Jewish scholar of the middle ages, imbued

with Aristotelic tenets, it ought not to be forced upon the old Hebrew

legislators, in whose eyes the ceremonies had meaning and truth for

their own sakes, and who, therefore, declared them to b& eternal and

immutable, and strove with their utmost energy thoroughly to amalga-

mate them with the main ideas of their religious system. Nor have

even recent writers refrained from typical subtleties. One avers that

all unclean animals "bear upon them the stamp of sin, death, and cor-

ruption", which pervade alike mankind and nature, though he aban-

dons the hope of ever being able to point out these ominous signs in

each individual animal, because "man's degeneracy" or his "ungodly

and unnatural civilisation" has vitiated and darkened his "Divine con-

sciousness", and has "blunted his natural aversions". Another alludes

to "the thoughtful chewing of the cud" as an emblem of reflection,

and to "the coarse and insolent one-hoofed foot". One calls the

vmclean animals the "images of sin", by shunning which men were to

be educated to shun sin itself; and another, supposing the forbid-

den animals to represent the heathen, the clean ones Israel, urges that

the distinction between both must appear in "their spiritual life
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or ways" and "their spiritual food", the one typified by the cloven

foot, the other by the chewing of the cud! These and similar sin-

gularities which it would be unprofitable to quote at still greater

length, share the usual defects of all allegorical and moralising

interpretations.

Then the question recurs — Why were certain animals set

down in the Pentateuch as clean, others as unclean? Very little is

gained for the real explanation of the problem by assuming, that the

Hebrews, influenced by their eastern neighbours, or arriving of them-

selves at the same ideas, declared the creatures of the good deity

Ormuzd as lawful , and prohibited those of the evil god Ahriman as

obnoxious; for it would still remain to be accounted for, rvhy the

Parsees were led to trace certain creatures to the empire of Ormuzd,

and others to the dominion of Ahriman. But even if this could be

proved in every individual instance, we should not be aided in our

enquiiy, from the simple fact, often carelessly ignored, that the

clean and unclean animals of the Hebrews do not coincide with those

of the Parsees. This will be evident from a brief survey of the or-

dinances contained on the subject in the Bimdchesh; we shall confine

ourselves to plain facts, and pass over all speculations.

When the primitive bull died , Ormuzd formed of his pvxrified

samen first two animals of the same kind, one male and one fe-

male, and out of these he created a couple of every other clean spe-

cies, and placed them in Iran-vedj, where they multiplied and spread

— first the goat and ram, then the camel and ox, and afterwards the

horse and the ass, which animals were brought forth "for the use of

the pure"; in the next place, the hart and the roe-buck, birds (among

which are specified the eagle and the crow, the owl and the raven),

fishes and other aquatic animals, the dog and the civet-cat, and ten

kinds of rats white from head to tail; and it is maintained that

all these creatures were produced in so many distinct varieties

that they finally amounted to 282 species; for instance, the goat

and ram comprised 5 species each, one of which is the unicorn, the

bull 1 5, the dog 1 species, as beaver, fox, and weasel, glutton, hedge-

hog, and musc-deer, sable-marten, ermine, and others of the same

class. Now, in examining these animals held pure by the Parsees,

we find that a very considerable number of them are unclean accord-

ing to the Pentateuch, as the camel, the horse, and the ass, the

eagle and crow, the dog and the civet-cat, the beaver, the fox, and

the rat, the weasel and the like, the birds of prey and the fishes

without fins and scales. Even the pig, though feeding on kharfesUrx
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or detcated creatures of Ahriinan , could be rendered a clean auimal

if it was prevented from eating impure things during one year, when

its flesh became lawful food. The Parsees may, from their point

of view, have had good reasons for their classification; they were in-

duced to attribute animals so useful as the camel, the horse, and the

ass, to the god of light; they believed that, at his request, Airyamau,

the protector of health, in order to counteract the scourges and diseases

sent by the serpent Ahriman (or Agramainyus), created nine species

of male horses and nine of male camels, besides as many of oxen and

sheep; they regarded with veneration the greenwood-pecker, which

largely destroys locusts; the white falcon, because it was supposed to

kill serpents with its wings, and the wild bull and wild ass, which de-

vour reptiles ; the weasel, bent upon attacking lizards, and attacking

them successfully; the hedge-hog, since it is daugerovis to the corn-con-

suming ants; and even the rapacious and destructive fox, because it an-

nihilates voracious insects by a curious peculiarity. But the Hebrews

were not guided by any such considerations ; they did not acknowledge

the maxim that "every pure animal, whether beast of the forest, or bird,

or fish, is at war with a particular kharfester'''' \ they were strangers to

the doctrine that the principle of darkness produces poisonous plants

and bloodthirsty or venomous animals, destined to carry on an implac-

able and internecine struggle against the good and useful creations of

the god of light'; they deemed it, therefore, no necessary part of a

pious life "to kill noxious beasts to their utmost power". Though long

familiar with the worship of Apis and other forms of Egyptian idol-

atry, there is no trace of their teachers ever having acknowledged the

independent power of Typhon or the existence of a Typhonic creation,

though in later periods, the people inclined towards similar views.

They must have been aware that, in Egypt, reverence was shown to cer-

tain kinds of serpents, to the cat, the dog, the shrew-mouse, and

the beetle, because these creatures were considered to reflect "dark

images of the power of the gods , as the drop of water reflects the

sun" ; and they must have known that homage was paid to the ichneu-

mon, which destroys crocodiles and their eggs, to the ibis, since

it kills greedy worms , and to the stork , because it is fatal to young

snakes: yet, though they may have been disposed to acknowledge

the utility of these animals, they were never tempted to raise them

into divinities. Though forbidden to cut down or to injure fruit-trees

even in a hostile country, they never invested trees or any other

1 Comp. Comm. on Gen. pp. 63, 64.
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vegetable iiroduction with inviolable sanctity; they did not imitate the

Egyptians who considered the onion, leek, and garlic so holy that

they often invoked them as deities in taking oaths; nor did they, on the

other hand, share the prejudices of the Hindoos, who were taught by

their religious laws, that "'the twice-born man who intentionally eats

a mushroom, ... a leek, an onion, or garlic, is immediately degraded",

while partaking of these vegetables undesignedly requires atonement

hy rigorous penance. They were free from the irrational dislike

of both Egyptians and Pythagoreans against several kinds of pulse,

among which beans were deemed too unclean to be even looked

upon by priests. They could not fall into the errors of the old Ger-

mans, who honoured the thunder oak in connection with the worship

of Thor or Donar, nor into those of the Gauls, who, as is well known,

paid reverence to the mistletoe, which,when cut with a golden sickle

by a white-robed priest, was regarded as a remedy for barrenness

and an antidote against all poisons: for they did not, like the Py-

thagoreans and many others, look upon plants as animated beings

"partaking of the princijjle of heat", nor did they adopt the less

popular doctrine that the souls of men "pass not only into animals,

but also into plants". If they declared the ass an unclean animal, aa

the later Mohammedans also did , they were not prompted to do so

by the similarity of its colour to that of the fabled demon; they

commonly employed the ass as a beast of burden, and in times of ur-

gent distress did not scruj^le to eat its flesh- ; indeed in earlier periods,

and certainly in the time of the Judges, the ass seems, together with the

ox and the sheep, to have been their ordinary animal food^, just as

it was eaten in Persia, and in some neighbouring districts, where

it was even sacrificed to the god of war, in northern Africa, in

Greece, in Italy, especially by the poorer classes, and in Rome, where

at the time of Augustus young asses were considered particularly''

palatable; though Galen maintains that asses' flesh, notorious for

bad humours and difficult to cook, is injurious to the stomach and

tough to the taste, and he denounces those who eat it with almost vehe-

ment irony. And when, after the Babylonian exile, the Jews be-

came familiar with the dualism of the Persians, their leaders opposed

it with the clearest and strongest emphasis: "I am the Lord, and there

is none else", wrote the second Isaiah , "I form the light and create

darkness ; I make peace and create evil ; I the Lord do all these

things"^; they did not shrink from tracing to God evil and darkness

2 2 Ki. VI. 25. 3 See Judges VI. 4. ^ Isai. XLV. 6,7; comp. LIV. 16.
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also, because theywere convinced that, under His care and direction,

the evil produces blessings, and darkness serves beneficent ends.

Our conclusion, therefore, is that the principles of division with

respect to clean and unclean animals were markedly different among

the Israelites and among the Parsees or other nations. Yet they offer

points of resemblance which are of the highest interest, and throw a

welcome light upon the Hebrew ordinances. The Zend-Avesta distin-

guishes quadrupeds with cloven feet, with undivided feet or hoofs,

and with five claws, all of which belong to the clean species. The

highest Hindoo castes or "the twice-born" were by the law of Manu

forbidden to taste the flesh or milk of "quadrupeds with uncloven

hoof", the flesh of all "solitary animals, of unknown beasts or birds",

and of "creatures with five claws." They were strictly to abstain from

all fishes without scales. According to later accounts, the Egyp-

tian priests shunned all quadrupeds having "uncloven hoofs" or

"many claws" or having "no horns", and all carnivorous birds: which

criteria include the greater part of those set forth in the Hebrew law.

The Koran attempts no distinct principles on the subject; but it

seems to be a general rule among Mohammedans to abstain from any

animal that feeds upon human flesh, or that attacks men. As ruminants,

with the exception of the camel, appear to have, though they have not

in reality, only one row of teeth, all of which seem to be in the lower jaw;

this illusory characteristic was frequently employed as a criterion.'It

was so used by the Talmud, which proposed the rule, that "whatever

animal chews the cud, is sure to have no upper teeth, and is therefore

clean" ; by the Hindoo law, which permitted "all quadrupeds that have

but one row of teeth, except the camel"; by Greek naturalists, who
taught, that "whatever animal has horns, has certainly not two rows

of teeth" ; and by the Zabii, who were forbidden to eat the flesh of the

camel and of "all quadrupeds that have teeth in both jaws, as the pig, the

dog, and the ass": but the fact is that the ruminants, with the exception

of the camel, have no incisor teeth in the upper jaws, the hardened

gums sustaining the pressure of the lower incisors.

It is, therefore, clear that most ancient nations chose as chief

criteria of quadrupeds, the structure of the foot and the stomach;

as those of fishes, the presence or absence of scales; and of birds, the

nature of their food; but that the Hebrews, though remaining

within the general circle of current conceptions, worked out with

independence a systematic division not unskilfully adapted to their

established practice; whether, as is not impossible, the rigorous ap-

l^lication of rules so decided and so formal did not inevitably ex-
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elude animals previously employed as food, we are unable to deter-

mine.

Hence the distinction between clean and unclean animals ori-

ginated among the Israelites by no means in the desire of sepa-

rating themselves from idolatrous nations , and thus preventing

religious and moral corruption, nor in the wish to establish an-

other external diflPerence between themselves and the heathens.

Entirely groundless, for instance, are views like these : "Moses forbade

the Israelites to eat the camel, which up to his time had been con-

sidered clean, in order to isolate them from the Arabs, perhaps

also to deter them from remaining in Arabia or settling there,

at any later period, through love of nomadic cattle-breeding"; or

•'God intended to enjoin upon the Hebrews the dietary laws as

something peculiar, so that the holy people might be distinguished

from the profane nations no less by their food than by their worship".

This latter remark is a fair specimen of the method, now happily

obsolete among Biblical critics, of mechanically explaining pre-

cepts which ought to be understood by organic laws of national-

ity, or of intellectual and religious progress. It is vain to adduce

in support of that view the words of a late levitical legislator:

"I am the Lord your Grod who have distinguished you from other

nations; you shall therefore distinguish between clean beasts and

unclean, and between unclean fowls and clean, and you shall not

make your souls abominable by beast or by fowl, or by any manner

of living thing that creeps upon the ground, which I have distin-

guished for you as unclean" '. These words have a very different

import ; they do not refer to external separation or distinction

from heathens; but connected as they are with laws of idolatry, in-

cest, and unnatural depravity, they allude to a life of holiness and

piety, by which the Hebrews were to deserve and to justify the election

which had been conferred upon them by Divine grace. This is abund-

antly evident from the concluding sentence, "And you shall be holy

unto Me, for I the Lord am holy, and I have distinguished you

from other nations that you should be Mine"^. Even the dietary

rules of the Egyptian and Hindoo priesthood were but partially

designed to secure a rigid seclusion from other castes or nations,

and were particularly intended as a means and symbol of superior

sanctity ; but the corresponding ordinances of the Pentateuch were in

no way calculated to serve the purpose of isolating the Hebrews; for

1 Lev. XX. 24. - Lev. XX. 26; comp. ver. 7.
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they have numerous and important points of contact with those of

heathen nations; the deep aversion against the pig which the He-

brews shared with many others, especially the Egyptians, Hindoos,

and Arabians, is alone sufficient to overthrow an opinion opposed

to well-established facts.

Equally untenable is the assertion that the Hebrews were warned

against certain creatures as unclean, in order to draw them away or to

shield them from the dangers of animal worship. "Every beast is in some

manner akin to a demon", observes Origen; hence Moses declaimed

all animals as impure from which the Egyptians and others took augu-

ries, while he permitted nearly all the rest; and this curious opinion

is upheld by subsequent and even by recent writers. It is not im-

possible that the unlimited dominion over all beasts, which, after

the creation 1, was emphatically bestowed upon men, and to which,

after the Deluge, was added a free permission to use all animals

for food 2, was designed to counteract the disgrace and absurdity

of animal worship ^
: but the lists of the Pentateuch , on the one

hand, include animals that received divine honours among hea-

thens, and were yet declared clean, as the bull, the sheep, and the

goat, since in Egypt there was hardly an animal that was not

worshipped either by the whole or by a part of the country; and

on the other hand, they embrace some which, as the ass and the pig,

were detested among pagans , and were yet pronounced unclean by

the Hebrew legislators, as is proved by the slightest reference to the

sacred animals of the Egyptians and other nations.

The matter, then, may be thus rationally exjilained. Many classes

and species of animals were entirely out of the question, and may at

once be dismissed with a few passing remarks. Who would think of

eating poisonous creatures, such as snakes, adders, and vipers? Yet

some species are harmless , and are indeed commonly consumed by

several tribes of northern Africa, while some, as the boas, are dan-

gerous not by their venom but by their enormous size and muscular

and crushing strength. Nor would people look for sustenance to the

infinite variety of Insects, some beautiful, others repulsive, some

troublesome or destructive , others innocuous or useful , though a

number of these even have not been disdained as food by the Hebrews

and other nations; nor to the Worms, whether red or white, though

in Phrygia, in the Pontus, and elsewhere, the white fat worms with

dark heads, bred in putrid wood, were an expensive delicacy; to the

Gen. I. 28. 2 Gen. IX. 2, 3. 3 See Comni. on Gen. pp. 146, 147.
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imperfect "radiata", inhabitants of the sea, with tuft-like appendages

"radiating" round their mouth in horizontal rows, though some spe-

cies are esteemed as dainties among the Chinese; or the still more

undeveloped and rudimentary classes, the Entozoa, the Sea-nettles,

and the plant-like Polyps , though even some kinds of the latter are

eatable.

Again, we may for our present purpose disi'egard the animals

not found in Palestine and the neighbouring countries — the Qua-

drumana or ape-tribe, living in warmer regions, and like the pea-

cocks imported by Solomon's fleet from Ophir as a foreign curiosity^

;

the carnivorous "pouch" or kangaroo tribe, as the marsupial marten,

and the opossums, most formidable enemies to poultry, yet occurring

chiefly in America; the teethless species, only found in tropical and

subtropical regions, sluggish and stupid creatures with proti'uded

maxillaries and long claws-, as the singular "duck-billed quadruped",

the anteaters, the scaly armadillo, and the despised sloth; most of

the "thick-skinned animals" including the largest, if not the strong-

est, of all terrestrial animals, the sagacious elephant and the un-

wieldy hippopotamus, the unequaltoed tapir and the impervious

rhinoceros, all of which are indigenous to Africa and the warmer dis-

tricts of Asia, although the swine, valued by some, abhorred by others,

belongs to the same order; again, the wild species of the "one-hoofed"

quadrupeds, the quagga, the dauv, and the zebra, shunning the

abodes, and defying the subjection, of man^, although the wild ass

is by many tribes of eastern Asia preferred to any other game ; the

wild Ruminants , as the American llama, the new-world vicugna,

and the graceful girafle, the fleet inhabitant of African deserts, the

bison, the buffalo , and aurochs ; the Seal-tribe, as the Arctic phoci-

dae, the sea dog, the seal, and the formidable walrus with its terrible

tusks ; and the huge "VVhale-tribe , mostly inhabiting the Northern

and the Southern Ocean, comprising the most colossal animals in

existence, the Grreenland whale, up to 80 feet long and 60 tons in

weight, with its dangei'ous fringes of horny fibres instead of teeth,

and the spermaceti whale attaining a length of 100 feet, the ra-

pacious narwhal and the dolphin, living, like the preceding, upon

polyps, mollusks, and fishes, the herbivorous Arctic and Atlantic

sea-cow, and the Indian mermaid; many of the "Swimming birds",

as the polar-divers, the penguins of the Southern Atlantic and

Pacific Oceans; and the similarly formed fishes of the tropical seas

4 1 Ki. X. 22 ; 2 Clir. IX. 21. & See Comm. on Gen, p. 243.
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of the order Pectognathi, as the hedgehog fish, the thornback , and

the unicorn fish, distending their bodies and then appearing like

floating globes.

The Hebrews, moreover, may well be supposed to have in-

stinctively spared many birds which delighted them either by their

beautiful plumage or their melodious voice, and which they deemed

too harmless to be persecuted, especially those of the order of

Incessores, including the thrushes and the linnet, the fieldfare and

the blackbird, the lark and nightingale, the hammer and orte-

lan, the red-breast and the wren, swifts and swallows, the fin-

ches and the sparrow, the cuckoo, the parrot, and the peacock;

though many of these birds fell and fall a prey to Sybarites in all

climes. And lastly, some animals were probably left untouched,

because, being more useful by their labour than by their death, it

was deemed inexpedient to diminish them by untimely slaughter ';

to this category we may count the horse and the camel, the ass and

the mule, invaluable, if not indispensable, in the East both for agri-

culture, travel, and commerce, though even these animals were, as

they still are, killed for food by various nations, just as the ox, so

serviceable to the husbandman, was eaten by the Hebrews and nearly

every other people.

Now leaving all these creatures out of view, we may suppose that,

at first, a natural aversion induced men to abstain from some animals

which inspired them with disgust either by their appearance or their

habits. It was probably for this reason of mere loathing that many

avoided, nay abhorred, the dirty and mire-loving swine, which soon

became the very type of uncleauness, and all Reptiles, which, though

highly developed in their muscular system, are partly repulsive by the

clammy sliminess of their bodies, and partly detestable on account of

their lurking rapaciousness, and which include the only venomous ani-

mals, the serpents, laden by legend with the curse of eternal and deadly

enmity against man, and not unnaturally identified with the principle

of physical and moral evil, with disaster and sin^ Dislike, in fact,

caused many to shun "every creeping thing that creeps upon the

earth, whatsoever goes upon the belly, and whatsoever goes upon

all four"'. Most people have, it is true, reconciled themselves to

1 See Comm. on Lev. I. 71, 72. (chelonii), the lizards(sauri) and frogs

2 See Comm. on Gen. pp. 70, 80. (batrachiae) , and the feetless ser-

3 Lev. XI. 41, 42, which words aptly pents, though a few of the sauri and

describe the four principal divisions of the batrachiae have two feet, or

of reptiles, the four-footed turtles none at all.
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the turtle-tribe, especially on account of the Edible Tortoise dear

to many — even to Hindoo priests — for the famous turtle-soup , if

not on account of the giant tortoise yielding the beautiful tortoise-

shell; some feast with zest on the hind legs of the green water-frog;

while others justly delight in keeping the green tree-frog in their hou-

ses, and trust to it as a weather-prophet: yet who can be surprised

that the Hebrews, supposing them even to have been acquainted

with these animals and their qualities, were nevertheless disinclined

to deviate from the general principle of viewing every reptile as

"an abomination"^; that they prominently kept in view such species

of the class as the predatory and gluttonous river-tortoise; asso-

ciated even with the most tempting frog the plump and sluggish,

ugly and tuberculated toad equally offensive to sight and smell

;

and eagerly shunned every lizard-like animal that exhibits the

slightest affinity to the terror-inspiring crocodile, though the people

of Nubia and ofUpper Egypt eat the crocodile, and the Hindoos did

not refrain from the alligator?

Again, physical aversion no doubt prompted the Hebrews to keep

aloof from most of the Invertebrate animals, endowed with organs so

rudimentary and imperfect, that for a long time their very right to a

place in the animal kingdom was disputed; for those creatures lack

even the faculty of sensation which secures communion with the ex-

ternal world, some consisting merely of a series of soft alimentary ca-

nals or a stomach, others possessing sanguineous vessels and centres of

nerves, while none are provided with the entire osseous, muscular,

and nervous systems that distinguish the higher classes, and impavt

to them a yariety of shape, beauty, motion, and intelligence ; they were,

moreover, for the most part, considered repulsive in several respects,

for they include those myriad swarms of vermin which, however in-

dispensable in the great chain of organic life, constantly prey on

man's rest, his comfort, and his property, compel him to an unceasing

warfare of offence and defence, and are hence in many Eastern cos-

mogonies described as productions of the sinister or destructive

power in nature, of Ahriman or Typhon: among them are the pre-

daceous and insidious spider, though at all times men have been

found who ate spiders even with a relish; the louse, the flea, and the

disgusting bug bred by uncleanness; the voracious caterpillar; the

mischievous moth — the cloth- and fur-moth, and worse than all the

corn-moth, often a pest in granaries; the fly in its endless varieties,

i Lev. XL 41, 42.
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harassing and tormenting, spoiling and destroying — the carrion-,

chamber-, cherry-, stubble-, leaf-, fungus-, and horse-fly; the beetle

tribe with their larvae or grubs doing incalculable injury to our corn,

vegetables, and trees, though we must acknowledge the medicinal

utility of the poisonous Spanish fly; the hemiptera with their

swarms of scale-insects ; the plant-lice damaging to rose-trees and

other shrubs, though one single species, the coccus cacti which

feeds on the fig-cactus, serves the use of man by the charming car-

mine colour which it yields, the basis of scarlet; the angry wasp

and the revengeful hornet with their numerous sub-tribes, amon^'

which, however, the cynips, by stinging certain plants, produces

the valued gall-nut, the chief substance of ink and black dyes;

the gad- or bot-fly, a plague to our cattle by the eggs which it

depo.^its on their shoulders and backs, and thus indirectly in-

troduces into their stomachs and intestines ; the scorpion with its

hollow sting inflicting wounds often mortal, always painful, and

its poison-bladder; and the unnumbered hosts of Worms, some of

which, as the common earth-worm, are injurious to the tender

radicles of plants, though the leech has long stood in high repute

as useful in numerous ailments. Hence the Hebrews rejected also

the crustaceous or shelled animals, untempted by the dainties of

lobster and crab, of prawn and shrimp, counting them rather

among the "creeping things with many feet" which they held "in

abomination ', and coupling them with the troublesome and tor-

menting fish-parasites, the wood-louse tribe — the water-flea and

the barnacle, the armed glomeris and the milliped. Thej'' even left

untouched all Mollusks : these indeed, on account of their perfectly

developed vital organs, have been justly compared with the trunk

of the higher classes of animals deprived of head and limbs; in many

cases they live in beautiful and finely convoluted shells, applicable

to various useful and ornamental purposes, as the pearly and the

paper nautilus, the large cowrie, the fiery oven, and the trumpet

snail, and in other instances they yield an admirable purple-coloured

juice formerly employed in dying the most costly stufi's^, or they

furnish precious pearls and the glittering mother-of-pearl, as the

fresh-water and the marine pearl-mussel; yet they are hardly in-

viting as food on account of the soft and slimy mantle that covers

most of them like a sack, whether they have a shell, or not, as

the slugs, and whether that shell is one entire piece, as in the

1 Lev. XI. 42. 2 See Comm. on Exod. p. 373.
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snail, or consists of two parts, as in the mussels; tliey include such

monsters as the great cuttle-fish, which, possessing most formidable

tentacula no less than twelve feet long, probably gave rise to the

fiction of huge sea-monsters (Kraken) so frequently introduced in

northern legends. Therefore it can well be understood, that many na-

tions, and among them the Hebrews, remained insensible to the

reputed delicacy and nutritiousness of the oyster, the edible snail,

the cockle, and the large class of conchifera.

Next to physical dislike, a regard for health naturally guided

the early generations in their selection of food; but just as it is impos-

sible for us to measure the former by our present notions, so it would

be uncertain to estimate the latter by our present knowledge and

experience. In primitive and unscientific times, the one no doubt

exercised no mean influence upon viewing the other; for that which is

externally i-epulsive, unclean, or clammy, was commonly suspected as

unwholesome and injurious. Let us, instead of all other instances,

consider the case of the Swine, which is highly instructive in more

than one respect: we shall here at once treat of the subject fully, in

order to obviate the necessity of returning to it again, though by

so doing we may seem to interrupt our present enquiry.

The unclean habits of the swine struck the Hebrews so strongly,

that they gave rise to the saying, "The snout of the pig resembles

ambulant dirt" ; swine were considered as the fit habitatioub of "un-

clean spirits" or "devils", driven out of possessed persons^; a man
wallowing in the last and most disgusting stage of drunkenness was

compared with the swine : Maimonides believed that "the principal

reason why the Law held the pig in abomination, was because this

animal is the filthiest of all and feeds on the filthiest refuse", and he

added with pardonable exaggeration, that it would have been a strange

anomaly if the Hebrews, upon whom the most scrupulous cleanli-

ness was enjoined even with respect to their camp*, had been permit-

ted to rear pigs, whereby "the streets of their towns, nay their very

houses must become more foully offensive than privies, as is at pre-

sent seen in the countries of the Franks." The Egyptians, it is well

known, regarded the pig as hateful to sun and moon; they deemed

it so singularly contaminating by its "uncleanness", "unholiness", and

"all-devouring voracity, unsparing even of its own young and of

men", that any person who had accidentally touched a pig, was

3 Comp.Matth.Vni. 28—32; Mark * Comp. Deut. XXIIL 13—15.

V. 2—13; Luke YIII. 27—36.
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obliged instantly to plunge into the water, dressed as he was; swine-

herds, detested and disgraced, "though of pure Egyptian blood", were

forbidden to enter any of the national temples, or to intermarry

with any other class or caste; and the Egyptian priests and all those

initiated in the mysteries rigidly abstained from pork, except on one

solitary occasion which will presently be noticed. The same food was

scrupulously shunned by the Ethiopians, who hardly ever kept swine;

by Libyan tribes, as the Barcaeans, who followed the Egyptians;

by the Comani in Pontus, who deemed it a pollution of their temples

to admit a pig within the precincts of their towns; by the Scythians,

who "never sacrificed swine nor suffered them to be reared in their

country at all"; and the Galatians in Pessinus, who shrank from touch-

ing any part of the swine. It was prohibited to the Zabii; to the holier

orders of the Hindoos, who abhorred it as much as human flesh, and the

more so as the latter and pork were considered almost perfectly alike

in taste and smell ; and to the Parsees , because swine were believed to

devour the impure creatures of the evil ^ demon, or the kharfesiers.

The same antipathy was shared by the Phoenicians, and the Syrians

in Hierapolis, who regarded it as an abomination to eat or to sacrifice

swine. From the temple of Hercules or Melkarth in Gades (Cadiz),

women and swine were excluded. Pork was denounced as detestable

by Mohammed ; it was and is still abhorred by the Druses ; by the

Christian Copts , following probably the example of their Egyptian

ancestors ; by the Arabs and Turks ; and most of the South Ameri-

can tribes.

Now it is well known, that pork was consumed by many ancient

nations, who acknowledged it as wholesome nourishment. The Greeks

heard without surprise of Homer's divine swineherd , although the

transformation of Ulysses' friends into grovelling swine was to

them equally intelligible. The Romans paid the utmost attention to

the rearing of pigs; among them pork was employed medicinally for

very numerovis purposes, it formed an important item in their ordi-

nary diet, and was in a variety of ways dressed, as a delicious dainty,

not only with care, but so expensively that sumptuary laws were

enacted to check the extravagance. Galen declared, as the result

of long observation, that "of all victuals pork is the most nutri-

tious"; and he found, for instance, that gladiators and others engaged

in athletic exercises visibly lost strength if, instead of pork, they

took the same quantity of any other meat. Similar opinions were enter-

tained among many tribes even in western Asia and northern Africa,

by whom pork was not only deemed healthier than beef, mutton, and
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goose, but eminently suitable for invalids. Pork forms a staple food

in China, where the pig is one of the chief victims sacrificed to the

gods and to the manes of Confucius. It is commonly eaten by the

people of India; it is permitted even to the Parsees, provided that

due precautions are taken that the pig does not consume unclean crea-

tures within a year of its slaughter; and it is held lawful by the oriental

Christians, who yet abstain from camel's flesh. The Jews had con-

stantly to bear the taunting irony of other nations "because they do

not eat the most eligible meat". Jewish writers themselves, asPhilo

and the physician Isaac ben Soleiman living in the tenth century,

admit the excellence and nourishing qualities of pork ; 'and the most

rigorous Talmudism allows bacon to Jews suffering from consumj)-

tion and atrophy, against which complaints bacon has long been con-

sidered an efficacious remedy.

Yet, on the other hand, it is a notorious fact that pork was,

from early periods, shunned by many on account of its own or the

pig's injurious jDroperties. It was regarded with' repugnance by

the Egyptian priests, who contended, that "it engenders many super-

fluous humovirs". Maimouides declared- that "pork is too juicy and

too rich to be recommended as food", and he enlarged this observation

into the general rule , that "all animals forbidden by the Law are un-

wholesome nutriment"; whereas ruminants, because thoroughly mas-

ticating their food, and perfectly separating the good from the delete-

rious humours, yield healthfvil meat. This view occurs in many an-

terior and subsequent writers , variously and often strangely modi-

fied. Pork was pronounced injurious not only to the health of the

body, but to the vigour and clearness of mind. The swine, "by far

the most brutish of all animals", was by some ofthe stoics considered

as consisting merely of flesh, without any vestige of soul or of a

higher power beyond the preserving principle of animal life.

But the pig was brought into disrepute, not more by its habits

than by the cutaneous disorders to which it is unquestionably subject,

especially in the East, and by which, as many believed, consumers of

pork are certain to be aflfected. The Talmud remarks, "Ten measures

of pestilential sickness were spread over the earth, and nine of them

fell to the share of pigs". "Pork is detested", observes Plutarch, "be-

cause foreign nations generally abhor scab and leprosy, and even be-

lieve that these diseases destroy men by contagion; for under the

belly the pig is full of leprosy and scabby eruptions, which are

supposed to appear on the surface in consequence of some internal

taint or disorder". It suffices to refer with a passing allusion to the

E2
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well-known assertion of Tacitus, that "the Jews abstain from pork on

account of the loathsome affliction of leprosy, by which they were

once disgraced, and to Avhicli the pig is liable". Even drinking

the milk of the "unholy" swine was supposed to engender leprosy

and scabby ulcers, "diseases utterly hateful to all Asiatics". An
observing traveller judiciously remarks, that the custom of abstaining

from pork arose, no doubt, from hygienic rules indispensable under

a burning sky: this will not be disjouted, if it be remembered that

the species of j)igs found in hot climates, belongs to the swine of

China, Siam, and India, rather than to those of Europe; these Chi-

nese pigs, even if reared in ovir colder zones, furnish a flesh more

delicate indeed than that of our common pigs, but much more charged

with fat, thereby enfeebling the most robust constitutions, and produc-

ing indigestion and injurious acids, which are doubly fatal in the East

where the stomach is generally weakened by excessive heat. Moreover,

the abundance of grease, which checks persj)iration, so freely engen-

dered in hot countries, causes scabby diseases which are peculiar to the

pig, and which under a broiling sun easily degenerate into leprosy.

Nor have modern science and experience been able to contradict

the observations of former ages. For not only has the hurtful distemper

of swine, often bringing forth the tape-worm and long known under

the name of "chalazae", been found confirmed, but the existence of an-

other and much more dangerous disease has been j)i'oved— the trichin-

osis or infection by trichinae. Some years since it caused just unea-

siness, if not consternation; in a few instances it grew into an epi-

demic, and appeared even endemic in certain districts. 'The trichi-

nae, which were probably brought to Europe by the importation of

foreign, especially Chinese pigs, received that name about 35 years

ago, because their bodies, fine as hairs, are often spirally rolled

up. Though sometimes ci'owded by millions in one individual, they

can be recognised by the microscope only, owing n'ot so much to their

diminutive size,— for they attain a length of one-third to one-half of

a line — but to their complete transparency, which prevents the reflec-

tion of the received light. The generation of trichinae takes place, in

the intestinal canal only, from animals there introduced with infected

food. Ai-rived at their sexual maturity, or between the twentieth

and the sixtieth day, the females which are viviparous are furnished

with 1000 to 2000 ova; the very next day the new brood begins to

appear, the production of which is continued for three weeks. Then
the old trichinae die, and the young animals immediately commence

their peregrinations: fed by the fibres of the flesh which they irri-
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tate or destroy, they work their way, withiu twelve days, through the

sides of the canal and the ligaments (not through the blood) chiefly

into the muscles, and penetrate even to the more remote parts of the

body. The worm grows till the 25th day, when it rolls itself up

spirally; then the encysting process commences and is concluded in

the third month, while the calcination of the capsule or cyst requires

between 18 and 24 months, and preserves to the animal a truly mar-

vellous vitality, which has been found unimpaired even after upwards

of J 3 years. The worm grows in the muscles, but does not multiply

there. Hence men have to fear no danger from the time when the

worm becomes enclosed in the capsule, which forms its prison, and

renders its further migration and activity in the same body impos-

sible. The symptoms of the disease vary according to the quantity of

trichinae which invade the muscles, and the ravages they cause in the

fibres of the flesh; but they are often sufficiently alarming. The pa-

tient is suddenly seized with vomiting and purging, with griping,

spasms, and gastric disorders, whence the illness, in its first stages,

has sometimes been mistaken for cholera; or he sufi"ers from various

afi'ections of the muscles, from debility, collapse, and stifi'ness similar

to gout and rheumatism; often a feverish condition ensues not un-

like the agonies of typhus; and generally the face becomes pecviliarly

swollen, especially near the eyes. Sometimes the symptoms assume

an acute form, and the persons die in the second or third week af-

ter they have eaten infected meat; or serious results occur only after

10 or 14 days, and death takes place in the fourth or seventh week

;

and in other instances, though not ending fatally, a chronic malady re-

mains, consisting in emaciation and wasting away. However, both

the facts and the apprehensions have been unwarrantably exag-

gerated. For as a rule, trichinae in swine are extremely rare; sta-

tistics prove, that they are found hardly in one pig among 5,000 or

10,000, nay in one among 50,000; they are fatal only if they penetrate

into the muscles in very large quantities ; and they are destroyed, or

at least rendered innocuous, by a temperature above 50°Reaum. , that

is, by stewing, roasting, or baking the meat, but generally also by

thoroughly salting, pickling, or smoking it.

Hence we may conclude, that the Biblical prohibition of pork

was prompted, among other reasons, by the diseases which its con-

sumption was even in early ages noticed to produce or to foster,

though we are unable distinctly to point out those diseases. If we add

that the pig was known to be omnivorous, to devour rats and mice, and

sometimes its own young, that it occasionally attacks men and consumes
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human bodies, and was even supposed to feed upon serpents, we

can well understand why the eating of pork was, at a comparatively

remote time, denounced by Hebrew teachers with uncompromising

vehemence, and why it was enumerated among the worst abomina-

tions of idolatry*, and the most wicked practices^.

But do even all these combined circumstances account for the

supreme importance attached to abstinence from pork? They hardly

suffice to explain all the remarkable facts which are associated with

this subject, and some of which we may be allowed to recall to the

reader's memory. In the times of the Syrian dominion and of the Mac-

cabees, the Jews preferred the most horrible toi'tu.res and death itself

to defilement by pork; and the aged Eleazar and the mother with

her seven sons were no exceptional examples of heroic fortitude.

They considered it a triumph and a glorification of God, to show

their constancy by offering ujd their lives as a sacrifice ^ , and

they were certain of the most splendid rewards which awaited their

firmness in the future world*. The swine was not only singled out

as the type of all unclean beasts^, but the eating of pork was equi-

valent to forswearing the Law and to absolute apostasy ^. Later, the

very word "swine" {chazir) was avoided as detestable and replaced by

a euphemism; or if used, it was applied as a byword of idolatrous

nations, especially of archenemies of the Jews, such as the Edomites

and Romans. The doorposts of houses in a swine-breeding town

were not to be provided with the religious inscriptions ordained

by the Law''; and the rearing of pigs by Jews was unconditionally

forbidden in any country, and even stamped as an accursed pursuit,

as was the study of Greek philosophy, since both alike wei-e consid-

ered to lead to desertion of the Jewish faith. Finally, the abhor-

rence of the Israelites to pork struck the heathens as the most con-

spicuous characteristic of their religion , and it was believed that they

would eat human flesh with no greater rej)ugnance than pork. This

jDeculiar aversion to the pig must have had a peculiar reason; it must

in some manner have been connected with the very essence of the

Hebrew faith itself. In searching for the reason , we obtain welcome

aidfi'om statements of classical writers.

1 Isai. LXV. 4; LXVI. 17. * 2 Mace. VII. 9, 14, '.

2 Isai. LXVI. 3; comp. Prov. XL 5 i Mace. I. 47.

22; Matth. VIL 6. c 2 Mace. VII. 1 sqq.

3 1 Mace. I. 63, 64; 2 Mace. VL "? Deut. VL 9; XL 20.

18—31; VIL 1 sqq., 37.
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It cannot be doubted that the swine, on account of its prolificness,

was extensively regarded as an emblem of the fertility of nature and

of her productive powers; it received, therefore, a cosmic significance

;

it represented the main principle of all heathen religions — the eter-

nal working of the elements and of the innate forces of matter, a

j)rinciple directly opposed to that of Hebi-aism, which rigorously in-

sists upon one personal Deity, creating, ruling, and preserving the

universe and all mankind. Hence many pagan nations sacrificed the

swine to those gods to whom they attributed the fertility of the soil

and the fruitfulness of cattle. Though the Egyptians commonly

avoided the pig as particularly unclean, they offered and consumed

one once every year, at the feast of the fall moon, in honour of Isis

and Osiris, the fructifying powers of nature, and this was done so

scrupulously, that the poor who could not afford a pig, were ordered

to shape one of dough, and to hallow and to eat this image. The

pig was indeed believed to have suggested the first idea of ploughing

and the plough-share by breaking up the earth Avith its protruding

snout. In Egj^pt it was no unimportant agent in securing agricul-

turar success; for in some parts of the country, especially in the Delta,

as soon as the subsiding Nile had irrigated the fields, and when the sow-

ing had been completed, the husbandmen turned swine into their land

to press the seed into the ground, thus protecting the grains from the

birds; and at harvest time pigs were employed to tread out the coi-n.

A pig formed the usual sacrifice for Demeter. Thus the Athenians

generally offered one in their mysteries, which mainly related to the

secret activity of nature. On Athenian and Eleusinian coins, Ceres

is figured together with a swine. The early Romans honoured

Ceres or Tellus after the conclusion of the harvest by the sacrifice

of a pig, generally a fat and pregnant sow, which indeed was con-

sidered to have been the first offering slaughtered to Ceres, if not

the first of all sacrifices, "because the swine is useful to men mainly

by its flesh", that is, by its death.

Therefore, pigs, so fai- from being detested, were often declared holy.

Thus the Syrians in Hierapolis, who neither ate nor offered swine, did

so, according to some ancient authorities, "not because they believed

pigs to be a pollution, but sacred animals". The Cretans held the pig

holy, not on account of the mythical reason put forth by some foreign

writers, that a sow allowed the infant Jupiter to suck her teats and

by her grunting prevented the child's cries from being heard, but be-

cause it was the emblem of fruitfulness, whence the Praisians, a

tribe of Crete, regularly sacrificed a sow before marriage. Nay the
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Hebrews themselves were believed, however erroneously, to have

avoided pork, not from feelings of disgust, but "because they held the

sow in honour as their instructor in sowing and ploughing".

Hence again, as Ceres , or agriculture , was looked upon as th^

originator of all personal and civil ties, of matrimony and law, of social

and political order, the swine was employed for various solemn and

imposing rituals connected with domestic and public life. The Atheni-

ans, on entering the national assembly, used certain parts of the pig^

for purification; when they desired [to expiate a house, a temple, or

a town, the priests carried young pigs round the edifice or the

city; and they sprinkled with pig's blood the benches used at popu-

lar assemblies. By the same offering the Romans purified the public

roads or cross-ways; conciliated the' manes of dead men the bones of

whom had been left uncovered upon the ground; and honoured the

Lares ; they included the pig among the animals employed for their

periodical lustrations; sealed peace, treaties, and friendly compacts

by the slaughter of a pig, and maintained this custom even to the

times of the emperors; they, therefore, represented the image of a

pig among the figures on the Homan standards, since the object ofwar

is peace, and it was an old and long preserved usage of the Ro-

man bride, when first entering her husband's house, to touch the

doorposts with pig's fat. The same animal was sacrificed by the

Cyprians for purposes of divination; by the Argives to Yenus at

the festival of Hysteria; and by the ancient Latini, the princes

and chiefs of Etruria, and the Italic Greeks, at matrimonial feasts,

which are associated both with a sacred alliance and the idea of pro-

geny. Moreover, as pork was, in its nature and taste, considered to

resemble human flesh, the offering of a swine was, on peculiar emer-

gencies, substituted for a human sacrifice.

Can it, then, be surprising that the Jewish doctors and sages^

anxious to wean the people from the worship of natvire and her pow-

ers, and to imbue them with reverence for the one eternal Creator,

the Bestower of all earthly blessings, looked with implacable detesta-

tion upon the animal which typified a main feature of paganism,

and declared the eating of pork as nothing less than a revolt against

the foundations of Judaism, nay that the early teachers among the

Christians shared the same repugnance, and relaxed in it only after

long struggles ? The very persecution and ridicule which the Jews

constantly suffered on that account, helped to intensify their abhor-

rence, especially as the eating of pork was, in later times also, en-

forced and regarded as the first and most conspicuous act of the Jewish
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renegade, as among Mohammedans it is still held to be equivalent

to abjuring the Islam. Thus all the varied reasons which indi-

vidually unfitted different animals for food, were combined in the

pig to render it hateful in the eyes of the Jews — loathsome un-

cleanness, unwholesomeness, carnivorous ferocity, and dangerous

seduction to paganism.

We now resume the main thread of our enquiry '.

It is not impossible that the Hebrews were also induced by

motives of health to look with distrust upon the hare and rock-bad-

ger 2, and upon fishes unprovided with fins and scales. For the fins

replace the limbs which, in fishes, are rudimentary and imperfectly

developed; and the presence of scales was deemed a sign of a more

advanced organisation, while their real or supposed absence, giving

to the fishes a slimy and disagreeable appearance, seemed to qualify

them to live in the mud rather than in the water, and was in the eel,

for instance , easily connected with the poisonous and hated serpent.

But when the people, after long struggles, made progress in moral

refinement, they deemed it no longer sufficient to study mere expe-

diency, and simply to avoid repulsive and unwholesome animals; but

they felt an aversion to all beasts and birds of prey, which feed upon

carcass , or attack live animals or men , and regarded them as "an

abomination"^: from physical dislike and instinctive caution an ad-

vance was made to ethical restraint and 'self-respect. Mildness of

temper was not unnaturally expected from vegetable food, or the

meat of harmless animals. "The thoughtful", observes a heathen

writer, "usually value even among the irrational animals the tamer^

more moderate, and milder kinds". Philo remarks explicitly, that

wild beasts, which feed on human flesh, were justly excluded, "because

a gentle meal -is becoming the gentle soul"; and developing this idea,

it may be too elaborately, he contends, that the lawgiver selected those

herbivorous animals "which are domesticated and tame by nature, and

feed on the simple food supplied by the earth", while he prohibited

the carnivorous kinds, "lest by a desire to retaliate the sanguinary deeds

of the wild beasts, anger and ferocity be engendered in the human

mind". The aversion of the Hebrews to beasts of prey increased to-

gether with their abhorrence of blood; and they detested all rapacious

animals that devour the flesh with the blood, that is, the soul. There-

fore, they not only kept aloof from the bat-tribe, which suck the blood

of living animals, and some of which attack men when asleep, and have

1 See supi^a p. 49. 2 gee supra p. 33. 3 Comp. Lev. XL 13 sqq.
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given rise to the uuliierous fables about vainpyres ; but they also re-

jected all carnivorous animals provided with powerful claws to seize,

and with formidable teeth, sharp, pointed, or conical, to hold and to tear

their prey : whether the Insect-eaters, as the hedge-hog, permitted to the

Hindoo priests; the common Und the pigmy shrew, of musky scent, the

smallest of all mammiferous quadrupeds; the mole, beneficentlypreying

upon earth-worms and insect larvae ; or the Carnivora proper— all un-

guicvilate, furnished with six incisor teeth in each jaw, massive grinders,

tuberculated, pointed, and serrated, large fangs or tearers, peculiarly

adapted for their sanguinary work— as the bear in its various kinds,

which was a dainty to some ancient nations , as it is still to North-

American and Siberian savages, who worship bears, and entreat their

pardon after the slaughter; the long and slender tribes of badger

and glutton, the weasel and otter, the pole-cat, the ferret, the mar-

ten, and the ermine, all higly prized for their valuable furs ; the civets,

as the ichneumon justly honoured and protected in Egypt; the whole

feline tribe, the most blood-thirsty and formidable of all predaceous

animals, both on account of the velocity of their movements and their

enormous strength, as the lion, the panther, and the leopard, though

all were occasionally eaten in the ancient world, the ocelot and the

jaguar, the terrible hyena preying on carrion only or on corpses

grubbed out of their graves, and the wild cat, though now valued,

domesticated, and rendered useful, and formerly eaten by some heatlren

nations; and lastly, the whole canine family, as the cunning fox,

though no uncommon food in Palestine and Italy, the gluttonous

wolf, and the nocturnal jackal, the natural scavenger of all-manner of

carrion and ofFal. As regards the dog itself, it was indeed long eaten by

some nations as the Carthagenians, as it is still consumed by the people

of China and Cochin-China, "its flesh being with the exception of that

of the hog the most common in their markets", and it was even wor-

shipped by some, as the Egyptians, or employed for purificatory and

other sacrifices , as by the ancient Greeks and some Thracian tribes

;

yet it was by others, as the Persians, looked upon with mingled

feelings of veneration and aversion, and it was by others again

regarded with unmitigated disgust, as for instance by the Hindoos,

who count the dog's soul among the most impious of spirits, and

therefore hold the touch of a dog to be hideous contamination, by

the Zabii and by the Mohammedans , who dare not drink from a ves-

sel from Avhich a dog has drunk unless it be cleansed seven times

with water, and who shun the slightest contact with the animal,

as a defilement to be removed by a purification "with seven waters
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and once with clean eartli" : the Biblical writers also allude to the dog
exclusively in terms of contempt and disparagement, without evin-

cing the slightest appreciation of its singular instincts i, although

they were not unacquainted with the most remarkable, if not the

original species, the shepherd-dog, and in later times learnt to like

it as a companion both at home and on journeys-; and the Egyptians,

looking chiefly on the diseases to which the dog is subject in warmer
climates, considered the embalmers of dogs particularly prone to

splenetic and similar disorders. For analogous reasons the Hebrews
may have shunned many of the rodent tribes, as the mouse and the

rat, though the graceful neatness of the former has tempted many ^, and

"the rat of the desert" (Jerboa) is by Bedouin tribes prized as so ex-

quisite a delicacy, that it is expressly forbidden to stricter sects;

again, the beaver and the porcupine, the stibungulate guinea-pig

and its kindred; though they avoided other species of the same class

from different motives, as the hare and the rabbit, and the pretty and

lively squirrel tribe harmlessly subsisting on fruits and grain. They
naturally shunned the formidable or repulsive birds of prey, distin-

guished by powerful feet and talons, strength of vision, and swift-

ness of wing, preying upon other animals or feeding upon car-

rion, whether the "nocturnal" or "crepuscular" owl, or the "diurnal"

birds, the eagle and the hawk, the ravenous vulture and the colossal

condor, the largest of all flying birds measuring with its extended

wings from 11 to 13 feet, and the family of the intelligent and cou-

rageous falcons, living upon smaller birds, on reptiles and insects,

though young eagles and young hawks were recommended and eaten

as delicacies, the fan-tailed kite and the buzzard, the harpy and other

birds of the class ; again, a portion of the order of incessores, as the

raven tribe — the jay and the mag-pie, the jack-daw and the crow,

and especially the ominous raven often seizing quadrupeds and feed-

ing upon corpses; many "running birds", especially the edacious and

desert-loving ostrich, unsparing of smaller animals; and many "wad-

ing birds", mostly feeding on worms, insects, and grubs, snails, slugs,

reptiles, and fish, as the bustard, heron, and the bittern, though other

1 Comp. Exod. XI. 7 ; Deut. XXIII
19; 1 Sam. IX. 8; XVL 9; XVII. 43

XXIV. 15; 2 Sam. in. 8; IX. 8; XVI
9; 2Ki. Vm. 13; Isai. LVL 10, 11

LXVL 3; Ps. XXH. 17, 21; LIX. 15

Prov. XXVL 11; Eccl. IX. 4; Matth
\IL 6; 2 Pet. II. 22; Philem. HI. 2;

Revel. XXII. 15. It is well known
that the later Jews called their

heathen enemies dogs, as the Moham-
medans usually call the Christians.

2 Job XXX. 1 ; Tohit V. 16 ; XL 4;

Matth. XV. 27.

3 Comp. Isai. LXVL 17.
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species of this order, if disdained at all, must have been objected

to for different reasons, as the snipes, plovers, and waterhens, the

crane eaten by the ancient Romans, the stork valued as food by the

Moslems, and the ibis venerated in Egypt; some of the "swimming

birds", as the insatiable pelican, which was extensively consumed in

Egypt, though not by the priests, and the cormorant inhabiting

marshes and dreary solitudes; and lastly, the whole of the shai'ktribe,

including the most voracious of all sea monsters, armed with rows

of sharp, strong, and fearful teeth, the terror of the boatman, as

the white, the hammer-headed, and the giant shark, the latter reach-

ing a length of forty feet, and the sawfish, with long serrated snout,

a weapon formidable even to the largest fishes.

Corresponding customs or laws prevailed among nearly all ancient

nations. The Hindoo "twice-born" were bidden to avoid all carnivo-

rous and webfooted birds, all birds of prey that sti-ike with their beaks,

or wound with their talons, and those which dive and devour fish.

The rule prevails among the Mohammedans not to eat any animal

which attacks men or tears human bodies, and they shun as food

chiefly the lion and all other felinae, the fox and jackal, the serpent

and scorpion, the frog and the turtle, and all birds of prey. The

Chinese alone have no religious law whatever with regard to food,

and they eat any animal they fancy.

Now when all the creatures hitherto pointed out were banished

fr©m the table, namely, those excluded as a matter ofcourse, those spared

for their utility as beasts of burden and draught, and those shunned

frommotives of physical antipathy and of health, or on account of their

bloodthirstiness; there remained but comparatively few species of her-

bivorous quadrupeds, whether domesticated from time immemo-

rial, as the ox, the sheep, and the goat, in their different varieties,

or living peacefully and harmlessly in woods, valleys, or mountain-

ous tracts, as the deer-tribe — the roe and the hart, the stag and

the fallow-deer — , the antelope and gazelle still eaten by the Be-

douins whenever they can ensnare them, the buffalo, the wild goat,

the wild ox, and the chamois; though cows, as is well known, were

never touched by the Egyptians, ostensibly because they were sacred

to Isis, but really to prevent the breed of cattle from being dimin-

ished; nor by the Hindoos, both for the I'eason just adduced, and

because they furnish the sacrificial butter; nor by most of the Phoe-

nicians, the inhabitants of Tibet, and others. Of birds there re-

mained the domestic fowls, especially the pigeon-tribe very nume-

rous in Palestine, though held inviolable in Syria and Egypt, nay
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even too holy to be touclied; the cock declared sacred by the Pytha-

goreans, especially the white species; whatsoever game-birds that

were caught or bred in the country , of course if lawfully killed ; and

such swimming-birds as geese and ducks. And of fishes were left the

kinds not eel-like and not I'eputed for fierceness and voracity, and near-

ly all the species of the large order of the "soft-finned", and some of

the "spiny-finned". It was from these animals that the legislators

deduced the criteria of permitted animals — rumination and cloven

feet, scales and fins — , while they were satisfied with a simple

enumeration of the forbidden birds, in which they probably dis-

covered no common characteristics of a striking nature. How diffi-

cult it was for the levitical writers strictly to insist upon abstract

principles, and how imperiously they were swayed by existing usages,

is proved by the fact that, while they rigorously and almost vehe-

mently interdicted all insects as "an abomination", they expressly,

and even in opposition to the Deuteronomist, made an exception

in favour of four kinds of native locusts mainly feeding upon grass

and succulent fruits, evidently because they found the custom of

eating locusts deeply rooted in the nation, as it prevailed and still

prevails in the countries adjoining the southern and eastern shores

of the Mediterranean, in Libya and Egypt, Nubia and Abyssinia,

Arabia and Syria, and elsewhere: and generalising the criteria, they

declared lawful all winged insects provided with springing feet; yet

in reality they desired to legalise no more than those fovir species

;

therefore, strictly taken, the rule is specious, and applies only to a

few individual instances.

But when the Hebrews, in rejecting bloodthirsty and carnivo-

rous animals, had passed from physical to ethical considerations in

their selection of food, they soon proceeded, by a simple and natural

transition, to the strictly religious sphere, and connected the dietary

rules with the notions of "purity" and ceremonial cleanness. It is

from this point of view that we find those rules regarded in the

Pentateuch, since the Pentateuch has preserved to us not the ear-

lier but the most advanced stages of Hebrew theology. In that

code the dietary precepts constitute an integral j)art of the levitical

system; and they form an essential link in that lengthening chain of

laws of purity which was intended to encircle and to control the

whole life of the Hebrews. Then for the first time the terms "clean"

and "unclean" animals were used not in a physical, but in a dogma-

tic or ethical sense; for they were also applied to such beasts as

the camel which, clean, useful, and tractable, could from no exter-
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nal aspect be called unclean; gradually even much stronger express-

ions were chosen to describe an unclean animal, such as "abomination"

and "horror", expressions elsewhere used to brand the most heinous

religious and moral offences, as idolatry and incest. For how could

the later legislators, who so carefully regulated, and guarded against,

even the slightest external contact with, unclean things, be indiiferent

as to the objects which the worshippers of the Lord assimilated with

their organisms? And now the more conscientious amongtheHebrews

began to attach the utmost importance to "cleanness" of food. "With

a certain proud satisfaction Ezekiel exclaimed, "0 Lord God! behold,

my soul has not been polluted; for from my youth up even till now

have I not eaten of that which dies of itself, or is torn by wild beasts,

neither did abominable flesh come into my mouth". But while the

Deuteronomist simply declares certain creatures as "unclean", and

only incidentally utters a warning against touching their carcass ', the

author of the corresponding section in Leviticus so carefully amalga-

mates the precepts respecting unclean animals with all the complicated

principles of the ceremonial law, that his tendency and his later age

are not only felt but can be convincingly proved. He more than

once cautions against the slightest contact with the dead bodies of un-

clean animals^: "whoever touches the carcass of them shall be un-

clean until the evening"; "whoever bears ought of the carcass of them,

shall wash his clothes and be unclean until the evening" ^ He ex-

tends the same rigorous ordinances to clean animals that die of thern-

selves or are torn by wild beasts ; the touching of their dead bodies

renders a man vinclean till the evening; carrying them or eating of their

flesh necessitates, moreover, the washing of the garments: "but if he

wash them not, nor bathe his body, then he shall bear his iniquity".

He enforces this law vipon the native Hebrew and the stranger alike
^,

and theieby proves that he looked upon it and upon the whole circle of

these commands in a thoroughly levitical light. Nay he sets forth sjdc-

cial regulations which, by their form and spirit, fairly rouse astonish-

ment; for treating of eight species of animals considered particularly

unclean, asthemouse, the mole, and the lizzards, he literally enacts:

"Whosoever touches them when they are dead, shall be unclean until

the evening; and upon whatsoever anything of them falls when they

are dead, that shall be unclean, whether it be any vessel of wood, or

garment, or skin, or sack, whatsoever vessel it be wherein any work

1 Deut. XIV. 8. 3 Lev. XL 24—28, 31.

2 Lev. XL 8, 11. » Lev. XL 39, 40; XVIL 15, 16.
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is done, it must be put into water, and it shall be unclean until the

evening, and then it shall be clean; and any earthen" vessel into which

anything of them falls, whatsoever is in it shall be unclean, and you

shall break the vessel itself. Of all food which is eaten, that on

which water comes [in such earthen vessel] shall be unclean; but all

drink Avhich is drunk shall be unclean in such vessel of whatever

kind; and every thing whereupon any part of their carcass falls shall

be unclean, oven and stove shall be broken; they are unclean, and

they shall be unclean to you. Yet a well and a cistern, any receptacle

of water shall be clean; but he Avho touches their carcass shall be

unclean. And if any part of their carcass fall upon any sowing seed

which is to be sown, it shall be clean; but if any water be put upon

the seed, and any part of their carcass fall thereon, it shall be un-

clean to you"^ Who can recognise in these trifling and playful

enactments the broad simplicity of the earlier portions of the Bible?

Who does not almost feel as if he were transported into the frigid

atmosphere of Rabbinical casuistry? The plain and tangible princi-

ples of religious iinity were worked out, at once trivially and labo-

riously, into a network of ritualistic minutiae which seem to bear

the character of subsequent commentaries on old-established statutes,

and which can only have originated when the free and noble teaching

of the prophets had been silenced, and when the deadening influence of

priestly rule had replaced a spiritual and life-like heart-worship by

the monotony of a cumbrous ceremonialism. Yet not even the most

exacting levitism could presume to punish contravention with any

penalty beyond temporary uncleanness, whereas the eating of blood

or fat was visited with the dire threat of excision: later Eabbiuism,

however, ordained stripes for eating uncl9an food amovinting to the

size of an olive, and even for eating a much smaller quantity. Ac-

cording to Manu, offences in diet are one of the principal causes that

give death power even over the Brahman ; they are no less grievous

than the greatest moral transgressions, deserve the severest chastise-

ment, and require repeated purifications; nay, the "twice-born"

to cleanse himself from the unconscious taint of illicit food, must>

annually perform one of the hardest penances devised by the Hin-

doo codes.

However, the significance of the dietary laws soon made the

final advance, of which they were capable within the circle of He-

brew notions: from the levitical they were raised into the theo-

5 See Comm. on XI. 29-38.
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cratic sphere ; they wei's associated not merely with the idea of pu-

rity but of holiness , brought into direct relation with the sacrifices

and their work of atonement, and converted into an instrument for

elevating the life of the Hebrew by applying to it the Divine stan-

dard. This last and most important step was accomplished, in the

Book of Leviticus, with a precision, clearness, and force bespeaking

the most matured stage of religious thought attained by the He-

brew mind within the Biblical times. The great principle was pro-

posed, "I am the Lord your Grod
;
you shall, therefore, hallow your-

selves, that you may become holy; for lam holy: nor shall you

make yovirselves unclean with any manner of creeping thing that

creeps upon the earth; for I am the Lord that brought you up out

of the land of Egypt, to be your Grod; you shall, therefore, be holy
;

for I am holy" '. The regulations on food, regarded in so peculiar a

light, were made a chief means of distinction between the chosen

jDeople and the pagans : "You shall put a difference between clean

beasts and unclean, and between unclean fowls and clean, and you

shall not make your souls abominable by beast, or by fowl, or by

any manner of living thing that creeps on the ground, which I have

separated from you as unclean; and you shall be holy to Me, for I

the Lord am holy, and have severed you from other nations, that

you should be Mine"^ The same principle was applied to other

kinds of unlawful food: "You shall be holy men to Me, therefore you

shall not eat any flesh that is torn by beasts in the field
,
you shall

cast it to the dogs"^; "you shall not eat of anything that dies of

itself. . . for thou art a holy people to the Lord thy God"*.

These conceptions, it is true, emanated obviously from great reli-

gious refinement, and seemed calculated to promote it in others;

yet they were as obviously incongruous and exaggerated ; for they

unreasonably made the highest aims of the soul and the very

essence of a holy life dependent upon such indiflferent things as eat-

ing and drinking. Hebraism, viewing man in the undivided unity

of his bodily and sj^iritual existence, and anxious to stamp all his

physical relations with Divine holiness, desired to make religious

forms and piety identical. The object was praiseworthy and perhaps

deserving the experiment. But it was a fatal, though often rejseated

1 Lev. XL 44, 45, and notes in loc.

;

2 Lev.XX. 25, 26 ; comp. Excel. XIK.

comp. XIX. 2 ; XX. 7 ; Num. XV. 40

;

5, 6.

1 Pet. I, 15, 16; also Lev. XV. 31; 3 Exod. XXIL 30.

XVL 16 ; XX. 8; XXIL 16, 32; Num. * Deut. XIV. 21. See notes on Lev.

XIX. 13, 20; Deut.XXIIL 13—15. XL 44—47.
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mistake, to suppose that the Divine aspirations of man are strength-

ened by connecting them, through symbol or ceremony, with the

routine of everyday life ; on the contrary, they are sooner or later

brought down to the level of the latter, either by the blunting uni-

formity of habit, or by a confusion of means and end in feeble or

dishonest minds. Formalism inevitably engenders spiritual con-

ceit, separation, and a sanctimonious contempt of others, who are

supposed to stand in lower estimation before God^ Thus later

Jewish writers often express the idea that, as other nations are not

singled out by God for "holiness" or eternal life, it does not matter

if they eat the food to be shunned as abominable by the Hebrews.

Instead of vainly attempting to hallow life by a distinction of things

externally clean and uncle'an, it is wise to take to heart maxims

like these, "There is nothing unclean of itself, but to him that

esteems anything to be unclean, to him it is unclean" '5; or "The

kingdom of God is not meat and drink, but righteousness, and peace,

and joy"'; and "Meat commends us not to God, for neither if we
eat are we the better, nor if we eat not are we the worse" ^. We
may be allowed to remind the reader of the saying of an old Gnos-

tic, preserved by an opponent who fails to disparage its beauty by

irony: "We are as little defiled by meats as the sea is defiled by

tainted influxes; for as the sea becomes master over every fluid, so

we become masters over all meats.. . The sea receives everything

and refuses nothing, because it is conscious of its greatness . . . Thus

meats have power only over small men; but those who have the

fulness of liberty take in everything, and remain unpolluted".

Noble feeling, elevated thought, and self-denying deeds, the only

Divine attributes in man, are both independent and unmindful of

capricious and changeful forms. The command, "You shall be holy,

for I the Lord am holy", is indeed a fine utterance, the worthy crown-

ing stone of a laboriously developed system of religion, and a lofty

ideal fit to aid man in his struggles against baseness and sin, and

to nourish his longing for harmony of mind; but it can only be

realised, though distantly at best, by vigilance, devotion, and ener-

5 Comp. Acts X. 28 sqci. 16; Luke XL 38 ; XV. 2 ; Hebr. Xni.
6 Hebr. XIV. 14. 9 , "It is a good thing that the heart
^ Eom. XIV. 17, also vers. 2, 3, 14; be established with grace, not with

comp. Luke XI. 41, "But rather give meats, w-hich have not profited those

alms of such things as you have, and that have been occupied therein";

behold, all things are clean to you"; Col. II. 16, 17.

Matth. XV. 11, 17, 18, 20; Mark II. ^ i Cor. VIII. 8.
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getic yet humble activity. Sanctity must result from sanctification

through a pure, unselfish, and useful life, guided by truth, cheered

by benevolence, and shielded by moderation.

Now it may be admitted that the dietary precepts of the He-

brews gain by a comparison with those of other eastern nations.

They are simpler and less restraining, and yet more systematic and

more comprehensive. They forbid no part of the vegetable creation,

nor wine, as the Mohammedan law does. They are so well calcu-

lated to promote frugality, temperance, and health, that excesses in

eating and drinking could be made amenable to the law. They are

the same for people and priests, with the unessential exception,

that the latter had, during their ministrations, to avoid wine and

strong drink, like the Nazarite during his time of sacred seclusion;

whereas the Hindoo "twice-born" and the Egyptian priest had ex-

clusive laws intended to surround them with the halo of superior

sanctity. Yet the very distinction between "clean" and "unclean"

animals involves a deplorable desertion of older and better notions;

it dooms to aversion and loathing a great part, nay most, of those

creatures which, after the work of the six days, God had declared

"very good", in common with every other production; it thus

destroys the grand conception of the first cosmogony, which

is upheld even in the Elohist's permission given to Noah to eat

all animals whatever; and if it is not Persian in intent and ori-

gin, it is certainly almost Persian in result and efi'ect; for though

not coupled with the injunction of persecuting and extirpating the

"unclean animals", it renders them in so far Ahrimanic as they are

branded as an "abomination", and withdrawn from the unrestricted

use of man, who has yet been pronounced their unrestricted master.

Why, then, were the levitical rules endowed with unchange-

able permanency? "Why was not every individual allowed to decide

which creature is repulsive in his eyes and which not? Ought not

advancing experience to be left free to teach, which animals are

wholesome in each clime, and which injurious? And above all, do

the symbols, once full of life and significance to remote generations,

call forth the same truths and emotions in times distinguished by

a different civilisation, progressing under very varied influences,

and so decidedly working by discerning thought, and not by dark

and vague emblems, that in the same measure as our wealth of ideas

increases, the number of forms and symbols diminishes? Can these,

after their connection with the spiritual principles which they once

represented has ceased, still promote religion, that is, inward purity
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and noble zeal? And if not, what else are they but a slavish yoke,

an unmeaning lumber, a clog to body and mind and soul, irrational

in themselves, and strangely in contradiction to the intellectual

achievements of our time? Can they, unfelt and dead as they are,

work upon the heart by some unexplained miracle, merely by the

force of faith? Moral improvement cannot be attained without moral
exertion, and lasting benefits can only result from truth, and not
from delusions, however fondly cherished. If man derives the im-

pulse for his actions, not from the living fountain of his reason and
his own ideal nature, but from the blind dictates of authority,

however imposingly exalted, his morality is as unsafe as his belief;

the one may be cold, narrow, and selfish; and the other, mechani--

cal and unthinking, though perhaps earnest and devoted, is often

hardly distinguishable from the darkest superstition. Abstinence
from blood, fat, and the sciatic nerve, as the supposed seats or

emblems of life, or from "unclean" animals as causing defilement of

the soul, may once have had a religious force and reality, because

a mysterious cosmic relation was supposed to exist between man
and the whole animate creation: but from the time that the station

and mission of man were more clearly defined and better understood,

those rules could by no effort of ingenuity be any longer connected

with religion or Divine worship ; and they must be relegated into the

sphere of expediency and personal option. Thus meat cut out of

a living beast has long been abhorred by all civilised nations; meat
of animals that die of themselves, or are torn by wild beasts, is in-

stinctively shunned as a matter of precaution or aversion; and
seething the kid in its mother's milk is naturally avoided from

motives of humanity, although these did not at first suggest the

prohibition.

The laws of food had indeed an important mission to fulfil,

and they fulfilled it completely. In later periods of Jewish history,

after the time of Alexander the Great, when the contact with ido-

latrous nations, and the familiarity with heathen, especially Greek,

philosophy threatened to endanger the purity of monotheism, the

teachers and leaders of the people avowedly employed the dietary

restrictions, infinitely increased and minutely worked out, as the

most effectual means of checking the dreaded intercourse with

foreigners. "Keep aloof", they enjoined, "from their bread and their

oil on account of their wine, from their wine on account of their

daughters, from their daughters on account of their idols". They
were induced to insist upon such commands the more rigorously,

F2
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because tliey desired thorouglily to preclude the Jews from sharing

the sacrificial uieals of pagans, which were held in the deepest ab-

horrence. They forbade them, in fact, to taste any food or drink

whatever that had been prepared by heathens or in their vessels, or

to use for religious rites any materials that had passed through

heathen hands. "We need only allude to the well-known instan-

ces of Daniel and Tobit, of Esther and Judith, and point to the

remarkable edict promulgated in the time of Antiochus the Great,

"Let not any flesh of horses or mules or asses be brought into the

city, whether wild or tame, nor that of leopards, or foxes, or hares,

nor, in general, that of any animal which the Jews are forbidden

to eat, nor let the skins of such animals be brought into the town,

where, moreover, no such beast is to be bred up": contravention of

this edict was punished by a fine of 3,000 drachmae of silver to be

paid to the priests. In addition to this, it will suffice to refer to

the treatise of the Mishnah on Idolatry (Avodah Zarah), in order

to perceive how infinitely precepts and precautions were multiplied;

till the Jews loaded upon themselves the invidious reproach, that

"they alone among all men shun every intercourse with other na-

tions, and look upon all as enemies"; or that "they observe the

strangest customs, and show no friendliness to anyone".* The con-

sequences were inevitable. Owing to their social seclusion, they were

soon misunderstood and cruelly misjudged. Their civil laws and

institutions, their habits and pursuits, their history and doctrines,

were even by truth-seeking historians ludicrously and almost in-

credibly distorted. At last a synodical decree expressly forbade all

Christians to take any meal with the Jews, for the avowed reason

that the Jews refused to eat Avith the Christians. These hostile

prejudices, at which the student might smile, if the smile did not

die away in his shudder at the hideous crop of hatred , oppression,

and carnage, outlasted the ancient time and the middle ages, and will

continue their mischievous work of retarding humanity and brotherly

feeling, nay they may startle the civilized world again and again by

s§,nguinary outbreaks of the populace, as long as the Jews cling to

statutes which appear to them Divine, but which are nothing but the

expression of the changeful customs of a distant age and a peculiar

clime, and which, moreover, have been burdened and almost hidden

by the rank over-growth of Rabbinical additions and misconcep-

tions. The Jews cannot persevere in an isolation which, in the ear-

lier centuries after their dispersion, was perhaps beneficial, because

it enabled them to work out undisturbed the system of a pure faith,
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but which in our age of science and common enlightenment is sui-

cidal perversion, and treason against the genius of history. And
wherever a free social intercourse with their fellow-citizens has been

rendered possible by the abandonment of an obsolete dietary code,

they have been better understood, and, as an invariable consequence,

respected and valued.

.IX. SUPPLEMENTAEY CHAPTER ON THE NEW
TESTAMENT IN REFEEENCE TO THE CEREMONIAL LAW.

As this subject is of considerable importance iu the history of religion,

and involves some disputed questions which have not always been approached

in a spirit of impartiality, it may here, at the conclusion of so many cere-

monial ordinances, be fitly discussed.

Neither Christ nor his immediate apostles abrogated the ceremonial in-

stitutions of "Mosaism" '. Christ declared, "It is easier for heaven and earth

to pass away, than one tittle of the Law to fail" 2; "Think not that I am come

to destroy the Law or the prophets, I am not come to destroy but to fulfil"3;

and, "Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least commandments, and

shall teach men so, he shall be called the least in the kingdom of heaven" 'i.

And the early apostles never ceased to blame Paul for teaching, that the con-

verted gentiles were free from the burden of the Law. John, as his "Beve-

lation" proves, knew no difference between Christianity and Judaism; he

branded the least deviation from the old creed as an act of "the synagogue of

Satan" ^ ; he was implacable against those more liberal converts who disre-

garded the Mosaic marriage-laws , and partook of the flesh of heathen sa-

crifices; he called them Nicolaitanes whose deeds he hated, Balaamites who
cast stumbling blocks before the believers, or followers of Jezebel who would
be mercilessly destroyed 6. "When from first to last the doctrine of the

Church at Jerusalem was sternly levitical, it is quite incredible that Jesus

ever taught his disciples the i-eligious nullity of levitical ceremonies, and
the equality of gentiles with Jews before God" t. Long after the reported

resurrection and ascension of Christ, Peter protested solemnly, "Nothing

1 Comp. Matth. V. 23, 24; VIII. 4; 2 Luke XVI. 17; comp. Matth.

XXin. 18—20, 23; XXVL 17—20; V. 18.

Mark I. 44; XIV. 22; Luke 11. 22, 24; 3 Matth. V. 17, /. e. to observe and

IV. 16 ("as his custom was, he went enforce it completely, or according

into the synagogue on the Sabbath- to its spirit; comp. Matth. in. 15;

day"); V. 14; XL 42; XXn. 7—15

;

Eom. VIIL 4; XIIL 8, 10; Gal.

XXIV. 53 ("they were continually in V. 14.

the Temple"); John V. 1; VII. 8, * Matth. V. 19.

10; Acts IL 1 sqq.; IIL 1; XXI. 20, ^ Revel. II. 9; III. 9.

26; XXIV. 17, 18; also Matth. IIL 15; 6 Revel. II. 6, 14, 15, 20—24.

IX. 16 sqq.; XVII. 24 sqq.; Luke "^ Francis W. Neivman , Against

XVin. 18 sqq.; see Comm. on Lev. I. Hero-making in Religion, p. 11.

pp. 46, 47,
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common or unclean has at any time entered into my mouth" i. Indeed, if

Christ he considered as the Messiah predicted in the Old Testament and ex-

pected at his time, he can on no account be supposed to have repealed the

Law, which itself declares to he unalterable for ever.

It is true, he appears occasionally to have opposed himself to ritual

observances. "When the scribes and Pharisees complained, that his disciples

were transgressing the tradition of their forefathers by not washing their

hands before meals 2, andby plucking ears of corn and rubbing out the grains

with their hands on the Sabbath-day 3, he palliated this conduct by re-

proaching the Pharisees, in his turn, with a corruption of the Law, and he
quoted what appeared to him apposite parallels taken from Hebrew history

and the ordinary Temple practice, though the analogies are doubtful or

imperfect*; and later, he himself openly neglected the same ceremonies 5.

He spoke lightly of the dietary rules, which in his time had grown so luxu-

riantly in Judaism. "Not that", he urged, "which goes into the mouth defiles

a man, but that which comes out of the mouth, this defiles a man" 6. This

sentiment Avas incomprehensible to his disciples'^; they considered it "a

parable", which they desired to have explained; so far from their minds, nay
so incredible, was to' them the idea of a total abolition of the levitical

laws of food : but Christ reproached them with obtuseness 8, and furnished

explicit illustrations to prove that evil thoughts and other moral offences

"are the things which defile a man, but to eat with unwashed hands defiles

not a man" 9. And when he had acted on this view, and was, censured by

a Pharisee, he pointed out, how little it availed "to make clean the outside

of the cup and platter", while "the inward part was full of ravening and
wickedness"; and he gave exjaression to this fine maxim: "But rather give

alms of such things as you have, and behold, all things are clean unto you""'.

He predicted to his followers that they were sure to suffer hatred and perse-

cution from the chiefs and rulers of the Synagogue, evidently on account

of his more liberal doctrines n. Kay, laying stress upon the words of Hosea,

"I will have mercy and not sacrifice" ^^, pointing to his own Messianic worli,

and insisting, that his authority was greater than that of the Temple, he

plainly declared that he was "the lord even of the Sabbath-day", and

was entrusted with the power of altering or spiritualising its celebration,

since, as he significantly added, "The Sabbath was made for man, and not

man for the Sabbath" 13; therefore, he did not scruple to heal the sick on

that sacred day, to the great scandal of his opponents, and he justified his

1 Acts X. 14; XI. 8; comp. infra. 7 Comp. John XVI. 12 sqq.

2 Matth. XV. 1, 2; comp. Mark 8 Matth. XV. 16.

Vn. 1— 5. 9 See Matth. XV. 11— 20.

3 Matth. XII. 1,2; Mark II. 23, 24
;

'O Luke XI. 37, 41 ; see p. 65 ; comp.

Luke VL 1, 2. Matth. VII. 12; XXIL 36—40; also

4 Matth. XIL 3—6; Mark IL 25, Gal. V. 14; James II. 8.

26;Luke VL3, 4;alsoMatth.XXUI. u Matth. IX. 15; X. 16—23.

16—22. 12 Hos. VI. 6; comp. Mark XIL 33.

5 Luke XI. 38; comp. XV. 2; Mark '3 Matth. XH. 6—8; Mark IL 27

IL 16. 28; Luke VL 5.

6 Matth. XV. 11,
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conduct by the axiom-like question, "Is it lawful to do good on the Sab-

bath day or to do evil? to save life or to kill?" i*.

Yet with all this he never meant to attack the validity of the "Mosaic"

Law; he merely denounced its extravagant expansion by alleged traditions,

to which his disciples, like the rest of the Jews, clung tenaciously, and which

the Rabbins sui-rounded even with greater sanctity than the written Law
itself, "Take heed", he warned them, "and beware of the leaven of the

Phai'isees and of the Sadducees" i^j for "they bind heavy burdens and grie-

vous to be borne, and lay them on 'men's shoulders" JC; while he declared, on

the other hand, "My yoke is easy, and my burden is light" i^. He did not

ojjpose the Hebrew Law, which he considered, at least partially, efficacious

for righteousness 'S
; but he rose against the rigour of the zealots i9, who had

almost hidden its true meaning by casuistry and oppressive formalism.

"You have made", he said to them reproachfully, "the commandment of God

to no effect by your tradition"20 \ Or if he opposed the Law, he did so merely

because its narrow interpretation inevitably leads to sterile Pharisaism. He
did not even impugn the ritual ordinances of the Pentateuch, because he

seemedunwiUing to endanger the force of the moral precepts with which they

are coupled in the same code. In this I'espect, he differed little from the old

Hebrew prophets , who insisted with fervour upon a religion of the heart,

without thereby pronouncing rituals void or superfluous. "Woe unto you",

he exclaimed, "scribps and Pharisees, hypocrites! for you pay tithe and

mint and anise and cummin, and have omitted the weightier matters of

the Law, jugdment, mercy, and faith : t/iese ought you to have done, and not

to leave the other undone^'' ^i. These words precisely describe the position he

occupied in reference to the Law -2. Indeed, the earlier Karaites, as Anan,

considered Jesus "as a true prophet for the heathens, and a wise teacher

of the Law for the Jews", since to the former he preached the revealed

Word, and the latter he tried to convince of the distortions which the Scrip-

tures had suffered through arbitrary interpretations. By stating, in reply to

a captious question, that "all the Law and the prophets hang" on the two

commandments of loving God with all our power and of loving our neigh-

bour as ourselves 23, he merely imitated a favourite device ofJewish doctors,

whose ingenuity delighted in deducing the varied precepts of the Law from

a few verses of the Bible. "The 613 laws", teaches the Talmud, "were com-

municated to Moses, viz. 365 prohibitions or as many as the days of the solar

year, and 248 commands or as many as the members of the human body;

14 Matth. XII. 10—13 ; Mark .HI. i9 Comp. Acts XXVL 5.

1—5; Luke VL 7—10; comp. also 20 Matth. XV. 3—6 ; comp. XXHI.
John V. 9, 16, 18; TH. 23; IX. 16. 16—19.

LukeV.33; Xin. 14;XIY. 3, 4; Acts 21 Matth. XXIIL 23; comp. vers.

VI. 14 ; Matth. IX, 10—13 ; XI. 11. 25—28
;
Luke XI. 42.

15 Matth. XVI. 6—12. 22 gee Commentary on Leviticus I,

16 Matth. XXHI. 2—4. pp. 42—44.
17 Matth. XI. 30; comp. 28, 29. 23 Matth. XXII. 34—40; MarkXII.
18 Matth. X1X.17—21; LukeXVHL 28—34; comp. Eom. Xin.8— 10; Gal.

20—22; Mark XIL 28—34; comp. V. 14; VI. 2; Jam. H. 8; 1 Tim,

LukeXVin. 9— 14. 1. b.
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then came David and comprised them in eleven precepts i, later Isaiah

in six 2, Micah in three 3, and finally Amos * and Hahakkuk in one ^. And
in propounding the maxim, "All things whatsoever you would that men
should do to you, do you even so to them, for this is the Law and the pro-

phets" 6, he merely repeated, in a positive form, whatHillel, in negative

terms, is said to have answered the heathen who desired to learn the whole

Law in one sentence : "Whatsoever is hateful to thee, that do not thou to thy

neighbour; this is the whole Law, the rest is only its interpretation; now
go and learn" . Yet who would assert that Hillel and the Talmudists re-

pealed the ceremonial law, or considered it unimportant?

At first Christ desired his disciples not to preach to the Gentiles and
Samaritans , but "rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel" ^, though
later, after his resurrection, he is related to have commanded them to go

forth to instruct and to baptize "all nations" and "the uttermost part of the

earth" 8. In the Sermon on the Mount, he had no other object but to con-

trast the teaching of the Pentateuch in its spiritual conception with the

unprofitable and graceless adherence to the letter, which must lead to the

danger ofexchanging Divine doctrines for "the commandments" or "tradition

of men"9. But he was far from questioning the "Mosaic" teaching itself. In

substituting for the old law, "An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth",

the doctrine, "If anyone will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let

him have thy cloak also", he must have been aware that he was transferring

a statute of a criminal code to the sphere of personal ethics, and that he

was thus enabled to alter its spirit i". In denouncing divorce except in cases of

faithlessness '
', he did not annul the law of the Pentateuchwhich was framed in

deference to "the hardness of heart" of the Hebrews, but he virtually repeated

it, since the Pentateuch also permitted divorce only if the husband had
found in his wife "some uncleanness", that is, unchastityi2; but he com-

bated the prevailing doctrines which allowed divorce on many other and

even trivial grounds i^j and in support of his appeal he aptlj' quoted th-e

woi'ds, "Therefore shall a man leave father and mother, and shall cleave to

his wife, and they both shall be one flesh". And his recommendation not to

1 Ps. XV, "He that walks upright- « Matth. XXVIII. 19; XXIV. 14;

ly, and works righteousness and Acts I. 8.

speaks the truth in his heart", etc. ^ Matth. XV. 9 ; Luke VII. 7.

2 Isai. XXXIII. 15. 10 _^s regards the injunction, "Who-
3 Mic. VI. 8, "What does the Lord soever shall smite thee on thy i-ight

require of thee, but to act justly, and cheek, turn to him the other also"

to love mercy, and to walk humbly (Matth. V. 39; Luke VI.29), it could

with thy God ?" not easily be acted upon even by Christ

4 Am. V. 4, "Seek Me and you or St. Paul; comp. John XVIIL 22,23
;

shall live." Acts XXIII. 3; see also Matth. XXI. 19.

5Hab. n. 4, "The just shall live by h Matth. XIX. 3—9; Deut.XXIV. 1.

his faith." i2 Deuter. loc. cit.

CMatth.Vn.l2;comp.LukeVI.31. i3 For instance, "if the wife but
^ Matth. X. 6 , 7 ; see John IV. 22

;
spoils her husband's meal by cooking

comp., however, vers. 4 sqq.; Matth. or salting it too much".

X. 23.
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swear at all does not contradict the previous injunction, that, if oaths are

resorted to, they should be scrupulously just i*. He mainly desired to warn

his disciples, that, unless their righteousness surpassed that of the scribes

and Pharisees, they would have no share in the kingdom of heaven is. In

pursuing this end, he was so far carried away by his zeal as to state what,

in itself, is not true, viz., "You have heard that it has been said, Thou shalt

love thy neighbouriG, and hate thy enemy"'''; these last words do not occur

in the Pentateuch, nor in any other part of the Hebrew Canon, and are

absolutely against its spirit i5; ijut he boldly added them, evidently because

the Pharisees, taking the term "th}' neighbour" in the sense of "thy friend",

were inclined to conclude, bj^ the rule of the contravj', that it was right to

hate the enemj-, especially apostates and heathens, the detested foes and

snares of the Jewish faith.

In a word, Christ preached no antagonism to the Law; nay so anxiously

watchful was he for its stability that, in order to protect it, he partially

conquered the antipathy he felt against the exaggerations of tradition, and

exhorted his disciples, "The scribes and Pharisees sit in Moses' seat; all,

therefore, whatever they bid you observe, that observe and do" '9.

At first, Christianity meant belief in Jesus as the long promised and im-

patiently expected Messiah, and nothing else; it required from its followers

baptism with that acknowledgment , and nothing more ; and it established

no distinctions from the old creed. Naj' , even after Paul had uttered those

great and world-reforming maxims, by which he hoped to reach and to

unite the whole human family, "The Law was our schoolmaster, but we

are no longer under a schoolmaster"; "By the works of the Law shall

no flesh be justified"; "The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-

suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, tempei-ance; against

such there is no LaAv" ; "There is nothing unclean of itself, but to him that

esteems anything to be unclean, to him it is unclean . . . The kingdom of

God is not meat and drink, but righteousness, and peace, and joy in the

Holy Ghost" 20
; even after Paul had pronounced these and similar truths

draAvn from the depths of the human soul, obstinate efforts, well reflected

in the Acts of the Apostles, were made to conceal and to interpret away his

aversion to ceremonialism— efforts invalidated by every sentence in his au-

thentic writings 21. And during centuries afterwards, the Church adhered al-

ii Matth. Y. 33—42. 2n Comp. Eom. m. 20; VI. 14; VII.

15 Matth. V. 20. 4, 6 ; VHI. 2 sqq.; XIH. 8—10; XIV.
16 Having probably in his mind the 14—23 ; Galat. n. 4, 16, 19 ; III. 11—

•words of Leviticus (XIX. 18), "Thou 13, 19—25; IV. 1 sqq., 9; V. 1, 18,

shalt love thy neighbour as thyself." 22, 23; 1 Cor. VH. 19; VHI. 8; 2 Cor.

17 Matth. V. 43. IH. 6 sqq. ; Ephes. H. 15 ; Col. H. 14,

18 Comp.Lev.XIX. 17;Exod.XXin. 16;|l Tim. IV. 1—4; see also Hebr.

4, 5; also Prov. XXIV. 17, 18; XXV- XIH. 9; Luke XVI. 16; John I. 17;

21, 22; Ps. Vn. 5, 6; XXXV. 12, 13; Acts XV. 10; XVIIL 13—15; XXIH.
XXXVIII. 21; CXLI. 5, etc.; see 29; see p. 65.

Comm. onExod. p. 341, and notes on 2t Comp. Acts XVI. 3; XVIH. 18,21;

Lev. XIX. 17, 18. X1X.21; XX.16; XXL20*5'2.; XXIII.

10 Matth. XXIIL 2, 3. 6; XXIV. 11, 17; XXV. 8.
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most fanatically to some of the dietary precepts, especiallj' those concerning

blood 1 ; for it felt the necessity of guarding large sections of Christians

against a relapse into common or Gnostic paganism. For a long time,

Paul stood nearly alone in his struggles for a purely spiritual faith. Peter

indeed had a dawning conviction of the worthlessness of the Jewish laws

of diet, and he expressed it by a vision, in which, as he described it, he
saw a large vessel descending from the opened heaven, and filled with "all

manner of four-footed beasts of the earth, and wild beasts and creeping

things, and fowls of the air"; then a voice called to him, "Else, Peter, kill

and eat" ; but he answered, "Not so, Lord, for I have never eaten anything
that is common or unclean" ; and the heavenly voice spoke again, "What
God has cleansed, that call not thou common"; and when these speeches

had been thrice repeated, the vessel was received again into heaven 2 : this

vision was designed to overthrow the deep-rooted distinction between clean

and unclean persons, or between Jews and Gentiles 3, and that between clean

and unclean food, which involved one of the chief points of contrast that

separated the Hebrew and the heathen^. But Peter was wavering; he was
deficient in courage and consistency ; in public, and before adherents of the

Law, such as the followers of James in Jerusalem, he was afraid to be seen

sharing the meals of heathen converts; like Barnabas, he dissembled, and
stooped to questionable compromises , which more than counterbalanced the

feeble effects of his teachings. To St. Paul, who severely castigated such

faintheartedness and evasion, who made Jews and Gentiles alike partake

of the Messianic salvation^, who declared the religion of Christ not to be
the completion of the old faith, but an essentially new one, and for this

purpose even spiritualised the doctrines of Christ, attributing to him, with
unequalled self-denial, what was his own original creation'' — to St. Paul,

though wisely inclined to consider the external forms as things indifferent

in themselves 8, the Christian world owes mainly its release from the chains

of the dietary precepts and of ceremonialism in general. Indeed his teach-

ing, confirming and enlarging that of an Isaiah and Micah, might be

hailed as the corner-stone of a universal creed, had he not, in the fervour

of his enthusiasm, unwarrantably idealised Christ's person, nature, and
mission also^ , and thereby given rise to a perversion of his own rational

principles, and to a partial relapse into paganism.

1 See supra p. 7. c Ephes. IL 11—13; Eom. III. 29,

2 Acts X. 9—16; comp. XI. 5—10. 30; etc.

3 Comp. Acts X. 28; XI. 18. 7 Comp. Gah 1. 12,16; Col.U.U; etc.

* See also Acts XV. 7—11, esp. s Eom. XIV; comp. 1 Cor. VHI. 8.

ver. 10. 9 Comp. 1 Cor. VIII. 6 ; Eom. IlL
5 Gal. IL 11 — 16, "I withstood 22—26; V. 6 sqq.; XIV. 9, 10; Gal.

Peter to the face because he was to IV. 4, 5.

be blamed, etc."



TRANSLATION AND COMMENTAEY.

CHAPTER XI.

Summary, —• On clean and unclean animals. God permits for food, as clean

animals, among quadrupeds , the ruminants with cloven feet, excluding

those which, according to notions prevalent among the ancient He-

brews, are either only ruminants or only bisulcous, as the camel, the

rock-badger, the hare, and the swine (vers. 1— 7); among fishes, those

provided with fins and scales (ver. 9); among birds, all except twenty

tribes individually enumerated (vers, 13— 19); and among insects, those

furnished with springing legs, of which four kinds of locusts are spe-

cified (vers. 21, 22). All the other animals of land, water, and air are

"unclean" (vers, 5—8, 26—29, 31) or "an abomination" (vers. 10—'14,

20, 23, 41, 42); their flesh is not to be eaten, nor their carcass to be

touched (vers, 8, 11, 26, 31, 36, 39, 43); whoever does the latter be-

comes unclean, and remains so till the evening (vers, 24, 26, 31,

39, 40, 43), and whoever carries their cai-cass or any part of it,

must, besides, wash his garments (vers. 25, 28). Among the lower

land animals eight species are singled out as particularly defiling, viz.

the weasel, the mouse, and six kinds of lizards; their dead bodies render

unclean not only the persons who touch them (ver. 31), but also the

objects upon which they accidentally fall , such as utensils of wood
or metal, garments or skins, which require cleansing by being left

in water till the evening (ver. 32) ; if any part of their carcass falls

into an earthen vessel, the contents of the latter become unclean,

and the vessel itself must be broken (ver. 33), like ovens and stoves

under similar circumstances (ver. 35); all food prepared with water
and put into such earthen vessel is unclean ; so also any beverage poured
into such vessel, whatever its material (ver. 34); but wells and water
pits into which such carcass has fallen, remain clean, though the carcass

itself preserves its defiling impurity (ver. 36); clean also remains seed,

if dry; but if moistened, it becomes unclean (vers. 37, 38). — The touch

of the carcass of a clean or permitted animal that has died of itself,

renders unclean till the evening; carrying it, or eating of its flesh re-

quires, moreover, washing of garments (vers. 39, 40). — Eeptiles and
worms, abominable and polluting, must be shunned as food unsuited

for the chosen and holy people of a holy God (vers. 41—45). — A com-
prehensive formula, referring to the laws of clean and unclean animals,

terminates the section (vers. 46, 47),
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L And the Lord spoke to Moses and to Aaron
saying to them,

1. The first portion of Leviticus

oets forth the principal statutes con-

cerning sacrifices, and in natural con-

nection with them describes the con-

secration of the Sanctuary and of the

priesthood. We now enter upon the

second great division of the Book,

the laws of purity (ch. XI—XV).
When the "kingdom of priests", as

ideally conceived by the author, had
been provided with the means of pub-

lic worship and atonement, they were

to be instructed how to attain and to

preserve personal holiness, and how
to strengthen holiness by purity. An
atmosphere of religion was to sur-

round every relation of practical life.

Therefore, the laws of purity follow

here in their appropriate place. To
indicate the continuity of the narra-

tive, the commands are addressed

not to Moses only, but to Aaron also;

the latter, as the appointed represen-

tative of the sacerdotal order, was
principally concerned in the ordinan-

ces of purity ; both he and the com-

mon priests were to be unstained

when they entered the Sanctuary to

perform their sacred duties, or when
they were eating the sacrificial meals

;

it was their special duty to instruct

the Israelites in the distinction be-

tween things clean and unclean (X.

10, 11); and they had to officiate at

the offerings of expiation in cases of

undesigned defilement (V. 2, 3). Tliese

are reasons enough, why the laws

of sacrifice and priesthood should

be supplemented by those of purity.

Moreover, the arrangement of the

details is, in this division, decidedly

more regular than both in the pre-

ceding and following sections; in-

deed, with a few exceptions, it is sys-

tematic; it begins with purity in

diet, advances to precepts on purity

of persons, garments, and houses, and
treats of these subjects in intelligible

and judicious subdivisions. We lay

no stress on the circumstance, that

in the laws of sacrifice already allu-

sion is made to "a carcass of an un-

clean beast, a carcass of unclean

cattle, and the carcass of unclean

reptiles"; and in general to "unclean

things" and "the uncleanness of men,
whatever their uncleanness may be
wherewith a man defiles himself
(V. 2, 3; VII. 19—21): for anticipa-

tions of this kind must be expected,

and could perhaps not easily be

avoided, in so complex a code. We are,

therefore, justified in supposing, that

the whole of this portion was brought
into its present order by the same
compiler. However, it would be hasty

to conclude , that it was entirely

written by the same author ; on tte

contrary, a careful analysis of its

component parts reveals striking dif-

ferences of age and conception, and
proves, in these as in all other reli-

gious precepts, a gradual progress

from simplicity to intricate ritualism.

The laws of diet fitly stand first.

If the Israelite was, through purity,

to be holy because his God is holy,

nothing was more important than to

regulate the food he takes and blends

with his body ; for the body, the de-

pository of the Divine image of the

soul,and reacting upon it, was deemed
sacred; it was not to be mutilated

<jr wantonly disfigured ; much less was
it to be profaned by its amalgamation

with detestable nourishment. In this

respect, the dietary laws have even

a greater force than the ancient

Hebrews probably ever imagined.

For it is at present known that, by a
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constant change of matter carried on

in the human organism, "man is

not merely a creature that consumes

food, but he himself— with his skin

and hair, his bones and brain, his

flesh and blood— is nothing else but

his own consumed and metamor-
phosed food". Precepts relating to

vai-ious kinds of food, as fat and

blood, are, in a desultory manner,

scattered throughout the Pentateuch,

especially the middle Books ; but the

ordinances on clean and unclean

animals are here at once given

fully and systematically; they com-

prise nearly everything that the He-

brew law ever fixed on the subject;

and they leave but little doubt re-

specting their object and character.

They follow, in general, the classifi-

cation of the animal kingdom usual

among Biblical writers (see p. 31);

for, beginning with quadrupeds, they

proceed to fishes, then pass to birds,

and conclude with the "creeping

things". Yet they cannot conceal

the traces of considerable additions

inserted at different periods. Let

lis take the corresponding precepts

of Deuteronomy as a basis of com-

parison (Deut. XIV. 3—21). Premis-

ing the general principle, "Thou

shalt not eat any abominable things",

the Deuteronomist enumerates ten

species of clean quadrupeds and

states their criteria; he next describes

the characteristics of clean fishes;

advancing to birds, he permits "all

clean birds", and specifies tAventy-

one unclean or prohibited kinds ; he

then unreservedly proscribes "every

creeping thing that flies", that is,

all winged insects; and he finally

forbids the flesh of animals that have

died of thepiselves, and seething the

kid in its mother's milk , which , like

the other commands, is introduced

by him merely as a dietary regu-

lation. If these comparatively sim-

ple injunctions are read by the side

of our present section, it will be

found, that the author of Leviti-

cus indeed retained the outlines of

the earlier work, but that he ma-

terially enlarged, and in some re-

spects completely modified them. (1.)

In addition to unclean fishes , "the

moving things" of the water, in-

cluding especially the Crustacea, are

pointed out as an abomination (ver.

10).—(2.) Of the winged insects, those

with springing legs , or certain spe-

cies of locusts, are expressly declared

clean, and permitted for food (vers.

21, 22). — (3.) Among "the creeping

things that creep upon the earth", the

Eeptiles, Spiders, andWorms are spe-

cially dilated upon as detestable, and

then all "the creeping things" in ge-

neral are similarly denounced (vers.

41—48).—(4.) Among the inferior ha-

bitants of the land, eight species are

signalized as pre-eminently unclean,

and guarded against in a manner un-

precedented for scrupulous minute-

ness (vers. 29—38, see Summar}'). —
(5.) Above all, the "uncleanness"

which results from eating, carrying,

or touching any part of the carcass of

a forbidden animal, and the lustra-

tions required to re-establish a con-

dition of purity, are stated and in-

sisted upon with an emphatic ear-

nestness which strongly contrasts

Avith the wording and the spirit of

former enactments (vers. 8, 11, 24,

26 — 28, 31 sqq., 39, 40, 43—45). —
(6.) Hence commands are inserted

Avitli regard to the flesh of lawful

animals that have died of themsel-

ves ; but they are meant less as laws

of diet than as rules of purity, since

they refer not merely to eating,

but also to carrying and touching

such meat (vers. 39, 40). — (7.) The

context is, in one instance, illogically

interrupted by additional injunctions

of purity concerning the carcass of
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2. Speak to the children of Israel saying, These

are the animals which you may eat among all the beasts

that are on the earth. 3. Whatsoever is hoofed and is

the great land animals, wMch had

indeed been treated of before, but as

it seemed to the reviser, not with suf-

ficient fulness and rigour (vers. 26

—

28; comp. ver.8).—(8.) In another in-

stance, vi^ith respect to unclean fishes,

an almost intolerable tautology is

resorted to, reiteration being sup-

posed to add force (vers. 10— 12).

We are, therefore, compelled to

conclude, that some original ordinan-

ces on permitted and forbidden food,

probably those preserved in Deute-

ronomy, were by the subsequent com-

pilers of the more stringent code of

Leviticus supplemented and altered

with a view of their closer associa-

tion with the laws of purity, and their

more complete union with the levi-

tical system. Indeed the component

parts of our section are so trans-

parent , that they may not only be

pointed out with safety, but be ar-

ranged in chronological order so as

to exhibit at a glance the gradual

growth of the principles which gave

rise to the precepts on diet.

3— 8. The law commences Avith

the quadrupeds or great land-ani-

mals, whether of the domesticated

or wild kinds. It is content with

giving the general rule for the per-

mitted classes, and illustrating the

prohibited species by a few examples.

It does not , like the Deuterono-

mist (XIV. 4, 5), enumerate the for-

mer. This difference leads to a most

interesting trace of the gradual ex-

pansion of the dietary commands.

Deuteronomy begins withstating the

lawful kinds of quadrupeds, evidently

attempting completeness, and then

proceeds to deduce from the indivi-

dual instances the general rule : our

section dispenses with the detail,gives

at once the general rule, but scru-

pulously explains it by several ex-

amples, in order to prevent any pos-

sible mistake. To the earlier writer

the general rule is new, to the later

author it is familiar. The former is

more empirical, the latter is obvious-

ly more practised in speculative ab-

straction. Nay, in Deuteronomy, the

general rule (ver. 6) is so little in its

place that it might almost be sus-

pected as a subsequent insertion : for

why was it necessary elaborately to

enumerate all the clean quadrupeds,

and yet to add, "every beast that is

hoofed and has a two-cleft foot, and

chews the cud, that you may eat"?

The specification renders the rule su-

perfluous, and the rule throws doubt

on the completeness of the specifica-^

tion; both together are perplexing;

either the one or the other would be

sufficient. The levitical writer, more

experienced and more circumspect,

foregoes the detail ; but so far from

imperiling by this omission the spi-

rit of his enactment, he preserves

and protects it more effectually; for

the ten names in Deuteronomy do

not exhaust the quadrupeds legalised

by the rule ; they are only the most

common instances; they are not

meant to exclude the various kindred

species which are or may be known.

Moreover, the meaning of some of

the Hebrew names is doubtful, of

others it is obscure beyond the hope

of identification. This applies in a

still higher degree to the birds and

the lower animals mentioned in a sub-

sequent part of the chapter : the ety-

mology is in many cases efiaced or

leads to no decided result; in the kin-
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cloven-footed, and cliews the cud, among the beasts,

that you may eat. 4. Yet these you must not eat of

those that chew the cud, and of those that divide the

dred dialects only a few of the words

occur; and the ancient versions, often

guessing rather than translating, of-

fer little assistance. Who, then, canbe

surprised, that Jewish tradition, help-

less and bewildered, took refuge in

the view that God seized specimens

of evei-y kind of animals , and as He
pointed them out to Moses, said,

"This 3'oumay eat, and this youmust

not eat"; or, according to another

conception, He permitted Moses to see

them in revolving fire at the foot of

His throne, and then the lawgiver, de-

scending to the earth, caught animals

of every species, and showed them

to the Israelites , not only the great

land-animals, "but also every single

kind of the creeping things of the

water, and every bird and insect and

reptile" — and all this in the sandy

and lifeless desert of Sinai, solely on

the strength of the words, ''These are

the beasts". But the apprehensions

of later Judaism, which suggested

this monstrous view, were gratui-

tous. The general character of the

unlawful animals was clear from the

undoubted species and from the cri-

teria stated; a mistake Avas scarcely

possible, and even uncertainty could

not often arise: indeed the Jewish

practice never wavered ; if it admit-

ted, for instance, the goose as lawful

food, it acted doubtless in accordance

with the spirit of the Biblical law,

whatever fancied objections may be

urged against that bird.

"Clean" animals are indeed those

permitted, "unclean" those prohi-

bited, by the Law; but the words are

not convertible; they are used as par-

allel, but not as synonymous or iden-

tical terms; and the epithets "clean"

and "unclean" in reference to animals

were never entirely divested of their

original meaning. Though asses and

horses, camels and dogs were kept by

the Israelites, they were to a certain

extent associated Avith the notion of

impurity; they might be turned to

profitable account by their labour or

othex-wise, but in respect to food they

were an abomination; this instinct

was, in the course of time, consider-

ably strengthened by religious ideas or

doctrines; moralwas joined to physi-

cal aversion, or the one was substitut-

ed for the other; the terms "clean" and

"unclean" were from the natural re-

moved to the spiritual sphere ; and as

regards most of the unclean, or at least

some peculiarly detested animals , as

the swine, later Judaism, combining

both conceptions, prohibited even

their very breeding or keeping , and

pronounced itan unhallowed practice.

In a word, "unclean" is not merely a

vague alternative for interdicted food;

the designation partly retained its in-

herent force and original significance,

and implied contempt or rexjulsive-

ness.

On the erroneousness ofthe Biblical

criteria of clean quadrupeds, and of

the examples adduced, we have com-

mented above (p. 32) ; the rule is illo-

gical and the examples are fallacious

;

for non-bisulcate ruminants and non-

ruminant bisulcates are both zoologi-

cal fictions. Jewish tradition consid-

ers the instances of unclean animals

named in our text — the camel, the

hyrax, the hare, and the pig — as

exhaustive, and assumes that they

are the only species in the world

possessing either of the two stated

characteristics : this view, which
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hoof: the camel, because it chews the cud, but does not

divide the hoof; it shall be unclean to you; 5. And the

rock-badger, because it chews the cud, but does not

seems indeed to harmonise with the

words of the Bible (vers. 4— 8j, is,

from the facts pointed out, devoid

of all foundation. Hence also the

Eabhinical canon that "all rumi-

nants are cloven-footed except the

camel, and all cloven-footed animals

are ruminants except the swine",

though approaching the truth, does

not reach it, because the two ex-

ceptions, taken for granted on the

authority of our passage , are imagi-

nary. Moreover, have the Biblical

criteria intrinsic value for determin-

ing the animals destined by nature

for huinan food ? If clean creatures

he those "of a higher, nobler, less in-

tensely animal organisation", why
did those tests exclude the horse, the

elephant, and the camel? Is their

organisation lower, less noble, and
more intensely animal than that of

the ox, the sheep, and the goat? It

is wellknown that ruminants, though

endowed with acute senses — great

range of vision, singular power of

hearing and smelling, and in most
cases also remarkable swiftness of

foot — are low in the development

of the bi-ain, can be "tamed rather

than educated", show very little in-

telligence, and hardly any remark-

able instinct beyond the selection

of food and the avoidance of danger.

Ai-e they less "calculated to degrade

the life of man and to render it more

beast-like" than the noble horse or

the "half-reasoning" elephant? The

solid foot may be a formidable weap-

on evincing or engendering defiant

ferocity; but are horns, generally

found in bisulcate animals , less for-

midable for defence or aggression?

and does not the divided hoof of the

hindfeet frequently inflict dangerous

blows? Who would approach un-

armed the bulky and untameable bi-

son, which fears neither wolf nor bear,

and assails its enemies both with

hoofs and horns? Or who would trust

the infuriated bull or buffalo? Is

indeed the divided hoof, which Aris-

totle declares to be a defect and a

weakness of nature, a decisive cha-

racteristic, since there are species

of pigs with solid hoofs ? If rumina-

tion "makes the impression of tame-

ness", why was it disregarded in the

patient camel that has neither a so-

lid foot nor horns for savage attack?

It is indeed exclusively restricted to

herbivorous animals , and it may fa-

vour more complete digestion: for

every one knows that the food coarse-

ly bruised' by a preliminary masti-

cation, is first accumulated in the

largest of the four stomachs, or the

paunch, as in a spacious store-cham-

ber; that it then entei-s into the se-

cond stomach, or the honey-comb,

where it is at leisure formed into

little balls or pellets, which the ani-

mal brings up again into the mouth
to be re-chewed; that it passes next,

in a soft and half-fluid state, into the

third stomach, or the manyplies, to

the right of the paunch, to be more

fully reduced ; and is lastly swallowed

into the fourth, or the reed, to the

right of the third, there to be finally

digested by the acid gastric juice.

But is the tiinid hare, which is no

ruminant, not herbivorous? and is it

less inoffensive than even the cow or

the ram? and does not its stomach,

like that of ruminants, secrete rennet,

Avhich is held to be a proof of perfect

digestion? In reality, the legislator
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divide tlie hoof; it shall he unclean to you; 6. And the

hare, because it chews the cud, but does not divide the

hoof; it shall he unclean to you; 7. And the swine,

simply confirmed and tried to S3'ste-

matise existing customs, tlie result of

manyagesjofclimate, experience, and

national life: how far tie succeeded as

regards accuracy, has been pointed

out above (pp. 31, 36). All attempts at

pointing out other reasons for the per-

mission of some and the interdiction

of other animals, are equally worth-

less, however they maj' differ in spe-

ciousness or ingenuity. Or are indeed

riiminants preferable,because "chew-

ing the cud presents the image of

meditation"? And are cloven-footed

quadrupeds more wholesome or more

desirable nutriment, because "the

undivided hoof betrays intractable

stubbornness", considering that the

horse belongs to the most docile crea-

tures? Are the locusts more highly

organised or less rapacious than

many of the fishes and aquatic ani-

mals that were declared detestable?

Yet they were expressly pronounced

"clean" and permitted as food. This

one fact suffices to decide the question

if subjected to impartial enquiry.

The Talmud proposed additional

criteria ; it declared that clean qua-

drupeds are always distinguished by

the absence of teeth in the upper jaw,

and by such flesh beneath the hip-

bone as can be torn both lengthways

and crossways: the former test the

Talmud has in common with other an-

cient authorities ; the latter, strange

and fanciful in itself, is invalidat-

ed by the circumstance that it is

shared by the wild ass. — It has been

proved above that, according to Tal-

mudical deductions, the clean un-

tamed and the clean domestic quad-

rupeds differ from each other in se-

veral points of ritual; for the fat of

the former is permitted as food, and
the blood of the latter does not re-

quire "covering": it became, there-

fore, necessary to fix tests for the

distinction of both classes , and they

were derived from the formation of

the horns ; these must, in clean qua-

drupeds of the field, be either forked,

or notched in the manner of scales

and rounded off. How far these signs

are decisive, may be inferred from

the following facts. We need only

allude to the difference between "per-

sistent" or permanent horns covered

with a hard, nail-like substance, and

"deciduous" or annual horns, or ant-

lers, covered with a soft skin or "vel-

vet." Antlers are only found in the

males of the Cervidae or deer-tribe,

with the exception of the rein-deer,

both sexes of which are provided

with them. As regards their shape,

the antlers are either rounded or

flattened; the former kind are pecu-

liar to the species living in the tem-

perate and tropical zones, as the stag,

the roe-buck, and the wapiti, the

latter kind to the deer inhabiting the

coldest climates , as the elk and the

rein-deer, "as if they were destined

to be used by the animal, like sho-

vels, in clearing the snow from off its

food." — The antlers of the elk,

weighing 50 or 60 pounds when fully

formed, are in the second year, when

they are only a foot long, "dags" or

"prickets" or simple dagger-shaped

spikes; in the third year they are

forked ; and in the fourth somewhat

flattened with a number of projec-

tions or "snags". Therefore, the Tal-

mudical criteria of the horns are both

incomplete and unreliable.

The identity of three of the ani-

G
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because it is hoofed, and is clovenfooted, but does not

chew the cud; it shall he unclean to you. 8. Of their flesh

mals mentioued as possessing one of

the two required criteria, is perfectly

certain, both from the kindred lan-

guages and tradition, viz. the camel,

the hare , and the swine ; but the

fourth —• shaphun— is the subject of

much dispute.

The Scriptures afford but a slender

clue. "We learn from them only, that

the animal "is by no means strong",

and "makes its house", or "seeks re-

fuge", on rocks. It is mentioned among

the four creatures, which, though

"little upon earth", ai-e yet "exceed-

ingly wise", or have remarkable in-

stincts, the three others being the

feeble ant which provides its food in

the summer, the locusts Avhich "have

no king, yet go forth all of them in

hosts", and the lizard which "takes

hold with its hands , and is in royal

palaces" (Ps. CIV. 18; Prov. XXX.
26—28). Conjecture has indeed a

wide field if called upon to point out

an animal not large and not strong,

living, and building its nest, on rocks.

Yet even these few hints suffice to ex-

clude the Jerboa (Dipus jaculus) — a

hare-like rodent, with very long hind-

legs , and large , tufted tail— which

has frequently been identified with

our shaphan, as it usually constructs

its dwelling in sandy or gravelly plains

and subterraneous cavities ; and they

point rather to a species of Hyrax,

probably coinciding with the Wabr
of Saadiah. The Hyrax or "rock-

badger" lives in the wild and stony

parts of Africa and Asia, especially

in Upper Egypt, Abyssinia, and the

ridges of the Lebanon. It is a pa-

chyderm of the size of a rabbit, at-

taining a length of 18 inches. It has

dark, large, and vivacious eyes, with

a singularly gentle and harmless, yet

shrewd expression; a black and bare

nose constantly moist; thick rodent

teeth; a divided upper lip; and a soft,,

fine, and close skin kept scrupulously

clean, greyishbrown above and light-

er below, yet changing into various

other shades. Its short legs are pro-

vided with four small but broad toes

in front and three behind, almost

all enclosed in round and very thick

hoofs, and with soft yet rough palms

admirably adapted for safe and rapid

climbing, but entirely unfit for dig-

ging in hard ground, or forhollowing

out stones. A very short tail is al-

most hidden in the skin, and re-

sembles that of the lamb, whence the

animal is called by the Arabs "the

sheep of the children of Israel". The
hyrax may often be seen basking

in the warm sun , on the high ledges

of mountains , or nimbly climbing

and bounding along the sides of

even the steepest and almost ver-

tical rocks ; but it disappears in-

stantly in the clefts Avith apelike

and tremulous yells , u^^on hearing

the faintest sound, and especially at

the approach of a dog or ofother ani-

mals, among which the leopard is its

most dangerous enemy. Yet, strange

to say, the very sociable and grega-

rious creature lives peacefully toge-

ther with such rapacious animals as

the Manguste and the thorny lizard.

It leaves the stony heights and re-

cesses only if these no longer afford

herbage to satisfy its very keen appe-

tite ; then it descends into lower parts,

though with the utmost caution, and

escapes back into its accustomed and

faithfully cherished abodes at the

slightest suspicion of danger , which

a remarkably acute sense of hear-

ins: enables it to discover. For it
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you must not eat, and their carcass you must not touch;

they shall he unclean to you.

9. These you may eat of all creatures that are in

the waters: all those that have fins and scales in the

waters — in the seas and in the rivers — , these you

is entirely defenceless, incapable of

offering resistance with its teetli or

claws, though it endeavours to bite

Avlien caught. However, small and

agile as it is, and above all so timid

and weak that it is frightened away
by the shadow of a flying crow, swal-

low, or pigeon, it belongs, accord-

ing to Cuvier's careful analysis, to

the same family as the elephant and

the rhinoceros, and forms the pro-

per link between these and the more

slender rodents. Its flesh, which in

Avhiteness resembles that of theyoung

chicken, is eaten and much relished in

the East, especially by the Bedouins

in Arabia and in the Peninsula of Mt.

Sinai, and by the Kaffirs at the Cape

of Good Hope, who employ, besides,

the seci'etions as a remedy for certain

nervous disorders; but it is scrupu-

lously shunned by the Christians and

Mohammedans in Abyssinia, where

the animal is knoAvn by the name of

Ashkoko. A modern naturalist ob-

serves : "I saw the rock-badgers often

graze at the foot of clefts ; and I

found that their habits are exactly

like those of ruminants : for having

bitten off the grass with their teeth,

they move the jaws like the bisulcates

when chewing the cud; yet, though

I have watched them very closely , I

have never noticed that they masti-

cate their food a second time"(^r<?/i;w).

Just as with respect to the hare, ap-

pearance misled the Biblical writer

to represent the shaphan as "chew-

ing the cud."

Concerning the quadrupeds not

provided with both criteria, the Law

ordains, "of their flesh you must not
eat , and their carcass you must not

touch" (vei-. 8); that is, even if the

animal is sound, and is slaughter-

ed in the jDrescribed manner, its flesh

ought not to be eaten, much less if it

has died of itself, or has been torn by
wild beasts; in any case, the flesh is

"carcass" and "unclean." Its very

touch is defiling — defiling in every

respect and for all purposes. The
injunction, repeated fi'om Deutero-

nomy, but in our section strengthened

by the addition "they shall be un-

clean to you", was meant to apply to

all relations of life in general, and

to be valid for all times. The laws

of purity were not exclusively asso-

ciated with the Temple and its ser-

vice ; Jewish tradition indeed looked

upon them solely in such connection,

and therefore declared them inope-

rative after the destruction of the

common Sanctuary; but this view,

prompted by convenience and expe-

diency, militates against the spirit

of the Biblical injunctions, and en-

tirely efi'aces the peculiar character

of the levitical legislation.

9—13. The regulations on qua-

drupeds are followed by those on

fishes , or rather on aquatic animals

generally. TheDeuteronomist indeed

seems to have the former alone in

view; but our author, taking a more

comprehensive range, includes all

"creatures that teem in the water",

and all "living beings that are in the

water" — the Seal- and Whale-tri-

bes, most of the Amphibia, as the

G2
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may eat; 10. And all those that have no fins and scales

in the seas and in the rivers, of all creatures that

people the waters, and of all living beings that are in

the waters, they shall be an abomination to you: 11. Yea,

an abomination they shall be to you; you must not eat

of their flesh, and you shall have their carcasses in

Turtles, tlie Lizards, and the Frogs,

the Crustacea, Mollusks, Badiata,

and the lower marine aquatics. Nor is

this the only distinction between the

earlier and the later Book. The law

in Deuteronomy runs simply thus:

"These you may eat of all that are

in the waters— all that have fins and

scales you may eat, hut whatsoever

hasno fins andscalesyou may not eat;

it shall he unclean to you." But our

verses dwell u^Don the "abomina-

tion" of all unclean aquatics with

repetitions meant to be emphatic, but

so redundant, that ancient and mo-

dern expounders deemed it necessary

to search for hidden and distinct

meanings in the identical terms. The

jDrobable reasons why fishes with fins

and scales were deemed more whole-

some than those without both these

organs, and why, therefore, in the

course of time, the former kinds were

pronounced clean, and the latter un-

clean, have been stated before (p. 31);

nor need we point out again the no-

tions and feelings which urged the

rejection of other aquatic animals as

loathsome or even detestable. Jew-

ish tradition assumed the existence

of finless fishes, and prohibited the

eel as unclean, erroneously suppos-

ing it to be devoid of scales. It fixed,

moreover, additional criteria. For it

declared that clean fishes have a com-

plete and continuous vertebral co-

lumn, unclean fishes merel}' single

joints united by a gelatinous cord ; for

this reason, it pronounced as unclean

the cartilaginous fishes — the shark-

tribe and the sturgeons with their ca-

viare, the lamprey and the nine-eyed

eel; whereas it permitted as clean

the osseous fishes Avith scales, espe-

cially of the order of "soft-fins" , as

the salmon and trout, the capellan

and grayling, the herring, anchovj^

and sardine, the pike- and carp-fa-

milies, the cod, hake, and haddock,

the sole, turbot and plaice; and so

also the order of "spiny-fins", as the

perch, the mackerel, and the tunny.

Some Talmudical teachers asserted

that "the unclean fishes are vivipa-

rous , the clean ones oviparous" , no

spawn being found in the former;

whereas others observed more cor-

rectly, that "both unclean and clean

fishes throw out spawn; but the for-

mer species mature the young while

the eggs are still in the parent fish

[that is, they are ovo-viviparous]

;

whereas the latter leave the eggs to

be developed in the sand" : these

remarks , inaccurate in their sweep-

ing generality, have a certain foun-

dation in fact ; for many of the car-

tilaginous fishes, and a few of the

osseous species, as the anableps, a

kind of loach, and the eel, are par-

tially viviparous; while the ray is

ovo-viviparous , since its eggs, black

and parchment-like, flat, angular,

and elongated at the ends, and called

"fish-mice", are matured in the in-

terior of the fish, and their produc-

tion nearly coincides with the birth

(jf the young brood. — Again, the

eggs, the roe, and the swimming

bladder of clean fishes were con-
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abomination. 12. Whatsoever has no fins and scales

in the waters, that shall he an abomination to you.

13. And these you shall have in abomination among
the fowls; they must not be eaten, they shall be an

abomination: the eagle, and the ossifrage (lammer-

sidered to be oblong, but pointed at

the one and rounded at the other

extremity; those of unclean fishes

either pointed or rounded at both sides

alike. And lastly, the head of clean

fishes was supposed to be more or

less broad, that of the imclean kinds

rather pointed at the end. That these

rather singular distinctions have no

connection with the Biblical signs,

and at best apply to individual in-

stances only, needs not be pointed out.

The Greeks and Eomans more simply

and more rationally considered fishes

wholesome or unwholesome accord-

ing to the places in which they usu-

ally live, whether in rivers or lakes,

in stagnant, slimy, or muddy water,

or the sea ; and according to the na-

ture and quality of their food, whe-

ther consisting of nutritious herbs

or of putrid and weakly roots.

13—19. With respect to birds,

the legislator confined himself to a

specification of the prohibited kinds
;

he gave no common characteristics;

he even omitted the generalruleorin-

troductionoftheDeuteronomist, "All

clean birds you may eat" (Deut.XIV.

11). But instead of the mere inter-

diction, "These are they which you

shall not eat", he employed the

strong and almost vehement lan-

guage, "These you shall have in abo-

mination among the fowls ; they must

not be eaten; they shall be an abomi-

nation" (ver. 13). Yet we cannot doubt

that he had distinct criteria ofthe un-

clean orders in his mind, since he

repeatedly qualified the names by

adding "after its kind". Eventhrough
the veil that conceals the exactmean-

ing of many of the Hebrew terms, we
may discover a certain system in the

enumeration. The first third com-

prises the carnivorous birds of prey

which live upon flesh and carcass, as

the eagle, the vulture, and the raven

(vers. 13— 15); the second third em-

braces the ostrich and the various

kinds of crepuscular predaceous

birds, or owls (vers. 16, 17); and the

last, with one exception, includes

the waders or marshbirds. This ve-

ry arrangement, however imperfect,

forms one of our scanty helps for

ascertaining the identity of the

names. It clearly suggests that the

author intended to proscribe all birds

of prey, subsisting less on vegetable

food than on carrion and aU kinds of

putrid matter; all those that live and

delight in darkness, whence he in-

cluded even the bat, which belongs to

the mammalia; and those which

dwell, or seek their food, near unclean

places, such as marshes and morasses.

The list, therefore, thougli not com-

plete, does not leave us entirely with-

out guidance, especially if we con-

sider that all the birds mentioned

occur probably in western Asia, and

were eaten.

The Hebrews held in natural ab-

horrence the birds of prey — birds

mostly dark and sombre in plumage;

violent, fierce, and cruel; voracious

and nearly insatiable; repelling by

a monotonous and discordant voice;

and above all armed with the most

formidable weapons for attacking.
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geier), and the vulture, 14. And the falcon, and the kite

after its kind, 15. And every raven after its kind;

grasping, and tearing their prey, —
with the short, arched, hooked, and

pointed beak; and the powerful and

largely developed, fang-like talons,

strongly bent and sharp. These cha-

racteristics eclipsed the remarkable

attributes of many families of the

class — their perfect structure, their

wonderful eye and ear, their courage

and strength, their surprising intel-

ligence so conspicuous in the falcon-

tribe, the mutual affection of the

couples and their young j and in de-

crying their voracity, it was forgot-

ten that it beneficently helps to de-

stroy the pernicious hosts of rodents

and insects, cleanses the streets of

African and Asiatic toAvns, and there-

by often averts pestilence.

1. The first bird named— nesher—
is the eagle: this the kindred dialects,

all ancient versions, and numerous

allusions of the Bible raise beyond a

doubt. A few species only are found

in Asia, as. the "stone-eagle", the

strongest and boldest; the golden

eagle, the swiftest and most agile;

and the fish-hawk , the most expert

fisherman, that forms the connecting

link between the eagles and the kites:

a far larger number of varieties oc-

cur in other parts of the globe, as

the imperial eagle, the much smaller

screaming eagle, and the dwarf-eagle,

in the southern and south-eastern

regions of Europe; the rapacious

hawk-eagle, the mighty fighting

eagle, and his smaller kinsman the

crested eagle, in Africa ; the Urutau-

rana, and the fiercest and most dan-

gerous of all, the Harpy, in South-

America ; and the arrow-tailed eagle,

in Australia. Eagles, especiallyyoung

ones, ai-e eaten by some rude Asia-

tic and African tribes, and esteemed

as dainties; to the Hebrews they

were to be an abomination, for

they combine all the detested cha-

racteristics of the Avinged "rob-

bers" or raplatores: "their young

ones also drink blood, and where the

slain are, there are they"; yet they

were included among the marvels of

creation described in theBookofJob.

2. "With regard to the second bird

— peres — the chain of proofs is suf-

ficiently complete. The etymologj'

leads to the ossifragus , and this , as

we learn from Pliny, was the Tuscan

appellation for the aqui/a barbata,

which can hardly be any other bird

than the bearded griffin or lammer-

geier, belonging partly to the eagles

and partly to the vultures, and there-

fore aptly called gijpaclus ("vulture-

eagle)." Greek writers of the earliest

and the latest time, mention it under

the analogous name of Aigypios or

"goat-vulture" , which is by Homer
employed as a metaphor for an impe-

tuous warrior rushing headlong upon

the terrified enemy. The bird could

hardly have received a more fitting-

name than "bone-breaker". For in the

first place, it delights particularly in

the bones of vertebrates, and can sub-

sist upon them almost exclusively;

and then, it breaks or comminutes

even the hardest ofthem in a powerful

stomach secreting a gastric juice of

a marvellously solvent force ; more-

over, when it finds that the bones

are too large to be devoured , or de-

spairs of obtaining their marrow, it

dashes them from a great height

upon some well-selected pointed or

projecting rock, and thus literally

breaks them : the poet Aeschylus is

supposed to have thus been killed by

a falling tortoise. But the lammer-
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16. And the ostrich, and the taclimas, and the sea-gull,

and th€ hawk after its kind, 17. And the eared owl,

geiei' is by no means that dangerous

andrapacious robberitlias frequently

been represented to be by imagina-

tive naturalists; it does not attack

sheep, goats, or dogs, or any quad-

ruped larger than a hare, since nei-

ther its beak nor its foot is very pow-

erful; it never ventures to approach

children, much less full-grown per-

sons; it is, in fact, one of the most

liarmless species of its tribe; it is

dreaded neither by shepherds nor

their cattle; it peacefully shares with

the vultures their carrion-feast, sa-

tisfied with the bones which they

disdain; and it has had too long to

bear execration for misdeeds Avhich

in reality are pei-petrated by the

fierce and pitiless stone-eagle. The
root of the beak is surrounded by

tufts of bristle-like feathers, which

partially conceal the lower beak also,

and may well be termed a beard.

The body is strongly built but elon-

gated, with a large head, short neck,

and long and pointed wings. The
j)lumage, which in the earliest years

is almost entirely ofa duskybrown in-

termixed with grey, gradually chan-

ges into black or dark-bi'own on the

upper side, and yellow or white in the

lower parts , occasionally with dark

spots , especially at the breast. Its

flight is extremely quick and even

impetuous, Avithout any flapping of

the wings, and resembles in grace-

fulness that of the la;rger falcons.

The silvery eye is unrivalled for

power and penetration; not only the

iris lies bare, but also the hard outer

coat (sclerotica), forming a broad soft

ring beautifully coloured. The sense

of smelling also is singularly deve-

loped, but not so the brain, which is

jDroportionately small and simple,

and does not bespeak great intelli-

gence. The lammergeier is, in fact,

neither remarkable for its instincts,

nor for strength and courage. It is

found almost in all parts of the three

old continents, though the European
diff'er from the Asiatic and African

species considerably in size and
habits.

3. If any degree of systematic or-

der may be assumed in our list, the

next bird is the vulture, since eagle,

lammergeier, and vulture, form the

regular succession of tribes in the

class of raptatores. The author of

the dietary code could not possibly

omit at once the largest and the

most repulsive ofunclean birds, which
combines all their fierce and loath-

some , without sharing any of their

generous or kingly qualities. For
even the least of the vultures is not

smaller than an eagle of average

size; baldness of a part of the head
and neck gives them in most cases

a hideous appearance; their fiight,

though slow, is remarkably persever-

ing, ambitiously high, and perpe-

tuaUy roaming ; in keenness of sight

they vie with themost gifted of birds,

and surpass them in power of smell.

But their intelligence is not consid-

erable: they are shy, but not pru-

dent; irritable and violent, but not

bold or courageous; sociable, yet by

no means peaceful; combative and

mischievous, yet cowardly; by turns

indolent and tenaciously active;

clumsily awkward, but nimbly viva-

cious if roused by the prospect of

booty; greedy and ravenous, but ca-

pable of abstemiousness for whole

weeks, — birds of strangely contra-

dictory attributes. They are empha-
tically carrion-eaters, and rarely at-
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and the frigate bird, and the night-owl; 18. And the

cormorant, and the pelican, and the racham, 19. And

tack living prey ; they delight espe-

cially in corpses of mammals, yet do

not disdain birds, amphibia, and in-

sects ; their meals, from which they

usually rise enveloped in dirt and

bespattered with blood, present a

scene of horrid strife and combat,

of hideous clamour, tiimult, and con-

fusion. The species which the author

had principally in mind, are prob-

ably the gyps ("Gansegeier"), and

the i?c£ao\x%Percnoplcrus stercorarius,

known under a variety of names , as

the holy or Egyptian vulture, or

"Pharaoh's chicken", so often figured

on the monuments of the ancient

Egyptians, who regarded the bird

with religious lawe, not only because,

as a most active scavenger, it saves

the towns from pestilential epide-

mics, but because it Avas supposed to

watch over its young with the most

affectionate devotion during a hun-

dred and twenty days in every year,

and even, if necessary, to feed them
with the blood of its thighs ; it was,

therefore, selected to express the no-

tions of mother and merciful. More
than any of its class, it resembles the

raven by its form, the large and rather

j)ointed wings, and the long but blunt-

ed tail ; while the Greeks compared it

with the stork, and named it accord-

ingly. It is found in the southern

countries of Europe, nearly in the

Avhole of Afi-ica, and in most parts of

western* and southern Asia, where it

is eaten by some tribes, rejected by

others. If its appearance be not quite

so repulsive as that of some of the

larger vultures—though the bald face

of the small head, the projecting and

bare crop, the dirty and untidy coat,

form no attractive sight — it is ut-

terly detestable for its loathsome ha-

bits, and especially for the kind of food

it chooses. Other species are never

or rarely met with in western Asia,

as the huge condor, and the gor-

geously feathered Eoyal vulture prin-

cipally found in the elevations of

South-America, and the giant of the

family, the "Ear-vulture" frequent

in Africa.

4 and 5. As regards the next two
names, thei-e can hardlybe any reason-

able doubt that they are meant for the

falcon and the kile, which represent

two other chief tribes of the raptato-

res, and which could not be passed

over in our text. For the falcons, at

once the boldest and noblest of all

birds, and the most pei'fectly orga-

nized ofthe birds of prey, subsistupon

live animals which they seize with

their talons; and though deserving

admiration for their courage and

agility, their rare intelligence and

remarkable instincts, they belong to

the worst and most sanguinary of

robbers. And the chief representa-

tive of the kite-tribe, the hen-har-

rier, a mean, unroyal bird, is ra-

venously voracious, eats small mam-
mals and birds, lizards and serpents,

frogs and toads, locusts and beetles
j

attacks young fowls and geese, phea-

sants and hares; and impudently

robs even bolder birds, as falcons^

of their prey; though by largely

destroying noxious insects and the

SAvarms of rodents, it is often use-

ful to man. Both the falcon and the

kite are, in a great variety of species,

diffused over nearly all parts of the

globe.

6. The sixth bird is unquestion-

ably the raven with all its numerous,

species : how fully it deserves to be

placed among the unclean birds on
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the heron, the ibis after its kind, and the hoopoe, and
the bat.

account of its shameless aggressive-

ness and immoderate edacity, needs

not be repeated in this place (see

Comm. on Gen. p. 133).

7. The following name which be-

gins the second portion of the cata-

logue, has by nearly all ancient ver-

sions been rendered ostricli, and there

is no reason for questioning the cor-

rectness of this translation, which

fully agrees Avith the allusions made
in the Old Testament to the real

or supposed habits of the bird. It

is there represented to live among
desolated ruins and dreary solitudes,

and to make tbem resound with its

doleful wails , audit is described as

stupid (it is still an Arabic proverb

"more stupid than an ostrich"), and

as heartlessly indifferent to the fate

of its eggs, leaving them in the sand

to be hatched by the sun, or to be

trodden upon by the beasts of the

desert. However, this last reproach

is undeserved; it probably originated

in the fact that the ostrich-hens, af-

ter having filled their nest with eggs

(for several hens lay in the same

nest), deposit those which they lay

afterwards apart at some distance,

unmindful of what may become of

them; but the birds bestow the ut-

most care upon the eggs in the nest

;

in some cases the male and the fe-

male sit Upon them alternately ; but

more frequently the male in particu-

lar and even exclusively, while the

one that does not happen to sit,

guards the nest and procures the

food ; if the male leaves the nest for

a short time , he carefully covers the

eggs with sand; at intervals the fe-

male turns the eggs gently and cau-

tiously, a process which is daily per-

formed with great regularity. Nor
do the parent birds neglect their off-

spring, of which they are tenderl^^

fond, as even ancient writers testify.

Accurate observation does not bear

out the view formerly entertained

that the eggs laid separately are

meant either to satisfy the rapacity of

intruders, or to serve as the earliest

food of the young brood; for the ost-

rich has neither the intelligence for

the one nor the forethought for the

other. It is sufficient toknow that the

Hebrews regarded the ostrich as an
unkind, dismal, and silly bird, and as-

sociated it, as perhaps even its Hebrew
name implies, with the dreariness and

the terrors ofthe wilderness; theymaj-

have been aware that it occasionalh-

devours fowls and other small verte-

brates, exactly like a bird of prey;

they counted it, therefore, among
the unclean animals', and shunned

its flesh, which was eagerly eaten by
whole tribes of Ethiopia , by large

classes in India, and also by the Bo-

mans, who deemed ostrich-brain a

peculiar delicacy; and it is still ex-

tensively eaten, especially in Arabia,

and in the interior of Africa. The
emperor Heliogabalus is curiously

reported to have said that "the Jews

were bidden by their laws to eat it."

Whether they considered the ostrich,

as the Greeks did, as a sort of unnatu-

ral hybrid, half bird, half quadruped,

cannot be proved. Though not found

in Palestine itself, it is not rare in the

Arabian,norevenintheEast-jordanic

deserts, where it va&y formerlj' have

been still more frequent; for it is

well known that the ostrich, eagerh-

chased by the Bedouins, has all but

disappeared in districts where it once

abounded.
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8. As regards the next name —
tachmas — , -we confess onr inability

to suggest an identification. Neither

the etymology, Avhich vaguely leads

to a "violent" or "rapacious" hird,

nor the ancient versions, M^hich con-

flictingly render owl or swallow or

the sea-bird gannet, allow a safe con-

clusion, and the opinions ventured

by modern scholars can be no more

than conjectures.

9. The following term has by some

ancient versions been rendered sea-

gull, and though this translation is

not intrinsically cogent, it may at

least be adopted as probable. The

gulls have aptly been called the "ra-

vens of the sea" ; for in their nature

and habits, they indeed resemble the

ravens. Like these they are almost

omnivorous, and their greed seems

wellnigh insatiable. They do not

only eat fishes and insects , but they

devour all smaller animals of the Ava-

ter ; in the manner of fowls and pi-

geons they scrape up and collect what-

ever the shore supplies ; like the vul-

tures, they feed upon carrion, whe-

ther fresh or putrid; and they dart

upon living booty like birds of prey

— reasons enough why they should

have been shunned as food by the

Hebrews, though, diffused as they are

over all parts of the globe, they were

probably not sparedby tribes inhabit-

ing sea-coasts; at present the eggs of

gulls and the flesh of the young birds,

are eaten and much valued in sorne

northern countries, as Norway and

Greenland.

10 and 11. In reference to the tenth

and eleventh name we find a re-

markable unanimity among ancient

translators; these, though differing

in the exact species, render nearly

all hawk and owl, and it would be

gratuitous to deviate from their tra-

dition, which agrees, moreover, with

the Biblical statements that the one,

as a migratory bird, turns at the ap-

proach of winter with unwearied

Avings to more southern climes, and

that the other inhabits deserted ruins,

being the type of loneliness and mi-

sery. The aversion with which the

hawks were regarded, is not surpris-

ing ; for while lacking the generous

qualities or remarkable gifts of other

l)irds ofprey, such as the eagle and the

falcon, they yield to none in audacious

rapacity directed, Avith incredible ea-

gerness, upon both mammals, birds,

and amphibia, and unsparing even

of their own parents, mates, and off-

spring. They are in many varieties

spread over all parts of Asia, where

several tribes deem them desirable

food. — And the owls, especially

those kinds that live not so much in

forests as among the rubbish and frag-

ments of crumbling edifices, combine

various features Avhich may Avell ac-

count for their being includedamong
unclean birds; for they recall the

notions of darkness and dreary soli-'

tude, and they repel by their ghastly

shrieks; Avhile some of them, daunt-

less and dangerous birds of prey, at-

tack not only insects and moUusks,

mice and rats, but also ducks and

geese, croAVS and ravens, rabbits and

hares, and even larger animals. Some
species of oavIs, abounding in Pales-

tine and Syria, are in great request

for their flesh, Avhich is considei-ed

palatable.

12. In the list of Deuteronomj',

which, as Ave have tried to render

probable, is the foundation or rather

the original of that of Leviticus, the

oAvl is folloAved by a name the ety-

mology of Avhich points to another

crepuscular bird, and is perhaps a

different kind of the order of oavIs

found in very numerous varieties

throughout all ])arts of Asia; and if
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tlie one term represents tlie large

bubones or "eared owls", the other

ma3^ denote the smaller and less rapa-

cious striges or "night-owls"; this

harmonises with the Biblical allusion

that the bird lives in deserted ruins,

in company with the raven and simi-

lar birds.

13 and 14. The next two names may,

with some probability, be interpreted

cormorant andi pelican , both remark-

able for their marvellous voracity and

their rapacious habits — qualities in

themselves sufficient to condemn

them as unclean in the eyes of the

Hebrew legislator. The cormorant

not only chases fishes with impe-

tuous and arrow-like swiftness, but

lurking in the water, darts upon

swallows and other birds as they

flit by, or selecting its prey on the

land, pui'sues small vertebrates and

snatches them Avith fatal certainty.

It is frequent everywhere in nor-

thern and southern Europe and in

Africa, in North-America and the

West-Indies, in middle and in sou-

thern Asia, where it is successfully

trained for fishing, especially by the

Chinese. Its flesh, unpalatable to

the taste of Europeans, except the

Laplanders, is on account of its fat-

ness deemed a rare delicacy bj^ the

Arabs. Partly greediness, and partly

forethought for its young, impel

the cormorant to stuff its crop and

stomach almost to sufl"ocatiou; and

returning to the nest, it often dis-

gorges dozens of fishes to feed a nu-

merous family. This last peculiarity

of "vomiting up" the contents of the

stomach , is still more prominent in

the pelican, which probably owes

to it its Hebrew name. The pelican

is supposed to keep conchiferous ani-

mals in its stomach, till they are

warmed, and then to cast them forth

again, in order to open the valvesmore

easily and to obtain their contents. It

is stamped as an aggressive and for-

midable robber bj' a long and power-

ful beak with its hooked and curved

point, and its peculiar pouchlike ap-

pendage. Though it inhabits both hot

and temperate climes , and is spread

over the whole globe, it is in some

parts, as in northern and middle

Africa, found in incredible numbers.

Unable to dip into the depth of the

water on account of the air-filled

sack beneath the beak, it lives upon
the prey which it seizes on the sur-

face of shallow rivei's or lakes; as

a rule, it eats indeed chiefly fishes

and young svsdmming birds, but de-

vours them in such vast quantities,

that it may well be called insatiable.

Generally selecting for its nest so-

litudes or isolated ruins, it is, like

the owl, the picture of abandon-

ment and miser3^ Though its flesh

has an oily taste, it is eaten by the

Arabs ; but the bird has been de-

clared sacred by a Mohammedan law,

which originated in the legend, that

when the holy mosque in Mecca was

being built, the busy workmen, un-

willing to delay the completion of

the holy edifice by fetching Avater

from a distance, were amply pro-

vided by hosts of pelicans Avhich

brought the water in their pouches.

15. With respect to the next bird

rac/iam we feel considerable per-

plexity. The analogy ofArabic would

lead to a species of vulture, as in-

deed Saadiah and other Arabic in-

terpreters render ; and the etjanology

Avhich points to a "merciful" bird,

seems to corroborate this meaning,

since the vulture was in the ancient

world reputed for exceeding affection

towards its young (see supra p. 88).

But are we permitted to suppose plan-

less confusion in our list , which , if

that were the correct sense, would

begin Avith birds of prey
,
proceed to

the "Runners" (as the ostrich) , then
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to the crepuscular birds (the owls),

next to the "Swimmers" (as the cor-

morant and pelican), and then re-

turn again to a chief species of birds

of prey? Though the hawk would

have found a more appropriate place

before the raven, the enumeration

exhibits, on the whole, a certain well-

considered order. We are, therefore,

inclined to take racham also as a

species of pelican, which deserves,

or was considered to deserve, the ap-

pellation of the "merciful" bird at

least as much as the vulture; for "the

pelicans", so writes one of the best

and latest observers, "are as good-

natured as they are intelligent; they

live peacefully with all animals, and

seem to be quite satisfied if they are

left unharmed" ; and as regards kind-

ness to their young, it struck the an-

cients as so extraordinary that they

invented the most marvellous fables,

for instance, that pelicans throw

themselves into the burning flames to

rescue their young, or that, if unable

to procure food for the latter, they

rip open their breast to nourish

them with their own life-blood ; and

the large pouch which is capable of

holding about thirty pounds of water,

was supposed to have been given to

them by nature as a store-house to

supply their offspring in times of

need. That a "compassionate" crea-

ture to which such fine qualities were
attributed, should have been classed

among the unclean animals , may be

undei-stood by considering its asso-

ciation with the dreariness of ruins

and waste solitudes , and by its pro-

verbial and unconquerable gluttony,

to Avhich it not unfrequently sacrifi-

ces its habitual good temper and love

of peace ; and the aversion may have
been confirmed by its voice , which
resembles that of the unclean ass,

whence the birdwas designated "ono-

crotalus" or ass-brayer.

16. Now folloAvs, in the original'

list of Deuteronomy, a name the ety-

mology of which points to a bird

that daris and rushes upon its prey,,

and which, therefore, may well be

taken to mean the chief represen-

tative of the family of "fish-darters."

These, the most perfect of "web-

footed birds" , to which the pejican

also belongs, are pre-eminently re-

markable for their mastery in dart-

like diving, and in this no species of

the family excels so much as the "fri-

gate-bird" or "man of war" bird,

which fully deserves its name as "the

swift-winged eagle of the sea" ; for it

surpasses inrapidity of flight even the

tern and the gull: circling round in

the air like the eagle or the vulture, it

suddenly sweeps down from the giddy

height, whenever its keen eye espies

some porpoise or dolphin Avith a fish

or some other favourite food ; it forces

from them their prey, and pursues

them plunging into the depth of the

sea; and so sure does it feel of its

booty that it often drops a fish if

has caught two or three times, to

seize it again till it can hold it conve-

niently. A creature which shares so

many characteristics of the most de-

tested of the birds of prey, and Avhich

is found everywhere in the warm and

the temperate zones , could Avell be

included among the forbidden kinds.

17. The following bird— chasidah

— is mentioned in the Scriptures as a

migratory bird that observes the sea-

sons with nice precision, flies high

"betAveen earth and heaven", and

builds its nest on the cypresses of

mountain heights, such as the Leba-

non, and Avhose kindness is placed in

strong contrast to the cruelty of the

ostrich. It is remarkable that modern

interpreters understand almost uni-

formly the stork, while many an-

cient versions have /i^row ; it is dif-

ficult to see why the former aban-
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doned a wide-spread tradition, un-

less tliej' did so because they believed

that the appellation of "pious" bird

was most suited for the stork, whose

parental and filial devotion has been

extolled by writers of all ages. But

this cannot be deemed a decisive ar-

gument; moreover, storks seldom, if

ever, build their nests on trees. No
valid objection can, in fact, be raised

against the old translation of heron,

especially if we take the noblest

representative of the family, the fa-

mous white or silver heron, which

may well have struck observers as

kind and good-tempered, if they

compared it with its nearest rela-

tions, as the common heron, Avhich,

as a rule, are malicious, quarrelsome,

and destructive. The silver heron is

distinguished by its slender body,

long neck , and weak bill , and espe-

cially' by a plumage of resplendent

white, and large and beautiful back-

feathers , the well-known heron-

plumes. It is found in the south-eas-

tern parts of Europe , almost in, the

whole of Asia and northern Africa,

near secluded lakes and morasses,

where often vast numbers are con-

gregated and present a splendid

sight. It flies higher and more ra-

pidly than most birds of the order

of "Waders" or "Stilt-walkers". For

its nests it selects the tops of the

loftiest trees, and seems to prefer the

thicket of a high cane-brake only in

regions where it deems the exposed

trees unsafe. In England, the flesh of

the common heron was formerly con-

sidered a delicacy, and heron-hawk-

ing was a favourite pastime of the

wealthy , wherefore the bird and its

eggs wei-e protected by laws and

fines.

18. The etymology of the nextname
— anaphah — points vaguely to an

"angry" bird, and it would indeed be

hazardous to venture upon any dis-

tinct species unwarranted by tradi-

tion. NoAV the Greek translators ren-

A^v charudrios]}xoyQvh\a\tox its gree-

diness , the Arabic interpreters have

parrot, and theTargum ibis. Among
these versions the last-named seems

to deserve the preference, for the ibis

belongs to the "Waders" like the he-

ron, occurs in a variety ofwide-spread

species , and was eaten as a dainty

;

whilst the identity of charadrios is

uncertain, as it fluctuates between

the lap-wing, the plover, and several

other birds ; and the parrot is not found

inPalestine, and was hardly known in

the countries ofthe Mediterranean be-

fore the time of Alexander the Great.

It was certainly most appropriate to

proscribe as unclean a bird divinely

honoured by neighbouring nations.

For, appearing inEgypt almost simul-

taneousl}' with, and thus announcing,

the rising of the wealth-creating Nile,

the ibis was deified like the river it-

self, and held sacred toThoth. It was

deemed, moreover, most beneficent by

killing serpents, lizards, and other no-

xious animals, and for this quality it

was so famous that, according to Jose-

phus, Moses, when marching against

the Ethiopians, took Avith him a num-
ber of ibises as a protection against

the reptiles. Greek divinities, and

especially Hennes, were supposed

to have frequently appeared in the

form of the ibis, which was be-

lieved to have invented various arts

and useful cures , to live to a fa-

bulous old age , or never to die, and

to lay four eggs "according to the

four phases of the moon." There-

fore, Avhile alive, it was protected

Avith religious scrupulousness, and

Avhen dead, it Avas most carefully em-

balmed, and entombed at Hermopo-

lis: the pyramid of Sakahra, enclos-

ing thousands of ibis mummies piled

up in urns or in chambers, and the

mummies that have been found in
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Thebes, Abydos, and Memphis, still

bear witness to the funeral honours

that Avere bestoAved upon the bird.

It is remarkable that it is at pre-

sent very rarely seen in Egypt,

but frequently in the southern parts

of Nubia. Its head and neck are

bare and of a black colour, the eyes

crimson, and the feathers mostly

white with occasional shades of yel-

low, blue, and dark. Though, on the

whole, peaceful and unaggressive, it

is not free from that vicious irrita-

bility which characterises the whole

order, especially when anxious to

satisfy its voracity, which is fatal

to insects, especially beetles and

locusts, and also to mollusks and

small snakes.

19. The next bird belongs to a dif-

ferent class, the "Searchers" ; for the

hoopoe is unquestionably meant. Ac-

cording to the Talmud, it bears its He-

brewname,"because its crest is thick"

;

and in fact, a fan-like crest forms its

most striking chai-acteristic, to which

may be added an extremely long and

slender bill with an excessively short

and stunted tongue , variegated plu-

mage , large and broad wings , and a

blunt tail. It is found in the wooded

plains of the greater part of Europe,

northern Africa, and middle Asia

down to Cashmere. In the warm la-

titudes, the dirty bird delights, like

the vultures , in carcasses and gar-

bage, feeds with pi-edilection upon

insects found in or near dunghills

and mire; and deserves, therefore,

fully to be classed among the "un-

clean" species; it is, moreover, quar-

relsome with its own kind and with

other birds, though it may be tamed

to a great degree of familiarity with

man, and was among the ancients

reputed for its filial tenderness.

The nauseous smell of parents and

offspring during the brooding time,

and for weeks after they leave their

loathsome nest, gradually Avears off,,

and in the autumn their flesh, in

taste like that of quails , is in much
request; yet it is not eaten by the

Mohammedans; among them, as

among the Jews, the "hvid-hud" is

the subject of many cherished le-

gends ; it is supposed to have procured

for Solomon the wonderful worm
Shamir, which was indispensable to

him for the erection of the Temple,

and to have rendered him many other

important services.

20. The last name has by a com-

mon tradition been understood to

mean the bat; for the HebreAvs, like

the Arabs, classed this animal among-

the birds, because the membranous
expansion which distinguishes it

bears a resemblance to Avings and

bestoAVS the power of flight. The bat

Avas by some tribes eagerly caught

and eaten, especially salted.

If Ave once more survey our list, Ave

find, that those birds were stamped as

unclean which are remarkable for ra-

pacity and bloodthirstiness, for fierce

impetuosity and insatiable greed,

for cruelty and reckless destructive-

ness, those Avhich live upon cai-rion

and putrid food, and those Avhich re-

call the notions of night and dark-

ness, of desert, solitude, and decay.

The writer left it to his readers

to deduce the signs and to apply them
in every single instance. Hepreferred

stating the unlawful, and not, as his

predecessor did with respect to qua-

drupeds, the clean kinds, because he

hoped thus to teach more briefly,

since the number of clean birds is

supposed to be pi-epondei-ating, and

also more distinctly and more accu-

rately, since even a fcAV of the birds

mentioned clearly suggest their dis-

qualifying characteristics, and these

have by Jewish tradition been de-

scribed in great detail.
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20. All Avinged creeping things that go upon foiir^

shall be an abomination to you. 21. Yet these you may

30—35. The "winged creeping

things", to which the Deuteronomist

alludes with a few passing words,

merely prohibiting them for food as

unclean, are next treated ofbythelevi-

tical writer with evident care. But his

statements present considerable dif-

ficulties. What are "winged creeping-

things"? Are they insects? "VVe must

answer, No; for they are distinctly

described as "going upon four feet"

oras "having four feet" ; whereas the

insects have invariably six, two on
each of the three jointed rings of the

thorax. It is, in fact, an essential

point in the definition of insects that

they have six feet. The authority of

Aristotle has been appealed to. But
that authority which, were it even

favourable , would prove nothing

against nature , is opposed to those

who invoke it. For Aristotle remarks

:

"Some insects have the/^r^/pairoffeet

larger ... in order to wipe oflf with

them whatever falls upon the eyes,

as we see the common flies and bee-

like insects do ; and the last pair is

larger than the middle one, partly to

be moi'e serviceable for Avalking, and
partly to enable the insects to rise

more easily from the ground when
about to fly." Indeed flies, as is

well known , use their hairy legs as

a kind of brush, wiping with the

foremost pair the dust from the eyes,

and with the hindmost from the

wings , after which they cleanse the

legs themselves by rubbing them
against each other: but those ob-

servations of Aristotle manifestly

pre-suppose six feet; moreover, the

author adds distinctly, ''All crea-

tures of this kind have six legs, in-

cluding those that serve for leap-

ing" ; and all recent investigations

have confirmed the fact, that "three

pairs of locomotive limbs are cha-

racteristic ofperfect insects". Again,^

even if, for argument's sake, we
lay no stress upon the number of

feet, we must ask, Are all insects

winged? It is well known, that the

class includes several wingless spe-

cies, viz. not only the females of some
kinds, as the female or working ant,

and the females of the mantis, the

earwig, the cockroach, and others of

the order of orthoptera, but both

males and females of a part of the

order hemiptera (the louse, bug, a.

o.), and the flea (one of the diptera).

In fact, the only four-footed animals

with wings are bats, and these are

in our very chapter counted among
the birds (ver. 19), though they really

belong to the mammalia. There are

indeed a few animals j)rovided with

a membranous expansion or broad

fold of skin along the flanks , or be-

tween the fore and hind legs, and
alsobetAveen the two hind-legs them-
selves,as the"FlyingDragon",a harm-
less lizard, the "Flying Lemur", and
the "Flying Squirrel". But that exten-

sion of skin can in no sense be desig-

nated a wing ; it is by those creatures

merely used as a kind of parachute, to

sustain themselves while leaping from

branch to branch, and it does not

qualify them for continuous flight-

What then are "the winged creeping-

things"? Fortunately, the Biblical

text is sufficient^ explicit to dispel

all doubt and to permit a clear infer-

ence.- It mentions as lawful species of

the "winged creeijing things" several

kinds of locusts. Now, these are

winged; they have six feet; two of

them are indeed peculiarly formed,

but their exceptional structure is

b3^ no means so important as to con-

stitute a new class of animal. The .
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eat of all winged creeping things that go upon four

[six] — those that have strong upper joints above their

locusts are insects ; their right of

being numbered among them has

never been questioned; and insects

are undoubtedly meant by "winged

creeping things", since they both

Avalk or crawl and fly.

We are, therefore, compelled to

conclude — (1.) The fact that wing-

less insects exist was disregarded

by the writer, whether he believed

that the wings are an unessential

criterion of insects, or not; and (2.)

The words "all that walks upon all

four", and "all that has four feet"

are incorrect. Six feet are required

by the context, and six must here be

read and understood.

But it remains to enquire — How
did this extraordinary mistake ori-

ginate ? Is it attributable to the tra-

ditional text or to the author? All

ancient versions, Avithout any excep-

tion, render four feet; this reading

seems, therefore, as old as the dif-

fusion of the Hebrew text itself, and

it would be arbitrary to suppose that

four was inserted by the copyist in-

stead of six. Butwe believewe are able

to prove that the mistake is due to

the author, and even to show how he

was betrayed to fall into the error.

Let us turn to the parallel passage

in Deuteronomy. After the enumera-

tion of the uncleanbirds, it continues :

"And every winged creeping thing

shall be unclean to you; they must not

be eaten : all clean fowls youmay eat."

It will be observed (1.) That the text

in Deuteronomy does not qualify the

creatures by the number of their legs,

to Avhich it does not allude at all;

and (2.) That the "winged creeping-

things" are manifestly 6/rfi?5; for they

are introduced in the midst of com-

mands relating to birds; on any other

supposition the last words "all clean

fowls you may eat" would be unintel-

ligible. These two important differ-

ences lead to the following coziclu-

sions. The Deuteronomist understood

the words rendered "winged creeping

thing" as "unclean bird"; he evident-

ly placed the terms "clean birds"

and "clean fowls" in juxtaposition to

"unclean bird", as a calm examination

of the passage must convince every

reader. Thus the text in Deuteronomy
is clear and consistent. Now, the wri-

ter of Leviticus, who had Deuterono-
my before him, obviously believing

the general injunction "every unclean

bird shall not be eaten" superfluous

after the detailed enumeration of the

unclean species, restricted that in-

junction to the last ofthe species men-
tioned,the hats ; he was perhaps aware
that bats are no bipeds, and had been

Avrongiy placed among the birds ; he

described them Avith sufficient accu-

racy as "winged creeping things thalf

go upon four" ; and the great number
of species of thebat-tribe, whichwere

actually eaten, may have made such

addition appear desirable. But a later

reviser, desirous of inserting the per-

mission of eating locusts, took the

verse "all Avinged creeping things

that go upon four, shall be an abomi-

nation to you" to refer to insects,

perhaps understanding the phrase

"walking upon all four" to refer to

any indefinite number of legs ; and he

introduced that verse as a general

rule, from which he excejpted the

locusts as laAvful food. Thus the

mistake of attributing four feet to

locusts and to all other insects , re-

mains; but Ave can account for its

origin; Ave see that it crept into the

Pentateuch at a late period, and that

it is a result of the very peculiar and

complex manner in which that Avork
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feet /// the Inndmost leys, to leap therewith upon the

earth; 22. These of them you may eat: the migratory

was gradually completed and con-

cluded. The veil will never be with-

drawn from the composition and

growth of the Law, unless it is ad-

mitted, that the levitical precepts

form the latest additions, and are,

in spirit and detail, more advanced

than those ofDeuteronomj'. Eut with

this conviction as a guide , the mys-

tery is lessened, and may in time be

entirely solved. How , on the oppo-

site view, the omission, in Deute-

ronomy, of all mention of clean lo-

custs can be explained, it is diffi-

cult to see. Could a recapitulation,

however compendious, suppress an

important and a striking feature

which might have been inserted with

a few concise words ? In anj^ sum-

mary of the dietary laws — and they

are stated in Deuteronomy with con-

siderable fulness — the permitted

species of the "winged creeping

things" would unquestionably have

been alluded to, had that summary
been made from a w^ork such as Le-

viticus, containing a provision in fa-

vour of those insects. How the lo-

custs, "unclean" in every respect, a

ravaging scourge while living, and

often the cause of dire pestilence by

their sudden death, could be allowed

for food by an apparently unwar-

ranted anomly, has been explained

above (p. 77).

The four sorts of locusts here spe-

cified ai'e not easy of identifica-

tion; but so much is certain from

the addition "after its kind", made
in each instance, that cei-tain chief

genera are intended. Jewish tradition

maintains , that 8 species of clean lo-

custs are literally implied in the

text, and that there exist altogether

800 species. The Mishnah thus de-

scribes the criteria of the clean kinds :

they have four legs, four wings, and

springing legs, and their wings cover

the greater part of the body; and

having these four signs, theymust be

known under the usimQchagav: which

rules, explained, qualified, and ex-

panded in the Talmud, no more lead

to a distinct conclusion than the

surmises of subsequent Jewish wri-

ters, some of Avhom place the spring-

ing legs "near the neck". Indeed

later and stricter casuists entirelj-

forbid locusts, because it is at pre-

sent impossible to distinguish the

clean from the unclean species.

It is well known that locusts

are extensively eaten in various

forms of preparation. They are

roasted on red-hot coals or on an

iron plate, or dried in the oven or

in the sun on the roofs of houses,

when they keep and remain eatable

for j-ears ; they are cooked alive b\'

being thrown into boiling Avater co-

piously mixed with salt and then

dried in the sun, after which their

heads, feet, and wings are plucked

off, and their bodies freed from

the salt; or they are boiled, or

stewed, or fried in butter, and so

spread on unleavened bread; or they

are ground to flour in hand-mills,

or pounded into powder in stone

mortars ; the flour and the powder,

usuall}' mixed with corn-flour, are

made into a dough bj' kneading them

with water, and then baked into

cakes or bread; or the powder is

sprinkled with milk and so consumed.

They are eaten both in years of fa-

mine and of pleutj- , and in seasons

of scarcity they form not rarely the

onlj' nourishment for Avhole tribes;

they are relished hy the natives,

especially' at breakfast, though more

often bj' the poor than by the rich.

H
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locust {(irhdi) after its kind, and the locust fioknn after its

kind, and the locust charyol 2Si^x its kind, and the locust

chayav after its kind. 23. But all other winged creeping

things which have four feet, shall be an abomination to

you; 24. And bythese you are rendered unclean; whoso-

and more by the Arabs than the

Turks ; they are neither disagreeable

in taste which resembles that of

.shrimps and prawns or sprats, nor, as

arule, injurious to health; often they

have even been employed medicinal-

ly, and taken with wine, have been

considered efiicacious against the

sting of scorpions. Hence they are

commonly offered in the market, or

ordinarily sold in shops by the mea-

sure, either in sacks and baskets,

or drawn on strings , and they find

ready purchasers. The Jews in Ye-

men buy and eat them freely, and

believe that locusts are the "birds"

which God sent the Israelites as

food in the desert; and this question-

able opinion is shared by some western

scholars. It is remarkable that the

inhabitants of the peninsula ofMount
Sinai, where the Hebrews are said to

have received the dietary laws, are

the only Bedouins "who do not use

the locust as an article of food": how-

ever, the dietary laws of the Penta-

teuch wei'e not given in the peninsula

of Mount Sinai, but in Palestine, and

were suggested by much later habits

and exigencies.

While our author was following

the guidance of Deuteronomy, he

coupled the prohibition of the un-

lawful animals with the simple in-

junction, "Of their fleshyoumust not

eat, and their carcass you must not

touch" (vers. 8, 11); but now, taking

his own path, he is unable to con-

ceal a more advanced age and a more

developed sj'stem. He ordains repea-

tedly, "Whoever touches their car-

cass shall be unclean until the even-

ing; and whosoever bears ought of

their carcass, shall wash his clothes,

and be unclean until the evening,"

Thus a nice gradation is established

between touching and carrying an un-

clean carcass, and a decided ceremo-

nialism is everywhere manifest; for

the levitical spirit had begun to per-

vade religion and all relations of life.

But an additional and a very remark-

able difference is apparent. Another

levitical legislator was not satisfied

with measures oflustration so lenient,

in cases of defilement by unclean car-

casses ; he looked even upon involun-

tary or inadvertent pollution as an of-

fence to be expiated by a signal act of

religious penance ; and he ordained a

sin-offering for any such emergency

whatever (v. 2, 3). How this rigorous

and oppressive law was abandoned,

has been pointed out in another place

(see Comm. on Lev. I. 34, 317).

Just as the Arabs eat some kinds

of locusts and reject others, and as

the Persians even divide all locusts

into "lawful" and "forbidden" classes,

so the levitical legislator permitted

to the Hebrews onlj^ some of the many
genera which have frequently,though

somewhat conflictingly , been de-

scribed by old and modern travellers

and naturalists. These distinguish

the green and the yellow, the red and

the grey, the light and fat, the flying

and the leaping locust; and the sub-

genera are so numerous, that an ap-

proximate identification of the four

species mentioned in our text is per-

haps all that can ever be expected.

As a rule, the larger kinds onl^-, which

are comiirised under the old generic

nameofAcridia, are eaten; they have

short antennae not pointed at the
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ever touches their carcass shall be unclean until the even-

ing. 25. And whosoever bears oiigJit of their carcass, shall

wash his clothes, and be unclean until the evening.

26. Every beast whatsoever that is hoofed, but is not

clovenfooted, nor chews the cud, shall be unclean to you:

end , and their prothoi-ax is knobbed

underneath and rai.sed above. The
female of tlie "Muken" is especial-

ly esteemed both as palatable and

nutritious. It is well known that lo-

custs are the favourite food of fowls,

pigs, and monkeys, but above all of

some birds, as the starling and red

thrush (turdus roseus), and espe-

cially the Sumarmar or Samarmog, a

black bird somewhat larger than our

sparrow, which devours a vast num-
ber, and kills niany more, whence it

is kept and scrupulously protected

in provinces liable to the locust

plague; for a similar i-eason, jack-

daws were, in Thessaly and Illyria,

fed at the public expense, because

they destro3^ both the eggs of the lo-

custs and their young brood.

1. The arbeh seems to point with

some distinctness to the "migra-

tory locusts", which often fly in

stupendous swarms over various parts

of Asia and elsewhere, voraciously

devastating all vegetation (see Comm.
on Ex. pp. 121— 124) ; "like the locusts

in multitude" was a proverbial phrase

usedto denote vast numbers; and the

migratory locust is still called by the

same name arbeh in some parts ofAsia.

• 2. The solam (from the Chaldee

root to consume) is the "Devourer",

a large and destructive kind, Avhich

it would be mere hazard to define)

«speciall}r as the word solam occurs

nowhere else in the Old Testament.

The same applies 3. to chargol the

^'Leaper", evidently an unwinged spe-

cies, the eggs of which, if worn at

the eai-, were supposed to be a remedy

against ear-ache.

And 4. the cltagav (in Arabic to

cover or hide) seems to mean a

class of locusts which cover the

ground so completely as to hide it;

they resemble, therefore, the arbeh in

their prodigious swarms, but differ

from it in being unwinged; though

small and insignificant in appearance,

they may become a scourge b}' laying

waste the fields; and they were cer-

tainly so common that they were used

as the generic term, not only for the

clean but for all locusts in general.

How far these criteria afford a ba-

sis for exact identifications, may ea-

sily be estimated, if our imperfect

knowledge with respect to this sub-

ject be considei-ed.

26—38. The quadrupeds have

before been treated of (vers. 2— 8),

and it might seem with sufficient

Ijerspicuity and completeness. How-
ever, it appeared to the levitical

author, that quadrupeds had in-

deed been fully considered in refer-

ence to the laws of diet; but this

aspect was to him decidedly of less

importance than ritual cleanness

or uncleanness in connection with

food; therefore, he inserted, from

this latter point of view, some cha-

racteristic regulations with respect

to quadrupeds, both of the cloven-

footed and the one-hoofed orders

(ver. 26), and to those furnished

with claws (ver. 27). He speaks of the

unclean species only; he does not

even mention eating; he forbids

touching and carrj'ing the dead bo-

dies ; and prescribes , in cases of de-

filement, the same lustrations as be-

fore, viz. uncleanness till the evening

and washing of garments , but not

H2
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every one that touches them shall be unclean. 27. And all

animals that go upon their paws , among all the beasts that

go on four, iYity shall be unclean to you; whosoever touches

their carcass, shall be unclean until the evening; 28. And
he that bears their carcass, must wash his clothes, and be
unclean until the evening : they shall be unclean to you.

29. And these shall be to you the most unclean among
the creeping things, that creep upon the earth ; the weasel

bathing of the person (see supra). He
certainly deserves the credit of strict

consistency. It is well-known that

all the proper carnivora and the ro-

dentia are unguiculated ; but in some

of their species the hands and feet

are so united with the limbs above,

that the animal bears upon its soles,

that is , "walks upon its palms",

whereby it acquires a firmer foot-

ing, but loses in agility; these are

the plantigrades, to which belong the

insectivora (as hedge-hog and mole),

the bear, the eleijhant, and the hip-

popotamus. But in other cases, the

bones of the feet are so connected

with those above as to form with

them nearly a continuous line, in

which case the animal rests solely

upon the points of the toes; these

are the digitigrades, to which belong

most of the carnivora, as the cat, the

dog, the lion, and the wolf. Whether

our text separates these two kinds

of animals, or whether it groups

some of the latter kind with the for-

mer, cannot be decided; certain it is

that Jewish tradition confounds both,

and reckons among tlie plantigrades

both the bear and the lion.

39_3§. Of the large class of

"creeping things" , which are all

unclean, only those with wings have

hitherto been considered (vers. 20

—

25); but those "creeping on the earth"

could not be passed over in a code

meant to serve as a complete guide.

Among the latter class, certain spe-

cies were held to be pre-eminent-

ly polluting , and appeared to re-

quire regulations of exceptional

strictness. They are here introduced

so exclusively in reference to leviti-

cal purity, that eating, which is out

of the question, is not even men-
tioned. We have before pointed out

the character of these extraordinary

ordinances (p. 62); they will be suf-

ficiently understood from the Sum-
mary and the translation ; and no one

can fail to be struck by their casuistic

minuteness and subtlety. A few re-

marks only ai'e needed in this place.

Touching the carcass of the eight

animals causes uncleanness till the

evening; and carrying it probably re-

quires washing of garments , though

that contingency is not mentioned.

Vessels of wood and metal , and stufts

and textures of any kind, upon or into

which such carcass falls, are to be

cleansed by water; but vessels of

earthenware, which were unglazed

among the Hebrews, are to be broken,

since the uncleanness of the carcass is

supposed to penetrate into the uten-

sils through their pores and to taint

them irremediably (see Comm, onLe-

vit. I. p. 335) : in any case, the contents

of the vessel become unfit for use.

Now if dry food falls into an earthen

vessel defiled by contact with a car-

cass, it is thereby not contaminated

;

but if the food has been prepared

Avith water, it is considered to imbibe

by the moisture the unclean matter

absorbed in the vessel,and is therefore.
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and the mouse, and the land-lizard after its kind, 30. And
the water-lizard, and the hardun, and the gecko, and the

lizard chomet. and the chameleon. 31. These shall he to

if put or dropped into such utensil,

forbidden as unlawful . For similar

reasons, any drink is disqualified that

is poured into a vessel so polluted, of

"whatever material the vessel may be,

whether of wood, metal , or earthen-

ware ; for the fluid is in all instances

believed to draw out, and to mingle

with, the latent impurity. Analogies

to these singular ordinances are not

"vvanting. If a Brahman touches a

human bone moist with oil, he can

only be purified by bathing; but if

the bone is not oily, stroking a cow
suffices, or looking at the sun, in ad-

dition to sprinkling the mouth with

water. A Mohammedan is not de-

filed by touching with a dry hand
a dry corpse, but is unclean if either

the hand or the corpse is moist; and

he considers himself impure even

by the touch of a dog's wet nose.

— As the baking and cooking uten-

.sils were, as a rule, simply ear-

thenware, they were also thoroughly

polluted by the contact with unclean

carcasses, and were in such case to

be broken in pieces as utterly unfit

for further use. The heat to which
they are ordinarily subjected, was

held, like the Avater in other cases,

to preserve the impurity and to com-

municate it to the victuals prepared

in them. "Wells, cistei-ns, and similar

receptacles, are not contaminated by
carcasses, because the water, con-

stantly renewed, neutralises or in-

finitely dilutes the defiling matter:

whether practical considerations,

such as the scarcity ofwater in eastern

climates, helped to recommend this

apparent leniency, it is difficult to

decide
;
yet the carcasses themselves,

when taken out of the water, remain
unclean, and defile those who touch

them. Dry seeds were considered not

to be pervious to impurity by contact,

whereas seeds soaked in water were

deemed to be so ; therefore , the for-

mer remained clean, if touched by a

dead body, the latter were defiled;

and a similar distinction between

polluting objects in a dry and moist

state still prevails among the Arabs

and other nations. In this manner

the strange playfulness of these or-

dinances is brought to a fit conclu-

sion. They bespeak an age of decline,

when the freshness and enthusiasm

which createnew ideas had vanished.

Their non-introduction by the Deu-

teronomist is, therefore, not owing

to his "late time" supposed to

have no longer required them, but

to very different reasons. That

the eight animals here enumerated

were looked upon as causing pecu-

liar and intense defilement second

only to that produced by a human
corpse , cannot be doubted from the

tenour and phrasing of the com-

mands; and the matterhas by Jewish

tradition invariably been so consi-

dered. According to the Talmud and

Targum Jonathan, not only their

carcass, like that of other unclean

creatures, pollutes both men and ves-

sels by mere contact, but even their

skins are defiling, whereas the skins

of other unclean animals may be

freely touched and used; they in-

fect earthenware vessels even when

falling into them alive, whereas

the other "creeping things" cause

pollution only if dead; and stripes

are forfeited by eating a piece of

their flesh not larger than a lentil,

whereas the size of an olive is the

ordinary measure with respectto

other unclean meat.
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you the most unclean among all creeping things: whosoever
touches them, when they are dead, shall he unclean until

the evening. 32. And upon whatsoever amjlluiuj of them

But wliy were those creatures re-

garded with such exceptional abhor-

rence? Why were they described and

treated as the incarnation and the

very types of uncleanness? Tliis

question can only be answered when
the Hebrew names have at least ap-

px'oximately been identified.

1. With regard to the first animal—
choled— ,tradition fluctuates between

the mole and the weasel; but proba-

bility is in favour of the latter, for

this alone suits the passages of the

Mishnah and the Talmud in Avhich

that term occurs. And the weasel

(mustela vulgaris) deserves indeed

to be classed among the most ob-

noxious animals. Though the small-

est and most slender of the carni-

vora , it yields to none in fierce cou-

rage and bold rapaciousness. It some-

times even attacks horses and men,

and seems in the East to have

been considered dangerous to sleep-

ing children and human corpses.

Among the birds of prey, it fears the

largest only, such as the hawk; to the

others it is no contemptible oppo-

nent; and it engages in desperate

fights with much stronger quadru-

peds. It is indeed a truly formidable

robber; aided by its diminutive size

and remarkable agility, it causes

fearful ravages among the smaller

mammals, such as mice and rats,

moles and hamsters, hares and rab-

bits, which it kills for their blood

rather than their flesh ; it wages suc-

cessful war against fowls and pigeons,

larks and other birds, and all kinds

of insects ; against lizai-ds , deaf ad-

ders, and water snakes; against fishes

and frogs; and it even knows how to

obtain the flesh of the lobster. In

fact, hardly any of the smaller ani-

mals escape its indefatigable aggres-

siveness; for it is a master in running

and climbing, jumping and swim-

ming, turning and eluding; it glides

into the smallest holes, and makes its

way through the narrowest fissures

;

and it possesses every possible faci-

lity for giving effect to its insatiable

destructiveness. In addition to this,

the aversion entertained against the

weasel was fostered by strange fables

and inventions ; for instance , that it

conceives through the ear, and brings

forth its young through the mouth
— a fiction based on the simple ob-

servation that the mother carries her

very small offspring from place to

place in her mouth, as the cat does

— ; or that its very touch causes ul-

cerous eruptions, especially in cows.

If it be added that the weasel has a

strong and disagreeable smell; that

it selects for its retreats mostly dark"

recesses, as caverns, hollow clefts of

walls androcks, the interior of dung-

hills, the holes of the mole where

it hides bright objects which it de-

lights in stealing; and that it was su-

perstitiously employed for divination:

it will not be difficult to account for

the intense dislike with whichit in-

spired the Hebrews. For, to sum up, it

is rapacious and thievish,drinks blood

with predelection, is repulsive in

smell, and lives in darkness. All this

weighed too heavily with the He-

brews to be counterbalanced by the

beneficent effects of the weasel's de-

structiveness, which is largely direct-

ed against rats and fieldmice.

2. The next name— achbar— is un-

doubtedly the common mouse, ormore

especially the field-mouse. The lat-

ter was so much dreaded for the

ravages it causes in fields and mea-
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falls, when they are dead, that shall be unclean; whether

it be any vessel of wood, or garment, or skin, or sack , what-

soever vessel H be^ wherein amj work is done, it must be

dows, that it became the very type

and picture of destructiou. The word

mice is in the Bible simply explained

as "destroyers of the earth" (1 Sam.

VI. 5). When the Philistines, after

having seized theArk oftheCovenant,

were smitten with pestilential boils,

they sent as an offering of atonement,

besides golden emerods,golden figures

of mice, the former denoting the

special misfortune from which they

Avere suffering, the latter characte-

rising that evil as ruinous devasta-

tion in general (1 Sam. VI. 5; comp.

V. 6); for Ave are not Avarranted to

assume that the Philistines had been

visited by a plague of mice also. The
mouse was theEgyptianhieroglyphic

for destructiveness, "because, gnaw-

ing at all things, it damages and spoils

them"; and it would be unnecessary

to repeat the testimonies of ancient

and modern Avriters as to the fearful

havoc that has often beenwrought by

the most edacious and prodigiously

prolific field-mice, engendering fa-

mine and disease, and forcing the

inhabitants to emigrate. Among the

Greeks, mice were sacred to Apollo

in his attribute as destroyer. The
fatal injury they inflict upon all kinds

of fields was recognised in later Ju-

daism by the permission granted to

proprietors to kill them by any means
on the middle days of Passover' and
Tabernacles; they received the ap-

pellation of "wicked mice", because,

Avhenever they see grain, they call

all their tribe together and they

feast till nothing is left; even the

common mice stood in great disfa-

vour because "an evil instinct" com-
jjels them to gnaw at objects which
they cannot eat , as gai-ments, wood,

and skins, and to bite even into hu-

man corpses; and a person eating-

food that has been touched by a

mouse, Avas believed to suffer loss of

memory. Hence at certain heathen

rites, especially those performedin ho-

nour ofthe dead, the flesh of miceAvas

freely eaten, though it may otherwise

have been shunned ; and after the Ba-

Ijylouian exile, the Jcavs, adding neAv

superstitions to their many old forms

of idolatry, jDractised that custom also,

and conciliated death , the most im-

placable of all destroyers , on graves

and in cavern tombs (Isai. LXV. 4;

LXVI. 17; Comm. on Lev. I. p. 245).

Moreover, a thievish propensity ma-

nifested by pilfering coins, rings, and

other bright objects, avoidance of day

and light, and a predatory life in

secret holes, probably strengthened

the antipathy with which the rest-

less destructiveness of the mouse im-

pressed the HebreAvs.

3. Perhaps the most interesting

and most extraordinary of all the

Eeptiles are the Sauria. In the ear-

lier periods of the earth's historj-,

they peopled the Avater in the hugest

and most wonderful forms, and in

looking at the petrified remains of

the Ichthyosaurus or the Pterodac-

tylus, we are astonished to find that

these gigantic monsters combine the

peculiarities of amphibia, fishes, and

birds. Their present representatives

are indeed smaller in size and simpler

in structure, but still most remarkable

for theirnumber, shape, and habits. Of

the three classes in which the Sau-

ria are naturally divided— theArmed
lizards (Loricata), the Scaly lizards

(Squamati) and the Snake-lizards

(Annulati), the second have the most

numerous varieties and are most

Avidely diffused, and it is jnobably
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put into water, and it shall be unclean until the evening;

and ihen it shall be clean. 33. And any earthen vessel, into

y^\i\Q\i anythiiHj of them falls, whatsoever /.y in it shall be

families of Scaly lizards wliicli are

intended by the next words, "and

the tsav after its kind" : for lizard or

"land-crocodile" is the most uniform

rendering of the ancient versions;

and a certain harmless kind of yel-

low lizard,known as lacertaAegj^ptia,

about 18 inches long, living in de-

serts but never in the water, and ea-

ten by some Bedouin tribes in Africa

and Syria, is still called dhab ov

dhob. But it would be difficult to

fix upon one particular species , and

we must include the whole tribe, the

characteristics of which are indeed

such as to justify its place in our list.

The body of the lizards is certainly, as

a rule, divided into head, neck, trunk,

and limbs , but sometimes the limbs,

if not entirely Avanting, are so stunted,

that the creatures resemble serpents.

They move Avith agile rapidity, and

by the aid of their tails are capable

of taking considerable leaps. Many
of them display their activity chiefly

in the night, and their eyes are or-

ganised accordingly. They devour

their food entire Avithout mastication,

apparently unmindful Avhat they de-

vour; a few only are satisfied with

vegetable nourishment; most of them

are beasts of prey, and murder and

eat unhesitatingly their own young

or other members of their order; the

larger kinds assail all vertebrates,

seize upon small and even larger

mammals, and on birds or their nests,

upon reptiles, amphibia, and fishes,

and all kinds of the lower and small-

er animals; in fact, "every lizard

sees in any weaker creature of AA'hat-

ever class or tribe a Avelcome prey"

;

yet they have themselves many for-

midable enemies — the martens and

serpents, vultures and eagles, haAvks

and buzzards, oavIs and ravens, and

not a feAv marsh- and Avater-birds.

They eat enormously, though they

can bear hunger for an astonishing-

length of time; some subsist Avithout

Avater for months, and to most of

them the deAv gathering on leaves

or stones suffices. They are partly

ovii^arous, partly ovi-A'iviparous, and

bestoAv no particular care upon their

off"spring. Some of the larger kinds

are eaten, and their flesh is declared

palatable, though an old and un-

founded prejudice branded some of

them as venomous. It is unnecessai-y

for our purpose to describe the nu-

merous species , or even to characte-

rise the different families of lizards

— the Egyptian "Warans (Polydae-

dali), the Ameivae, the Lacertae, and

the rest, especially as it is uncertain

how many of them the term "after

its kind" is intended to include. It

is enough to have indicated those fea-

tures of the order which, bearing

upon the object of our enquiry, may
Avell have struck the Hebrews as re-

pulsive.

4. With regard to the next crea-

ture— anakah— we feel no slight dif-

fidence; the ancient versions disagree

entirely; the etj^mology of "groan-

ing" or "sighing" animal leads to no

certain trace,and Ave have only the one

slender clue that a large and strong

river-lizard is in Abyssinia called

Angueg or Anguga: if the Hebrew

term anakah be identical with this

name, it might be taken to repre-

sent the water -lizai-ds, Avliile the

preceding word {Isav) Avould denote

those tribes that live on the land.'

It is well known that the former

kinds particularly utter a moan-

ing or hissing sound, and some of
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unclean; and the vessel itself you shall break. 34. Of all

food which is eaten , i/tai on which water comes [in such
earthen vessel], shall be unclean: but ail drink which is

them a croaking similar to that of

frogs. Any attempt to determine the

species would be hazardous.

5. Not more certain is the identity

of the following name, coach, which

:seems to point to some strong and

Ijowerful animal ; many ancient ver-

sions understand a kind of lizard,

and Saadiah and Ben Gannach
point more distinctly to the hurdun

{Stellio vulgaris), about a foot long,

of various shades of yellow inter-

mixed with darker spots; the body

is slender and the tail comparatively

thin, but provided all around with

prickly scales; it is most frequent in

northern Africa and the neighbour-

ing countries, and is often seen, in

dozens together, on stones and walls

of houses, on which it climbs with

remarkable adroitness, now stopping

cautiously, and now briskly moving

on, and then alternately raising its

head and bending it down; which

"nodding" of the head Mohamme-
dans formerly considered as an irre-

verent mimicry of their pious devo-

tions, and they therefore hated and

persecuted the animal. Serpent tamers

try their art on the hardun also.

6. The next term mentioned in our

list — letaah — appears, in the later

Jewish works, to be used as the ge-

neric appellation for all lizards, and
it would, therefore, be most preca-

rious to specify a particular family

or kind: according to the Talmud,

it has a thick, though soft and smooth
skin; it lays eggs in which the yolk

and white are not separated; occa-

sionally, when it seems dead, itmay be

revived by pouring cold water over it

;

and its tail, if cut off, moves spasmo-

dically for some time afterwards. The

ancient translations are not more dis-

tinct
; they simply render "lizard", ex-

cept that the Syriac fixes upon the sa-

lamander, which does not ansAver to

the Talmudic description. Yet if we
were sure of the authenticity of the

Greek and Latin rendering (ascala-

botes and stellio), we shoiild be jus-

tified in singling out the gecko,\v\\\c'h.

was made the subject of many ab-

surd fables originating in its alleged

venomousness, and which, on account

of its supreme ugliness and its noctur-

nal and predacious habits, Avas held

in general aversion. The most far-

spread species is the "wall-gecko",

Avhichis found in all countries on the

Mediterranean; it is but five inches

long, including the tail ; the head jis

rough, the eye remarkably large, con-

vex, and bronze-coloured, and the

back dotted with small star-like warts

(hence its Latin name stellio), each

consisting of three or four small tu-

bercles. It lives on walls and in rocks,

on trees and in all parts of houses,

and often in large numbers together.

It is active only at night, when, in pur-

suit of prey, it astonishes the ob-

server by climbing Avith incredible

nimbleness long perpendicular Avails,

and running, with the back down-
Avards, along high ceilings, some-

times remaining suspended for Avhole

minutes, and then darting forth again

to seize some insect Avith unfailing-

certitude. It OAves this Avonderful fa-

culty not, as has been supposed, to

some slimy or glutinous substance

on the feet, but to the peculiar vel-

vetlike "leaves" or folds of skin in-

serted betAveen most flexible toes, and
enabling the animal to produce a va-

cuum, and thus to sustain itself by
suction.
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drunk, shall be unclean in such vessel of ^vhatever kind.

35. And every thing whereupon any part of their carcass

falls, shall be unclean; oven and stove shall be broken;

they are unclean, and they shall be unclean to you. 36. Yet

a well and a cistern, any receptacle of Avater, shall be clean:

but he who touches their carcass, shall be unclean. —
37. And if any part of their carcass fall upon any sowing

7. If we may trust a later JeM'ish

ti-adition, the next creature — chomet

— is the snail., for in this meaning, and

comprising the testaceous kinds in

contradistinction to shavlul which

denotes the naked ones (Ps. LVIII.

9), the word is used in Talmudical

works, and understood by Eabbinical

authorities. We could certainly not

be surprised, if the writer, unbiassed

by the glittering shells of many spe-

cies, included in his list the clammy,

slothful, and torpid creatures, Avhich

occur almost everywhere in an in-

credible number of varieties. But

can he be supposed to pass with a

bound from Reptiles toMollusks, and

then to return again to the Reptiles,

since the next and last animal is most

probably also a lizard? Those who
presume a systematic arrangement,

will rather accede to those ancient

versions that render simply lizard

without defining the species , which

it would indeed be impossible to fix

on the strength of the vague etymo-

logical meaning "contraction" or

"compactness."

8. The last of the eight most ab-

horred animals — tins/temcihoncQ be-

fore mentioned among the unclean

birds (ver. 18) — may with some con-

fidence be interpreted as the chame-

leon ; this animal certainly deserves

the name of "breather" par excel-

lence; for it eagerly inhales the air

with open mouth, and often, espe-

ciallywhen irritated, fills its immense

lungs till the body is largely dilated,

and becomes transparent; it frequent-

ly remains in this state for hours;,

and when it gradually breathes forth

the air, it collapses and appears to

consist only of skin and bones. The
ancients supposed it to live entirely

on air. In the formation of the

head and the tongue, the feet and

the skin, it differs essentially from

all other kinds of lizard, the list of

which it fitly concludes. Remark-
able above all are its eyes , either of

which can move independently of the

other, so that while one looks up-

wards the other can look doAvnwards

— a flexibility in which the chame-

leon is singular among all animals^

and which enables it to survey at

once a very large area. Hardly

less marvellous is its changeableness

of colour, which is caused by two-

different pigments in and under the

skin, the one white and yellow, the

other dark-brown; and as both change

their relative position or mingle with

each other in consequence of excite-

ment or fear, hunger or some other

physical cause, they produce the va-

rious shades of white and yellow,,

brown and black, red, grey, and vio-

let; though some parts of the body

are exempted from these changes^

and always keep their ordinary

greyish-green colour. The common
chameleon is found in many parts

of Africa and Asia, and if eaten,

boiled, is considered to counteract

leanness, if eaten dried to be a re-

medy against fever. It remains for

days in lazy and almost motionless-

toi-por, clinging to the trunk of some
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seed, which is to be sown, it shall be clean. 38. But if any

water be put upon the seed, and any part of their carcass

fall thereon, it shall be unclean to you.

39. And if any beast, of which you may eat, die, he
that touches its carcass shall be unclean until the even-

ing. 40. And he that eats of its carcass shall wash his

clothes, and be unclean until the evening; and he that

tree, yet all this while it vigilantly

looks out foi- prey, Avhich it sei-

zes with its dartlike tongue. Though
capable ofbearing hunger formonths,

it is greedy Avhen occasion ser-

ves. In Spain it is kept in rooms as

an efficient destroyer of tx-oublesome

flies. W^ith the members of its own
tribe it often engages in deadly feuds.

Why then were these eight animals,

six of which belong to the lizard-

tribe, held in such intense disgust?

Because they recalled notions which
to the Hebrew mind, especially in the

Persian period, were singularly re-

pugnant — the notions of night and
dai-kness, ofrapacity anddestructive-

ness, and, all those creatures having

very small feet, of low and grovel-

ling brutishness. They required to be

guarded against all the more strongly,

because most of them select their

haunts in the very abodes of men.

Some may, moreover, have caused

aversion by their repulsive appear-

ance, and some were shunned because
believed to be dangerous even by their

touch, though the fear is utterly un-

founded, and the majority are use-

ful on account of their constant war-

fare against the insect world. "With

these reasons we must rest satisfied,

if we desire to avoid doubtful specu-

lations
; thus it is impossible to prove

whether the Hebrew legislator de-

nounced the lizards because they

were by impostors used for magical

frauds and miraculous cures, accounts

of which are given both by ancient

and modern writers , especially with

respect to Egypt. But it would be

entirely unwarranted , because un-

Biblical, to suppose that the Hebrews

attributed the eight animals, not to

the Creator of the Universe, but to

some malignant or rival deity (see

supra p. 39).

as, 40. With respect to quad-

rupeds, the levitical compiler found

in the earlier document nothing but

the general and qualified interdic-

tion, that those not possessing the

two lawful criteria are "unclean",

and "that their flesh is not to be

eaten and their carcasses are not to

be touched" (Deut. XIV. 7,8); and

he reproduced the prohibition in its

due place (vers. 4— 8). Yet he read

in that document this command also

:

"You shall not eat of anything that

dies of itself (nevcluh) ; thou shalt give

it to the stranger who is in thy gates,

that he may eat it; or thou may-

est sell it to the alien" (Deut. XIV.

21). He could not pass over so im-

portant a provision, especially as, in

its tendency', it bears a close affinity to

all his peculiar theories. But he con-

fined himself to the first part, or the

prohibition enjoined upon the He-

brews ; he did not repeat the second

part, or the permission granted to

the non-Hebrews. This liberty was

against his convictions and feelings,

or against those of his time. In a

later portion of Leviticus, the eating

of ncvelah is expressly forbidden to

the "native Hebrew and the stran-

ger" alike (XVII. 16); the latter

was, by his example, not to become
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bears its carcass shall wash his clothes, and be unclean

until the evening.

41. And every creeping thing that creeps upon the

earth, ><hall be an abomination; it shall not be eaten.

42. Whatsoever goes upon the belly, and whatsoever

goes upon four, up to whatsoever has many feet, in fact

all creeping things that creep upon the earth, these

you shall not eat; for they are an abomination. 43. Do

dangerous to the former. Again, Deu-

teronomy does not even allude to the

uncleanness caused by eating ncve-

lah ; but our author declares that the

mere touch of it engenders a state of

impurity which lasts till the evening;

and for carrying or eating it , he or-

dains Avashing of garments, by which

alone the contamination can be re-

moved. So much had the ceremonial

.spirit advanced within the period

intervening between the composition

of the two Books. But that spirit

made progress within the limits of the

Book of Leviticus itself. In a sub-

sequent portion, anadditionallustra-

tion is prescribed for eating nevelah,

namely bathing (XVII. 1 5). It was evi-

dently and naturallj' considered, that

the defilement caused by eating im-

pure food is infinitely greater than

that produced by carrying it; and

hence this intelligible gradation

Avas fixed: to-aching ncvelah is simply

attended by uncleanness which of

itself ceases in the evening; carrying

requires washing of garments ; and

eating demands both washing of gar-

ments andbathing; in any case clean-

ness is only restored at the end of the

day. But as the priests, the holy me-

diators between God and His people,

were specially to live in purity, the

Law, more rigorous with respect to

their conduct, ordained that they

must bathe even after touching any

unclean carcasses (XXII. 5, 6). More-

over, the law on animals torn by wild

beasts {terefah), was equalised with

that on animals that have died of

themselves. And then, finally, even an

impressive menace could be added

in cases of non-compliance with these

ceremonial precautions — "he who
does not Avash his garments, norbathe

his flesh, shall bear his iniquity"

(XVn. 16). Yet here also we look in

vain for the slightest allusion to the

necessity of a sin-offering. Thus the

law of ncvclah had passed thi-ough a

variety of stages, each ofwhich bears

the stamp of its time, and which, in

their totality, illustrate the course of

leviticaldevelopment(seealsopp.lO

—

14).— Jewish tradition strictly limit-

ed these regulations to quadrupeds',

domestic or wild, and did not extend

them to birds or fishes : the text men-

tions indeed the first order of ani-

mals only, whether involving the

most important or the most frequent

cases; Irat there is hardly a reason

Avhy the other two classes should be

exempted from the general rules ; the

characteristics oinevelah apply equal-

ly to all animals, hence all should

defile or not defile alike. The birds

were, by tradition, at least sub-

jected, like the quadrupeds, to the

obligation of ritual "slaughtering";

while the treatment of fishes Avas left

Avithout such ceremonial precepts.

Eabbinical expositors connected the

laws of purity Avith the sacrificial

system; but not even in carrying out

this unwarranted principle, did they

proceed consistently ; for if the fishes

remained unnoticed because they
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not make yourselves abominable with any creeping thing

that creeps, nor make yourselves unclean with them,

that you should become unclean thereby.

44. For I am the Lord your God; you shall there-

fore hallow yourselves, that you may become holy; for

I am holy: nor shall you make yourselves unclean with

any manner of creeping things that creep upon the earth.

45. For I am the Lord that brought you up out of the

were excluded from the altar, the

birds might be expected to be viewed

in the same light as the quadrupeds

;

for just as a few birds only were fit

for the altar, so also were but a few

quadrupeds. More in harmon}^ with

the nature of ?iet^^/a//, Talmudism put

stress upon touching the "carcass"

of an animal that died of itself,

and declared the flesh only as pol-

luting, but not "the skin, nor the

bones, nor the sinews, nor the horns,

nor the claws": there is indeed a

diflerence, in the degree of corrup-

tion or decomposition, between the

organic and the inorganic parts of

such animal
;
yet not even the latter

can be considered entirely sound, that

is, they cannot be held perfectly

clean. Expediency everywhere mi-

tigated the rigour of abstract le-

vitism.

•41—-13. Among the large num-
ber of "creeping things", which,

with the one solitary exception of

locusts, are all unclean, a portion

only have been legislated upon in the

XDreceding sections (vers. 20—25,29

—

38); the levitical writer could not

possibly leave the rest unnoticed;

for the "creeping things" were the

special objects of his aversion; and

he treated of them in a last supple-

ment, and in a comprehensive and

nearly complete classification. "With

an emphasis almost vehement, he ex-

presses his loathing of "all that goes

iipon the belly", as the Serpents and

Worms , of "all that go upon four",

as the Reptiles, and of "all tliat

have many feet", as the Crusta-

ceous animals and the Spiders; and

he is anxious to imbue the Hebrews

Avith the same feeling of detestation

:

"Do not make yourselves abomin-

able", he exclaims, "with any creep-

ing thing that creeps, nor make
yourselves unclean Avith them , that

you shouldbecome unclean thereby."

He expressly warns them against

eating those creatures, but does not

mention touching or carrying. He
excepts no single class or species

;

all alike are held up to unquali-

fied disgust (ver. 42). It is, there-

fore , certainly against the spirit of

these injunctions, that Talmudical

teaching excludes from their opera-

tion, and pronounces unobjection-

able, the small worms, supposed to

be bred by gcneraiiu origbiaria, in

vegetables, fruit, and certain kinds

of food, such as the weevils or mites

in peas , beans , or lentils, worms in

dates and berries, the maggots in

cheese, and the vermin discovered

under the skin or in the flesh of

fishes : all these creatures were per-

mitted merely because they cannot

be called "creeping on the earth"
^

and therefore they were declared to

become unclean if they leave the ob-

ject in which they were generated,

and crawl about freely. However,

the principal stress does not lie

upon the place in which those crea-

tures "creep", but upon the fact of

their "creeping." Here again ne-

cessity compelled the abandonment

of a rigid theory. A similar difficulty
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land of Egypt, to be joiw God: you shall therefore be

holy; for I r/m holy.

46. This /s the law of the beasts, and of the fowl, and

of every living creature that moves in the waters, and of

every creature that creeps upon the earth: 47. To dis-

tinguish between the unclean and the clean, and between

the animals that may be eaten and the animals that may
not be eaten.

was differently solved by tlie Brah-

man who dashed to the ground the

microscope, Avhich revealed to him

living- creatures in vegetables.

•l"!

—

'i7. After the prohibition of

every kind of Hei;e/«//, tlieDeuterono-

mist briefly adds, "for thou art a

holy people to the Lord thy God."

This point of view lay nearest, and

Avas most congenial, to the mind of

the levitical author. He extended

and applied it to all dietary laws,

especially to all unclean animals. Dis-

tinctlycombining the notions ofclean-

ness and holiness, and regarding the

one as the indispensable condition

orinvariable preliminary of the other,

he thus expressed the very centre of

the system that is usually understood

by the term levilical: "Do not make

yom-selves unclean with any creeping

thing that creeps . . . You shall hal-

low yourselves that you may be-

come holy." But desirous tangibly

to strengthen this abstract idea, he

urged, that the Hebrews stood under

the guidance ofJehovah, the holyOne,

not merely in the manner of the other

nations ; for they had by His mercy

and power been released from Egyp-

tian thraldom; He was, therefore,

"their God" in a peculiar and special

sense ; He had made them a nation

and preserved them amidst dangers

"that He might be their God"; and

He had "borne them on eagles' wings,

and brought themtoHimself " (Exod.

XIX. 4). Thus there was a close, al-

most a personal relation between God

and Israel. It originated by an elec-

tion through God's grace, and was ra-

tified by a mutual covenant, "You
shall be holy, forlam holy": this is the

pith and kernelof the intellectual la-

bour ofmany centuries; it is the ripest

fruit of a long spiritual education.

But is the fruit entirely of Hebrew
growth V Is no foreign influence dis-

cernible? The idea of Purity is the

foundation of the Persian creed , and

the contrast between clean and un-

clean animals forms one of its chief

features. In the exile, the Hebrews de-

veloped both the one and the other

with assiduous care; but they intensi-

fied purity into holiness, and they

placed the clean and the unclean ani-

mals under the dominion ofthe same

Omnipotence. The doctrines of Zo-

roaster are plainly reflected in the

rigorous distinction of apure andim-

j)ure creation ; but Hebraism assert-

ed in this point also its independence

and superiority.

Here ended the commands attri-

buted to Divine utterance; nothing,

therefore, was left to the author or

reviser but to mark the dietary code

as concluded, and as complete in it-

self; and this he did in a recapitula-

tion embracing all the various class-

es of animated creatures, the tenants

of land, air, and water; moi-eover, he

significantly represented the distinc-

tion between lawful and unlawful

animals as coinciding with the dis-

tinction between "clean and un-

clean" ; and he thus raised the dietary

laws with unfaltering hand into the

sphere of religious purity.



B. ON PURITY OF PERSONS, GARMENTS,
AND HOUSES.

CHAPTERS XII TO XV.

THE LAWS OF PURIFICATION.

Next to sacrifices, purifications were the most important of

Hebrew rituals. Whenever both were prescribed together, the latter

appeared indeed as merely preparatory to the former, since sacrifices

were deemed the main agency of restored peace or holiness ; but pu-

rifications, like offerings, were frequently ordained as separate and

independent acts of worship : closely entwined with the thoughts

and habits of the Hebrews, they formed an essential part of their

religious system; and the doctrine, echoed in a hundred creeds, that

"Purity is, next to life, the highest boon of man", was among them

also a truth and a reality.

The Hebrews "purified" or, as they understood the term, "sanc-

tified" themselves, whenever they desired to rise to the Deity, that

is, before solemn ceremonies and seasons, as sacrifices and festi-

vals '; or whenever they expected the Deity to descend to them- by

some supernatural manifestation, as the disclosure of heavenly wisdom

or a deed of miraculous power and help ^, Therefore, when in a state

of impurity, they were forbidden to enter the Sanctuary, to keep the

Passover, and to partake of holy food, whether of sacrificial meat,

of sacred offerings and gifts, or of shew-bread, because the clean

only were fit to approach the holy God and all that appertains

to Him ^; nay more, as long as they were in such a condition,

they were commanded to keep aloof from all social intercourse, lest

the chosen community be defiled ^.

But long before these principles and regulations were fixed in

code , they were current and were acted upon among the

1 Gen. XXXV. 2—4; 1 Sam. XVI. 3 Lev. VII. 19—21 ; XXU. 3 sqq.;

5; comp. 2 Chr. XXX. 17. l^mu.lX. 6 srjq.; XVIII.11,13; 1 Sam.

2Exod. XIX. 10, 14, 15; Josh. Ill, XXI. 5.

5; VII. 13; see Comm. on Levit. I. * Comp. 1 Sam. XX. 26.

p. 120—122.
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Hebrews as traditionary notions and customs. Incidental allusions

scattered trougliout the historical Books, leave no doubt on the

subject.

When Samuel arrived at Bethlehem to anoint David, he said to

the alarmed elders, "I am come to sacrifice to the Lord ; sanctify your-

selves, and come with me to the sacrifice"; and as regards Jesse and

his sons, he specially "sanctified them, and called them to the sacri-

fice" '. — Saul readily accounted for and excused David's absence

from a banquet at which he was expected, by supposing that "some-

thing had befallen him": "he is not clean", he said, "surely he is not

clean" 'K — Ahimelech, the chief priest of Nob, hesitated to deliver up

the shew-bread to the fugitive David and his men until he was sa-

tisfied that these had, in the previous night, abstained from asso-

ciating with women ^. For sexual intercourse was deemed defiling,

and required "sanctification", which not even Bath-sheba omitted in

the royal palace after her violation of conjugal fidelity *.— Azariah^

the leprous king of Judah (B. C. 811—759), was, like all lepers,

compelled to live in seclusion before the gates of the town % —
King Josiah , desiring to pollute most flagrantly the places devoted

to pagan worship, cast upon them human bones '^.

These are the main facts recorded with respect to the ante-

Babylonian times. Do they justify the inference, that there existed

among the Hebrews, from early periods, a complete system of puri-,

ficatory laws , and more particulary that of the Pentateuch ? Other

facts of equal authority impose great caution ; for they point to n

slow and gradual progress.

In the latest time of the Judges, a custom may have prevailed

as to certain religious acts to be performed by women after child-

birth, but there was certainly no km. Hannah delayed her first visit to

•the Sanctuary till she had weaned her son Samuel, that is, till he

was two or three years old , and then she offered three bulls with

flour and wine: whereas the levitical code distinctly prescribes a

lamb and a pigeon, or two pigeons, for a holocaust and a sin-off'ering,

to be presented forty days after the birth of a boy". This one dis-

crepancy alone is decisive; for it proves that indeed a natural feeling

1 1 Sam. XVI. 5. * 2 Sam. XI. 4; see infra notes on

2 1 Sam. XX. 26. XV. 18.

3 1 Sam. XXI. 3—7: though ac- '" 2 Ki. XV. 5; comp. Lev. XllL 4t>

cjrdmg to the levitical law, shew- uiid iiotrs in loc; Num. V. 2, 3.

bi-ead, which was "most holy", should ' 'J Ki. XXllI. U.

on no account be eaten by any one " Ciimp. 1 Sam. I. '.'1— '24 and Lev,

except ch-ixn /rn'c'sls. Xll. ;;— 0.
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of gratitude prompted Hebrew mothers, from an early date, to appear
at the common place of worship with sacrifices and free-will gifts,

but that, with regard to the time and the nature of the offerings, con-

siderable or complete liberty was allowed; it certainly proves that

no enactment like that of Leviticus was in force ; indeed it could not
then have been framed, as sin-offerings were unknown till late in

the monarchical period ^

The intelligent and the learned among the Hebrews gradually

gathered experience as to the symptoms, the course, and the decisive

tests of leprosy
; but it is obvious, that long periods were required,

before any particular mode of treatment cduld be fixed, declared

unalterable, and raised into a law. Therefore, the Deuteronomist
simply admonishes the people, in cases of leprosy, to adhere to the

directions of the "priests the Levites''^, which term itself points to an
earlierstage of hierarchical development ^O; whereas the levitical law
furnishes rules and ordinances so minute and precise that the "priests",

deprived of all freedom and option, but then comprising the Aaronites
only, became mere instruments, though they monopolised the execu-

tion of every ritual detail ^ \ The Old Testament has preserved an in-

structive instance of a similar development in still later times. The
prophet Haggai, probably not long after the final compilation of the
levitical code, addressed to the priests some ritual questions on cases

not specially or directly provided for in that code. It is ordained in

Leviticus (VL 20), that any object brought into contact with holy
flesh shall become holy : now if the skirt of a garment has in this

manner become holy, does it communicate its sacredness to food or
drink that may be tied up ia it ? Moreover theLaw enjoins, that contact

with a dead body renders unclean '2; now, if a man so defiled touches

victuals of the kind just referred to, do they become unclean? The
priests answered the first question in the negative, the second in the

affirmative 13. Such were the first stages of that ritual casuistry, of

which there are indeed traces even in the Pentateuch, and which
was by the Mishnah, the Talmud, and the Rabbins carried to an
amazing excess.

Again, let the following two laws be impartially compared.
Deuteronomy (XXUL 11, 12) commands: "If there be among you
any man that is not clean on account of an accident by night, then he

8 See Comm on Lev. I pp. 180 sqq. n Comp. Lev. X. 10, 11 ; XHL 1

9 Deut. XXIV. 8. 12 Num. XIX. 11 sqq.

1' Comp. Comm.onLev.Ipp. 369 .yj^. i3 gee Hagg. II. 11—13.
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shall go out of the camp, he shall not come withiii the camp; and

towards the evening he shall wash himself with water, and when the

sun goes down, he may come again into the camp." On the same

subject Leviticus (XV. 16, 17) prescribes: "If discharge of semen go

out from a man, he shall wash all his flesh in water, and be unclean

until the evening; and every garment and every skin whereon is

the discharge of seed, shall be washed with water, and be unclean

until the evening." The law in Leviticus is obviously at once more

comprehensive and more special, more general and more explicit,

just as might be expected in an advanced phase of priestly legislation.

Let the dates of the two ordinances for a moment be reversed ; then

the almost primitive simplicity ofDeuteronomy would be strange in-

deed and almost unintelligible after the minuteness of Leviticus.

Thvis prepared, we may venture briefly to sketch the history of

purifications among the Hebrews. It is on the whole analogous to

the history of sacrifices and other ceremonials; for it represents an

advance from the sphere of nature to that of religion, from religion

to symbolism and from symbolism to levitical formality ; therefore it

exhibits also a transition from simplicity to intricacy, and from spon-

taneous impulse to artificial control. This advance is noticeable

both with respect to the causes of defilement, its effects, and the

lustrations employed.

At first, cleanness was almost identical with cleanliness. For

scrupulous regard of cleanliness was, in the hot and dusty eastern

climate, soon found to be imperative for the prevention of fevers,

skin diseases , and leprous disorders. Hence bathing and washing

are very frequently mentioned as ordinary customs; and from the

great importance attached to them, it may be explained how, after

the exile, ascetic Pharisees and Essenes were induced to carry them

to an excess at once rigorous and playful ', and why especially

washing of hands, always performed before meals 2, became a current

metaphor and emblem for declaring free from guilt or violence^.

Thus, whatever is physically unclean, and whatever is, or was

deemed, loathsome and contagious, was a pollution. Indeed most

of the purificatory laws of the Pentateuch — as those on the normal

» Comp. Gen. XVIII. 4; XIX. 2; 3 Comp. Deut. XXI. 6,7; Isai. I.

2 Sam. XI. 2; Euth III. 3; Judith 16; Jerem. II. 22; IV. 14 ; Ps. XXVI.

X. 3; Susan. 15; John XIII. 5—14; 6; LI. 4, 9; LXXIIL 13; Matth.

1 Tim. V. 10; etc. XXVIL 24.

2 Comp. Matth. XV. 2; Mark VII.

3; Luke XL 38.
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and abnormal discharges of blood or other fluids, boils and eruptions,

leprosy and death — refer to conditions which involve a bodily

defilement, and are shunned from a natural instinct of physical

dislike.

But the Hebrews could not long rest satisfied with this aspect

;

eager to spiritualise every external process, and to link the perish-

able with some higher principle, they soon began to associate with

purity the ideas of life and health , and with uncleanness those of

death, decay, and corruption; and then they regarded everything

as contaminating which, directly or indirectly, or even remotely,

might be connected with disease, abnormal decline, and dissolution.

When the notions of purity had reached this phase, another

change suggested itself almost spontaneously. The Temple was the

abode of life in its highest and noblest form , of the life of the soul

and the warmth and freshness of the heart. It was with such life that

the "cleanness" of the Israelites was, in the course of time, brought

into connection: the common Sanctuary could not achieve its bene-

ficent work of renewing the energy of the soul, if it was approached

with a bodily defilement recalling death; nay the Sanctuary itself

would thereby be tainted with pollution, which was sure to be

fearfully avenged: "Thus shall you keep aloof the children of Israel

from their uncleanness; lest they die in their uncleanness, when

they defile My abode that is among them" \ Hence the unclean

were rigorously debai-red from the sacred place and all sacred rites.

But the Hebrews did not stop even there. They followed out

their views with their usual tenacity and with consistent zeal. They

extended the attribute of holiness to the entire country and to all

its habitations; for they felt the Divine presence in every portion of

that land, and found the sanctity of the Temple reflected in every

homestead; and they deemed it, therefore, necessary to remove all un-

cleanness from their dwellings no less scrupulously than from their

Sanctuary ^. Moreover, they cherished the idea with increasing con-

fidence that they were the "chosen people", singled out by God among

the nations of the earth to bear witness of His power and His truth
;

and then they regarded their deliverance from Egyptian bondage, the

conquest of Canaan, and the establishment of a theocratic monarchy,

as so many proofs of G-od's special care to be gratefully acknowledged

by a life of purity. And finally, they invested tbe entire nation

4 Lev. XV. 31. XIIL 46; XIV. 3,8; Num. V. 2—4;

5Comp.Num.V.3;XIX.13;XXXV. XH. 14, 15; XXXL 19, 20; Deut.

3 4; Deut. XXHL 15; see also Lev. XXIH. 11, 12.

12
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with the character of holiness, because all were destined to devote

their worship to the holy God; they became familiar with the maxim^

"You shall hallow yourselves that you may become holy, for I am
holy"; till at last they described themselves as "a kingdom of priests",.

however reluctant the levitical legislators were to make this phrase

a reality ^

Thus we find in the laws of purity the same successive stages

which mark nearly all religious ordinances of the Hebrews ; and we
can trace in them the same influences working one by one — the

notions of external cleanliness, of vigour and health, of spiritual

life, and of the sanctity of the Temple and the land, the homes and-

the whole people. In correspondence with these stages, uncleanness

till the evening seems at first to have been the only effect of defile-

ment ; then ablution or bathing was added , and then the washing

of the garments; later, the period of uncleanness was, in many cases,^

significantly extended to seven days ; then a holocaust was presented^

or in some instances a trespass-ofiering ; and lastly, the levitical

law prescribed a sin-oflfering and lustration by the ashes of the

"red cow".

From these remarks it is evident that the Hebrew notions of

purity cannot be exhausted by one all-embracing definition ; for

those notions grew slowly and expanded, were refined and spiri-

tualised. To avoid confusion and error, diflferent periods of history

must be distinguished. Traditions and customs were, in the lapse

of ages, converted into laws; isolated practices were blended into

a system, supplemented , or modified , or they were subordinated to

moral principles, and employed to serve religious ends : this jjrocess^

marking the growth of all Eastern institutions and legislations^

ought especially to be kept in view in examining the theocratic

code of the Israelites.

Again, it must be obvious that, if system be discoverable in

the Hebrew laws of purity, it is not to be found in their unity, but

in their organic development; for while the one cannot be established

without an artificial straining of facts, the other becomes manifest

by a calm historical analysis. Those laws were suggested by peculiar

instincts or tastes, by varied notions and long experience; they were

the result ofmany generations andthework of many minds; and though

they possess a general resemblance and a certain internal affinity, they

were not moulded on a definite and jsreconceived plan. Yet they were

See tbe observations in Comm. on Lev. I pp. 363 sqq.
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evidently intended to have validity, not only during the times of the

Temple, but in all ages; they have, therefore, not ceased to operate after

the dispersion of the Jews ; for though deprived of their common Sanc-

tuary and of an officiating priesthood, the Israelites, by virtue of an

eternal covenant and of irrevocable promises, remain for ever God's holy

and God's chosen people. This is unquestionably the teaching of the

Pentateuch. Howevex', Talmudists and Rabbins decided differently

;

they partly abrogated the laws of purity, and partly substituted for

them others of a less stringent nature, especially for those connected

Avith sacrifices. Either the spirit of the levitical injunctions was

not understood, or these injunctions, rigorous in themselves, were

deemed oppressive under the altered conditions of the people. Yet

even while the Temple was still in existence, they were dis-

regarded in all countries except Palestine , because they were held

to be inseparable from the sacred soil; therefore some teachers

declared, that the Jews of all other lands lived in constant, though

unavoidable, uncleanness. The Karaites, more consistently weighing

the intention of the Law, and disdaining all relief from the burdens

it imposes, still consider the contact with "unclean objects" sinful,

though they are divided in opinion on many vital questions, and

some closely approached the views of the E,abbanites.

The result to which all researches lead, remains unshaken —
namely, that the purificatory ordinances of Leviticus represent a much

later phase than those of Deuteronomy; and this result is supported

by the language of Leviticus, which contains words familiar only

in writings composed during and after the Babylonian period.

On this principle only both the one and the other can be understood

and historically appreciated.

If compared with the purificatory laws of other nations', those

of the Pentateuch appear in a favourable light. They may possibly

evince traces of Zoroastric views, which are discoverable in the

dietary laws also; but they exhibit no vestige of a dualism; in

every detail they are stamped by the monotheistic creed; God alone,

the merciful, wise, and omnipotent Ruler, sends trials and diseases

;

and no evil genius has the power of causing uncleanness. They arc

singular in the noble principles on which they are framed — the

perfection and holiness of God ; and they are thereby raised above

frivolity and unmeaning formalism. Moreover, it would be unjust

to deny that they were understood as symbols, or as means of sanc-

tification; to defile oneself and to sin, and also to cleanse and to

hallow, are frequently used as equivalents.
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They must be pronounced simple if considered side by side

with those of the Parsees, the Hindoos, the Egyptians, or the Tal-

mud. For they are, on the whole, confined to the chief and most

striking forms of defilement, and evince a judicious moderation in

fixing the detail; they prescribe no rituals for many occasions which

are so signalised in other codes; and the rituals they prescribe are

neither very burdensome, nor do they materially encroach upon the

practical duties of life. They declare no living animal as defiling,

however strongly it may have been detested, and however scrupulously

its carcass may have been shunned; whereas, for instance, among

the Egyptians the accidental touch of a passing pig was contamina-

ting. Unlike the laws of the Parsees, they include no such ordi-

nances as those which declare hair and nail-parings as unclean, and

as polluting the ground upon which they fall ; they do not enjoin

washing before and after meals, nor after sleep, after spitting and

sneezing, or the like; inmost of which cases Rabbinism also pre-

scribed ablutions, generally accompanied by some formula of prayer.

They ordain rituals only for the following occasions; (1) For

women after childbirth K — (2) For touching or approaching

a human corpse or human bones ^, as was the case also among the

Grreeks and Etonians, the Hindoos, the Parsees, and Phoenicians. —
(3) For touching the carcasses of "unclean" and of such "clean" beasts,

as had not been regularly slaughtered, had died of themselves,

or were torn by wild beasts ^. — (4) For those diseases which

seem to point to an unnatural decay of the body , and seem to

reflect the process of dissolution , especially for leprosy which was

regarded as living death ^. — (5) For abnormal secretions from the

sexual organs ^ — But (6) also for the natural and regular dischar-

ges of women in their menses **, and of men during sleep ^, and even

for conjugal intercourse^.

How striking is the diff"erence if, after considering this limited

number of rules, we glance at the Zend-Avesta, the laws ofManu or

of Yajnavalkya, the scattered accounts respecting the Egyptians

preserved by Herodotus, Porphyry, and others, or at the sixth

section of the Mishnah!

As regards simplicity of detail, we will introduce one il-

lustration. The Pentateuch merely commands with respect to

1 Lev. XII. 1 sqq. ; see notes in loc. i See notes on XIIL XIV.
2 Num. XIX. 11—22 : 2 Ki. XXIIL & See notes on XV. 1—15, 25—30.

14; Hagg. IL 13; Tob. IL 5, 9. « See notes on XV. 19—24.

3 Lev. XL 8, 11, 24—28, 31, 36, 39

;

^ gee notes on XV. 16, 17.

see notes in locc. 8 gee notes on XV. 18.
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domestic utensils, that wooden or brazen ones, if defiled, shall be

cleansed by water, and metal ones by fire, and that earthen vessels

shall be broken, lest they be used again 9. But the Hindoo laws

give so many injunctions that it would be tedious to enumerate

them; let it suffice to observe that they distinguish between vessels

or objects of metal and wood, horn and bone, cane and ivory, jewels

and precious stones, corals, shells, and pearls ; and that for the pur-

pose of purification, they call into requisition water and fire, ashes

and earth, acids and mustard-seed, cow-urine, cow-dung, and the

cow herself, which is made to stay a day and a night on land which

is to be cleansed. Moreover, they prescribe purifications for fields

and their produce, for wood and straw, for fluids, for silk and woollen

stuffs, cloths, and skins, and for an infinite variety of other objects.

Yet with that spiritual refinement which distinguishes the Hindoo

sages , they rise occasionally to a noble conception of purity : no

uncleanness, they declare, can fall upon a king or divine while

engaged in the exercise of their duties ; a monarch is purified by acts

of mercy, a warrior by valour on the battle-field, scholars by par-

doning off'ences, artists by the exercise of their art, the heedless by

generosity, secret sinners by pious devotion, the mind by truth and

careful study, the soul by holy meditation, all men by sacred learning,

self-denial, and religious worship; and "he who acquires wealth

with unstained hands, is clean above all others".

Not even blood was, of itself, deemed defiling among the He-

brews, since, as a means of grace and atonement, it was sprinkled upon

the most sacred parts and objects Jof the Sanctuary; only if shed

by murder, it polluted the land, the hallowed abode of Grod; and

it was to be expiated whether the perpetrator was known or not, in

the one case by the death^of the murderer, in the other by signi-

ficant symbols.

The purificatory laws of the Pentateuch assert their supei'iority,

besides, in another r.espect. They reflect indeed that hierarchical

tendency which is manifest throughout the levitical legislation; for

they are more stringent with regard to the priests than the people,

since the former, the anointed mediators between God and the com-

munity, are invested with uncommon holiness ^O; and they are also

_ more exacting with respect to the Nazarite, because "the consecration

of his God is upon his head" • \ But with these few exceptions, they

are identical for the whole people, and admit no distinction of classes.

9 Lev. VL 28; XL 32, 33; XV. 12; lo Lev. XXI. 1 sqq.

Num. XXXI. 22—24. i> Num. VI. 6 sqq.
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How different, for instance, are the corresponding ordinances of

the Hindoos! After defilement by contact with a corpse, a merchant

becomes pure in five days, a priest in ten, a warrior in twelve, and

a servant in a month ; and similar gradations pervade all analogous

laws. Among the Egyptians, the idea of purity seems to have been

restricted to the priests only, and indeed the purificatory laws of

the Egyptians have the least resemblance to those of the Hebrews.

Nor is it possible to mistake, in the Pentateuch, a well-considered

method and system as to the degrees of defilement. In some instances,

the uncleanness is communicated to persons and objects by direct or

indirect contact, in others, it remains confined to the person who con-

tracted it; in some cases it only lasts till the evening, in others

seven full days, at the birth of a boy during forty, at the birth of a

girl for eighty days , and in cases of leprosy , irregular menstrua-

tion, and seminal discharges, as long as the evil continues.

The means of purification are no less thoughtfully varied. In

some cases, the uncleanness ceases without any ceremony, in others

by bathing the body in water; in some by the washing of garments,

and in others by both bathing and washing of garments; and

lastly, in some remarkable emergencies, sacrifices and symbolical

rites are prescribed, usually in addition to the ordinary ceremonies

:

thus in the important case of defilement by a corpse, the lustration

includes sprinkling, on the third and the seventh day, with the "water

of purification", a strong and sharp lye
,
prepared from the ashes of

the red cow; a holocaust and a sin-offering are required of women
after childbirth, and of men and women after the cessation of cer-

tain abnormal discharges; while the leper, whom the Hebrews re-

garded as the image of death-like dissolution, has to present a ho-

locaust, a trespass- and a sin-offering, and has besides to submit to

an elaborate ceremonial of purification.

Yet in spite of these laudable features, the purificatory

rites of the Pentateuch were, like all ceremonials, liable to perver-

sion. They were too often considered as a self-sufficient end, and

instead of promoting humility and purity of heart, they engen-

dered Pharisaical pride and hypocrisy, and their mechanical per-

formance by the mass of the people was constantly rebuked by

prophets and moralists. More advanced generations require no

purificatory laws as injunctions of religion; for they conform

spontaneously to the requirements of cleanliness; and they can

see no "pollution" in those natural processes and conditions of man,

which are inseparable from him as a link in the universal chain of life.



TRANSLATION AND COMMENTARY.

CHAPTER XII.

Summary. —• The ordinances concerning women in childbirth. For seven days

after the birth of a hoy ^ the' mother is as thoroughly unclean as in the

time of her menstruation (ver. 2) ; while during thirty-three days after

the first week , she has merely to keep aloof from holy things and from

the Sanctuary (ver. 4) : on the eighth day, the boy is to be circumcised

(ver. 3). After the birth oiagirl, both periods of purification ai-e doubled,

viz. fourteen and sixty-six days (ver. 5). When the terms are completed,

that is, forty days after the birth of a boy, and eighty days after the

birth of a girl, the mother, to effect her atonement and purification, has

to present a lamb one year old as a burnt-offering, and a young pigeon

or a turtle-dove as a sin-offering (vers. 6, 7) ; but if she be poor, a pigeon

or a turtle-dove suffices for the burnt-offering also (ver. 8).

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 2. Speak,

to the children of Israel, saying. If a woman is delivered,

1—§. A certain pi-inciple and sys-

tem of arrangement cannot be mis-

taken in the purificatory laws. No
weight needs be attached to the Rab-

binical suggestion that, as in the cos-

mogony the creation of animals pre-

ceded that of men, so in the section

on purity the animals are treated of

first, and then the ordinances re-

lating to men : but we may acknow-

ledge a natural progress from pre-

cepts on food received from with-

out and assimilated within the bo-

dy, to precepts on accidents arising

from conditions of the human body

itself and manifesting themselves

externally. And of this latter class

of laws, those relating to childbirth,

or the beginning ofhuman life, are lo-

gically introduced first. Their mean-

ing naturally coincides with that of

the laws of purity in general. They

bear no reference to "the first sin for

which woman was cursed with the

pains of labour" ; nor do they implj'

that every mother is unclean and

worthy of death on account of man's

hereditary defilement and guilt ; they

do not teach that "both sin and its

punishment lie principally in the re-

lation ofthe sexes", or that "the flesh,

created by God and originally good,

has yet, by the sin of the spirit , be-

come the kindling spark of all sinful

desires" : thej' point to no ideas so to-

tally foreign to the conceptions and

the character of the Old Testament.

They are clearly laws of purity, and
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and gives birth to a male child, she shall be unclean

seven days; as in the days of the impurity of her

monthly illness shall she be unclean. 3. And on the

eighth day, the flesh of his foreskin shall be circum-

their spiritual character is manifest

from the religious rites prescribed in

connection with them.

After a certain number of days,

when the mother might AveU be re-

stored to perfect health and to her

normal state, she was ordered to pre-

sent a burnt- and a sin-offering. By
the one she was to acknowledge the

sovereignty and power of God, as the

Lord ofnature andmankind, to whose
will and grace she owed her offspring

;

and by the other she was to express

her unworthiness , from her moral

frailty and failings, of receiving so

precious a blessing, and of overcom-

ing pain, anxiety, and peril. The
impurity itself, inseparable from

childbirth, required no atonement

whatever, because it is ordained by

God as natural and inevitable. It

was held physically defiling, but

pointed to no moral trespass; it im-

posed, therefore, necessary restric-

tions in the mother's intercourse

with men, and in her relations to

holy things and places ; but it called

forth no mournful thoughts of self-

reproach and abasement. The days

of purification at the birth of a

girl were double of those observed

at the birth of a boy , simply because

in the former case the physical de-

rangement of the system was sup-

posed to last longer, and not be-

cause, "viewed in reference to the

origin of things , the woman is and

remains the seducing and the seduced

sinner, who is affected by greater im-

purity, till she shall be hallowedby the

birth of the pure seed" ; nor because

the female sex "stands a step lower

than the male sex", is "more im-

perfect, weaker, and in a certain

respect even more unclean"; no such

difference is traceable in the Hebrew
law; for the sacrifices of lustration

were identical in both cases, irrespec-

tive of the sex of the child. Theywere

in no manner intended to remind the

woman of "the corruption of her

whole nature , and to impress upon

her the depravity of her desires"

:

the occasion was far too joyful to be

dimmed by reflections so gloomy and

so unavailing; it was indeed calcu-

lated to call forth the feelings of de-

pendence and humility, but no less

those of gratitude and exultation; if

the former alone were conveyed by

the prescribed offerings, it is because

they predominated in the solemn

hour when the mother, long secluded

from the privileges of the Sanctuary,

was restored to her full rights as a

Hebrew woman, and to the unre-

stricted communion with her God
;
yet

the ideas of transgression and guilt

were decidedly subordinate to those

of awe and submission; for the sin-

offering consisted of the smallest

animal sacrifice lawfully permitted,

namely, a single pigeon or turtle-dove;

while the liolocaust was ordinarily a

lamb. Origen indeed strives to prove

that only sinners, like Pharaoh and
Herod, rejoice at theirbirth-day,while

"to pious and holy men it is an ob-

ject of execration" ; but this startling

assertion, which might be expected

from aPlinyoraLucretius,rather than

a Father of Church, and which Ori-

gen supports by the well-known ut-

terances of Job (in. 3—9) and Jere-

miah (XX. 14—18), is absolutely con-

tradicted by the Hebrew and Eastern

spirit, nay by the very words of those

sufferers. Nor was the burnt-offering
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cisecl. 4. And she shall then continue in the bload of

purification three and thirty days; she shall touch no

liallowed things, nor come into the Sanctuary, until the

days of her purification are fulfilled. 5. But if she gives

ordained merelj' because the mother

might, in the agony of her pains,

have allowed reproachful thoughts

to rise in her mind, and the sin-oflter-

ing, because she might have given

expression to them: the sacrifices

-were not meant to a^jply to indivi-

dual conditions or to special times,

but were founded upon the totalit}-

of life and the innermost character

of human nature. But it is certain

that the expiation was performed,

not for the new-born child , but for

the mother ; for though the Psalmist

declares, "I was shaped in iniquity,

and in sin did my mother conceive

me" (LI. 7); though the Pentateuch

pronounces "the imaginationofman's

heart evil from his youth" (Gen. VIII.

21); and Job exclaims, "How can a

clean being come trom an unclean

one ! not one" (XIV. 4) : sacrifices of

atonement were onlj' offered by and

for those who understood and felt

their significance, and never for child-

ren. The new-born boy had indeed

to undergo the rite of circumcision,

but not as a means of penitence, but

of sanctification ; it was not intended

to atone for innate depravity, but to

serve as the sign of a holy covenant

;

if indeed, in a certain sense, it was a

sacrifice, because it involved the feel-

ings of human dependence and sub-

naission, it was a holocaust rather

than a sin-offering ; and no initiatory

ceremonial whatever was required

for new-born girls.

Analogous laws or customs in con-

nection with childbirth existed and

still exist among other nations ; but

they are far more rigid and more ca-

pricious than those of the Hebrews.

Among the Hindoos, "all the kindred"

of a new-born child are impure ; the

father, who, according to the Hebrew

law, is in no way levitically affected,

has to undergo lustration by bathing

;

the mother is unclean tiU the tenth

day, when the child receives its name,

and in cases of miscarriage she re-

mains in a state of impurity as many
nights as months have elapsed since

conception; the house itself, in which

the birth takes place, is unclean, and

must be sprinkled with hallowed wa-

ter. — Curious ai-e the ceremonies of

the Parsees. Wliile in ancient times

the new-born childwas simplyAvashed

with water, in later periods itbecame

customary to pour into the mouth of

the child a few drops of the purifying

juice jpara/iao?na, and to washthe bo-

dy three times with cow-urine and

once with water ; thi-ee years after-

wards the father is bound to present

an offering toMithra; forthe child is

supposed to be fed, in the mother's

womb, by the impurities which or-

dinarily pass away with her menses,

and it is, therefore, at its birth be-

lieved to be intensely polluted. The

mother herself, as soon as her labours

begin, is placed on an iron bed, as no

Avooden one would finally be capable

of purification; immediately after the

birth of the child, she washes her-

self, but remains unclean for forty-

one days, during which time she

takes the same food as in the period

of menstruation. Then she makes

thirty ablutions with cow-urine and

water, and ha,vingput on a new dress,

she is at last considered clean. As

in the days after her confinement,

both she and her child, and the latter

even in a higher degree, are deemed

to be exposed to the malice of evil
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T^irth to a female child, she shall be unclean two weeks
as in tlie time of her monthly impurity; and she shall

then continue in the blood of purification six and sixty

days. 6. And when the days of her purification are

spirits, it is strongly commanded to

have during the first three days and

nights a light burning in the house,

since fire, the emblem of Ormuzd and

the enemy of the wicked kharfeslers,

is a powerful protection for the in-

fant. — Among the Mohammedans,

the woman is unclean for forty days

after childbirth, during which time

she has to abstain from all acts of

religion and worship. — The Greeks

believed they defiled an altar by ap-

proaching it after having been near

a woman in childbirth ; nay by com-

ing near such a woman they held that

they defiled themselves, though exces-

sive rigour in this respect was looked

upon as supei'stition. During the Pe-

loponnesian war, one of the means

they employed for "purifying" the

island of Delos (in the 88tli Olym-

piad) , was to forbid, that no woman
should keep her confinement in the

island. The same prohibition was

enforced by the Epidaurians with

respect to the holy grove of Aescu-

lapius. The mother was not per-

mitted to appear in the temples be-

fore the fortieth day, which was gene-

rally celebrated as a holiday, because

within that period most women were

still supposed to suffer from the effects

of their pregnancy, and to be sub-

ject to loss Qi blood, while the infants

are feeble, do not smile, and seem

subject to constant danger. On the

fifth day, the well-known ceremony

of amphidromia took place, when

the child was by the nurse or mid-

wife carried rapidly round the do-

mestic hearth ; on the same day, sac-

rifices were offered on behalf of the

child, when relatives and friends sent

presents; and the name was given

either on the seventh or on the tenth

day, which was likewise celebrated

as a festival. — Among the Romans,

the mother was required to bathe

immediately after her confinement;

the day on which the childwas named,

dedicated to the goddess Nundina,

was kept with solemnity; it was for

boys the ninth, for girls the eighth day

after their birth, for which difference

playful reasons were assigned, as, for

instance, females grow more rapidly

and come sooner to maturity; or

even numbers partake of the female,

uneven ones of the male character. —
Some Asiatic nations employ fire for

thelusti-ationof women in childbirth.

The Siberian women must leap seve-

ral times over blazing flames. The

Siamese keep the mother constantly

before a fire for a whole month, turn-

ing her, for more efficient purifica-

tion, frequently from one side to the

other, unmindfulof her agonies; and

the people of Pegu put her for four

or five days upon a heated hearth:

after these periods they celebrate

festivals in honour of the fire, to ex-

press their gratitude for its great

services. Among the Hottentots, the

lustration is effected by urine and

cow-dung. Many northern tribes, as

the Samoiedes, Siberians, and Lap-

landers, compel theAVomen to remain

for six weeks or two months in se-

cluded huts; or they prevent them

at least, during that time, from pre-

paring any food, touching the gar-

ments or any other property of their

husbands, coming near a hearth or

the path of men and rein-deer, and

above all from approaching altars or

places of sacrifice. Among some ne-

gro-tribes also the women are kept
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fulfilled for a son or for a daughter, she shall bring a

lamb one year old for a burnt-oifering, and a young pi-

geon or a turtle-dove for a sin-offering, to the door of

the Tent of Meeting, to the jmest: 7. And he shall offer

in isolation during the whole time of

their impurity; preparing food for

their husbands within this period is

a sin of death. Similar customs pre-

vail among the Eed Indians and the

North-American savages, and seem,

in factjto he common to all nations and

tribes which consider physical impu-

rity not merely repulsive, but in some

mysterious mannermorally polluting.

Though the issue of blood that

succeeds childbirth (or lochia rubra)

generally lasts only three or four days,

and the efflux of the white fluid that

follows (lochia alba) usually ceases

altogether after two or three weeks,

the Hebrew legislator, extending

both periods so as to cover extreme

cases, fixed significant numbers of

days — seven for the one and forty

for the other period at the birth of

a boy, and twice seven and twice forty

at the birth of a girl; for he desired to

stamp the tinie ofseparation with the

seal of religion. The significance at-

tributed to those numbers by the He-

brews requires no illustration in this

place, as it has been pointed out be-

fore. But it was particularly striking

among the heathens with reference to

birth, life, and death. It was believed

that "the number seven encompasses

the whole existence of man in aU its

stages to its very termination" : con-

ception is decided seven hours after

the intercourse ; seven days later, the

semen is enclosed in a membranous
vesicle, as the egg in its shell; from se-

ven to seven days the foetus undergoes

marked changes or develoimients ; in

the seventh week it is perfectly

formed; it is fully matured in seven

months; and generally sees the light

of day after 273 or after 39 times 7

days; seven hours after the birth of

a child , it is possible to decide whe-
ther it will live ; the seventh day af-

ter this period, when the navel drops

oflf, is particularly dangerous to the

infant , which previously "resembled

a plant rather than an animated

being" ; after fourteen days, it begins-

to turn its eyes to the light, and af-

ter forty-nine , it notices and distin-

guishes objects; after seven months,

it gets the first teeth, and cuts seven

in each jaw; after fourteen months,

it sits upright without fear of falling

;

after twenty-one months, it speaks

with distinct articulation; after

twenty-eight, it stands firmly and

walks with ease ; after thirty-five, it

shows dislike to themilkof the nurse,

and accepts it only from habit; in

the seventh year, it looses its first,

and gets its second teeth, and the

pronunciation of words becomes per-

fect; at the end of the fourteenth

year, both boys and girls enter the

period of puberty, the former be-

coming capable of generation, the

latter beginning to have their men-

ses ; at the age of twenty-one, the

j'oung man has a fully developed

beard , which then ceases to grow in

length ; at twenty-eight, his body has

attained its greatest height, which

never exceeds seven feet ; at thirty-

five, the man is in the plenitude of

his vigour, which remains on the

whole stationary to the forty-second

year, when his faculties are highest,

and fit him alike for action and coun-

sel ; then his strength diminishes , at

first slowl}- till his forty-ninth year,

then more perceptibly ; and as a rule

he reaches the limit of his life in his

seventieth j'ear.— Again, the seventh
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it before the Lord, and make atonement for her, that

she may be cleansed from the issue of her blood. — This

is the law for her that gives birth to a male or female

child. — 8. And if her fortune does not suffice for a lamb,

day marks the crisis for most disea-

ses; man has seven great internal

and seven other vital organs ; his body-

consists of seven substances and of

three times seven limbs; his head,

the seat of Divine intelligence, has

seven apertures ; he dies after seven

hours of suppressed breathing and

after as many days of hunger. More-

over, seven stars form the constella-

tions of the Great and the Little

Bear and of the Pleiads ; there are se-

ven planets and seven heavenly circ-

les ; the summer-solstice takes place

when the sun passes the seventh sign

after the winter-solstice, viz. from

Capricorn to cancer, and conversely

;

the moon completes her revolution

round the earth in four times seven

days ; and twenty-eight is the sum of

the numbers from 1 to 7; the deity

or the soul of the world itself origin-

ated in this number , which is hence

designated "the venerable", the "so-

vereign regulator of the human fa-

bric", the "perfect number", or the

"key to nearly all things".

Nor were the Hebrews singular in

the belief that the woman suffers

more and longer at the birth of a

girl than of a boy. It was supposed

that the foetus of the former is de-

veloped more slowly than that of the

latter; that the mother looks more

pale, feels greater discomfort, and is

exposed to more irregularities and

mischances in the one instance than

in the other;that the purifications con-

tinue, in the one case never more than

thirty, in the other never less than

forty days after conception; and ge-

nerally last as long after childbirth.

Some Kabbins expressed the opinion

that both the male and the female

child are indeed formed in the mo-

ther's womb Avithin 41 days, but that

the body of the female is by nature

colder andmoistei', and coldhumours

require longertime to be secreted and

lustrated, which questions Avere ea-

gerly discussed by classical writers

also.

Now, the text enjoins that the new-

born boy shall , after the first great

period of the mother's purification,

or after the lapse of seven days, be

circumcised (ver. 3). This express

injunction , which might appear su-

perfluous, can in the connection in

which it occurs, hardly refer to any

other idea than that of purity; but

the nature of this purity must be un-

derstood in harmony with the entire

system of Hebrew theology ; it is not

of an outward kind; circumcision

aims not simply at cleanliness, as it

did for long periods among the Ai-abs

and Egyptians; it typifies still less

"the corruption of the human will

manifesting itself in the lust of the

flesh", or "the origin and principle

of all the impurity of human na-

ture"; but being "a sign" of the holy

covenant with the God of Israel, and

of the boy's introduction into the

chosen community, it mai'ks his

transition from the state of nature to

that of religion ; from pagan unclean-

ness to the priestly holiness of Israel.

In this sense, but in no other, the boy's

circumcision is a I'ite of lustration.

Duringthe secondterm of recover}',

extending over 33 or 66 days, the

mother was indeed still under re-

straints; for the white issue from

which she suff'ers during that time,

was also looked upon as "blood of

purification" (vers. 4, 5); yet her re-
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she shall bring two turtles or two young pigeons, the

one for a burnt-offering, and the other for a sin-offering;

strictions applied no longer to the so-

cial, but only to the religious sphere

;

she was not, as in the first seven

days, treated with the same rigour as a

menstruating woman ; her proximity

or contact did not defile; she was

probably not forbidden to her hus-

band; yet as the lochia alba was just-

ly regarded as another, though more
lenient, stage of the lochia rubra, she

was debarred from holy places and

holy objects; she was "to touch no

hallowed thing, nor come into the

Sanctuary" (ver. 4) ; she was still in

her "days of purification", which

closed finally when, at the end of 40 or

80 days, she had cleansed herself by

the prescribed off'erings. So careful is

the author in this respect, that he

bids the mother bring the sacrifi-

cial animals, not within the precincts

of the Sanctuary, from which she

was excluded before the completion

of the sacrifice, but "to the door" of

it, where she was to hand over her

offerings to the ministering priest

(ver. 6). Bathing is not expresslymen-

tioned, as it formed no part of the

religious ritual; but it was doubt-

less performed as a first and natural

lustration, and is at present, toge-

ther with a special visit and prayer

in the Synagogue, the only cere-

mony observed by Jewish women
after child-birth. The Christian

€hurch still celebrates the annual

"festival of the purification of Mary"

on the second of February, that is,

on the 40*11 day after the 25'^ of De-

cember, in reference to our law and

to an allusion in the New Testament

{Luke II. 22—24); and in some coun-

tries, Catholic women repair to their

places ofworship to pray, six weeks

after their confinement, just as He-

brew women do everywhere.

But in connection with those

sacrifices several questions arise

which have not been satisfactorily

answered, and which lead to interest-

ing historical inferences. Why did

the holocaust precede the sin-offering

(vers. 6,8), whereas in all other in-

stances when both were presented

together, the sin-offering preceded

the holocaust ? And why is the for-

mula, "This is the law for her that

gives birth to a male or female child"

(ver. 7), which in all similar cases

concludes the ordinances, followed

by other regulations on the same

subject? (ver. 8).

"We have pi'oved before, that holo-

causts were the oldest,expiatory offer-

ings the latest class of sacrifices. Now
it is very probable, that offerings of

pious acknowledgment or holocausts

were, from comparatively early times,

pi'esented by Hebrew Avomen after

childbirth, though we have pointed

out that this custom was not yet

raised into a law at the end of the

period of the Judges (seep. 112) . The

levitical legislator found the practice

in existence; and he not only fixed it

permanently, but he enjoined besides

another sacrifice of that class which

had, in his time, risen more and more

in importance, and which he deemed

the holiest and most essential of all

— a sin-offering. A lamb had prob-

ably been customary as the holo-

caust after childbirth; he could not

venture to demand another great

victim for the sin-offering; and he,

therefore, contented" himself with

prescribing a young pigeon or turtle-

dove. Now the ordinances were com-

pleted, and the formula, "This is the

law" etc. was added to mark the

conclusion. But the presentation of

a lamb must very soon have become
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and the priest shall make atonement for her, that she

may be clean.

extremely burdensome, when it was ser, satisfied that the addition was

no longer left to custom or option, demanded by necessity,and convinced

but was required as compulsory by that the intention and the frame of

a religious command; it was impos- mind are niore essential than the of-

sible to enforce it with any degree fering itself, but unconcerned at the

of rigour or consistency, especially logical oflfence of adding an appen-

if the prolificness of Hebrew women dix to a final conclusion,

be considered; it was, therefore. But why did he not, in extreme ca-

deemed wise to alter the law in so ses of poverty, permit a cereal offer-

far, as to permit to poorer families ing, as he did in several other in-

the sacrifice of a pigeon or a turtle- stances? Without desiring to speak

dove for the holocaust also; this was with decision where theBible affords

the more feasible, as the offering of no hint whatever, we may suggest,

birds, for long periods unusual among that he possibly deemed the sacrifice

the Hebrews, had become frequent, of a living creature appropi'iate on

probably as an unavoidable conces- occasions connected with life and

sion, and had even been adopted with birth, and therefore eminently requir-

respect to the sin-offering; and then ing the embodiment of the idea of

the ordinance permitting two young "life for life", or of a vicarious sac-

pigeons or turtle-doves for both sacri- rifice.

fices was appended by a later revi-

CHAPTER XIII.

Summary. — On leprosy of persons and qarments and its treatment. —
1. Leprosy developed from plague-spots in the skin (vers. 1—8). A rising,

or scab , or bright spot on the skin , with the hair on that part turn-

ing white, and the part itself appearing to be deeper than the rest

of the skin, constitutes a leprous disease and causes uncleanness

(vers. 1— 3). But a white spot which does not appear to be deeper

than the other skin, and the hair of which does not turn white,

is a doubtful symptom requiring careful examination: if after a week's

seclusion of the suspected person, the disorder does not spread, but

remains unchanged in appearance, he is to be subjected to another

term of confinement of the same duration; if then the diseased

part is found to be paler and has not extended farther, it is merely

affected with a scab, and washing of garments suffices to restore

cleanness (vers. 4— 6). But if at the end of the first or second week,,

the disorder has spread, and, on renewed inspection by the priest,

is discovered to have made another advance, it is polluting leprosy

(vers. 7, 8). — 2. Leprosy breaking out direct on the body, and not from

plague-spots (vers. 9— 17). The presence of raw fiesh, and whiteness

of the hair on a white rising, characterise confirmed and defiling lep-

rosy (vers. 9—11). "White leprosy extending equally over the skin of

the whole body, is not considered a tainting disease (vers. 12, 13); yet

it becomes one by the appearance of red raw flesh on any part (vers.
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14, 15); when such flesh disappears and the original white colour returns,

the sufferer is restored to a stkte of cleanness (vers. 17, 18). — 3. Leprosy

brought on in consequence of a healed boil (vers. 18—23). A white rising

or a reddish white spot appearing in the place of a healed boil, is real

leprosy, if it seems lower than the skin, and if the hair on it turns white

;

but it is merely a scabby scar left by the boil, if it does not show these

two symptoms, is pale in colour, and does not spread within seven days

of seclusion after the first inspection by the priest. — 4. Precisely the

same regulations apply to the bright spot which may arise in the

place of a burning (vers. 24—28). — 5. Leprosy on hairy parts of the

head and face (vers. 29—37). If an eruption on the head or at the

beard appears deeper than the other skin , and is covered with yel-

low thin hair, it is a scall, or leprosy of the head or beard (vers.

29, 30). Now, if indeed the diseased part seems not deeper than the

other skin, but has yeUow hair upon it, it is examined again after seven

days of isolation: if then the disorder has not spread, and the yellow

hair has vanished , the sufferer is to shave his body with the exception

of the afflicted parts; and if, after other seven days of separation, the

scall has preserved the same limited extent, he is to be declared

clean by the priest, and has merely to wash his garments; yet if after

that time the evil spreads, he is unclean, whether yellow hair shows

itself or not; and he becomes only clean when the irregularity ceases,

and black hair grows on the afi"ected place (vers. 31—37). — 6. Harm-
less leprosy (vers. 38, 39). A palish white eruption on the skin is

harmless, and does not render unclean. — 7. The same applies to

baldness at the back of the head or at the forehead (vers. 40, 41); but

a reddish white rising on the bald places, resembling in appearance

leprosy of the skin, is looked upon as that disease, and causes un-

cleanness (vers. 42—44). — 8. Social status of the leper (vers. 43, 46).

— He shall rend his clothes, bare his head , cover his beard , and at the

approach of strangers exclaim, "Unclean, unclean!"; during the whole

time of his illness he is to stay in an isolated place without the camp.

— 9. Leprosy ofgarments (vers. 47—58). If garments, or linen and woollen

stuffs, or objects made of skin, show greenish or reddish spots, they maj'

possibly be affectedwith leprosy; hence they are to be shut up by the priest

for a week; if on the seventh day the spots have spread, it is a case of

malignant leprosy, and the garments and stuffs must be burnt; but if

the spots have not extended, the things are to be washed, and removed

for other seven days; if after the washing, the spots do not change

their colour, whether they spread farther or not, the garments are un-

clean, and must be burnt; if the spots become pale after the washing,

the part is to be torn out, and if they yet appear in the stuffs, these are

to be burnt ; for it is a spreading lepi-osy ; but if the spots vanish alto-

gether after the washing, the objects are washed a second time, and

thus become clean. — Then follows 10. the concluding formula (ver. 59).
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1. And the Lord spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying,

2. If a man has in the skin of his flesh a rising, or a

scab, or a bright spot, and it becomes in the skin of

1—8. Of the various diseases en-

demic among the ancient Hebrews,

none was more inveterate, and none

more disasti-ous,than leprosy. It clung

to them from the earliest to the latest

times ; it was by all but general tradi-

tion attributed to them during their

stay in Egypt, especially in the age of

Moses, and was, together with other

contagious disorders, not unfrequent-

ly represented as having caused their

expulsion from that country. Nay it

prevailed, even in the Assyrian, Baby-

lonian, and Persian periods, to such an

extent, that the most elaborate laws

of precaution were deemed impera-

tive. Its occurrence, in striking in-

stances, is mentioned during all in-

termediate and even in much later

epochs — at the time of the Hebrew

wanderings in the desert and of the

Judges, of the earlier and of the later

kings of Judah, of Christ and his

apostles ; for it is connected with the

names ofMiriam and Joab; of Gehazi

and the "four lepers" who, driven

by the despair of starvation, ven-

tured into the hostile camp of the

Syrians; of the kings Azariah and

Uzziah, and of Job; of Simon the

leperofBethany, and the many lepers

healed by Christ at various times.

Nor was the disease less frequent in

the neighbouring countries, as Syria,

Phoenicia, and eastern Asia in gene-

ral; it was above all so common in

Egypt that this country was consid-

ered the chief, if not the sole, centre

of at least a principal form of the dis-

order ; it appeared sporadically at the

beginning of the Christian period in

Germany; imported by the returning

crusaders, it spread, in the twelfth

century, to^ a fearful extent, over

Greece and otherEuropean countries

;

and though mostly found in warm
and damp coast-lands, as in Arabia

and at the Persian gulf, on all the

shores of Africa and along the Me-

diterranean , in Sumatra and Java,

in Ceylon and the islands of the

Southern Ocean, the West Indies, Su-

rinam, and Brazil ; it invaded, though

often with modified features , colder

climates also, as Iceland, Norway,

and the Faroe islands,' the Crimea

and Astrakhan; it rendered neces-

sary an incredible number of leper

houses and hospitals — France alone

had in the thirteenth century above

2000 — ; tin it gradually yielded to

rigid precautions in diet, cleanliness,

and habits ; throughout central Eu-

rope it was considered extinct in the

seventeenth centui-y; yet it lingers

still in some parts of Portugal and

Spain, especially Asturia; even in

Gei-many several cases, though with

comparatively mild symptoms , have

recently been noticed; it rages oc-

casionally in Egypt, where in 1845 a

French hospital Avas erected at Con-

stantine, and among the Falashas in

Abyssinia; it is not rare in the dis-

tricts of the Lebanon and the Jordan,

in Bosra, Bagdad, and Damascus,

and in Jerusalem, where before the

Zion gate a colony of lepers is still

found, inhabiting about a hundred

wretched huts; these unfortunate

sufferers intermarry with each other,

producing a progeny as miserable

as themselves ; and though loathed

and shunned, they are allowed to

enter the town to buy provisions, or

to beg for alms.

Although the Bible often mentions

leprosy, and even discusses it in
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his flesh a plague of leprosy; he shall be brought to

Aaron the priest, or to one of his sons the priests. 3. And
the priest shall look on the plague in the skin of the

some portions, it affords no informa-

tion as to the origin and causes of the

dire disease. This will not be sur-

prising to those who bear in mind the

principle of Divine retribution, upon

which all laws and narratives of the

Bible are framed, and which, disdain-

ing to trace effects to natural agen-

cies, represents diseases mainly as

heavenly inflictions and providential

visitations. With respect to leprosy,

the Bible most strictly adheres to that

principle. For leprosy appears in all

instances as the result of God's im-

mediate interference — as a trial in

the case of Job, as a fearful punish-

ment in all the others: Miriam ut-

tered disrespectful words against

God's chosen servant Moses; Joab,

together with his family and descend-

ants, were cursed by David for hav-

ing treacherously murdered his great

rival Abner; Gehazi provoked the

anger of Elisha for his mean cove-

tousness, calculated to bring the

name of Israel into disrepute among
the heathen; king Azariah clung

to the reproachful worship on high

places; and Uzziah was, according

to the Chronist's characteristic ac-

count, smitten with incurable leprosy

for his alleged usurpation of priestly

privileges in burning incense on the

golden altar of the Temple. Jewish

tradition clung consistently to the

same views; the Talmud declared,

that leprosy should be looked upon

by the sufferer as "an altar of atone-

ment", since it is only sent for

great transgressions, such as idola-

try and incest, calumny and perjury;

and Kabbalists maintained, that the

Messiah, though having long since

appeared on earth, delays the work

of redemption, because he must first

expiate the iniquities of mankind;

and that he does this by taking upon

himself the plague of leprosy.

Influence of climate can scarcely

be set down as the chief cause of

a disorder which has raged in all

parts of the old and the new world,

both in dry highlands and in humid

valleys, both in the torrid and the

frigid zones. Diet, next to damp

dwellings, a marshy atmosphere, ill-

aired clothes and uncleanliness, may
be of greater moment, though indeed

no station or mode of life secures im-

munity. Salt fish and salted cheese,

fat and oil, indigestible or insufficient

food, putrid water, pork, camel's or

buffalo's flesh eaten abundantly, and

milk drunk after fish, have in an-

cient and modern times been asserted

to engender the disease. "Woollen gar-

ments are considered to promote it,

linen ones to ward it off. Inflamma-

tion, boils, or wounds may hasten its

development in constitutions predis-

posed to it by the unhealthy action

of the blood. Violent emotions, such

as fright, anger, fear, or excitement,

have been observed to produce or to

favour it. But all this hardly passes

beyond the sphere of vague conjec-

ture or probability. Nor is there any

foundation for the theory,that leprosy

is caused by small animalcules, which,

settling between the skin and the

flesh, gnaw away the epidermis and

cuticle, and then the extremities of the

nerves and the flesh; orfortheEabbi-

nical supposition that it arises from

a disturbance of the assumed equili-

brium in the human frame between

water and blood, the latter unduly

preponderating. In fact, its exact
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flesh: and //the hair on the part affected ?vith the plague

is turned white, and the appearance of the part affected with

tlie plague is deeper than the other skin of his flesh,

origin has up to our time baffled both

observation and science.

Leprosy is generally classed among
the diseases of the skin ; but its germ

lies deeper in the constitution, in an

excessive hardening and thickening

of the blood-vessels, and in a conse-

quent derangement in the circulation

and production of the blood; it testi-

fies to a complete degeneracy of the

body, of the liver, the spleen, and the

lymphatic system, and to the cor-

ruption of the cellular tissue , which

fills itself with a peculiar milky fluid

congealing and drying up , and thus

producing pale and chalk-like spots.

It appears in two essentially dif-

ferent forms, either as "white lep-

rosy", or as elephantiasis. The for-

mer kind only— the white leprosy—
concerns us in this place; for it is

that which is treated of in our sec-

tion of Leviticus; while elephantia-

sis, first and mainly attacking the

feet, is probablymeant and described

in the Book of Job.

Men are liable to white leprosy at

all ages, though seldom before the

time of puberty, and not very often

after the fortieth year; women ge-

nerally at the end of their first men-

ses, when it proceeds slowly till their

second childbirth, aftei- which it

makes fearful and rapid advances. In

the beginning, it is deceitfully in-

significant and almost imperceptible

;

it then differs but little from ordina-

ry and harmless afi'ections, such as

moles or freckles. It seems for some

time entirely confined to the skin,

without the least connection with

the inner organism. First appear

small tumors of a glossy white, some-

times of a livid-red or -violet colour,

and often there is not more than one

hardly larger than a needle's point

;

they commonly rise on hairy parts

of the body, principally the face, yet

also on the forehead, the nose, or fin-

ger, and often in the place of healed

boils or burnings ofthe skin. They are

so scattered and diminutive that they

are easily overlooked ; so utterly pain-

less and insensible that they may,

without the least effect, be pierced

with red-hot pins ; so free from all

inconvenience that they are usually

disregarded; yet so obstinate and

obnoxious that they are absolutely

irremovable. Owing to their indis-

tinct colour, they seem to lie deeper

than the surrounding skin, in the

manner of scars, though they are in

reality flat elevations. If cut with a

pointed instrument, they do not emit

blood, but a whitish humor. For a

long time, often for ten or twenty

years, ifcareful diet be observed, they

are the only symptoms of the ap-

proaching disease. The patient suf-

fers no pain, eats and drinks with

keen appetite, and is not incapaci-

tated for sexual intercourse. But

gradually, though by almost inap-

preciable stages, important changes

take place. The hair on the swell-

ings turns white, becomes woolly,

and then falls out. The patient feels

a slight rigidity in the hands and

feet, is languid and depressed, sub-

ject to a feverish alternation of heat

and cold, and to a strange tickling

in all limbs as if ants were crawling

over his body. The tumors get lar-

ger, and spread over the face, the ears,

and the fingers, and then indiscri-

minately over the whole skin, which

appeai-s "white like snow." They pe-
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it is a plague of leprosy: and w/ie?i the priest sees ?'/,

he shall pronounce him unclean. 4. But if the bright

spot is white in the skin of his flesh, and its appear-

netrate througli the ceHular tissue

to themuscles and bones. When they

have attained about the size of a

bean, the malignant nature of the

malady is decided, which now hastens

on in its baneful course. Sometimes

they soften into distressing pustules,

which burst, become boils, or heal,

leaving slightly deepened and whit-

ish scars, and rendering the skin

excruciatingly sensitive : this is the

"smooth" leprosy. Butmore frequent-

ly they remain and spread, join and

become inflamed and extremely of-

fensive in smell : this is the "tuber-

ous" leprosy. But both forms take

essentially the same development.

The skin is hardened, rough, and

chapped, and exudes a lymph pro-

ducing large concretions which

break from time to time , and under

which often foul and spongy tuber-

cules ai-e formed. That lymph is so

powerfully corrosive that it indelibly

taints woollen stuffs and linen tex-

tures, defies removal by water or che-

micals, and may by contagion pro-

pagate the disease. The pulse is feeble,

the urin copious and earth-like. The
blood loses the power of coagulation,

and is filled with little sandy globules.

The wounds heal of themselves with-

out cure or medicine, to reappear

deepened and enlarged. But some

tumors contain neither that white

and viscous pus nor water, but are

covered with a thick white skin, un-

der which appears raw flesh, soft and

dingily red, often protruding in all

directions and growing to a consi-

derable size. The whole body is tor-

mentedby a violent itching, for which

scratching, even to bleeding , affords

no relief. The hair is covered with

a dirty and offensively smelling crust,

or it falls out, especially just above

the forehead. The eyebrows bulge

out, the eyelids upturn, and the hair

ofboth drops off; the eyes are dimmed,

become i^ainfully sensitive, and blear.

The tears are hard and pungent,

ulcerate the eyelids, and often even

the cheeks. The face, repulsive-

ly disfigured, is generally covered

with knotty, dirty, deeiJ-red tu-

mors, which congregate in grape-like

clusters, or form large knobs sepa-

rated by deep fux-rows. The nose is

transmuted into a shapeless lump,

for the upper part becomes bloated,

the nostrils expand, the ridge softens,

and the passage is partially stopped.

The lips swell to such a size that it is

impossible to close the mouth, which
secretes abundant saliva, and emits a

nauseous breath. The jaw-bones, the

tongue, and the roofof the mouth, are

frequently covered with excrescen-

ces, and then the breathing is thick,

heavy, and asthmatic, and the speech

laborious, hoarse, and unequal. The
ears are puffed, and the hearing is

impaired. The joints of the hands

and feet become vitiated by glandu-

lar nodules, distend, and lose their

vital power; the palms and soles are

dotted with dry and deep pimples

by turns rising and disappearing

;

the extreme points of the fingers and

the toes swell; the nails thicken, get

scaly, bend, and fall off. The lung,

liver, spleen, and the viscera harden

and shrivel. The mucous membranes

and the skinny coverings ofthe nerves

grow abnormally, and thicken to

such extent that large- parts of the

body become insensible. The bones

are emptied of their marrow, while
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ance is not deeper than the o^he?- skin, and the hair

thereof is not turned white; the priest shall shut up

him that has the plague for seven days: 5. And the

thers die, unless they are atouce sepa-

rated from their mothers. Yet the evil

is not transmitted regularly or in con-

in some parts of the cellular texture,

where the sinews and the cartilage

of the joints separate, fat and tallow

are formed. An unconquerable tor-

por seizes all senses. Then the it-

ching decreases, though it does not

cease. The frame is emaciated, and

occasionally a limb drops off,withered

or decayed. Debility or consumption,

constantly advancing through fever,

diari-hoea, and dropsy, makes life a

burden. The miserable sufferer is

tortured by harrowing dreams, gloo-

my dejection, and thoughts of sui-

cide, which often prove irresistible.

Though, as a rule, experiencing great

discomfort rather than violent pain,

he now presents a hideous spectacle.

He is loathsome to the eye and in-

sufferable to the smell, in which re-

spect he often resembles a corpse in

an advanced state of decomposition.

His dissolution is progressing limb

by limb. It is literally living death.

Indeed his condition is so wretched

that, as an ancient writer observes,

"any death is preferable"; and his

trials are by the Eabbins compared

with the loss of children, since both

cannot easily be borne with resigna-

tion. Yet his s«xual desires not only

remain, but are morbidly intensified;

they assume a repulsive vehemence,

and sometimes continue to the very

day of his death, whence Galenus de-

signated leprosy as satyriasmus. Thus

the leper lives on to the age of fifty and

upwards. At last, a very slight fever,

or sometimes suffocation caused by

the swelling and closing of the wind-

pipe, releases him from a pitiful exist-

ence, not seldom suddenly and un-

expectedly.

In many cases , the disorder is he-

reditary. Infants born of leprous mo-

tinuous succession, and rarely beyond

the third or fourth generation, when it

still manifests itself by decayed teeth,

foul breath, and a sallow complexion,

but by no more serious sjonptoms.

This may be one of the reasons,besides

uncontrollable desire, why neither

among the Hebrews nor among other

nations lepers were forbidden tomai--

ry. — Again, leprosy is often con-

tagious, if not directly, at least

through dangerous concomitant dis-

orders, such as obstinate scab ; it

was supposed to be' communicated

both by inhalation of the infected air

and by actual contact, both through

sexual and through longer social in-

tercourse. It would be very pi'ecarious

to deny, on the strength ofrecent ob-

servations , the infectious character

of leprosy, because this disease was,

in ancient times, infinitely more ma-
lignant. Therefore lepers Avere, in

most countries, expelled from society,

and forced to live apart bej'ond the

gates oftowns, in hospitals, or in "hou-

ses ofseparation". Jewish lepers were,

under penalty of eighty stripes, for-

bidden to approach the mountain of

the Temple; yet they were not rigidly

confined to isolation, but were al-

lowed to move about fi-eely, and, in

towns without walls, even to enter

Synagogues. It was of the utmost im-

portance that they should, on the re-

motest suspicion, present themselves

for inspection to competent authori-

ties, such as the appointed priests,

and should be pronounced clean only

after repeated and most scrupulous

examination. They had no right to

complain of a personal restriction
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priest shall look on liim the seventh day; and, behold,

// the disease has remained the same in its appearance,

ami the disease has not spread in the skin; the priest

which was imposed in the interest

of society as well as in their o\n\
;

for society was freed from apprehen-

sion and danger, and they themselves

from a distrust which, even when

unfounded, was sure to injure their

sucial position. If declared to be

infested with the evil, they were

required to make themselves sti-ik-

ingly known at first glance; like

mourners, they were to appear in

[lulilic with rent garments, bare head,

and covered beard; thus signalised,

they would surely be shunned; but

if yet anyone should inadvertently

lome near them , they were to warn

him oft' by the loud wail, "Unclean,

unclean I". They were even interred

in separate burial grounds. In the

middle ages, lepers, when walking

iil)road, were, in some countries, ob-

liged to make a constant noise with

a rattle, to wear two artificial hands

of white wool, one tied on the breast,

the other on the head, and to make
themselves otherwise conspicuous.

However, leprosy is not invariably

contagious, and in no case so power-

fully or so virulently, as pestilence or

pox; therefore, in Egypt and else-

where no pi-ecautions are taken to

jnevent infection; and the patients

mix, and even eat at the same table,

with their families and friends.

But leprosy was, from early times,

considered to be an incurable disease.

Celsus declared, that no person once

afflicted with white leprosy is easily

freed from it ; and even if the malady

shouldbe mitigated, ofwhich there is

hope if in cutting or pricking the skin,

blood and not white matter issues , a

healthy complexion is never complete-

ly restored. Nor has medical science

hitherto made any advance in the

treatment of leprosy ; all the remedies

that have been tried, tend only to in-

crease the sufl'erer's agonies, to com-

plicate the malady, and to accelerate

the crisis. The symptoms are often

deceptive; forwhite spots on the skin

are by no means an unfailing sign or

guide ; if they grow paler and do not

extend, they indicate merely a scab

(vers. 2— 6); if they cover the entire

body as with shining scales, they

force the unwholesome matter from

the constitution to the surface, faU

otf within ten or twelve days, and

then leave the 'skin clear and white

"like the flesh of a little child" (vers.

12, 1.1; 2 Ki. V. 14); if they are of a

peculiar dull and palish white, and

of unequal size, and appear chiefly

on the neck and in the face, they

usually result in a harmless cuta-

neous eruption, still known among
the Arabs by the old Hebrew name
bo/iak (vers. 38, 39), which is "nei-

ther infectious nor dangerous", and

still less hereditary; it hardly occa-

sions any inconvenience, and causes

no change in the colour of the hair ; it

spreads and remains from two months

to two years , and then gradually va-

nishes of itself. That which was pre-

sumed to be leprosy, frequently turns

uut to be some very dift'erent disor-

der, and suspected persons were con-

sequently often pronounced clean.

Yet this does not imply, that leprosy

was considered curable; the recovery

of Job aflbrds no proof; for it is no

real fact, but serves a didactic end

in a philosophical work, and the

Bible distinctly declares the Egyptian

leprosy as incurable (Deut. XX V lit.

27). Miriam, smitten with leprosy,

is described as "one dead, of whom
the flesh is half-consumed when he
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shall shut him up seven days again. 6. And the priest

shall look on him again the seventh day; and, behold, if the

part affected with the plague is pale, and the plague has

not spread in the skin, the priest shall pronounce him

clean: it is scab; and he shall wash his clothes and be

comes out of his mother's womb"
(Num. XII. 12); the "uncleanness"

of the leper is, according to the Law,

but little inferior to that caused by

death itself; Josephus affirms, that

he "differs in nothing from the

dead"; and it is a current Talmu-

dical adage, "The leper is counted a

dead man", like the poor, the blind,

and the childless. Similar to the

great Greek physicians, the Bible

prescribes no treatment, alludes to

no remedy, but confines itself to a

description of s3anptoms and the in-

junction of sanitary precautions.

Popular or traditional cures were

probably applied; thus the Syrian

captain Naaman was healed by bath-

ing in the Jordan, the water ofwhich
was, on account of the sulphuretted

hydrogen it contains, like the baths

in Tiberias, much valued for its re-

medial properties (comp. 2 Ki. V.

10, 14); and very often good re-

sults were expected from bathing

in, or rubbing the body with,

blood. But it would have been ex-

tremely unwise to embody definite

directions in a code meant to be

unalterable for all times, and thus to

annul beforehand the possible pro-

gress of medical science in reference

to a disease which takes many differ-

ent forms, and, in the course of cen-

turies, materially changes its charac-

ter. Those only who assume a direct

and Divine inspiration of the legis-

latormight, withsomejustice, expect

an infallible method of perpetual va-

lidity, were they not, by another

principle of Biblical orthodoxy, com-
pelled to conclude that God, having

reserved for Himself the infliction

of leprosy as one of His means of

retribution and chastisement, could

not fitly, by revealing an effectual

cure, defeat 'the force of His own
judgments.

As might be expected, leprosy has

not been left untouched by typical

interpretation; it has been under-

stood as the most striking symbol of

sin, which is likewise almost imper-

ceptible in its beginning, and is often

unfeltby the sinner, till it ends in the

total obduration of his mind— which

may suffice as a fair specimen.

It would be needless to point out

the very late character of the ordin-

ances of this section. The author

indeed studiously and successfully

portrays the time of the Hebrew
wanderings. He makes God enjoin

the commands uponMoses and Aaron

;

he entrusts the medical supervisioH

of the people to Aaron and his sons

;

he bids the diseased repair to places

"without the camp"; he speaks of

the conquest of Canaan as still im-

pending; and he retains, in general,

an archaic colouring. But the spirit

of these laws is entirely hierarchi-

caL The priests are solely invested

with the power of examining the

symptoms of the disorder, of decid-

ing on its character , watching its

development, and pronouncing it

healed or incurable. They superin-

tend, guide, and almost control the

community. They make their direct-

ing influence felt in every relation of

life, both personal, social, and reli-

gious. Such supreme authority they

enjoj^ed only at very advanced pe-
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clean. 7. But if the scab spreads in the skin, after he

has been seen by the priest for his cleansing, it shall be

seen by the priest again. 8. And if the priest sees //,

and, behold, the scab has spread in the skin, the priest

shall pronounce him unclean : it is leprosy.

9. If the plague of leprosy is in a man, he shall

be brought to the priest; 10. And the priest shall see

him: and, behold, if a white rising is in the skin, and

it has turned the hair white, and thei^e is quick raw
flesh in the rising; 11. It is an old leprosy in the

riods, certainly not before the Babylo-

nian exile ; they could venture to claim

it only after the return and the

re-organisation of the colonists ; al-

though they had acquired the leisure

for gathering medical knowledge,

and the opportunity for applying it,

from the time when the ti-ibe of Levi?

by its own misdeeds and offences, for-

feited political power. Nor does the

detail in the description and treat-

ment of the disease bespeak a less

advanced age; it is far too compli-

cated and minute for the earlier

stages of national existence; it was

no doubt gradually accumulated by

close and systematic scrutiny; and

it is so obviously borrowed from

actual experience, that Jewish inter-

preters, declining to explain these

laws in their literal sense, or from

their own observations, adhered ex-

clusively to ancestral traditions and

suggestions.

The two decisive symptoms pointed

out in the text are—the hair, gener-

ally jet-black among the Hebrews,

turning white on the affected spot,

and the spot itself appearing to lie

deeper than the rest ofthe skin; which

two criteria have, bycommon experi-

ence been confirmed as constituting

or foreboding real leprosy. But one

statement is not without difficulty.

The suspected person is to be shut up

twice for seven days ; and if, after

the lapse of this time, the spot has

not spread, he is to be released as

clean. Yet the progress and final

crisis of leprous diseases are often

so remarkably slow that years hard-

ly produce a perceptible change;

therefore, it has been conjectured

that the legislator meant to enjoin

inspection and isolation of the patient

for an indefinite succession of weeks,

until a decided judgment can be

formed on the nature of the evil : but

this view is both against the tenour

and the wording of the text, which

prescribes no more than two exami-

nations. We must, therefore, suppose

that the sufferer was only brought

to the priest when his illness had

assumed a serious character, indeed

not before it "had become in the

skin of his flesh a plague of leprosy"

(ver. 2) : a public supervision spread-

ing over a very protracted period

would have been equally trouble-

some and superfluous; for as the

superintendence mainly aimed at

preventing contagion, it could, in

the earlier and harmless stages of

the complaint, well be left to private

control.

9—l?. Inleprous affections show-

ing themselves directly in the skin

without premonitory plague-spots,

another criterion, in addition to

the white colour of the hair, was

deemed decisive — the appearance
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skin of his flesh, and the priest shall pronounce him

unclean; he shall not shut him up, for he is unclean.

12. But if the leprosy breaks out upon the skin,

and the leprosy covers all the skin of him that has the

plague, from his head even to his feet, wheresoever

the priest looks; 13. And if the priest looks, and, be-

hold, the leprosy has covered all his flesh, he shall

pronounce him clean that has the plague: if all is turned

white, he is clean. 14. But from the day that raw
flesh appears in him, he shall be unclean. 15. And if

the priest sees the raw flesh, he shall pronounce him

to be unclean: the raw flesh is unclean, it is leprosy.

16. Yet if the raw flesh changes again and becomes

white, he shall go to the priest; 17. And if the priest

sees him, and, behold, the part affected with the plague

has turned to white, the priest shall pronounce hwi

clean that lias the plague; he is clean.

IS. And if there is on the skin of the body a boil

and is healed, 19. And if in the place of the boil there

is a white rising or a bright spot of white-reddish co-

lour, it shall be shown to the priest; 20. And if the

priest looks at it, and, behold, its appearance is lower

than the other- skin, and the hair thereof is turned

white, the priest shall pronounce him unclean: it is a

plague of leprosy; it has broken out of the boil. 21. But

if the priest looks at it, and, behold, there are no white

hairs therein, and // it is not lower than the other skin,

of red raw flesh, which seemed to in- 18—2§. Lepi-ous disorders ori-

dicate a complete deterioration of ginating, as they often do, in the

the constitution, and to point to deep- place of healed boils or of a burning

rooted disorders. Its presence made caused by hot coals or ashes, and ma-

the patient at once unclean, and com- nifesting themselves in white or red-

pelled him to live in seclusion. But a dish-white elevations, were treated

white eruption covering the whole more leniently than the preceding

body was looked upon as a favourable cases, in so far that if the hair had

contingency; it was considered to not turned white, and the spot had

bring out all the unhealthy matter assumed no deeper appearance than

that vitiated the system, and to secure the rest of the skin — which were

renewed vigour. Yet if, at some later the two critical symptoms — , they

period,raw flesh appeared,thedistem- were looked upon with suspicion for

per was regarded as possessing a ma- one week only, and not for two: if

lignant character, which ceased only after the first seclusion, the anomaly

when the flesh became again white, had not spread, the patient was at
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and is pale, the priest shall shut him up seven days;

22. And if it spreads on the skin, the priest shall pro-

nounce him unclean; it is a plague o/^ leprosy. 23. But
if the bright spot stays in its place, and spreads not, it is a

scar of the boil, and the priest shall pronounce him clean.

24. Or if there is on the skin of the body a hot

burning, and the quick flesh of the burning becomes a

white-bright spot of a reddish or white colour
\ 25. The

priest shall look at it, and, behold, // the hair on the

bright spot is turned white, and its appearance is deeper

than the other skin ; it is leprosy, it has broken out of the

burning; and the priest shall pronounce him unclean:

it is the plague of leprosy. 26. But if the priest looks

at it, and behold, the hair on the bright spot is not

white, and it is not lower than the other skin, and
it is pale, the priest shall shut him up seven days.

27. And the priest shall look at him on the seventh day:

if it spreads in the skin, the priest shall pronounce him
unclean; it is the plague of leprosy. 28. And if the

bright spot stays in its place, (uul spreads not in the

skin, and is pale, it is a rising of the burning, and the priest

shall pronounce him clean ; for it is a scar of the burning.

29. If a man or woman has a plague upon the head

or the beard, 30. The priest shall see the plague; and,

behold, ?/'its appearance is deeper than the skin, and there

is in it yellow thin hair, the priest shall pronounce him
unclean ; it is a dry scall, it is leprosy upon the head or

the beard. 31. And if the priest looks at the plague of

the scall, and, behold, its appearance is not deeper than

the other skin, but there is no black hair in it; the

priest shall shut up him that has the plague of the scall

seven days; 32. And on the seventh day, the priest

once pronounced clean, the eruption under all circumstances,deemed fatal,

being considered merely as a scar- not only if it showed itself after

like remnant of the boil. the first and second week of isolation,

SO—S'S. Leprosy not unusually but if it re-appeared at a later pe-

attacks first hairy parts, as the head riod, and even after cleanness had

and beard, and in such cases changes been pronounced by the priest; how-
both the quality and the colour of the ever, spreading of the spot Avas con-

hair, which becomes thin andyellow- sidered decisive, even irrespective of

ish. This symptom, like the gradual the change of hair. If after the con-

extension of the plague-spots, was, elusion of the second week, the dis-
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shall look at the plague, and, behold, if the scall has

not spread, and there is no yellow hair on it, and the

appearance of the scall is not deeper than the skin;

33. He shall be shaven, but the scall shall not be shaven;

and the priest shall shut up him (hat has the scall seven

days again; 34. And on the seventh day, the priest shall

look at the scall: and, behold, //the scall has not spread

in the skin , nor is in appearance deeper than the skin,

the priest shall pronounce him clean; and he shall wash
his clothes and be clean. 35. But if the scall spreads

in the skin after his having been pronounced clean,

36. The priest shall look at it; and behold, if the scall

has spread in the skin, the priest shall not seek for

yellow hair; he is unclean. 37. But if the appearance

of the scall has remained the same, and if black hair

has grown up therein, the scall is healed; he is clean,

and the priest shall pronounce him clean.

38. And if a man or a woman has in the skin

of their flesh bright spots — white bright spots, 39. The
priest shall look ; and, behold, if the bright spots in the

skin of their flesh arc palish white, it is a white erup-

tion that has broken out in the skin; he is clean.

40. And if a man loses the hair of his head, he

is bald-headed
;
yei he is clean. 41. And if he loses

the hair of his head towards his face, he is forehead-

ease had not advanced and was de- lieve, that this slight affection is often

clared harmless, washing of garments occasioned by sudden and excessive

sufficed to restore levitical purity: joy, never by care or depi-ession; and

if bathing had been required, as some they apply sulphur as a remedy,

suppose, the text would not have -lO—44. Baldness was doubtless

failed to enjoin it. looked upon by the Hebrews, as by

3§, 39. Modern testimonies con- other eastern nations proud of a

firm the harmless nature of that pa- luxuriant growth of hair, as a dis-

lish white eruption or tetter which grace, and often as a Divine punish-

in the East is still termed bohak, ment; but it is in no part of the

The spots are very little higher Bible distinctly connected with lep-

than the skin ; they appear usually rosy ; in our text it is even in it-

on the neck and face, but rarely on self, and if unattended by other sjrmp-

the hands or on the hairy parts of toms, declared to exercise no influ-

the head ; they spread for some time, ence upon levitical purity, whether it

and then vanish of themselves, with- be baldness on the crown of the head,

out having ^caused Jmuch inconven- or at the temples and the forehead. Yet

ience or apprehension. Orientals be- it may either be the herald or the com-
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bald; yet is he clean. 42. But if there is on the bald

crown or bald forehead, a white reddish sore, it is leprosy

springing up on his bald pate or on his bald forehead.

43. Then the priest shall look at it; and, behold, if there

is a white reddish rising of the sore on his bald crown
or on his bald forehead, in appearance like the leprosy

on the skin of the flesh; 44. He is a leprous man, he
is unclean; unclean shall the priest i^ronounce him; his

plague is on his head.

45. And the leper in whom the plague is, his clothes

shall be rent, and his head shall be bare , and he shall

cover his beard, and shall cry. Unclean, unclean. 46. All

the time that the plague is on him, he shall be unclean,

he is unclean; he shall dwell apart, without the camp
shall his habitation be.

panion of that disease. The leper's

hair, both of the head and beard, gra-

duaUy becomes thinner, splits at the

points, and shows at the roots small

pustules ; often the bare parts of the

head are covered with a reddish-white

eruption resembling thatwhich arises

in the place of healed boils (ver. 19)

;

and these were proofs of the presence

of leprosy on the head, which was

socially and levitically treated like

any other form of the same disorder.

According to Jewish tradition, itwas

judged by two usual symptoms—the

growth of raw flesh, and extension of

the eruption, within two weeks; or

extension beyond this time if, after

the declaration of cleanness, either

of the symptoms re-appears.

415, 46. The leper, looked upon

as stricken by the hand of God, was

in every respect to appear as the mour-

ner did in the time of his bereave-

ment—with his garments rent, his

head uncovered, and his beard, the

pride of the Oriental, veiled, though

Jewish tradition decorously released

women from rending their garments

and uncovering their heads. But both

disgust and fear prompted the Asia-

tics to exclude the abhorred leper

from their society. For instance,

among the Persians, at least in later

times, he "was inaccessible to all";

at his sight a solemn prayer was re-

cited; he was forbidden to enter a

city or to have intercourse with his

countrjrmen; if a foreigner, he was
expelled from the land as one who had
grievously sinned against the sun.

But the laws and customs prevailing

in Christian countries during the

twelfth century were awful. The
priest , wearing his stole and hold-

ing up the crucifix, conducted the

leper into the church. Here he or-

dered him to exchange his clothes

for a peculiar black garment, read

to him the mass , and performed the

full service for the dead. Then the

leper was brought into a seques-

tered house, where the priest, after

repeated exhortations, threw a shovel

of earth upon his feet, warned him
never to appear otherwise than in

his blackgarment and barefooted, and

enjoined upon him on no account to

enter a church , or any place where

corn was ground or bread was baked,

nor ever to approach a weU or a
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47. And if a garment has the plague of leprosy,

yvhether it be a woollen garment or a linen garment,

48. Whether it he cloth or stuff of linen or of wool,

whether in a skin or in anything made of skin; 49. And
if the plague is greenish or reddish in the garment, or

in the skin, or in the cloth, or in the stuff, or in

any utensil of skin; it is a plague of leprosy, and shall

be shown to the priest. 50. And the priest shall look

at the plague, and shut up that which has the plague

seven days. 51. And he shall look at the plague on
the seventh day: if the plague has spread in the gar-

ment, or in the cloth, or in the stuff, or in the skin,

whatever object is made of skin; the plague is malignant

leprosy; it is unclean. 52. And they shall burn the

garment, or the cloth, or the stuff of wool or linen, or

any utensil of skin wherein the plague is; for it is ma-
lignant leprosy; it shall be burnt in fire. 53. But if

the priest looks, and, behold, the plague has not spread

in the garment, whether in the cloth, or in the stuff, or

in any utensil of skin; 54. The priest shall command that

fountain. The unhappy outcast for- Wool and linen are here, as else-

feited both the right of inheritance where, named as the sole materials

and the right of disposing of his own of garments ; for cotton seems to

property ; for before the law he was have been long unknown to the He-

considered a dead man. brews, as it was to the Greeks. Now,
any manufacture made of wool or

4 «f—S»0. "Leprosy of garments," linen, or of skins, is liable to be im-

a term peculiar to the Bible, like pregnated with the obnoxious mat-

"leprosy ofhouses", must imply a dis- ter. Greenish or reddish spots ap-

order analogous to leprosy of persons, iiear, Avhich often extend and prove

since it is expressed by the identical so malignant that the manufacture

words. The simplest and most ob- cannot be saved. Therefore, the treat-

vious explanation seems to be the ment ofleprous garments and leprous

safest, namely, that it denotes an persons was strikingly similar (see

infectious condition of clothes and Summary).

stuffs, caused by contact with leprous It seems hai'dly necessary to seek

matter, and therefore subject to for another interpretation; certainly

changes and effects similar to those of none that has been proposed is more

leprosy itself. The leprous substance acceptable. It has been conjectured,

of wounds and boils is so strong, that the diseases of men were, by

that it corrodes and injures all kinds a figure of speech, applied to bad

of textures and clothes; the marks conditions of things; as inEgypt and

it produces not only resist repeated Palestine certain disorders of trees,

washing, but spread by the process, occasioned by the hurtful activity of
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they wash that wherein the plague is, and he shall shut

it up seven days again; 55. And if the priest looks at

the plague after it has been washed, and, behold, the

plague has not changed its appearance, though the plague

has not spread; it is unclean; thou shalt burn it in

fire; it has eaten downward in the bare place of its inner

or its outer side. 56. And if the priest looks, and, behold,

the plague is pale after it has been washed, he shall

tear it out of the garment, or out of the skin, or out

of the cloth, or out of the stuff. 57. And if it appears

still in the garment, or in the cloth, or in the stuff,

or in any utensil of skin, it is a spreading plague; thou

shalt burn that wherein the plague is with fire. 58. And
the garment, or the cloth, or the stuff, or any utensil of skin,

which thou washest, if the plague departs from them, it

shall be washed a second time, and shall then be clean.

59. This is the law of the plague of leprosy in a gar-

ment of wool or linen, or in cloth, or stuff, or any utensil

of skin, to pronounce it clean, or to pronounce it unclean.

insects, are"still called leprosy, and
the Swiss speak of a "cancer" in

buildings. But the Biblical paral-

lels are, in both cases, so distinct

and so specific, that the supposition

of a vague metaphor appears to be

out of the question ; and if simi-

lar terms are used in modern lan-

guages, they have commonly been

borrowed from our passage. Or it

has been contended , that the law

refers to gai-ments made of "dead

wool" and to objects made of "dead

skins", that is , to wool and skins of

sheep that have not been slaughtered,

but have died of some lingering dis-

ease; such wool and skins are coarse

and useless, and easily infected by

vermin ; and the garments and objects

manufactured from them are dan-

gerous to health , and soon become

threadbare , and fuU of cavities and

holes. B ut it is difficult to seehow such

"dead wool" could at all be treated as

analogous to leprosy, to which it has

not the remotest resemblance ; it has

never been proved that such wool

takes a greenish or reddish colour;

and supposing even that the explana-

tion Avere plausible with respect to

woollen stuffs, it does not account for

leprosy in those of linen. Others un-

derstand "mouldy stains" which,

produced by dampness and want of

air, assume various colours, extend

and gradually destroy the texture,

which at last crumbles away like

tinder; they are particularly marked
in paper, linen, and leather, in which
they form considerable depressions,

and take whitish, greenish, or reddish

shades, like the minute crj^Dtogamic

plants which spring up in the affected

spots. Or the evil has been traced to

certain atmospheric vapours which,

settling in the clothes, produce stains

that look and smell like leprosy; or

to microscopic insects which con-

sume the wool, and leave suspicious

marks ; or it has been declared to be
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no natural, but a miraculous afflic- whicli hazards prove the perplexity

tion, sent by God in ancient times to whicli the subject has, we believe

punish or to warn the Israelites : all unnecessarily, created.

CHAPTER XIV.

Summary.— 1. Ceremony ofpurificatiuji for a leper after recovery {y^rs. 1—32).

The priest, going to the leper's seclusion without the camp, orders

two clean live birds to be taken, and one of them to be killed over an

earthen vessel containing spring water ; in the mixed blood and water

he dips the second bird together with cedar-wood, hyssop, and a crim-

son threador band, sprinkles the fluid upon the convalescent seven times,

and lets the living bird fly away over the fields (vers. 1—7). The con-

valescent then washes his garments, shaves off all his hair, bathes in

water, and returns, a clean man, into the camp ; for seven days, how-

ever, he is not permitted to enter his tent; on the seventh day, he again

shaves off all his hair, and bathes in water (vers. 8, 9), and on the eighth,

he brings to the Sanctuary two male lambs and one ewe-lamb, together

with three tenths of an ephah of flour and a log of oil : one of the he-

lambs is presented for him as a trespass-offering, and a part of its blood

is sprinkled by the priest upon the tip of his right ear, upon the thumb

of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot; then some

of the oil is sprinkled seven times towards the Holy of the Sanctuary

some of it is put on the same parts of the convalescent's body as the blood,

and some upon his head. Next, the ewe-lamb is presented as a sin-

offering, and the second he-lamb as a holocaust, accompanied by the

usual bloodless oblation of the flour (vers. 10—20). — In cases of po-

verty, one he-lamb must be brought as before as a trespass-offering,

together with a log of oil and a tenth part of an ephah of fine flour;

but for the sin-offering and the holocaust two turtle-doves or two young

pigeons are accepted; and the rituals are in every respect identical

with those prescribed for the larger offerings (vers. 21—32).

2. Leprosy of houses (vers. 33—53). If a house shows on the walls greenish

or reddish spots, sinking, or appearing to sink, below the surface, it is

to be shut up for seven days ; if then the evil is found to have spread,

the affected stones are removed, and the mortar within the house is

scraped off, taken to an unconsecrated spot without the camp, and re-

placed by other stones and other mortar (vers. 33—42). If, after a time,

the evil is discovered to have made progress, the whole house is broken

down, and all its materials are brought to an unclean place without the

city (vers. 43—45). Those who enter such a house are unclean till the

evening, while those who sleep or eat in it have, besides, to wash their

garments (vers. 46, 47). But if the evil does not advance, the house is

declared clean, and is purified by ceremonies closely analogous to those

enjoined for the purification of a leprous person (vers. 48—53; comp.

vers. 2—7). — 3. J comprehensive formula of conclusion (vers. 54—57).
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1. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 2. This

shall be the law of the leper on the day of his being

pronounced clean: He shall be brought to the priest;

3. And the priest shall go forth out of the camp ; and

the priest shall look, and, behold, if the plague of leprosy

is healed in the leper, 4. The priest shall command to

take for him that is to be cleansed two live clean birds,

and cedar wood, and crimson thread, and hyssop:

5. And the priest shall command that one of the birds

be killed into an earthen vessel over running water.

6. As for the living bird, he shall take it, and the cedar

wood, and the crimson thready and the hyssop, and shall

dip them together with the living bird in the blood of the

bird that ?i;as killed over the running water ; 7. And he

shall sprinkle upon him that is to be cleansed from the

leprosy seven times, and shall cleanse him, and shall

let the living bird loose into the open field. 8. And he

that is to be cleansed shall wash his clothes, and shave

1—33. The recovery from lep-

rous disorders, -which was compa-

ratively rare, was signalised by a

significant and impressive ritual , in

accordance with the symbolism of

the East and the distinctive doctrines

of the Hebrews. There could be

little difficulty in fixing the pro-

minent features of the ceremony,

which were readily suggested by the

striking characteristics ofthe disease,

and by the peculiar light in which

it was viewed from early times. Lep-

rosy was almost looked upon as liv-

ing death; thei-efore the rites must

forcibly represent the ideas of life

and regeneration. It manifests it-

self in the most loathsome unclean-

ness ; therefore it required striking

acts of purification. And it was re-

garded as a Divine punishment for

grave offences ; therefore it demanded

expiatory sacrifices. From these three

points of view the ceremonial is de-

vised, and it is from them that its

apparently complicated details must

be surveyed. Its object Avas to ex-

press that the sufferer had been re-

stored to life and health ; to bodil}'

cleanness or social intercourse; and

to moral purity or to communion
with God. It was , therefore , natu-

rally divided into three distinct parts.

The first acts of course took place

beyond the precincts of the camp or

town, away fx-om the congregation

of Israel and the Sanctuary of God-

They were thoughtfully and consis-

tently framed with the view of im-

pressing the notion of life. The
priest, who throughout conducted

the ritual, ordered two clean live

birds to be brought, together with

cedar wood, a crimson thread or

a strip of crimson cloth , and twigs

of hyssop, evidently the cedar wood
and the hyssop to be tied up by

the crimson thread or band. Cedar

wood , remarkable for durability

and hardness, and long resisting

decay and putrefaction, was em-

ployed for buildings designed to con-

L
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off all his hair and bathe in water ; then he is clean ; and
after that he may come into the camp ; but he shall remain
out of his tent seven days. 9. And it shall be on the seventh

day that he shall shave off all his hair— that 6/liis head and
his beard and his eyebrows, and all his other hair he shall

shave off; and he shall wash his clothes, and he shall bathe
himself in water, and he shall be clean. 10. And on the

eighth day, he shall take two he-lambs without blemish,

and one ewe-lamb one year old without blemish, and three

tenths of an cphah of fine flour fo?' a bloodless offering,

mingled with oil, and one log of oil. 11. And the priest

that performs the cleansing shall present the man that is

to be cleansed, and those things, before the Lord, at the

door of the Tent of Meeting. 12. And the priest shall take

the one he-lamb, and offer it for a trespass-offering, and
the log of oil, and wave them fo?- a wave-offering before

the Lord. 13. And the lamb shall be killed in the place

where the sin-offering and the burnt-offering are killed in

vey the ideas of power and spiritual

life, as the Temple, and for structures

meant to defy the effects of time, as

the royal palace ; and cedar oil, sup-

posed to ward off decomposition,

was extensively used for embalm-
ing, it was called "the life of the

dead", and believed to possess ma-
ny important remedial properties.

Nor were life and health less intelli-

gibly typified by crimson, the colour

of blood , which was regarded as the

cause and principle of existence in

men and animals. But hyssop was
chosen merely because it is most
convenient for spi-inkling, since its

delicate and resinous leaves readily

absorb fluids, and as readily give

them forth by shaking ; it was pre-

scribed for the practical requirements

of the ceremonial, and was for simi-

lar purposes used on other occasions,

just as the Greeks took twigs of

laurel ; it has , therefore , here no

symbolical significance
;
yet having

been constantly employed in rites of

purification, it may, in the course of

time, have been associated with

cleansing from moral or physical

uncleanness(comp. Ps. LI. 9); and it

Avas, together Avith cedar wood and

crimson stuff, thrown into the burn-

ing body of the "red cow", by the

ashes of which defilement through

contact with a corpse was removed.

In the next place, "living water",

that is, water taken from a running

stream or a perennial spring, bubbling

forth with the semblance ofaction and

life, Avasto be pouredinto an earthen

vessel: an earthen utensil, and not a

more durable and more expensive

metal one was chosen, probably be-

cause, after having served the pur-

poses decribed, it was no more to be

used, but to be broken inpieces. Over

that earthen vessel one of the clean

birds was to be killed so as to let the

blood flow into the water: though the

bird Avas no sacrifice, audits slaughter

Avas attended Avithno sacrificial rites,

it seems yet to have been meant as
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the holy place ; for as the sin-offering is the priest's, so is

the trespass-offering; it is most holy. 14. And the priest

shall take so??ie of the blood of the trespass-offering, and

the priest shall put it upon the tip of the right ear of him

that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right

hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot. 15. And the

priest shall take some of the log of oil, and pour // into the

palm of his own left hand; 16. And the priest shall dip

his right finger in the oil that is in his left hand, and shall

sprinkle of the oil with his finger seven times before the

Lord; 17. And of the rest of the oil that is in his hand

shall the priest put upon the tip of the right ear of him

that is to be cleansed , and upon the thumb of his right

hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot, upon the

blood of the trespass-offering; 18. And the remnant of the

oil that is in the priest's hand he shall pour upon the head

of him that is to be cleansed : and the priest shall make
an atonement for him before the Lord. 19. And the priest

a symbol of that deatli which had

threatened the patient, and from

which he had been so providentially

saved. Into the mixture of blood

and water, both of which were sjan-

bols of life, the priest Avas to dip not

only the bundle of hyssop and cedar

wood, held together by the crimson

thi'ead,but also the second, that is, the

living bird. He was then to "let the

bird loose into the open field" — not

only sparing its life, but restoring

it to perfect liberty, and thus inti-

mating to the convalescent that, hav-

ing been rescued at the threshold of

death, he was thenceforth allowed to

choose again his abode at pleasure,

and to move among his fellow-men

in unrestrained freedom. Could this

idea have been so aptly expressed by

a quadruped, hoAvever swift-footed, as

by a bird, since wings are the natural

emblems of free and rapidmovement?

Yet the restored leper could not

associate with his fellow-men in a

state of impurity; therefore, with

acts symbolising return to life were

entwined acts conveying complete

lustration. The priest was to sprinkle

him seven times with the hyssop

twigs dipped into the mingled blood

and water,the number seven recalling

the holy aspiration of man towards

Divine purit}^ ; then taking a personal

part in the proceedings, he was to

wash his garments, which might

have absorbed diseased matter; to

shave his entire body, because the hair

is most seriously affected by leprosy

;

and lastly to undergo careful ablu-

tions. Being now considered clean,

and released from his dreary seclu-

sion, he was allowed to return to

the camp. Yet his admission to socie-

ty was only gradual; for seven days

he was tolerated in the community,

rather than received into it ; during

that time he was forbidden to hold

close intercourse with his brethren,

and least of all with his family, and

he was not permitted to enter his own
dwelling. That week was evidently

L2
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shall oifer the sin-offering, and make an atonement for him
that is to be cleansed from his uncleanness ; and afterwards

he shall kill the burnt-oifering ; 20. And the priest shall

present the burnt-offering and the bloodless offering upon
the altar: and the priest shall make an atonement for him,

and he shall be clean.

21. But if he is poor, and his fortune does not suffice,

he shall take one lamb /<?r a trespass- offering to be waved,

to make an atonement for himself, and one tenth o/" an cphah

of fine flour mingled with oil for a bloodless offering, and

a log of oil ; 22. And two turtle-doves or two young pigeons,

for which his fortune suffices; and the one shall be a sin-

offering, and the other a burnt-offering. 23. And he shall

bring them on the eighth day for his cleansing to the priest

to the door of the Tent of Meeting, before the Lord.

24. And the priest shall take the lamb of the trespass-

offering, and the log of oil, and the priest shall wave them

fo?' a wave-offering before the Lord. 25. And he shall

meant as an intermediate stage be-

tween his complete isolation and his

complete liberty j it was to fill up the

immense chasm between religious

death and the renewal of that inner

life which he was soon to manifest by

worshipping at the national Sanctu-

ary ; it was to prepare him for the

ceremonies designed to reinstate him
as a memberoftheHebrewtheocracy,
and to confer upon him his ordinary

religious privileges, and with them

his full social rights.

Having, on the seventh day, once

more scrupulously shaved his whole

body, washed his garments, and

bathed himself, he was,<m the eighth

day,to accomplish the final acts of lus-

tration. Among these a trespass-ofi'er-

ing, which had probably been pre-

sentedon similar occasions from early

times, occupied a prominent place. It

involved those significant rites which

most strongly impressed upon the

mind the ideas suggested bythe event.

It consisted of a male sheep which.

together with a log of oil typifying Di-

vine wisdom, was first to be "waved"

by the priest before God ; and by this

ritual, which is in no other case con-

nected, with expiatory sacrifices, it

was specially consecrated to Him as

the Kuler of heaven and earth and the

Dispenser of human destinies; the

sheep was then to be killed at the bra-

zen Altar, on the spot where the ho-

liest sacrifices, the burnt- and sin-of-

ferings,were usually slaughtered,that

is, on its northern side ; next the priest

was to put some of the blood on the

right ear of the convalescent, on his

righthand, andhis right foot, that is,

on those parts of the body which most

strikingly symbolise a godlike life

of z-eady obedience, unwearied acti-

vity and pious devotion, and which

were also marked on the High-priests

and the priests at their solemn initia-

tion: thus his re-admission as a mem-
ber of the "kingdom of priests" was
conveyed to the Hebrew mind with ir-

resistible force; and it was ratifiedby
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kill the lamb of the trespass-offering, and the priest shall

take some of the blood of the trespass-offering, and put

it upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed,

and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great

toe of his right foot; 26. And the priest shall pour of the

oil into the palm of his own left hand; 27. And the priest

shall sprinkle with his right finger some of the oil that

is in his left hand seven times before the Lord; 28. And
the priest shall put of the oil that is in his hand upon

the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed,

and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the

great toe of his right foot, upon the place of the blood

of the trespass-offering; 29. And the rest of the oil

that is in the priest's hand he shall put upon the head

of him that is to be cleansed, to make an atonement for

him before the Lord. 30. And he shall offer the one of

the turtle-doves or of the young pigeons of those for

which his fortune suffices, 31. Even such for which

a corresijondiug ceremonial with the

oil, Avhich was put on the same parts of

the body just over the blood, and, be-

sides, on the head, the organ of rea-

son and intelligence : moral purifica-

tion was the basis on which spiritual

-enlightenment was reared up; the

negative was supplemented by a po-

sitive element prompting to holy-

thoughts, and resulting in righteous

deeds ; and this positive element re-

ceived still greater weight by the

priest sprinkling the oil seven times

"before the Lord", that is, towards

orupon the vail before the Sanctuary,

the source of light, knowledge, and

peace.

Following the text attentively, we
find this order of proceeding pre-

scribed with respect to the oil: first,

some of it was put upon the conva-

lescent's right ear, hand, and foot;

next, a part was spi'inkled seven

times before the Lord; and lastlj^,

"the remainder" was put upou the

convalescent's head. The fact that the

head is treated separately from the

other members of the body, is not

without significance ; it appears to

intimate that the Heb>-ew was pre-

eminently to excel in obedience, acti-

vit3", and devotion, and that he should

regard intellectual superiority as a

precious gift indeed, but only in con-

nection with, and subordinate to,

the exercise of those practical vir-

tues.

Now the expiation seems completed

(ver. 18) ; for it is difficult to discover

any rite or emblem that could have

been devised in addition to those just

reviewed, comi^rising, as they did,

regeneration of body and mind, of

heart and soul. And yet the Law pre-

scribed, besides, not only a holocaust

with an exceptionably ample cergal

oblation of three omers of fine flour

instead of the usual one omer, but

also a sin-offering. We can rea-

dily understand , why the former

was added, since it Avas deemed

desirable to convey a general ex-
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his fortune suffices, the one for- a sin-offering, and
the other /<?;• a burnt-offering together with the blood-

less offering: and the priest shall make an atonement

pression of Divine sovereignty after

recovery from a heaven-inflicted dis-

order. But wliy the latter? Or ra-

ther, Avhy not the latter instead of

the previous trespass-offering? Was
not the sin-offering the holiest and

most imposing form of expiatory sa-

crifices ? and did not, on this occasion,

the author intend to prescribe the

most solemn rituals which lay within

the range ofHebrew symbolism?Why
both a trespass- and a sin-offering?

and if both, why were the most strik-

ing and most significant ceremonies

connected with the less important vic-

tim? The only satisfactory explana-

tion is afforded by a reference to the

history of sacrifices among the Is-

raelites. The earlier, and for a long

time the only, class of expiatoi-y sa-

crifices were the trespass-offerings;

though at first mainly confined to

the atonement of offences relating

to property, they were, in course

of time , extended to other and more
spiritual spheres; in this manner,

they came to be employed at the

restoration of the leper, though, for

long periods, they were probably

offered in a very simple form; and
having once taken root, they were re-

tained even after the introduction of

the more sacred and more impressive

class of expiatory sacrifices, espe-

cially as they had then probably

been associated with those remark-

able rites which exhausted the em-

blems of moral renovation and in-

tellectual light so completely, that

the superadded sin-offering was al-

lowed to consist of a female victim.

Indeed the trespass -offering was
deemed so indispensable, that in all

cases, whether the convalescent was

rich or poor, it was required to be a

lamb, the blood of which was dis-

posed of in the manner described;

but the sin- and the burnt-offerings

were in cases of poverty permitted

to be pigeons or turtle-doves, and

were thus clearly marked as less es-

sential in the ceremonial of purifi-

cation.

In this manner, the healed leper,

released from bodily and spiritual

death, was restored to unreserved

communion with his family, his peo-

ple, and his God; he had passed

through a threefold gradation of

rites, jvilhout the camp, in the camp,

and "before the Lord" ; and he had

thereby won the threefold boon of

political, social, and religious rege-

neration
; he was again a member of

the holy theocracy, pledged to all

its duties, and entrusted with all its'

privileges.

The ceremonial here described has

naturally been made the subject of

<yjj/crt/ explanations; let it suffice to

adduce as a specimen a few features

of the theory worked out byBochart,

Lepi'osy signifies sin. The clean bird,

by which the leper is cleansed , de-

notes Christ, Avho, pure from stain,

effaces all sins. The killed bird

points to Christ dying on the cross,

and the released bird to Chz-ist rising

from the grave, and ascending into

heaven. Hence two birds are neces-

sary,because one cannot typify Christ

in his double nature, the human,

which is subject to death, and the

Divine, which is immortal. Simi-

larly, the cedar which is the highest,

and the hyssop which is the h)west

plant , are symbols of Christ, who is

both God and man, while the crim-
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for him that is to be cleansed before the Lord. — 32. This

is the law o/' him in whom i/iere ?ms the disease of

leprosy, whose fortune does not suffice at his cleansing.

33. And the Lord spoke to Moses and Aaron,

saying, 34. When you come into the land of Canaan,

which I give to you for a possession, and I put the

plague of leprosy in a house of the land of your pos-

session; 35. He that owns the house shall come and tell

the priest, saying, There seems to me something like a

plague in the house. 36. Then the priest shall com-

mand that the house be emptied before the priest goes

into it to see the plague, lest all that is in the house be

made unclean; and after that the priest shall go in to see

the house. 37. And //' he looks at the plague, and, behold,

the plague is in the walls of the house •— hollow streaks,

greenish or reddish, which in appearance are lower than

the wall ; 38. Then the priest shall go out of the house to

son band resembles bis blood. Only

one bird is killed, because Cbrist was

to die only in the flesb. The blood

of the killed bird is mixed with wa-

ter, as, on the cross , both blood and

water flowed from the side of Christ.

The live bird is sprinkled with the

blood of the dead one, to intimate

that Christ, the man, was, by his

death, joined to God; for the remis-

sion of sins could neither be effected

by God without man, nor by man
without God.

33—SS. Though entirely deserted

by experience, we can hardly hesi-

tate to understand by "the plague

of leprosy in Tiouses" some abnor-

mal and dangerous aff'ection analo-

gous to leprosy of jpersons both in

its nature and effects. It is true,

that nothing similar has in recent

times been observed in the East or

elsewhere ; but it must always be re-

membered, that leprosy in general

has dm-ing the last two or three cen-

turies lost much of its former force

and malignity, OAving mainly, it may

be assumed, to more efficient pre-

cautions. Not only is leprosy of

houses desci-ibed with exactly the

same terms as leprosy of persons,

but some of the specified symptoms

coincide in both cases, as the deeper

appearance of the affected spots;

in both cases, the period of seven

days marks the crisis ; the defilement

caused by contact or even by proxi-

mity is the same; and what is still

more important, and seems almost

decisive, the rites of purification are

all but identical , as far as the mat-

ter admits; we have here also the

two clean birds, the cedar wood, the

hyssop, and the crimson band; the

killing of the one bird over an earthen

vessel filled with "living" water, and

the release of the other into the open

field; the immersion of those three

objects in the mingled blood and wa-

ter; and lastly the sevenfold sprink-

ling. These are lustrations for real

leprosy and for nothing else.

Nor is it difficult to understand,

how in vei-j- virulent cases of per-

sonal leprosy, some of the diseased
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the door of the house, and shut up the house seven

days. 39. And the priest shall come again the seventh

day, and shall look, and, behold, i/the plague has spread

in the walls of the house, 40. The priest shall com-
mand, that the stones in which the plague is, be removed,

and cast into an unclean place without the city; 41. And
he shall cause the house to be scraped within round
about, and the mortar that is scraped off shall be thrown
without the city into an unclean place. 42. And other

stones shall be taken, and put in the place of those

stones; and other mortar shall be taken, and the house

be plaistered. 43. And if the plague returns, and breaks

out in the house after the stones have been removed,

and after the house has been scraped, and after it has

been plaistered ; 44. The priest shall come and look, and

behold, ?'/' the plague has spread in the house, it is a

malignant leprosy in the house; it is unclean. 45. And
the house shall be broken down, its stones, and its

timber, and all the mortar of the house, and they

shall be carried out of the city into an unclean place.

matter, wliicli is powerful enough other spots, tliough it is seldom seen

to cause the mutilation , the falling higher than the ground floor ; it loo-

off, and mortification of whole limbs, sens the mortar which slowly crum-

may corrode the paint or the stones, hies away, and weakens even the

and especially the mortar of the walls , which ultimately collapse,

leper's house, change their colour, though often after a long resistance;

cling to them, and spread irresistibly. it occurs mostly in houses built on a

Living in such houses may become marshy soil; it renders the objects

as dangerous as contact Avith lepers near it nn)uldy or putrid, and causes

themselves, and requires, therefore, fusty exhalations, which disagreeabh'

the same rigid control.— This expla- settle in clothes; it thickens the at-

nation appears at least more plau- mosphei-e, impedes the breathing, and

sible than any other that has yet is, therefore, most injurious to health,

been suggested. Many decide in fa- especially to persons sleeping in such

vour of "the nitrous scab", an efflo- a house.— Some again trace the evil

rescence, on the walls, of common to animalcules working in the stone

salpetre or "mural salt" , resembling like mites in a cheese ; others to ve-

hoarfrost, and formed by a nitrous getable structures appearing on de-

acid with the admixture of a fixed composed stones and mouldy walls,

vegetable alcali. That nitrous incrus- and bearing a great resemblance to

tation, fostered by uncleanness, and herpetic eruptions of the skin ; and

absorbing the moisture of the atmos- others think that the fungus is meant,

phere, penetrates through the stones, which often grows on walls in extra-

and marks them with greenish and ordinary quantity, and by attracting
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46. And whoever goes into the house during the whole

time that it is shut up, shall be unclean until the even-

ing; 47. And whoever lies in the house shall wash his

clothes, and whoever eats in the house shall wash his

clothes. 48. But if the priest comes and looks, and, behold,

the plague has not spread in the house, after the house

was plaistered, the priest shall pronounce the house clean;

for the plague is healed. 49. And he shall take to cleanse

the house two birds, and cedar wood, and crimson thready and

liyssop; 50. And he shall kill the one of the birds over an

earthen vessel over running water; 51. And he shall take

the cedar wood, and the hyssop, and the crimson tlwead^

and the living bird, and dip them in the blood of the

slain bird and in the running water, and sprinkle the

house seven times; 52. And he shall thus cleanse the

house w'ith the blood of the bird and with the running

water, and with the living bird, and with the cedar

Avood, and with the hyssop, and with the crimson thread.

53. And then he shall let the living bird flv out of the

dampness graduall}' corrupts the hou-

ses, and is exceedingly noxious to

health. But it is difficult to perceive

the slightest affinity between these

contingencies and leprosy, whether in

name, appearance, or character; the

"nitrous scab" is usually whitish,

and rarel}' greenish or reddish (ver.

37); like the other irregularities al-

luded to, it affects the exterior of

houses also and even predominantly,

whereas the precautions with respect

to "leprosy of houses" are restricted

to the interior (ver. 41), and evidently

point to a connection Avith the in-

mates. If we may suppose that

the term "leprosy" includes several

kindred diseases which, though dif-

ferent in form and in their degree of

virulence , are all dangerous by con-

tagion, theprecepts of our law, bear-

ing so close an analogy to those on

leprosy of persons, will be even more

intelligible. The assumption that, in

the imaginative Eastern style, the

peculiarities of leprous persons are

naturally applied to "house -pa-

tients", is inadmissible in sober le-

gislative ordinances. Perplexity has

here, as elsewhere, prompted inter-

preters to take refuge in miracles,

and to assert that the disorder was

supernatural^ inflicted, Avhenever

Grod deemed it necessary to remind

His sinful j)eople, that they owed to

Him not only their lives, but also

their raiments and their houses

;

and in support of this idea they have

even adduced a Biblical text, "If

I put the plague of leprosj^ in a

house" (ver. 34): however, the trans-

cendentalism of the Bible attributes

all occurrences, even those resulting

from the necessary laws of nature, to

God as the primary cause. — It is

against the spirit of the Old Testa-

ment to consider the uncleanness of

leprous houses not as "external defile-

ment or infection", but as "ideal

and symbolical", teaching that the
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city into the open field , and make an atonement for the
house, that it may be clean.

54. This is the law for all manner of plague of
leprosy, and scall, 55. And for the leprosy of a gar-
ment and of a house, 56. And for a rising, and for a
scab, and for a bright spot; 57. To teach when /^ is

unclean, and when it is clean: this is the law of leprosy.

sin of man "spreads from him to the from the typical conceit that leprosy

things he touches or uses, or to the of houses is an emblem of the Hebrew

places he inhabits, in a manner which cities, especially the Temple, which

needs not be taken as physical con- was certain to be destroyed by God

tagion" , a mystic view, the singu- on account of Israel's perversity and.

larity of which is but little removed constant disobedience.

CHAPTER XV.

Summary. — 1. On running issue in a man (vers. 1— 15). Mucus discharged

from or stopping a man's member, constitutes a disease rendering un-

clean not only the patient himself, but every couch, seat, or object, on

which he lies or sits, and all persons he spits upon, or touches with his

body or with unwashed hands. Such persons as well as all those who
carry any object on which he has been sitting or lying, are unclean till

the evening, when they must bathe, and wash their garments; those

who merely touch any such object, are also unclean till the evening, but

require no lustration ; earthen vessels touched by the patient must be

broken, wooden ones rinsed with water (vers. 1— 12). On the seventh

day after the discharge has ceased, he must wash his garments, and

bathe in running water; and on the eighth , he has to present two turtle-

doves or two young pigeons, one for a sin-offering, and the other for a

holocaust (vers. 13—15). — 2. Nocturnal accidetils of a man render him

unclean till the evening, when he must bathe, while all stained gar-

ments require washing (vers. 16, 17). — 3. Sexual intercourse makes

both parties unclean till the evening, when bathing restores them to

cleanness (ver. 18). — i. A woman in her courses is unclean for seven

days; all things whei-eon she sits or lies become unclean, and, on

their part, defile any object that happens to be upon them; touching

such object causes uncleanness till the evening, and so does any perso-

nal contact with the woman ; but whosoever touches her bed or any ob-

ject whereon she has been sitting, has, besides, to wash his garments

and to bathe. If menstruation ensues before or during the intercourse,

without the man being awai-e of it, he is unclean for seven days, and

renders evei-ything unclean whereon he lies (vers. 19—24). — 5. Pro-

longedor irregular issue of blood on the part ofwomen is levitically treated

like menstruation (vers. 25—27; comp. vers. 19—24), and is cleansed

by sacrifices identical with those ordained for the running issue of men
(vers. 28—30; comp. vers. 13—15). — 6. General Rule (ver. 31) and Con-

cluding Formula (vers. 32, 33).
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1. And the Lord spoke to Moses and to Aaron,
saying, 2. Speak to the children of Israel, and say to

them, If any man has a running issue out of his flesh,

his issue is unclean. 3. And this shall be his unclean-
ness in his issue: whethe?^ his flesh run with his issue,

or his flesh be stopped on account of his issue, it is

his uncleanness. 4. Every bed, whereon a person lies

that has the issue, shall be unclean; and every object, where-
on he sits, shall be unclean. 5. And whosoever touches his

bed, shall wash his clothes, and bathe Idmsdf' m water,

and be unclean until the evening, 6. And he that sits on
any object whereon a person sat that has the issue, shall

wash his clothes, and bathe himselfm water, and shall be
unclean until the evening. 7. And he that touches the

1—15. The ritual effects of the

disorder here treated of are indeed

copiously described, but we are al-

most completely left in doubt as re-

gards its symptoms. We have, in

fact, only this to guide us, that

the malady is a running issue from

"the flesh" of a man, that is, from
his genitals, that this issue occasio-

nally stops up the member, and that

both in the one case and in the other

uncleanness is caused. However, even

these few criteria, in conjunction

with some incidental allusions,enable

us at least to contract the circle of

probabilities. The disorder can-

not be hemorrhoids, whether open
or blind , as these do not flow from
the genitals, and a loss of blood is

never mentioned. It cannot be an
involuntary discharge of semen from
weakness (or gonorrhoea benigna),

whether arising from self-abuse or

from excessive sexual intercourse;

for the semen thus secreted does

not stop up the genitals, as it is quite

fluid, while when it ceases to flow,

the complaint is cured, and the un-

cleanness ought to be at an end; be-

sides, the moral stain which such an
evil involves , would in some man-

ner have been intimated by the au-

thor either in the statement of the

evil or in the purificatory rites. It

cannot be syphilis (gonorrhoea viru-

lenta) ; for this disease seems to have

been unknown before the fifteenth

Christian century; and it is described

neither by Greek,norRoman,norAra-
bic physicians. Had itbeen prevalent

in Palestine, its striking features and

fearful effects, peculiarly malignant

in the hot Eastern climate, would

doubtless have been dwelt upon by

a legislator so accurate even in sub-

ordinate details. It is not necessa-

rily a contagious disorder; the most

careful precautions are indeed pre-

scribed in reference to even the

slightest and most indirect contact

with the discharged matter (see the

Summary) ; but similar precautions

are ordained in connection Avith other

discharges which are unquestionably

harmless, as the menstrual fluid (vers.

19—27); their object was not to pre-

vent physical injury, but that leviti-

cal uncleanness which was to be

shunned by all citizens of the theo-

cratic commonwealth. It is probably

no seminal disorder in the stricter

sense; for though a "discharge"
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flesh of a person that has the issue, shall wash his clothes,

and bathe himself in water, and be unclean until the even-

ing. 8, And if a person that has the issue spits upon one

that is clean, the latter shall wash his clothes, and bathe

himselfm water, and be unclean until the evening. 9. And
any saddle, on which a person that has the issue rides,

shall be unclean. 10. And whosoever touches any thing

that was under him, shall be unclean until the evening;

and he that bears any of those things shall wash his

clothes, and bathe himselfm water, and be unclean until

the evening. 11. And whomsoever a person that has the

issue touches, without having rinsed his hands in water,

he shall wash his clothes, and bathe himselfm water, and

be unclean until the evening. 12. And the earthen vessel,

that a person who has the issue touches, shall be broken

;

and every wooden vessel shall be rinsed in Avater. —
is repeatedly mentioned, the term

seed or semen never occurs (comp.

vers. 16— 18); and elsewliere a per-

son suffering from running issue

is clearly distinguished from one

Avho emits semen (XXII. 4). What
then remains? To judge from its

varied effects, the discharge must

be more copious than is usual in a

spontaneous loss of semen, and must

be able to stop up the member Avith-

out ceasing to be internally se-

creted, and yet it is hai-mless, and

may be touched with impunity. It

can, therefore, only be an inordinate

secretion of mucus (blenorrhoea ure-

thrae), caused by some catarrhal

condition or relaxation of the mu-

cous membrane, and usually originat-

ing from intercourse with uncleanlj',

menstruous, or unhealthy women.

Considering all this, and taking into

account the physical degeneracy to

Avhich the evil points, we cannot be

surprised that it was treated with

some severity, which was perhaps

the more justified as the sufferers

themselves are apt to slight and ne-

glect it, and, if carelessly treated or

prematurely stopped, it may grow

into a much more serious evil. Hence

persons afflicted with a "running is-

sue" were included among those who
had to remain without the camp;

they were debarred from partaking

of the paschal meal, and, at later pe-

riods, from appearing on Mount Mo-
riah, and even within the precincts

of the holy citj' itself.

The ceremonies of purification

were, on the whole, very simple.

When the cure was considered cer-

tain, that is, on the eighth day after

the complete cessation of the dis-

charge, bathing in "living" water

was required ; for as every irregula-

rity in the functions of the organs

Avas looked upon as dissolution akin

to death, the idea of restoration to

health or perfect life Avas in some man-

ner to be symbolised. Tavo birds suf-

ficed as sacrifices of atonement, Avhich

Avere a holocaust and a sin-offering

— the one to acknoAvledge the sover-

eign poAver of GodAvho sent the trial,

and the other to expiate the offences

by which the troubles were supposed

to be merited: for the teaching of
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13. And when a person that has an issue is cleansed of

his issue, he shall number for himself seven days for his

being- pronounced clean, and wash his clothes, and bathe

his flesh in running water, and then he shall be clean.

14. And on the eighth day, he shall take to himself two
turtle-doves or two young pigeons, and come before the

Lord to the door of the Tent of Meeting and give them
to the priest; 15. And the priest shall offer them, the one

foi' a sin-offering, and the other /<?;• a burnt-offering; and

the priest shall make an atonement for him before the

Lord for his issue.

16. And if discharge of semen go out from a man, he

shall wash all his flesh in water, and be unclean until the

evening; 17. And every garment and every skin whereon
is the discharge of seed, shall be washed with water, and

the Book of Job , tliat God often af-

flicts the pious for inscrutable ends,

had not even at so late a period as

that of our section superseded the

old doctrine of retaliation.

lO, IS. Involuntary emission of

semen during sleep, or by "nocturnal

accident", comparatively rare in the

East on account of polygamy and ear-

ly marriages, was deemed an abnor-

mal waste of strength ; it was, there-

fore, looked upon as a Divine visita-

tion, and from early times rendered

the man unclean till the next even-

ing. He had to leave "the camp", to

avoid all social intercourse during

the day, and then to cleanse him-

self by ablutions , which , in similar

cases, the Egyptian priests had

also to perform. But the leviti-

cal writer extended the uncleanness

to the stained objects, and forbade

their use unless previously washed.

It may seem surprising, that for the

person himself no significant rite of

purification, or no expiatory sacrifice,

was prescribed; we cannot suppose

that the legislator desired to avoid

causing still greater inconvenience,

as he was rarely guided by such con-

siderations of expediency; he prob-^

ably found it difficult to connect

contingencies so natural as noctur-

nal accidents with guilt and moral

transgression. But he would cer-

tainly not have omitted to ordain

some expiatoi-y ceremony, if he had

here meant to treat, not of the sponta-

neous discharge referred to , but, as

has been unjustly assumed, of that

engendered by self-abuse, a practice

so baneful and so criminal that, had

he intended to oppose it, he would not

have been content with a veiled allu-

sion, nor with so lenient a treatment

of the offender and his offence, but he

would have conveyed his abhorrence

of both by distinct terms of reprooL

and by enjoining severe acts of humi-

liation. In this rigorous spirit the

lawsofManu are conceived. For the

"involuntary waste ofmanhood" dur-

ing sleep they merely prescribe bath-

ing, praying to the sun, and uttering

the supplication, "Oh letmy strength

return to me"; and similar was the

rule among the Egyptian priests, the

Zabii , and the Parsees , who looked

upon the accident as "the impure play

of Ahriman". But intentional pollu-
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be unclean until the evening. — 18. And if a man lies with

a woman with discharge of semen, they shall both bathe

themselves in water, and be unclean until the evening.

tion was declared a detestable crime

;

the person, if belonging to the three

highest classes, was obliged to sacri-

jice by night, at a place where four

roads meet, a black or a one-eyed ass,

besides other victims 5 clad in the skin

of that ass, he was ordered to beg

his meals daily for a whole year in

seven houses, and publicly to "confess

his misdeed ; he had to bathe three

times every day ; and during the whole

of this period the light of the Vedas

was considered withdraAvn from his

mind. — Nor can here "the effu-

sion of seed" in sexual intercourse

be meant, as this case is provided for

in the following law (ver. 18). — The
Talmud, declai'in'j the ordinances of

purity inoperative since the destruc-

tion of the Temple, dispensed Avith

bathing after a nocturnal accident;

yet the Jews living among Moham-
medans and adopting their customs,

later returned to the Biblical injunc-

tion; and the Kabbalists, fancying

that the semen is emitted by the

friction of female demons, and that

it produces the devils, considered

purifications imperative.

1§. It is difficult to decide whe-

ther sexual intercourse was, in the

consciousness oftheHebrews,brought

into connection with the disobedi-

ence ofthe first couple, and was there-

fore, because involving a debasement

from a state of passionless innocence,

considered as inherently defiling; the

Scriptures contain no allusion to

such a view ; and the old and Avide-

spread legend referred to included

a,lso the Divine institution of matri-

mony. Yet it seems undisputed that,

if not sexual intercourse in itself

^concubitus), certainly the attendant

effusion of semen (coitus), was from

early times regarded to cause un-

cleanness, extending, according to

Josephus , both to the body and the

soul. Keeping alooffrom women was

deemed a necessary preparation for

holy acts , and was in later periods

considered by many as an indispen-

sable condition ofa holy life, whereas

connection always required "sancti-

fication". The levitical law declared

both theman and the woman unclean

till the evening ; and the matter was,

therefore, ofspecial importance to the

priests, and to all those who desired to

visit the Temple, whether on ordina-

ry days or on the great national festi-

vals. The Sadduceesand the Karaites

interdicted connubial intercourse on

Sabbath as a profanation of the

sacred day; whereas the Pharisees,

though prohibiting it on the Day of

Atonement, held it on Sabbath pe-

culiarly appropriate. Our law may,

by the serious restraints it imposed,

have tended to promote moderation

in conjugal life, and thus to have

been conducive to health and a vi-

gorous progeny, though it was hard-

ly framed with these objects in view

;

but it was certainly not intended to

check polygamy, nor had it this ef-

fect. It has many parallels among
other nations ; thus intercourse with

women is also declared defiling by

the Koran, and by the Hindoo or-

dinances, which, moreover, fix the

propitious days and nights; it was

so considered by the Egyptians and

the Greeks, by the Arabians and

Babylonians: among the latter, it

was customai-y for both parties , af-

ter the act, to sit down opposite each

othur with a vessel of burning in-
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19. And if a woman has an issue, a/id her issue in

lier flesh is blood, she shall be in her impurity seven days;

and whosoever touches her shall be unclean until the

cense between them, and to bathe at

the dawn of day, when they were

again permitted to touch their house-

hold utensils.

lO—3-1. Contact, however slight

and indirect, with a menstruating

Avomanwas rigorously forbidden and

guarded against, not only among the

Hebrews, but among nearly all the

nations of the ancient world. At

first, it was no doubt avoided merely

on account of the repulsive "unclean-

ness" of the discharge, and especial-

ly its ill-odour, which is particularly

offensive in warm climates; but in

later times, it was shunned on ac-

countof its real orimagined dangers.

Por it was supposed to produce the

most varied and almost marvellous

effects. Connection with a woman
in her courses was deemed most in-

jurious to health, and to result in

diseased and deformed children: it

causes indeed occasionally a slight

inflammation of the member with

blennorrhoea, pustulous ei'uptions on

the foreskin, and obstinate issue of

mucus from the urethra ; but all se-

rious apprehensions are, as a rule,

unfounded. This seems at least to

have been the view of the Hebrew
legislator; for if he had anticipated

real harm, he would have prescribed

a cure varying in duration, he

would perhaps have threatened a

severe punishment; moreover, if a

man consorts with a Avoman who,

without his being aware of it, be-

comes unwell either before or during

the connection, he is indeed declared

unclean for seven days ; but he is then

restored to all his social rights , and

the effects of that connection are

considered to have entirely vanished.

Again, it was supposed that at the

approach of a menstruating Avoman,

the edge of steel is blunted, the po-

lish of ivory fades, and copper vessels

contract a fetid smell and are covered

Avith verdigx-is; brass and iron be-

come instantly rusty, and emit an

offensive odour; linen boiling in a

cauldron turns black ; must gets sour

;

the brightness of mirrors is dimmed

;

the hard bitumen of the Dead Sea,

Avhicli yields to nothing else, can be

cut asunder by a thread dipped in the

menstrual fluid ; seeds touched by the

woman become sterile; grafts wither

away; garden plants, young vines,

rue, and ivy are parched up; and the

fruit of trees beneath Avhich she sits

falls off; bees die or hasten to escape

from their hives ; caterpillars, Avorms,

beetles, and other vermin, fall from

the ears of corn ; the ants drop the

grains which they may happen to

carry, and never return to them;

dogs tasting of the blood go mad, and

their bite is incurably venomous;

pregnant mares, and even women
miscarry; children conceived in the

period of the menses are subject to

leprosy, elephantiasis, or a hideous

formation of the limbs. — Yet on the

other hand, the menstrual fluid was

credited with remedial properties in

many cases , such as gout and erysi-

pelas, scrofulous sores and ulcers,

defluxions of the eyes andhead-ache,

tertian or quartan fevers, the bite of

a mad dog, and the evil spells of ma-

gicians. It is needless to observe, that

these influences of the catamenia,

which Ave have selected from a num-

ber of others too absurd to be be-

lieved even by the ancients, are ut-

terly fabulous, though they were
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evening; 20. And every thing that she lies upon in her im-

purity, and every thing that she sits upon shall be unclean;

21. And whosoever touches her bed shall wash hisclothes,

and bathe himsel/'m water, and be unclean until the evening

;

22. And whosoever touches any object that she sat upon
shall wash his clothes, and bathe himselfm water, and be un-

clean until the evening; 23. And if anything is on ho- bed,

partially admitted even in the middle

ages and still more recent times.

But such vieAvs being entertained,

is it surprising that religious legis-

lators deemed the subject Avorthy of

their serious attention? According

to the Hindoo law, a person touch-

ing a woman in her courses, becomes

unclean like herself and requires

bathing, and anyone having connec-

tion with her at such a time, must

fast three days, and then purify him-

self by eating clarified butter. Simi-

lar rules obtain among the Moham-
medans, who look upon menstruation

as "a defilement", in consequence of

which the women of the sect of the

Hanefites are forbidden to say their

usual prayers during ten, those of

the Shafites during fifteen days. But
no people treated the matter with so

much earnestness as the Parsees,

who made it a part of their mytho-

logy; for they taught that when
Jahi , the most dangerous of all the

Avicked female demons (Pairakas),

and the spirit of incest and fornica-

tion, saw Ahrimau enraged at Or-

muzd's growing poAver and glory,

she encouraged him to fight boldly

against his adversary; as a reAvard

for this friendly disposition, Ahri-

nian kissed Jahi, who then for the

fii'st time felt the uncleanness of men-

struation coming upon her; just as

the Talmud teaches, that Eve be-

came menstruous after her connec-

tion with the serpent Sammael. In

harmony Avith this fabled origin of

menstruation, the enactments of the

Parsee codes on the matter are ex-

tremely rigorous and almost terrible

:

a man cohabiting with a woman at

such a period, commits one of the

tAventy-five crimes regarded as the

roots of all sins, or of Ahriman's mis-

chievous Avorks; he must provide

food for a thousand hares, sacrifice to

tlie fire the pure and holy fat ofmany
animals, and bui'n with it a thousand

bundles of dry Avood, the branches

of fragrant trees, and choice aroma-

tics ; he must carry pure water, slay

a thousand sei-pents moving along on

their bellies or coiled up, two thou-

sand other snakes, and a vast number
of frogs ; unless he comply with these

commands, and besides do severe per-

sonal penance, he can, after death, ne-

ver enter the abodes of the saints, but

he will be hurled into a pit of dense

darkness, there to suffer eternal tor-

ture. Among many nations, the men-

struous womanwas isolated from so-

ciety, to prevent injury and pollution.

In Persia, she was forbidden to speak

to anyone, not even to those who
bi'ought her food, Avhich they Avere ob-

liged to set down at some distance

from her. Among the Zabii, she re-

mained secluded in her room ; the pla-

ces on Avhich she had been treading

Avere purified Avith fire; and a breeze

that passed both over her and an-

other person, rendered the latter

unclean. Some tribes both in the

old and ncAv world, as the negroes in

Issing, the Calmucks, and Hotten-
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or on any object whereon she sat, and any one touches it,

he shall be unclean until the evening. 24. And if any man
lies with her, and her impurity comes upon him, he shall

be unclean seven days , and any bed whereon he lies shall

be unclean.

25. And if a woman has her issue of blood a long

time out of the period of her monthly impurity, or if it

runs beyond the time 6»/her monthly impurity; all the days

of her unclean issue shall be as the days of her monthly

impurity; she shall be unclean. 26. Every bed whereon
she lies all the time of her issue shall be to her as the bed
of her monthly impurity; and any object she sits upon shall

be unclean, as the uncleanness of her monthly impurity;

27. And whosoever touches those things shall be unclean,

and shall wash his clothes, and bathe himself in water, and

be unclean until the evening. 28. And if she is cleansed

of her issue , she shall number for herself seven days , and

tots , and many others
,
provide spe-

cial houses for menstruating women
before each town or viUage. At the

river La Plata, they are, besides,

sown into hammocks, with only a

small aperture for the mouth, and

are thus kept until the discharge

ceases. In Ceylon , not only the wo-

man herself, but allpersons who have

been in the same house with her, are

forbidden to enter a pagoda. The

Red Indians deem all objects touched

by her unfit for use. At her first men-

ses , she remains secluded for thirty

days, at the expiration of which the

fire used by her during this period

must be extinguished; in Delaware,

her head is closely tied up for twelve

days, during which time she has to

take frequent emetics, must eat little

and do nothing; afterwards she is

bathed and newly clad, and is for

two months more strictly forbidden

to see anyone.

The Hebrew legislator fixed the

duration of uncleanness at seven

days ; for although he was no doubt

aware that , as a rule, the discharge

ceases much sooner , he was anxious

to associate the significant number
seven with so remarkable a pheno-

menon, which is peculiar to the hu-

man female. He prescribes indeed

no special acts of lustration for the

woman herself; but as he enjoins

ablution even after the most indirect

contact with her, it is in the spirit

of his laws to suppose that, after the

lapse of seven days, she is to take a

bath of purification. On this point,

Jewish tradition is extremely scru-

pulous, and has very minutely set

forth the construction, the size, and

the supply of the baths to be used

on such occasions. Intercourse dur-

ing menstruation was visited with

the death of both parties (XVIH. 19;

XX. 18.) In the East, girls begin to

have their menses from their ninth

and even their seventh year.

35—33. The last case of sexual

discharge is a protracted or irregular

issue of blood in women ; it is a dis-

tressing disease often extending over

many years (Matth. IX. 20), and in-

dicates a serious derangement of the

M
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after that she shall be clean. 29. And on the eighth day she

shall take for herself two turtles or two young pigeons,

and bring them to the priest, to the door of the Tent of

Meeting. 30. And the priest shall offer the one for a sin-

offering, and the other /(>; a burnt-offering; and the priest

shall make an atonement for her before the Lord for her

unclean issue.

31. Thus shall you keep aloof the children of Israel

from their uncleanness, lest they die in their unclean-

ness, when they defile My abode that is among them.

32. This is the law of the person that has an issue,

and whose seed goes from him, so that he is defiled

therewith, 33. And of the woman that is unwell of her

monthly impurity, and of the persons that have an issue,

whether men or women, and of the man that lies with

an unclean woman.

constitution. TheMood so discharged

was, in every respect, regarded and

treated as the blood of menstruation;

and the woman herself was sub-

jected to precisely the same laws and

restrictions as a woman in her men-

ses. She was tmclean, and defiled

every person and object touched by

her directly or indirectly. If the

flow ceased , she had to undergo ap-

propriate rites of purification; for

seven days, she was in an interme-

diate or preparatory state, at the

expiration of which she was consid-

ered clean; and then she had to pre-

sent a sin-offering and a holocaust,

which finally restored her to purity,

secured her atonement, and re-in-

stated her in all social rights.

Our section is fitly wound up by a

double conclusion — one more for-

mal (vers. 32 , 33) , and one pronoun-

cing a leading principle of great sig-

nificance: "Thus shallyou keep aloof

the children of Israel from their un-

cleanness , lest they die in their un-

cleanness, when they defileMy abode

that is among them" (ver. 31). Every

uncleanness must be physically re-

moved and religiously expiated ; the

omission of the one or the other is an

offence against the Divine presence

which, symbolised by the Sanctuary,

is graciously granted to the Hebrew
community, but which severely aven-

ges sin and pollution. The holy God
demands a holy people, and the em-

blem or essence of holiness is purity.



III.

SUPPLEMENTARY LAWS RESPECTING
SACRIFICES AND PURITY.

CHAPTERS XVI AND XVn.

A. INTRODUCTORY TREATISE ON THE DAY
OF ATONEMENT:

ITS ORIGIN AND ITS PLACE IN THE SYSTEM OF

HEBREW FESTIVALS.

The ordinances concerning the Day of Atonement are, in the

Pentateuch, introduced with these words, "And the Lord said to

Moses, Speak to Aaron thy brother." But there is conclusive evi-

dence to prove, that the Day of Atonement was instituted consid-

erably more than a thousand years after the death of Aaron and

Moses. If this statement appears startling to many, no one can fail

to perceive the important inferences which it would suggest if in-

disputably established.

In the first place, let us remind the reader, that the Day of Atone-

ment is , except in the three middle Books of the Pentateuch, never

mentioned throughout the Old Testament, neither in the historical

nor in the prophetic Books ; and that it is even omitted by the Cbron-

ist in the enumeration of the "Mosaic" festivals which king Solomon

honoured with sacrifices ^ This negative argument, though it will

1 "Solomon oflfered burnt- oiferings feasts, three times in the year, even

.... according to the commandments on the Feast ofunleavened Bread, and

of Moses, on the Sabbaths, and on ontheFeastofWeeks,andonthereast

the New-moons, and on the solemn of Tabernacles" (2 Chron.VIII. 12,13).

M2
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not be undervalued by those who consider the nature and extent of

the Hebrew Scriptures, is of course in itself not decisive ; but it adds

weight to historical testimonies palpably at variance with the in-

junctions of the Pentateuch.

"We have incidental proof to show, that the Day of Atonement

cannot have been celebrated in the first or Solomon's Temple. In

this edifice, the Holy of Holies was separated from the Holy, not by

a curtain or "vail", but by folding doors of olive-wood, adorned

with carvings of Cherubim, palm-trees, and opening flowers, all over-

laid with gold K These doors were not always closed"^; for in earlier

periods, no anxiety was felt to shroud the entire Holy of Holies in

mysterious darkness ; the Ark of the Covenant was indeed rendered

invisible by the figures of the Cherubim and their outspread wings^;

but the staves by which it was carried, and which always remained

in it^, were so long that their ends could be seen from the Holy

through the open doors of the Holy of Holies^; yet in order to mark

the separation between the two chief divisions of the Sanctuary, "a

partition was made by chains of gold before the Holy of Holies'"'.

Hence Ezekiel also, who in his ideal delineations reproduced with

all possible faithfulness the Temple at which he had himself served,

gave to his own Sanctuary no curtain ; and he placed before it "two

doors with two turning leaves each"'. But the Temple of Zerubbabel,

like that of Herod — for both resembled each other, except in size

and splendour — had a vail or curtain S; for though the Holy of

Holies, deprived of the Ark, was entirely empty ^, it was then, in

accordance with more recent and severer notions , utterly shut out

even from the gaze of the priests? and access to it was only per-

mitted to the High-priest on one single occasion in the year. Now,

if it be remembered, that in the precepts regarding the Day of

Atonement repeated mention is made of the vail, through which

the High-priest has to pass in order to reach the Holy of Holies '°, it

1 1 Ki. VI. 31, 32. The contrary 4 Exod. XXV. 13—15.

statement of the Chronist (2 Chr.III. 5 1 Ki. VIII. 8.

14), who in his descriptions copies
6 1 K" VI 21

the second Temple, has no weight.

2 1 Ki. VI. 16 does not refer to a ' ^^^^' ^^^' ^^^ ^4.

closed door before the Holy of Ho- * Comp. Matth. XXVH. 51.

lies, but alludes to the partition-wall, 9 According to Jewish tradition,

twenty cubits high, which divided however, a stone stood in the place

the two main parts of the structure. of the Ark.

3 1 Ki. VIII. 6, 7. 10 Lev. XVI. 2, 12, 15.
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follows, that tlie solemn day could, in the prescribed manner, not

have been kept during the time of the first Temple.

Ezekiel, writing in the fourteenth year after the destruction of

Jerusalem (B. C. 574)^', and describing the future reorganization of

public worship, introduces indeed expiatory ceremonials designed

"to cleanse the Sanctuary" and "all who have sinned from error or

simplicity"'^; but these ceremonials differ widely from those of Levi-

ticus. We find discrepancies with respect to the very time of the

celebration. While the Pentateuch prescribes one day, namely the

ienih of the seventh month, the prophet sets apart two days, viz. the firsi

and the seventh of the first month. This difference may easily be ac-

counted for, and forms a strong link in the chain of our arguments.

In Ezekiel's time, the year still commenced, as it had commenced

among the Hebrews from immemorial ages, at the season of the vernal

equinox, or in the first month Aviv (Nisan)'^; therefore, desirous to

mark the new cycle of time by religious solemnities, the prophet

recommended rituals of expiation to be performed on the first of

Aviv, and to be repeated on the seventh day, a number familiar to

the Hebrews as holy and significant. However, after the Babylo-

nian exile, the Jews not only employed those Chaldean names of the

months '*, which occur in the later Books of the Hebrew Canon ' ^, but,

accommodating themselves to east-Asiatic customs, they began to

date the civil year from the autumnal equinox, or the seventh month

Ethanim (Tishri). When they had made this change, they deemed it

advisable to distinguish the first day of the seventh month as a reli-

gious festival or a "holy convocation"; as such it was appointed

in the latest Books of the Pentateuch , in Leviticus and Num-

bers, under the names of "Day of Memorial" or "Day of blow-

ing the trumpet", and it was then simply called New Year.

Li the course of time, the tenth day of the same month was fixed

for penitence and self-affliction, and for the restoration of inward

purity through Divine forgiveness ; for the number ten was consid-

ered as hardly less significant than seven ; it was chosen to convey that

God's spirit or power descended to manifest itself on earth; and thus

we must understand the revelation of Ten Commandments and the

infliction of ten Egyptian plagues. Those who attribute the whole

of the Pentateuch to Moses , have ever been u.nable to explain the

11 Ezek. XLI. 1; comp. in general i* Nisan, lar, Sivan, etc.

ch. XL sqq. is in Zechariah, Esther, Ezra, Ne-
12 Ezek. XLV. 18—20. hemiah, and then in the Books of the

13 Exod. Xn. 2, and notes in loc. Maccabees and subsequent writings.
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disagreement under discussion, and have asked themselves in utter

perplexity — How could Ezekiel venture to blot out from the new

theocracy the holiest day of the year, and to substitute for it two

days of his own arbitrary selection ? The indignation of the Rabbins

at this imagined heresy was so vehement, that they were anxious to

banish the Book ofEzekiel from the Canon; they attempted to lower

its authority by ascribing it not to Ezekiel , but to the men of the

Great Synagogue; while some urged, both against reason and against

the plain context of the passage , that Ezekiel did not ordain an an-

nual festival, but alluded to an exceptional ritual performed in the

time of Ezra
;
yetthey finally acquiesced in the hope that, indue season,

the prophet Elijah would harmonise the apparently fatal contradic-

tions. It is impossible to suppose that Ezekiel, a pious and learned

priest, would have ignored or deliberately altered the most striking

and most solemn day in the whole Hebrew year, if in his time that

day had already been generally kept or authoritatively fixed : the

fact that he knew of no such day, is sufficient proof that it was then

not yet fixed.

But he deviates from the Pentateuch not merely in the time of

the celebration; he prescribes rituals totally different from those of

Leviticus. Apparently aiming at the expiation of the Temple rather

than of the people, he merely ordains, that the blood of a young bul-

lock slain as a sin-ofi"ering shall by the priest be put "on the posts

of the Sanctuary, and upon the four corners of the ledge of the Altar,

and upon the posts of the gate of the inner Court" '. Is it necessary

to point out how little this agrees with the complicated, significant,

and imposing ceremonial of Leviticus?

It may, therefore, be taken as certain, that the Day of Atone-

ment is of later origin than the earlier part of the Babylonian exile

(or B. C. 570).

"When the first colony of Jews who, by permission of Cyrus,

returned from Chaldea under the leadership of Zerubbabel , arrived

in Palestine (B. C. 538), we are told that, at the approach of the

seventh month — that is, still the month Ethanim — they all as-

sembled in Jerusalem, set up the' brazen Altar in its old place, "and

offered burnt-offerings thereon to the Lord morning and evening;

they kept also the Feast of Tabernacles as it is written, and offered

the daily burnt-offerings by number according to the custom, . . .

from the first day of the seventh month they began to ofi'er burnt-

Ezek. XLV. 19. 2 Ezra III. 1—6.
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ofiferings to tlie Lord"". It is surely surprising that, in this notice,

the Day of Atonement is neither mentioned nor alluded to : when

the first and the fifteenth of the month are named, though the for-

mer evidently not yet as a day of particular distinction, why was

the intervening tenth day omitted, which, if celebrated even par-

tially in the striking manner of the Law, must have produced a power-

ful impression upon the minds of men providentially released from

a land of bondage, and just restored to their old homes, to commence

a new and uncertain life full of struggles and dangers? No historian

would, at that peculiar juncture, have failed to record the celebra-

tion of the Day of Atonement — if a celebration of any kind had

taken place.

In the twentieth year of the reign of Xerxes (B. C. 445), Nehe-

miah obtained permission from the king to proceed to Judea, about

the condition of which he had heard most discouraging reports, and

to preside over the province as governor, armed with extensive powers.

When he had for some time exercised his new functions ; when through

his energy the walls of Jerusalem had under the greatest difficulties

been re-built and fortified; when the most flagrant social abuses

had been remedied, and the civil organisation of the community been

considerably strengthened: the people demanded, that Ezra, who

zealously assisted the younger Nehemiah , should read to them "the

Book of the Law ofMoses, which the Lord had commanded to Israel"'.

Ezra, complying with this request, assembled the people on the first

day of the seventh month in an open place before one of the gates,

and there recited to them portions of the Law, while learned priests

and Levites explained the text. "The whole people wept when they

heard the words of the Law" (ver. 9). Why did they weep? Because

they"had become aware, that from ignorance they had transgressed its

precepts
;
just as king Josiah under similar circumstances had given

vent to his bitter grief and vexation*. But they were told by their

religious teachers — "This day is holy to the Lord your God; mourn

not, nor weep"; and they were ordered to celebrate it by festive

repasts, and by sending portions to the poor; "for", said Nehemiah,

"the joy of the Lord is your strength" (ver. 10). On the following

day, the reading of the Law was continued, and the people were in-

structed how to build and to adorn booths for the coming Feast of

Tabernacles; and this they celebrated, on the fifteenth day of the

month and the following seven days, by sacrifices, public recitals of

3 Nehem. VHI. 1. * 2 Ki. XXII. 11, 19.
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the Law, and convivial rejoicing, in a manner as it liad not been

kept "since the day of Joshua the son of Nun" (vers. 13— 18). Did

the people receive no directions with respect to the Day of Atone-

ment, which, according to the Pentateuch, falls between the first and

the fifteenth day of the seventh month? It appears that they received

none. The tenth day of Tishri was not solemnised. The detailed

account, which chronicles the events almost from day to day, has

nothing to record with regard to the tenth day. Under such circum-

stances, the silence of the text is in itself highly significant; but it

becomes decisive by the statement that follows — "On the twenty-

fourth day of this (the seventh) month", continues the narrative, "the

children of Israel assembled with fasting, and with sackcloths, and

earth upon their heads, . . . and they stood and confessed their sins,

and the iniquities of their fathers ; and they rose in their places, and

read in the Book of the Law of the Lord their God one fourth part

of the day, and another fourth part they confessed , and worshipped

the Lord their God" ^. Then the Levites, in a long speech, dwelt upon

the untiring love of God, and the constant trespasses of the Hebrews,

from the earliest time down to their own days; and finally they

drew up a covenant of allegiance to God's Law, to which the leading

Jews put their seals, and which the people swore to observe^. Hence

a Day ofAtonement was indeed kept in that memorable year, but it

was not the Day of Atonement prescribed in the Pentateuch ; for it

was solemnised, not on the tenth, but on the twenty-fourth day of

the month, and it was solemnised in a singular manner.

Therefore, it may be stated as a result, that the Day of Atone-

ment as ordained in the Pentateuch, is of later origin than Nehe-

miah's first governorship of Judea, or later than B. C. 440.

"We may now attempt to trace the origin of the Day of Atone-

ment down to its final and permanent introduction.

For a long time after the conquest of Canaan, the Hebrews,

mainly engaged in agricultural pursuits, had, except the Sabbath

and the Newmoon, no other festivals than those connected with the

produce of the soil, that is, they had virtually none but harvest festi-

vals. Three such celebrations were naturally suggested by the cli-

mate of Palestine — at the beginning of the corn-harvest, at its

completion, and at the ingathering of grapes and other fruits; they

were appropriately designated by the corresponding names of the

Feast of the Ears of Corn^, the Feast of the Harvest or of the First-

1 Nell. IX. 1—3. 3 Comp. Exod. Xin. 4 ; XXIII. 15;

2 Neh. IX. 4-X. 32. XXXIV. 18: Deut. XVI. 1.
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fruits*, and the Feast of Ingathering^; and as the latter marked

the termination of the agricultural year with all its labours, hopes,

and results, it was described as being solemnised "at the end" or

"at the revolution of the year"^. The Israelites kept these festi-

vals chiefly with feelings of joy and gratitude, not unmixed with

awe of that Power, in whose hands are plenty and famine. They

presented, therefore, in addition to the firstfruits, thank-offerings and

holocausts. Yet it can hardly be supposed , that every member of

the community celebrated all the three festivals at the common Sanc-

tuary ; as a rule, each family seems to have visited the Tabernacle once

a year, probably at the conclusion of the harvest or the vintage, and

then to have offered up sacrifices and gifts, vows and prayers''.

When, in the course of time, the Hebrews developed and fixed

their historical traditions, which they dated back, as much as feasible,

to the age of Moses, they were anxious to connect them with the three

great agricultural holidays , the regular recurrence of which seemed

particularly fitted to perpetuate their remembrance. The great ver-

nal festival was the first to be thus enriched in meaning and import;

it became the great anniversary of the release from Egyptian thral-

dom, the Feast of Passover 8, or the Feast of unleavened Cakes ^,

which names themselves were meant to recall remarkable incidents

of that miraculous deliverance. It received those additions at an

early time for various reasons. The beginning of the corn-harvest^"

is, especially in a country of such varied conformation and climate

as Palestine, not sufficiently marked and uniform to serve as a suit-

able epoch; nor is it in itself an occasion for rejoicing or a guaran-

tee of abundance, as many anxious weeks follow till the final inga-

thering of the crops. It is, therefore, hardly surprising, that the histo-

rical significance of the festival should soon have outweighed its ori-

ginal or agricultural object, and that the names with which it is de-

scribed refer more distinctly to the former than to the latter. Yet the

offering of a firstfruit sheaf of barley tended to preserve its pri-

mitive character in constant remembrance; it was occasionally even

considered as a separate celebration apart from the Pesach and

4Ex.XXin.l6;XXXIV.22;comp. ^ 1 Sam. I. 3, 21; comp. XX. 6;

Lev. XXni. 10; Num. XXVIII. 26; 1 Ki. XH. 32, 33.

later also called Festival of Con- « Esod. XXXIV. 25.

elusion. 9Exod. XXni. 15; XXXIV. 18;

5 Exod. XXni. 16; XXXIV. 22. Deut. XVI. 16 ; Lev. XXIII. 6.

6 Exod. XXm. 16 ; XXXIV. 22. lO Deut. XVI. 9.
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from the Feast of unleavened Cakes; and it may have imparted to

Passover the name of Feast of the Sheaf.

It appears that the Hebrew legislator found no historical event

to be fitly grafted upon the second great agricultural festival, the

Feast of Harvest. This is in itself so important and so clearly de-

fined that it seemed to require no additional support; it was also

termed Feast of "Weeks ^, a name helping to prevent the obliteration

of Passover as that agricultural festival from which the seven weeks

down to the conclusion of the harvest were counted. Yet Jewish

tradition, everywhere working ovit the Biblical notions, believed

there was reason to assume that the Feast of Harvest coincided

with the day of revelation on Mount Sinai, and thus established in this

instance also a union of the natural and historical element, which

was the more desirable at a time when, by the dispersion of the

Jews , the former had entirely ceased to be applicable.

With regard to the third great festival , the process of amalga-

mation, though very slow, was yet accomplished in the Biblical times.

In Deuteronomy, that festival is designated, not as in the older code

ofExodus, as "Feast of Ingathering", but as "Feast of Tabernacles"^;

but it had evidently still its former meaning and none else, for it is

explicitly described as being celebrated "when the corn and the wine

are gathered in", which words correspond to "the end" or "the revo-

lution" of the year; it was probably "the festival" j?«r excellence,

as it took place when all the labours of the year were completed and

all its rewards secured ^ However, the new name, which is used in

all the later historical Books*, points at least to a new ceremony

that had in the mean time been introduced— that of dwelling during

the days of the festival in slight booths or tabernacles, temporarily

constructed from the branches of thick or large-leaved trees, such

as the myrtle, the palm- and the olive-tree ^ The custom arose

probably out of the ordinary circumstances under which the fruit is

usually collected in vine-yards and olive-groves ; and the wealth and

liberality of nature, to which man owes his sustenance, could not

have been more suitably represented or acknowledged. But the new

name and the new custom suggested a welcome historical meaning

of the festival: in Leviticus, all native Israelites are earnestly com-

manded to live in tabernacles during seven days; and it is in Levi-

ticus that this reason is for the first time assigned — "that your

1 Exod.XXXIV.22; Deut.XVI.9,16. * 2Chr. VIII.13; EzraUI.ij Zech.

2 Deut.XVI. 13. XIV. 16, 18, 19.

3 Comp. 1 Ki. XII. 32, 33. 5 Comp. Neh. VIII. 15.
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generations may know, that I caused the children of Israel to dwell in

tabernacles when I brought them out of the land ofEgypt" '^. How-
ever, both this reason and the precise law concerning the various vege-

table productions to be employed on the FestivaP, originated many

generations after the return of the Jews from the Babylonian exile;

for in the time of Nehemiah, such a law was hardly known, and the

practice differed from that prescribed in Leviticus ^.

But simultaneously with the historical , the inward and spiri-

tual expansion of the Hebrew festivals was worked out. This ex-

pansion was the fruit of that growing convictii n of the sinfulness of

man, and of his need of expiation before a holy and perfect God,

which is the main attribute of a pious frame of mind, and which,

if manifested with earnestness and purity of purpose, invariably

indicates the last and highest stage of religious life. "We have

on previous occasions attempted to describe this feeling of moral

dependence and self-humiliation, as evinced in the Hebrew Scrip-

tures, and especially in the Pentateuch^; it was naturally fostered and

strengthened by the misfortunes and struggles of the exile, which

the guilty and remorseful conscience of the nation readily attributed

to past iniquities'"; and it gave rise to the sin-o/ferings, the latest deve-

lopment of the noblest class of sacrifices, those of expiation. As these

grew in depth and popularity, they were associated with all festive and

solemn days, and were superadded to the older holocausts and thank-

offerings ' ^ They could not, before the Babylonian exile, have been

invested with the minute ceremonials and the subtle gradations spe-

cified in Leviticus '2, as we have before proved; in the first Temple,

they could not have been presented in the manner described by the

levitical legislator, because that Temple had no curtain'^ against

6 Lev. XXin. 42. 43. 9 See Comm, on Levit. L pp. 2,

•? Lev. XXin. 40. 166—168, 309, 310; comp. also Ps.

8 Comp. Neh. VIII. 15 : three of the XXXIX. 9 ; LXV. 4 ; Cin..3sqq.;Vrov.

trees there named do not occur in XX. 9.

Leviticus, which, on the other hand, lo Comp. Ezra V. 12; VIII. 6, 7; IX.

has two productions not mentioned 6 sqq. ; X. 1 sqq. ; Neh. I. 6 , 7 ; VIII.

in that passage of Nehemiah; the 2; IX. 16—37; X. 32 sqq.; XIII. 18;

concluding- word of the verse "as is Zechar. I. 2— 6; Tob. HI. 8 sqq.;

written" or "prescribed" , viz. in the Prayer of Azar, vers. 5 sqq. ; Judith

Law, is very strange, since we find VII. 28; Bar. I. 13, 17—22; III. l^g'^'.

in no part of the Law a precept iden- 1 1 See Num. XXVIII and XXIX.
tical with that of Nehemiah. On 12 Comp. especially chapt. IV and
the three harvest festivals in gene- notes in loc.

ral see Comm. on Exod, pp. 352, 353. 13 gee sujmc, p. 164.
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whicli the blood could be sprinkled'; in fact, they attained their

highest and final form only during the time of Zerubbabel's Temple.

And the crowning stone of that religious edifice, which demanded

the incessant labour of more than a thousand years, was the Day

of Atonement as instituted in Leviticus. It combined, as in one fo-

cus, all the scattered rays of spiritualism which in successive pe-

riods had helped to dispel superstition and frivolity; and it kindled

a flame of devotion which, if rightly directed, might well cleanse the

heart from egotism and pride, and raise the mind from worldliness

to a yearning after light and truth.

Thus the vast circle was completed : the festivals of the Hebrews,

like nearly all their institutions , had passed through three distinct

phases — the natural or cosmic, the historical or commemorative,

and the ethical or spiritual — , and they were by this process more

and more enlarged, enriched, and refined. It is remarkable, that we

are able to trace those three phases in the preserved fragments of

Hebrew literature, and, what is even more interesting, that we can

trace them in the Pentateuch itself.

The "Book of the Covenant" in Exodus^, which embodies the

most important of the civil and religious laws, mentions, besides the

Sabbath, only the agricultural festivals^ — "three times thou shalt

celebrate a feast toMe in the year", and "three times in the year all thy

males shall appear before the Lord God"; two of them are simply

described as relating to husbandry, viz. the Feast of Harvest and

the Feast of Ingathering, while Passover, though stated to

take place in the month of "the green ears of corn" , is already de-

signated as the Feast of unleavened Cakes, in reference to the exodus

from Egypt. No distinct directions are given with respect to the

time and mode of celebration, except that the Feast of Ingathering

is to be kept "at the end of the year", "when thou hast gathered in

thy labours out of thy field" ; and that , with regard to Passover,

allusion is made to a previous injunction^.

At the renewal of the Covenant after the worship of the golden

calf, the same principles are maintained^: three festivals are com-

manded; all the laws are coupled with agriculture and its produce;

even with respect to the Sabbath it is observed, "in the time of

ploughing and of reaping thou shalt rest" ; the names are the same

1 Comp. Lev. IV. 6, 17. ^Exod. XXIIL 15 ; comp. Xn. 15

2 Ch. XX. 19—XXm. 33; see *^^., 39; XIIL 3.

Comm. on Exod. pp. 285 sqq. 5 Exod. XXXIV. 18, 21—23.
3 Exod. XXIII. 14—17.
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as before , except that the Feast of Harvest is called the Feast of

"Weeks indicating its connection with Passover, and that the Feast

of Ingathering is said to be kept at "the revolution of the year",

which is synonymous with "the end of the year". Detailed injunc-

tions are wanting, as in the preceding ordinance.

The Book of Deuteronomy preserves essentially the same point

of view ^. It amplifies, rather than extends, the older statements. It is

more fluent in language and more regular in ai'rangement, as may be

expected from the literary advancement of the time ; but it supplies no

new materials. It attempts a fuller description and a kind of system;

yet it knows no other than the three time-honoured agricultural

festivals. It brings the celebration of these festivals into closer and

more direct alliance with the national Sanctuary, or "the place which

the Lord chooses to let His name dwell there"'; but it assigns to them

no higher meaning and gives no additional reason. It insists upon offer-

ings and free-will gifts to be presented in the House of God; but it

appoints them to be used for social and charitable, rather than purely

religious purposes^. As regards the names, there is but this dif-

ference that the Feast of Ingathering is termed the Feast of Taber-

nacles, but this new name involves no change of meaning in the fes-

tival itself.

In the middle portions of the Pentateuch— Leviticus and Num-
bers — we enter upon an entirely distinct phase. In those Books

the festivals appear in their complete and final extension. "We find

in two passages a well-digested survey of all the sacred days in the

year, together with a statement of their origin, their nature, and their

mode of celebration by means of sacrifices and other rites ^ ; and in addi-

tion to this, a special description is given of one day of peculiar sanc-

tity ^ ^. Besides the Sabbath and the New-moon, the three ancient agri-

cultural festivals are introduced; with respect to the Feast of Ta-

bernacles, a historical is coupled with the natural reason — because

the Israelites dwelt in booths during their wanderings in the desert

;

and in all instances , sin-offerings are added to the older holocausts.

Then for the first time mention is made of two new festivals— "the

Day of blowing the Trumpet" or "a Memorial ofblowing the Trumpet",

to be kept, as a day of rest and of holy convocation, on the first of the

seventh month ^ \ and "the Day of Atonement" set apart for the most

6 Deut. XVI. 1—17. 9 Comp. Lev. XXIII and Num.

'Deut.XVL2,6,7,ll,15,16.
XXVIU. XXIX.

'

10 Lev. XVI.
8 Comp. vers. 10, 11, 14—17. n Lev. XXIII. 24; Num. XXIX. 1.
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perfect rest^, for fasting, and the expiation of sins through the in-

tervention of the High-priest. The dignity and position in which

this functionary here appears, and the rigid distinction made be-

tween "priests" and "Levites", which is not yet known to the Deu-

teronomist^, bespeak, like the sin-offerings, the very late origin of

the whole ceremoniaP.

Yet the introduction of the Day of Atonement can easily be

understood; for it is essentially the institution of sin-oflferings con-

centrated and intensified; days of general fasting and penitence

were in all periods proclaimed on particular occasions, whether of

public danger, misfortune, or guilt ^; and at least four such days

were, from the beginning of the exile, kept as regular anniversaries,

in mournful remembrance of the siege, the capture, and the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem , and of the final overthrow of the last remnant of

independent nationality^.

But how can we account for the origin, and explain the meaning

of the "Day of blowing the Trumpet", which both in Leviticus and

Numbers is so obscurely alluded to, that it almost appears as if

its origin and its meaning had been intentionally veiled^? We may
answer these questions with some distinctness. From the preceding

deductions it cannot be doubtful, that that festival was instituted in

the post-Babylonian time. Now, when the Jews, after the establish-

ment of the Persian rule, returned from the captivity, they so far

conformed to east-Asiatic customs that they began the year, not as

1 Lev. XVI. 31 ; XXIII. 32. fasted during three, nay often during

six successive days.

5 Viz. (1.) In the fourth month (on

the ninth day, Avhen Jerusalem was

2 See Comm. on Lev. I. pp. 368

369.

3 See on the very gradual rise of

the office of High-priesthood, 1. c.

pp. 389—391.

taken; later changed to the seven-

teenth day, the supposed date of the

storming of Jerusalem by Titus); (2.)

4 Comp. Judg. XX. 26; 1 Sam. VII. In the (\flh month (on the seventh or

6; XXXI. 13; 1 Ki. XXI. 9, 12; Jer. tenth day, when Jerusalemwas burnt
XXXVI. 6, 9; Joel. I. 14; II. 12, 15; and destroyed; later changed to the

Esth. IV. 3, 16, 17; Ezra VIII. 21; ninth.the alleged day of the destruc-

Neh. IX. 1; 2 Chr. XX. 3; 1 Mace. tion of Jerus. by Titus); (3.) In the

III. 47; Judith IV. 9, 13; see also 5eye«//« month (according to tradition

2 Sam. L 12; XII. 16 ; 1 Ki. XXI. 27

Isal. LVIIL 3; Jer. XIV. 12; Jon

III. 5, 7; Ps. XXXV. 13; LXIX. 11

CIX. 24; Ezr. IX, 5; X. 6 ; Neb. L 4:

lChr.X.12; JudithVIII.6; VJ/w/m.Taan

L4—7;ra/ffi.Taan.26=';Matth.IX.14

the third day ; when the Jewish go-

vernor Gedaliah was murdered) ; and

(4.) In the tenth month (on the tenth

day, when the siege of Jerusalem

commenced).
6 Comp. Lev.XXUL 23—25; Num.

Luke IL 37; XVIIL 12. The Essenes XXIX. 1—6.
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before, witli the spring or tlie first month (Nisan), but with the au-

tumn or seventh month (Tishri, p. 165). This change was carried out

gradually and with some difficulty , since it stood in direct opposition

to a distinct command of the Pentateuch ^ But when it was once

adopted, the first day of that month, or the New-year's day, was
deemed to require some striking solemnity, and was, therefore, raised

into a festival
,
just as Ezekiel , considerably more than a century

before, when Nisan was still the beginning of the year, proposed a

holy festival on the first and seventh day of that month 8. A kind of

historical support for this new institution may have been found in the

memorable meeting, held on that day in the time of Ezra and Nehe-
miah, when the former read the Law to the people, and exhorted

them to piety and rectitude 9. Nor is it impossible, that the desire

of having seven days of holy convocation during the year *
«, facilitated

the introduction of an additional festival completing that number
which the Hebrews almost uniformly associated with their reli-

gious ordinances. The nature and import of the New-year's day
were readily fixed. The commencement of a fresh period, with all the

uncertainties it shrouds, with all the trials it may possibly have in

store, was apt to call forth among a people like the Hebrews — so

serious and so little sanguine, yet so impressionable and so easily

awed— feelings of anxious anticipations, against which they struggled
with prayer, self-humiliation, and expiatory sacrifice. This character

was given to the New-year by Ezekiel in his ideal descriptions,

and it was greatly intensified when, in the course of time, the first

day of Tishri was linked with the tenth; for then the New-year was
considered as the commencement, and the Day of Atonement as the

culmination, of the penitential season extending over the significant

number of ten days, of which the first and the last were signalised

as particularly momentous.

This is not the place to point out how eagerly later Judaism
unfolded the precepts regarding those two days which, in holiness

and solemnity, were raised infinitely above all other festivals of

the year. With respect to the Day of Atonement, the Pentateuch
itself gave a strong proof of the singular importance which was at-

tached to it very soon after its introduction; for it ordained, that on

that day the Hebrews were to proclaim the year of jubilee with all its

^ Exod. Xn. 2 ;
see notes in loc. lO Viz. 2 on Passover, 1 on Pente-

8 Ezek.XLV.18-20; see5«;?rflp.l65. cost, 2 on Tabernacles, 1 on the Day
9 Neh.VIII.1^5'5'.; se^ su^ra ^, IQ7

;

of Atonement, and 1 on New-year,
comp. also Ezra in. 1 sci<i.
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privileges and all its social chaBges^ Later tradition, anxious to

connect so lioly a celebration with some remarkable event in Hebrew
history, and thus to stamp it, like all other festivals, as a comme-

morative anniversary, contended that it was on the tenth day of Tishri

that Moses, after having stayed forty days on Mount Sinai (for he

is supposed to have gone up on the first of Elul), came down with

the second tablets of the Law, and announced to the people God's

gracious pardon for their worship of the golden calf 2.

The Jewish doctors and scribes might have looked with just

pride upon the institution of the Day of Atonement, which testified

to the vast progress that had been made in religious thought and

theocratic organisation: we in our age, who view it by the light of

so many new truths, indeed appreciate its spiritual depth and power,

but we cannot help being astonished at finding, even in so late a pe-

riod, the admission of a pagan element — the sin-laden goat

sent into the wilderness to the evil demon Azazel — a fiction of

Persian dualism and superstition, which almost counterbalances the

value, and certainly dims the purity, of the other features of the

ritual, and which should warn us not to accept any intellectual achieve-

ment of past times as final. The introduction of that element is so

significant in its bearings and inferences , that it seems desirable to

examine its origin, and to consider the organic relation in which

it stands to kindi-ed conceptions. This will be attempted in the fol-

lowing treatise.

1 Lev. XXV. 9 ; see notes in loc. The Year of release began on the

Feast of Tabernacles (comp. Deut. XXXL 10).

2 See Exod. XXXIV. 27—29.



B. THE DOCTRINE OF ANGELS AND SPIRITS,

OR

THE MONOTHEISM OF THE BIBLE.

The idea of one incorporeal and omnipresent God, "whom the

heaven and the heaven of heavens do not contain", may have been

fathomed by some profound and gifted minds among the Hebrews,

but it proved too abstract and too refined for the mass of the people.

At no period polytheism lost its hold upon the community, and

the causes and conditions in which it rooted, though at times miti-

gated or modified, never ceased to operate. Even when the existence

of one eternal Deity was acknowledged, a compromise with paganism

was indispensable; and it was accomplished by the mythology of

angels and spirits. These represented to the popular mind the visible

manifestations of Clod's power, and its individual effects in nature

and in human life; they revealed the Infinite in a finite form, and

made it accessible to external perception; they clothed the spirit ift

a material form, and engaged the senses, if they did not fascinate the

imagination. Though hardly remnants of old and degraded Hebrew

idols, they may be regarded as the tribute by which idolatry was

reconciled to Hebrew monotheism, and was prevailed upon to tolerate

it. They were themselves the mystic ladder reaching from earth to

heaven.

For according to the simple notions of the Bible, the earth is

the centre of the universe, while heaven, with the sun and moon and

the myriads of stars, is a canopy over the earth, and the abode of Grod,

from whence He descends to visit the earth K Whenever He does

1 Comp. Gen. III. 8; XLS, 7; XVIII. 1 , 2, 17; etc.; see Comm. on Genes,

pp. 14—19.

N
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descend, He appears in bodily shape, or as an angel, He and the an-

gel being identical. Hence there was at first no distinction of good

and evil angels; being all alike the organs of God's will, they were

all good and holy^; and they vanished when they had fulfilled their

mission, to reappear when a new miracle of Divine intercession was

to be wrought^. In later times, the Hebrews abandoned a child-

like conception which limits God in space, and makes Him cor-

poreal almost like a heathen deity; but still desirous to establish

a personal intercourse between heaven and earth, they conceived

Him as the lord of angels, whom He sends in forms perceptible to

mortal eyes, while He Himself remains in His celestial realms, an

unchangeable spirit. Thus the notions concerning angels fluctuated

and changed ; and a clear result on this important subject can hardly

be arrived at unless we distinguish and examine the literature of

different periods, namely— (l.)the Canonical Books composed before

the Babylonian exile; (2.) those compiled during or after it, together

with the Apocrypha, and the works of Philo and Josephus
; (3.) the

New Testament; and (4.) the Talmud and the Eabbinical writings.

1. THE ANTE-BABYLONIAN TIME.

At an early period, the belief in spirits was introduced into Pa-

lestine from eastern Asia through the ordinary channels of political

and commercial interchange. We find the Hebrews at all epochs

familiar with angels in nearly all their varied qualities and func-

tions. The angels are the "messengers" or "servants" or "sons" of

God^, "exceedingly awful" in appearance and wonderful in attributes,

endowed with more than human intelligence and wisdom, and conspi-

cuous for more than human righteousness^. Though no mortal can see

them Avithout forfeiting his life, they present themselves on earth in

human shape, wrestle with human beings, or taking them by the

hand in times of danger, lead them away in safety ^. They are there-

fore called "men"^; occasionally they share the human wants, and

having connection with the daughters of men, they become the pro-

1 See hi/ra ch. II. 20 ; XIX. 28 ; Zech. XII. 8 ; comp. Gen.

2 See Comm. on Lev. I. pp. 265 sqq. III. 5, 22.

3 Gen.VI.2,4; JobL6;II.l;IV.18; 5 Gen. XIX. 16;XXXIL 25.

XXXVIII.7;Ps.XXIX.l; LXXXIX. o Gen. XVIIL2, 16, 22 (comp. XIX.

7; Dan. lU. 25; etc. 1); XXXII. 25; Josh. V. 13; Ezek.

* 1 Sam. XXIX. 9; 2 Sam. XIV. 17, 1, 5; Zech. L 8—10.
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genitors of hero- and giant-races'' — to which notions heathen my-

thology offers striking analogies.

They are sent as God's representatives, whenever His holy and

awful presence cannot be endured by sinful men*. We find — usually

as del ex machiua— angels who help and protect^, save and redeem ^^,

and provide food for the forlorn and helpless ^^; who announce re-

markable incidents and disclose the course of future events'^; who

console and comfort ^ ^, advise and direct ^ *, and stimulate men to deeds

of courage or heroism'^; or who warn, reprove, and punish ^^. Angels

inspire and teach prophets ' ^ , who are themselves called "angels"

or "messengers of Grod"'^, like the priests in later times '^.

Their number is infinite. They form the "camp of Grod", or are

"His hosts", "His army", and "His mighty heroes" ^o. They belong to

His celestial Court or "Council" ^i, and surround His throne as His

ministers or as the executors of His decrees ^^. Hence their ordinary

abode is in heaven - 3, and God Himself is called the "Lord of Hosts" ^ *.

Yet the term "host of heaven" ^^ means usually the stars; for these

were, especially in later times, looked upon as a well-organized

army fighting the battles of God's favourites ^^, like the Fravashis

7 Gen. VI. 2, 4; comp. 2 Petr. II.

4; Jude 6, 7; Testam. Rub. c. 5; Hen.

VI. 2-8; X. 11; XH. 4; XV. 2 sqq.]

XIX. 1;LIV. 6.

s Exod. XXXni. 2, 3; compare

XXXII. 34.

9 Gen. XXIV. 7, 40; Ex. XIV. 19;

XXni.20—23; XXXn. 34; XXXIII.

2 ; Ps. XCI. 1, 11, 12; comp. Gen.

XXXII. 2, 3; 2Ki. VI. 17.

10 Gen. XLVm. 16; Num. XX. 16;

Ps. XXXIV. 8.

11 1 Ki. XIX. 5, 7.

12 Gen. XVI. 10—12; XVIH. 2;

XIX. 1; XXII. 16—18; Judg. Xin.3.
13 Gen. XXI. 17, 18.

14 Gen. XVI. 9; XXII. 11, 12;

XXXI. 11.

15 Judg. VI. 1 1 ; 1 Ki. I. 15 ; comp.

Josh. V. 14, 15.

16 Judg.II.1,4; V.23; Ps.XXXV.5,6.
1' 1 Ki. XIU. 18; 2 Ki. I. 3; comp.

Dan. VIII. 16.

18 Isai. XLIV. 26 ; Hagg. I. 13 ; Mai.

Ill, 1, 23 ; Eccl. V. 5 ; 2 Chr. XXXVI.
15, 16 ; comp. Isai. XLII. 19.

19 Mai. II. 7.

20 Comp.Isai.XXXin.7; Ps.CIII.20.'

21 Ps. LXXXIX. 8.

22 Gen. XXVIII. 12; XXXII. 2,3;
Deut. XXXIII. 2; Josh. V. 14, 15;

1 Ki. XXII. 19; 2 Chr. XVni. 18;

Isai. VI. 1—7 ; Job I. 6 ; II. 1 ; comp.

Isai. XXIV. 21 ; Ps. LXXXIX. 7, 8;

cm. 20, 21; CXLVIII. 2; Dan. VIL
9, 10; Henoch L 9; XIV. 22, 23; XL.

1 ; LX. 1 ; LXXI. 8,13; Matth. XXVI.
53; Luke II. 13.

23 Gen. XXIL 11; Judg. XIIL 20;

comp. Dan. IV. 10; LukeIL 15; XXIL
43; etc.

24 1 Sam. L 3, 11; IV. 4; XV. 2; 2

Sam. V. 10; Ps. LXXX. 5, 8, 15, 20;

LXXXIX. 9.

25 Deut.IV.19; XVILS; 2Ki.XVn.

16 ; XXI. 3, 5 ; XXHI. 4, 5 ; Isai.XXIV.

21; XL. 26; Jer. VIIL 2; XIX. 13;

Zeph. L 5; Ps. XXXIII. 6; Neh. IX.

6 ; compare Job XXV. 5 ; Matth.

XXIV. 29.

26 Judg. V. 20.

N2
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or tutelar}' star-angels of the Persians; or they Avere simply pictured

as living and sentient beings; they shouted and rejoiced when the

world was created \ and they were filled with dismay when they be-

held the devastation of the Holy Lnud^; they worship the glory of

God 3 and submit to His decrees *
;
yet, not being spotless ^, they some-

times rebel against His sovereignty, and refuse to appear or to shine

at their appointed times, for which offences they are kept fettered in

a heavenly prison^.

There are "angels of peace", who feel pity and compassion,

and weep bitterly at the sight of desolation and human misery^;

there are the fiery Seraphim with six wings, who stand round God's

throne in His celestial Sanctuary, ready to execute His commands,

and thus praising Him in alternating choirs: — "Holy, holy, holy

is the Lord of Hosts, the whole earth is full of His glory" S; and there

are the Cherubim, symbols of God's presence^, the ministers of His

power and will, and the guardians of the unapproachable paradise '".

On the other hand, we have angels of death '
^ and angels of revenge

or punishment*', a destroying angel who spreads pestilence'^, a "de-

ceiving angel" who misleads prophets as a "lying spirit"'*, and Sa-

tan himself, the wily tempter, who in the form of the serpent enticed

the first couple to disobedience, and thus robbed them of a deathless

existence of innocence and happiness'^.

It would be unwarranted to distinguish between "the established

belief of the Hebrews" and "popular superstition" ; we have no means

of fixing the boundary line between both; we must consider th%one

to coincide with the other, or we should be obliged to renounce all

historical enquiry. The belief in spirits and demons was not a

concession made by educated men to the prejudices of the masses,

but a concession which all — the educated as well as the uneducated

— made to polytheism.

1 Job XXXVIII. 7,
'

11 Prov. XVI. 14.

2 Isai. XXIV. 21, 23. 12 Ps. XXXV. 5, 6.

3 Nehem. IX. 6.

i Dan. IV, 32.

5 Job XXV. 15; comp. XV. 15.

13 2 Sam. XXIV. 16, 17; 2 Ki. XIX.
35; Isai. XXXVII. 36; 1 Chr. XXI.
12, 15; 2 Chr. XXXII. 21 ; comp. Sir.

6 Henoch XVII. 13— 16; comp.
-, .„ -r , -^^r^^-TTTTT „, XLVIII. 21; 1 Mace. VIII. 41; 2 Mace.

XV. 22 ; 3 Maec. VL 5.

i^i 1 Ki. XXII. 19—22,

Jude 13; Job XXXVIII. 31.

7 Isai. XXXIII. 7.

8 Isai. VI. 1—7.

9Exod. XXV. 18—20; XXVL 1; i^ Gen. HL 1 sqq, (see Comm. on
1 Ki. VL 23—28 ; VII; 29. Gen. pp. 83, 84); comp. 1 Sam.

10 Comp. P.O. XVIII. 11; Gen. IIL XXIX. 4; 2 Sam. XIX. 23; 1 Ki. V.

24; see Comm. on Exod. p. 368. 18; XL 14, 23, 25.
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2. THE POST-BABYLONIAN TIME.

"When the Jews, ever open to foreign influence in matters of

faith, lived under Persian rule, they imbibed among many other re-

ligious views of their masters, especially their doctrines of angels

and spirits, which, in the region of the Euphrates and Tigris, were

most luxuriantly developed. The old notions were indeed partially

retained ^^, but they were also modified, enlarged, and infinitely mul-

tiplied. From this time, the angels, never again identified with God,

assume a greater independence, display a more busy activity as in-

struments in the government of the world, and appear in regular

gradations of rank and dignity ; and some of them are specially

distinguished by names, which the Jews themselves admit to

have borrowed from their heathen rulers, like the names of the

months. The best and purest of the angels possess Divine intel-

ligence , and act as Grod's stewards and delegates on earth, or as

""ministering angels", like the Persian Jazaias or Izeds. They per-

form by God's direction the work deemed beneath His greatness

or holiness , such as the creation of sinful men, and the punishment

of the wicked, which would not become the Lord of mercy. They are

the mediators and arbiters between heaven and earth, since men,

never completely purified, must dread to approach the Divine pre-

sence. As "interceding angels" they teach and guide the pious,

luring their supplications before the celestial throne, and bear wit-

ness to all virtuous deeds'^. Their chief is Mittron or Metatron,

corresponding to the Persian Miihra, the mediator between eternal

light and eternal darkness; he is the embodiment of Divine omni-

3)otence and omnipresence, the guardian of the world, the instructor

of Moses, and the preserver of the Law, but also a terrible avenger

of disobedience and wickedness, especially in his capacity as su-

preme judge of the dead.

There are seven chief or arch-angels created from the beginning * ^,

and they harmonise with the Persian Amshaspands (Ameshagpentas),

the immortal overseers of the world, conceived in accordance with

t6 Comp. Isai. XXIV. 21 ; LXIII. ruch VI. 7 ; Song of Three Holy ChU-

9; Ps. LXVin. 18; LXXVHI. 49; dren, vers. 26, 27; Susan, vers. 55, 59;

liXXXII. 1; LXXXIX. 7, 8; Cin. 2 Mace. XV. 23.

20, 21 ;
CIX. 6 ;

CXLVIII. 2 ; 1 Chr. ,, ^omp. Job XXXIH. 23 ; Zech. I.

XXI. 1; Zech. I. 8 sqq.; III. 1-3; ^^-14; Tobit XH. 12-15.
IV. 4 ; XII. 8 ; XIV. 5 ; Mai. HI. 1 sqq.

;

Dan. ni. 25; IV. 10, 14; VH. 9, 10; 18 Dan. X. 13; XU. 1 ; 1 Thess. IV
Vin. 16; XV. 15; Sir. XLV, 2 ; Ba- 16 ; Jude 9.
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the seven chief councillors at the Persian court, who were the only

persons privileged to appear at pleasure before the great king ^ Four

of them, standing on the four sides of God's throne, and from thence

sent forth on their missions to the four quarters of the world, are singled

out as "princes of the angels of the Divine presence", and entrusted

with clearly defined duties. They are not only the holy protectors

or watchful "guardians" of individuals — the Persian Fervers or

Fravashis, or human souls ^ — but they are also the defenders of

communities and empires^; appearing, like the Homeric gods, as

blooming young men, they accompany their favourites, Mentor-

like, on dangerous voyages to distant lands ^; and they come to assist

the Hebrews or to terrify their enemies^.

They usually bear the names of Michael, the patron of Israel;

Gabriel, the interpreter of visions and the keeper of Paradise; Uriel,,

the Lord of light and fire and the heavenly luminaries ; and Raphael,

the great healer^. Yet, as is natural in jDopular fancies slowly, if

ever, fixed as dogmas, the names fluctuate; for the latter two are

promiscuously given as TJrjan and Surjan, or as Raphael and Pha-

nuel^; or other archangels besides those four are mentioned by

name; and occasionally no more than six are counted, to whom
God Himself is added to make up the holy number of seven*; just

as Ormuzd is sometimes simply one of the seven prince-angels or Am-
shaspands, a created being with bodily form, and an emanation of

the first principle of all things, the Zeruane-Akerene, but sometimes

the all-powerful creator of the universe and of the other six Am-
shaspands, and the revealer of all heavenly wisdom.

They are invested with fanciful attributes, by which they ap-

peal to the imagination, and by which they may be identified. As
agents of Divine punishment, they hover between heaven and earth

holding in their hand a drawn swords They are clothed in priestly

1 Esther I. 10 , 14
; comp. 1 Ki. X. VIH. 16 ; IX. 21 ; X. 13, 21 ; XII. 1

;

8;2Ki.XXV.19. 2Esdr. IV. 1, 36 ; V.20; 4E5dr.IV.l;

2 Dan. IV. 10, 14, 20. V. 20;X.28; Luke 1. 19 ; 1 Thess. IV.

3 Dan. X. 13, 20, 21; Acts XII. 15; 16; Jude 9 ; Eevel. IV. 5; A^II. 2, 3:

Bevel. I. 20 ; etc. XII. 7 ; Henoch IX. 1 ; XXI. 9 ; XXVII.
4 Dan. XII. 15 sqq. ; Tobit III. 17

;

2 ; XXXIII. 3 ; XL. 2—10 ; LXXV. 3,

V. 4, 21; IX. 5; XIL 12—19; Wisd. 4; LXXXVII. 2,3; XC. 21, 22; etc.

XVI. 20. ? Comp. Henoch IX. 1 ; X. 1 ; XL.
5 2 Mace. III. 24—26, 33, 34; X. 9; LIV. 6; LXXL 8, 9, 13.

29, 30; XL 6, 8, 10; 3 Mace. VL 18

;

« Comp. Ezek. IX. 2 sqq.

comp. 2 Ki. VI. 17. 9 1 Chv. XXI. 16, 30; Susan, vers.

6 Comp. Zech. III. 9; IV. 10; Dan. 55, 59; comp. Num. XXII. 23.
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linen and girt with a belt of the finest gold. Their body is like chry-

solite, and their arms and feet resemble polished brass; their head is

surrounded by a resplendent halo, their face flashes like lightning, and

the sound of their voice and of their wings is as the din of a vast multi-

tude, or as the noise of mighty waters ' ^. They ride on horseback, in

complete armour of glittering gold and precious stones"; or they dart

through the air "on the swift wings of the wind", and flit unchecked

through the universe *^ Yet, on the other hand, their bodily frame

is purely ethereal or spiritual; they see, but are not seen; they

require no food, for they subsist upon the radiant beams of God's

glory, although they sometimes appear to take sustenance during their

earthly missions. They are exempt from sin and passion, and subject

to no human desire and temptation. They live for ever, and work joy-

fully in unison and peace, free from hatred and envy. Imbued with

God's light and truth, they are initiated into all knowledge and all

secrets of the future ^^. The visions of Ezekiel describe agile and

fiery Cherubs and Chajoth, and Ophannira, that is, wheels of

chrysolite, closely following the movements of the Cherubs and

Chajoth, whose spirit is in the wheels : they are hardly angels, but ra-

ther emblematic creatures typifying the rapid approach of God; they

are enveloped in a blaze of fire like bright amber, or like torches

and the glare of lightning ; they are provided with four wings and

four faces, the face of a man, of a lion, an ox, and an eagle; and they

have straight feet walking onward without turning, and eyes every-

where, with which they see in all directions * ^.

Then the evil spirits also were considerably multiplied, and,

though at first mentioned only as strange and isolated beings, they

were soon brought into relation with established dogmas, and at

last formed an essential part of an enlarged religious system. They

are either designated by the general terms of "lords", "wicked

spirits"'^, "demons" or "devils" (3ai(xovia) — the Persian Bevs —

;

or they bear more specific appellations, as "he-goats" or satyrs,

whom they were fabled to resemble either in appearance or

10 Ezek. I. 7, 13 ; IX. 1—3, 11 ; XL. 12 Bel and Drag. 36; comp. 1 Ki.

3; Dan. X. 5, 6; XIL 6, 7 ; 3 Mace. XVIIL 12; 2 Ki. II. 16; Dan. IX. 21.

YI. 18; Henoch XXXVIIL 4; LVIII.

3-6; LXLl; LXXL 1 ; comp. Ps.
i^ TobitXIL 19; Henoeh XV.3 ^f^^r.

;

CIV. 2 ; Matth. XXVIII. 3 ; Mark XV. Matth. XXII. 30 ;
Luke XX. 36.

5 ; Luke IL 9; XXIV. 4; Acts X. 30; ,, ^^^^^ j ^_^^ ^ 9_^ XLL
BeveL L 13-16; X. 1. 18—20

11 2 Mace. IIL 25; X. 29; XL 8;

comp. V. 2—4. 15 Tob. VI. 7.
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lasciviousness ; Lilith , supposed to massacre children which she

waylays by night; or Alukah, the blood- sucking female Vampire

lurking in ambush for doomed travellers ; or they are introduced

as dancing goblins haunting deserts and dismal solitudes, and

making them resound with their wild shrieks and ghastly revel-

ries , and as malignant fiends to be propitiated by sacrifices and

even by holocausts of children '. We have the voluptuous Asmo-

deus, later raised to the rank of prince of demons, famous for his

relentless jealousy, and yet capable of being subdued and chased

back to his native wilderness^. We see, above all, Satan rise to

greater and more perilous eminence both with regard to his power

and the diversity of his functions. While his name is not even men-

tioned in the ante-Babylonian writings — though he is active at

the Fall of man — , he plays in later works a most important and an

obtrusively busy part. He is "the enemy"par excellence. He is not

only the cunning tempter, but the mischievous accuser, eager

to bring men's guilt before the throne of God. As he grows in

daring and presumption, he comes forward as the traducer of the

High-priest Joshua , and even ventures to oppose the angel of the

Lord I He is the ever active originator of human sin and impiety,

and is, therefore, under the name of Azazel, included in the expiato-

ry ritual of the Day of Atonement*.

This remarkable advance in demonology cannot be sui'prising,

if we consider that the Persian system known as that of Zoroaster,

and centi'ing in the dualism of a good and evil principle, flourished

most, and attained its fullest development, just about the time ofthe

Babylonian exile. The Jews were sufficiently prepared for the partial

adoption of that system by their current views of saving and destroying

angels ; and they could readily familiarise themselves with the Amshas-

pands and the Devs, the one the creatures of the beneficent Ormuzd

(Ahuramazda) , the others those of the pernicious Ahriman (Agro-

mainyus). Now we find this heathen dualism nowhere expressed

with greater plainness than where we should least expect it — in

the ordinances regarding the Day of Atonement, which enjoin, that

"Aaron shall cast lots upon the two goats, one lot for the Lord, and

1 See Lev. XVIL 7, and notes in XIL 43; Luke XI. 24; 1 Cor. X. 20;

loc; Deut.XXXIL 17 ; Isai.XIIL 21

;

Rev. IX. 20.

XXXIV. 14; Ps. CVL 37; 2 Chr. XL 2 Tob. IIL 8; VL 14, 15; YHL 3.

15; Sir. XXI. 27; Baruch IV. 7, 35; 3 Zech. IIL 1, 2.

Hen. XL. 7; LXV. 6; comp. Matth. « See m/ra, and notes onXVI.6— 10.
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-the other lot for Azazel"^ "The Lord" and "Azazel" stand in clear

contradistinction. Even if the exact functions of Azazel should ne-

ver be ascertained, the position which he was supposed to occupy-

in the moral world cannot be mistaken. Compelled to shun the

cheerful life of towns and communities, and to withdraw to dreary

and deserted regions, he yet lures men to transgression and offence,

disturbs their inward peace, and tries to undermine their happiness.

In order to indicate, that haroiony of mind has been restored, the

sins of the Israelites , symbolically transferred upon the head of a

goat, are sent back to him who occasioned them; and thus removed

from the hallowed abodes of Grod's people, they remain for ever as-

sociated with the evil demon and his native wilderness.

So far the Hebrew rites agree with the pagan fiction, and they

are indeed at variance with a pure and rational creed. But they

follow their prototype no farther, and do not essentially forsake the

path of monotheism. The goat was no sacrifice presented to Azazel,

no offering meant to appease his wrath; it was not slaughtered, but

left in the desert — somewhat cruelly— to its fate; it did not work

the atonement of the people, which was effected solely by the blood

of the second goat killed as a sin-offering*'; it served, in fact, merely

as a symbol of complete removal. Azazel himself possesses no inde-

pendent power; his anger cannot harm, and his favour cannot grant

pardon; he is not approached with prayers or lustrations; he is

reckoned of no account, and in the hands of God alone is remission

of sins. Although, therefore, Azazel and his goat are in themselves

a stain on the levitical legislation, they^ do not taint the main prin-

ciple of Judaism — God's absolute and undivided sovereignty.

The same remarks apply to all the angels and spirits of the Old

Testament. These are completely subordinate to the dominion of

the Deity ; they have no more authoi-ity than is entrusted to them

by God for special purposes ; they are devoid of all personal weight

and influence; they serve the one omnipotent Lord as His ready in-

struments ; and to Him they are bound to offerpraise and glorification ^

Occasionally indeed they represent the powers of the physical world

— "He makes the wind His messengers (angels), the flaming fire

His servants"^; yet they are not personifications of nature. Nor are

they ever deified or invoked, whether as cosmic forces or as saints^:

their worship is not expressly forbidden, because it is excluded by

5 Lev. XVI. 8. 8 Ps, CIV. 4; comp. CXLVin. 8.

6 Vers. 15, 16. 9 Job V. 1; comp. Deut. IV. 19;

7 Ps. XXIX. 1 : cm. 20, 21. XVII. 3.
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the first two Commandments'. Though they divided, they never

shared the majesty of God. Their position of dependence is expressed

in their very names. They are neither deities nor Divine emana-

tions, but created by God like men, and not begotten by Him, as

has been vainly inferred from the appellation "sons of God"; yet

not even their creation is mentioned in the Hebrew Scriptures , for

there is no place for them in the Hebrew cosmogony.

They are indeed the "holy ones" 2; yet in the searching light of

God they are not exempt from moral failings ^ They are not all-

powerful, and Jacob, wrestling with his celestial opponent, gained

the mastery*. They cannot accept Divine honours: thus the an-

gel who appeared to Manoah and his wife deprecated sacrifices^

and said, "If thou wilt offer a burnt-offering, thou must offer it

to the Lord"^; the angel Raphael, in much later times, impressed

upon Tobit, "Not of any favour of mine, but by the will of our God
I came, wherefore praise Him for ever"^; and the Talmud and the

Midrashim unswervingly clung to the same views. The angel

charged to lead the Hebrews into Canaan, was indeed to be revered

and implicitly obeyed, and he pardoned no rebellion; yet he was

himself powerless, and he derived all authority from God, whose "name

was in him"^. The destroying angel was simply an instrument of

God, who commanded him when to deal perdition, and when to stay

his hand*. The serpent, fatal to the first couple, could tempt and

mislead, but it submissively bore God's curse and retaliation^. In

the time of king Ahab, the "lying spirit" proposed to create confu-

sion, but he received his mandate from God: — "Thou shalt deceive

and prevail, go forth and do so"'". Satan himself, though looking

with fiendish envy upon Job's piety and happiness, was unable to

disturb the one or destroy the other; charged by God with the strict-

est commands which he dared not to overstep, he was obliged

to render a regular account of his actions; and baffled in his schemes,

he had no share whatever in deciding Job's ultimate fate; in a word,

1 Comp. Ex. XXn. 19; Deut. IV. * Gen. XXXII. 29; Hos. XU. 5j

35, 39. see supra pp. 17— 18.

2 Ps. LXXXIX.6, 8 ; Job V. 1 ; XV. s Judg. XIH. 16.

15; Zech. XIV.5; Dan. IV. 10, 14,20; 6 Tobit XU. 18.

Vni. 13; Tob. Vin. 15; XI. 14; Sir. 7 Exod. XXIII. 21 ; comp. Eccles.

XLV. 2; Henocb XH. 2; XX. 1,4; V. 5.

LXI. 10 ; etc. 8 2 Sam. XXIV. 16 sqq. ; 1 Cbr. XXL
3 Job IV. 18 ; XV. 15; comp. 1 Cor. 12 sqq. ; 2 Ki. XIX. 34, 63.

VI. 3, "Know you not that we shall o See Comm. on Gen. p. 63.

judge angels?" lo l Ki. XXn. 22.
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he waged war against Job, but not against God. "When he attempted

calumny against the High-priest Joshua, he was resisted and curbed

by the Divine malediction *
'. He appears, in fact, invariably as one of

the celestial ministers at God's throne; he pays Him allegiance like

the angels ; and, unlike Ahriman who is constantly at war with Or-

muzd, he never ventures opposition or rebellion ^2.

Yet it would be unwarrantable to divest the spirits of the Bible

of their personality, and to reduce them to abstract powers executing

God's will; they are not mere emblems of His presence, or symbols of

His working in nature, in great events, and in human thoughts or emo-

tions : not incarnations ofHis word, or beams ofHis essence, into which

they return without an existence or "meaning of their own"; and still

less "metaphors of a pious fancy" , employed "for the dramatic ani-

mation of the scene", or "for poetic adornment". Angels and spirits

were certainly not conceived with uniformity by all, nor in the sameman-

ner atdiflferent periods
;
yet they obtained steadily a stronger hold upon

the national mind, and gradually became objects of doctrine and creed.

It is true, the angelology of the Old Testament is fragmentary, without

unity and organic connection; and the notions on the subject were at

all times vague and floating: but so were the notions on many other

points of Hebrew theology? and on God Himself. The main interest

of the inquiry lies in that fluctuation. The Israelites, always ready

for progress and change, felt their way like all other nations; and

adopting or assimilating new ideas, they built up a comj)rehensive

system by the labour of ages : that system in all its completeness was

then, by a natural operation of the mind, represented as having been

worked out from the beginning on fixed principles, and, for greater sup-

port, it was finally attributed to some great and revered name of

antiquity, if not to Divine revelation. This process was repeated

with respect to all important institutions; and it affords the only

safe clue to a rational interpretation of the Scriptures, whether of

the Old or the New Testament.

But in spite of the beneficial and creditable restrictions referred

to, the admission of angels and of a tempting and accusing demon

was too dangerous a laxity to remain without deplorable effects.

The unity of God was threatened from two different sides. First, God

Himself might be identified with His messengers or manifestations,

and thus be endowed with bodily form; and secondly, the power of

evil, which often enjoys temporary triumphs on earth, might be re-

presented as an irresistible principle, and thus be invested with in-

• 11 Zech. m. 1, 2. 12 Comp. Comm. on Gen. pp. 258—260.
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dependent authoi'ity antagonistic to that of the Deity Himself. Both

these mistakes were actually made; for a later religious phase taught

an incarnate God and a contumacious Devil. The Old Testament

effectually paved the way for such errors. For in many passages,

especially in earlier writings, it introduces angels, who, in the course

of the narrative, prove to be Grod Himself i; and thus the Hebrews
were made familiar with the idea ofimpersonation, even irrespective of

the influence of other Eastern systems. Hence we can hardly be as-

tonished to find that the Fathers of the Church, with few exceptions,

considered in all passages throughout the Old Testament "the an-

gel of the Lord" to be identical with Christ, and understood the

three messengers who came to Abraham as the second person of the

Godhead, or the Logos, accompanied by two created angels, which

view, though now indeed discarded by critics, still occupies its place

in dogmatic works.

On the other hand , the Old Testament occasionally attributes

to Satan the power of leading even God's favourites astray, and bring-

ing upon them disgrace and misery. Thus "Satan' stood up against

Israel and provoked David to number Israel"^: it is true that, ac-

cording to the older account, God Himself incited the king to com-

mit the offence^; but this was justly deemed incompatible both with

Divine holiness and Divine justice, and was therefore abandoned, like

the questionable hardening of Pharao's heart ^. In the time of the

exile , and for centuries after it , thoughtful men urged indeed, that

God is the Author of both good and evil, of blessing and pun-

ishment, of light and darkness, since they acknowledged only rela-

tive, not absolute misfortunes, and regarded "all partial evil" as

"universal good" ^ In fact, the distinction between" good "and "evil"

angels is foreign to the Old Testament: the angels charged to over-

throw Sodom and Gomorrah, were the same as those who saved Lot

and his family ; the angol sent to destroy Sennacherib's army was dis-

tinctly called "a good angel" "^j and "a holy guardian" came to punish

1 Gen. XVI. 7—13; XVIII. 2, 3, 17 3 2 Sam. XXIV. 1; comp. 1 Sam.

sgq.; XXI. 17—19; XXII, 11, 12; XXVI. 19.

XXXI. 11 , 13; XXXII. 25, 29, 31; 4 Comp. James I. 13, 14.

XLVIII.15,16; Exod.III.2—7;Xin. 5 isai. XLV. 7; LIV. 16; comp.

21 and XIV. 19; Judg. VI. 11 sqg.; 1 Sam. XVI. 14, 16, 23; XVni. 10;

Xin. 21, 22; see also Gen. XVIII. 10 Judg. IX. 23; Am. III. 6; Lament.

andXXLl; Num.XXIL 9, 20, 22 sqq. 1IL38; Job IL 10; see SM/jra pp. 41, 42.

6 2 Mace. XV. 23 ; comp. XI. 6

;

2 1 Clir. XXI. 1. 1 Mace. VIL 41; 3 Mace. VI. 18.
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the pride of Nebuchadnezzar". Yet Zoroaster's doctrines gradually

exercised a perceptible influence; and then sinful deeds were traced^

not so much to the innate perversity or weakness of the human heart s,

as to the allurement and seduction of the arch-enemy of all virtue.

The "Wisdom of Solomon declares that "through envy of the devil-

came death into the world, and they that hold of his side find it"^^

and these notions became in later times current both among Christians

and Jews. Sirach contends, ""When the ungodly man curses Sa-

tan, he curses his own soul"'°. Philo speaks of "unholy angels un-

worthy of any address", and of demons who, properly wicked mortals^

assume the name of angels, and entice men to sensual excesses.

Josephus is indeed extremely free in his treatment of Biblical spi-

I'its. He either entirely omits the angels in his narrative; or he

substitutes for them God Himself or Divine Providence; or he as-

sumes in their stead indistinct superhuman visions and oracles,

a mysterious voice or even some human being; while he occasion-

ally changes a theophany into the appearance of an angel or spirit,

as in Jacob's wrestling with God. Yet he as often follows the Bible

in noticing angels; and, though like the Palestinian Apocrypha

Baruch and Tobit, he never mentions Satan, he frequently introduces

demons and malicious spirits, which he considers as the departed souls

of the wicked , as did the Greeks and later Jews ; he contends that

they take possession of men and strike them with foul and incurable

diseases, especially disorders of the mind ; but that they may be

exorcised by incantations and mysterious spells, especially by those

ascribed to the ingenuity of Solomon; and he declares that he himself

saw how a certain Eleazar "drew out a demon through the nostrils" of a

tortured sufferer by means of a "burning" root and of Solomonic for-

mulas, and how at Eleazar's command the spirit, as he went out of the

man, overturned a basin of water. On such fruitful soil had the Per-

sian teaching fallen among the Jews.

3. THE NEW TESTAMENT.

More remarkable still is the expansion in which the spirit-world

appears in the New Testament.

The (DKjels ceased entirely to be mere types or symbols of Di-

vine Providence, and were, in all cases, regarded as personal beings

7 Dan.IV.lO; comp.alsoHen.XX.4. 9 Wisdom II. 24.

8 Comp. Gen. VI. 5; Vni. 21 ; Jer. lo Sir. XXI. 27.

XVn, 9, 10.
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endowed with a well-defined individuality. In the speeches of Christ,

it is true, they are introduced without mythological adornment,

•without classification, names, or fanciful appearance; nor are they

charged with authority over empires or with intercession for indivi-

duals. But in the writings of the apostles, an exuberant imagination

busily invests them with the most striking attributes and the most

marvellous powers. Encompassed by a cloud with a bright radiance,

and a rainbow encircling their heads, with faces like the sun or

lightning, and feet like pillars of fire'; the Seven Spirits stand

on the four corners of the earth to command and rule the winds 2, and

to perform God's behests among men 3. Vast numbers— "ten thou-

sand times ten thousand, and thousands of thousands" — all clad in

fine white linen, and riding on white horses, surround the throne of

God, glorifying Him, offering incense on a golden altar, and

bringing before Him the prayers of the righteous. One preaches the

everlasting gospel to all lands and all nations, another declares the

Divine wrath to the godless, and some scatter terrible plagues over the

earth with the blast of their trumpets; while others, visibly appearing

among men, announce to them great and remarkable events, especially

such as concern the new dispensation. They lend their aid to pious

sufferers, shield those for whom they have been appointed as spe-

cial guardians, and carry the souls of the virtuous into heaven".

One of them was supposed to "come down at certain seasons into a pool

and to trouble the water", so that, "whosoever first after the troub-

ling of the water stepped in was made whole of whatever disease he

had"^— a conception so strange that the passage has, though without

reason, been suspected as spurious. But they decline worship ; for

they are merely servants of God like the apostles, and subject to His

tribunal^. They are neither perfect in knowledge nor in wisdom'',

yet are they able to interpret heavenly visions and revelations®.

Full of love and compassion, they rejoice at the sinner's repentance

and the growth of God's kingdom^. For both in heaven and on earth

they minister particularly to their lord Christ, whom they will

surround at his second advent, and whose decrees they will execute

in the day of judgment i".

iRev.X.l; XIV.6; Mattli.XXVIII. 6 Col. II. 18; 1 Cor. VI. 3; Revel.

2, 3; Luke XXIV. 4; Acts L 10; X. XIX. 10; XXIL 8, 9.

30; XII. 7 ; see supra p. 183. ^ Matth. XXIV. 36 ; comp. 1 Pet. I.

2 Rev. VII. 1. 12 ; Hebr. I. 4 sqq.

3Rev.I.4; in.l; IV.5 ; V.6 ; Vin.2. s Rev. I. 1; XXIL 6, 16.

4 Luke XVI. 22. 9 Luke XV. 10; 1 Pet. I. 12.

5 John V, 4, 10 Comp. Mattli. I. 20; U. 13, 19, 20;
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But singular and surjDrising are the notions of the New Testa-

ment regarding men possessed hy demons. They are so perplexing

that it seems difficult to understand by what perversion of thought

and by what anomalies of historical development, such fancies could

possibly be grafted upon any monotheistic religion.

The chief and ruler of the demons is Satan, who now stands

out in all his moral hideousness. His nature is sufficiently indi-

cated by his names: he is described as the "Slanderer" or "Devil";

the "Accuser" of men before God day and night ; "Beelzebub" or

"Beelzebul" and "Belial" (Beliar) ; the "great Dragon" or the "old

Serpent" who deceives the whole world; "the Liar and the father of

lies"; the "Wicked"; the "Prince" or "the God of this world" of

frivolity, sin, and ignorance, or "the Prince of the Power of the air";

the "Adversary" who "as a roaring lion walks about seeking whom
he may devour"; the "Messenger of death", "the Author of all evil";

ofdeceit and calamity, from the beginning of the world; the wily "An-

tagonist" of God's kingdom, of Christ's followers and his work; the

cunning "Seducer" of the weak, and the shameless tempter of the

pious and of Christ himself. His subjects or "angels" are the de-

mons or the wicked and unclean spirits, often identified with the

pagan idols, and classified according to their rank as principalities,

powers, and rulers of darkness^'. Now these demons enter into the

bodies of men, where thy dwell often in large numbers, up to a "legion"

in one individual. They afflict their wretched victims with melancholy

or raving madness, with epilepsy and paralysis, with loss of speech,

sight, and hearing; or they force them to live in rags and tatters near

tombs or in deserts. But they are cast out or "rebuked" by Christ

through the spii'it and holiness of God, and by his disciples and other

believers through the power of his name; and then they escape

to parched and dreary places, seeking rest which they never

find; or they are driven into unclean beasts, such as swine, which

then are seized with wild frenzy, and furiously rush into death:

yet sometimes they return from their desolate abodes with other de-

IV. 11; Xm. 39—42, 49; XVI. 27

XVni. 10 ;XXII. 30; XXIV.31 ; XXV
31 ; XXVI. 53 ; XXVIII. 2, 3 ; Luke I,

11—22; IL 9—14; XX. 36; XXn.43:
JohnL 52;ActsX. 3—7;Xn. 7— 11

15; XXVIL 23, 24; Horn. VEIL 38:

lCor.IV.9;Xm.l; Gal.I. 8; 1 Thess

in. 13; IV. 16; Hebr. L 4, 5, 13, 14

Xn. 22; 1 Pet. HI. 22; 2 Pet. IL 11;

Jude 9, 14; Eev. V. 11, 12; VH. 1—3,

11, 12; VIIL 3 sqq.\ XU. 7; XIV. 6

sqq.\ XV. 1 sqq.\ XVI. 1 sqq.\ XVIH.
1 *^g.;XIX. 10, 14; XXU. 9.

11 Epli. VI. 12; comp. L 21; 1 Cor.

XV. 24; Eom. VIIL 38.
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mons as auxiliaries, to enter and torment the wretched sufferer anew^

and to make his condition worse than ever. They appear in many
shapes, even as frogs. They differ in degrees of iniquity. Like the false

prophets, they often utter predictions and work signs and wonders

for deceit and destruction. Yet they believe in God, and tremble be-

fore His holiness. Fallen by their own guilt, like Satan, from an ori-

ginal state of innocence, "as lightning falls from heaven", they govern

in the realms of darkness; but in due time they will be condemned,

subdued, and disarmed by the Messiah, and will be hurled, together

with their master, in everlasting chains, down into the fathomless pit,

where in the lake of fire and brimstone they shall be tormented day

and night for ever and ever. This final overthrow of Satan and his

subordinate hosts, his ultimate expulsion from the kingdom of this

world , and the transformation of men from "children of the devil"

into "children of God", are among the main objects of Christ's mis-

sion ^

Vain attempts have been made to banish the demonology from

the number of Christian doctrines, merely because it is fantastic and

irrational. Jesus and the apostles, ithas been contended, accommodated

themselves to popular superstitions and fancies, but did not permit

them to influence the new faith — of which, however, they form an

essential part. Still more objectionable is the assumption that, for

moral and practical ends, they used the "current language", but did

not connect with it the current notions, since they did not take the

terms in their literal sense. Such principles, applied as they have beento

other difficult subjects also, as the Biblical statements in reference to

natural sciences, render a sound interpretation imj)ossible. It is

1 These remarks are based upon a 11; Acts V. 3, 16; X. 38; XIII. 10;

large number of passages, which XVI. 16—18; XIX. 3; XXVI. 18;

provehow much the minds of theNew Rom. VIII. 38; XVI. 20; 1 Cor. V. 5;

Testament writers were absorbed VII. 5 ; X. 20, 2 1 ; XV. 24- 27, 64—57 ;

by their demonology. See Matth. 2 Cor. II. 11 ; IV. 4; VI. 15; XL 3, 14,

IV. 1—11.24; Vm. 16, 28-32; IX. 15; XII. 7; Ephes. II. 2; VI. 11—13,

32—34; X. 1, 8,25; XL 18; XII. 22— 16; Col. I. 13; 1 Thess. II. 18;in. 5;

28, 43—45; XHI. 19, 38—42; XV. 22, 2 Thess. II. 9, 10; 1 Tim. I. 20; IIL

28; XVII. 15, 18; Mark I. 12, 13, 6, 7; IV. 1—3; V. 15; 2 Tim. IL 26

j

23—27; IIL 22; V. 2—13; VI. 13; Hebr. II. 14; James II. 19; 1 Pet. V.

VII. 29, 30; IX. 17—29; XVI. 17; 8, 9 ; 2 Pet. IL 4 ; 1 John IIL 8—10;

Luke IV. 1— 13, 33—36, 41; VI. 18; IV. 1—3; Jude 6 ; Rev. IL 9, 24; IX.

VIII. 2, 12, 27—36; IX. 39; X. 17— 1;XIL3,7— 10, 13— 17 ;
XIV. 12— 15;

20; XL 15, 18—26; XIII. 11, 16, 32; XVL 13, 14; XIX. 20; XX. 1—3,

XXn. 3, 31 ; John VII. 20; VIIL 44, 7— 10.

49; X. 20; XII. 31 ; XIV. 30; XVL
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indeed remarkable that the fourth gospel, though occasionally men-

tioning angels -and the "devil" or "the prince of this world"^ , only

once or twice alludes to demons^; but it would be unsafe to infer

from this silence of Christ's most familiar disciple, that "Jesus did

not believe demons to be real powers", and that the other evange-

lists represent incorrectly their master's views on the subject. Satan

is a prominent, if not almost the central figure in Christian dog-

mas. Jesus and the apostles recognise his hostility to human peace

and righteousness as a formidable force ; they assign the fullest

reality to the suffering of the "possessed" and to its presumed cause •

and they are, according to the gospels, distinguished from the bulk

of the people merely by their closer alliance with the Divine spirit,

before which the mischievous creatures tremble. Therefore, their

teaching implies a clear dualism. Paul distinctly contrasts the em-

pire of Satan, or of malice and darkness, with the empire of God
and Christ, or of virtue and light. It is a futile endeavour to de-

prive Satan of a personal existence, and to regard him as "a hostile

power ofevil ever at work against the good"; or to attribute to him "mere-

ly a symbolical meaning", as a "type of iniquitous worldliness" and

of "ungodly sensualism": such shadowy abstractions are contradicted

by the narratives of the apostles, if not by the speeches of Christ,

and they cannot be forced into the writings of Paul without entire-

ly altering and distorting his system. It is true, Satan's condemna-

tion is already pronounced; his dominion is even now powerless to

harm the devoted believers in Jesus, though these are few in number;

and his strength will be utterly broken, like the rule of death and hell,

on the greatday ofjudgment, when Christ shall appear again on earth as

perfect conqueror, and when the empire of ever-lasting life shall be-

gin — just as the Parsees believe that Ahriman's authority will be

annihilated at the final triumph of Ormuzd after a struggle of 12,000

years. But in the mean time, the main bulk of mankind are kept in

his toils. He is the prince of this world and the instigator of

evil. He "takes his children captive at his will", and forces them to

serve him as his "ministers", to wage war against truth and light,

to foster error, superstition, and aj)ostasy, to entrap the unwary in

"the lusts of the flesh", to stir up strife and dissension among commu-

nities, and to bring persecution and misery upon the faithful. Against

his malignant attacks and seductive snares men must ever be forti-

2 1. 52; V. 4; XII. 29; XX. 12. • VIII. 48, 49; X. 20,21.

3 VII. 20; Vni. 44; XII. 31; XIV. ^ Comp. John XII. 31; XIV. 30;

30; XVI. 11. XVI. 11; etc.
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fied ; or else they relapse into his grasp, whether temporarily for

correction and improvement, or for eternal torture ; and with fiendish

malice, and armed with "all powers and signs and lying wonders and

unrighteous deceit", he strives to frustrate every noble effort of sin-

born and sin-laden humanity '.

One additional process remained to be accomplished. The mani-

fold attributes of God and the vfirious manifestations of His power

were, by the influence of G-reek philosophy, and especially of Plato-

nic ideas, comprised in one supreme and all-embracing Intelligence;

the unity of the Divine Being, divided by numberless angels, spirits,

and demons, was restored in a new form, under the name of "Logos"

or the Divine "Word. The Jews were familiar with this notion through

the Honover of the Persians, which was conceived as the all-creating

Word of Ormuzd and one with his mind, as the purifier of every un-

cleanness and the future destroyer of Ahriman's empire ; and thus the

fourth gospel commences, "In the beginning was the "Word, and the

Word was with God, and the Word was God , . . All things were

made by Him; and without Him was not anything made that was

made". In this manner the Trinity was completed— God the Father

the incarnate Son, and the Logos.

4. THE TALMUD AND THE MIDRASHIM.

In these works, Iranic fancies and superstition aare most abund-

antly reflected; yet the contrasts between Talmudic and the Persian

doctrines are as intei-esting as their parallels: for from the earliest

times, the Hebrews modified rather than adopted or originated ideas.

We must here confine ourselves to a rapid survey of an almost end-

less field, and must entirely resist the temptation of following the

Kabbalah into the fantastic and gorgeous mazes of its spirit-world.

The angels — so teach the Rabbins — were brought forth by

God out of nothing, or else out of fire or water, o-ut of air or the

snow which lies piled up beneath the throne of God, and which was

also employed for the formation of the world. It has been warmly

discussed whether they were produced on the second day of Ci'eation,

or on the fifth, or at dusk on the sixth ; but all doctors agree that they

were not called into existence on the first day, lest sceptics contended,

that Michael and Gabriel or other spirits assisted God in fashioning

the world. For Judaism, keeping aloof from Gnostic views, never re-

1 Comp. Acts XXVI 18; 2 Cor. YI. 15; Col. 1. 13; Eph.VI.1 1— 13; 2 Tim.

III. 26 ; etc.
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garded God as a "demiurgos", nor at tributed to angels the power ofcrea-

tion, and the office of universal government. On the contrary, anxious

in no manner to imperil the strictest monotheism, the Eabbins rather

lowered the nature and position of the angels ; for they declared that

these "created beings", blind and powerless tools in the hand of Gfod

with whom they ought never to le confounded, must give Him a full

account of their actions, and are liable to punishment, and even to

death, if they presume to penetrate into mysteries beyond their ap-

pointed sphere. They must, therefore, not be represented in images

for the purpose of worship, nor be appealed to in prayer, which

would be regarded as blasphemy, and certainly not be honoured

by one of the four chief modes of homage — prostration, sacrifice,

burning of incense, and libation. However, it is their office to bring

man's supplication before God; therefore, as "they do not under-

stand the Aramaic dialect", except Gabriel who is familiar with all

languages, individuals ought not to pray in Chaldee, though con-

gregations may offer up their prayers in any tongue, since God Him-

self is present among them.

The angels are permitted to exercise only rigid justice, and

do not share the Divine privilege of granting pardon. They stand

in need of mutual assistance; nay, they are frequently called upon

to serve mortals; and it was a current maxim, that "good men

are su.perior to angels": thus, while the latter were unable to give

names to the animals, Adam did so without difficulty.

Like the Persian Fervers, the angels are numberless. When Jacob,

after his flight from Laban, feared theperilous encounter with Esau, he

was protected by two "camps" of well-equipped hosts, each consist-

ing of 120,000 angels. They are constantly increasing; for every

word which God utters becomes an angel ; every good deed which a

man performs, becomes a tutelary angel who never forsakes him;

the souls of the pious, as Henoch, Moses, and Elijah, are after death

offered by Michael, the heavenly High-priest, on the celestial altar,

and are then converted into angels; new angels are perpetually

created to glorify God, and 694 myriads join daily at His throne,

singing hallelujahs, playing the timbrel, and dancing.

There are two chief groups of angels — those charged to extol the

Divine majesty, and those entrusted with heavenly missions to men.

The former — divided into four sections led by Michael and Gabriel,

Uriel and Raphael — emerge daily by God's behest from the

stream of fire which flows beneath His throne, and thither they

return after having sung His praises ; or they pass away altogether

02
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to be replaced by new creations , since no angelic choir exalts the

Lord twice: the great chiefs only, as Michael and Gabriel, Meta-

tron and Sandalphon, are exempted from this transitory existence,

in deference to the holiness of the six days of Creation, during which

they were produced; Sandalphon, who, when standing on the earth,

reaches with his head into heaven, and is so much taller than his

companions "as the distance a man can walk in 500 years", usually

takes his place behind the Divine chariot and wreathes crowns for

his Maker.

The messenger-angels receive their orders "behind the curtain",

like the ministers of the Persian kings; for God is mysteriously

enthroned in the seventh heaven, which is also the abode of the

Chajoth, the Ophannim, and the Seraphim, who carry the Divine

chariot. He executes no decree without having first consulted

His heavenly host. As a rule, a single angel never performs more

than one mission at a time, nor are several angels charged with the

same mission. They must not stay on earth longer than seven suc-

cessive days; if they exceed this time, they are forbidden to return

into heaven.

They plead before God for the pious : thus they offered to cool

down the fiery furnace into which, according to a Talmudic legend,

Abraham was thrown by Nimrod ; they interceded for Isaac when he

was about to be sacrificed ; they saved Moses when Pharaoh sought

his life, "an angel descending from heaven, and taking the place of

Moses, who in the meantime escaped"; and they delivered Hananiah

and his two companions from the flames. — Every man has his own

guardian angel, or even two. Corresponding to the seventy nations

and the seventy languages which were supposed to exist on earth,

seventy chief protecting angels were counted ; and though in reality

the Hebrews require no tutelary or interceding spirit, since, by virtue

of their faith, they can always approach God Himself, they are yet

watched over by the arch-angels Michael and Gabriel, who ever

defend them. Thus Michael warded off Haman's calumnies; and an-

gels were supposed to have been concerned in all important inci-

dents, especially the revelation on Mount Sinai, when twenty-two or

sixty myriads of them descended with God; although the Law pro-

ceeded from the Lord Himself and from Him only.

The stars, then still more closely associated with the angels

than in the Biblical times, were considered to exercise a para-

mount influence over men as well as over the animal and vegetable

kingdoms: "the stars make rich, and the stars make wise", saidEabbi
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Chaninah; they grant life, children, and sustenance; they join the an-

gels in their glorification of God; they existed from the beginning

as intellectual and highly endowed beings ; and though their know-

ledge does not equal the wisdom of the angels, it far surpasses that

of men. Like the Persian Fravashis, they are both the prototyj)es

and the guardians of all visible creations, and "there is no single

plant on earth which has not its pattern in heaven".

These were the views of the Pharisaic schools. The Essenes

also not only attached very high importance to the functions of the

angels , but searched the mystic significance of their names. The

Sadducees alone rejected the belief in angels, for the same reason

that induced them to reject the doctrines of immortality and re-

surrection — because they doubted the existence of disembodied

spirits ; but their sect was in later times neither large nor in-

fluential.

The evil spirits ov shedim assume in Jewish writings even larger

dimensions than the devs in the works of the Parsees , who dwell

with predilection upon the creatures of light. But their power is

significantly circumscribed; for they are never allowed, like the devs, to

attack or to disturb the good angels ; and hence they are not, like their

Persian originals, laden with curses and imprecations ; on the con-

trary, as they must perform the commands of God, they contribute

to His glory, in spite of their knavish trickery. Men may even make

them obedient and useful. The half-shedim, who resemble human beings

in appearance, are especially docile and tractable; one of them, "the

shed Joseph", enlightened a Rabbi on the attributes of his king

Asmodeus ; another was compelled by his master Rabbi Papa to per-

form for him all kinds of domestic services. But no mortal exercised

more absolute dominion over the spirits than king Solomon; he sub-

jected and governed them at his pleasure, as he subjected and governed

the winds. "Whenever he was in a cheerful mood, he summoned be-

fore him the wild beasts and the birds of heaven, the demons and

the night-spectres, to let them dance in his presence, and to awe them

with his power". He understood their speech as they understood

his. For never could human hands alone have accomplished all his

wonderful buildings. Securing the help of supernatural beings,

he commanded on army of "genii and men and birds". Some of the

demons dived for him into the seas, and brought up j)recious pearls,

others obtained in distant lands valuable works of art for the adorn-

ment of his palaces. But all assisted him in the erection of the Tem-

ple; for this, the most splendid of his works, he forced into his ser-
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vice even the foroiidable Asmodeus, who lives on a high mountain,

whence he daily ascends into heaven, to listen to the instruction which

God imparts to His angels, and then to diffuse it on earth to man's mis-

fortune. Solomon's valiant general Benaiah managed by stratagem

to inebriate him; then throwing round his neck a chain on which

the holy name of God was inscribed, he brought him into the royal

palace. At that time Solomon was perplexed how to obtain the wonder-

ful worm shamir, which had been produced towards the evening of the

sixth day of Creation, and which by its mere touch broke and fashioned

the hardest stones ; it was only by means of that worm, that the king

could hope to carry out the Divine injunction , that no iron instru-

ment should be used in the construction of the altar. Therefore,

when he saw Asmodeus, he at once ordered him to procure the sha-

mir. After many subterfuges, the demon assisted Benaiah in wrest-

ing the worm from the prince of the sea by the aid of a certain bird,

probably the hoopoe, the Arabic hud-hud. When, by false and tempt-

ing promises, he had obtained release from his fetters, and had more-

over secured Solomon's holy ring, he grew forthwith into a colossal

giant touching the earth with his feet and heaven with his head;

he devoured the king, and then vomited him forth a distance of

four hundred parasangs ; and assuming Solomon's form, he sat upon

his throne, and consorted with his waves even during their impurity.

Solomon was all this time obliged to wander about, and to beg alms

for his subsistence; but at last he succeeded in seizing his signet and

chain, when he held the tetragramm^ton before the monster, and thus

compelled him to flee.

The demons are of both sexes, shedim and shedoth— the Persian

Devs and Pairikas. Their origin is infinitely varied. Satan was crea-

ted together with Eve when she was formed from Adam's rib. The
demons arose from the soul ofAdam after his first disobedience, from

the spirits of the sinful people who lived at the time of the Deluge,

and from the minds of the worst of those who built the Tower of

Babel
;
and they are continually generated from the shades and mis-

deeds of the wicked, from the spine of the godless who never bend
down to worship their Creator, and from unchaste dreams and noc-

turnjil accidents. When, after the Fall, Adam was doomed to die,

he lived apart from his wife for 130 years, because he was unwilling

to produce sinful and perishable beings; but during that time, both
were joined by male and female demons, and became the fruitful pa-

rents of mischievous goblins and evil spirits.
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The demons are not less numerous than the angels; for they

"surround mortals as the earth surrounds the root of the vine"; and

every man has at all times thousand shedimonhis left, and ten thousand

on his right side, all ready to ensnare him ; if he could see their crowd,

he would wonder how he was able to live in the world ; though any

one might behold them by throwing upon his eyes the ashes of cer-

tain parts of black cats. They hover mainly in the lower regions

of the air, which they completely fill. "When they descend on the

earth, they delight in taking up their abode on certain shrubs or

trees, as the caper-bush and spearwort, in companies of at least

sixty on one plant, or on nut trees in groups of nine; it is, there-

fore, most dangerous to sleep under or near such plants. Often they

dwell in ruins and deserted solitudes, which should, therefore, be

scrupulously avoided, or in privies, and under gutters. It once

happened, that porters, who were carrying a cask of wine, desirous

of resting themselves, set down their burden beneath a gutter. Not

long afterwards a demon came and broke the cask. The men went

to Rabbi Mar Bar Ashi, who, blowing a trumpet, summoned the spirit,

and asked him sternly, why he had committed the offence? "Because

they put the cask on my ears", he replied. "But you have no business",

rejoined the Rabbi, "to stay at a frequented place; you must pay for

the wine". A certain time was allowed him to procure the money ; the

term had long expired when he at last made his appearance ; upbraided

by the Rabbi for the delay, he answered, "We have no power over things

that are tied up and sealed, or measured and counted, and we must

wait till we find things lying about free and unguarded". — Demons

abound especially in the northern parts of the earth, which, left un-

finished by God as a challenge to any other deity or power to supple-

ment the deficiency, are veiled in darkness, and thence they spread

over the whole world.

Being active at all hours in attacking both individuals and mul-

titudes, they are generally divided into demons of morning, noon,

and night. Those of noon fall eagerly upon men while taking rest

in the heat of the day. But the most mischievous are those who

roam about at night, and those that send lying and deluding dreams.

Man must therefore salute no one in the dark, for it might be ademon,

nor must he sleep alone in a house on peril of being seized by a lilith.

Whosoever ventures out by himself before the morning dawn or the

cockcrow, must expect misfortune. Rabbi Jose, the son of Rabbi

Jehudah, said, "Do not go out unattended in the night, especially

on Wednesdays and Sabbaths, for then Lilith haunts the air with her
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train of eighteen myriads of wicked spirits, every one of which;has the

power of doing harm". On those nights men should drink no water,

except out of white vessels after having recited "the seven voices" al-

luded to by David, or after having uttered a certain mysterious formula,

or called some person present byname, or struck with the lid upon

the vessel, or thrown something into it, or driven away Shavriri , the

demon of blindness, by crying aloud, "My mother has warned me to

heed Shavriri, Vriri, E,iri, E,i ; I yearn for water in white vessels".

At no time is it advisable to drink from any utensil without having

previously poured out some of its contents, because demons may have

quenched their thirst from the same vessel. "When once the minister-

ing shed of E,abbi Papa, who had been sent to fetch water from the

river, was rebuked for having stayed out too long, he said, "I was

obliged to wait till the bad water of which the demons had drunk,

had flowed away" ; but when he saw his master pour out some of the

water before he drank, he said, if he had been aware that such was

his custom, he might have come back sooner. Rabbis and students of

the Law are particularly persecuted by demons: their clothes wear

off and tear sooner than those of other people, because "the shedim

constantly rub themselves against them".

According to some, especially Palestinian doctors, the demons

are incorporeal , or consist of air and fire ; for God, having created

their souls towards the evening of the sixth day, was prevented from

fashioning their bodies on account of the approaching Sabbath. Yet,

ordinarily, they are conceived, like the angels, as being provided with

wings, which enable them to move rapidly from one end of the world

to the other. For the sake of mischief and deception, they often

assume the "image" of a man, and, in fact, any shape; one of them,

for instance, appeared as a dragon with seven heads, and another

taught Rabbi Chaninah the whole Law in the guise of a frog; one

resembles a calf with a revolving horn issuing from the middle of

the forehead, and another (Ketev) has one eye fixed on the heart,

and any creature, whether man or beast, that looks at it, must die.

They eat and drink like men— in this respect unlike the Persian devs,

who take no food, because eating in the present state of the world

is a good thing— , and like men they propagate and die. As a rule,

one hundred demons expire daily ; and Noah therefore took a cou-

ple of them into the Ark, lest the race became extinct: Lilith

alone and her offspring are except from death. They may be bound

and chained. Often they quarrel among themselves, nay they kill

each other, and summon the aid of the pious against their opponents.
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They know tlie future which, like the angels, they hear "behind

the cui'tain"; yet they ought not to be consulted on Sabbath; indeed

to avoid danger, it is prudent not to consult them at all; if yet

their advice is sought, it should be done by means of oil or of

egg-shells. Some of them even frequent the places of worship,

and study the Law like the Jews, and are hence called "Jewish de-

vils"; thus it often happens in Synagogues on Sabbaths, that, although

there appears to be ample room, the people feel inconveniently

crowded, because the demons press between them to listen to the

sermon or religious discussion.

The female demons are subjected to the rule of their queen Li-

lith, who is pictured with wings and long flowing hair, and who,

delighting in wild gambols, like most spectres, is called, "the evil

dancer" or Mochlath. Yet Mochlath and Lilith are occasionally

treated as two distinct she-devils, the former being attended by 478,

the latter by 480 companies of demons, the one dancing and singing,

the other incessantly howling: both live in constant enmity against

each other
;
yet they meet in open feud only on the Day of Atone-

ment, and while they are thus engaged in strife, the Jews are enabled

to send up to God their prayers and confessions', unmolested by

those accusers and slanderers.

The male demons, as has been observed, are ranged under their

chief Ashmadai (Asmodeus), the Persian Aeshma, who is the auxi-

liary of Ahriman in his warfare against Ormuzd; or they obey the

rule of Satan or Saramaeh Asmodeus is consistently pictured as

malignant, wrathful, and insatiably lascivious; he weeps at men's

happiness, and exults at their misfortune; he mocks the weak, and

strives to weaken the strong; he abuses his marvellous skill

for villany, and he ruthlessly employs his knowledge for mis-

chief. He is the demon of matrimony and "the patron of faithless

couples". Sometimes he is identified with Sammael or Satan him-

self, as the type of moral and physical evil: for Sammael is the

angel of death who, by instilling a drop of gall into the mouth of

the sick, causes the sudden cessation of life; and Satan is , like Ah-

riman , at once the Deceiver, the Accuser, and the Destroyer of man

and of all organic life, and therefore, even more usually than Sam-

mael, the Angel of Death.

This character of Satan and his associates is systematically

worked out in the Midrashic expositions of the history of the pa-

triarchs and other eminent men. It is developed with particular ful-

ness in connection with Abraham's intended sacrifice of Isaac. At
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the time of the exodus, Sammael, presenting himself before God, ex-

pressed surprise that He was dividing the Red Sea for a people defiled

by the worst forms of idolatry; then, in order to turn away his at-

tention, God delivered up to him the pious Job, "who was one of

Pharaoh's counsellors", and, like Balaam and Jethro, one of his con-

jurors; and while the Accuser was busy in harassing his victim,

the Israelites crossed the sea in safety. Fifteen hundred myriads of

accusing angels endeavoured to prevent God from favouring the

Israelites with His glory. After the worship of the golden calf,

at which Satan was present dancing and singing and deluding

the Hebrews, he exultingly impeached them before God; but Mo-

ses put him to flight, and pleaded for the people. When the

arch-angels Gabriel and Michael shrank from the Divine behest of

taking away the soul of the great lawgiver, Sammael was entrusted

with this mission. He found Moses writing the holy name of God,

his face radiant like the sun, and in appearance like an angel. The

prophet, recounting the great deeds of his life, refused to give up

his soul to the demon, who, returning to God, asked for fresh in-

structions ; and when the charge was renewed, Sammael rushed with

his drawn sword upon Moses, who by touching his adversary with

his staff, forced him to flee; he pursued him with the holy name of

God, tore off his horn from between his eyes, and made him blind;

whereupon God Himself, accompanied by the three arch-angels

Gabriel, Michael, and Sagsagel, took back the soul of His greatest and

most faithful prophet. Undaunted by the failure of his subordi-

nate, Satan now contended with Michael for the privilege of bury-

ing the body of Moses, but was as signally humiliated as Sammael;

and the great chief was buried by "immortal powers".

All these conceptions, however strange and fanciful, contrast

favourably with their Persian prototypes: Ahriman and Ormuzd are

"twins", both existed from the beginning, and the former is a creator

like the latter; whereas the Jewish Satan, not coeval with God, was

created like the angels and like men; he was originally even a good

spirit, a great prince in heaven, endowed with twelve wings, while

the Seraphim have only six and the Chajothfour; but when he grew

contumacious, he was expelled from the celestial abodes, and he rode

down to the earth lapon the back of the serpent; finally he will be

curbed by the Messiah, who will at the same time sul due death, and

bring hell within the boundaries of Paradise ; then he will be thrown

into the flaming abyss, and, in the time of resurrection, will be at-

tacked by the angel Gabriel and annihilated for ever.
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Yet in spite of this moderation, which is more prominent in the

Palestinian doctors who were less exposed to Persianinfluence, it would

be erroneous to represent the Jewish demonology as a harmless fancy,

and to consider the spirits, not as powers of mischief, but simply as

"wayward goblins". The shedim bear the distinctive names of "in-

surers" and "destroyers"; they send every kind of disease and infir-

mity, as heart-burn, erysipelas, and asthma, leprosy of garments

and of houses ; even death is inflicted by the demons Ketev and

Meriri ; these rage most fiercely during the three weeks preced-

ing the anniversary of the destruction of Jerusalem, killing any

one who happens to look at them, and in this manner king Hezekiah

is believed to have met his death. The shedim fill the whole world,

and if those shut up in the depths of the seas were to be let loose, they

would destroy the whole earth. They keep man in perpetual alarm,

and force him to unceasing warfare. They have indeed, like Satan and

Ahriman, no power over the pious ; they keep aloof from those who
are praying, or studying the Law; and they may be disarmed by

prescribed exorcisms and incantations. But who can look upon

himself as perfectly pious? And who can maintain a breathless study

of the Law and unbroken devotions, or be ever ready with potent

spells, to ward off the terrible hosts?

The preceding sketch, it is hoped, will help to illustrate the

history of monotheism in its various stages , as reflected in the He-

brew Scriptures, the Apocrypha, and the New Testament. It will

be easy to decide how far there is truth in the popular view that the

Jews returned from the Babylonian captivity "a people ofPuritans",

averse to all material notions of the Deity, and how far they adhered

to the lofty spiritualism of the prophets ; and the reader will be able

to trace the sources from which the demonology of the Talmud, the

Fathers, and the Catholic Church has been derived. No one indeed

can fail to perceive that the later Jewish authorities, however they

may have enlarged or modified the earlier conceptions of the super-

natural world, never ceased to look upon Grod as the absolute Lord

of all created beings, though the danger of adopting a double prin-

ciple was not always avoided; yet the numberless spirits, recognised

as real powers both by the people and their learned teachers, and the

assumption of a busy interference of those beings in all the concerns

of life, plainly implied the desertion of an unqualified monotheism.

Dividing man's attention in many directions, they could not fail to

disturb that harmony which flows from the principle of one all-

pervading and all-ruling Deity.



TRANSLATION AND COMMENTARY.

CHAPTER XVI.

Summary. — After the death of Aaron's two eldest sons, God commands him
through Moses to enter the Holj^ of Holies only on one day of the year

(vers. 1,2), and then not in his usual official robes, but exclusively in

garments of white linen ; on that occasion he is to provide himself with

a young bullock for a sin-offering, and a ram for a holocaust, while the

people has to furnish two kids of the goats for expiation, and a ram for

a holocaust (vers. 3—5). While he is preparing to offer up the bul-

lock , the two goats are placed at the entrance of the Tabei-nacle, and

he sets apart one of them by lot for God , and the other for Azazel,

to whom it is to be sent into the wilderness ; he appoints the one as a

sin-offering for the people, and exjjiates the other by causing it to stand

at the Tabernacle "before the Lord" (vers. 6— 10). He now sacrifices the

bullock as a sin-offering, to secure atonement for himself and the whole

priesthood (ver. 11). Then taking a censer and filling it with live

coals from the brazen Altar in the Court, and two handfuls of pounded

incense, he enters the Holy of Holies for the first time; there he throws

the incense on the coals, so that the rising cloud covers the Mercy-seat

on the Ark (vers. 12, 13). Returning to the Court, he takes some of the

blood of the bullock, enters for the second time the Holy of Holies, and

sprinkles a part of the blood with his finger on the front or eastern side

of the Mercy-seat itself, and a part, by a sevenfold aspersion, on the

ground before it (ver. 14). He goes back to the Court, where he depo-

sits the vessel with the remaining blood of the bullock; kills the goat

appointed as a sin-offering for the people
,
passes a third time into the

Holy of Holies with some of the blood of that goat, and proceeds with

it exactly as he has done with the blood of the bullock (ver. 15): thus

the expiation of the Holy of Holies is completed (ver. 16). Now he re-

turns to the Court, puts some of the bullock's blood (which he had left

in the Court), together with some of the goat's blood (which he still

holds in his hand), all round the horns of the brazen Altai-, and sprinkles

seven time upon its surface: thus he expiates the Holy and the

Court (vers. 17—19). Now he orders the live goat to be brought to him;

he lays both his hands upon its head, confesses all the sins of the people,

and transfers them to the animal, which a man, appointed for the

purpose, leads into a lonely part of the desert (vers. 20-22). The High-
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priest now enters again the Holy, where he lays off the linen garments

;

he then bathes himself in water, and puts on his splendid official vest-

ments. Appearing in the Court, he sacrifices the two rams as holo-

causts , the one for himself, and the other for the people ; and thus the

expiation is finally accomplished. He throws the fat and the fat parts

of the two sin-offerings into the flames on the brazen Altar (vers. 23—25) ;

while the flesh of both victims with their skins and their dung is

burnt beyond the boundaries of the camp ; the man who performs this

duty becomes unclean, and must bathe himself and wash his garments

before he is allowed to return into the camp
; and the same lustrations

are required of the person Avho takes the goat to Azazel into the desert

(vers. 26—28). — These ceremonies shall, in perpetuity, be performed

by the High-priest every year on the tenth day of the seventh month,

when all the members of the Hebrew community, both natives and

strangers, are to fast and to abstain from any work whatsoever (vers.

29—34).

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses after the death

of the two sons of Aaron, when they approached be-

1, 2» The varied compilation of

Leviticus attempts, though with in-

different success, a certain continuity

or even system of arrangement. The

hand of the final reviser, labouring

to reduce the niiscellaneous matei'ials

at least to some semblance of unity,

is manifest in various links and trans-

itions ; and it is unmistakable in the

connection which he desires to estab-

lish between a preceding narrative

and the rituals of the Day of Atone-

ment: Nadab and Abiliu died be-

cause they had entered the Sanctuary

in an unlawful manner and at an ir-

regular time (X. 1,2)— thus the High-

priest, if he wishes to avoid a similar

catastrophe, must not go into the

Holy ofHolies at all seasons, but only

on one day in the year, and has then to

perform certain minutely prescribed

ceremonies. Yet this connection is

slight, if not artificial; and the Day of

Atonement is so circuitously and so

indirectly approached that its date

and nature are only mentioned at the

end of a long description, as if by
way of appendix (vers. 29 sqq.). This

peculiarity of style adds weight to

the internal evidence which tends to

prove, that we have before us the

first written law on the Day ofAtone-

ment
, which is not even mentioned

by its current name; and it stands

in marked contrast to the clear and
precise injunctions later given on the

same subj ect : —"Also on the tenth day
of this seventh month there shall be a

holy Day of Atonement; it shall be a

convocation to you ; and you shall af-

flict your souls, and offer an offering

made by fire to the Lord . Andyou shall

do no work in that same day; for it

is a Day of Atonement, to make an
atonement for you before the Lord

your God ... It shall be to you a

perfect Sabbath, and you shall afflict

your souls : in the ninth day of the

month in the evening, from evening

to evening , shall you celebrate your

Sabbath" (XXHI. 27, 28, 32; comp.

also Nimi. XXIX. 7— 11).

But it must be confessed that, up to

a certain point, the means prescribed

are thoughtfully adapted to the ends

which they were intended to serve

;

and they embrace almost the whole

ofthe impressive ritual which anad-

vanced hierarchy had been able to

devise. In unfolding the text we may.
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fore the Lord and died; 2. And the Lord said to Moses,

Speak to Aaron thy brother, that he must not come at

all times into the Sanctuary within the vail before the

Mercy-seat which is upon the Ark, lest he die; for I

appear in the cloud upon the Mercj^-seat.

3. Thus shall Aaron come into the Sanctuary: with

a young bullock for a sin-offering, and a ram for a

therefore, find opportunities of point-

ing out the genius of Hebrew sym-

bolism.

It would hardly be possible to

carry farther than is done in these

ordinances, the caste-like division of

the people and, in exact correspond,

ence with it, the strict separation

of the different parts of the Taber-

nacle. The manner in which the

High-priesthad to prepare himself for

his functions , was scrupuloiisly pre-

scribed by Jewish tradition. Seven

days before the festival, he was sepa-

rated from his wife, and conducted

into a special cell. During this week
he zealously practised the numerous

manipulations required by his of-

fice; and the elders read and ex-

pounded to him the ordinances of our

chapter. In the night from the ninth

to the tenth day of Tishri, when it

was deemed expedient to ward off

sleep, he explained the rituals, if he

was a scholar; and if not, they were

explained to him by others; or he

read, and if he could not read, others

read to him, from interesting Books,

such as Job , Ezra , the Chronicles,

and Daniel. Should drowsiness over-

come him, the priests Avere to keep

him awake by all possible means, as

by snapping their fingers, or by mail-

ing him walk on the cold pavement of

the Court. Thirteen jiriests were aji-

l)ointed by lot for the ordinary du-

ties of the festival. When the ashes

had been removed from the brazen

Altar, and the chief of the priests

had ascertained that morning had

daAvned, and the time for the early

sacrifice had arrived, the High-priest

was conducted to his bath, and the

ceremonials of the day commenced.

To meet the emergency of his be-

coming disqualified for the service,

a substitute was selected.

3

—

S, In harmony with the ge-

neral rule that the victim or offering

presented must be the property of

him who presents it, the High-priest

was obliged to procure from his

private means a young bullock and

a ram, by which his own atonement

and that of his order was to be

Avi-ought, while the people had to

provide for their purification two

kids of the goats and a ram. For

though the religious chief of the

nation stood on a high eminence of

sanctity, because he was endowed

with the spirit of God, he was never

declared sinless or infallible ; he was

"the holy of the Lord" in so far as

he alone was appointed to act as

intercessor for the people at the

throne of mercy ; but in every other

respect, he was not above the mean-

est of the nation ; he had to strive by

every effort to preserve or to restore

his moral purity; and, like all mor-

tals, he depended on the compassion

of God the Judge. Therefore, he had

indeed to present for his sin-offering

the viclima maxima — a young bull-

ock — as a mark of his high position

in the theocratic commonwealth, but

he was to offer it, and indeed to per-

form all the subsequent ceremonies

of expiation, not in those splendid
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burnt-offering. 4. He shall put on a holy linen tunic,

and he shall have linen drawers upon his flesh, and

shall be girded with a linen girdle, and with a linen mitre

shall he be attired: these arc hoh^ garments; and he shall

wash his flesh in water, and put them on. 5. And he

shall take of the congregation of the children of Israel

two kids of the goats for expiation of sins, and one ram
for a burnt-offering.

6. And Aaron shall bring near the bullock of the

vestments made for "glory and dis-

tinction" and proclaiming his exalted

prerogatives both by their costly

materials, their skilful workman-
ship, *and their symbolical signi-

ficance, but in "holy garments" of

plain white linen — linen being the

ordinary material for priestly robes

throughout the ancient world, and

the white colour typifyingpurit}' and

meekness —
; and those garments

were to consist not of eight, but, like

those of the ordinai-y priests, of four

pieces only — the tunic, the draw-

ers, the girdle, and the mitre : of the.^e

none but the last-named indicated

superiority over the other members of

the priesthood, whose head-covering,

so characteristic in Eastern official

attire, was a lower and less striking

"turban". But, on the other hand, the

High-priest, though in ordinary times

merely equal in dignity to the com-

munity as a whole, stood above it on

the Day ofAtonement, when he alone

officiated by virtue of his special

election and exceptional holiness, and
when , more than on any other oc-

casion, it Avas evident that "the crown
of the anointing oil of his God was
upon him" (XXI. 12). While his sin-

offei-ing, therefore, was a bullock,

that of the people was only a kid of

the goats ; this was sufficient to mark
the diffei-ence suggested by the spirit

of the ceremonial. Such was obvi-

ously the view taken by the author

of our chapter; and thus only can

we account for the opposition in

which these injunctions stand to a

general law prescribing that the sin-

otfering both of the people and of

the High-priest shall be a young

bullock, even for individual and ordi-

nary transgressions throughout the

year (IV. 3, 14). How this palpable

contradiction may be historically ex-

plained, we have attempted to point

out elsewhere (Comm. on Lev. I. pp.

33, 34 ; comp. also Num. XV. 24). —
To the remarks made before (I. 74,

75) on the meaning attached to the

white colour, we may join a few ad-

ditional illustrations. A usual mor-

ning salutation among the Arabs is,

"May thy day be white"! to which

the inevitable reply is, "May thine

be like milk"! Pythagoras declared,

that "white is an indication of a good

natui-e, and black of a bad one".

Therefore, angels and holy men were

commonly represented as clad in gar-

ments "white as snow", especially of

linen, for fine "white linen is the right-

eousness of saints". The Greek and

Roman priests, varying the colour of

their garments according to the dei-

ties thej^ served,offered their sacrifices

to Ceres in white robes (see Dan. VII.

9; X. 5; Ezek. X. 2; 4 Ezr. II. 39;

XLIV. 45; Henoch LXI. 18; Matth.

XXVin. 3; Rev. IH. 5; IV. 4; VI.

11; VII. 9, 14).

G—lO. After the refined con-

ceptions of the preceding verses, it is

not a little startling to meet with a
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sin-offering which is for himself, and make an atone-

ment for himself and for his house. 7. And he shall

take the two goats, and let them stand before the Lord a^

notion befitting, not the final, but

tlae most rudimentary stage of re-

ligious education — the notion of the

evil demon or devil Azazel, the au-

thor and the originator of sin, inha-

biting deserts, and receiving back,

through the medium of a goat, the

trespasses to which his malignity has

incited the Hebrews. The anachro-

nism is indeed so surprising that it

would leave the expositor in helpless

perplexit}'-, did not the history of the

time in which this chapter was com-

posed, afford a sufficient clue, which,

in its turn, furnishes a strong corro-

boration of our conclusions concern-

ing the date of the section. The pre-

ceding treatises attempt to elucidate

this subject.

The ideas here conveyed nearly

coincide with those of the Book of

Zechariah (written about B. C. 520).

In the latter work we read, that the

High-priest Joshua was standing be-

fore the angel of the Lord, while Sa-

tan appeared at his right side to op-

pose him; but God said sternly to

the evil demon, "The Lord rebuke

thee, Satan, even the Lord that

has chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee"

;

whereas He addressed theHigh-priest

Avith'these comforting words, "I have

caused thy iniquity to pass from

thee"; and in confirmation of this

assurance, Joshua's unclean gar-

ments, the symbols of his own and

the people's sins, were replaced by

raiments spotless and festive (Ze-

cliar. III. 1—4). The analogies are

so striking that an acute theolo-

gian has declared the passage in Ze-

chariah to be "the oldest commen-

tary on our chapter preserved to us":

but the relation between the two

sections is rather the reverse ; our

chapter, if not exactly a commen-
tary on the jjassage in Zechariah, is

a development of the notions it im-

plies; for the Azazel of Leviticus is

a later phase of the Satan of Zecha-

riah ; and the Day ofAtonement with

its remarkable rites was instituted «/"-

/er the time of that prophet. Ifthe Sa-

tan ofZechariah appears as the more

malignant spirit, not content to re-

main in tlie background,and is neither

dreaded nor propitiated, it ought not

to be forgotten how zealous in doing

mischief Azazel musthave been con-

sidered, as all the sins of the people

were attributed to his instigation.

In Apocryphal and later Jewish

writings, the character, life, and

fate of the demon Azazel or Azael

— for both names seem identical —
are more fully unfolded. He was ori-

ginally a good angel, and one of the

chiefs of the two hundred who went

down to the earth, stayed longer than

the laAvful time of seven days, and

held cai-nal intercourse with mortal

women, upon which they were con-

verted into evil spirits. As such

they instructed thewomen in sorcery,

incantations, and conjuring bymeans

of cut roots and faggots. Many of

them made men familiar with various

pernicious and alluring arts. Thus

Azazel, the most dangerous of all,

taught them the manufacture of

swords and knives, shields and ar-

mours,oflooking-glasses and trinkets,

and the use of the dyes and ofpaint for

the face and the eye-brows, of the pre-

cious stones and the metals; he intro-

duced, in fact, both instruments ofde-

struction and articles of effeminating

luxury; he above all others fostered

moral corruption among men, though

he was occasionally aided by Sem-
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the door of the Tent of Meeting. 8. And Aaron shall

cast lots upon the two goats, one lot for the Lord, and

the other lot for Azazel. 9. And Aaron shall bring

jaza, the chief of the fallen angels.

Incensed at his evil works, the arch-

angels accused him before God, that

"he diffused all iniquity on earth",

disclosed to the world the heavenly

mysteries, and incited men to blas-

phemy, violence, and crime. Then
God commanded Eaphael to throw

him with pinioned hands and feet

into a pit in the desert of Dudael, to

pile upon his body a heap of sharp

stones, and to encompass him with

dense darkness; and in this condi-

tion he remains until the great day

of judgment, when he will be hurled

into the burning abj^ss, together

with his subordinate host of malig-

nant demons.

If surprise be felt at the distin-

guished position which Azazel, hei-e

introduced for the first time, later oc-

cupies in the s^jirit world, it should be

remembered that promotions ofrank

were not unusual in Hebrew demo-

nology; thus Asmodeus, at first only

a lascivious goblin, gradually rose

to the dignity of prince of demons

;

and Satan himself grew step by step

in atti'ibutes and power, Azazel must

have been a prominent figure in po-

pular belief before he could be em-

ployed for the part hex'e assigned to

him in the ritual of the holiest day

of the year. The sources of the Jew-

ish fictions respecting his nature and

sphere of activity, are not the obscure

allusions made to him in our chapter,

but the Eastern legends which for

centuries had been gathered round

his person.

While the High-pi-iest Avas casting

lots for the two goats, the young bul-

lock intended for his own sacrifice

was standing in the Court, and by so

waiting in the sacred place , it was

supposed to be hallowed, exactly

as Azazel's goat, by waiting at the

door of the Tabernacle or "before the

Lord", was cleansed, and rendered

fit to be used for its important pur-

pose (vers. 6, 10). Both goats were

indeed meant to effect complete ob-

literation of transgressions, and both

alike were subjected to the Divine

decision of the lot; yet it would be

too much to consider both virtu-

ally as one sin-offering presented to

God ; the two worked out the desired

object in a very different manner;

one Avas a victim intended to atone

for sins, the other carried away sins

already atoned for; the one was de-

dicated to God, the other to a dif-

ferent power(ver.8). Therefore, they

represented indeed no proper dualism;

yet they implied the acknowledg-

ment of two opposite and opposing

forces in the moral world, since Aza-

zel, though passive in the ceremo-

nial of the Day of Atonement, Avas

considered to have been most active

throughout the year as a tempter

and instigator to sin.

The lots consisted of small tablets

of box- or ebony-wood or of gold, and

were kept in a wooden chest. Accom-

panied by the head-priest and the

chief of the hebdomadal division, the

High-priest rapidly took out one lot

with each hand, and put that AA'hich

he held in his right hand upon the

goat that was standing on his right

side, and that in his left hand upon

the goat athis left side, exclaiming at

the proper time, "To the Lord a sin-

offering !" This Avas the practice in

Herod's Temple; but as our text

speaks of the lot "coming up" (vers.

9 , 10) , it seems probable that, in ear-

lier times, the usual method Avas ob-

P
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the goat upon wliicli the Lord's lot fell, and appoint it

for a sin-oifering. 1(J. And the goat on which Azazel's

lot fell, shall be made to stand alive before the Lord, to

make an atonement for it, and to send it to Azazel

into the wilderness.

11. And Aaron shall offer the bullock of the sin-

offering which is for himself, and make an atonement

for himself and for his house, and shall kill the bullock

of the sin-offering which is for himself. 12. And he

shall take a censer full of burning coals of fire from off

the altar before the Lord, and both his hands full of

sweet incense beaten small, and bring it within the vail

;

13. And he shall put the incense upon the fire before

served of shaking the vessel till one

lot "came up" or "came out". On

the head of AzazeFs goat a red

woollen thread was tied, the colour

symbolising the sins that were put

upon the animal ; and it was expected

that finally that red thread would turn

white, the colour of innocence and

forgiveness.— As God and Azazel are

contradistinguished, so are the Sanc-

tuary and the wilderness, the one the

abode of life and serenity, ofblessing

and holiness, the other a place of

dreary isolation and hopeless steri-

lity, and therefore the suitable haunt

of goblins and evil spirits, who from

their gloomy solitudes delude and

mislead the minds of men. Moving

in the same circle of ideas, the Tal-

mud declares, that at the time of the

Messiah"the seducer will be driven in-

to a deserted and desolate land, Avhere

he will find no one against Avhom

he can employ his wily and treacher-

ous arts".

11— 1!>. After these prelimina-

ries the proper acts of expiation

commenced. To render the sacrifice

of his bullock more solemn, the

High-priest put, according to later

usage, holh his hands U])on the

aniina,!, and iiuuh; this confession:

"O Lord, I have failed, I have tres-

passed, I have sinned before Thee,

I and my house. Lord, grant

atonement for the failings and tres-

passes and sins with which I have

failed and trespassed and sinned be-

fore Thee, I and my house, as it is

Avritten in the Law of Thy servant

Moses , For on this day shall atone-

ment be made for you" etc. (ver. 30).

To which the congregation replied

:

"Blessed be the name of His glorious

kingdom for ever and ever." TheHigh-

priest repeated his confession once

more, including in it "the children

of Aaron", God's "holy people" ; and

then he killed the bullock, "received

the blood in the sprinkling bow],

which he handed over to a priest, to

stir the blood, lest it coagulated while

lie performed the fumigation". He
nexttookburning coals from the bra-

zen Altar in the Court, and put them

into a censer; and after having pro-

vided himself with two handfuls of

the finest incense, he entered through

the vail into the Holy of Holies,

and advanced to the Ark, or, in

the time of the second Temple, to

the stone which formed its substi-

tute. Between the two staves of

tlie Ark, or on the stone, he de-

jiusited the censer, and cast the in-
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the Lord, that the cloud of the incense may cover the

Mercy-seat that is upon the testimony, lest he die. 14. And

he shall take of the blood of the bullock and sprinkle

ii with his linger upon the front of the Mercy-seat east-

ward, and before the Mercy-seat shall he sprinkle of the

blood with his finger seven times. — 15. Then he shall

kill the goat of the sin-offering that is for the people,

and bring its blood within the vail, and do with that

blood as he did with the blood of the bullock, and

sprinkle it upon the Mercy-seat and before the Mercy-seat.

— 16. And he shall make an atonement for the Sanctuary

on account of the uncleanness of the children of Israel,

and on account of their transgressions, indeed on account

cense upon the coals, so that the

whole place Avas filled with a clond

of smoke, and that especially the

Mercy-seat and the Cherubim were

enveloped in the cloud: it was death

to omit this ceremony. Then he left

the Holy of Holies—according to the

Mishnah walking backward, lest he

turned his back upon the Ark—and,

arriving in the Holy, he pronounced

the following short prayer : "May it

please Thee, O Lord, my God, that

this year, if it Avas intended to be one

of drought, be one of rain; let him

Avho rules over the house of Judah

not die; may Thy people not be in

want, so that one Israelite may not

be forced to beg his sustenance from

another or from strangers; and do

not accept the prayer of travellers"

(Avho deprecate rain). Then returning

to the Court , he took the blood from

the person whohad meanwhile stirred

it, entered with it into the Holy

of Holies , and stopped at the same

place as before. There, according to

tradition, he sprinkled Avith the

blood once upAvard, and seven times

downwards, so that the eight asper-

sions formed on the ground "a con-

tinuous line" ; while performingthese

acts , he counted the numbers in a

prescribed manner ; and then he Avent

out ofthe Holy ofHolies, after having

put the vessel on the golden stand

placed there for the purpose. The

Biblical text prescribes, besides a

sevenfold aspersion on the ground,

sprinkling on the eastern side of

the Mercy-seat itself, which did not

exist in the second TemjDle (vers.

13— 15; see Summarj').

Having thus expiated himself and

the priesthood, he proceeded to ex-

piate the whole community. Return-

ing to the Court , he killed the goat

which had by lot been destined for

Grod, received its blood into a bowl,

Avent again into the Holy of Holies,

and standing on the same place as

before, he sprinkled and counted as

at first, and put down the vessel on

another stand.

After the atonement of the High-

priest and of the people, the holy

edifice itself remained to be expiated

(vers. 16 — 19). For both the struc-

ture in all its parts, and its sacred

utensils and implements,Avere deemed

to have been defiled by the trans-

gressions of the Israelites through-

out the year. But no separate

animal Avas killed for the purpose,

and the expiation was accomplished

through the blood of the victims

slaughtered for th( jse Avho had caused

P2
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of all their sins: and so shall he do for the Tent of Meeting,

that remains among them in the midst of their unclean-

ness. 17. And there shall be no man in the Tent of

Meeting, when he goes in to make an atonement in the

Sanctnary, until he comes out; and tJms he shall make
an atonement for himself, and for his household, and for

all the congregation of Israel. 18. And he shall go out

to the altar that is before the Lord, and make an atone-

ment for it; and he shall take of the blood of the bullock

and of the blood of the goat, and put ii upon the horns

of the altar round about. 19. And he shall sprinkle of

the blood upon it with his finger seven times, and cleanse

it, and hallow it from the uncleanness of the children

of Israel.

20. And when he has finished making an atone-

ment for the Sanctuary, and the Tent of Meeting, and
the altar, the live goat is brought to him. 21. And Aaron

the defilement — through the hlood

of the High-priest's bullock and the

people's goat ; the mingled hlood of

both was put partly round the horns

of the brazen Altar in the Court,

and partly, by a sevenfold aspersion,

on its surface itself: this Altar, at

Avhich the daily holocausts, the dis-

tinctive feature of the national wor-

ship, were offered, and upon which a

perpetual fire was burning, fitly re-

presented the entire Tabernacle or

Temple and all its service.

The Mishnah, holding that the

golden Altar in the Holy is meant,

thus describes the rites : In the Holy

of Holies, the High-priest sprinkled

the blood of the bullock upon the

vail opposite the Ark once upwards

and seven times downwards
,

pro-

ceeding and counting as before.

Then he sprinkled with the blood

of the goat also. He next thoroughly

mixed the blood of the bullock with

that of the goat; went out into the

Holy, and expiated the golden Altar,

beginning at the north-eastern cor-

ner, then adsahcing to the north-

western, then to the south-western,

and finally round to the south-eastern

point. He then sprinkled seven

times upon the middle of the Altar

;

and the remainder of the blood he

poured out at the M'estern and south-

ern sides of the Altar, whence it

flowed, through a canal, into the

brook Kidron.

When all these rites had been per-

formed, God, the Holy One, could

again dwell and manifest Himself

in the purified Tabernacle.

30—33. While the preceding

ceremonies were performed, the goat

appointed fur Azazel had been stand-

ing in the Court "before the Lord";

it was now brought to Aaron, who
imposed upon its head not, as was

the case with victims intended for

sacrifice, on<?hand, but io^/? his hands,

in order to convey in the strongest

possible manner, that the animal

most particularly concerned both

liimself and the connnunity he repre-

sented. He then made a full confes-

sion of the people's sins — according

to tradition, in the words above cited
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shall lay both his hands upon the head of the live goat,

and confess over it all the iniquities of the children of

Israel, and all their transgressions, indeed all their sins, and

l)ut them upon the head of the goat, and shall send //

away by the hand of an appointed man into the wilderness;

22. And the goat shall bear upon it all their iniquities to a

lonely land; and he shall let go the goat in the wilderness.

(p. 210.); "and the priests and tlie

people who were in the Court, when
they heard the holy name of God
coming out of the High - priest's

mouth, bent their knees, and wor-

shipped , and fell upon their faces,

and said. Blessed be the name of His

glorious kingdom for ever and ever."

Thus he put the sins of the people upon

the head of the goat, which a trust-

worthy person then led away into

the wilderness, to carry back to Aza-
zel the offences into which he had
enticed the Israelites, and to take

them to a lonely and pathless region,

just as pardoned sins ai-e elsewhere

said "to be thrown into the depths

of the sea" (Mic. VH. 19). It was
customary in later times, to employ

for that purpose no Hebrew but a

heathen, probably because the dis-

tance was considerably more than

the legal "Sabbath-waj'," and be-

cause the HebreAV might besides be

led to a desecration of the holy day :

the author of our chapter evidently

had no such scruples j for he states

that the messenger, after having per-

formed his task , "returned into the

camp" (ver. 26). Again, he simply

orders that the goat should be con-

ducted into "the wildei-ness" or to

"a lonely land", where it Avas to be

left to its fate, whether it perished

or not. But the later Jews were an-

xious that the animal should unfail-

ingly sufifer death, which was to them
a pledge of the removal of their sins.

Therefore, from the Temple up to

within two miles of the appointed

place inthe wilderness — Avhichwas

the steep mountain Zuk — booths,

ten in number, were erected at in-

tervals of one mile ; in each of them
persons were in readiness to accom-

pany the messenger to the next booth,

and in each refreshments were of-

fered to him. When the man had ar-

rived within a mile of the mountain

Zuk, he went on alone, but the occu-

pants of the last booth Avatched his

l^roceedings, and saw how he divided

the crimson thread, half of which he

fastened to the rock, while he tied the

other half between the two horns of

the goat; how he then thrust the ani-

mal from the height; and — obser-

ves the Mishnah — "in thus roUiilg

down, the goat was dashed to pieces

before it had reached the middle of

the mountain." The man then re-

turned, and remained in the last booth

till dusk.— On elevated places persons

were stationed to observe the move-

ments of the goat, and they signalled

Avitli handkerchiefs to the priests in

the Court, when the animal had ar-

rived in the Avilderness; though, ac-

cording to Eabbi Ishmael, signals

were superfluous, since the fact was

known when the crimson-thread tied

to the Temple-gate was seen to turn

white (comp. Isai. I. 18). Then the

High-priest read from the Law the

sections relating to the Day ofAtone-

ment (viz. our chapter, Lev. XXHI.
26—32, and Num. XXIX. 7—11), and

concluded with eight benedictions

on the Law and the public service,

on confession and forgiveness of sins,
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23. And Aaron shall come into the Tent of Meeting,

and shall pnt off the linen garments, which he put on

when he went into the Sanctuary, and shall leave them

there; 24. And he shall bathe his body in water in

the holy place, and put on his garments, and come
forth, and offer his burnt-offering and the burnt-offering

of the people, and make an atonement for himself and for

the people. 25. And the fat of the sin-offering he shall

burn upon the altar. 26. And he that takes away the

goat to Azazel shall wash his clothes, and bathe his body
in water, and then he may come into the camp. 27. And
the bullock for the sin-offering and the goat for the

sin-offering, whose blood was brought in to make atone-

on Jerusalem and the Temple , on

Israel and the priesthood.

33—S8. Then the High-priest,

having bathed in one of the cham-

bers of the Court, exchanged the

linen garments , which he had worn
during the preceding ceremonies, for

his ordinary or "golden" vestments,

and presented as holocausts a ram
for himself and another for the people

(vers. 3,5); and these sacrifices , to-

gether with the burning of the fat

of his own and the people's sin-offer-

ing — of the bullock and the goat

— , completed the rites of expiation,

and secured the atonement of the

penitent people. Only a few inci-

dental acts remained now to be per-

formed. The man who had led aAvay

the goat, had to wash his clothes and

to bathe before he was allowed to

return to the camp ; for both hisgar-

ments and his pei'son Avere defiled

by contact with the sin-laden ani-

mal, whether the defilement began

from the moment he had passed be-

yond the walls of the holy town, or

not before he had hurled the goat

down the precipice. All that was left

of the tAvo sin-offerings, the blood of

which had been taken into the Holy

and the Holy of Holies , was , in ac-

cordance Avith a general rule , burnt

AvitliDut the camp ; and the man who
burnt it, Avas also unclean, and had to

bathe and to Avash his garments. But

the later practice of the Temple Avas

by no means so simple. When all the

sacrifices Avere finished, the High-

priest bathed again, put on the linen

garments a second time, Avashed his

hands and his feet, and Avent into

the Holy to bring back the bowl and

the censer. After another ablution

of his hands and feet, he bathed again.

Then he put on his golden vestments,

Avashed his hands and feet , and en-

tered the Holy to do the service at the

Altar of Incense and at the Candle-

stick; after having once more washed

his hands and feet, he put on his

OAvn private garments , and was ac-

companied home by his friends , "to

whom he gave a feast, if he had left

the Sanctuary unharmed"; for the

terrible fate ofAaron's tAVo eldest sons

had proved hoAV inexorably Grod vi-

sits any deviation from the holy ri-

tuals. The High-priest had, in fact,

during the day to bathe five times,

and to wash his hands and feet ten

times, and for the latter ablutions he

did not use the ordinary basin but

a golden bowl.

The sacrifices described in this

chapter are all expiatory, and the
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meiit in the Sanctuary, shall be carried forth without

the camp; and they shall burn with lire their skins,

and their flesh, and their dung. 28. And he that burns

them shall wash his clothes, and bathe his body in

water, and then he may come into the camp.

29. And this shall be a statute for ever to you;

in the seventh month, on the tenth day of the month,

you shall afflict yourselves, and do no work at all,

whether it he one of your own country, or a stranger

that sojourns among you. 30. For on that day shall

atonement be made for you, to cleanse you; you shall

be clean from all your sins before the Lord. 3L It

shall be a great day of rest to you, and you shall af-

rites connected with tliem special

and exceptional. But besides them

were to be offered , first the usual or

daily holocausts — a lamb in the

morning and one towards the even-

ing ; and then extraordinary or addi-

tional sacrifices in honour of the

sacred day — a bullock, a ram,

and seven lambs as holocausts, and

a kid of the goats as a sin-ofi'ering,

of c'ourse together Avitli their cereal

oblations; so that seventeen animals,

including all the species of sacrifi-

cial quadrupeds, were required on

the Day of Atonement, sixteen for

sacrifice, and one for Azazel.

The first Temple had no vail, and

the second had no Ark
;
yet the au-

thor, desirous of investing the cere-

monial with the utmost possible so-

lemnity, combined the features of

both structures, reasonably expecting

that his contemporaries would find

some substitute for the missing Ark.

SO—3-1. The legislator finally

desired to mark both the holiness of

the day and its supreme religious im-

portance. The former he did in a

twofold manner — by making it a

day of complete and solemn rest

for native and stranger, and by fixing

it for the tenth of the seventh month,

both which numbers familiarly re-

called to the Hebrew mind the spiri-

tual relation between man and God.

And he impressed the high impor-

tance of the day by ordaining, also for

native and stranger, a rigorous fast

"from evening to evening" ; and not

long afterwards, when the system

ofHebrew festivals was fully worked

out, the non-observance of this fast,

the only one prescribed in the Pen-

tateuch, and the profanation of the

day by the performance of any la-

bour whatsoever, Avere menaced

with excision from the Hebrew com-

munity. Fasting, at all times deemed

efficacious for appeasing the Deity,

and often imposed even upon ani-

mals, became after the exile the most

common form of devotion and con-

trition; it was held to be more power-

ful and more acceptable to God than

vow and sacrifice ; and it soon occu-

pied a conspicuous place in the reli-

gious life of individuals and of the

community (comp. p. 174). TheMish-

nah enjoins abstinence from "eating,

drinking, washing, anointing, the

Avearing of shoes or sandals, and

sexual intercourse" ; and declai'es

that whosoever eats as much as a date

with a kernel, or drinks as much as fiUs

one cheek (about one fourth of a log),

brings upon himselfexcision ifhe does
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flict yourselves, bij a statute for ever. 32. And the

priest who shall be anointed, and who shall be con-

secrated to minister in the priest's office in his father's

stead, shall make the atonement, and shall put on the

linen garments, the holy garments; 33. And he shall

make an atonement for the holy Sanctuary, and he shall

it purposely, and must present a sin-

offering if he transgresses uninten-

tionaUy ; one Eabbi (R. Eliezer), who
endeavoured to obtain permission for

kings,and for brides up to twenty days

after marriage, to wash their faces,

and for women after child-birth to

put on sandals, was overruled by the

other teachers
;
yet excex^tions were

made in favour of pregnant women,
sick persons, and invalids; and in ge-

neral the principle was adopted, that

"everything which might possibly en-

danger life, annuls the Sabbath". It is

needless to add, how scrupulously the

Talmudists and later Eabbins worked

out and enforced these precepts : they

took care that the Jews should in-

deed "afflict themselves" on the day

set aside for theirpenitence andmoral*

regeneration. They certainly did not

mistake the high importance of the

festival. They called it "the Day"
par excellence; they declared, that

"without the Day of Atonement the

world could not possibly exist,as it ex-

piates this life and the next ; and that

it will never cease, even if all other

festivals should pass away" ; that on

that Day, the Hebrews resemble the

angels, being without human wants,

without sins, and linked together by

love and peace ; and that it is the only

day in the year, on which the accuser

Satan or Sammael is silenced before

the throne of God, and even becomes

the defender of Israel.

No other ancient nation had an

institutiun approaching the Day of

Atonementin religious depth; the ex-

piatory sacrifices and festivals so fre-

quent among the Greeks, and the

supplications of the Romans in times

of war, pestilence, and other public

calamities, aimed at appeasing the

wrath of the deities, rather than re-

storing pui-ity of mind, and secur-

ing forgiveness of sins; they wei-e

therefore not celebrated at regular

intervals, but only on exceptional

occasions. Yet if we survey the pre-

cepts and the spirit of our chapter,

we find that no more than a pas-

sive part was assigned to the people

on this festival; they were simply

enjoined to keep rest and to fast; no

prayer, no confession of sins, was
prescribed for them ; they had no

share in any of the rites ; the High-

priest and the priests acted for them
throughout : the hierarchy had at last

fully prevailed, and achieved its long

coveted triumphs. And what had
it to offer for cleansing the hearts

and restoring peace of mind , for

chasing away worldliness and for

securing noble thoughts and feel-

ings? Sprinkling of blood, burning

of incense, and a sin-laden goat sent

to the prince of fabled demons.

Not even reading from the Law and

spiritual instruction by public teach-

ers were enforced. But by a natural

process of moral refinement, in later

times, when the destruction of the

Temple rendered the prescribed cere-

monial impossible, the Day ofAtone-

ment was conceived in a different

spirit, and the active co-operation

of the penitent sinners themselves

was insisted upon; the Mishnah al-

ready points out that, with reference
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make an atonement for the Tent of Meeting, and for

the altar, and he shall make an atonement for the priests,

and for all the people of the congregation. 34. And this

shall be an everlasting statute to you, to make an atone-

ment for the children of Israel for all their sins once

a year. — And he did as the Lord commanded Moses.

to the people ofNineveli, the prophet prophetic utterances not less excel-

Jonah did not say, "And God saw lentmightbe easily added. Yetanex-

their sack-cloth and their fasting", cessive formalism, encumbering and

but "He saw their deeds that they almost extinguishing the beautiful

returned from their evil ways ;" and idea of the Day, remained, and must

that the prophet Joel exclaimed, remain as long as the ordinances of

"Kend your hearts and not your an early Eastern civilisation are

garments," to which passages many accepted as binding and unalterable.

CHAPTER XVII.

Summary. — "Whenever the Hebrews desire to kill for food quadrupeds fit to

be sacrificed, viz. oxen, lambs, and goats, they are invariably to offer

thSm upon the common Altar with the usual sprinkling of blood and

burning of fat, lest they continue to worship the demons of fields and

deserts; disobedience to this law is declared equivalent to bloodshed,

and menaced with excision (vers. 1— 7). Both Hebrews and strangers

are, under the same penalty, to present offerings at no other place but

the national Sanctuary (vers. 8, 9), and to abstain from eating any

blood whatever, and therefore also any tievelak and terefak; since the

blood, which is the life of the animal, is reserved for the Altar, to effect

the expiation of sins; the blood of quadrupeds and birds killed in hunt-

ing, is to be covered with earth ; and bathing and washing of garments

are earnestly enjoined as lustrations after tasting nevelah or terefah

(vers. 10—16).

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 2. Speak
to Aaron, and to his sons, and to all the children of Is-

1—9. It would be difficult to or they support old precepts by new
point out an organic connection reasons; in both respects they exhibit

between this chapter and the pre- a decided advance in levitical rig-

ceding sections. Beginning with a our; and they seem indeed to belong

double code of sacrificial laws, the to the vei-y latest portions of the

Book of Leviticus proceeds to detail Pentateuch.

the ordinances of purity , and then While the older legislation, as re-

returns to the sacrificial laws, to fleeted in Deuteronomy (XII. 13— 15,

which it joins other precepts on 21), merely demanded the slaughter

diet. However, the additions are not of sacrifices at the common Sanc-

repetitions, but supplements ; for tuary , our author boldly insists, be-

they either enforce new commands, sides , that all sacrificial animals.
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is the thing which tlie Lordrael, and say to them: This

has commanded, saying, 3. Any man of the house of

Israel, who kills an ox, or lamb, or goat, in the camp,

or who kills // out of the camp, 4. And does not bring

it to the door of the Tent of Meeting, to oifer an offer-

ing to the Lord before the Tent of the Lord; blood

shall be imputed to that man; he has shed blood; and

that man shall be cut off from among his people: 5. In

even those intended for food, must

be treated as offerings, and be killed

at the national Temple and under

the supervision of the priests. Nor

does he proclaim this lawwaveringly

or timidly; for he declares its disre-

gard as not less criminal than wanton

bloodshed and the murder of a man;

and he announces to the trespasser,

in the name of God, the penalty of

excision, that is, absolute exclusion

from the holy community. And why
this almost fierce severity? He can

have had no mean motive or object

— which was in fact no other than

to prevent the Israelites "from of-

fering any more their sacrifices

to demons , after whom they were

going astray" (ver. 7). It seems

indeed surprising that, even in

his time, it should still have been

necessary to adopt such coercive

measures for weaning the people

from the worst forms of idolatry;

but we have proved in another place

that the Hebrews clung to their

superstitions in every period of their

history, and long after the Babylo-

nian exile ; and in explaining the rites

of the Day of Atonement, we have

shown that, even after the age of

Nehemiah, they attributed the pow-

ers of temptation and seduction to

the evil demon Azazel, and even then

sent annually a goat laden with the

sins which they deemed his work.

Thus we are brought far into the

Persian period, when the above

command, burdensome under any

circumstances, was at least not

quite impracticable ; for at that time

the Jews lived together in a compa-

ratively small circle round Jerusalem,

from whence access to the Temple

was easy. Not even the boldest or

most ambitious priest could have

ventured to frame such a law for

tlie time when the whole land was

inhabited from "Dan to Beersheba"
;

however, the writer, though as usual

faithfully preserving the period and

scenery of the Hebrew wanderings

in introducing Aaron and his sons, the

camp and the Tabernacle, really in-

tended to legislate for Hebrew settle-

ments in Canaan; this is evident from

the words with Avhich he concludes

his ordinance :
" This shall be a

statute for ever to them throughout

their generations" (ver. 7); and in

order to mark its importance, he

addresses it, under God's supreme*

authority, to every member of the

community, both priests and Israe-

lites, because all were directly con-

cerned in its execution. Yet Jewish

tradition, shrinking from the exorbi-

tant demands it imposes, declared,

against the obvious tenour ofthe pas-

sage , that it is only meant to apply

to real sacrifices,' and forbids their

slaughtering , whereas the following

law (vers. 8, 9) and that of Deuterono-

my interdict their off'eritig,heyond the

precincts of the Temple; and some

Rabbins were of opinion that, even

while the Temple existed, it was

only operative in places near Jeru-
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order that the children of Israel may bring their sacri-

fices, which they offer in the open field, even that they

may bring them to the Lord, to the door of the Tent

of Meeting, to the priest, and offer them foi- thank-offer-

ings to the Lord. 6. And the priest shall sprinkle the

blood upon the altar of the Lord at the door of the

Tent of Meeting, and burn the fat for a sweet odour

to the Lord. 7. And they shall no more offer their

salem (and tradition taught whicli

places were called near), whereas in

more distant localities tlie clean

animals were freely killed and eaten,

a view Avliicli Karaite Avriters strong-

ly opposed.

It may be doubtful wbetlier the

priests received the portions which,

in all proper thank-offerings , were

allotted to them by the Law , since

our command, while mentioning the

sprinkling of the blood and the

burning of the fat, is silent about

the disposal of the breast and right

shoulder; but the priests could not

be left unrewarded, and at the meals

that followed even thank-offerings

in the Avider sense, Levites were

always among the invited guests.

Certain it is that we have here no

parallel to primitive usages, such

as prevailed, for instance, in Ho-

meric times : then the slaughtering

of animals was indeed connected

with a sacrifice, but it was presided

over by the chief of the family him-

self, and performed in his own
house; and the repast was strictly

a domestic feast hallowed by pious

gratitude towards the gods ; whereas

the levitical regulation tended to

deprive the Israelites of all personal

authoi'ity in matters of religion, and

to subject them entirely to pi'iestly

control: that these pretensions met

with no large share of success, may be

gathered from the constant struggles

carried on between the hierarchi-

cal and the popular party down to

the Eoman time. Not more decisive

are other apparent analogies: thus,

Avhenever the Persians sacrificed,

they took away the flesh of the vic-

tim, and ate it themselves; but it does

not follow , that whenever they de-

sired to eat flesh, they sacrificed the

animal to the gods. The Mohamme-
dans regard no meat as lawful , un-

less the slaughtering of the beast is

accompanied by a Divine invoca-

tion; but such expressions of sub-

mission and piety are widely dif-

ferent from a sanctification of the

animal on the national Altar by

means of the priests. Nearest akin to

ourlaw are the ordinances of the Hin-

doos, who are permitted to partake of

meat mainly in connection with sacri-

fices and other acts of devotion; but

those ordinances are too wavering

and uncertain to be reduced to well-

defined principles(see5M/?7'app.25,26).

The second law (vers. 8, 9) is

chiefly remarkable for its peremp-

toriness and its comprehensiveness;

for it enjoins the oftering of all sacri-

fices at the national Sanctuary under

penalty of excision , and it expressly

includes the strangers. The former

point proves that the priesthood

now felt sufficiently strong to op-

pose menace to popular disobedience;

and the latter, that the organisation

of the community had begun to be

accomplished from a theocratic

point of view ; and both the one and

the other are unerring criteria for

the date of this section. On more
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sacrifices to demons, after whom they are going astray.

This shall be a statute for ever to them throughout

And thou shalt say to them, Any man of the

house of Israel, or of the strangers who sojourn among
them, that offers a burnt-offering or thank-offering,

9. And does not bring it to the door of the Tent of

Meeting, to offer it to the Lord; that man shall be cut

off from among his people.

than one occasion we have shown,

that during long periods the chief

Sanctuary was utterly disregarded

as a religious centre, and that at

all times heads of families and

leaders, kings and prophets, offered

sacrifices wherever they deemed fit

or convenient; and our law appears

to convey as much a remonstrance

as an injunction (see Comm. on Gen.

pp. 505—508; on Lev. I. pp. 21 sqq.;

and espec. pp. 15— 19).

It is not easy to determine the

false deities after whom the He-

brews were "going astray", and who
in our text are described by a

term meaning "he-goats".' Now it

is Avell-known, that goats were, on

account of their proverbial lascivi-

ousness, regarded by the ancients

as the types of prolific generation,

and were honoured as such by many
and peculiar rites of religion. The

Egyptians inhabiting the Mendesian

district, or worsliipping in temples

dedicated to Mendes, abstained from

offering goats, and sacrificed sheep

instead; and though it may be

doubtful whether Mendes, whom
Greek writers identify with Pan, or

any other Egyptian deity, was, like

Pan, represented with the face and

legs of a goat, it is certain that in

some provinces this animal, espe-

cially the male , was held sacred to

Mendes,whom the Egyptians counted

among the eight great or most an-

cient gods, preceding the twelve

deities of the second order, and

whom, almost like Khem , they con-

sidered as universal nature, as the

god of vegetable as well as animal

life, and in fact as presiding over

everything generated. It is even

related that in Mendes goats were

allowed to have intercourse with

women , as elsewhere goat-shaped

demons were fabled to have and to

satisfy similar propensities. Hence

the Egyptians were said to venerate

the goat for the same reason which

prompted the Greeks to pay homage

toPriapus; namely because they at-

tributed to that animal the greatest

desire and power ofgeneration,which

thej- supposed to manifest itself as

early as seven days after its birth; and

they chose the he-goat as the hiero-

glyphic sign for fruitfulness. These

would indeed be iaatelligible reasons

why the levitical legislator should

express his detestation of the wor-

ship of "he-goats", or of the de-

mons resembling them in appear-

ance and attributes, because such

worship clashes with the first prin-

ciple of his creed — the absolute

sovereignty of God over nature and

all her powers. It seems that this

form of idolatry prevailed at least

in the northern kingdom , for Jero-

boam is related to have set up for

adoration not only calves but also

he-goats, and to have appointed

special priests for this service (2

Chron. XI. 15). But did it stiH
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10. And any man of the house of Israel, or of the

strangers that sojourn among them, that eats any blood —
I will set My face against that person that eats blood,

and will cut' him off from among his people. 11. For

the life of the flesh is in the blood; and 1 have given

it to you upon the altar to make an atonement for your

lives: for the blood makes an atonement by the life.

12. Therefore I say to the children of Israel, No soul

of you shall eat blood, nor shall any stranger that so-

linger among tlie Jews at the date

of our chapter, that is, in the Persian

period? There can be no doubt that,

after their return from Babylon, the

Jews of Palestine maintained an ac-

tive intercourse with the eastern

empire and with Egypt, and were

familiar with the institutions of

both ; thus notions borrowed from

the Persian creed Avere combined

with Egyptian conceptions ; of this

amalgamation we have a remarkable

instance in the Book of Job, which

Avas written about the same period,

and which, on the one hand, intro-

duces the Persian Satan and council

of angels, and on the other describes

the hippopotamus and the croco-

dile in a manner as they can only be

described by one who personally ob-

served them in their native Egj'pt.

Therefore, while we believe that the

"he-goats" of our text, like Azazel

who periodically received a sin-laden

goat, are chiefly meant for Persian

demons or satyrs , wildly danting

and yelling in deserts and on ruins;

they also include the goats which Avere

held sacred among the Egyptians, and

which Avere by the HebreAvs under-

stood as pagan symbols. Some sects

of the Zabii likewise supposed that

their deities frequently assumed the

form of goats , and therefore simply

called them goats: this belief may
have sidereal significance, and may
symbolise the fructifying poAver of

the vernal sun.

lO—14:. Our author now forbids

the eating of blood with a fulness as

if the subject had never been treated

of before, and with an earnestness,

as if he were dwelling on the very

essence and kernel of religion. And
indeed he views the matter in a new
light, and he blends it Avith the chief

ideas of his creed. He prohibits blood

mainly in connection with the laws

of sacrifice, and he reserves it for the

purposes of atonement. To him the

Altar was the centre of national life,

and to him the expiatory offerings

Avereso decidedly the crowning stone

of the sacrificial system, that he in-

vested all classes of sacrifice, even

holocausts and thank-ofterings, with

the force of atonement. These tAVO

points involve both the excellence

and the weakness of levitism; the

ends which it endeavoured to se-

cure Avere admirable, but it strove

to secure them by means which al-

most defeated their object; for it

aimed at purity of the heart, humi-'

lity, and unselfish deA^otion, but by

extending formalism and especially

the sphere of sacrifices, it fostered

hypocrisy and self-righteousness. It

rendered inward regeneration de-

pendent upon a multitude of me-

chanical rites, which in an uncom-

mon degree intensified the inherent

dangers of ceremonialism.

But the author Avas by his theories

placed in a perplexing difficulty. He
commenced Avitli the broad principle

:
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journs among you eat blood. 13. And any man of the

children of Israel, or of the strangers that sojourn among
them, wlio hunts and catches any beast or fowl that may
be eaten; he shall pour out its blood, and cover it with

earth. 14. For the life of all flesh is its blood through

its life: therefore I say to the children of Israel, You
shall eat the blood of no manner of flesh; for the life

of all flesh is its blood ; whosoever eats it shall* be cut off.

15. And any person that eats that which died of

itself, or that which was torn hy beasts, whether it be a

"The life of the flesh is in the hlood; of the law, have before been more

and I have given it to you ui)on the

Altar to make an atonement for your

lives , for it is the blood that makes
an atonement by the life of the ani-

mal" (ver. 11). However, a few only

of the clean beasts were lawful vic-

tiins : should the blood of all the other

animals be jiermitted? Such was

indeed the natural consequence of

that principle ; and yet the eating of

any blood whatever had from times

immemorial been regarded Avith utter

abhorrence , which the levitical au-

thor was certainly not inclined to

abate. In this dilemma, he was com-

pelled to have recourse to the ori-

ginal principle which forbade blood

simply because "the life of all flesh

is its blood" (ver. ^4); and thus he

was enabled to bring within the range

of his law the blood of the clean quad-

rupeds and birds not admitted on

the Altar, and of those killed in the

chase. His theory is , therefore , he-

terogeneous and wanting in unity :

unwilling to acquiesce in a merely

physical reason, he elevated it to the

sphere of religion and atonement;

yet, as, in doing so, he greatly nar-

rowed the operation of the law, he

returned to the physical reason, sim-

ply because it is more comprehen-

sive. The subtlety of religious spe-

culation did not wholly cover the

popular practice. All these points,

together Avith the successive stages

fully dwelt upon (pp. 2—7; and I.

pp. 87—92) ; nor need we here again

explain why no blood, not even that

shed in hunting, was to be left un-

concealed, since it would" defile the

earth, and, representing the spirit of

life breathed into the animal by God,

would "cry to heaven" (see Comm.
on Gen. p. 149; comp. Job XVI. 18;

Ezek. XXIV. 7).

• The importance of this passage is

evident; for it contains the plainest

expression of the idea of vicarious-

ness : the blood is the soul of the ani-

mal; and that soul is to be ofi"ered

up to God on the Altar as an expia-

tion for the worshipper's soul or life,

which God might have demanded
for his sins; and it is impossible to

deny the great weight which that

notion possesses in Hebrew theologj'.

Yet our passage can hardly be called

"the key to the whole sacrificial theo-

ry" ; for it does not touch the large

number of bloodless off'erings, which

were often presented alone, and even

as sin-off'ering; nor does it embi'ace

the cases in which expiation was

wrought by priestly fumigation or by

money dedicated for the use of the

Sanctuary; it merely dwells on the

disposal and significance ofthe blood

of victims for the purpose of ex-

piation.

] >%, 16. The transition from blood

to the flesh of animals that have
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native or a stranger, he shall wash his clothes, and

bathe himself in water, and shall be nnclean until the

evening; then he shall be clean. 16. But if he does not

wash /lis clothes^ nor bathe his flesh, then he shall bear

his iniquity.

died of themselves {nevelah) , or have

heen torn hy wild beasts {tercfah) is

natural and intelligible, as such flesh

was partially, if not chiefly, inter-

dicted, because it allowed but an im-

perfect removal of the blood (see

pp. 10, 14). And this law also tends

to prove the advanced date of our

chapter. The strangers living among
the Hebrews are included in nearly

all the enactments— in the command
permitting sacrifices at the common
Sanctuary only, in the prohibition

of blood, and in the ordinances con-

cerning nevelah and terefah ; the idea

of a holy and united community, pro-

tected from all dangers of idolatry,

had at last been deeply rooted, and'

was striving after complete realisa-

tion. In the firstlaw only—that Avhich

converts the slaughter of every beast

into a sacrifice — the stranger is not

mentioned; for though non-Hebrews,

forming part of Hebrew settlements,

could be compelled to abstain from

pagan worship, they could not be

compelled to revere the God of the

Hebrews; therefore, whenever they

were inclined to offer a saci'ifice to

Jehovah, they were commanded, like

the Israelites , to ofi'er it at the na-

tional Sanctuary; but whenever they

simply desired to kill an animal for

food, they were free to do so at any

place they chose. As regards nevelah,

the earlier Deuteronomist, less strict

in ritual mattei-s,expressly allows it as

food to the stranger (Deut. XIV. 21)

;

and even a preceding portion of our

Book (XI. 40) prescribes , in cases of

transgression , only washing of gar-

ments and uncleanness till the even-

ing; but our section adds, besides.

bathing in Avater, which it enjoins

Avhenever nevelah has been eaten; and

another law ordains the same lustra-

tion for priests who have merely

^OMC^(?fi?suchflesh(XXlI.5,6). If, more-

over, we consider that our author

treats terefah, which had long been

more leniently viewed, Avith exactly

the same rigour as nevelah, and that,

with respect to both, he warns tres-

passers to dread the consequences of

their "iniquity" : it will be admitted

that this section breathes the most

thorough and the most developed

levitism.

"We must, however, in conclusion,

allude with a few words to a remai'k-

able discrepancy. A previous law
enforces a sin-offering for the inad-

vertent touch of nevelah (V. 2, 5, 6)

;

while our verses demand merely

bathing and washing of garments

for the intentional eating of nevelah.

It is not impossible that the for-

mer passage treats of the carcass

of unclean, ours of clean animals,

though there is nothing in the word-

ing of our verses which claims, or

even favours, this restriction; but

it is more probable to suppose that

at the date of this chapter the prin-

ciple had fully prevailed that sin-of-

ferings should only be presented for

undesigned trespasses, andnot, ashad

before been usual, for intentional of-

fences also; therefore, the legislator

could treat the voluntary eating of«c-

velah only as an ordinary defllement,

but he took care to brand this defile-

ment with unusual severitj-. Thus

the gradual growth of the levitical

system inevitably engendered many
incongruities.



IV.

MORAL AND MISCELLANEOUS LAWS.
CHAPTERS XVin TO XX.

INTRODUCTORY ESSAY.

THE MATRIMONIAL LAWS OF THE BIBLE AND THEIR

LATER DEVELOPMENT.

It seems expedient to begin with an historical sketch of the

matrimonial laws and customs which prevailed among the Hebrews

from the earliest times down to the completion of the levitical code.

For many centuries, marriages with non-Hebrews were freely

contracted, without calling forth either censure or comment. Joseph

took to wife the daughter of an Egyptian priest i, and Moses married

first the daughter of a Midianite chief, and then an Ethiopian woman;

against this latter alliance Aaron and Miriam indeed murmured,

but, we are told, God punished them severely for their presumistion-.

The sons of Elimelech of Bethlehem took Moabite wives, and one

of these, Ruth, was, after her husband's death, married to Boaz in

the land of Judah, not only with the knowledge, but with the

full approval of his fellow-townsmen^. During the period of the

Judges, "the children of Israel dwelt among the Canaanites, the Hit-

tites, and Amorites, the Perizzites, the Hivites, and Jebusites ; and

they took their daughters to be their wives, and gave their daughters

to their sons"^: the displeasure pronounced by the historian at

1 Gen. XLI. 45. 3 Ruth I. 4; IV. 9—14,
2 Exod. II. 21 ; Num. XII. 1 sqq. " Judg. III. 5, 6.
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this conduct only shows how it was viewed in his own much later '

time. Hiram, the famous artist, was the son of a Hebrew woman and a

Phoenician workman; and he was employed by King Solomon for the

adornment of the holy Templet Bathsheba, the mother of Solomon,

was first the wife of "Uriah the Hittite'"'. It is uncertain whether

she was likew^ise of Canaanitish descent : if she was not, a Hebrew

woman took a heathen husband; and if she was, a Hebrew king

took a heathen woman. Solomon married the daughter of the

Egyptian Pharaoh ; and the historian, having recorded this fact,

added, "And Solomon loved the Lord, and walked in the statutes of

David his father" ^ It was only when the king had taken, besides,

numerous foreign wives, who in his old age tempted him to idolatry,

that the author, who wrote after the Babylonian exile, expressed^

his strong indignation 8. The Deuteronomist does not object to the

marriage of Hebrews with captive women of the heathen 3. And

Esther, living in the Persian period, is related to have married a

heathen king, without any effort being made by her pious relative

Mordecai to prevent or to dissolve the union.

When, however, in the course of time, the nationality of the

Hebrews became more marked and more distinct, they showed a

growing disinclination to matrimonial alliances with other tribes;

and proud of their race, they were anxious to preserve it pure and

unmixed. The author of the patriarchal history in Genesis attributes

to Abraham an injunction given to his steward not to take a wife for

his son Isaac from the daughters of Canaan, bu.t to select one in his

Mesopotamian home ">
; and he relates that Isaac and Eebekah were

deeply grieved because their son Esau had intermarried with Hittite

families, and that they sent Jacob away to seek a wife beyond the

Euphrates *•• When Samson was desirous of marrying a Philis-

tine maiden of Thimnathah, his parents earnestly dissuaded him,

saying— "Is there no woman among the daughters of thy brethren,

or among all thy people, that thou goest to take a wife of the uncir-

cumcised Philistines?" Yet the writer observes that Samson acted by

aDivineimpulse. that he might find means to humble the Philistines '^

5 iKi. Vn. 13, 14. Josephus taking 9 Deut. XXI. 10—14.

offence at this statement, converts "' Gen. XXIV. 3, 4.

the Phoenician father of Hiram into »i Gen. XXVI. 34, 35; XXVII. 46;

an Israelite, and calls him Uriah. XXVIII. 1,2,6 - 9; XXIX.19 :
XXXVI.

G 2 Sam. XI. 3 ; XXIII. 39. 2, 3.

7 1 Kings in. 3. 12 Judg. XIV. 1—4; comp. also

^ 1 Kings XI. 1 sqq. XVI. 1, 4.

Q
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In a succeeding stage of Hebrew history, religious objections

/ were added to national antipathies, and rendered marriages with for-

I eigners doubly hateful in the eyes ofJewish patriots. They denounced

such marriages as a snare to their faith and a fatal inducement to idola-

try ' ; in order to remove the temptation and the danger, they forbade

any treaty or alliance of whatever kind to be concluded with non-

Hebrews-; and at last they did not even allow idolaters to dwell

within the Hebrew settlements^. The Law enjoined that the off-

spring of an Edomite or of an Egyptian should be excluded from the

Hebrew community down to the third generation; and that no de-

scendant of an Ammonite or a Moabite should ever be admitted as a

member of the chosen people^. But these principles were very tardily

\ adopted. Long after the Babylonian exile, Ezra saw with sorrow and

I
dismay that people and priests alike had intermarried with tlie

heathen tribes in and around Palestine, and that thus "the holy seed

had been mingled with the people of strange lands." He made the

most determined efforts to purge the commonwealth from these obnox-

ious elements; yet not long afterwards Nehemiah and Malachi found

heathen alliances again so prevalent that the children almost ceased

to understand Hebrew^. However, mainly owing to the zeal of these

reformers, marriages with strangers were from that time scrupulously

shunned as criminal ; and hence the Samaritans or Cutheans , the pro-

geny of Israelites and Assyrians, were regarded with a fierce enmity

which has hardly a parallel in history.

From these facts we may draw some significant inferences throw-

ing light upon the date and composition of the Pentateuch. Moses

took for his second wife a woman from the detested race of the Hamites ",

and this he is said to have done after the promulgation of the Sinaitic

laws, which rigorously proscribe such a marriage'. These laws can,

therefore, not have been promulgated by Moses.—The Book of liuth

was evidently written at a time when marriages with heathens

were frequent and were still looked upon as unobjectionable; for it

Bets forth the descent of the great King David from a Moabitish wo-

man; and the author, so far from condemning the marriage ofBoaz and

Ruth, represents it as a pious and praiseworthy act on the part of

both. And yet such an alliance is in the Pentateuch declared an

1 Exod. XXXIV. 16 ; Deut. VII. 3. & Ezra IX. 1 sqq. ;
X. 1 sqq. ; Neh. X.

2Exod. XXIII. 32; XXXIV. 12, 31 ; XIIL 23— 27; Mai. U. 11.

15; Deut. VII. 2. c Kum. XII. 1, see suj)ra.

3 Exod. XXXIV. 33 ; Deut. VIL 2. ^ Exod. XXXIV. 16.

J Deut. XXIII. 5—9.
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jomination; the offspring issuing from it were for ever banished

from the community; they were illegitimate outcasts with regard

to whom the Hebrew was enjoined—"Thou shalt not seek their peace

nor their prosperity all thy days for ever"*. Can these commands of

the Pentateuch have been in force at the time when the Book of

Ruth was composed— that is, at the earliest, in the reign of David

or Solomon? And as David was the descendant of a Moabitess, so

was Rehoboam the son of an Ammonite woman Naamah^, and yet

no objection was raised to their occupying the throne of Israel as

theocratic kings.

Turning to marriages of affinity and consanguinity , we find

that, for a long time, the customs of the Hebrews closely resembled

those of other ancient nations. Like the Egyptians, the Persians,

and others, the Israelites do not seem to have shunned marriages

with sisters '''. According to the cosmogony in Genesis, all human fa-

milies are derived from one primitive couple ; the author must, there-

fore, have deemed conjugal connection between brothers and sisters

blameless. Abraham, the son ofTerah, married his half-sisterSarah,

Terah's daughter'*. The wife ofAmram was Jochebed, his aunt, the

mother ofAaron and Moses • ^.More noteworthy is the instance ofAmnon
and Tamar, David's children. AVheu Amnon was bent upon doing

violence to his sister, she thus imploi'ed him: "Now speak, I pra,y

thee, to the king, he will not withhold me from thee"; and when, after

the commission of the outrage, Amnon bade her leave him, she

remonstrated—" This evil in sending me away is greater than the

other that thou didst to me" '^. However, the Deuteronomist already

set a curse upon marriage with a half-sister''*. Jacob had simu.1-

taneously two sisters for wives. This double marriage, which indeed

the patriarch did not originally contemplate, was not stigmatised

by the historian, though it was afterwards by the legislator '^

Gradually, however, principles were adopted which resulted in

a distinctive system of matrimonial laws. Purity of race and pu-

rity of creed were no longer the only objects kept in view. Matri-

mony was not merely regarded in its social , but in its moral bear-

8 Deut. XXIII. 7 ; comp. ver. 4. from the stain of having married his

9 1 Ki. XIV. 21, 31. sister, asserted that Sarah was the

i» Comp. inlni on XVIII. 6. daughter of his brother Haran.

11 Geu.XX. 12. Later Jews, assum- 12 Exod. VI. 20.

ing that the ordinances on incest were 1 3 Comp. 2 Sam. XIII. 13, 16, 20.

enjoined upon aU men at the time of '* Deut. XXVII. 22.

Noah, and anxious to free Abraham 1^ Comp. Lev. XVIII. 18.
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ings; it was estimated less Ly the influence it exercises upon the

community than by its effects upon the families ; and it was designed

not only to cement the nation but to improve the individuals. It

was almost raised into a sacrament. There was, on this point, no

antagonism between Church and State. Neither of them disputed

to the other the right of sanctioning marriages, for both alike endea-

voured to promote the moral education of every Hebrew. Husband

and wife were now regarded as "one flesh". The beautiful nar-

rative of the creation of the first woman was framed to show that

"a man must leave his father and his mother, and cling to his wife" *;

and conjugal infidelity was deemed an offence so heinous that it was

forbidden in the fundamental Commandments by the side of theft and

bloodshed, and was punished with implacable severity. The Deute-

ronomist attempted no complete enumeration of forbidden degrees

;

he mentioned only three instances of affinity, the step-mother,

the half-sister, and the mother-in-law *; and it may be concluded

that he considered consanguinity as an insuperable barrier to

a matrimonial alliance. Fuller lists were subsequently furnished

by levitical writers in two difi'erent sections. In one of them (ch.

XX.) are proscribed, in addition to the cases specified by the Deu-

teronomist, marriages with the daughter-in-law, with the brother's

wife, and with the aunt—whether the father's or the mother's sister,

or the wife of the father's brother'. The other and still more ela-

borate list (ch. xviii.) begins with the general prohibition, "None of

you shall approach to any that is near of kin to him"^; and inter-

dicts, besides, the marriage with the mother, the grand-daughter,

and with the wife's sister during the lifetime of the former*. But

even this last list is incomplete. It omits the mother-in-law, who is

named in the two other passages^; and, like these, it does not make

mention of the daughter: if it be urged that the legislator con-

sidered marriage with the daughter an enormity too unnatural to

be ever committed, why did he specify the mother?

It is important to keep these facts in mind in order to arrive at

a just and rational estimate of the levitical marriage ordinances.

The thirteen cases actually set down do not exhaust the prohibitions;

they are merely the chief instances, which must be supplemented in

1 Gen. 11.21 ; comp.Matth. XIX. 5

;

* Lev. XVIII. 6.

Mark X. 7,8; Ephes. V. 31. » Comp. Lev. XVIIL 6—18.

2 Conip. Deut. XXVII. 20— 23. ti Lev. XX. 14; Deut. XXVIL 23;

3 Comp. Lev. XX. 11—21. see notes on ch. XVIII and XX.
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accordance with the two principles above referred to, namely, that

husband and wife are one flesh, and that it is unlawful to marry a

blood-relation. The same reasons which militate against the mar-

riage between nephew and aunt, militate against the marriage between

niece and uncle ; for if a man must avoid living in matrimony with

his father's or his mother's sister, why should a woman be permitted

to live in matrimony with her father's or her mother's brother?

And again, there is no reason why, if marriage with the wife of

the father''s brother is forbidden, marriage with the wife of the

mother's brother should be allowed. In the former case the degree

of consanguinity, in the latter the degree of affinity, is identical in

the one direction and in the other. Yet Jewish tradition, though

including in the interdictions the wife of the mother's brother, not

ouly permitted but encouraged marriages between niece and uncle,

since Sarah was supposed to have been Abraham's niece''. In pro-

nouncing this decision, the Rabbins unquestionably misconceived the

spirit of our laws. The silence of the Bible affords no proof, or

else the marriage of a father with his daughter might be legalised,

since it is not expressly forbidden. The levitical author argued

that, as a son is not allowed to maz-ry his mother, so, as a matter of

course, a daughter must not marry her father ; and as a man is for-

bidden to wed his aunt, so, by parity ofreasoning, must a woman not

become the wife of her uncle. The Hebrew legislators ordinarily

addressed their commands to the men, and they might well have

expected that the precepts on matrimony would be fairly and ration-

ally applied to women. The matter apj)ears to be plain beyond a doubt,

and the marriage between uncle and niece was indeed rejected by

many of the sects which derived their laws from the Bible, as it was

also disapproved by the Romans. "When the Emperor Claudius desired

to marry Agrippina, the daughter of his brother Germanicus, he at-

tained his object only by prevailing upon the Senate, with much pres-

sure and persuasion, to sanction a new law which permitted the mar-

riage with the niece to all Roman citizens
;
yet later authorities re-

pealed this law, and returned to the old and deeprooted usage. The
apostolic constitutions and the earliest Christian Canons, supple-

menting the Biblical and the Roman laws of matrimony, prescribed,

that "whosoever marries his niece can fill no clerical office." St.

Ambrose declared against Paternus, a man of great distinction, that

"such a marriage was forbidden by the law of nature and by an inborn

7 See supra p. 227 note 11.
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feeling"; and Crauaier included the niece in the list of forbidden

relations.

There are connected with this subject two points which are of

peculiar interest, because they permit us a deep insight into the ori-

gin and economy of the Law.

In the lists of Leviticus, the marriage with a brother's wife is

twice clearly forbidden, and once it is denounced as a defilement and

an abomination, sure to be visited with the penalty of childlessness'.

But, on the other hand, in Deuteronomy, such a marriage is, under

certain circumstances, as clearly and as emphatically enjoined as a

sacred du.ty—namely, if a man had died without leaving a son, his

brother was obliged to marry his widow, and the first son born of

this matrimony took the name of the deceased. If the brother refused

to marry the widow, he was branded with public disgrace as a traitor

to his family^. How is this manifest contradiction to be ac-

counted for? It is usually asserted that, in Deuteronomy, "a concession

was made to the old and widespread institution of the levirat,^ or "an

exception was granted in favour of a special case". But if the cus-

tom of leviration existed, and was to be preserved, the marriage with

the brother's wife could not be unconditionally forbidden. If, on

the other hand, such a marriage Avas described as uniformly detest-

able, the custom of leviration could not be upheld; the prohibition

and the custom cannot have existed simultaneously ; they must

belong to different periods. This appears, in fact, to be the case,

and it involves the only rational explanation of the difficulty. Let

it be remembered that the law concerning the levirat occurs only in

Deuteronomy, and not in Leviticus, and that the interdiction of the

marriage with a sister-in-law occurs only in Leviticus, and not in

Deuteronomy. Now the levirat, which prevailed among the Hebrews

from primitive times, as it obtained, and still obtains, among many

eastern nations , was intended to protect the agrarian rights of

Hebrew families, and to prevent the extinction of representatives of

Hebrew households, as is so well illustrated by the transactions

related in the Book of Euth. Therefore, the Deuteronomist, wiuting

at a time when the old tribal and agrarian division was still in force,

at least in a portion of the Hebrew territories, confirmed the old

practice of leviration, and refrained from including in his matri-

monial ordinances a prohibition against the marriage with a sister-

in-law. But the levitical author, living in the post-Babylonian

1 Lev.XVIIL 16; XX. 21. 2Deut.XXV. 5— 10 ; comp.Mattli.XXn.23—28.
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period, when that agrarian division was not carried out in the poor

and scattered settlements, had neither a political nor a social reason

for maintaining the levirat. He had, on the contrary, every induce-

ment to suppress it, if possible; for to him the principle that "hus-

band and wife are one flesh" had become a reality. He regarded,

therefore, the husband's brother also as his wife's brother; a mar-

riage with a sister-in-law was to him like a marriage with a sister,

and therefore incestuous; and should he who forbade a man to marry

the wife of his father's brother, have allowed him to marry the wife

of his own brother^ ?

The second point relates to a question which has been long and

warmly discussed — the marriage with the deceased wife's sister"*.

It appears to us that the matter may be decided by a few simple

considerations. If the marriage with the deceased brother's wife is

rejected as an iniquity, the marriage with the deceased wife's sister

must be regarded in the same light ; for, according to levitical prin-

ciples, the latter alliance also is virtually one between brother and

sister. And yet, looking at the command as it stands in our received

text, we must admit that such an alliance is jilainly allowed: "Thou

shalt not take a wife to her sister, to cause enmity, to uncover her

nakedness, beside her, in her lifetime"— that is, a man is forbidden

to have simultaneously two sisters for wives, but he may marry the

second sister after the death of the first. Here we are again in a

perplexing dilemma : analogy demands the absolute condemnation

of the marriage with a sister-in-law, and yet the clear wording of the

ordinance condemns it only under certain circumstances. Are we to

attach greater weight to the spirit of these statutes, or to the

apparent distinctness of the language? We confess that we would

fain uphold the consistency of the levitical marriage laws, which

seem to be thoughtfully framed ; but then we should be obliged to

regard a few words of the text as an interpolation, and the com-

mand would run thus :
" Thou shalt not take a wife to her sister, to

uncover her nakedness"; and we appeal to everyone familiar with

the Hebrew idiom whether the term "in her lifetime", which

chiefly causes the difficulty, does not read like an addition hardly

standing in its right place. In the Koran the corresponding com-

mand is simply, "You are also forbidden to take to wife two sisters".

In comparatively early times marriages with the deceased wife's

sister were not only deemed unobjectionable, but most commendable,

3 Comp. Lev. XVIII. 14; XX. 20. ^ Lev. XVIII. 18.
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since it was believed that a sister would treat her sister's children

with greater care and affection than could be expected from a stranger;

and when this view gained ground, the word meaning "in her life-

time" might have been added to effect the desired change in the sense

of the command. It need not be remarked that this suggestion is

no more than a conjecture ; but if the received reading is considered

authentic, unity of principle and harmony of detail are destroyed

in the levitical lists of forbidden degrees. Therefore, to sum up,

those who cling to the literal accuracy of the traditional text are

free to permit the marriage with the deceased wife's sister, but in

doing so they disregard the leading ideas of the Hebrew laws of ma-

trimony, and sanction an alliance which, according to their spirit,

the legislator unquestionably considered as objectionable and un-

lawful.

We believe that the table of prohibited degrees, which was

prepared in the reign of Queen Elizabeth (in 1563), and which since

then has been acted upon in the Anglican Church, fully harmonises

with the levitical precepts. It interdicts thirty alliances to men,

and the same number to women, some of which are expressly for-

bidden in the Law, while others are deduced from them by ana-

logy. Exactly the same conclusions were arrived at by Melanch-

thon and other lear-ned divines. However, Luther was of opin-

ion that those prohibitions only are binding which are expressly

set forth in the Bible, and his authoi'ity could not fail to have a strong

effect upon Protestant Churches. Thus Frederick the Grreat, at the

beginning of his reign (1740), permitted marriage in ten cases which

had till then been forbidden because they seemed to be proscribed

by the spirit of the Law. Some Protestant theologians not only

supported this decree by historic and philosophical arguments, but

went farther in the same direction. Job: Dav. Michaelis, reducing

the laws of marriage, as he reduced nearly all Biblical laws, to the

level of social and political expediency, contended that there was not

a single marriage which, if once concluded, needed be dissolved as

being incestuous. For instance, if a man had married his sister or

his daughter, all that was required was to keep the matter secret;

and he believed that "a Christian ruler would not sin" in permit-

ting, by special license, such alliances as those with the father's

and mother's sister. These principles were indeed not adopted in

modern legislations, but they exercised considerable influence upon

some of them; and in the Prussian code the following three cate-

gories only are prohibited: — (1.) Marriages between blood-
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relations in the ascending and descending line; (2.) Marriages between

brothers and sisters, or half-brothers and half-sisters, whether born

in wedlock or not; and (3.) Marrifiges between step parents and step-

children, and between father or mother-in-law and son or daughter-

in-law. Alliances with the aunt and the uncle , the deceased wife's

sister, and with the brother's widow, are not interdicted.

"With the exceptions referred to, the choice of the Hebrews was

unrestricted. No one was obliged to marry within his own tribe or

class, not even the priests and the High-priest ; only women who,

because they had no brothers, came into possession of the paternal

fields, were bound to marry from their own tribe, lest its territorial

extent be impaired'. In some points, however, the sacerdotal order

was subjected to greater strictness: all its members were forbidden

to marry divorced and dishonourable women ; and the High-priest

was, moreover, to take no widow, but a Hebrew virgin, "lest he pro-

faned his seed among his people"-.

Other legislations were, in many respects, much more burden-

some. The Hindoo law prescribed that a regenerated man must

refrain from marrying a woman who, from the father's or the mother's

side, is related to him in the sixth degree, or whose family name

in any way seems to bespeak kinship with his own family. Tal-

mudists extended the Biblical prohibitions to the ascending and de-

scending lines of whatever degree, though the practical effect was very

slight on account of the great disparity of years between the parties.

For instance, as the mother is forbidden, so is the grandmother and

great-grandmother; as the step-mother, so the grandfather's wife;

as the daughter-in-law, so the grandson's wife ; as the granddaughter,

so the son's and the daughter's granddaughter. The same rules were

laid down by the Canonical decrees, and also by the Roman law,

which was framed upon the principle that "matrimony is not allowed

between persons who occupy the mutual position of parents and

children". The Biblical prohibitions were, moreover, applied to

additional degrees in lateral lines: as the father's and the mother's

sisters are forbidden, so are the grandfather's and the grandmother's

sisters.

Persons of very remote affinity, or even of no actual affinity

whatever, were not allowed to intermarry for various extraneous

reasons. According to the Talmud of Jerusalem and the Eoman

law, a man may not marry the widow of his step-son, nor the step-

1 Comp. Num. XXVII. XXXVI. 2 See Lev. XXI. 7, 13, 14 and notes in loc.
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mother of his deceased wife, for in the former case the widow must

respect her husband's step-father like her own father, and in the

latter, the widower must look upon his wife's step-mother as upon

his own mother. Some, as the Karaites, even proscribed the mar-

riage between persons who are step-brothers and step-sisters from

both sides', and who can, therefore, in no sense be called blood-

relations. The Mohammedans extended the interdiction to foster-

mothers and foster-sisters.

Marriages between cousins were deemed objectionable by the

Karaites, who were most scrupulous in the application of the Biblical

principles; by the Hindoos, who held that "a cousin is almost like a

sister"; and by the early Romans, who, in conformity with their

strict family organisation, regarded the children of brothers and

sisters as growing up under the authority of the same grandfather,

and therefore occupying, in some manner, the relative position of

brothers and sisters ; and though svich marriages were from the time

of the secondPunic war not unfrequently contracted, and that without

reproach, they were prohiljited liy Theodosius under the threat of

death by fire, and disapproved by St. Augustine, who observed that,

though not unlawful in themselves, they were condemned by custom,

because they bordered closely upon the unlawful, and cousins were

almost like brothers and sisters
;

yet Theodosius' son Arcadius

repealed his father's interdict, and Justinian adhered to this more

lenient view. In the Byzantine Church, the Trullian Council (6S0)

forbade such marriages under ecclesiastical penalties extending over

seven years. The earlj' Protestants condemned them with equal

severity; but the Anglican Church, which disregarded both the

Roman and Canonical law, and was mainly guided by the Scriptures

and by national custom, interposed no obstacles to marriages between

cousins, which are countenanced by the Biblical precedents of Isaac

and Rebekah, and of Jacob and Leah and Rachel. The Eastern

fathers, u.nder the Isaurian emperors Leo and Constantinus, inter-

dicted alliances even between the grandchildren of brothers and

sisters, whom they counted as standing in the sixth degree of rela-

tionship. The next or seventh degree was not long afterwards also

forbidden, but the eighth was declared lawful. True to this rule,

the Greek Church still considers marriages between lateral relations

within seven degrees ungodly. No less stringent was the Greek

1 That is, b&tween the children of a widow and of a widower who enter

into matrimony.
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Church with respect to affinity. Not satisfied with the old Latin

"affinity of the first class", according to which either party has to

regard the blood-relations of the other as his or her own blood-

relations, that Church extended the same rigorous principle to

the " affinity of the second class," or the relations by marriage. For

instance, as a man is forbidden to marry his wife's sister, so also is

his brother; a woman is forbidden to marry the brother of her sister-

in-law; and finally, the Trullian Council pronounced the broad

principle, that two families which have once intermarried must not

intermarry again down to the sixth degree. These restrictions, for

\\ hich neither the Biblical nor the Roman law affords any foun-

dation, were adopted chiefly to prevent "confusion" in the degrees

of relationship. For instance, if two brothers marry two sisters

who are their cousins, they become at the same time brothers-in-

law ; and their children would be cousins on their father's side, and

second cousins on their mother's side 2.

The Eoman Church passed even beyond these boundaries with

regard to consanguinity
; for, adopting the old Teutonic computation

of kinship, according to which brothers and sisters form the first

degree, cousins the second, and so on, it interdicted marriages within

seven such parallel generations
; it thus extended the prohibitions

at least as far again as the Creek Church, and, in fact, annulled all

alliances between persons of common descent, however remote their

consanguinity. But this excessive rigour could not long be main-

tained; it rendered marriage to royal personages and to inhabitants

of small towns all but impossible ; unions were entered into with an

uneasy conscience, and were fraught with fatal results for their off-

spring, or they were forcibly and abruptly dissolved. Therefore,

the Popes Gregory the Great and Gregory II. deemed it expedient

to grant more lenient statutes to the converted Angles and Anglo-

Saxons , and to limit the prohibition to four degrees ; the same

principle was, under Innocence III., confirmed in behalf of the

western Church in general, which was thus placed nearly on the

same footing as the Greek Church. But these barriers also, far extend-

ing beyond those set down in the Scriptures, were found oppressive;

for not even the great-grand-children of two brothers or two sisters,

being related in the fourth degree, were allowed to marry one another.

2 For similar reasons were forbid- nephew with two sisters, of t-\vo bro-

den the marriages between two sis- thers with niece and aunt, and other

ters and two cousins, of uncle and alliances of a similar kind.
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Therefore dispensations became often necessarj'. They were at first

merely designed, to secure equity in cases when the meaning of the

law would have been perverted,and cruel wrong inflicted, by an unbend-

ing adherence to the letter. But they soon degenerated into a most

flagrant abuse; they were often claimed and granted, in defiance of

the Biblical precepts, from selfish or sordid motives. The Popes

believed that they were invested with "plenitude of power" to sus-

pend not only the old Canons, but even the Scriptural ordinances,

and in favour of certain persons to sanction acts illicit in themselves.

They advanced on this dangerous path cautiously, and step by step.

At first they gave dispensations when objectionable marriages had

been entered into "from ignorance of the fact" of mutual relationship,

or "from ignorance of the law." But in the course of time, they

authorised su.ch marriages even before they were concluded. Again,

at first they acted so only in the interest of the public weal and for

the promotion of peace between rival princes ; but ei"e long, they

sold their dispensations and turned them into a most lucrative traffic.

There were hardly any obstacles to the rich. Marriages were allowed

between uncle and niece, ^ and between aunt and nephew, ^ or between

brother-in-law and sister-in-law,^ till at last the Roman Cardinal

Cajetan, the famous contemporary of Luther, boldly promulgated the

principle, that "the Pope may authorise marriage with all relatives,

except only alliances with father and mother", since these alone

are moral ofiences, while the rest are merely judicial prohibitions.

These and similar excesses, giving rise to the reproach that in Rome

everything could be purchased with money, accelerated, if they did

not call forth, the gi-eat schism of the Church. The Council of Trent,

anxious to avert still greater dangers, adopted indeed more prudent and

more judicious views : with respect to marriages already concluded, dis-

pensation was rendered more difficult: and as regards intended alli-

ances, it was only to be granted in rare and urgent cases, and always

gratuitously. Yet exceptions were permitted "in favour of illus-

trious rulers, and. from considerations of national safety;" they were

allowed "in the second degree," which includes" not only cousins, but

also uncle and niece, and nejDhew and aunt, although marriage between

the two last named relatives is plainly interdicted in the levitical law
;

1 The Archduke Charles married loan, by permission of Pope Alexan-

his sister's daughter, by whom he der VI.

became the father of Ferdinand II. 3 As in the well-known case of

2 Ferdinand the younger , king of Henry VIII and Catheriu of Aragon

;

Naples, married his father's sister see notes on XVIII, 16.
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in fact, the Council threatened with anathema anyone who dared to

deny the power of tlie Church to sanction alliances prohibited in the

Bible. Thus, in the question of dispensations, no practical progress

was made by the Synod of Trent ; and since then the principles of

Cajetan have virtually pi'evailed among Catholic theologians.

Neither the Komans, nor the Jews, nor the Greek Christians, nor

the old Protestants ever granted dispensations : not even the

Emperor Claudius, though living in a most depraved age, was able

to obtain exemption from the statutes which were binding upon all.

It is well known that the Roman laws of marriage were based

upon two principles— natural decorum (pudor naturalis) and respect

of parental dignity (resi^ectus parentelse). The latter principle

invalidated marriages between persons connected by adoption or by

guardianship (tutela) ; for in both cases such persons were regarded as

standing in the relationship ofparent and child. Marriage was unlawful

even after the adoption had been dissolved by emancipation, though

in the latter contingency the union with an adoptive sister was per-

mitted ; and not only was the guardian himself forbidden to marry

his ward, but he was restrained from marrying her to his son or

grand-son, unless she had been betrothed to the one or the other by

the deceased father, or had been assigned to him by testament.

Prom the sixth century, a new obstacle of a pecu.liar nature,

entirely unknown in the early Christian Church, became very promi-

nent, and gradually assumed most serious proportions, namely, "the

spiritual kinship" (cognatio spiritualis). Such a relation, idealising

the Roman adoption, but questionably confounding the spheres of

nature and religion, was, in the first instance, supposed to exist

between a godfather and his goddaughter, for the former was con-

sidered as the spiritual parent of the latter, and was held responsible

for her religious education; or, as Justinian explained it, "Nothing

is so much calculated to create a truly paternal affection and, there-

fore, a valid obstacle to matrimony, than that bond by which, under

Divine mediation, the souls of the two are united". Therefore, the

sponsor being regarded as the "second father" (compater) of the child,

he was also forbidden to marry the mother of the latter if she became

a widow; yet some, as Boniface, deemed such a marriage unobjection-

able, declaring that else no Christian man would be permitted to marry

a Christian woman, since baptism engendered religious relationship

between all the members of the community. The Greek Church

went in the matter to an extraordinary length ; spiritual affinity was

by the Trulliau Council pronounced to be more important than
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physical relationship ; and the Synod held under the patriarch

Nicolaus III. declared that it precluded marriage within seven

degrees, exactly like consanguinity: and this decision has ever since

been adhered to. The Roman Church not only adojjted the same

strict rules of spiritual relationship, but extended them to the "con-

firmation sponsors," who are unknown in the Greek Church. The

consistent application of these principles led to the preposterous

conclusion that if either of the parents assists at the baptism or the

confirmation of his or her own child, a spiritual relation is created

with the other parent which prevents the continuance of the union •

!

However, the Council of Trent ordered that spiritual relationship

existed only between the godfather and the officiating priest on the

one hand, and the child and the parents on the other; and that it

did not extend to the sponsor's children, so that "spiritual brothers"

and "sisters" were no longer acknowledged. It is remarkable that,

in some countries, the early Protestants, clinging to the old " impe-

rial law"^, and recognising the Roman principle of respectus parenleke,

counted adoption, guardianship, and sponsorship among the obstacles

of marriage.

If, after this survey of later additions and expansions, we glance

once more at the Biblical ordinances, it will be admitted that

they appear thoughtful in principle and little burdensome in de-

tail. This is not the place to examine, how far they coincide with

reason and the laws of nature, and whether just these are indispen-

sable to secure a healthful offspring and a pure intercourse between

near relations. "Natural abhorrence" and "natural decorum" are

fluctuating sentiments. Caution in pronouncing judgment on these

points is imposed by the fact that, with the exception of father and

mother, there is not a single degree of consanguinity and of affinity

which, with respect to matrimony, more or less civilised nations

have not held unobjectionable. It is difficult to draw the line of

demarcation: is the "oneness of flesh" to end with the cousin or to

include him; is it to end with the niece or to include her? Different

religious sects in the same country have answered these questions

differently. The matter rests essentially on legal and social con-

ventionality.

1 In this manner it is said that had held her own son over the bap-

Chilperich, the king of the Franks, tismal font.

divorced his Avife Andovera, who, in- 2 That is, the Corpus juris civilis

duced by the wicked Tredegunde, and tlie law of the Pentateuch.
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"We will now briefly refei* to some other points connected with

the matrimonial laws and customs.

It would be idle to deny tliat polygamy, supposed to be a physi-

cal necessity in the East, was lawful among the Hebrews. It even

formed the basis of some of the ordinances of the Pentateuch, such as

the institution of thelevirat, which required that a surviving brother,

though married, should takehis brother's widow; orthelaw of inherit-

ance in cases when "a man had two wives, one beloved, and another

hated, and both had born to him child ren"^. But it must be admitted

that, even in the Biblical times, the Hebi-ews showed a growing

tendency towards monogamy, which, as a matter of fact, prevailed

in later times ; till an authoritative decree issued in the eleventh

Christian century made it compulsory under the threat of excom-

munication, and has since been adopted by all western Jews. Nor

did concubinage, which in earlier periods was certainly not unusual

among the Hebrews ^ assume a character dangerous to public moral-

ity; for it never supplanted matrimony, and in the course of time

disappeared completely ; its status is not fixed in the Law, but it does

not seem to have been degrading or oppressive ; the offspring of

concubines enjoyed the rights of legitimate children, and shared

their father's inheritance ; thus the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah were

in every respect treated as the equals of the sons of Leah and Rachel,

and were considered as founders of Hebrew tribes. A primitive

custom of associating with the wife's "maid-servant", and of treating

the children of the latter as if born by the former^, fell soon into disuse".

To secure his wife, the man, besides giving presents to her-

self and her relatives, was obliged to pay a "j)rice" to her parents

in proportion to his means ^, or he paid them by his services, as

Jacob did to Laban, Othnid to Caleb, and David to Saul^. However,

among other nations, as the Parsees and Arabs, it is not deemed

proper fur the bride to enter her husband's house emptyhanded, and

the amount of the dowry of virgins and widows has been fixed by

custom ; in conformity with this usage, Jewish brides also were, in

later times, furnished with a dowry or "gift".

3 Deut. XXL 15—17 ; XXV. 5—10. 6 Comp. Comm. on Gen. p. 241.

* Gen. XXn. 24 ; XXV. 6 ; XXXV. ^ Comp. Gen. XXIV. 53 ; XXXIV.
22 ; Judg. VIII. 31 ; IX. 18; XIX. 1 12. The legal sum seems to have been

sqq.; 2 Sam. XV. 16; XVL 21, 22; fifty shekels (comp. Deut. XXII. 29).

XX. 3; 1 Ki.XL 8; 1 Chr. L 32; IL « Gen. XXIX. 18, 27, 30; Josh. XV.
46, 48; 2 Chr. XL 27; etc. 16; 1 Sam.XVIIL25; see Comm. on

5 Gen. XVL 2; XXX. 3, 4, 9. Gen. pp. 308, 353.
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A betrothal generally preceded tlie marriage, and the betrothed

woman was regarded exactl}' as if she were married, faithlessness on

her part being punished with death ^ The bride met her bridegroom

closely veiled. The wedding was accompanied by festivities usually

extending over seven days -. At present, the marriage ceremony is, as a

rule, performed by a minister or by any competentlsi-aelite, in the pre-

sence of at least ten men, and is thereby stamped as a public transac-

tion; several benedictions are recited, and the bridegroom puts a

golden ring on the finger of the bride with the words, "Thou shalt

be consecrated to me according to the law of Moses and Israel".

These simple acts are usually accomjDanied by symbolical rites, though

in this respect the customs vary.

Matrimony was looked upon not only as the normal condition

of both men and women, but as a religious duty ; and it was en-

couraged by a strong desire of offspring, since Orientals, it need

not be remarked, regard the extinction of their family as the direst

curse. Barrenness was, for long periods, looked upon not only as

a misfortune, but as a disgrace, and childless men and women

were not pitied but despised, because they were held to have

deserved the displeasure of God ; it was only very gradually that

more rational views prevailed, and that wise teachers succeeded in

diffusing the doctrine, that children are granted and withheld by God

for His own inscrutable reasons and purposes^. With such notions

rooted in the public mind, celibacy could not spread among the He-

brews; and though it was, in later times, advocated by some teachers,

as Christ and St. Paul, and adopted by some sects, as the Essenes,

as being more conducive to "attending ui^on the Lord without distrac-

tion"'', these sects themselves soon vanished, and with them their

1 Comp. Gen. XXXVIII. 24; Deut. ("it is good for a man not to touch

XXII. 23 sqq.; see Comm. on Exod. a woman"), 7("lAvould that all men
p. 323. were even as myself"), 8, 27 ("art

2 Gen. XXIX. 22—28
; Judg. XIV. thou loosed from a wife? seek not a

10, 12, 17. wife"), 28, 33—35 ("he that is un-

3 Comp. 1 Sam. I. 5, 8 ; 2 Sam. III. married cares for the things that

14; VI. 23; etc.; see Comm. on Genes. belong to the Lord; but he that is

pp. 239, 240. married cares for the things that are

4 Matth. XIX. 10— 12 ("there are of the world, how he may please his

eunuchs who have made themselves wife"), 37, 38. The Essenes did not

eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's marry because they believed that ma-
sake: he that is able to i-eceive it, trimony "gives rise to domestic quar-

let liim receive it"); 1 Cor. VII. 1 rels".
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unpopular principles ; and Talmudical authorities declared that "he

who has no wife, lives without comfort, without help, without joy,

without blessing, and without atonement".

We have no statement as to the age at which girls and young

men usually married in the Biblical times ; but it may be assumed

that, as a rule, it nearly coincided with that of puberty, which

Jewish tradition fixed at twelve years and one day for girls, and

thirteen years and one day for young men. The Mishnah recom-

mended men to marry at eighteen ; Talmudical doctors considered

twenty years the latest term, except for eager students of the

Law, afraid of being disturbed by household duties and cares ; and

Eastern Jews still adhere to these rules. The Rabbins distinctly for-

bade parents and guardians to marry or even to betrothe their

daughters and wards during their minority
;

yet in the middle ages,

the latter injunction was frequently disregarded by parents anxious

to secure protectors for their young daughters in the constant per-

secutions to which the Jews were exposed. In Egypt and some parts

of Arabia, marriages are occasionally concluded with girls nine or

ten years old ; mothers at thirteen or fourteen are not rare ; and

few remain unmarried after sixteen years of age In India and

Persia, girls are mostly betrothed at nine years, and married between

thirteen and fifteen. The Roman law fixed the ages of twelve and four-

teen for girls and young men respectively, as the earliest periods for

legally entering into wedlock.

Marriage being regarded as making man and wife one flesh, it

was meant to be indissoluble ; and its nature is no doubt rightly

expressed in the words attributed to Christ, "What God has joined

together, let not man put asunder" ^ Thus only could God's eternal

covenant with Israel be compared with a matrimonial alliance. In the

early history of the Hebrews — as in the earlier annals of the Roman

Republic — we read of no instance of dismissal, except that Abra-

ham was induced to send away Hagar, his wife's handmaid. How-

ever, so abstract a theory could not be upheld in practical life ; a

concession was to be made to the people's "hardness of heart" ^; and

the Deuteronomist was compelled to give an explicit law of divorce'.

He granted the right of initiative exclusively to the husband, but

he seems to have restricted his power to cases of flagrant infidelity

on the part of the wife. Yet, after the Babylonian exile, divorces

5 Matth.XIX. 6 ; Mark X. 9 ; comp. 6 Matth. XIX. 8 ; Mark X. 5.

1 Cor. VI. 16,- VIL 11—14, 27. ^ Deut. XXIV. 1 ; comp. Jer. III. 1.
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appear to have become so numerous, that prophets deemed it their

duty strongly to oppose the prevailing levity. Thus Malachi

declared: "And again you do this, that you cover the Altar of the

Lord with tears, with weeping, and with crying. . . . Yet you say.

Wherefore? Because the Lord is witness between thee and the

wife of thy youth, against whom thou hast dealt treacherously,

although she is thy companion and the wife of thy covenant". And

when the people pointed, in excuse, to the example of Abraham, who

dismissed Hagar without thereby forfeiting the Divine Spirit, the

prophet replied, that the patriarch's position was exceptional, and

that he acted as he did because he was seeking the Divinely promised

seed; and he continued, "Therefore take heed for your souls, and

let none deal treacherously against the wife of his youth ; for the

Lord, the God of Israel, says, I hate dismissal" '. The prophet did

not repeal the law of divorce enacted by the Deuteronomist, but he

protested against the heartlessness which palliated a separation by

the most frivolous pretexts, and which Christ, no doubt, had also in

view when, in the Sermon on the Mount, he declared, "I say to you

that whoever shall put away his wife, saving for the catise of forni-

cation, causes her to commit adultery" ^ The Sadducees and earlier

Karaites unconditionally condemned divorce , and this opinion seems

also to be expressed in some passages of the New Testaments But

while the Roman Church adhered to the same principles. Protes-

tantism legalised divorce, at first only in extreme cases of faithless-

ness and desertion, but then for many other reasons, including

"unconquerable dislike". The Mohammedan law permits divorce

after a warning of four months on the part of the husband, except

in cases of unchastity, when he may dismiss his Avife instantly.

Among the Parsees valid reasons for divorcing a wife are : — if she

leads a reproachful life; if she conceals from her husband the time

of her menstruation ; if she practises witchcraft; and if she is barren.

In the latter case, the Talmud not only permits but prescribes a

divorce, which must take place if the wife bears no child within ten

years after marriage. However, this Talmudical command has

never been enforced.

1 Mai. II. 13— 16. if a v.oman shall put away her hus-

2 Matth. V. 32; XIX. 9. band, and be married to another,

3 Mark X. 11,12, "Whosoever shall she commits adultery"
; comp. Luke

put away his wife, andmarry another, XVI. 18.

commits adultery against her; and
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A divorced woman was, according to the Law, permitted to

marry again; yet, as she had "contaminated" herself by her faith-

lessness to her first husband, she was on no account to re-marry him,

should her second husband divorce her or die ; if she did so, she

was considered to commit an "abomination", and to cause a sinful

defilement of the holy land''. High-priests and common priests, how-

ever, were forbidden to marry divorced women , because they were

"holy to their God"^; and later and more rigorous moralists seem to

have held marriage with such women altogether objectionable, if not

criminal. Christ said, "Whoever shall marry her that is divorced

commits adultery" '5; and St.Paul, "If the wife departfrom her husband,

let her remain unmarried, or be reconciled to her husband"^. Among
the Hindoos, the husband of a woman who had been married before,

was excluded from various religious privileges, and though the

burning of widows is not mentioned in the laws of Manu, re-marriage

on the part ofwidows was regarded as contemptible. Uncompromising

monogamists rejected all second marriages as unbecoming and sinful

;

Athenagoras, living in the middle of the second century, declared

that good Christians either live in celibacy or marry only once,

since "a second marriage is a sort of decent adultery"; and similar

views were, about the same time, expressed by Theophilus of Antioch

and Tertullian. Origen was of opinion that a second marriage dis-

qualified a man for the offices of bishop, dean, and priest, and was

sure to cause his exclusion from the kingdom of heaven. The Council

of Neo-Caesarea (314) forbade priests to be present at a second mar-

riage, and the Council of Valence (37 4) formally prohibited the or-

dination of those who had married twice. St. Basil thought it

expedient to punish them with excommunication for one year, and he

characterised third marriages as "beastlike" (xxrjVtoSYj), inhuman, and

worse than fornication, and proposed to visit the offenders with ex-

CommuDication for five years. Almost identical opinions were pro-

nounced by Ambrose, Augustine, and Jerome, by many subsequent

Councils, and by later authorities.

A widow was free to marry again any Israelite except a High-

priest *, though she was in the New Testament declared "more blessed"

if she remained single 3. Talmudical doctors enjoined that a woman

* Deut. XXIV. 2-4; comp. Jer. 7 1 Cor. VII. 11.

III. 1. * Levit. XXI. 14.

5 Lev. XXI. 7, 14. 9 Rom. Vn. 3; 1 Cor. VU. 39, 40

6Mattli.V.32;XlX.9;LukeXVI.18. comp. 1 Tim. V. 3, 5, 11, 16.
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who had lost two husbands must not marry again, though this de-

cision was set aside by later Rabbins.

A wife was entitled to claim from her husband "her food, her

raiment, and her conjugal right" ' ; and she could expect affection and

considerate treatment^; but as "the weaker vessel", she stood under

the "rule", "obedience", or "subjection" of her husband, who was

her "head", and whom she was bound to "reverence" and to love^

According to a Talmudical principle, "the wife rises with her hus-

band,, but does not go down with him", that is, she enjoys all the

advantages of her husband's station if it be superior to her's, and

she retains all the privileges to which she has been accustomed in

her own family. That Hebrew wives occupied an honoured, if not

an independent, position in their households, is evident from the

history of the patriarchs, of David, and of many other prominent

men''. A civil code might hardly be expected to include a law like

the following: — "When a man has taken a new wife, he shall not

go out to war, nor shall he be charged with any business, but he

shall be free at home for one year, that he may cheer his wife whom

he has taken" ^.

It is not too much to contend that, however flagrantly the laws

of chastity were violated by the Hebrews in earlier periods^, they

were , after the promulgation of the levitical code, observed with a

scrupulousness that has hardly ever been equalled. In the time, of

Hadrian's relentless persecutions, the Jewish authorities enjoined

upon the people to suffer death rather than to be guilty of "idolatry,

incest, or bloodshed"; whereas they deemed the transgression of all

the other precepts of the Law excusable if necessary for the preser-

vation of life; and at all subsequent periods the domestic life of the

Jews has been recognised as exemplary.

> Exod. XXI. 10 ; comp. 1 Cor.VII.3. unto the Lord"), 23 ("the husband is

2 1 Pet. III. 7; Ephes. V. 25, 28 the head of the wife"), 24, 33; Col.

("men ought to love their wives as IIL 18; 1 Tim. II. 11, 12;" Tit. IL 5;

their own bodies"), 33; Col. III. 19. 1 Pet. IIL 1, 5—7.

The Talmud says, "Let a man be « See Comm. on Exod. pp. 280,281.

careful to honour his wife, for all the ^ Deut. XXIV. 5.

blessings of his house he OAves only ^ Comp. 1 Ki. III. 16; Hos. IV. 2,

to her". 13, 14; VIL 4; Am. IL 7; Isai. LVII.

3 Gen. III. 16 ; 1 Cor. XL 3 ; XIV. 3 ; Jer. IX. 1 ; XXIIL 10, 14 ; XXIX.

34; Ephes. V. 22 ("wives submit 23; Ezek. XVL 38; XXIL 10, 11;

yourselves unto your husbands as XXIIL 37,45; MaL III. 5; etc.



TRANSLATION AND COMMENTARY.

CHAPTER XVIII.

Summary. — The Israelites are warned against tlie vices and evil practices

of the Egyptians and the Canaanites (vers. 1—5). They are especially

enjoined to shun marriages with the following relations:— 1. The mother;

2, the step-mother ; 3. the half-sister ; 4. the grand-daughter ; 5. the

sister; 6— 8. the aunt, whether the father's sister or the mother's sister,

or the wife of the father's brother; 9. the daughter-in-law; 10. the

sister-in-law; 11,12. the step-daughter and step-grand-daughter; and

13. the wife's sister during the life-time of the former (vers. 6—18).

They are, moreover, cautioned against sexual intercourse with menstru-

ating women, against adultery, the sacrifice of children in honour of

Moloch, sodomy, and coition Avith beasts (vers. 19—23). These were

the crimes on account of which the Canaanites forfeited their land, and

from them the Israelites must scrupulously abstain, if they desire to

escape a similar fate (vers. 24—30).

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 2. Speak

to the children of Israel and say to them, I am the

1—5. With this chapter the Avere to be trained by the Law. This

Book of Leviticus enters upon a new arrangement is quite appropriate ; for

and, according to our modern views, it appears like a progress from the

a higher phase. It was hitherto ex- husk to the kei-nel, from religious

clusively devoted to ceremonialism emblems to religion, from the " sha-

— to sacrifices and the functions of dow " to the spirit of the Law. Our

the priesthood, to precepts on diet and chapter especially is remarkable

external cleanness. But now follow for unity of design and execution;

those moral laws which, unlike the it is complete in itself, and almost

rituals, are not the means and instru- exhausts the subject of which it

ments of piety, but concern the very treats. That subject is the purity

essence of a righteous life and of of man in his sexual relations; and

inward purity. Their nature, there- it is brought into connection with

fore, is not national, but human; not the very centre of the historical

special, but universal; and they teaching of the Pentateuch, which,

show the aims for which the Hebx-ews in bi'iefest outline, is as folloAvs.
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Lord your God. 3. Like the doings of the land of

Egypt, wherein you dwelt, shall you not do; and like

When the nations, after the building

oftheTowei-ofBabel, were dispersed,

God assigned to each of them its pro-

per abodes(Deut.II.5; XXXII.8); then

the Hamitic Amorites and their kind-

red tribes received for their inherit-

ance the districts of Canaan; but

their wickedness soon rendered them

unworth}' of that beautiful and fertile

land, on which "the eyes of the Lord

are always from the beginning of the

year to the end of the year" ; and their

degeneracy was apparent in nothing

more than in their unchastity and li-

centiousness. God, however, longsuf-

feringly delayed their expulsion for

many centuries, until at last " their

iniquity was full" (Gen. XV. 16).

Then, and not before, the Israelites

were permitted to conquer Canaan

;

but they were promised prosperity

in their new territories only on con-

dition that they would keep aloof

from the trespasses which had called

down the chastisement of the Amo-

rites ; and if a native, or a stranger

that sojoui-ned among them, commit-

ted any of these abominations, then

the land, which they defiled, would

vomit them out also, as it had vo-

mited out the nations thathad dwelt

in it before them (vers. 26—28; comp,

XX. 22, 23). Thus the invasion and oc-

cupation of Canaan were by refined

writers of a later age j ustified on high

pi-inciples of retribution : though

the Israelites were the chosen people,

and could, therefore, never cease to

stand under God's spiritual protec-

tion, they were to enjoy material

prosperity only in so far as they de-

served it by a virtuous and God-

fearing life ; in this respect, they

could hope for no favour and no

privilege, but were subject to the

universal laws of Divine government

(comp. Comm. on Gen. pp. 236— 238).

Thus understood, the statutes of this

chapterassumea higher importance;

thus they reveal to us the "philo-

sophy of history" as read by the best

and most gifted of the Hebrews.

But for this very reason they prove

the very late date of this singular

composition, and point to a time

when the annals of the people could

be surveyed from the vantage-ground

of a long and chequered experience,

and when the words, "Let not the

land vomit you out when you defile

it", had a direct and melancholy sig-

nificance, because the sad fate fore-

shadowed in them had really hap-

pened when it was announced as a

Avarning to the small and humble

community which had settled in Pa-

lestine after the Babylonian exile: as

their forefathers once, in the time of

Moses and Joshua, had been the arm
of God for punishing the misdeeds of

the Amorites, so had, within their

own memory, the Assyrians and

Babylonians been the Divine rod for

chastising the rebellion and idolatry

of the Israelites, and so would God
again raise up instruments of His

anger, if they provoked it by their

disobedience (comp. Isai. X. 5, etc.).

— Those who weigh the last verses

of our chapter carefully, must ad-

mit that they cannot apply to the

Mosaic age :
" And the land was

defiled, and I visited its iniquity

upon it , and the land vomited out

its inhabitants" (ver. 25). In these

and some of the following terms,

the scenery in the desert of Sinai

and the time at the beginning of

the Hebrew wanderings, usually ad-

hered to with so much fidelity, is

changed; the veil thrown over the

laws and events of amuch later period
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the doings of the land of Canaan, whither I bring you,

shall you not do; nor shall you walk in their ordinances.

is here almost transparent, and his-

torical analysis enables us to lift it.

The introductory verses suffi-

ciently prove that the matrimonial

laws were conceived in a purely

ethical spirit. They were not poli-

tical statutes designed to prevent a

dangerous ascendency of individual

families; they were not ceremonial

ordinances, nor solely precautionary

measures for obviating too great fa-

miliarity in the domestic circle. Ma-
trimony was regarded, not merely

as a physical union, nor merely as a

social covenant which might, at any

time, be annulled by mutual consent.

It was in some respects to mirror the

holiness ofGod Himself, and unlawful

alliances were considered as a fatal

defilement of the landand its inhabit-

ants. The conclusion of a marriage

partook indeed of the character of

a contract, since it required the full

agreement of both parties ; but as

soon as the marriage was concluded,

it was withdrawn from the arbitrary

will of both husband and wife, and

was removed to the higher spheres

of duty and conscience. The levi-

ticallaws ofmatrimony wei-e binding

alike upon the Hebrew and the

heathen stranger (ver. 26); and like

all moral precepts,they were intended

to be unalterable in all times. This is

certainly the view maintained in the

New Testament. John the Baptist

said to the tetrarch Herod Antipater,

who had married Herodias, his

brother Philip's Avife, "It is not law-

ful for thee to have her" (Matth.

XIV. 4) ; he said so with evident refer-

ence to our precepts ; for among the

Eomans the marriage with the bro-

ther's wife and with the wife's sister

was not forbidden, because among
them a matrimonial alliance did not

effect so close an approach between

the two families as among the He-

brews. And Paul vehemently de-

manded that the Corinthians should

expel from their community a man
who had married his step-mother, "a

fornication which is not so much as

named among the Gentiles", and that

they should "deliver him up to Sa-

tan for the destruction of the flesh"

(iCor.V. 1—5). So decided is theNew
Testament even in cases of affinity;

it is, of course, unyielding in all

cases of consanguinity ; and in many
points, as the inseparable unity of

Avedded couples and the re-marriage

of widows, it is eA'en more rigorous

than the Old Testament (see pp. 242,

243). The error of regarding the

matrimonial laAvs of the Pentateuch,

at least partially, as judicial enact-

ments, and therefore as having been

repealed after the extinction of the

Jewish commonwealth, favoured the

obnoxious "dispensations", which, by

substituting ecclesiastical caprice or

covetousness for the inviolable power

and impartiality of the Law, helped

to undermine the foundations of so-

ciety. It is true the Hebrew legis-

lators visited transgression of the ma-

trimonial ordinances Avith death ; but

this does not prove that they regarded

them merely as j^enal laws; they

earnestly considered the presence of

certain criminals as contaminating,

and therefore insisted upon their

death ; in some instances, they fixed

no punishment , but simply declared

that the trespassers should "bear

their iniquity", or pronounced

against them a curse ; in others, they

used the strongest terms express-

ive of moral abhorrence, as "pollu-

tion" and "wickedness", "ungodli-

ness"and "defilement"; or they threat-
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4. You shall do My judgments, and keep My statutes,

to walk therein : I am the Lord your God. And you

shall keep My statutes and My judgments, which if a

man do, he shall live through them: I am the Lord.

6. None of you shall approach to any that is near

of kin to him, to uncover their nakedness: I am the

ened that the guilty should remain

childless. Hence offences of incest

were evidently not believed to be ame-

nable to the Avorldly tribunals only.

In the Pentateuch, the boundary lines

between the moral and the judicial

spheres are not clearly marked; filial

disobedience is punished with death,

and the impulses of charity are regu-

lated by precise laws.

It is well known that the Koran

allows Mohammedan Avomen to ap-

pear in the j)resence of certain rela-

tions unveiled, and that, with one ex-

ception, just these relations ai-e in the

Pentateuch forbidden to intermarrj^.

However, these coincidences do not

help us to explain the principle un-

derlying the Biblical marriage pre-

cepts, for they are evidently them-

selves contingent results of the latter:

as the prevailing laws preclude all

hope of a union between near relatives,

a freer social intercourse between

the sexes and a relaxation of a rigid

Eastern custom have been deemed

jiistified. The one exception alluded

to is a brother's wife,whom according

to the Pentateuch a man must not

marry, unless it be as a levir, and

whom yet according to the Koran he

is not permitted to see unveiled.

6. "None of you shall approach

to any that is near of kin to him."

Thus, after a general introduction

warning the Hebrews not to fol-

low the practices of neighbouring

nations, the laws of marriage are

preceded by a broad pi-inciple, which

would be superfluous if it did not

comprise more cases than those men-

tioned immediately afterwards ; it is

so comprehensive in form and scope

that it might have rendered any spe-

cial enumeration unnecessary, had

not the legislator preferred explicit-

ness in a subject of such paramount

importance. Moreover , that principle

was, as the context seems to suggest,

the direct reverse of that acted upon

by the Egyptians and the Canaanites

;

and it was even more decidedly op-

posed to the usage of the Persians.

Among thelattei-,marriages withnear

relations—with mothers, sisters, and

daughters — were expressly recom-

mended as meritorious and as most

pleasing to the gods ; and they Avere

unanimously advocated both by older

and later teachers,who considered the

offspring of suchmarriages "the most

noble of all men , and Avorthy of the

highest honour and authority"
,
pro-

bably because the Iranic nations,

conspicuous for family pride, deemed

it to be their highest duty to pre-

serve the purity of their blood and

the strict division of their tribes.

The common Egyptians declared

that in sanctioning marriages

with sisters , they only imitated the

example of the happy couple Osiris

and Isis , and of Typhon and Neph-

thys ; and their history records many
examples of such unions among their

kings , as Ptolemy Philadelphus and

his sister Arsinoe, and Ptolemy Euei--

getes and Berenice; Avhereas the ini-

tiated explained the mythological

instances, as symbols of the fertilis-

ing Nile and the fertile land. He-

rodotus maintains that such mar-
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Lord. 7. The nakedness of thy father and the naked-

ness of th}^ mother shalt thou not uncover; she is thy

riages were not legalised in Egypt

before the time of Cambyses; and in

support of this view we might ad-

duce that Abraham, when he arrived

in Egj'pt, and desired to avoid the

suspicion that Sarah was his wife,

aUeged that she was his sister.

Though the Greeks shunned tliemar-

riage with the germane sister as "un-

holy", neither tlie Athenians nor the

Spartans saw an objection to marry-

ing the half-sister, the former if she

had the same father as her husband,

the latter if she had the same mo-

ther. Such Avere the usages , not of

barbarous and reckless tribes unused

to moral restraints, but of nations

that had attained a very high degree

of civilisation. — It is, therefore, ob-

vious how important it was to insist

upon the principle laid down in this

verse at a time, when the Hebrews

Avere constantly exposed to the in-

fluence of their Persian masters, and

came into perpetual contact with

their Egyptian neighbours. As to the

Canaanites, their fearful depravity is,

by writers of all periods, dwelt upon

in the strongest terms of rebuke and

abhorrence.

The specified list of prohibitions

which follows , does not directly in-

clude the marriage with the mo-

ther-in-law , which is interdicted

not only in another portion of Levi-

ticus, but already in Deuteronomy,

and Avhicli was detested as impious

by the Eomans and other nations(Lev.

XX.UjDeut. XXVn. 23); but this

omission does not involve an altera-

tion of thelaw; ifthe step-mother was

forbidden (ver. 8), it is not likely that

it should have been deemed lawful to

marry the mother-in-law; our list

does not attempt completeness, for it

does not even mention the daughter

;

it discloses the principles of the pro-

hibitions, but does not attempt an

exhaustive enumeration.

9. The arrangement of our list

is clear and systematic. It begins

with the cases of consanguinity both

direct and collateral— mother, sister,

grand-daughter, father's sister, and

mother's sister ; then folloAv the cases

of affinity in two subdivisions, first the

Avives of the blood-relations — the

father's brother's wife, the daughter-

in-law, and the brother's Avife; and

next the Avife's blood relations —
Avife's daughter and mother, Avife's

grand-daughter, and wife's sistei*.

The horror felt in the ancient world

at maternal incest, even if uncon-

sciously committed, is powerfully

described in the Greek legends Avhich

cluster round the name of Oedipus,

Avho, cursed by the gods and shunned

by men, inflicts fearful punishment

upon himself, till he dies a forlorn

exile, to bequeathe to his family fra-

tricide and domestic feuds, and to his

country ciA'il Avar and sad desolation.

Even Plato, Avho in his ideal republic

recommends that "whenever either

the Avomen or the men are past the

age of procreation , the men should

be alloAved to cohabit Avith any wo-

men they like", yet bids his citizens

keep aloof from their mothers and

daughters , their grand-mothers and

grand-daughters; Aristotle clings to

the time-honoured view that the al-

liance Avith the mother clashes Avith

a primary laAv of nature to Avliich

even irrational beasts submit; and

the Eoman code repeats the same

axiom. Among the HebreAvs con-

travention was no doubt punished

Avith the death of both offenders,

since even marriage Avith a step-mo-
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mother, thou shalt not uncover her nakedness. 8. The
nakedness of tliy father's wife shalt thou not uncover;

it /s thy father's nakedness. 9. The nakedness of thy

sister, the daughter of thy father or the daughter of

thy mother, whether she he born at home or born abroad
— their nakedness thou shalt not uncover. 10. The

ther was a capital crime (XX. 11;

comp. Deut. XXIII. 1 ; XXVII. 20.

8. As according to Biblical no-

tions, husband and wife became "one

flesh", a step-mother was regarded

as a blood-relation almost as near as

father and mother themselves; and

hence St. Paul implacably branded

marriage with a step-mother as "for-

nication" so heinous that heathens

recoiled from its very name, and in-

sisted upon the excommunication of

a convert who had violated that

rule.—It is a well-known practice of

Eastern usurpers to marry the wives

and concubines of their predecessors,

a.ll whose rights and prerogatives

they are deemed to have secured by

that act. Thus David married the

wives of Saul , his father-in-law,

and he did so with the approval of

the best of his contemporaries and

of a much later age. Similar was

the object of Absalom in openly

dishonouring his own father's con-

cubines, and of Adonijah in demand-

ing Abishag, his father's wife, in

marriage. Absalom acted as he did on

the advice of Ahitophel, whose wis-

dom was in his time deemed oracular,

and who was certain that the usur-

per's authority would be strengthened

by a deed which in the age of our

legislator was held incestuous, and

which already in the last address of

Jacobis condemned with indignation.

— Marriages with step-mothers seem

to have been common among the an-

cient Arabs, but were interdicted

by Mohammed.
9* Marriage with a half-sister

was indeed, in remoter periods, not

unusual among the Hebrews (p. 227),

as it was, Avith certain restrictions,

permitted among the Spartans and

Athenians; but it was by the levi-

tical authors stamped as an "ac-

cursed" and "ungodly" ci'ime in-

exorably to be visited with public

execution, whether the half-sister

be born in wedlock or out of it.

It is difficult to decide when tliis

severer view was adopted ; certain it

is, that it was still unheeded in the

earlier times of the monarchy, as is

proved by the narrative of Gene-

sis with respect to Abraham and

Sarah, and of the Book of Kings

in reference to Amnon and Tamar;
but it was already in force in the

Assyrian pei-iod, since it is embodied

in Deuteronomy. According to the

Canons of St. Basil (about 370), a

manwho had married his half-sister,

was forbidden to enter any place of

worship; if he continued the offence,

he was, for three years, compelled to

stand at the portals of his church,

and to implore the faithful to inter-

cede for him by their supplications

;

for the next three years he was per-

mitted to listen to the sermons and
the readings from Scripture, but

not to take part in the public pray-

ers ; during an equal period he was

only allowed to do so while kneeling;

and then at last, he was re-admitted

into the community, after a public

penance of eleven years.

lO. A man's grand-daughter is

his own flesh and blood; howjDuch
more then his daughter; the pro'
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nakedness of thy son's daughter or of thy daughter's

daughter — their nakedness thou shalt not uncover; for

theirs is thy o?rn nakedness. 11. The nakedness of thy

father's wife's daughter, begotten of thy father, she is

thy sister, thou shalt not uncover her nakedness. 12. Thou
shalt not uncover the nakedness of thy father's sister;

she is thy father's near kinswoman. 13. Thou shalt not

uncover the nakedness of thy mother's sister; for she

is thy mother's near kinswoman. — 14. Thou shalt not

uncover the nakedness of thy father's brother, thou shalt

not approach to his wife; she is thy aunt. 15. Thou
shalt not uncover the nakedness of thy daughter-in-law;

she is thy son's wife, thou shalt not uncover her naked-

ness. 16. Thou shalt not uncover the nakedness of thy

hibition of marrying the latter is,

therefore, a fortiori implied in that

of marrying the former, though it is

nowhere expressly stated.

11. If the received Hebrew text

be correct, this verse must relate to

the full sister, though it is surprising

that she should be mentioned after

the half-sister (ver. 9), and that the

law concerning the grand-daughter

should have been inserted between

the one and the other. According

to the Canons of St. Basil, the

Church looked upon incest with a

sister in exactly the same light as

upon murder.

13—11. Not only does the He-

brew law forbid the alliance with

the father's and mother's sister, or

the real aunt, but also with the un-

cle's wife, who is properly no blood-

relation of her nephew, but becomes

his near kinsman by her becoming

one with his uncle; in the former

case, the law threatens that the of-

fenders "shall bear their iniquity",

which probably implies punishment,

and even death, at the discretion of

the worldly tribunals, and in the lat-

ter case,that they shall remain ''child-

less" to the end of their lives, which

heavenly visitation proves that their

conduct was deemed a moral offence

against the Divine order of things

:

so consistently was the chief prin-

ciple which underlies all these sta-

tutes carried out. Is it, then, probable

that the author should have meant

to legalise the marriage between

uncle and niece, who stand in the

same near relation of consanguinity

as the nephew and his real aunt?

1.5. The cases of consanguinity

being completed, those of affinity

follow. Marriage with a daughter-

in-law is described as detestable

"pollution" meriting death, since

according to the strictest levitical

view, it is almost like marriage with

a daughter. It Avas by many other

nations regarded Avith similar abhor-

rence.

16. In this and another passage

of Leviticus, the marriage with a

deceased brother's wife is forbid-

den as incestuous "defilement", and

menaced with the curse of childless-

ness (XX. 21), whereas in Deutero-

nomy, it is in certain cases enjoined

as a moral and civil duty (comp. XX.

21; Deut. XXV. 5-10): we have above
attempted, if not to reconcile, at
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brother's wife; it is thy brother's nakedness. — 17. Thou
shalt not uncover the nakedness of a woman and her

daughter, nor shalt tliou take her son's daughter or her

daughter's daughter, to uncover her nakedness; /'o/- they

are her near kinswomen; it is wickedness. 18. And

least historically to account for, this

contradiction (see pp. 230, 231).

Such an alliance was abominated

by the first Christian teachers ; the

Council of Nicaea decreed that a

woman who married successively

two brothers should be excommuni-

cated until her death; and Protestant

legislations punished the same of-

fence Avith public disgrace and expul-

sion from the country. Never during

the first fourteen centuries were dis-

pensations granted for such alliances

;

the Pope Martin V (1417—1431) was

the first who ventured to break

through the old barriers; the third

dispensation given was that fatal

one which Pope Julius II accorded

to king Henry VIII for marrying Ca-

tharine of Aragon, the widow of his

elder brother Arthur ; and from the

middle of the eighteenth century

such marriages were frequently per-

mitted. The Roman law did not

expressly forbid them, but the early

Romans I'egarded them as indecorous.

IS. A man was not to marry "a

Avoman and her daughter"; for if

both were his wives at the same
time , or if he took the mother af-

ter the death of her daughter, he

would marry his mother-in-law,

which was considered an execrable

offence; and if he took the daugh-

ter after the death of her mo-
ther, he would marry his step-

daughter, and this marriage was

considered almost as a marriage with

his own daughter, since he and his

foi'mer wife were virtually one ; it

was denounced as "wickedness",

find punished with death by fire

(XX. 14). For similar reasons the

alliance with the wife's grand-

daughter Avas objectionable, for, as

a rule, the matrimonial laws were

fully applicable in the ascending and

descending line.

18. We have before expressed

our opinion on the much vexed ques-

tion of the marriage Avith the wife's

sister (5M^?'« p. 231): by the Avording

of the Hebrew text, a man is permit-

ted to marry his <fcctf«*ecfAvife's sister,

but not to have two sisters for wives

at the same time, or one after the other

Avhile both are living— this is the

logical inference to be drawn from

the qualifying addition "in her

life-time"; and yet by the spirit of

the levitical laws, the former alli-

ance also is like an alliance with a

sister, and therefore no less objec-

tionable. Such scruples were in-

deed unknown to the Hebrews of

earlier times , since even in Genesis

Jacob is represented as the husband

of the sisters Rachel and Leah ; but

they folloAved Avith necessity from

the severe theory of marriage gra-

dually worked out and adopted. Philo,

in the oldest explanation of our laAV

that has come doAvn to us, observes

that it is impious for one sister

to usurp the place of the other,

and to make the misfortune of the

latter a stepping-stone of her own
happiness ; thus bitter jealousies

and implacable enmities must be

engendered; and it would be as if

the different members of the body,

abandoning their natural harmony
and felloAvship, were to quarrel with

one another, thus inevitably causing
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thou slialt not take a

mity, to uncover her

life tbne.

wife to her sister, to cause en-

nakedness, beside her, in her

incurable diseases and endless mis-

cliief. In this sense the prohibition has

commonlj'beenunderstood, andif the

words of our verse alone are weighed,

it can hardly be understood other-

wise : and yet the matrimonial laws,

taken as a whole, were not prompted

by considerations ofmere expediency,

such as the prevention of unsisterly

rivalry, since their main object was

to warn against alliances between

near relations (ver. 6). Trom whatever
side we weigh the question, we can-

not help being struck by the incon-

gruity of a code which permits a

woman to marry, at least under cer-

tain conditions, her sister's husband,

but expressly forbids aman to marry

his brother's wife. If the wife dies,

her husband does not cease to be the

brother of that wife's sister
;

yet

practical life seemed to demand some
relief from the rigour of abstract

logic, and the prohibitionwas limited

to the lifetime of both sisters. It

has been contended that this was a

concession analogous to the levirat

and the permission of divorce; but

the cases are not quite parallel : the

levitical legislators are entirely

silent with regard to the levirat and

divorce; for in their own time the

former was unnecessary, and the

latter Avas strongly opposed by con-

temporaries, such as Malachi; a di-

rect repeal of the tAvo statutes, known
to the people as a part of Deutero-

nomy or "the Book of the Law", was

unfeasible ; and silence on these sub-

jects was sufficiently significant.

We need hardly add that these

remarks are merely designed to eluci-

date the meaning and intention of

the command, Avithout attempting

to decide upon its value or its binding

force ; the latter points must be

left to individual judgment and feel-

ing, which in no other sphere claim

greater respect and freedom. The pre-

vail ing laws of matrimony may pos-

sibly , in the course of time, call for

i-evision ; and progress and liberty

of action should not be checked by
a misconception of Biblical autho-

rity. The very verse under con-

sideration affords the strongest

proof that the ordinances of the

levitical code are not final and un-

alterable; for this verse involves the

sanction of polygamy, which, not

even abrogated by Christ and the

apostles, is noAv regarded by western

Jews and Christians not merely as

inexpedient, but as immoral.

It is Avell knoAvn that from com-
paratively early times, many chiefs

of the Christian Church indeed trans-

lated the words of our verse literally,

yet weighing the spirit of the law,

Avere strongly opposed to the mar-

riage with the deceased wife's sister.

By the Apostolic Canons (about 300)

persons contracting such an alliance

were for ever incapacitated for cleri-

cal functions. The Council of Eli-

beris (about 305) excluded them from

holy communion for five years; St.

Basil (375) imposed upon them for

seven years the ecclesiastical penal-

ties fixedfor adultery; his celebrated

letter on the subject proves that, in

the Church "a custom equivalent to

a laAv, audhandeddoAvnbyholymen"

had been established against such

marriages ; it Avas in his time pro-

bably that the Septuagint (in Deut.

XXVII. 23) received the interpolation

found in the Vatican copy of that
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19. And thou slialt not approach to a woman to

uncover her nakedness during the uncleanness of her

monthly impurity, 20. And thou shalt not lie carnally

with thy neighbour's wife, to defile thyself with her. —
21. And thou shalt not give any of thy seed to \^i1wn

version, "Cursed be he wlio lies with

his wife's sister" ; and similar views

were enforced by the emperors Con-

stantius and Theodosius, Honorius,

TheodosiusII,andJustinian,andby all

the leaders of the Greek and Latin

Church: the only notable exception

is Diodorus, bishop of Tarsus; but

he was indignantly opposed hy his

contemporary St. Basil, who declared

that such marriages are indeed per-

mitted to the Jews because they are

under the Law and all its ceremonial

enactments, but not to the free

Christians, and asked how the oft-

spring of the two sisters would be

related to each other, whether they

should be called cousins or brothers,

since by a deplorable " confusion "

they could claim both names. In

England, those marriages were for-

bidden in 1603 by the Convocation

of the province of Canterbury in a

Canon which has never been formally

ratified by Parliament. Dispensa-

tions wei-e, however, readily granted

in the Koman Church; and since the

last century many Protestant theo-

logians and jurists, and among the

first those of the pietistic schools, as

Philip Jacob Spener, declared mar-

riage with the deceased wife's sister

unobjectionable,since the prohibition

is not unequivocally enjoined in the

Bible. It was disapproved of by the

Karaites ; but among the bulk of the

Jews it has at all times not only been

tolerated but encouraged.

19. The matrimonial laws are

followed by a few ordinances con-

cerning sexual intercourse which

throwa strange light upon tlie moral

condition of the age in which thej'

were promulgated.

Our verse simply forbids connec-

tion with a menstruating woman,

without alluding either to the ritual

consequences or the punishment of

such intercourse ; this omission is

supplied in two other laws, the

one enjoining that the man shall be

unclean for seven days, the other,

that both the man and the woman
shall suffer death (XV. 24; XX. 18):

whether these commands imply a

contradiction or not, and if they do,

how it maybe historically explained,

has been pointed out before (p. 161).

30. Nor does the authormention,

Avith respect to adultery, the punish-

ment of death, which among the

Hebrews as among other Eastern

nations, was inexorably inflicted

uponboth criminals, but he intimates

the heinousness of the offence by

branding it as a "defilement". The

laws of chastity were fixed among the

Hebrews on intelligible and judicious

principles contrasting favourably

with the doubtful and wavering prac-

tice of other Eastern nations. A be-

trothed woman was regarded as if

she were married (see, in general,

Comm. on Exod. pp. 323—325).

31* The denunciation of the

atrocious worship of Moloch, though

interrupting the tenour of these laws,

harmonises well with the spirit of

our chapter ; it is solemn and im-

pressive, and points at once to God the

Holy one, and to God the Judge, who
is sure to punish the lu^athen practice

with personal and national calami-

ty. Children were by the Hebrews
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pass to Molech, and thou shalt not profane the name

of thy God: I am the Lord. — 22. Thou shalt not lie with

a man as with a woman; it in abomination. 23. And
thou shalt not lie carnally with any beast to defile thy-

self therewith; nor shall any woman stand before a

beast to have connection with it: it is pollution.

24. Do not defile yourselves with any of these

lhings\ for by all these the nations are defiled which I

cast out before you. 25. And the land was defiled, and

I visited its iniquity upon it, and the land vomited out

its inhabitants. 26. You shall therefore keep My statutes

and My judgments, and you shall not commit any of

burnt to Moloch at all periods, down
to the time of Jeremiah and Ezekiel,

and later; and therefore, the public

teachers who legislated for the new
commonwealth organised after the

Babylonian exile, still found itneces-

sary to forbid and to inveigh against

that iniquity. A subsequent part of

this section is even more explicit,

and ordains : "Anyone of the children

of Israel, and of the strangers that

sojourn in Israel, that gives of his

seed to Moloch, shall surely be put

to death; the people of the land shall

stone him with stones ; and I wiU

set My face against that man, and

will cut him off from among his

people; because he has given of his

seed to Moloch, to defile My Sanctu-

ary, and to profane My holy name"
(XX. 2, 3). We have discussed this

subject, and human sacrifices gene-

rally, in a former volume, to which

we refer the reader (Comm. on Lev.

I. 240, 248—257).

33, 33. The code concludes

with two ordinances which, even

more than any of the preceding com-

mands, disclose the abyss of de-

pravity into which the Hebrews had

sunk, or were apt to sink. The

two unnatural crimes emphatically

stigmatised as an "abomination"

and "a pollution ", prevailed in

the ancient world to an incredible

extent; the first flourished among
the Canaanites and the Hebrews,

among the Greeks and Romans,

among the Egyptians and Arabs,

the Hindoos and Pai'sees, but was,

in nearly all instances, not only ab-

horred b}' the legislators, but severely

punished, as a rule with the death

of both delinquents; and the se-

cond enormity seems to have been

so deeply rooted among the Hebrews

that it is hardly passed over in any

collection of laws ; it is denounced

in the old "Book of the Covenant";

it is execrated inDeuteronomy which

reflects the reforming zeal of the

latest kings of Judah; and it is con-

demned with vehement emphasis in

the still later levitical ordinances;

both the perpetrator and the instru-

ment of his crime were inexorably

to be removed by death.

3-1—30. A most unpressive

warning concludes this group of

laws ; it evidently points back to

the introductoi-y exhortation, which

resembles it in import, though not

in power (vers. 2— 5) ; and it applies,

therefore, not merely to the iniquities

forbidden immediately before (vers.

19—23), but to the ordinances of the

whole chapter, which forms a little

code in itself: the legislator stamps
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these abominations, neither the native nor the stranger

that sojourns among you; 27. For all these abominations

have the men of the land done who tn-re before you,

and the land was defiled; 28. Lest the land vomit you

out, when you defile it, as it vomited out the nations

that were before you. 29. For whosoever shall commit

any of these abominations, the souls that commit

them shall be cut off from among their people. 30. There-

fore shall you keep My ordinance, that you do not act

according to any one of these abominable statutes, which

were acted upon before you, and that you do not defile

yourselves therewith: I (nn the Lord your God.

the neglect of the matrimonial re- and between bi'others and sisters.

strictions as an offence not less cul- Though gradations are established

pable and fatal than adultery,human in the jienalties of the various of-

sacrifice, bestiality, and every other fences (ch. XX.), none are made in

execrable crime; and he takes care the description of the offences them-

to enforce: "Do not defile your- selves; the enumeration is uniform,

selves with any of these things ; for and the same cautions and menaces

by all these the nations are defiled", apply to all. The Holy Land is the

Nothing would, therefore, be more special abode of God and the place

arbitrary or more foreign to our of His Sanctuary; and as it Avould

section, than to make a distinction be desecrated by any act of immora-

in the impor-tance of the different lity committed within its boundaries,

laws, and to assume that, taken in the stranger is included in the ordi-

their totality, they are meant to be nances like the native Hebrew ; and

binding upon the Israelites only, it is for this reason that the moral

whereas other nations have merely and religious obligations of both

to observe a certain portion of them, Avere, in the course of time,more and

such as the prohibition of mar- more equalised, as behoved members

riage between parents and children, of the same community.

CHAPTER XIX.

Summary.— This section contains a variety of moral and ceremonial precepts

admitting of no systematic classification, namely, after a genei-al exhor-

tation (ver. 2), 1. a command on filial duty (ver. 3^); 2. on the obser-

vance of the Sabbaths (ver. a'O ; 3. against idolatry (ver. 4'''), and against

worship of images (vei'. 4'*); 4. on thank-offerings (vers. 5—8); 5. on the

portions to be left for the poor in gathering the produce of fields and

vineyards (vers. 9, 10); 6. on truthfulness and honesty (ver. 11); 7.

against perjury (ver. 12) ; 8. against oppression and violence (ver. 13^^);

9. against delay in paying tlie labourer's hire (ver. 13''); 10. on the con-

sideration due to the deaf and the blind (ver. 14) ; 11. on judicial justice

and fairness (ver. 15); 12. against slander and bearing false witness
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(ver. 16); 13. on the love we owe to our fellow-men (vers. 17, 18); 14.

against unnatural combinations of beasts, of seeds, and of stuffs for gar-

ments (ver. 19); 15. on punishing and expiating seduction of a maid-

servant (vers. 20—22) ; 16. on the use of the fruit of newly-planted trees

(vers. 23—25); 17. against eating blood (ver. 26^); 18. against enchant-

ment and magic (ver. 26''); 19. against mutilating the hair or body

(vers. 27, 28); 20. against unchastity (ver. 29); 21. on keeping the Sab-

baths and reverencing the Sanctuary (ver. 30); 22. against necromancers

and wizards (ver. 31); 23. on respect due to old age (ver. 32); 24. on

kindness towards the stranger (vers. 33, 34) ; 25. on probity in judgment,

in meteyard, weight, and measure (vers. 35, 36) : and then follows a brief

conclusion (ver. 37).

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 2. Speak

to all the congregation of the children of Israel, and

say to them, you shall be holy, for I the Lord your

God am holy.

3. You shall fear every man his mother and his

1. This remarkable chapter is

perhaps the most comprehensive, the

most varied, and in some respects the

most important section of Leviticus,

if not of the Pentateuch ; it was by

the ancient Jews regarded as an

epitome of the whole Law; it was

adapted and paraphi'ased by the best

gnomic writers, such as Pseudo-Pho-

cjdides; and it has at all times been

looked upon as a counterpart of the

Decalogue itself. It includes the chief

moral laws of all the earlier codes,

both of Exodus and Deuteronomy,

and it exhibits at a glance the height

of that ethical and spiritual refine-

ment at which the Hebrews arrived

within the Biblical times. But

though it is the latest in date, it

-was composed independently ofthose

earlier codes, from which it differs

partly in spirit and partly in style.

3. The section begins with that

doctrine which may well be consid-

ered as the ripest fruit of Hebrew
culture, and which raises the Hebrew
ereed high above the tenets of other

ancient nations : — "You shall be

holy,for I the Lordyour God am holy".

Thus guided, man's actions flow from

the noblest motive and are directed

to the loftiest aim ; thej- are almost

hallowed into priestly functions, and

a Divine element is infused into the

common concerns of life. Such a prin-

ciple necessarily leads to the highest

forms of morality, and the following

laws prove that this notion, ab-

stract and subtle as it might appear,

is well calculated to engender practi-

cal piety and the tenderest humani-

ty. It is indeed introduced in other

parts of the Pentateuch also; but it

is usually connected with ceremo-

nial purity ; while in our chapter it

is made the foundation of a moral

code which is ofuniversal application,

and is therefore expressly addressed

to "all the congregation of the chil-

dren of Israel".

3. The ordinances commence with

a group of religious laws (vers. 3—8),

the first of which relates to filial

obedience — "You shall fear every-

one his mother and his father". Pre-

cedence is given to this command,

because parents shared, in some mea-

sure, Divine honours, and children

.s
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father; and you shall keep My Sabbaths: I am the Lord
your God.

wei-e taught to regard them as God's

earthly representatives ; hence in

the Decalogue the same law forms a

part of the Krst Tahle , which com-

prises man's duties towards God ; and

in another remarkable composition,

detailing the crimes Avhich were

branded on Mount Ebal with a public

malediction, it follows immediatelj^

after the prohibition of idolatry.

To the observations made before

on this subject (Comm. on Exod. pp.

273 — 276) we add here a few sup-

plementary remarks. It might seem

strange that filial disrespect on

the part of Ham brought down a

curse not only upon himself, but

upon his descendants for ever; but

parallels are not wanting among
Eastern nations. In China, such

an offence causes the utmost alarm

throughout the province in which it

has been committed; the relations

of the culprit are punished like him-

self; and the Mandarin, whose ma-
gistracy has been disgraced by the

misdeed, is often compelled to retire.

In fact, in China "man's duties are

not merely based upon, they are

comprehended under filial duty" ; fa-

thers are permitted to sell the children

with whose conduct they are dissa-

tisfied; they retain their authority,

not merely, as among the Hebrews
and other nations, till the children's

marriage, but during th^ir whole life-

time; andthey can at pleasure compel

their sons to marry certain women or

to divorce them. Among the Hin-

doos, parents may still sell their

children to strangers; and heavy

penalties are imposed upon the per-

son who comes forward as witness

or as bail in a law -suit betAveen

father and son. In Greece, the

father had the right to decide upon

the life or death of his child within

six days of its birth, though Solon

and other legislators considerably

limited the privileges of parents

for the protection of tb.e children.

The Roman law of ilie Twelve

Tables gaveto the father unrestricted

power over the life and i)roperty of

their children; an . ciiildren were

expected to accord almost Divine

honours to their departed parents.

"When I am dead", wrote Cornelia

to her son Gracchus, "thou wilt sa-

crifice to me and invoke thy goddess-

mother". There was a teri-ible ear-

nestness in the warning that men
should "fear" their pai-ents; for a

previous command incorporated in

Deuteronomy ordained, that if pa-

rents had vainly endeavoured to

bring a rebellious son back to his

duty, they were to take him by force

before the elders of the people, and

their simple declaration that he had

been heedless of their admonitions

sufficed to bring down upon him the

death of lapidation by the whole

community: the Chinese tribunals

also require in such cases no proof,

but condemn the child on the father's

statement; and among the Parsees,

a son who has three times shown dis-

obedience to his father, forfeits his

life. That fathers were entirely at

liberty to act with their children as

they pleased , may be gathered from

the history of Abraham and Jeph-

thah; and even at so late a time

as that of Nehemiah — or about

the period when our chapter was

compiled—they were entitled to sell

children as slaves, or to mortgage

them for their debts (Nehem. V. 5).

The injunction of filial obedience

is, as in the Decalogue, strangely

coupled with the command to keep
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4. Turn not to the idols, nor make to yourselves

molten gods: I am the Lord your God.

5. And if you offer a thank-offering to the Lord,

you shall offer it for your acceptance. 6. It shall be

eaten the same day you offer ^, and on the morrow;
and that which remains until the third day shall be

burnt in the fire. 7. And if it yet be eaten on the third

day, it is an abomination, it shall not be accepted; 8. And
every one that eats it shall bear his iniquity, because

he has profaned the hallowed thing of the Lord; and
that soul shall be cut off from among his people.

God's holy da3's ; but here the

'Sabbath" of the Decalogue is

changed into ''the Sabbaths"; for

now the sj-stem of Hebrew festivals

was completely developed — the

agricultairal , the historical, and pe-

nitential — , and they had become

the most effectual means of cement-

ing the new commonwealth and of

permanently securing to it a speci-

fic and national character.

The verse concludes, -'I am the

Lord your God" — which words

point to God at once as the Holy One
and as the Judge; they are meant
both to encourage and to awe, both to

exhort the Hebrews to vigilance, and

to menace them with punishment.

They occur frequently in this chapter,

of which they are characteristic; but

theyhave not alwaj'sthe same power-
ful emphasis.

•#. The preceding verse corres-

ponds with the fourth and fifth, this

verse with the first and second Com-
mandments, and the combination is

quite logical : God is one and all-

powerful, and God is incorporeal ; it

is therefore as sinful and perverse to

worship many deities, all of whom
are "non-entities", as it .is to re-

present them by images and molten

iigures; the latter crime is more ex-

iilicitly denounced among the male-

dictions of Mount Ebal :
" Cursed be

the man that makes any graven or

molten image, an abomination to the

Lord, the Avork of the hands of the

artificer, and puts it in a secret place;

and all the people shall answer and

say, Amen" (Deut.XXVIL 15).

5—8. Now follows, abruptly,

a law concerning thank-ofi'erings,

which seems to have been derived

from some older document, since

it is less stringent than a similar

ordinance embodied in Leviticus

(Vn. 1.5-;-18) ; it disregards, or is

unacquainted with, the division of

that class of sacrifice in praise-

offerings and the less holy vow
and voluntary offerings, and it uni-

formly permits the flesh to be eaten

both on the day of the sacrifice

and on the foUowing day, where-

as the more rigorous law restricts

the time for the consumption of

praise-offerings to the day of the

sacrifice itself, under penalty of ex-

cision. This subject, and the probable

reasons of the severe law, which

was not merely directed against the

eating of "old and putrid meat", but

was prompted by the idea of the

holiness of sacrifice, have been dis-

cussed in another place (Comm. on

Lev. I. 32, 144, 164—166, 338, 339;

see ?«/?•« XXIL 21—23).

S 2
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9. And when you reap the harvest of your land,

thou shalt not wholly reap the corners of thy field, nor

shalt thou gather the gleanings of thy harvest. 10. And
thou shalt not glean thy vineyard, nor shalt thou ga-

ther the scattered grapes of thy vineyard; thou shalt

leave them for the poor and for the stranger: I am the

Lord your God.

11. You shall not steal, nor deal falsely, nor lie

one to another.

9, lO. The next command refers

to what may be caUed the legal rights

of the indigent, which were precisely

defined by Hebrew legislators, and

which, withdrawn from the arbi-

trariness of individuals, were con-

trolled by the communitj^ Thus

they passed from the purely ethical

to the civil and penal sphere. And this

was both their excellence and their

weakness ; they effectually provided

for the poor, and prevented desti-

tution and beggary ; but by restrict-

ing spontaneity and personal good-

will, and by imposing as a compul-

sory duty what is a double blessing

only when exercised freely and gener-

ously, they converted charity into a

poor-rate, analogous to thatby which

modern communities have found

it necessary to protect the helpless.

Yet being partly moral and partly

political, they must be considered

practical in the highest sense (see

Comm. on Exod. pp. 327—334).

Our verses seem to be a thoughtful

extension of former enactments;

they include both the produce of

corn-fields and of fruit-trees, and

they apply alike to the stranger and

the poor, the orphan and the widow

;

but they derive also light from

those earlier provisions; the general

injunction, "Thou shalt not gather

the gleanings of thy harvest", is else-

where explained, "When thou hast

forgotten a sheaf in the field, thou

shalt not go back to fetch it" ; and

we find thei-e this reason adduced,

"For thou shalt remember that thou

wast a bondman intheland ofEgypt;

therefore I command thee to do this

thing" (Deut. XXIV. 19) — which

pathetic appeal to the painful ex-

perience of the past is in another part

of our chapter also employed for ex-

horting the Hebrews to kindness and

hospitality. In theMishnah,the extent

of the "corner" to be left for the poor

is enumerated among those things

which, like charity, filial duty, and the

study of the Law, "have no limit" or

"fixed measure" ; but it is never to

be less than the sixtieth part of the

field, and the size of the propertj' and

the number of the local poor are al-

ways to be taken into account. The

law applies to such edible produce

of cultivated land, which is gathered

in at the same time, and is preserved

or garnered up, especially to all kinds

of grains and legumes, to 'fruit-trees,

such as the vine, the olive-, the nut-,

the almond-, the pomegranate-, and

the palm-tree ; and some other plants,

as onions and garlick. In addition

to this, the most minute instructions

are given with reference to everj^

conceivable contingency that may
arise in connection with this precept.

— In heathen times, it was custo-

mary among the German husband-

men, when cutting their corn, to leave

on the field a heap of sheaves, adorned
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12. And you shall not swear by My name falsely,

so that thou profane the name of thy God: I am the

Lord.

13. Thou shalt not oppress thy neighbour, nor shalt

thou rob him.

Thou shalt not keep with thee over night the wages

with ribbons, as an offering- to the

gods.

11. Theft has before been treated

from various points of view — as a

moral transgression in theDecalogue,

as a penal offence in the "Book of

the Coyenant"(Exod.XXI.37—XXII.

3), and as a theocratic trespass in

the sacrificial codes of Leviticus (V.

21 sqq^ : on reference to the remarks

made on those passages, it will be

seen how the laws on the violation

of the rights of property gradually

became more defined, and were sur-

rounded Avith greater leligioussolenr-

nity (Comm. on Exod. pp. 281, 282,

316-318
; on Levit. pp. 321—324). In

our context the command "You shall

not steal" is simply a moral warning,

as nearly all the injunctions of this

section. Hebrew teachers extended

it to receiving and purchasing goods

that are known, or maybe presumed,

to have been stolen (comp. Prov.

XXIX. 24).

It was certainly not superfluous

to enforce truthfulness , for which

quality Eastern nations are not con-

spicuous : a remarkable exception

were the ancient Persians, among
whom, as we know from various

sources, lying was considered the

most disgraceful misdemeanour, and
next to it contracting debts, because

this easily leadsmen to tell untruths

;

we can, therefore , well understand

why our section, finally revised in

the Persian period , lays such stress

on the duty of veracity, and impresses
it upon the Hebrews in many dif-

ferent forms (comp. vers. 16, 35, 36;

also Isai. LXIII. 8).

13. Perjury, the worst and most

detestable form of falsehood, follows

not illogically upon the preceding

command, to which it is indeed

closely joined; as an iniquitous

profanation of the Divine name, it

was forbidden in the first part of the

Decalogue, and menaced with the

direct punishment of heaven ; we
will only remind the reader in this

place of the extreme reluctance felt

by the Persians to any oath whatso-

ever, and their deep abhorrence of

false oaths, since "the speech of a

pure man should only be yes and no".

13. As theft and fraud are abo-

minations, so are oppression and vio-

lence which, according to a levitical

author, must be expiated by increased

restitution of the property and a

trespass-offering (comp. V. 21).

With the general injunction of hon

-

esty and fairness, a humane law is

coupled which suggested itself to the

Hebrews long before; for it is also

found in Deuteronomy, where it is

enforced not only more fully but

more solemnly: — "Thou shalt not

oppress a hired servant that is

poor and needy, wliefcher he be of

thy brethren , or of thy strangers

that are in thy land within thy gates

;

on his day thou shalt give him his

hire, and the sun shall not go down

upon it ; for he is poor, and he longs

for it, lest he cry against thee to the

Lord, and it be sin to thee" (Deut.

XXIV. 14, 15). The admonition, thus
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14. Thou slialt not curse the deaf, nor put a

stumbling-block before the blind ; and thou shalt fear thy

God: I am the Lord.

15. You shall do no unrighteousness in judgment;

thou shalt not favour the person of the poor, nor coun-

tenance the person of the powerful; injustice shalt thou

judge thy neighbour.

repeatedly and stronglj' impressed,

seems, at least in later times, to liave

been heeded, and is indeed recom-

mended by every consideration of ex-

pediency, justice, and kindness; Rab-

binical teachers, always eager to ren-

der the laws of charity most effectual,

interpi-eted the command in the most

generous spirit, and declared that "he

who treats a hireling with harshness

sins as grievously as if he were taking

away his life, and violates manj-

laws".

I'*. Persons stricken with some

defect which renders them helpless,

stand under God's special protection;

it would be heartless and impious to

"curse the deaf, who is unaware of

the attacks made upon him, which

may involve calumnies, and which he

is unable to rebut; and it would be

cruel indeed to "put a stumbling block

before the blind'', to whom every

right-minded man should be eager

to "serve as eyes" ; a crime like the

latter was publicly cursed on Mount
Ebal; arnd in both cases the Law
warns the offender, "Thou shalt fear

thy God", who hears if there is no

other ear to listen, who sees if there

is no other eye to see, and who, to

punish thy wickedness, can strike

thee with the same afflictions : hence

the same menace, "Thou shalt fear

thy God", is repeated with respect

to the treatment ofoldand infirm men,

of poor persons , of dependents , and

servants. Philo inveighs vehemently

against the inhumanity here forbid-

den, and observes that those who are

guilty of it, "would not spai-e even

the dead, in the excess of their cruel-

ty, but according to a common pro-

verb, would slay the slain again".

Jewish tradition applies the second

command of our verse figurativelj''

to insidious advice or false informa-

tion given to a man who is in igno-

rance or perplexitjr, whether on some

question of learning or on some mat-

ter of business. The law of Manu in-

flicts a pecuniary fine upon. anyone

who taunts a person with being one-

ej^ed or lame or deformed.

15. In a series of precepts enjoin-

ing tenderness and commiseration,

it was doubly necessary to insist upon

the strictest and most rigid justice,

the main pillar of society and of na-

tional life; it was especially neces-

sary to warn the judges against ill-

advised leniency towards humbler

offenders ; the feeling of charity was

not to confound the notions of

right and wrong , and private bene-

volence was not to pervert public

morality. How great and remarkable

must have been the refinement of

the legislatorwho deemed it his dutj'

to check the impulses of charity,

becaiise he feared it might disturb

the balance of reason and justice,

and thus become mischievous and

dangerous ! The command "Thou

shalt not favour the person of the

poor in his cause", coupled as it is

Avith the command , "Thou shalt not

countenance the person of thepower-
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16. Tliou Shalt not go about slandering among thy

people; thou shalt not rise up against the blood of thy

neighbour: I am the Lord.

17. Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thy heart;

thou shalt surely rebuke thy neighbour, so that thou

bear not sin on his account.

fuF', bespeaks an age of no ordinary

culture , and a writer of uncommon
clearness and harmony of mind.

16. It is not improbable that this

verse also refers to duties connected

with the administration of justice,

although both the first and the se-

cond ijart may have a wider scope:

it may relate to slander uttered in

private and in law-courts, and itmay
allude to secret jilotting as well as

to bearing false witness in public; it

denounces , therefore , like so many
previous ordinances, insidious defa-

mation and false testimony in what-

ever form, because calumny tends to

imperil the honour and the interests,

and it may be the lives , of innocent

fellow-men. The Eabbins are parti-

cularl}' severe Avith regard to the of-

fence of calumny ; this, they declare,

devastates the world; three sins re-

move man from this world, and de-

prive him of happiness in the next

— idolatrj', incest, and murder ; but

slander outweighs them all; it is like

denying the foundations of faith; it

kills three persons at a blow — the

slanderer, the slandered, and the

listener; and therefore the Targum of

Jonathan thus paraphrases our pas-

sage, "Do not follow the thrice-cursed

tongue , for it is more fatal than the

double-edged and devouring sword".

The Hindoo law has a sei-ies of very

severe provisions with respect to

backbiting and defamation, gradu-

ating the fines and penalties in ac-

cordance with the position of the of-

fender and the offended, whether they

be priests, soldiers, or merchants, ar-

tisans or sei-vants : if a servant, who

is only "once-born", commits the of-

fence against a "twice-born", his

"tongue shall be cut asunder, be-

cause he has been generated from the

meanest part of Brahma"; if he in-

sults a priest, "a red-hot iron rod, ten

digits long, shall be put into his

mouth", or "boiling oil shall be in-

stilled into his mouth and ears". It

teaches also, "The guilt of him who
falsely accuses another, is twice as

great as the guilt of one who divul-

ges a crime that has actually been

committed; the calumniator has to

bear the punishment of the calum-

niated; and topurify himself, he must

for a month remain in seclusion, re-

]3eat prayers in silence, and subdue

his passions". According to Jewish

tradition, the secondhalf of our verse

intimates that, if we see any one in

danger, Ave ought to try to save him,

Avhether from drowning or from at-

tacks of robbers and Avild beasts;

and that a man Avho happens to Avit-

ness a crime or injustice, is bound to

come to the rescue of the attacked,

either by personal assistance or by

bearing testimony before the judges.

I'S. "We hardly knoAv Avhether to

admire more the practical w^isdom of

the next injunction or its exalted mo-

rality : the faults of others should not

engender in our hearts an unconquer-

able aversion; we should, on the con-

trary endeavour so to Avork upon the

sinners by generous admonition, that

theymay become Avorthy ofour friend-

ship ; for it is equally wrong to feel

hatred, and to Avithhold correction.
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18. Thou shalt not avenge nor bear any grudge

"Open rehuke is better than secret

love", says a Hebrew Proverb (XXYII.

o); Christ enjoined upon his disci-

ples, "If thy brother trespass against

thee, go and tell him his fault be-

tAveen thee and him alone ; if he shall

hear thee, thou hast gained thy bro-

ther"; and he advised, if this remon-

strance should prove ineffectual, to

repeat it before one or two witness-

es, and if necessary before the whole

congregation (Matth. XVIII. 15—17);

and the Eabbins declared that a man
who does not reprove an offenderwhen

it is in his power to do so, shares

his sin
;
yet he must take heed not

to humble him before others,"it would

be better for him to throw himself

into a burning furnace", and "those

who do so have no share in a future

life"; an exception, however, is per-

mitted when matters of faith are

concerned, or when impostors must

be unmasked in the interest of pub-

blic virtue.

18. "Thou shalt not avenge nor

bear any grudge against the children

of thy people, and thou shalt love

thy neighbour as thyself : this noble

precept has long been recognised as

the fairest flower of Hebrew ethics,

and as the essence of the religion

taught in the Heljrew Scriptures. It

was by Christ declared to be, next

to loving God with all our power,

the great commandment upon which

hang all the Law and the prophets;

St. Paul called it "the very fulfil-

ling of the Law", and others the

"royal command". It was by Jewish

.sages, as Hillel, Eabbi Akiva, and

Ben Soma, expressed in the negative

injunction, "Whatthoudost not wish

that others should do to thee, that do

not thou to other.s; this is the whole

Law, the rest is only its interpreta-

tion
; now go and learn" ; and this was

by Christ repeated in the positive

form, "All things whateveryou would

that men should do to you, do you

even so to them ; for this is the Law
and the prophets" . Itwas by laterRab-

bins variously applied and developed.

When God had created the world,

they allegorised, it rocked, unstable,

to and fro, and could not find its

equipoise; He took love and made it

the foundation of the universe, which

then at once stood firm, and grew into

order and beauty.— It cannot be sup-

posed that principles of such loftiness

as those setforth in ourverse gained

ground at a very early stage of He-

brew history; the Greeks and other

ancient nations considered it the

most enviable lot "to be able to be

useful to one's friends and to do

harm to one's enemy"; and the Jews

probably adhered for a long time

to similar views ; at least Saul is re-

ported to have said, "If a man find

his enemy, will he let him go well

away?" (1 Sam. XXIV. 20); and gen-

erous conduct like that of David

was regarded as most remarkable, and

was praised as exceptional. But gra-

dually purer notions took root; already

"the Book of the Covenant" in Exo-

dus enjoins the utmost consideration

towards an enemy's beast, which is

to be restored to him if it goes

astray, and whose burdens are to

be lightened if found to be above

its strength (Exod. XXIII. 4, 5) ; and

similar provisions, though more gen-

eral in form, are made by the Deu-

teronomist (Deut. XXII. 1, 4). With

regard to the enemy himself, a pro-

verb in the collection prepared in

king Hezekiah's reign, pi-escribes,

"If thy enemy be hungry, give him

bread to eat; and if he be thirsty,

give him water to drink; for thou

shalt heap coals of fii-e upon his head,
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against the children of thy

thy neighbour as thyself: I

and the Lord shall reward thee"

(Prov. XXV. 21, 22); and another

proverb inculcates the lesson, "Re-

joice not when thy enemy falls , and

let not thy heart he glad when he

stumbles ; lest the Lord see it, and it

displease Him, andHe turn His wrath

from him" (Prov. XXIY. 17, 18). We
have, therefore, no reason to doubt

that in the command of our verse,

"Thou shalt love thy neighbour as

thyself", the term "neighbour" com-

prises both kinsmen and strangers,

both Israelites and non-Israelites;

indeed that same command is in a

later portion of this chapter express-

ly repeated with respect to the

sti-anger (ver. 34); and it is unwar-

ranted to infer , by an assumed rule

of the contrary, that "thou shalt love

thy neighbour, but hate thy enemy",

as we read intheSermon on theMount.

National animosity engendered in-

deed among the Hebrews , as it did

almost everywhere else, hatred and

implacable bitterness , and gave rise

to sentiments like the following ut-

tered against the Ammonites and

the Moabites , "Thou shalt not seek

their peace nor their prosperity all

thy days for ever" (Deut. XXIII. 7)

;

but national animosity is no test of in-

dividual morality,and however fierce,

it is compatible with the tenderest

feeling. Nor should we be justified in

asserting that the difference between

native and stranger was ever effaced

among the Hebrews; it was upheld

with decision and consistency by

the Deuteronomist; and it was in-

sisted i;pon , even Avith some harsh-

ness, by one as noble-minded and as

generous as Philo. The former or-

dained that money might be lent on

usury to a stranger, but not to an

Israelite ; that in the Sabbath-year a

people; and thou shalt love

am the Lord.

loan might be exacted from a for-

eigner, while it should be remitted

to a Hebrew debtor; and that a He-

brew, but not a heathen servant

might claim freedom after six years

of service. And Philo observes:

"The Hebrews called their fellow

countrymen, with great felicity of

expression, their brothers ; but those

who were not their felloAv country-

men, were called strangers, as is

ver}' natural , for the fact of being

a stranger shows that a person has no

right to a participation in anything,

unless, indeed, anyone out of an ex-

cess of virtue should treat even

strangers as kindred and related".

However, the differences referred

to, though affecting important so-

cial rights, do not seem to have

caused oppression or humiliation.

The Talmud
,
partially compiled in

times when the Jews suffered cruel

persecution, and when moral degene-

racy prevailed in the Roman world,

has indeed some intolerant maxims

such as this: "You Hebrews are called

men, but the idolatrous nations are

not called men". But theTalmudhas

also sentiments of a very different

nature; f. i. "A non-Jew Avho stu-

dies the Law is like the High-

priest"; or "The good men of all

nations of the earth have a share in

the happiness of the future world" ; or

"Feed alike the Jewish and the gen-

tile poor, nurse alike the Jewish and

the gentile sick, and bury together

the Jewish and the gentile dead, for

the sake of peace". It declares that

interest on money ought not to be

taken even from a gentile ; and we find

this noteworthy utterance :
" 'Thou

shalt love thy neighbour as thyself

—

Rabbi Akiva said, This is a most im-

portant principle of theLaw ; but Ben
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19. You shall keep My statutes: thou shalt not

Azai contended, that the words, 'This

is the book of the generations of men'

(Gen. V. 1), which declare the equal-

ity of all human beings , because all

alike bear the image of their com-

mon Father, involves a principle even

more momentous than the former".

Jewish sages explained that "aven-

ging " means returning evil for

evil; while " bearing grudge" im-

plies remembering an offence received,

though good be returned for evil ; they

held that it is permitted to "hate" no

one except only sinners who, having

been duly warned and admonished,

do not repent, but persevere in their

evil ways ; and they ordained that, if

a man finds both a friend and an ene-

nn' in distress, he should first assist

his enemy, "in order to subdue his

evil inclination".

It might perhaps be possible to

Ijropound a rule more ideal and one in-

volving greater self-abnegation than

the maxims, "Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself", or "Do to

others as you would that others should

do to you", which adages, making
self-love the basis and guiding prin-

ciple of our actions , do not seem to

aid us materially in the attainment

of the supreme object of all moral

training, the subjugation of self
;
yet

they appear to be the highest that can

be expected from human nature , and

are therefore the most expedient and

the most practical, provided that con-

stant and strenuous care be taken that

thej' do not i-esult in cold justice de-

void ofmercy and generosity : forman
cannot carry his sacrifices for others

to the point of iitterly forgetting

his own interests, without finally

endangering his dignity, if not his

usefulness. "Owe no man anything

but to love one another", explains

St. Paul. Nor do modern nioralists

condemn or undei-value self-love as

a motive power of our actions —

"Two principles in human natui-e

reign

;

"Self-love, to urge, andBeason, to

restrain

;

"Nor this a good, nor that a bad
we call,

"Each works its end , to move or

govern all".

{Pope, Essaj- on Man, 11, 2.)

Other nations were not unacquaint-

ed with precepts analogous to those

here enjoined. The Spartans com-

monly prayed to the gods to make
them bear injuries with meekness.

A Hindoo code declares : "Virtue is

not in a hermit's life ; it appears

only when it is practised ; therefore

men must not do to others what

is disagreeable to themselves". Con-

fucius writes : "Do to another what

you would he should do to you;

and do not to another whatyou would

not like to be done to you". Aristotle

remarks : "We should behave to-

Avards our neighbours, as we would

Avish them to behave toAvards us''.

Cicero dAvells ujaon the idea that

"Avhen a Avise man has displayed be-

nevolence, Avhich is so Avidely diffused,

towards one who is endoAved with

equal virtue, then that effect is pro-

duced which might appear inci-edible

to some people, . . . that he loves him-

self not more than he loves his friend",

and he adds, that this Avould be

the general rule among men, if the}'

remained true to nature in its ge-

nviine purity. And Seneca advised,

"Live for another as you Avould live

for yourself".

lO. We believe that the reason

of the strange laws contained in this

verse is implied in the very Avords

Avith Avhicli they are prefaced, —
"You shall keep My statutes";
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let thy cattle gender with a diverse kind ; tlion shalt not sow

but then the Hebrew term usnall}-

rendered "statute" must be taken in

its original and most pregnant sense

as that Avhich is "engraven" and unal-

terablj' ordained: you shall not de-

viate from the appointed order of

things, nor abandon the eternal laws

of nature as fixed by Divine wisdom

;

for all things and living creatures, as

they came perfect from the Crea-

tor's hand, were pronounced by Him
to be "very good"; and evei\y animal

and plant was decreed to produce

other animals and plants "after their

own kind". These ideas were, by the

Deuteronomist,worked out even more

fuU}' than in our passage ; for though

omitting the command with regard

to the beasts, he declared it to be an

abomination to the Lord , if a man
wears garments of a woman, or a

woman garments of a man, which

Philo calls "adulteration of the coin-

age of nature"; he enacted that the

produce of vineyards growing be-

tween corn "becomes holy", or as

Jewish tradition explains it, must

be "burnt"; and he forbade plough-

ing with an ox and an ass together,

"lest the Aveaker animal, being com-

pelled to exert itself to keep up with

the superiorpower ofthe othei-,should

become exhausted, and sink under the

effort" ; and the same notions were by

the later Eabbins thus allegorically

expressed with reference to our law

:

"There is nothing in the world, not

even the smallest herb , over which

an angel is not appointed as guard-

ian, according to whose conmiand

everything is ruled ; therefore it

is unlawful to mix together differ-

ent sorts and species, for thus the

supreme government of things Avould

be confounded". Our laws were,

therefore, hardly prompted by ex-

pediency ; and yet many such mo-

tives have been assigned for them

from early down to recent times. It

was supposed that mixing the breeds

of animals Avas forbidden "from fear

that this unnatural abuse might ex-

tend from beasts of different kinds

to men"; or as an indirect hint to

the HebreAvs to avoid intermarrying

Avith foreigners. A variety of pro-

duce in the same field or vineyard

Avas believed to have been objected

to for the foUoAving reasons : — one

species injures the other; "the land

ought not to be oppressed Avith bur-

dens beyond its strength, out of mere

coA^etousness", and having supplied

nourishment for one plant, ought not

to be harassed by ploughing" ; again,

the HebreAvs Avere to be weaned from

detestable habits like those of the Za-

bii who, Avhilst sowing different

seeds and grafting trees of different

kinds, performed disgraceful acts of

superstition and immorality ; or they

Avere to be taught "fully to trust in

the providenceofGod,and nottomake

provision for a dry or wet season by

soAving their fields with mingled

seed", as is done in India and else-

Avhere ; and lasth', they Avere to be ac-

customed to a careful selection ajid

separation of seed-grain, so useful

for preA'enting the groAvth of Aveeds,

and so essential for securing good

crops. A mixture ofwoollen and linen

threads was consideredinappropriate,

for reasons like these : — "avooI and

linen were appointed for the priests

alone", which statement is at least of

doubtful truth; "the difference of

those substances prevents their union,

and the superior strength ofthe one is

calculated to tear the other rather

than to unite with it, Avhen the mate-

rial is used" ; they Avere costly and led

to extravagance ; they were often in-

terwoven Avith symbolical figures of
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thy field with mingled seed; nor shall a garment that

is a mixture of linen and wool {shaatnez) come upon thee.

plants and animalsi-ecallingthe worst

features of Egyptian idolatry; or the

people were to be warned against

the superstitions of heathen priests,

who believed that, by wearing mixed

garments of wool and linen under

certain conjunctions of the planets,

their sheep and their flax would be

blessed and thrive.

However, the idea underlying our

laws is so abstract and speculative,

and it is applied with so much logi-

cal consistency, that it is impossible

to suppose that these ordinances ori-

ginated in early and untutored times.

In fact, we find traces in the Hebrew

Scriptures; that they were entirely

unknown nearly during the whole of

the monarchical period. We will not

lay great stress upon the fact that

the HebreAvs largely kept and used

mules, although the reasons brought

forward to explain the employ-

ment of these hybrids, are very

unsatisfactory; it is asserted that

the Israelites imported them from

other countries, or that they per-

mitted an exception in favour of the

horse and the ass ; it seems more prob-

able to suppose that if a precept like

that of our verse had existed, the

Hebrews would have deemed it un-

lawful not only to breed but to use

mules, just as they abhorred both

the breeding and the keeping of

swine. But we turn to a more

decisive proof. "NVe read in Isaiah

(XXVIII. 25): "When the ploughman

has made even the surface of the

field, does he not cast abroad fennel

and scatter cummin, and cast wheat

in rows, and barley on the appointed

place, and spelt for its border?" Here

evidently a large variety of grains

is described as being sown on the

same field, with an enclosure ofa dif-

ferent kind forming part of the same

piece of land ; whereas the Mishnab

expressly forbids a woollen border

round a linen texture. It is a matter

of experience that mixed seeds yield

more abundant crops than single

ones ; because the former, as has been

supposed, resist more successfully

all injui'ious influences often fatal to

the latter; different kinds protect

each other, as various herbs and

grasses do in fields; thus "clover

may be frozen in winter and dried

up in summer, but if mixed with

other plants, it will indeed languish

under the same conditions of tem-

perature, but it Avill rise again luxu-

riantly in a more favourable sea-

son". Whether the Hebrews were

acquainted with this circumstance

or not , they do not appear to have

felt much disposed to comply Avith

our law even long after its' pro-

mulgation; a parable in the New
Testament begins with the words:

„Acertain man had a fig-tree planted

in his vine-yard" (Luke XIII. 6)

;

and the doctors of the Mishnah and

Talmud, though most minutely work-

ing out our ordinances from every

conceivable point of view, found it

necessary to intei-prettliem,in several

respects, very leniently, and to make

many important concessions. For

they taught, partially even against

the spirit of the Biblical commands,

that the mixing of seeds is prohi-

bited only in the Holy Land; although

grafting difi'erent kinds of trees is

strictly forbidden, the fruit so ob-

tained may be eaten; a certain num-

ber of plants, such as beans and peas,

spelt and rye, are not to be considered

as heterogeneous ; a garden bed about
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20. And if a man lies carnally with a woman that

is a bondmaid, betrothed to a man, but has not

been redeemed, nor has received her freedom; punish-

ment shall take place, Ou^ they shall not be put to

death, because she was not free. 21. And he shall

bring his trespass-offering to the Lord, to the door of

the Tent of Meeting, a ram for a trespass-offering;

22. And the priest shall make an atonement for him

six hand-breadths square, may be

planted with five kinds of vegetables,

four on the four borders, and the fifth

in the middle; thelawisnotinfringed,

unless f/iree different kinds of grain

are sown on the same field,for inst.,two

sorts of wheat and one of barley, or

one ofwheat, ofbarley, and of spelt; or

unless, in a vineyard, besides pip-

pins of raisin, two grains, such as

Avheat and barley, are sown at the

same time. Maimonides indeed finds

this decision surprising because not

founded on Biblical authority, but

he explains it by one of his favour-

ite theories, namety, that the simul-

taneous sowing of three kinds was a

pagan usage.

It must, therefore, be concluded,

that oin- laws are the result of a phi-

losophical or religious theory, which

could not well be realised in prac-

tical life; and it will be easy to esti-

mate the opinion of Talmudists that

they formed a part of those com-

mands which were already enjoined

upon Noah.

30—33. If we were not pre-

pai'ed to find in our chapter a mis-

cellaneous collection of laws, it would

be difficult to account for the intro-

duction, in this place, of the provi-

sions contained in these verses : their

proper position would either have

been among the laws of sacrifice or

among the laws of marriage; and

they derive, therefore, no light from

the context in which they occur.

They belong no doubt to the same

pei-iod as the commands of this sec-

tion generally ; for in Ezra's time an

expiation by means of sacrifice simi-

lar to that here prescribed was de-

manded of those who had married

foreign wives (comp. Ezra X. 19);

andwe are not surprised to find even

in this late enactment the same invi-

dious and degrading conceptions with

regard to slaves, which are reflected

in some of the earlier ordinances.

For the slaves are here still regarded

essentially as property^ and not only

are they inferior to other Israelites

in social rights, but also in moral

and religious duties: if a female slave

is faithless to her betrothed, neither

she nor her paramour suffers death,

which is the legal punishment if the

seduced is a free woman ; she has to

perform no religious ceremony what-

ever, since she is uo full member

of the theocratic community ;
" her

marriage with a free man is no per-

fect marriage", but is rather "like

the 'heterogeneous mixture' just

treated of"; and the man has sim-

ply to present a ram for a trespass-

offering, which is the ordinary atone-

ment for offences against the rights

of property. Yet we notice, in this

enactment, a progi-ess in two direc-

tions : in opposition to the ordinances

of previous codes, the seducer was not

compelled to marry the slave, without

theliberty ofever dismissing her; and

he paid the fine for the infringement
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with the ram of the tresi^ass-offering before the Lord
for the sin which he has done; and the sin which he

has done shall be forgiven him.

23. And when you shall come into the land, and

shall plant all manner of trees for food, you shall count

their early fruit as uncircumcised; three years shall it

be as uncircumcised to you; it shall not be eaten.

of the laws of property not to tlie be-

trothed or the master of the slave,

but to God. Both the notions of mar-

riage and of atonement had become

more refined; a forced alliance was

deemed immoral, because it is no

union; and it was considered a supreme

duty to restore the holiness ofthe com-

munity which had been disturbed by

the offence. Whether any reparation

was made to the injured bridegroom,

or to the master whose property had

been depreciated, and which was the

penalty inflicted upon the woman, is

not stated in our law; the matter

was probabl}- left to the discretion

of the judges, to Avhom the legislator

gave sufficient liberty by the general

injunction "punishment shall take

place". Jewish tradition deduced

from these terms that the slave was

punished with flagellation.

S3—85. This is one of the few

laws peculiar to our chapter, and

found in no other code of the Penta-

teuch: assuming, therefore, that it

originated at a very advanced age,

we can well understand, that, though

based upon an old usage and upon

practical observation, it is spiritual

and levitical in tendency : Hebrew
agriculturists may have known, as

was known to the husbandmen of

other ancient nations, that by strip-

ping fruit-trees of their blossoms in

the earlier years, they will thrive

better, and bear more abundantly

afterwards; but our legislator was

not satisfied with merely sanctioning

a practice of rural economy; he

brought it into connection with the

laws of firstfruits; and since, as a

rule, the pi-oduce of the first three

years is tasteless, stunted, and' im-

perfect, or as he calls it "uncircum-

cised," and therefore unfit for sacred

gifts, he enacted that that produce

should not be eaten ; that the crop of

the fourth year should be "holy, a

praise to the Lord"; and that from the

fifth 3'ear only the propi'ietor should

be allowed toenjo}' the produce of his

trees. The firstfruits were, according

to the Deuteronomist (XXVI. 1—11),

consumed by the owner in common
meals together with the Levite and

the stranger; but according to the

later ordinance of Numbers (XVIII.

12, 13), they belonged exclusively to

the priests, and formed no insignifi-

cant part of their i-evenues (seeComm.

on Lev. I. 377, 378). It is probable

that the latter meaning is implied in

thetex-ms "holy, a praise to the Lord",

and that the fruits of the fourth year

belonged to the priesthood alone
;

they could, according to tradition,

be redeemed by their equivalent of

money, with the addition of the fifth

part of their value; or they were

taken to the holy city, together

with the tithes of other fruits, and

there consumed by the master in the

company of invited, especially needy

guests. Our text prescribes merely

that the produce of the three first

years "shall not be eaten"; but

Jewish teachers assei-t that it must

be burnt or buried in the ground,

since it ouffht to vield no advantage
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24. And in the fourth year all their fruit shall be holy,

a praise to the Lord; and in the fifth year shall you
eat of their fruit, that they may yield to you their in-

crease: I am the Lord your God.

26. You shall not eat anything with the blood.

You shall use no enchantment nor magic.

27. You shall not round the corners of your head,

or benefit whatever ; and M'orkingout

the Biblical precepts with their usual

minuteness, they partially extend,

and partially contract their scope.

Some are of opinion that even at

present Jewish producers ought to

redeem the fruit of the fourth year

for a nominal coin, and to throw this

"into the Dead Sea", that is, to "a
forlorn place", Avhere no one is

likely to find it.

36,31. Though from early times

thoughtful Hebrews felt a repug-

nance to the eating of blood of ani-

mals, since they considered blood as

the soul or life breathed into the beasts

by God and therefore sacred, the bulk

of their countrymen could not easily

be Aveanedfrom a habit which seems

to have been general and deep-rooted,

and was combated by arguments per-

haps too speculative for their com-

prehension. The interdiction of eat-

ing blood was therefore repeated at

different times, and was deemed ne-

cessary evin in the Persian period;

yet it is here introduced in a form so

brief and ellij)tical that it is evident

thatthe subject had become familiar

to all.

But in that period no warnings were

more urgently needed than those

against sooth-saying, enchantment,

and sorcery of every description ; for

then the Jews, scattered throughout

Babylonia, the ancient home of the

divining arts, and living iinder the

rule of the Persians, the consummate

adepts in the mysteries of the spirit

world, were in the utmost danger of

adopting views and practices abso-

lutely opposed to the doctrines of

monotheism, and of thus "defiling

themselves" (ver. 31). How imper-

fectly the Jews escaped this danger,

has been pointed out before (pp. 181

sqq.); and we have, in another place,

also reviewed the various forms of

sooth-saying which flourished among
the Hebrews at all times (see Comm.

on Lev. I. pp.244 sqq.).

2S, 3S. The human form which

came perfect from the hand of God,

and which, if it does not reveal , en-

shrines that Avhich constitutes man's

"similitude" and"likeness" withHim,

is sacred;and it must not be disfigured

or mutilated: this general principle

had a special force and meaning for

the Hebrews who were the chosen

and holy community. The Devitero-

nomist conveys both the law and the

reason with remarkable emphasis:

"You are children of the Lord your

God; you shall not cut yourselves,

nor make any baldness between your

eyes for the dead ; for thou art a holy

people to the Lord thy God, and the

Lord has elected thee to be a pecu-

liar people to Himself out of all the

nations that are upon the face of the

earth" (Deut. XIV. 2). Various other

commands were suggested by these

notions, and we can discover only one

exception— the law of circumcision,

which,however,arising outof a physi-

cal cause and gradually spiritualised,

was finally also connected with the

idea of the sanctity of Israel and of

every Israelite (see Comm. on Gen.
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neither shalt thou mar the corners of thy beard.

28. And you shall not make any cuttings in your flesh

pp. 248 sqq.). The opposition of

tlie Deutei-oiiomisl to the customs

referred to was the more justified, as

they originated in superstitious con-

ceptions and helped to confirm tliem.

However, in this -case as in many

others which we have pointed out,

the teachers of the nation were much
in advance of the mass of the people;

for these the great principle, "You

shall be holy, for the Lord your God

is holy", remained long a phrase of

little significance ; they clung to their

idolatrous habits; and in the time

of Jeremiah which coincides with

that of the Deuteronomist, the for-

bidden practices still prevailed, and

were apparently considered unob-

jectionable even by religious guides.

For Jeremiah, foreshadowing the

fearful massacres of the Hebrews,

declared: "Both the great and the

small die in this land; they shall not

be buried, nor shall men lament for

them, nor cut themselves, nor make

themselves bald for them" (Jer. XVI.

6). The same usages were pi-esei-ved

after the destruction of Jerusalem;

and the compiler of our chapter

deemed it, therefore, necessary not

only to renew the i'ormerprohibitions,

but to extend them to the compara-

tively harmless custom of tattooing.

Arab tribes, pretending to follow

theexampleof theirgod Orotalwhom
Herodotus calls Bacchus, and who
is probably identical with the Sun,

used "to cut their hair in a ring away
from the temples" ; and other nom-

ads living in northern Africa "shaved

their heads so as to have tufts, and

allowing the middle hair to grow,

they shaved both sides close to

the skin": this was considered by

the Hebrews an unbecoming dis-

figurement of the head, and hence

the Arabs were, with reproach and

irony, called "people with the cor-

ner of their hair polled". If, as

we may infer from the statement of

Herodotus, the custom was associated

with some form of Sabaean idolatry',

there was an additional reason for

enforcing our law.

An injunction not to mar the beard

might hardly appear necessary, since

it is well known with what pride and

scrupulous care the beard was cul-

tivated by the Hebrews and other

Eastern nations ; that it Avas deemed

the greatest ornament of a man, a

badge of his dignity, and a type of

his vigour and perfect manhood;

beard and life were hence often

employed as synonymous, and oaths

were confirmed, and blessings be-

stowed, by invoking the one or the

other; suppliants, desirous to give the

utmost solemnity to their appeals,

touched the beards of those they

addressed; and a mutilation of the

beard was looked upon as an un-

bearable disgrace, and often re-

garded as more calamitous than

death. In some countries the beard

Avas the distinctive mark of free men.

An old Spartan law forbade theepho-

ri , from the moment of their taking

office, to clip their beards; and those

who had fled before the enemy in

battle were compelled to appear in

public with half-shorn beards. How-

ever, it was customary among several

nations for young men "to present

to their gods the firstlings of their

beards"; and it was possibl3^to pre-

vent the adoption of similar usages

among the Hebrews, that the in-

junction was deemed desirable. Be-

sides, "marring the corners of the

beard" was a heathen mode of mourn-

ing, which Avas not to be imitated,
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for the dead, nor brand any marks upon you: I am

the Lord.

since it might easily lead to more

objectionable perversities.

For the wild and frantic demon-

strations of grief so common among
eastern and southern nations, in-

cluded cuts and incisions in the body

among the Hebrews , the Philistines,

and the Moabites, the Ai-abs and

Ethiopians, the Babylonians and Ar-

menians; among the early Greeks

and Romans, people in bereavement,

especially women , indulged in the

hideous practice of "lacerating their

cheeks" ; and when the king of the

Scythians died, those of his sub-

jects who received his body for

burial, "cut off a part of their ears,

shaved off their hair, wounded them-

selves on tlie arms, and drove arrows

through their left hands". Such acts,

which are still customary amongsome
tribes of Persia, Arabia, and Abyssi-

nia, were to be shunned by the He-

brews, not only because immoderate

grief is unbecoming a nation of

priestSjbutbecavise cuts and incisions,

usually made by persons while en-

gaged in prayer or other religious

exercises, were meant as substitutes

for s elf-immolation,and the blood thus

shed was supposed to ensure atone-

ment: such notions were heldin ab-

horrence by the advanced levitical

writers, who attributed the power

of expiation to the blood of clean

sacrificial animals, but not to human
blood.

More wide-spread still was the

custom of "inscribing" upon the

body, by means of a "caustic",

words or short maxims , or of mark-
ing the forehead and cheeks, the

hands, the arms, and the neck, with

figures and emblems. It prevailed,

and partially still prevails, in many

countries of the old and tlie new
world, both among savage and more

civilised nations; and though inmany
cases it is in itself harmless, being

merely intended for ornament, or for

identification, as when a slave bears

the name or the initials of his master,

or the soldier those of his general,

it was, in many instances, a very ef-

ficient mode of strengthening the

most dangerous superstitions. It was

so common for idolaters to have the

name or image of their chief deities,

or some other significant symbol as-

sociated with their faith, engraved

upon their bodies, that even the ear-

lier religious legislators of the He-

brews deemed it necessary to devise

some substitute for that custom in

harmonj' with their new creed, and
they introduced the "phylacteries",

which the Hebrews were to "bind"

as "a sign" upon their head, and as

"a memorial" betAveen their eyes,

"that the law of the Lord might be

in their mouths" (see Comm. on

Exod. pp. 168 xqq.). Thus more than

one advantage was gained; the sign

or memorial was known to refer to

none else but the One and true God
of the Hebrews, and it Avas under-

stood not as an amulet which in it-

self is a shield against dangerand mis-

fortune , but as an emblem meant to

remind the Israelite of his duties and

of their faithful accomplishment by

his own zeal and vigilant exei'tion.

Yet it was even after the exile con-

sidered unobjectionable to cover with

such symbols the body itself, as is

manifest from allusions of the second

Isaiah (XLIV. 5; XLIX. 16). The
levitical writers prohibited, there-

fore , tattooing of any kind and for

whatever purpose, well aware how

T
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29. Do not prostitute thy daughter to cause her

to be unchaste; and let not the land become unchaste,

so that the land become full of wickedness.

imperceptibly that practice might

lead again to heathen rites and no-

tions. Christians in some parts of

the East, and Europaean sailors,

were long in the habit of marking, by

means of punctures and a black dye,

their arms and other members of the

body with the sign of the crucifix, or

the image of the Virgin; the Moham-
medans mark them with the name
ofAllah, and Orientals generally with

the outlines of celebrated towns and

places. A traveller relates that, as a

preparation for an Arabian wedding,

the women tattoo the bride with

figures of flowers, houses, cypresses,

antelopes, and otheranimals. Among
the Thracians tattooing was con-

sidered as a mai'k and privilege of

noble birth. The branding of pri-

soners and malefactors, extensively

practised to this day, is included in

the general interdiction of our verse.

39. The unchaste worship of

Ashtai'te, known also as Beeitis and

Tanais, Islitar, Mylitta, and Anaitis,

Asherah and Ashtaroth, flourished

among the Hebrews at all times,

both in the kingdom of Judah and

Israel; it consisted in pi'esenting to

the goddess, who was revered as the

female j)rinciple of conception and

hirth , the virginity of maidens as a

iirstfruit off"ering; and it was asso-

ciated with the utmost licentious-

ness. This degrading service took

such deep root, that in the Assyrian

period it was even extended by the

adoption of new rites borrowed from

Eastern Asia, and described by the

name of " Tents of the Maidens"

;

and it left its mark in the He-

brew language itself. It is natural that

a matter so important both for the

morals and the faith of the nation,

should have engaged the constant and

earnest attention of Hebrew legisla-

tors. Therefore the Deuteronomist

ordained with remarkable distinct-

ness: "There shall be no courtesan

among the daughters of Israel, nor

a sodomite among the sons of

Israel; thou shalt not bring the hire

of an unchaste woman or the earn-

ings of a dog into the House of

the Lord thy God for a vow; for

both these things alike are an abo-

mination to the Lord thy God"
(Deut. XXHL 18, 19) — for it was

customary to offer the gain of prosti-

tution or a part of it in the Temple,

in order to hallow the gain and to

sanction the prostitution. A similar

prohibition is intended in our verse
;

but the difference between the word-

ing of this passage and that of the

Deuteronomist is striking and signi-

ficant : "Do not prostitute thy daugh-

ter to cause her to be unchaste". The
levitical author almost veils the gross

abuse, evidently because in his more

advanced age, when religious and

moral laws began to be more strictly

kept, he hai'dly had to apprehend a

relapse into iniquities like those so

plainly stated by his predecessor ; he

deemed a general allusion to the sub-

ject sufficient, and he chose tei-ms

which might be understood as a com-

mon injunction of virtue; and such

an exhortation he indeed added, ap-

parently as the principal object of

the command—"and let not the land

Ijecome unchaste, so that the land

become full of wickedness". Thus

the precepts faithfully reflect the

various ages in which they were

pi'omulgated, and become historical
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and reverence30. You shall keep My Sabbaths,

My Sanctuary: I am the Lord.

31. Turn not to the necromancers nor to the wizards
;

you shall not consult them^ to be defiled by them: I am
the Lord your God.

32. Thou shalt rise up before the hoary head, and

^vitnesses of momentous changes in

the inner life of the nation.

30. It would be extremely difficult

to point out, without recourse to ar-

tificial devices , some logical con-

nection between this and the preced-

ing verse; but the combination of

"theobservanceof the Sabbaths" and
"the awe of the Sanctuary" is suffi-

ciently intelligible : the festivals were

celebrated, with inn^osing ceremo-

nials, exclusively at the national

Temple ; most of them were made
the occasions for common pilgrim-

ages to the capital and for solemn

sacrifices or joyful offerings pre-

sented within the sacred precincts

;

and on every Sabbath the twelve

shew-bread, placed on the golden

Table in the Holy, were renewed by

the priests in the name of the tribes of

Israel. "We can well understand that

the command, "You shall keep My
Sabbaths, and reverence My Sanc-

tuary", became a current maxim ; for

in a few weighty and comprehensive

words it reminded the Israelite of

his chief duties as a theocratic citi-

zen (comp. XXVI. 2). It originated,

therefore, in a difTerent circle of ideas

from that which gave rise to a former

command, "You shall fear every

man his mother and his father ; and

you shall keep My Sabbaths" (ver.

3) — which seems to have been sug-

gested by the Decalogue (see p. 257).

It is hardly probable that, as Mai-

monides supposes, our precept was
meant to call forth a feeling of hu-

mility, if the worshipper, in contem-

plating the sublime holiness of the

Sanctuary, compared it with his own
frailty and weakness; and still less

was it designed to discourage fre-

quent visits in the Temple, which,

it is asserted, would thus become less

awe-inspiring: such conceptions led

the author to the strange view pre-

viously referred to, that the ordinan-

ces of purity were purposely multi-

plied in order to prevent the Israelite

from appearing too often in the holy

place.

It is well known that tlie second

Temple, compared with the first, was

so humble a structure, that those

who had seen the splendour of the old

House wept bitterly when the new
one was consecrated (Ezra III. 12)

:

may we suppose that the injunction,

"You shall reverence My Sanctuary"

was intended to impress those whose

ideal of a national Temple was not

realised by Zerubbabel's edifice? —
The Mishnah and Talmud thus de-

fined the fear of the Sanctuary: a

man must not come upon the moun-

tain of the Temple with his stick,

his shoes, or his pouch, nor with

money tied up in his handkerchief,

nor Avith dust upon his feet; he must

not sit down in the Court, which was

permitted to the Hebrew kings only
;

when he leaves it, he must walk

backwards ; and although it is de-

stroyed, it remains in its holiness;

no one ought therefore to sleep be-

tween east and west , nor ever imi-

tate the building or any of its chief

parts.

31. See notes on ver. 26.

3S. Old age was deemed sacred

X2
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honour the person of the old man, and thou shalt fear

thy God: I am the Lord.

for various reasons—^first, on account

of its infirmities ; wherefore the com-

mand of our vei-se concludes Avith the

same words as that enjoining regard

for the deaf and the blind — ''And

thou shalt fear thy God,Iani theLord"

(comp. ver. 14); old age was next re-

vered, because it arouses, or ought to

arouse, filial sentiments in younger

persons; thenbecause itwas regarded

as the heavenly reward of a virtuous

and Godfearing life ; and lastly, be-

cause it was identified with the ma-
tured wisdom of experience, and con-

sequently with the most perfect ex-

piression of the Divine similitude of

man, as God Himself was called "the

Ancient of days" (Dan. VII. 9, 13, 22).

A Jewish poet has well expressed

the spirit of our precept in these

terms : "Distinguish an old man,

since he is of the same age as thy

father, with eqiial honoui's". It was
a common maxim, "With the old is

wisdom, and in length of days is un-

derstanding"
;
and again, "The hoarj^

head is a crown of glory". "Elders"

were a synonym of chiefs and

guides, counsellors and judges; they

filled the highest magistracies and

composed the supreme tribunals.

Hence the ruthless eastern invaders,

the ravagers of the holy land, are

described as " a nation of fierce

countenance, which has no regard'

for the old, nor feels compassion with

the young" (Deut. XXVIII. 50); and

in the pictures of wicked men or of

degenerate times, disrespect shown to

old age seldom fails to be introduced as

one of the most reproachful features.

In a commonwealth so thoroughly

democratic as that delineated in the

Pentateuch, the check of some supe-

rior authority like that of the elders,

was particularly needed; and the

same idea was acted upon by Solon,

when he supported his popular insti-

tutions by the re-organisation of the

Areopagus.

Old age, however, was described

in most gloomy colours as "the evil

days",and as the years whenman say s,

"I have no pleasure in them ; when the

sian, and the light, and the stax-s are

darkened, and the clouds retui-n even

after the rain". It was often regarded

as an iinbearable burden; and con-

sidei-ations kindred to those which

prompted the humane commands of

our verse, induced barbarous na-

tions to release old men from their

troubles by slaughtering or other-

wise destroying them. Among the

Bactrians, old men were given over

to savage dogs called "entombers", to

be devoured by them. The Caspii

exposed persons over seventy years

in a desert place and starved them

to death; if the cox-pses were dragged

fronx their place by bix-ds, the de-

ceased were pronounced happy; if

by wildbeasts or dogs, less fortunate

;

bixt if by none of these, ill-fated.

The Derbices, a tribe in Moxxnt Caxx-

casus, put old men to death, and the

nearest x-elations met and consunxed

their flesh; old woxxxeix were strangled,

axxd then bux-ied. As soon as an

Ethiopiaix Troglodyte had attaiixed

the sixtieth year, he hanged him-

self with a cow's tail; if he omit-

ted to do so, axxyone had the right to

kill him ; for "it was considered the

greatest evil , to love life, axxd yet to

be ixnable to do anything worth

living for". The Calantians, an In-

diaix tribe, sacrificed their old men to

the gods, and afterwards ate their

flesh, of which the children i-eceived
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the largest portions. If among tlie

Massagetae a man had attained to

old age, all his kinsmen assembled

and offered him up as a sacrifice to-

gether with some cattle; then his

flesh was boiled and eaten ; and "those

who thus ended their days, Avere

reckoned the happiest" : a man who
died of disease was not eaten , and

his relatives bewailed his ill-fortune

which deprived him of the glory of

being sacrificed. The Issedonians, in

Scythia, did not kill their old men,

but consumed their flesh, and then

the skulls were set ifi gold, and highly

honoured and prized. In Sumatra

similar usages prevailed in the time

of Marco Polo, who relates, that if

among the people of Dragoian a per-

son falls ill, and is by the inspired

magicians declared to be beyond the

hope of recovery, his mouth is closed

by experts until he is suffocated, after

which they cut his body in pieces,and

then "the relatives come together.and

in a convivial manner eat the Avhole

of it, not leaving so much as the mar-

row of the bones".

However, many of the civilised

nations of antiquity equalled the He-

brews in reverential regard for the

aged. In Egypt "young men meeting

their elders in the streets gave way
to them, and stej^ped aside; and if

an elder came in where young men
were present, the latter rose from

their seats" ; and similar customs

prevail in Egypt to this day. The
laws of Mann contain these remark-

able sentences : "The spirit of life is

ready to escape from a youth at the

approach ofan old man, but by rising

and saluting him, it is saved. A
youth who accustoms himself to sa-

lute and reverence the aged, has a

fourfold gain in length of life, know-
ledge, fame, and strength". The re-

spect shown b3^ the Chinese and Ja-

panese to old age is proverbial, and

is only inferior to the homage paid

by them to their parents. In Homer
already we flnd the sentiments that

"the immortal gods honour men ad-

vanced in years"; and that "the

Erinyes avenge insults committed

against elders". The Spartans espe-

ciall}^ Avere famous for their deferen-

tial conduct towards their elders:

"Young men were bound not only to

honour and to obey their parents, but

all their elders, to make room forthem
in the street, to rise before them and

to keep silence in their presence".

Nor Avere the Athenians deficient in

this virtue, and Socrates obsei'ves

in one of the works of Xenophon

:

"Is it not everyAvhere deemed the

duty of a younger man to yield the

path to the elder when he meets

him, and to rise from his seat Avhen

he approaches, to honour him Avith

the softest couch, and to give prece-

dence to him in conversation?" In the

best times of the Eoman republic, we
knoAv on good authority, that "the el-

ders were honoured by the younger

f)eople almost like gods and parents,

and Avere everywhere and on all occa-

sions distinguished before allothers";

indeed it Avas deemed "a fearful ini-

quity, to be expiated Avith death,

if a youth did not rise before an old

man".

The JeAvish Eabbins enforced our

command Avith the utmost solemnity

by maxims like these : "He Avho i-e-

ceives or takes care of an old man, is

rewarded as if he receives and seeks

God" ; or "prophets are only believed

if they come armed Avith Divine mi-

racles, but oldmen atalltimts". They

extended it, moreover, to learned men
and to (teachers. Onkelos akeady

renders in our verse, "Rise before one

AA'ho is versed in the Law"; the

Mishnah defines an old man to be

"one who has acquired wisdom";

and Talmudical authorities teach:
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33. And if a stranger sojourn with thee in your
land, you shall not oppress him; 34. The stranger that

dwells with you shall be to you as one born among

the fear of thy instructor is like the

fear of heaveu ; as a man must hon-

our and reverence his father, so, and
even more, he must honour and re-

verence his teacher; if both fall into

captivity, his first duty is to release

his master; a man who presumes to

decide in a matter of learning in the

presence of his teacher, deserves

death ; a pupil must never take his

master's seat; he should neither sit

down nor stand before him until he re-

ceives from him permission to do so

;

"he must sit before him, as if he were
sitting before the king". Similar and
many other duties were enjoined

Avith respect to scholars in general

;

it was declared that those who in-

sult them have no share in a fu-

ture life; and yet the principle

was upheld that even scholars are

obliged to rise before an old man,

whether he be a Hebrew or a heathen,

a learned or an illiterate person.

— According to the Hindoo law,

a man who speaks ill of his master,

or does not step out of his waj^ in the

streets, has to pay a very heavy fine

{Manu VIII. 275).

33, 3#. Inhabiting a land which
they occupied by the right of con-

quest, and which they were never

able to subdue completely , the He-

brews were from the beginning com-
pelled to settle their relations with

the "strangers", that is, the Canaanite

natives. They had a twofold object in

view—to guard against the influences

of idolatry to which they were ex-

posed from constant intercourse with
the heathen, and to conciliate the

national animosities sure to linger

among subjected tribes. They sig-

nally failed in the one object, but they

succeeded perfectly in the other, and

this success was due to a series of

laws singularly humane and judi-

cious. They strove with remai-kable

consistency to draw the strangers,

both politically and socially, more
and more closely Avithin the circle of

the Hebrew community and of equal

brotherhood ; they assimilated both

the privileges and the duties of Israel-

ites and non-Israelites ; and their

efforts finally culminated in the two
maxims: "One law and one statute

shall be for you and for the stranger

that sojoui-ns with you"(Num.XV.14—

16, 29; and "Thou shalt love the

stranger as thyself , which command
involves the highest ethical standard

attained by the ancient Hebrews (see

5Mj9rrt p. 264). In no legislative poi'tion

of the Pentateuch ai-e the rights ofthe

stranger foi-gotten. The Decalogue

expressly includes him in the repose

of the Sabbath. The "Book ofthe Co-

venant" not only confirms this privi-

lege,butspeaksofhim almost with the

same regard and tenderness as our

passage : "The stranger thou shalt

neither vex nor oppress, for you were
strangers in the land of Egypt", and

"you know the heart of the stranger"

(Ex.XXII.20; XXIII.9). TheDeutero-

nomist pathetically supports the same
injunctions with the reason that "God
loves the strangei-" (Deut. X. 18, 19;

XXIV. 14); he assigns to him a share

in the gleanings of fields, vineyards

and orcliards; and he repeatedly ex-

horts the tribunals to judge him
Avith the most rigid impartiality

(Deut. I. 16 ; XXIV. 17—22
; XXVII.

19). The middle Books of the Pen-

tateuch repeat the older provisions

with respect to the relief and sus-
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you, and thou shalt love him as thyself; for you were
strangers in the land of Egypt: I am the Lord your God.

tenance of the stranger; they for-

bid theHebrews to take from him in-

terest on loans Avhich are yet readily

to be granted ; they guarantee to him
all the rights of the cities of refuge

in case of homicide ; and our verses

almost summarise all the preceding

enactments on the subject (Levit.

XIX. 9, 10, 33, 34 ; XXV. 35—37 ; etc.).

The historians and gi-eat prophets

of the Babylonian period also allude

to the sti-anger with the warmest

affection. The first Book of Kings, in

the prayer attributed to Solomon,

writes, "As to a stranger who is not of

Thy people Isi-ael, but comes from a

distant country for Thy name's sake

(for they shall hear of Thy great

name, and ofThy strong hand, and of

Thy stretched out arm); when he

.shall come and pray towards this

House,- hear Thou in heaven Thy
dwelling-place, and do according to

all that the stranger entreats ofThee"

(1 Ki. VIII. 41—43). Ezekiel, in

describing his ideal commonwealth,

ordains, "You shall divide the land

by lot for an inheritance to you, and

to the strangers that sojourn among
you , . . . and they shall be to you as

born in the countiy among the chil-

dren of Israel; . . . and in what tribe

the stranger sojourns, there shall you

give him his inheritance, says the

Lord God" (Ezek. XLVH. 21—23).

And the second Isaiah, writing about

a generation later, and also delineat-

ing the future organisation of the

restored commonwealth, declares,

"Let not the son of the stranger that

has joined himself to the Lord, speak,

saying. The Lord has indeed sepa-

rated me from His people" ; for "the

sons of strangers that join them-

selves to the Lord to be His servants,

every one that keeps the Sabbath

from polluting it, and observes My
covenant , even them will I bring to

My holy mountain , and make them
joyful in My house of prayer ; their

burnt offerings and their sacrifices

shall be accepted upon My altar; for

My house shall be called a house of

prayer for all people" (Isai. LVI. 3,

6, 7): which sentiments are hardly

less remarkable than that beautiful

utterance of the earlier Isaiah (XIX.

24), "In that day shall Israel be the

third with Egypt and with Assyria,

even a blessing in the midst of the

earth; whom the Lord of hosts shall

bless, saying, Blessed be Egypt My
people , and Assyria the work of My
hands, and Israel My inheritance".

We can well understand how such

germs, in the course of time, budded

forth into the terms of our com-

mand, "Thou shalt love the stranger

as thyself.

But in proportion to the stran-

ger's rights, his obligations also

were extended. If he desired to enjoy

any of the religious prerogatives, he

was, from early times, obliged to be

circumcised, which was the personal

sign of the Hebrew's covenant with

God; he had to pledge himself to

the faithful fulfilment of the Law,

as far as it concerned him , and to

attend its public reading on the Feast

of Tabei-nacles every seventh year;

he had especially to submit to all the

civil and moral statutes, as the "law

of retaliation", and to all the precepts

of chastity ; he had, besides, to shun

all idolatrous practices, and the pro-

fanation of the name of Israel's God
;

he had to conform to all the sacrifi-

cial ordinances whenever he desired

to present offerings, and to the cere-
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35. You shall do no u

in meteyaid, in weight, or in

just weights, a just ephah,

monies ofpurification connected with

the ashes of the "red cow" ; he had to

abstain from blood, and as his posi-

tion became more and more defined,

also from unlawful meat ; he had to

keep the Passover, and to fast on the

Day of Atonement ; and Talmudists

declared that the strangers who
infringed " the seven laws of the

children of Noah" deserved death.

On many of these points there

were indeed fluctuations, all of

which, however, tended to the ulti-

mate amalgamation of the Hebrews

with their non-Hebrew neighbours.

Nothing would, therefore, be more

incorrect and more unjust than to

reproach the Israelites with hatred of

the stranger, whom, on the contrary,

they befriended to the full extent per-

mitted by considerations ofpolicy and

religion. These limits and the position

of the various classes of strangers

have been explained elsewhere (see

Comm. on Exod. pp. 328—330). It

must have appeared particularly

important to the young and small

colony of Zerubbabel and his succes-

sors to secure the good-will of the

heathen population that had settled

in the country; and they hoped to

attain this end best by establishing

the closest possible ties of social and

religious community.

3S, 36. It is usually admitted

that the administrative organisation,

the police supervision, and the exe-

cution ofpenal decrees, were most im-

perfect among the ancient Hebrews,

and that they form the chief defects

of the secular legislation of the Pen-

tateuch. In proportion as these draw-

backs were felt, moral teachers

deemed it their duty to lessen their

dangerous effects by emphatically en-

. 33, 34; 35, 36.

nrighteousness in judgment,

measure; 36. Just balances,

and a just hin shall you

joining as private virtues what could

not be enforced as public duties.

The prophet Amos reproaches the

sellers of corn, evidently without

being able to threaten them with a

legal punishment, that they "make

the ephah small, and the shekel great,

and falsify the balances by deceit,

in order to buy the poor for silver,

and the needy for a pair of shoes,

and to sell the refuse of the wheat"

(Am. VIII. 5), Micah announces the

most fearful calamities , scourges of

nature, and the direct judgment of

God, exclaiming, "Are there yet

treasures of wickedness in the hoiise

of the wicked, and a scant measure

that is abominable? Can I be pure

with the wicked balances, and with

the bag of deceitful weight-stones ?"

(Mic. YI. 10, 11). The Book of Pro-

verbs contains a number of sen-

tences declaring, "that a false ba-

lance is an abomination to the Lord,

but a just weight is His delight"

(Prov. XI. 1); or "a just weight and

balance are the Lord's, all the weight-

stones ofthe bag are His work" (XVI.

11; comp. XX. 10, 23). And the

Deuteronomist begins with fully en-

joining the pi'ecept, "Thou shalt not

have in thy bag divers weights, a

great and a small ; thou shalt not have

in thy house divers measures, a great

and a small ; thou shalt have a per-

fect and a just weight, a perfect and

a just measure shalt thou have" ; and

then he adds as an inducement for the

observance of the precept a promise

which has almost a pathetic force,and

is appended to the fifth Command-
ment also: — "that thy days may
be lengthened in the land which the

Lord thy God gives thee" (Deut.

XXV. 13—15). Yet Ezekiel deemed
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have: I am the Lord your God, who brought you out

of the hind of Egypt.

37. And you shall observe all My statutes and

all My judgments, and do them: I am the Lord.

respectively, see Comm. on Exod.

p. 221.

it expedient to give tresh directions

on the same subject; and he was

not satisfied with simply declai-ing,

"Yon shall have just balances, and

a just epliah, and a just bath", but

he fixed the size of the chief measures

and the standard of the chiefweights

(Ezek. XLV. 10—12). And lastly,

our author introduces the command
in a very comprehensive form, and

then impresses it upon the Hebrews

by bidding them remember that God

delivered them frona Egyptian bond-

age by His great mercy, and that it

is, therefore, not too much to expect

from them %%x\Q.\,justice. The Eabbins

worked out the subject with the ut-

most earnestness ; they recommended

the appointment of public overseers

ofweights and measures,and enjoined

the severest punishment ofany fraud

;

they forbade merchants to employ

forweights materials liable to become

lighter b}' wear or rust; to be quite

safe, they advised sellers to give in a

certain quantity; and they taught,

that" the crime of iliegal weights and

measures is more heinous than that

ofincest ; that it is, in fact, equivalent

to the heresy of denying the Di-

vine redemption from Egypt". On
ephah and hin, two principal mea-

sures for dry goods and for liquids

The Hindoo law imposes the high-

est fines not only i;pon those who
falsify scales or measures , but upon

official examiners of coins Avho pro-

nounce a good piece bad or a bad piece

good ; it inflicts heavj' penalties, and

partially corporeal chastisement, up-

on those who overreach customers,

give short measure or light weight,

adulterate goods, or try to give them

a deceptive appearance; and with

respect to a trader in counterfeited

gold, it enacts that "by order of the

king he must be cut in pieces with

razors," or that "he must at least

lose three limbs of his body, and pay

the highest fine". In Egypt, false

coiners and the manufacturers of

false weights were condemned to

have both their hands cut ofl:"; and

fraudulent practices of this kind

were held in equal detestation by

other nations, and Avere visited with

similar punishments.

3^. A miscellanj' of laws so large

and so varied as that of our chapter

requires a distinct formula to mark

it as concluded; and the formula sup-

plied in this verse is approjDriate and

sufficiently emphatic.

CHAPTER XX.

Summary. — Now follows a collection of ordinances , especially on idolatry

and incest, the transgression of which is to be severely punished; for

such sins would disgrace a people protected by a holy God and meant to

be holy like Him, and they would surely cause them to be expelled from

their fertile land (vers. 7, 8, 22—26). The laws are directed 1. Against

the woi'shiiJ of Moloch by the burning of children, for which crime botli

the perpetrators and those who connive at it are responsible (vers. 2— 5)

;

2. Against necromancy and soothsaying (ver. 6); 3. Against disrespect of
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children towards their parents (ver. 9); 4. Against adultery (ver. 10);

5. Against marriage with the step-mother (ver. 11), and 6. with the

daughter-in-law (ver. 12); 7. Against sodomy (ver. 13); 8. Against

marrying the wife's mother or daughter (ver. 14); 9. Against coition

with beasts (vers. 15, 16); 10. Against marriage with a half-sister (ver.

17); 11. Against cohabiting with a woman in her menses (ver. 18);

12. Against marriage with tlie aunt— the father's or the mothei-'s sister,

or the uncle's wife (vers. 9—20); and 13. with a sister-in-law (ver. 21);

and 14. Repetition of the interdiction against necromancy and sooth-

saying (ver. 27).

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying,

2. And thou shalt say to the children of Israel,

1. We may well imagine that

the subjects of consanguinity and

affinity, of matrimony and of sexual

intercourse in general, engaged the

Hebrew legislators at an eai-ly pe-

riod. A few directions are given by

the Deuteronomist ; but fuller out-

lines wei-e drawn up by a thouglit-

ful and more advanced writer deeply

impressed with the mission of the

Israelites as a holy nation, and fear-

ing the dangers of immorality which

threatened their very independence,

as it had destroyed that of the pagan

Canaanites. These outlines were no

doubt the groundwork both of the

systematic survey embodied in a

preceding section (ch. XVIII), and

of the less exhaustive but more rigor-

ous enactments of our chapter.

In this manner the analogies as well

as the differences of the two chap-

ters may be best accounted for: both

of them contain laws on nearly the

same subjects; and both of them en-

force their commands by the same me-

nace, conveyed in analogous terms,

namely, that immoi-al or idolatrous

practices on the part of the Hebrews

will most certainly result in the for-

feitui-e of their conquered land ; but

the one, the eighteenth, simply states

the laws, and merely calls attention to

their sacredness by repeatedly add-

ing, "I am the Lord," your Lawgiver;

whereas the other, the twentieth, less

complete, and" different in arrange-

ment, mentions penalties of the of-

fenders in intelligible gradations —
death by stoning and burning or by

the direct vengeance of God, penal in-

flictions imposed by the judges or

childlessness.Again,the former warns

the Hebrews negatively rather, not

to follow the iniquities of the Ca-

naanites, whereas the latter positive-

ly and with increasing emphasis ex-

horts them to strive after the holi-

ness of God, and thus to j)rove that

they merit the distinction of being

His elected people.

2- 5. The stern and emphatic se-

verity with which the sacrifices of

Moloch are here forbidden,proves how
much they tempted the people even in

the post-Babylonian period ; there

was in fact a danger that they might

be overlooked and connived at by

the authorities and the nation. Yet

both humanity and the purity of the

Hebrew creed, which was then deve-

loped with unusual zeal, demanded

above all the extirpation of those

atrocities. Therefore, our legislator

exhausts all means, and employs all

weapons both civil and theocratic,

to terrify the guilty and to awe the

wavering. The punishment of the of-

fender, whether he was a Hebrew or

a stranger, was to be inflicted by the
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Any one of the children of Israel, or of the strangers

that sojourn in Israel, that gives of his seed to Molech,

shall surely be put to death; the people of the land

^\•hole people,as a mai-k of their abhor-

rence, aiid as a powerful warning to

all not to imitate his evil example; the

punishment was death bj'lapidation,

that is, he was first crushed with

stones, and then burnt to ashes, that

his body might be removed from the

face of the earth and the sight ofmen:
if the people, from weakness, or more
culpably still,from sympathy with his

crime, left it unpunished, the writer

threatened that God Himself would

avenge the guilt ; that He would ut-

terly destroy not only tlie sinner, but

all the members of his family who,

above all others, ought to have chas-

tised their wicked kinsman, and also

everyone who showed a disposition to

follow in his footsteps. This unspar-

ing rigour was justified for two rea-

sons — because the offender had

polluted the soil hallowed by the

Temple, and because he had pro-

faned the holiness of God who
was the only Ruler of the land and

the people, and to Avhom alone ve-

neration and homage were due. The
religious spirit which actuated the

new colony after its re-organisation

by men like Ezra and Nehemiah,

worked a beneficial change with re-

spect to the worship of Moloch also;

and another code compiled not long

after ours indeed repeats the prohi-

bition and the reason, but in a much
less vehement form : "And thou shalt

not give any of thy seed to let him pass

to Molech, andthou shaltnot profane

the name of thy God : I am the Lord"

(XVin.21).— The Talmud explains

:

"If one member of a family is a publi-

can, all are publicans, and all protect

each other; therefore God threatens

the whole house with His displeasure

and with heavy trials, though the

sinner alone shall be destroyed".

However, his relations,,by permit-

ting the crime, become his accompli-

ces and, according to our text, share

his punishments.

Lapidation, as is well known, was
frequently resorted to by excited

mobs for the exercise of summary
justice or revenge. But as a legal

punishment it was not usual in the

ancientworld; it is only mentioned as

a Macedonian and a Spanish custom,

and as having been occasionally em-

ployed by the Romans. Among theHe-

brews, hoAvever, it was very common

;

it was counted as the first and severest

of the four modes of inflicting capi-

tal punishment — the three others

beingburuing,beheading, and strang-

ling— ; and it was in the Pentateuch

ordained for a variety of offences,

especially those associated with idol-

ati-y and incest ; in certain cases it

was even inflicted upon animals; and

its application was by the Rabbins

considerably extended. As regards

the proceedings observed, the Bible

contains no hints except the state-

ments that it took place without the

precincts of the towns, and that the

men by whose testimony the crimi-

nal had been convicted, were obliged

to throw the first stones. But the

Mishnah gives the following account,

some features of which are possibly

of remoter antiquity. When the of-

fender is being led away to the place

of execution, an official remains at the

door of the law-court, while a man
on hox-seback is stationed at some

distance, but so that the former can

see him wave a handkerchief, which

he does whenanyone comes declaring
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shall stone him with stones. 3. And I will set My face

against that man, and will cut him off from among his

people; because he has given of his seed to Molech, to

defile My Sanctuary, and to profane My holy name.

4. And if the people of the land in any way turn their

eyes from the man, when he gives of his seed to Mo-
lech, so that they do not kill him; 5. Then I will set

My face against that man, and against his family, and

will cut him off, and all that go astray after him, to go

astray after Molech, from among their people.

6. And the soul that turns after the necromancers

and after the wizards, to go astray after them, I will

that he has something to say in fa-

vour of the condemned; in this case

the horseman at once hastens to stop

the procession; if the convicted him-

self maintains that he can offer

proofs of his innocence or extenuat-

ing circumstances, he is taken back

before the tribunals ; and this may be

repeated four or five times, if there

appears to be the least foundation

for his assertions. A herald precedes

him all the while, exclaiming, "So

and so is being led out to be stoned

to death for this and this offence,

and so and so are the witnesses; who-

soever has to say anything that might

save him, let him come forward and

say it". Having arrived about ten

yards from the appointed spot , he is

publicly called upon to confess his

sins; for "whosoever confesses his

sins, has a share in the future life"

;

if is he too illiterate to confess, he is

ordered to say, "Let my death be the

expiation for all my sins". At four

yards from the place , he is partial-

ly stripped of his garments. "When

the procession has at last reached

its destination, he is conducted upon

a scaffolding the height of which

is that of tAvo men, and after drink-

ing "wine mingled with myrrh",

to render him less sensible to pain.

he is b3' one of the witnesses pushed

down, so that he falls upon his

back; if he is not killed by the

fall, the other witness throws a stone

upon his breast; and if he is still

alive, all the people present cover

him with stones. When the corpse,

which is usually nailed to the cross,

is in a state of decomposition, the

bones are collected and burnt in a

separate'place; then his relatives pay

visits to the judges and the witnesses,

in order to prove that they bear them

no hatred, and that they acknowledge

the justice of the sentence ; and they

must show their grief by no external

mai'k of mourning.

6, S'S. Those Avho "turn after the

necromancers and after the wizards"

to consult them, shall be destroyed by

God's direct retribution; but those

who "have in them the spirit of the

necromancer or of the wizard", that

is, the soothsayers themselves, shall

be stoned to death by the Hebrew
people (ver. 27) ; for the first offence

may often be committed secretly,

Avhereas the soothsayers , harmless

as long as they remain unknown, are

amenable to the civil laws Avhen they

come forward to practise their dan-

gerous and pernicious arts. See notes

on XIX. 26, 31, p. 271.
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set My face against that soul, and will cut him off from

among his people.

7. You shall, therefore, hallow yourselves, that you

may become holy; for I am the Lord your God; 8. And
you shall keep My statutes, and shall do them: I am

the Lord who hallows you.

9. Indeed everyone that curses his father or his

mother shall surely be put to death: he has cursed his

father or his mother; his blood shall he upon him.

10. And the man that commits adultery with another

man's wife, that commits adultery with his neighbour's

wife, the adulterer and the adulteress shall surely be

J, 8. The ordinances directed

against idolatry having been com-

pleted, they are marked as a distinct

division of the chapter by a se-

parate conclusion, in which the chief

principle that underlies all these

commands, that of holiness, is in-

sisted upon with the utmost force : the

Hebrews are exhorted to "hallow

themselves" by their moi-al exertions,

till they "become holy" and lead

a life of piety and righteousness

;

and they are encouraged to strive

after this high aim because God Him-
self "hallows" them by His guidance

and protection, by His laws, and

above allby His presence within their

community.

9» Some other enactments threat-

en death to anyone who "curses" or

"smites" his fatherorhis mother; but

they have essentially a penal or civil

character: in our verse the moral hid-

eousness of the crime is impressed

by the emphatic repetition "he has

cursed his father or his mother," as if

the simple statement of the fact Avere

sufficient to reveal its enormity; and

by the addition "his blood shall be

upon him", which implies that he de-

serves indeed the most rigorous penal-

ty, and that pity would be an unpar-

donable weakness. Similarly the Pro-

verbs declare, "He who curses his fa-

ther or his mother, his lamp shall be

put out in utter darkness" ( Prov.

XX.20). Jewish doctors maintain that

the culprit was stoned to death; that

the punishment, however, was on-

ly inflicted if, in cursing his pa-

rents, he had used one of the chief

names of God, but not if he had em-

ployed such general epithets of the

Deity as the Almighty, the Merciful,

or the Longsuffering, in which case

his punishment was flagellation : the

penalty is the same whether the pa-

rents be still alive or not. Parricide is

provided for in no code of the Pen-

tateuch.

lO. Among the laws of chastity,

that against adultery justly occu-

pies the first place, as it concerns

not only private morality but the

welfare of the community ; it almost

seems as if these two considerations

are implied in the apparently super-

fluous repetition, "the man that

commits adultery with another man's

wife, that commits adultery with

his neighbour's wife"; that repe-

tition certainly adds emphasis to the

interdiction — "the other", who has

been injured in his most sacred re-

lations, is "a fellow-man" whom
we are commanded to love as our-
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put to death. 11. And the man who lies with his fa-

ther's wife, has uncovered his father's nakedness: both

of them shall surely be put to death; their blood shall

be upon them. 12. And if a man lies with his daughter-

in-law, both of them shall surely be put to death; they

have wrought pollution; their Wi)^^ shall he upon them.

13. And if anyone lies with a man, as one lies with a

woman, both of them have committed an abomination;

they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be

upon them. 14. And if a man takes a woman and her

mother, it is wickedness; they shall be burnt with fire.

selves. The punishment of the crime

was ijrobably death by lapidation ; it

was certainly so in the Babylonian

time and in the following centuries

;

but Jewish tradition contends that

it should be death by strangling,

and that this is meant wherever the

Bible simply ordains, "he shall be

kiUed".

11. See notes on XVIII. 7, 8 pp.

249, 250.

13. 8ee notes on XVIII. 15, p.

251; and compare also on XVIII. 23,

p. 255.

18. See notes on XVIII. 22, p. 255.

14. The punishment fixed in this

verse seems ci-uel and barbarous;

for the first wife, whether she be the

mother or the daughter, is legitimate

and blameless ; but we may presume

that the legislator had cases in view

when the three persons, the man
and both women, had agreed upon

the double marriage, and thus shared

alike the guilt of incest, or when
the man married the mother and the

daughter simultaneous!}'. However,

looking at the rigorous spirit of this

chapter, and taking into account

a general conception of antiquity, we
\xv&,y suppose

,
perhaps with greater

probability, that as the first wife,

though herself innocent, was the in-

direct cause of an illegal and re-

proachful alliance, and was thus

drawn, however unconsciously, into

a vortex of guilt, she was regarded as

accursed, and forfeited her life. The

same ruthless consistency suggested

that all the relations, the cattle, and

other property of a criminal should be

given up to destruction like himself;

that a beast which had been the cause

or instrument of some iniquity should

be killed, and its flesh remain un-

touched; nay that even inanimate ob-

jects by which murder had been per-

petrated, or which had accidentally

occasioned the death of a man, such as

an axe or a tree, should be destroyed

;

the crime cries to heaven, and must be

expiated; "the evil must be removed

from the midst" of the holy people

:

such Avere the principles which ear-

lier generations, partially fettered

by notions of fatalism, carried out

with a pertinacity bordering on pa-

radox (see Comm. on Genes, p. 122;

on Exod. p. 313).

It is ti-ue that "lapidation" seems

i^sualW to have been followed by

"burning" of the corpse, as is evident

from the fate of Achan (Josh. VII.

15, 25); but it would be hazardous

to contend that the Bible uses both

terms promiscuously to denote the

same punishment. It is related that

a Jewish tribunal, to execute judg-

ment upon the unchaste daughter of a

priest, ordered that she should be sur-
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both he and they; that there be no wickedness among
you. — 15. And if a man lies carnally with a beast, he

shall surely be put to death; and you shall slay the

beast. 16. And if a woman approach to any beast, to

have connection with it, thou shalt kill the woman and

the beast; they shall surely be put to death; their

blood shall he upon them. — 17. And if a man takes his

sister, his father's daughter or his mother's daughter,

and sees her nakedness, and she sees his nakedness; it

is ungodliness, and they shall be cut off before the eyes

of the children of their people: he has uncovered his

sister's nakedness; he shall bear his iniquity.'— 18. And
if a man lies with a woman while she is unwell, and

uncovers her nakedness; he has laid bare her fountain,

and she has uncovered the fountain of her blood; and

both of them shall be cut off from among their people. —

rounded by twigs and leaves of the

vine, and that these should be lighted,

so that she might be burnt to death.

But the Eabbins, guided by a very

doubtful analogy, supposed, that the

burning must be carried out so as to

leave the body externally unchanged

by the flames ; they considered, there-

fore, the decision of the tribunal just

referred to as the act of heretical and

unlearned Sadducees; and they de-

vised the following mode of proceed-

ing. The criminal is put into dung up

to his knees so firmly that he is unable

to move; then a soft handkerchief

enveloping a hard one is tied round

his throat, and is drawn tighter at

the one corner by the first witness,

and at the other by the second, till

he opens his mouth, into which then

molten lead is poured, so that it pene-

trates into his entrails and burns

them. This penalty of "burning" was

inflicted in ten cases of incest.

IS, IG. See notes on XVIII. 22,

23, p.255; comp. supra on ver. 14.

19. The abhorrence felt by the au-

thor at the idea of conjugal inter-

course with a half-sister was so in-

tense that he accumulated expressions

both ofmoral detestation and of legal

guilt; this vehemence was perhaps

partially prompted by the circum-

stance, that the Hebrews had for very

long periods deemed marriages with

the half-sister unobjectionable, apd

that they were likely to be strength-

ened in this habit by their contact

with the Persians (see notes onXVIII.

9, 11, pp. 250, 251). The punishment

here threatened by the author was

no doubt meant to be death by the

ordinary tribunals, not by the ven-

geance of God.

18. This law well illustrates the

fluctuations to which penal ordi-

nances were subjected as the spirit of

the times changed, and new light was

gained by better experience. For it

enacts death for an offence for which a

later code (XV. 24) merely prescribes

uncleanness during seven days; this

inconvenience Avas then deemed suffi-

cient to determen from a practice that

was indeed always regarded as a phy-

sical defilement, but gradually ceased
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19. And thou shalt not uncover the nakedness of thy

mother's sister, nor of thy father's sister; for such a

one lays bare his kinsman ; they shall bear their iniquity.

20. And if a man lies with his uncle's wife, he has un-

covered his uncle's nakedness: they shall bear their sin;

they shall die childless. — 21. And if a man takes his

brother's wife, it is uncleanness: he has uncovered his

brother's nakedness; they shall be childless.

22. And you shall keep all My statutes and all

My judgments, and shall do them; lest the land, whither

I bring you to dwell therein, vomit you out. 23. And
you shall not walk in the statutes of the nations, which

I cast out before you; for they committed all these

things^ and therefore I abhorred them. 24. And I have

said to you. You shall inherit their land, and I will

give it to you to possess it, a land that flows with

milk and honey: I am the Lord your God, who have

distinguished you from the nations. 25. You shall there-

fore make a distinction between clean beasts and un-

clean, and between unclean fowls and clean; and you
shall not make your souls abominable by beast, or by
fowl, or by any manner of living Iking that creeps on the

ground, which I have singled out for you as unclean.

26. And you shall be holy to Me; for I the Lord am

to be held either injurious or cri- S3—S6. These verses form a

minal. worthy conclusion to the long series

19, 30. See notes on XVIII. of the laws of purity, both physical

12—14 p. 251. While in all preceding and moral, which constitute the se-

cases transgression is avenged by cond great division of the Book of

death, the marriage with the aunt is Leviticus (ch. XI—XX). Thej'^ allude

merely stamped as "an iniquity to be to nearly all the principles, motives,

borne" by the offenders, and prob- and ends which the Hebrew was de-

ably to be punished as the judges may sired to remember in the observance

deem fit; and the marriage with the of those precepts ; but they lay parti-

uncle's or the brother's wife is men- cular stress upon two points, one of

aced with childlessness, which, how- apractical,andoneof anidealnatui-e.

ever, in the eyes of the Hebrews, was The mission which the Israelites had

hardly less calamitous than death. It received of executing God's judg-

is evidently meant as a heavenly and ments upon the Canaanites, was to

supernatural retribution; and the serve them as a constant warning

term "childlessness" is to be taken against heathen depravity, and as a

literally. powerful incentive to piety and right-

31. See notes onXVIII. 16, p. 251. eousness; and it was to remind them
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lioly, and I have distinguished you from the nations

that you should be Mine.

27. And a man or a woman that has the spirit

of the necromancer or of the wizard, shall surely be
put to death: they shall stone them with stones; their

blood shall be upon them.

that they should not be satisfied with

ordinary standards of virtue and

excellence, hut try to imitate Grod

Himself, and consider Him not only

as their Protector and King, but

as their great example. Hence,

while, as a rule, the laws of other

nations actually i-eflect their national

character and history, those of the

Hebrews merely represent high as-

pirations: and man}' of their religious

and political ordinances remained

ideas, without the possibility of ever

becoming realities.

a^. See notes on vers. 6, 27^

p. 284.



SUPPLEMENTARY LAWS ON THE

PRIESTHOOD AND SACRIFICES.

CHAPTERS XXI, XXII.

Summary.—A priest .shall not defile liimself for the dead, except for his near-

est blood-relations, viz. father and mother, .son and daughter, brother

and full sister if an unmarried virgin (XXI. 1— 3), but not for a wife or

her relations (ver. 4), He shall yield ^o none of the usual forms of violent

mourning (ver. 5), for he is holy to his God (ver. 6). For the same

reason, he shall marry no dishonourable and no divorced Avoman; and

if a priest'.s daughter is guilty of immoral conduct, she is to be burnt

to death (ver. 9). The High-priest, besides being subject to the same

rules as the common priests, shall not even defile himself for his dead

parents, and he must only marry a virgin (vers. 10—15). — Aaronites

afflicted with a bodily defect, are forbidden to do the service of the

Sanctuary, though they may eat of the priestly portions of holy gifts

and offerings (vers. 16—24). An3'one of them who consumes these por-

tions in a state of impurity, whatever the cause, is threatened with ex-

cision by the hand of God (XXII. 1— 7). A priestmust not eat the meat of

animals that have died of themselves or have been torn by wild beasts

(vers. 8, 9). He may share the holy food Avith slaves he has purchased

or who have been born in his house, but not with his "sojourners" and

hix-ed servants, nor with his married daughter if her husband is no Aa-

ronite ; however, if she becomes a widow or is divorced, and has no

children, she may eat of her father's food in his house (vers. 10— 13).

Anisraelite partaking of the holj^ things unintentionally, must restoi-e to

the priest what he has eaten, and add to it the fifth part of its value (vers.

14— 16). — The offerings and sacred gifts, whether presented by a He-

brew or a stranger, to be acceptable to God, must be free from all blem-

ishes; a slight exception is, however, made with respect to free-will

offerings, for which animals with limbs abnormally large or small (ver-

23) are admitted (vers. 17— 25). — No animal is to be offered that is

not at least seven days old (vers. 26, 27). — A beast and its dam must
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not be slaughtered on the same day (ver, 28). — The meat of praise-

offerings is to be consumed entirely on the day when they are presented

(vers. 29, 30). — Then follows an exhortatory conclusion (vers. 31—33).

1. And the Lord said to Moses, Speak to the priests,

the sons of Aaron, and say to them, There shall none

1—15. In orderjustly to estimate

the spirit of these and the following

ordinances, it is essential to consider

their probable date and origin. A few

obvious combinations will assist us in

this inquiry. We find in our chapter

the dignity of the "High -priest"

not only firmly established, but sur-

rounded with sujjreme sanctity, and

clearly defined in its relation to

that of the common priests. But Ave

have elsewhere tried to prove, by com-

paring the various notices of the

historical and prophetic Books, that

the office of High-priest, as conceived

and described in the Pentateuch, did

not exist among the Hebrews before

the Babylonian exile, and that it is

similarly conceived or desci-ibed in no

other part of the Hebrew Canon : it

had, until an advanced period, no spe-

cific name, and occasionally two prin-

cipal priests co-existed with equal

rights and powers. The High-priest

of the Pentateuch was, in fact, one

of the latest creations of the hier-

archy ; he was a logical link in an

elaborate theory, the crowning stone

of a largely planned edifice, at once

the perfect tj'pe and the representa-

tive of the nation of priests—one,

hereditary, holy, and inviolable (see

Comm. on Lev. I. pp. 353—357, 389,

402). Not even Ezekiel, in sketching

his ideal theocracy, mentions a chief

of the priests, but invests all the

members of the order with the same

prerogatives, and imposes upon all

the same duties. Thus he ordains

that "the priests the Levites the sons

of Zadok" shall "take for their wives

neither a Avidow, nor one that is di-

vorced, but they shall take virgins

of the seed of the house of Israel, or

a widow that had a priest before".

But the author of our chapter, distin-

guishing between High-priest and
common priests, enjoined that the

former should marry none but a vir-

gin, whereas he permitted the latter to

take Avidows from any HebreAv tribe,

thus being more stringent than the

prophet Avith regard to the one, more
lenient Avith regard to the others.

Again, Ezekiel alloAved all priests

alike to attend to the dead bodies and
the funeral rites of their fathers and

mothers, their sons and daughters,

their brothers and unmarried virgin

sisters, and he forbade all alike to

shave their heads and to let their

hair groAv dishevelled (Ezek. XLIY.
20, 25); but our author, again both

more severe and more indulgent,

forbade the High-priest to approach

even the bodies of his parents, while

he had no objection to common
priests evincing their griefas moui'n-

ers by allowing their hair to

groAV, and rending their garments.

The gradation had, in our legislator's

time, become more marked and deci-

siA-e; and extending do wnAvard to Le-

vites, Non-Levites, and menial assist-

ants, it completed that hierarchical

organisation Avhich has been the ob-

ject ofso much undeserved blame and

of somuch undue praise (see Comm. on
Lev. I. 355, 357—359, 362—368). We
must, therefore, not expect to find in

the laws of these sections that spirit

of freshness and freedom which stirs a

U2
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defile himself for the dead among his people. 2. But

for his kin that is near to him, iminehj, for his mother,

and for his father, and for his son, and for his daugh-

ter, and for his brother, 3. And for his sister, a virgin

that is nigh to him, who has had no husband, for her may
he defile himself. 4. A husband shall not defile himself

among his people, to profane himself. — 5. They shall

not make baldness upon their head, neither shall they

shave off the corner of their beard, nor make any cuttings

in their flesh. — 6. They shall be holy to their God,

youthful nation, and whicli even now
breathes in the works of the Hebrew

Ijrophets ; we must ratherbeprepared

for a spirit of severity and awe weigh-

ing down a struggling and sorely

tried people, labouring in vain to en-

sure a noble and righteous life by a

complex formalism.

The Hebrew priests were "holy to

theirGod", andtheyministeredatthe

Sanctuary,the abode of life,in order to

secure the spiritual energy of a chosen

community; they owed it, therefore,

both to God and the people, to shun

uncleanness, and above all unclean-

ness caused by death. The priests of

other ancient nations had indeed to

observe similar rules; but they ob-

.served them to maintain their own
sanctity and that of the deities they

served ; they were guided by no con-

siderations for the inner life of the

people, who followed their worldly

pursuits, and guarded their secular

interests. Thus the Egyptian priests

and overseers ofsacrifices were bound

to keep aloof from"burials and graves,

from impure men and menstruat-

ingwomen". Plato recommended that

the Greek priests should shun tombs.

The Roman Flamen Dialis "never ap-

proached a place where there was a

tomb with ashes, and never touched

a corpse, though he was permitted

to attend to funeral rites". It was cus-

tomary in Rome, to place a bough

of the cypress tree before a house in

Avhich a dead person was lying, "lest

a chief priest enter unwittingly and

defile himself". No priest or augur

was permitted "to engage in ceremo-

nies of the dead". If any one invested

with sacerdotal dignities delivered

a funeral oration, he spoke behind a

curtain, though he was not forbidden

to look at the corpse. However, Ly-

curgus, to banish prevailing super-

stitions, repealed all the common
rules of defilement through the dead,

permitted burials near the temples,

and forbade weeping and lamenta-

tions ; and the law of the Hindoos,

which offers so many analogies with

that of the Hebrews , extending the

principle of relationship to the spiri-

tual sphere, permits the student to bu-

ry not only his dead father and mo-

ther, but his instructors in the Ve-

das, and the Brahmin who invested

him with the holy cord.

Although the maxim, "A man shall

leave his father and his mother, and

shall cling to his wife" (Gen. II. 24),

remained among the Hebrews no

empty phrase, as it became one of the

leading principles of the laAvs of

matrimony; it could not be car-

ried out to its full depth and extent

as long as polj^gamy was legal; the

idea of husband and wife being "one

flesh" can only be realised if the man
ha^ onlv one wife, or at leastonlyone
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and not profane the name of their God; for they present

the offerings of the Lord made by fire, 7vhich a?'e the food

of their God; therefore they shall be holy. 7. They shall

not marry a courtesan or a dishonoured woman, nor shall

they take one that has been divorced from her hus-

band; for he is holy to his God. — 8. Thou shalt there-

fore sanctify him ; for he presents the food of thy God

;

he shall be holy to thee; for I, the Lord who sanctify

you, am holy. — 9. And the daughter of any priest, if

she defile herself by being unchaste, she profanes her

father: she shall be burnt with fire.

Avife at a time; therefore, a conjugal

couple was assumed to be less closely

allied than blood -relations; and

priests,though permitted to approach

the dead bodies of some of the latter,

were absolutely forbidden to "defile

and profane'' themselves as husbands

(ver. 4) ; for they were not to take part

in the obsequies of their wives or of

any of their wives' kinsmen. Thus

here again a line principle a\ as par-

tially unapplied, because it was op-

posed to papular notions and habits.

Though the priests were allowed to

take part in the funeral rites of their

nearest relations as a tribute of affec-

tion, they were never to forget that

their mission required constant and

imdisturbed serenity; that their out-

ward appearance must never reflect

sadness and distress, decay or death;

and that, just in bereavement and

affliction , they must prove by their

calm demeanour that they knew how
to merge worldly sorrows and inter-

ests in their Divine duties and aspira-

tions : for thej' themselves were "near

God" , and they had to "bring near

Him" those offerings which were "His

food", and by which the people con-

veyed their feelings of devotion and

penitence. By disturbing their peace

of mind and yielding to earthly cares,

the priests profaned the name of God,

or His holiness. Therefore , tliev Avere

forbidden to indulge in any external

sign of mourning; they were neither

to shave their head , nor to mutilate

their beard; much less were they to

make incisions in their flesh, by

which the body would be permanent-

ly disfigured. These are indeed in-

telligible emblems of grief, and were

commonly employed as such in the

ancient world.

The hair of the head, regarded as

a sign of vitalit}- and strength, and

therefore often used as a metaphor or

a correlative of luxuriant growth and

produce, was cut off to symbolise

that the hand of death had cut off

one that had once enjoyed life and

vigour. Conquerors, desirous to show

their power, allowed their hair to

grow; while the defeated, to mark
their weakness and disgrace, cut it off.

Young men vowed their locks to the

gods, and deposited them in the tem-

ples as a proud sign of manhood.

Locks of hair were, often profusely,

placed on the bier, the corpse, or the

tomb of a beloved friend or relative.

Shedding tears and shearing the hair,

says Homer, are the only honours

we can accord to the dead. When a

Persian chief died, his subjects cut

off not only their own hair but that

of their horses and beasts of burden.

The only exception to the general

custom were the Egyptian priests.
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10. And he that is the High-priest among his brethren,

upon whose head the anointing oil was poured, and who
is consecrated by putting on the garments, shall not let

the hail' ^y/' his head grow wild, nor rend his clothes;

11. And he shall not go near any dead body; not for

who i-egularly every tliii-d day shaved

off an the hair of their hody for the

sake of cleanliness, but allowed it to

grow in times of mourning.

On the beard as a symbol of man-

liness and dignity, and on cuts and

incisions made in the body as marks

of grief and as means of expiation,

we have above made a few observa-

tions, which apply with even greater

force to the priests than to the people

(see on XIX. 27, 28, pp. 271-274).

But Avith regard to the High-priest,

who was now raised to the loftiest

eminence both in his duties and privi-

leges, two other cei-emonies ofmoui-n-

ing were proscribed: he was not to

let his hair be dishevelled, and he

was not to rend his garments (ver.

10); though these most usual forms

of expressing grief were doubtless

originally forbidden to the entire

priesthood. Neglected and disar-

ranged hair was not only deemed

undignified in the High-priest, .but

unbecoming in one who ministers

before his Lord and King. Rending

of the garments , always suggestive

of overpowering soitow, and of hap-

piness irrevocably destroyed, would

have been sinful in the High-priest,

whose vestments, made "for glory

and distinction", symbolised his holy

mission and functions, bore sacred

emblems, and conveyed, both indivi-

dually and collectively, the ideas of

unity and integrity, and therefore

also of inward harmony and peace

(see Comm. on Exod. pp. 397—417;

on Lev. I. 356).

The prophet Ezekiel, alluding to

the impending death of his wife.

writes thus : "The word of the Lord

came to me, saying. Son of man,

behold , I take away from thee the

delight of thy eyes with a stroke;

yet thou shalt neither mourn nor

weep, nor shall thy tears flow; for-

bear to cry , make no lament for the

dead, bind the turban of thy head

upon thee, and put on thy shoes upon

thy feet, and cover not thy beard,

and do not eat the bread of men. So

I spoke to the people in the morning,

and in the evening m3- wife died;

and I did in the morning as I was
commanded" (Ezek. XXIV. 15—18).

And as a practical illustration of

these severe rules of self-control, the

levitical compilers inserted the com-

mands given to Aaron and his two

younger sons when the two elder

ones had suffered a sudden and awful

death for profaning the Sanctuary :

"Do not let your heads be dishevelled,

nor rend your clothes, lest you die,

and lest He be wroth upon all the

congregation ; . . . and you shall not

go out from the door of the Tent of

Meeting, lest you die; for the anoint-

ing oil of the Lord is upon you" (X.

6 , 7). Yet we have proofs that the

priests were not always subjected to

the same austerity ; on special emer-

gencies they adopted all the ordina-

ry marks of affliction and distress

;

in earlier times their human feel-

ings and aff'ections were allowed

fuller scope; domestic grief was

accepted as a valid plea for neg-

lecting even the most important of-

flcial duties; in fact,, the unnatural

"killing of the flesh", which later as-

sumed so many deplorable forms,
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his father or for his mother shall he detile himself.

12. And he shall not go out of the Sanctuary, nor pro-

fane the Sanctuary of his God; for the crown of the

anointing oil of his God is upon him: I am the Lord.

13. And he shall take a wife in her virginity. 14. A

was a fruit of that liierarcbical over-

refinement wliicL unreasonably di-

vided the unity of human powers,

and created an artificial and fatal

opposition between man's spiritual

and worldly instincts.

Nor could even in much later pe-

riods that unbending rigourbe main-

tained; nature, stronger than the

most logical organisation ever de-

vised, asserted its rights, and broke

through the burdensome trammels

;

and we find priests and High-priests

giving vent to passionate grief and

indignation by rending their gar-

ments, by covering their, heads with

ashes, and sitting in sackcloth; and

the Mishnah, yielding to necessity,

legalised rites of mourning for the

High-priest, and merely controlled

them in accordance with his dignity,

ordaining , for instance , that in be-

reavement he should rend his gar-

ments in the lower parts Avhere the

tear is less visible, while others must

rend them across*thechest;andthathe

should sit on a couch, while others sit

on the ground.

As according to the Pentateuch,

the Hebrews were singled out from

the nations, and the priests from the

Hebrews, for holiness and the diffu-

sion of spiritual truth , the one were

not to intermarry Avith pagans, and

the others were in their matrimonial

relations alwaj's to remember their

sacred calling; and as their office

was hereditary, it was the more in-

cumbent upon them to study the

purity of their race. They were,

therefore, forbidden to marry a dis-

reputable or a fallen woman, or

even one thathadbeen divorced from

her husband, since in the latter case

also she was, as a rule, not free from

guilt ; while the High-priest was be-

sides to take no widow, probably be-

cause she had already borne another

name, or because, as Philo expresses

it, "the holy seed was to be sown in

a pure and untrodden field, and the

oftspring should have no admixture

of the blood of any other house" ; he

was, in fact, to take none but a blame-

less virgin; by any other alliance he

would "profane his seed among his

people" (ver. 15). But the levitical

legislator did not go farther ; he did

not desire to extend to the social

sphere that sti-ong religious separa-

tion which had been established be-

tween the priests and the people;

he permitted theHigh-priest to marry

a virgin, and the common priest a

virgin or a widow, from whatever

tribe ; he could not make the barrier

between the sacerdotal order and

the other classes of the HebreAv peo-

ple as rigorous as between the latter

and the pagan nations, since the en-

tire Hebrew community was invested

Avith holiness, and the creation of so-

cial castes was impossible. However,

as the holiness of the people differed

from that of the priesthood not only

in degree but in quality, the notion

gained ground in the course of time,

that priests ought to marry within

priestly families ; and it seems that

during the last centuries oftheJewish

commonwealth this view was exten-

sively acted upon. Josephus in-

deed merely states that a priest's

wife must be a JeAvess who has neither
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widow, and a divorced and a dishonoured woman, and

a courtesan , these shall he not take ; but he shall take

a virgin of his own people /(9 wife. 15. And he shall

not profane his seed among his people: for I the Lord
do sanctify him.

been a captive, nor has been mar-

ried to a foreigner, one who has

never gained her living by a cheating

trade or by keeping an inn, so "that

the stock of the priests may continue

nnmixed and pure" ; and Philo says

essentially the same in reference to

common priests ; but as to the High-

priestjhe observes with great decision,

that God "commanded him to marry

not merely a woman who was a virgin,

but also one who was a priestess, the

daughter of a priest, so that both

bridegroom and bride might be of

one house, and as if it were of one

blood". Yet such a law occurs no-

where in the Pentateuch,and was sub-

sequently devised because it seemed

logically to follow from the position

and office of the High-priest; just as

later teachers assumed as positively

that he ought to live in monogamy.
Clerical celibacy, which Avas com-

pulsory in some Greek tribes , could

not be tolerated, much less recom-

mended or enjoined among the He-

In-ews, who regarded marriage as an

important religious duty.

It is well known how scrupulous-

ly and anxiously, in later times, the

genealogies of the priests were pre-

served, and those of their wives scru-

tinized. The documents were sent

from all countries to the central

authorities in Jerusalem. No wo-

man was admitted as a priest's

wife, unless her descent was found

blameless and legitimate four or

five generations upwards. The

stricter Eabbins declared that, as a

rule, a priest must not marry the

daughter of a foreigner or of a re-

leased slave even in the tenth genera-

tion; though he may marry a woman
whose father or mother was a prose-

lyte. If a town had been besieged

and Avas taken by the enemy,the wives

of all the priests were divorced from

their husbands , because they Avere

supposed to have suffered violence,

unless the contrary was established

by A'alid proofs. John Hyrcanus , ac-

cording to a narrative preserved by

Josephus and the Talmud, fell away
from the Pharisees and joined the

Sadducees, because the former had

not given him sufficient satisfaction

Avhen, at a public banquet, some one

had declared that he—Hyrcanus

—

should be content with the civil go-

vernment, but should resign the of-

fice of High-priest, since his mother

had been made prisoner at the cap-

ture of Modin. The Jbavs boasted

that they possessed lists of their

High-priests, from father to son, ex-

tending over more than tAvo thousand

years, though Ave know that the suc-

cession Avas broken more than once,

and that the High-priesthood Avas al-

together of very late introduction.

Even in the time of Ezra and Nehe-

miah, many priests mari'ied foreign

Avives, and the Mishnah alludes to a

High-priest Avho married a widow.

Some other nations Avere hardly

less careful Avith regard to priestly

marriages. Thus the Hindoo laAv

ordains that a Brahmin should choose

a Avife not from a family distinguished

by great Avealth, but from one Avliich

has produced at least ten illustrious

scholars, and Avhich is free from all

hereditary infirmity and illness; she
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16. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 17. Speak

to Aaron, saying, Whosoever he be of thy seed, in all

their generations, that has a blemish, let him not ap-

proach to present the food for his God. 18. For any

man that has a blemish, shall not approach — a blind

must be a virgin of his own caste

;

one "who has all the attributes of ex-

cellence" ; her name should be

agreeable and auspicious ; she must

not be related to the Brahmin either

from the father's or the mother's side

up to the sixth generation ; she ought

to have neither toomuch nor too little

nor reddish hair, and to be healthy

and goodlooking; "her gait should

be graceful like that of a flamingo

or a 3'^oung elephant"; she must not

be "intolerablj' loquacious"; she must

have brothers, lest her father take

away her eldest son to bring him up as

his own child; she should be younger

than her husband, and he must truly

love her.

16—3-1. Everything associated

Avith the service of the perfect God,

v. as to be perfect, and above all His

ministers, who had been sanctified

by election and anointment,and were

clothed in holy garments, who con-

stantly approached His altars to pre-

sent faultless offerings, and "came
near" the vail which shrouded His

mysterious presence. A priest, there-

fore, was not only to be "perfect" in

his life, but also in his pei-son, which
was to be the fit abode of a pure soul,

and to reflect Divine similitude and
holiness. Not that he required great

physical strength; for his duties

were not onerous, as the menial ser-

vices were entrusted to the Levites,

who, on their part, were assisted by
the Nethinlm. But he was disqualified

not only by such striking defects as

blindness or lameness, a fractured

hand or foot, but by any blemish that

mars the symmetry of the body, and

is displeasing to the eye, by dispro-

portionate or stunted growth, and

by any irregularity which points to

some hidden fault in the organism,

as for instance a flattened nose or

humped back, a dwarfish size or a

scabby skin. Health and harmony,

vigour and freshness, were to distin-

guish the men who, as mediators with

God,w'ere to secure for the people all

those boons, together with other and
far moi-e precious blessings ; and the

same motives prompted the law that

Xn'iests should only* officiate during

thej-earsof their strength and unim-

paired manhood .However,as,through
Aaron, all his descendants had for

ever been singled out and hallowed,

no priest could entirely forfeit or re-

nounce the privileges of his birth.

Therefore, even those Aaronites who,

on account of some physical blemish,

were unfit for sacerdotal functions,

received for their svistenance portions

from the holy and most holy gifts, of

course from those stores only which

were set apart for distributionamong
all the members of the order, whereas

other revenues were reserved for the

officiating priests.

Keeping these principles in mind,

it would obviously be unjust to sup-

pose that faultless and comely priests

were demanded in the Hebrew Tem-
ple, exactly as faultless and comely

attendants were required in the

palaces of Eastern kings; for at

the time when the laws of this

section Avei'e framed, the earlier

and ruder stages of religious cul-

ture had long been passed, and the

idea of organising the service of
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man or a lame one, or one that has a flat nose, or

anything superfluous, 19. Or a man that is broken-footed,

or broken-handed, 20. Or crook-backed, or a dwarf,

or that has a blemish in his eye, or is scurvy or scabbed,

or has his stones broken; 21. No one of the seed of

Aaron the priest that has a blemish shall come nigh

to present the offerings of the Lord made by fire; he

has a blemish, he shall not come nigh to present the

the Sanctuary on the model of a

royal court, had been essentially

abandoned, or was at least subordi-

nated to more ideal objects. Nor are

the true depth and meaning of those

commands reflected in the Talmu-

dical view, which is thus expressed

by Maimonides : "The Hebrews were

forbidden to admit to the holy ser-

vice any one with a personal de-

fect; . . . for the multitude does

not appreciate a man for that

which is his true form [for his mind

or intelligence], but for the perfec-

tion of his limbs, and the beauty of

his garments ; those laws were, there-

fore, given to make the Temple hon-

oured and respected by all". The le-

gislator did not so much study the re-

lation in which the priest stood to the

people, but that in which he stood to

G-od ; and Maimonides himself ad-

duces, immediately afterwards, the

traditional opinion that the Levites,

who were engaged at the Sanctuary

even more constantly than the priests,

wei-e not required to be faultless in

form, and were incapacitated for

their functions only if they lost their

voice forchauntingthe sacred hymns.

We have before adverted to the

analogy of our laws Avith the priestly

ordinances of the Greeks and Romans
andothernations ; and weshallin this

place only add a few supplementary

remarks. The Hebrews insisted that

their priests should be healthy and

free from bodily defects, but they

never made ie«M/y a necessary quali-

fication, as the Greeks did in some

instances ; not merely because their

sense of the beautiful was not so

highly developed, but because they

were better able to separate the

physical from the spiritual sphere,

and because, according to their no-

tions, the chief element of perfection

is the fitness , and not the beauty of

things. The Hebrew writer declai-ed,

"God saw that everything that He
made was very good"] Avhereas the

Greeks called the world beauty or

cosmos. Nor did the Hebrews, as more

untutored nations did, unduly prize a

tall and imposing stature, since they

did not believe that only "majestic

men are capable of great deeds":

though Saul towered high above

all others, his more illustrious suc-

cessor was much too small to wear

his armour; and in praising the

beauty of Absalom, the Hebrew his-

torian, besides alluding to his luxu-

riant hair, merely adds, "From the

sole of his foot to the crown of his

head, there was no blemish in him".

As might be expected, the Rab-

binical teachers were anxious to

carrj- out the commands of our sec-

tion with the utmost scrupuloiasuess.

In the second Temple, a special

chamber was set apart in the Court,

in which the great Sanhedrin ex-

amined all the Aaronites. Those who
were declared to be physically unfit

for the sacred office,"put on black gar-
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food of his God. 22. He may eat the food of his God,
hoih of the most holy and of the holy; 23. Only he

shall not go in to the vail, nor come nigh to the altar,

because he has a blemish; that he profane not My Sanc-

tuaries: for I the Lord do sanctify them. — 24. And
Moses told it to Aaron, and to his sons, and to all the

children of Israel.

merits, wrapped themselves in ablack

cloak, and went away in silence," to

be subsequently employed iox such

services as selecting wood for the

altar; but those found to be perfectly

qualified, put on white garments and
a white cloak, and at once joined

their brethren to assist in the sacred

functions ; and then they gave to

their friends a feast, which they

opened Avith this benediction :

"Blessed be the Lord, because no

blemish has been found in the seed

of Aaron the priest ; and blessed be

He, because He has chosen Aaron
and his sons to stand and to serve

before the Loi-d in Hismost holy Sanc-
tuary". These regulations and usages

seem to be in harmony with the spirit

of the Bible ; but the Jewish doctors

fixed no less than 142 disqualifying

defects, partly constitutional and

partly transitory, which they derived,

by their well-known rules of deduc-

tion, from the twelve irregularities

named in our verses, and some of

whichare— apointed oraflathead, a

complexion too red, or too white,or too

black, squinting eyes of different co-

lours, eyes as large as those of a calf,

or as small as those of a goose, diminu-

tive or spongy ears, an upper lip

hanging over the under lip, or con-

versely, broken teeth, knees bent in-

ward or bent outward, crooked legs,

large Avarts on the fingers or toes,

broad and flat feet. Persons suf-

fering from mental debility were
of course not tolerated as priests :

moral blemishes are not specified, as

they are in the laws of the Parsees ; but

we know that priests convicted of ido-

latry, homicide,orany other great of-

fence, Avere not permitted to officiate.

According to later conceptions , the

faultlessnessof the body was meant to

be "a symbol of the perfection of the

soul"; such vieAvs were, in the course of

time,minutelj'Avorked out; blindness,

for instance, Avas understood to point

to AA-ant of intelligence, fracture of

the hand to indolence, flatness of the

nose to deficiency of judgment; and

elaborate typical expositions natu-

rally foUoAved in due course.

"And Moses told it to Aaron, and

to his sons, and to all the children of

Israel" (ver. 24): although all these

laAvs concerned the Aaronites only,

theyAvere communicated to the Avhole

people, that they might Avatch OA'er

the faithful observance of commands
so important for their spiritual and

temporal welfare. The Pentateuch

makes no pretension to priestly se-

crets and mj'steries , but cleai'ly ex-

plains all its ordinances ; though fully

dcA-eloping an hierarchical organisa-

tion, it does not se\'er the intellectual

bonds betAveenpeopleandpriests, and

is, ill this point, greatly superior to

other hierarchical systems, especial-

ly those of the Hindoos and Egyp-

tians. But on the other hand, it does

not bear comparison with the liberal

institutions of some other ancient

nations, as the Greeks, who admitted

all citizens to sacred offices, and made
no castelike distinction between

priests and people.
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CHAPTER XXII.

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 2. Speak
to Aaron and to his sons, that they keep aloof from
the holy things of the children of Israel, and that they

profane not My holy name in those things which they

consecrate to Me: I am the Lord. 3. Say to them, In

all your generations whosoever of all your seed ap-

proaches the holy things, which the children of Israel

consecrate to the Lord, having his uncleanness upon him,

that soul shall be cut off from My presence: 1 am the

1—S. The sacrifices and gifts

presented at the Sanctuary were

meant either to secure the favour of

God, or to provide sustenance for

His ministers; and thus hallOAved

both by the purpose thej- served, and

by the place in wliicli they were of-

fered, tliey were to be consumed by the

priests, nay approaclied and touched

by them, only in a state of purity; for

as perfection of bodily form was the

external counterpart of holiness, so

was physical purity its ritual tj'pe

;

and the one great end of all priestly

functions and of the entire service

was holiness. Trom this point of

view, we may understand the extreme

rigour of threatening with excision

by the hand of God any Aaronite

who might come near the sacred

gifts, whether "holy" or "most holy",

in a condition of uncleanness : he

was considered to have "profaned

the holy name" of God, that is,

His chief and most essential attri-

butes, and was, therefore, no longer

to be suffered to come near Him, and

serve in His presence. He Avas to

keep aloof from sacred things espe-

cially at times when he was af-

fected with any disorder or any un-

cleanness recallingthe notions of de-

cay, dissolution, or death, such as lep-

rosy or "a running issue", defilement.

however indirect, through a corpse

or a dead "creeping thing" : in these

and all similar cases, he was with

respect to the duration and the

removal of his pollution, to conform

to the rules prescribed in the leviti-

cal code; and then only, having waited

the lawful time and performed the

necessary purifications, he was re-

stored to all the privileges ofhis order.

Even on all ordinary occasions, the

priests were commanded, on penalty

of death, to wash their hands and

feet before entering upon their duties

at the altar or in the Holy, not merely

in order to remove any uncleanness

unwittingly contracted, but to guard

against any uncieanliness; for which

purpose the large brazen laver Avas

placed in the Court between the altar

and the Holy. That similar rites and

precautions were prescribed by other

ancient legislations, has been ob-

served before (see supra pp. 117,

118); we will only add one striking

analogy. The Zend-Avesta, even

more rigorous than the most ad-

vanced levitical writers, because re-

garding every physical defect or de-

formity as a taint stamped upon the

body by Ahriman, excludes fi'om

sacrificial meals, on the one hand, ca-

lumniators and liars, persons known
to be passionate or quarrelsome, ma-
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Lord. — 4. What man soever from the seed of Aaron
is a leper, or has a running issue, he shall not eat of

the holy things, until he be clean. And any one who
touches any thing t/^at is unclean through a corpse, or a

man from whom discharge of semen goes out; 5. Or a man
who touches any creeping thing, that is unclean to him,

or a man that is unclean to him, whatsoever unclean-

ness he has; 6. The person that has touched any such

shall be unclean until the evening, and shall not eat of

the holy things, unless he wash his flesh with water.

7. And when the sun is down, he may afterwards eat

of the holy things; because it is his food. — 8. That

which dies of itself, or is torn by beasts^ he shall not

eat to defile himself therewith: I am the Lord. 9. And
they shall keep My ordinance, lest they bear sin for it,

and die therefore, if they profane it: I the Lord do

sanctify them.

10. And no stranger shall eat ^>/" the holy things; a

sojourner of the priest, or a hired servant, shall not

licious or spiteful, haughty or averse

to prayer; and on the other hand, the

blind and the deaf, men whose teeth

exceed the common size, or who ai'e

affected Avitli any symptom threaten-

ing to undermine life or health:

a sacrifice of which any such per-

son had partaken, wouldit was taught

be rejected, and be considered as not

having been presented at all.

§, 9. As the priests were for-

bidden to eat holy things in an un-

clean state, so they were, above all

other Hebrews, warned not to eat

unclean things at any time, and es-

pecially not the flesh of animals that

have died of themselves and of

Those that have been torn by wild

beasts. It might appear super-

fluous, and it is indeed surprising,

that the legislator expressly prohibits

to the priests foodAvhich, from early

pei-iods, was rigorously forbidden to

all Israelites as a hateful abomina-

tion, and was in the course of time

interdicted to the very strangers who
happened to live among them. But

though the laws of nevelah and te-

rcp/ia/ihadheen repeatedly enforced,

they were, like many other religious

ordinances, so little acted upon, that

even Ezekiel, in delineating his hie-

rarchy, saw fit to command that "the

l^riests shall not eat of any thing that

has died of itself oris torn, whether

it be fowl or beast" (Ezek. XLIV. 31).

Nor does the levitical author seem to

have been very confident as to the

observance of the command, and he

found it necessary to enforce it with

great earnestness and with a severe

menace — ''lest they bear sin for it

(My ordinance), and die therefore,

if they profane it". Of course, death

"by the hand of heaven" is meant,

as Jewish tradition explains.

lO—13. The "holy things" might

be shared by the priests with those

who composed their domestic circle,

not onlv with their wives and child-
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eat o/' the holy things. 11. But if a priest buy a slave

with his money, he may eat of it, and he that is born

in his house: they may eat of his food. 12. And if a

priest's daughter is married to a stranger, she may not eat

of the heave-otfering of the holy things. 13. But if a

priest's daughter becomes a widow or is divorced, and

has no child, and returns to her father's house as in her

youth, she may eat of her father's food: but no stranger

shall eat thereof.

14. And if a man eat o/^ a holy thing unwittingly,

then he shall add to it the fifth part thereof, and shall

ren, but with slaves born in the house

or acquired by money, for these were,

Hs a rule, received into the Hebrew
community by circumcision, and

were admitted to the paschal lamb

and in fact to every privilege of the

Israelite. But all others were re-

garded as " strangers " or " profane

persons" in reference to the offer-

ings, and by eating them they "de-

filed" their sanctity, and brought

upon themselves "the iniquity of

trespass". Such "profane person"

was not only the heathen who stayed

with the priest as a sojourner or

served him as a hireling, but even his

own married daughter, who by her

marriage left her family, and entered

that of her husband; yet if she

became a widow or was divorced,

and had no children, she returned to

her father's house and might again

partake of his food ; if her deceased

husband was a non-Aaronite, and

she had children, these were not

permitted to share the sacred offer-

ings, and then the same prohibition

extended to herself, since she could

not separate her life from that of

her children. So systematically and

so rigorously were the levitical prin-

ciples carried out. Yet we have

historical evidence to prove that

these principles were unknown in

the earlier times of the Hebrew mon-

archy. When David, escaping fro«i

the persecution of Saul, came to

Nob, weary and exhausted, and asked

the presiding priest Ahimelech for

some food, the latter replied, "There

is no common bread under my hand,

but there is hallowed bread", in fact,

"shew-bread, that has been taken

from before the Lord, to put in its

place hot bread on the day when it was

taken aAvay" ; and Ahimelech had no

objection to give this holy bread to

David, a man of the tribe of Judah,

and to his promiscuous crowd of

followers , on the sole condition that

the}' had of late kept aloof from

sexual intercourse, which was from

early times considered as causing de-

filemenC for the day (1 Sam. XXI.
1— 7; comp. supra jj. 158).

l-l—IG. Our legislator ordains

that "if a man eat of a holy thing

unwittingly , he shall add to it the

fifth part thereof, and shall giveback

the holy thing to the priest". But

another author prescribes , besides,

that the offender shall present a tres-

pass-offering (V. 14— 17). This differ-

ence is the more striking, as our

section is not designed to i)rotect the

property or the revenues of the

priests, but centres in the idea of ho-

liness ; it Avould, therefore, have been

most fit to supplement restitution

by expiation. On many ritual points.
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i;ive back the holy thing to the priest. 15. And they

[the priests] shall not profane the holy things of the

children of Israel, which they offer to the Lord, 16. Or
suffer them [the Israelites] to bear the iniquity of tres-

pass, by eating their holy things: for I the Lord do

sanctify them.

17. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 18. Speak

to Aaron, and to his sons, and to all the children of

Israel, and say to them, Whosoever he he of the house of

Israel, or of the strangers in Israel, that will offer his

offering, whether it he any of their vows, or any of their

various theories and opinions were

entertained; and the practice was

neither uniform nor unchangeable.

Tlie significance oi one fifth, or the

double of one teiith, has been pointed

out before; and we may, moi-eover,

refer to the Hindoo law which or-

dains that any one who, claiming

found property' as his own Avithout

being able to prove his claim by cer-

tain tests, was bound to pay the fifth

part of its value into the royal

treasui-y.

17—3S. All the preceding laws

relating to the purity of the priest-

hood were based not onlj^ upon the

holiness of the Temple, but also upon

the holiness of the offerings ; the

priests were not to defile themselves

by contact with the dead nor to

show immoderate grief in mourning,

because "they brought forward the

offerings of the Lord made by fire"

(XXI. 6) ; they were to be free from

bodily blemishes, because " they ap-

proached to present the food of their

God" (XXI. 17, 21); and they were

not, when in a state of impurity, to

touch or to eat their portions, because

these were "holy things which the

children of Israel hallowed to the

Lord" (XXII. 3 ). Regulations with re-

gai'd to the faultlessness of the offer-

ings are, therefore,now appropriately

appended, and logically complete the

subject ; they refer indeed only to

the sacrificial animals ; but thej'

readily suggest an application to

any kind of gift or offering set apart

for sacred purposes; and Jewish tra-

dition expressly declares, that the

wine for the libations, and the oil

and flour used for bloodless offer-

ings, were required to be of su-

perior quality ; nay that even the

wood that burnt on the altar was to

be carefully selected so as to include

no worm-eaten pieces, which task

was assigned to Aaronites unfitted for

the service of the altar by some

physical defect (p. 299).

The injunctions of this section

seem by no means to have been

superfluous in our author's time.

The Deuteronomist indeed declared

it to be an abomination to sacrifice

"any bullock or sheep wherein is

blemish or any defect," and he in-

stanced blind and lame beasts as

unacceptable to God (Deut. XV. 21

;

XVII. 1). But his directions, like

those of his younger contemporary

Ezekiel, appear to have been little

heeded ; for the prophet Malachi,

about a century after the return of

the Jews from Babylon , bitterly

complained, that they offered "pol-

luted food" upon the altar, as if

"the table of the Lord were con-

temptible"; and he endeavoured to
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freewill offerings, which they will offer to the Lord for

a burnt offering ; 19. Vou shall offer it for your acceptance,

a male without blemish, of the bullocixS, of the sheep,

or of the goats. 20. Whatsoever has a blemisli, ihat shall

you not offer; for it shall not be for your acceptance.

21. And whosoever offers a thank-offering to the

Lord to consecrate his vow, or for a freewill offering,

whether of the herd or of the flock, it shall be perfect,

for acceptance; there shall be no blemish therein.

22. An animal that is blind, or broken, or maimed, or

ulcerous, or scurvy, or scabbed, you shall not offer these

to the Lord, nor make an offering by fire of them upon
the altar to the Lord. 23. Either a bullock or a beast

enforce liis warnings \iy an illustra-

tion remarkable for its homely or

antliropopathic character : "If you

oft'er the blind for sacrifice, is it not

evil? and if you offer the lame and

sick, is it not evil? Pray offer it to

thy governor, will he be pleased with

thee, or accept thy person, says the

Lord of Hosts"? (Mai. I. 6 sqq.). The
levitical legislators, therefore, never

failed to command that all offerings

and gifts should be faultless; they

gave this command with respect to

the oldest and most common kinds

of sacrifices, the burnt- and thank-

offerings ; but they insisted upon it

most frequently in connection with

the expiatory sacrifices, at once the

holiest and latest class, and to a cer-

tain extent their own most praise-

worthy creation. Yet nowhere did

they so elaborately dwell on the sub-

ject as in our passage, which no

doubt conveys one ofthe final features

of their system. Here they betray,

in every point, both their age and

their peculiar bias. They forbade in-

deed, like their predecessors, blind

victims ; but they were neither con-

tent with the general phrase "no

blemish or defect" used by the Deu-

teronomist, nor with the vague term

"sick" employed by the prophet Mala-

chi ; they attempted a full, if not an

exhaustive, enumeration of the dis-

qualifying blemishes and defects, and

they attempted to specify and to de-

fine the forms of sickness; and though

they did not advance to the minute-

ness of later Kabbins, who named no

less than 73 such disorders, they were

imbued with an anxious spirit of ac-

curacy, which helps us to understand

how in the course of centuries, and

on the basis of their ordinances, the

exijansions of the Mishnah and the

Talmud were possible. Again, be-

tween offerings presented as vows

and as freewill gifts they established

a distinction of which we find no trace

in previous writings; and for free-

will offerings they permitted animals,

not indeed afflicted with any orga-

nic defect or disease, but unsight-

ly from some abnormal largeness

or smallness of limbs. We may
well question the view that such

offerings, because not required by

any command, and partially con-

sumed by the worshippers themselves,

might be of an inferior kind, since

spontaneous gifts j^resented to the

Deity should pre-eminently embody
the idea of sacrifice. Some Eabbini-
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of the flock that has anything superfluous or lacking in

its parts, that mayest thou offer for a freewill offering;

but for a vow it shall not be accepted. 24. You shall

not offer to the Lord any animal whose stones are bruised,

or crushed, or torn out, or cut out, and you shall not
make any offering thereof in your land. 25. Nor from
a stranger's hand shall you offer the bread of your God
of any of these; because their corruption is in them, a
blemish is in them: they shall not be for your acceptance.

26. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 27. When
a bullock, or a sheep, or a goat, is brought forth, then
it shall be seven days under the dam; and from the

cal authorities were indeed desirous

to remove that laxit}' , and declared,

against the context, that the animals

here alluded to as freewill gifts were

not intended for the altar as oflfer-

ings , but for labour to be performed

in connection with the Temple; yet

others, advancing farther in the

direction of our precepts, fixed the

stillmore doubtful principle, that the

laws of faultlessness were limited to

quadrupeds,and did not apply to birds.

And lastly, our authors included in

their ordinance the " stranger" so

unreservedly that he appears like

amember of the holy community both
with regard to his privileges and his

obligations; for they permitted him
10 present, at the common Sanctuary

and through HebreAv priests, any
offering or sacrifice, and subjected

his gifts to the same rigorous scru-

tiny as tliose of Hebrews; nay they

partially included "the foreigner"

who "came from a distant land"

to pay homage to the God of Israel

:

but this equality ofnative and stran-

ger was not established until a very

late period, when, the land and the

community beingheld as equivalents,

the general command could be given,

'In your land you shall not offer"

anything that is blemished.

The Eabbins admirably applied

our laws to the moral sphere; start-

ing from the maxim, that "all the fat

belongs to the Lord" (Lev. III. 16),

and taking fat in the sense of the

"choicest part",they taught that in all

matters of charity men ought to exer-

cise the same self-abnegation which
has been prescribed for the sacrifices

of the altar: their places of worship
should be more splendid than their

dwelling-houses ; they should dedi-

cate for religious purposes theirmost
valued property; and they should

feed the hungry, and clothe the poor
from their best stores.

26, St. The reason why no
victim should be presented that was
not at least seven daj^s old, has no
doubt been correctly stated by Mai-
monides who observes, that "all ani-

mals, at the time of their birth, are

very weak and extremely delicate,just

as if they were stiU in their mother's

womb; and it is only after seven

days that they are counted among the

creatures which come into contact

with the air: before that time they

are almost considered as abortions;

and hence children also must not

be circumcised before the eighth

day from their birth". It is un-

necessary to search for any other
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eighth day and thenceforth it shall be accepted for an

offering made by fire to the Lord. 28. And a cow or

female of the flock, you shall not kill her and her young

both in one day.

29. And when you will offer a praise-offering to

the Lord, offer //for your acceptance. 30. On the same

reason : that which is offered to the

Deity ought to have a well-secured

existence, and have overcome the

first stages of debility and helpless-

ness. Jewish teachers looked upon

new-born animals as if affected

with a blemish. In the advanced

time when these ordinances were

compiled, Ave cannot surely suppose

the rude and primitive view, that

animals should not be sacrificed

within their first seven days, because

within that period "they cannot be

eaten". The age at which the vic-

tims were to be presented for the

different classes of sacrifice, was

regulated by the Law or by custom

both among the Hebrews and among
heathen nations. These and other

incidental points have been dwelt

upon before (see Comm. on Lev. I.

pp. 72, 73). The Chaldee para-

phrasts insist here with some expli-

citness,that after the destruction of

the Temple, when atonement can no

longer be wrought by the altar, it

is secured by the merit of "that aged

sire", who came from the east, and

who was ready to offer up to God

his beloved son.

38. The motive of the law, which

forbids the slaughtering of an ani-

mal and its mother on the same day,

cannot be doubtful. It is generally

supposed, that the prohibition was

prompted by considerations of hu-

manity, and is therefore by the Tar-

gum of Jonathan introduced with

these words : "My people of Israel,

as our Father is merciful in heaven,

so you shall be merciful on earth".

But how can killing the dam and

her young "on the same day"— not in

sight of each other — be deemed

unfeeling or barbarous? Very dif-

ferent is the command " not to seetlie

the kid in the milk of its mother"

;

for it seems like cruel mockery to

prepare a young animal for food

with that milk which nature has

destined for its own sustenance.

Our law seems rather to have been

suggested by the cosmic reason that

it would almost appear like the

wanton extirpation of a race orgroup

of animals; and "smiting the mo-

ther with the children" was a meta-

phor expi-essive of utter destruction,

such as man ought not to inflict upon

any of God's creatures. For an ana-

logous i-eason, the Law forbade any

one finding a bird's nest to "take the

dam with the young" ;
the latter only

may be taken, while the former must

be left free (Dent. XXII. 6, 7).

aO, aO. The last of the miscel-

laneous laws of sacrifice with which

this chapter concludes, relates to the

"praise-offerings", a later and more

solemn kind of the "Joy-offering"; it

is here introduced as abruptly as tlie

law regarding the "thank-offering"

is found inserted in the midst of

precepts of morality and charity

(XIX. 5— 8), whereas another sacri-

ficial code treats of both classes in

connection and with completeness

(VII. 11—21; see Comm. on Lev. I.

pp. 338, 339).

31—33. A series of ordinances

on priesthood and sacrifices is fitly

wound up with an exhortation en-
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day it shall be eaten; you shall leave none of it until

the morrow: I af?i the Lord.

3L And you shall keep My commandments, and do
them: I am the Lord. 32. And you shall not profane
My holy name; but I will be hallowed among the children

of Israel: I am the Lord who hallow you, 33. Who
brought you out of the land of Egypt, to be your God:
I a?n the Lord.

joining upon the people ever to

"sanctify God's holy name" by a

faithful observance ofHis commands,
and to remember that He has re-

leased them from Egypt, the land of

gross idolatry, with the special object

of making them His own people — a

nation that should strive after holi-

nessof life manifested through purity

of worship. — The Rabbins accu-

rately defined the notions of "pro-

fanation" and of "sanctification of

the Divine name", and they declared

that an Israelite who, to escape

death, committed one of the three

chief crimes — idolatry, incest, and

murder — profaned God's name;
while he who, when in peril of his

life for the sake of his religion, imi-

tated the fortitude of Hananiah,

Michael, and Azariah, sanctified it.

Apostasy or even vacillation under

such circumstances can neither be

expiated by repentance nor by the

Day of Atonement, but only by

death.

X2



VI.

THE SABBATH AND THE FESTIVALS.

CHAPTER XXIII.

Summary. — God communicates to Moses ordinances -with respect to the

Sabbath (vers. 1— 3) and the five great annual festivals (vers. 4—43).

viz. (1.) Passover (vers. 4— 14) in the three divisions of the Pesach (ver. 5),

the Feast of unleavened Bread (vers. 6

—

-8), and the firstfruit Sheaf (vers.

9—14)
; (2.) The Feast of Weeks (vers. 15—21), followed by an injunction

of charity in relation to the harvest (ver. 22) ; (3.) The Day of the Me-

morial of blowing the Trumpet (vers. 23—25); (4.) The Day of Atone-

ment (vers. 26—32); and (5.) the Feast of Tabernacles (vers. 33—43). —
Moses repeats these precepts to the people (ver. 44).

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 2. Speak

to the children of Israel, and say to them: The festi-

1, a. All the Hebrew festivals —
with the one exception of the Day
ofMemorial— have before been treat-

ed of, and some of them repeatedly;

yet the compiler of our Book not

unjustly deemed it expedient to re-

view, in one comprehensive and con-

nected sketch, the entire religious

year, not only because, in his time,

the number of sacred days had been

completed and finally fixed ; but be-

cause, in his age, those days were

regarded in a new light and invested

with a more profound meaning. An
advance had been made from the

cosmic and historical to the ethical

sphere : the festivals were no longer

understood merely as days of thanks-

giving for the bounty o{ nature, nor

as occasions for tracing, with awe
and reverence , in past and present

events, the rule of a Divine Provi-

dence, but as seasons for self-exami-

nation and contrition, for the im-

provement and purification ofthe soul

and the heart. The three older agricul-

tural feasts had first been expanded,

and they were then increased by

other solemn celebrations, till at last

the system of festivals was, in various

ways, associated with the sacred

number seven : there were seven great

days of "holy convocation", when the

whole community was to assemble,

or at least to be represented, at the

national Sanctuary ; and the five
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vals of the Lord, which you shall proclaim to he holy

convocations — even these are My festivals.

3. Six days shall work he done; hut on the

principar festivals were understood

as seven , by subdividing the first of

them, the Passover, into three— viz.

thePesach, the Daj- of the first Sheaf,

and the Feast of unleavened Bread.

The theory is perfect ; but its very

completeness and thoughtfulness

betray its age and origin.

On all these points, and on several

other subjects touched upon in this

chapter, we shall be able to be brief,

as the festivals, in their development

and organic connection, have been

discussed in a previous treatise; while

many of the details have been ex-

plained in a former volume (see supra

pp. 163— 176; Comm. on Exod. pp.

266—273, 347—353).

3. The Sabbath, essentially pe-

culiar to the Hebrews, was no doubt

introduced at a very early time; yet

it was but gradually understood,

and most reluctantly' accepted by

them, as a day of perfect rest. The
teachers were so strongly convinced

of its supreme importance both for

the physical and the spiritual wel-

fare of the people , and for training

them to humanity towards toiling

men and beasts, that they availed

themselves ofevery possible opportu-

nity to represent it as a Divine insti-

tution. With this object in view,

they framed a sublime cosmogony

culminating in the rest of the Crea-

tor on the seventh day; they in-

cluded the law of the Sabbath in the

sacred and fundamental code of the

Decalogue, in Avhich they based it

either likewise on the origin of the

universe, or on the Israelites' redemp-

tion from Egyijtian bondage and

drudgery ; they enjoined it again and

again in their laws, and they illus-

trated it by various historical inci-

dents ; they even called in the aid of

miracles to impress its paramount

sanctity , as for instance , in the ac-

count of the manna gatherers ; thej-

described it as an eternal "sign"

of the covenant between God and

Israel , and insisted that its de-

secration should unsparingly be

punished with death. But their

efforts were for a long time all but

fruitless. In some manner the da}'

seems indeed to have been kept both

in thekingdom ofJudah and of Israel.

But prophets and historians wx-iting

during and after the Babylonian

exile prove by their exhortations

and their narratives, how little the

people understood the spirit of the

Sabbath. Jeremiah, in a most solemn

speech addressed to the assembled

multitude, implores them , "Do not

carry forth a burden out of your

houses on the Sabbath day, nor do

any work, but hallow the Sabbath

day"; yet "they obeyed not, and in-

clined not their ear, but were stiff-

necked"; then he promised them

blessings and wealth and power if

they kept the Sabbath in the manner

ordained, and concluded, "If you

will not hearken to Me to halloA\

the Sabbath day, and not to bear

burdens, entering in at the gates of

Jerusalem on the Sabbath day; then

will I kindle a fire in the gates there-

of, and it shall devour the palaces

of Jerusalem, and it shall not be

quenched" (Jer. XVII. 19—27). Such

severe menaces were needed evenmore

than nine centuries after Moses. Jere-

miah's younger contemporaries Eze-

kiel and the second Isaiah, dwell on

the subject innearly thesame strains.
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seventh day is the Sabbath of rest, a holy convocation;

you shall do no work therein^ it is the Sabbath of the

Lord in all your dwellings.

The former, full of sorrow and in-

dignation, reproaches hoth the people

and the priests that "they liave pro-

faned the Sabbath very much" since

the time of the wanderings in the de-

sertdown to his own days, so that they

would long since have been destroyed

b}' God's anger , had not His mercy

and longsuffering spared them

(Ezek. XX. 1 3, 16, 24 ; XXII. 8,26). And
the later Isaiah, in promising his

fellow exiles deliverance from their

troubles, almost renders it dependent

on their faithful observance of the

Sabbath,which the}- had so constantly

and so flagrantly neglected: "blessed

is the man", he exclaims, "who does

this, . . . who keeps the Sabbath from

polluting it, and keeps his hand from

doing any evil"; and to the foreigner

and the foi'lorn he announces that

•'God will give them in His Temple

and within His walls, a place and a

name better than of sons and of

daughters", and Avill "make them
joyful in His House of prayei-, ac-

cepting their burnt offerings and

their sacrifices upon His altar", if

they will but refrain from desecra-

ting the holy Sabbath (Isai. LVI.

2—7; LVIII. 13). Yet even a century

later, Nehemiah, when enforcing the

old religious commands, was com-

pelled to adopt most rigorous mea-

sures to ensure the observance of

the Sabbath. He caused the princi-

pal settlers to agree to a covenant

by which they pledged themselves,

among other duties, that "if the

people of the land would bring

any wares or victuals on the Sabbath

day to sell, they would not buy of

them on that holy day". However,

the bulk of the colonists pei-severed

in their old practices, and Nehemiah

relates: "In those days I saw in Ju-

dah some ti-eading wine presses on

the Sabbath, and bringing sheaves,

and lading asses ; as also wine, grapes,

and figs, and all manner of bur-

dens which they brought into Jeru-

salem on the Sabbath day . . . There

dwelt men of Tyre also therein,

who brought fish and all manner of

ware, and sold on the Sabbath to the

children of Judah, and in Jerusalem".

Then he argued with them severely,

exclaiming, "Did not your fathers

do thus, and did not our God bring

all this evil upon us, and upon this

city ? yet you bring more wrath upon

Israel by profaning the Sabbath";

and in order to prevent unlawful

traffic, he ordered that the gates of

Jerusalem should be kept closed,

and be watched by Levites and

others, from the eve of the Sabbath

till after its conclusion ; nevertheless

"merchants and sellers of all kind of

ware" arrived and remained with

their goods during the day without

the gates; and the people yielded

only to long continued vigilance and

rigorous compulsion (comp. Nehem.

Xin. 15—21; see also IX. 14; X. 31).

We can, therefore, well understand,

that the levitical authors deemed it

necessary to surround the sanctity

of the Sabbath with new safeguards

;

the compiler of our code for the

first time included it formally

among the days of "holy convoca-

tion", though an earlier writer,

describing "the new heavens and

the new earth", had ideally and

prophetically raised it to the same

distinction: "It shall come to pass

that from one new moon to another,
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4. These are the festivals of the Lord, holy con-

vocations, which you shall proclaim in their seasons.

5. In the first month, on the fourteenth day of the

aud from one Sabbath to another,

shaU aU flesh come to worship be-

fore Me, says the Lord" (Isai. LXVI.

23). For the Sabbath, from early

times chosen for consulting or listen-

ing to "men of God" (2 Ki. IV. 23),

had after the exile, when learned

scribes taughtaud exhorted in numer-

ous Synagogues scattered through-

out the land, become one of the most

powerful means of diffusing and en-

forcing religious lessons; it proved,

moreover, a valuable agency for ce-

menting the unity of congregations

and for organizing local centres

which , in a different though hardly

less efficient manner than the pilgri-

mages made to the commonSanctuary,

strenghtened the feelings of natio-

nality and increased the people's at-

tachment to their purified faith.

Therefore the injunctions Avith re-

spect to the rest of the Sabbath be-

came more and more exacting; in an-

other portion of the middle Books of

tlie Pentateuch it is related, as a ter-

rible warning, how a man who had ga-

thered sticks on the Sabbath, was by

Grod's special directions stoned to

death by the whole community (Num.

XV. 32—36); in subsequent centuries

precepts were added to precepts ; the

spirit of the institution was burdened

by minute observances ; the day

of liberty was made a day of oppres-

sive i-estraint;'nintil it became neces-

sary to remind the Pharisees that

"the Sabbath was made for man,

and not man for the Sabbath".

•1—1# . The list ofthe annual festi-

vals begins with that which, if it was

not the oldest, received the earliest

and fullest development; and it is

treated of in three distinct divisions.

each of which has its own history

— the Feast of the Pesach, the Feast

of unleavened Bread, and the presen-

tation of the Sheaf. All of them were,

in their origin, probably pastoral or

agricultural— the Pesach being the

sacrifice of the firstborn animals, the

Unleavened Bread the symbol of the

industry and "haste" of the busy

harvest season, and the Sheaf the of-

fering of the firstfruit corn. In the

course of centuries, the first two lost

their natural, and were invested with

an historical meaning,while the third

became more independent and more

solemn. For in the various legisla-

tions of the Pentateuch, the ordin-

ances of the Pesach and of the first-

born are almost invariably coupled,

and are thus proved to possess an in-

ternal affinity; but the identity of

both is effaced, and the Pesach, al-

most as enigmatical to us as the word

itself, is invariably associated with

Egyptian deliverance ; the idea of the

sacrifice may still be recognised in the

blood of expiation that was to be

put on the doorposts and the lintels

of houses, which represented the al-

tar; but it is obliterated in the other

rites connected with the Pesach —
viz.thatthe animal was to be roasted

in its entirety, without a bone being

broken, and completely consumed in

the homes of the Israelites, in fami-

ly or social groups, together with

bitter herbs and unleavened cakes:

these features, whether partially re-

tained from old customs or newly

introduced, were adapted to the his-

torical meaning attributed to Pass-

over, and were intended to symbo-

lise, on the one hand, the bondage

and the release of the Hebrews ; and
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month towards evening is the Lord's Passover. 6. And
on the fifteenth day of the same month as the Feast of

Unleavened Bread to the Lord: seven days you must

eat unleavened bread. 7. On the first day you shall

have a holy convocation, you shall do no servile work
therein. 8, And you shall offer an offering made by fire

on the other hand, their transition

into a united and weU - organised

commonwealth cemented by common
convictions, laws, and interests.

But such abstract ideas, embodied

in elaborate emblems, bespeak a very

advanced age, and they gained ground

only at a late period of Hebrew his-

tory — Avhether before or after the

Captivity, is still a matter of critical

discussion. Certain it is, that the laws

of the Pesach underwent no unim-

portant changes ; thus the Deutero-

nomist ordains, "Thou shalt sacri-

fice the Pesach to the Lord thy

God of the flock and the herd";

whereas the command in Exodus,

more minute and precise, and re-

flecting the ceremonial spirit of le-

vitism, prescribes "a lamb, without

blemish, a male, one year old, from

the sheep or from the goats" (Deut.

XVI. 2; Ex. XII. 5). Again, accord-

ing to Deuteronomy, the Hebrews

must sacrifice the Pesach only at the

common Sanctuary, whereas the law

of Exodus permits it to be killed at

any place(Deut.XVI.5— 7 ; Exod.XII.

24—27); the foi-mer mentions as the

time simply "the evening" when the

sun goes down, the latter more accu-

rately "between the two evenings"

(Deut. XVI. 4, 6 ; Exod. XII. 6) ; the

one orders that the animal shall be
" sodden" > the other that it shall be

"roasted with fire" and not " sodden

with Avater" (Deut. XVI. 7; Exod.

XII. 8, 9); andlastly, the one restricts

the participation of it to native

Hebrews, while the other extends it to

>ill circumcised persons, whether for-

eign slaves or resident strangers, anil

this equality is granted to domestics

and settlers with that unreserved li-

berality Avhich was but gradually ac-

corded to them (Ex. XII. 42-4 9; Num.
IX. 14; comp. Lev. XIX. 33, 34; see

5Mj9ra, p. 278). Someofthe statements

in Exodus involve indeed a less deve-

loped phase,but their foundation is no

doubt older; there is a constant ten-

dency in the sacrificial legislation

to concentrate all ofl'erings at the

common Temple ; and it is impossible

to suppose that, after the Deuterono-

mist had commanded the killing

of the Pesach in Jerusalem, a later

writer should have allowed it to take

place in all towns alike: tliis would

be assuming an anachronism at va-

riance with the whole history of

hierarchical institutions. The Pe-

sach was a sacrifice in the stricter

sense, and though, as was the case

with all sacrifices, any Israelite was

allowed to slaughter the victim, the

sprinkling of the blood, which was

the essential rite, Avas performed b}*

the priests exclusively. It was gi-adu-

ally held to be so important, that it

was tobekilledand eaten, with all at-

tendant rites, a month later, by those

Hebrews and strangers who had been

prevented from ofl'ering it at the ap-

pointed time ; while those who failed

to present it in the first month without

adequate reason, were i-ejected from

the Hebrew conimiinity and menaced

with excision (Num. IX. 1— 14). When
our author wrote, he must have sup-

posed that the earl}- precepts ofExodus

were familiar to all; for he simply
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to the Lord seven days. In the seventh day is a holy

convocation; you. shall do no servile work tltere'm.

9. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 10. Speak

to the children of Israel, and say to them, When you

come into the land which I give to you, and shall reap

its harvest, you shall bring the firstfruit sheaf of your

states, "In the first month, on the

fourteenth day of the month towards

evening is the Lord's Passover",

without adding any detail or expla-

nation whatever. Ezekiel, living

between the time of the Deuterono-

mist and the compiler of this chapter,

retained for his new commonwealth

also the Pesach, but pi-oposed that

on the same day, the fourteenth of

the first month, the "prince" or chief

should present for himself and the

whole people a bullock as a sin-

oflferitfg; for in his time expiatorj'

sacrifices had commenced to be.

regarded as essential complements

of the older holocausts.

We can hardly lay much stress upon

the fact, that the earlier codes quite

generally ordain that the Pesach

should take place "in the month of

Abib", while the later laws distinct-

ly specifj' the fourteenth daj^ of

that month; since the, earlier le-

gislators also institute a festival

of seven days, and must, therefore^

have had in mind a certain day for

its commencement. But it cannot

be accidental that the one appoint

only the seventh day as a festive as-

sembly of the congregation, the

others both the first and the seventh

day ; the celebration became gradual-

ly more extended and more formal,

and it was deemed desirable to fix

seven such solemn days in the reli-

gious year. On those two chief days

of the festival no "servile work"

was to be done, which is else-

where explained to mean no work

whatever except that which is re-

quired for the preparation of food

:

there was to be a cessation of all

business and all the labour it renders

necessary
;
yet there needed to be no

"perfect Sabbath", and fire might

be lighted for the purpose mentioned.

The beginning of the festival and its

conclusion were in two Avays to be

marked as belonging together -^ by

special sacrifices, and by the eating-

of unleavened bread, during the

whole of the seven days. But in the

former respect, the mode of the ce-

remonial, in the latter its meaning

was changed in the course of time.

Ezekiel ordains, that during the

seven days of the festival the chief

of the people shall "present a burnt-

offering to the Lord, seven bullocks

and seven rams without blemish

daily the seven days, and a kid of

the goats daily for a sin-offering";

and, besides, a bloodless offering of

"an ephah for each bullock, and an

ephah for each ram, and a bin of oil

for each ephah" (Ezek. XLV. 23, 24).

Our text contents itself with briefly

prescribing, "And you shall present

an offering made by fire to the Lord

seven days" (ver. 8). Are here the same

sacrifices meant as those set forth

by Ezekiel? Probably not; for in the

Book of Numbers very different

burnt-offerings are commanded, viz.

on each of the seven days two young

bullocks, one x-am, and seven lambs

of the first year ; and as an accom-

panying bloodless oblation three

tenths of an ephah of fine flour

"

mingled with oil for each bullock, two

tenths for each ram, and one tenth
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harvest to the priest; 11. And he shall wave the sheaf
before the Lord for your acceptance; on the morrow
after the rest-day the priest shall wave it. 12. And
you shall offer on the day when you wave the sheaf
a he-lamb without blemish, one year old, for a burnt-
offering to the Lord. 13. And the bloodless offering

for each lamb (Num. XXVIII. IS-
IS). This was probably the latest

injunction on the subject, for no-

where else is the quantity of the

flour for the minchah so nicely gra-

duated according to the value of the

animal sacrifice with which it is

coupled.

The " unleavened cakes " , the

common accompaniment of all sa-

crifices, and therefore also of those

of the firstborn and of the Pesach,

formed originally a feature so little

conspicuous that it was eclipsed by
the public sacrifices, and that one
of the earlier authors wrote: ''Six

days thou shalt eat unleavened

bread, and on the seventh day there

shall [moreover] be a solemn as-

sembly to the Lord thy God" (Deut.

XVI. 8). But in the course of time,

they were connected with the history

of the exodus, which was accom-
plished "in haste", and did not al-

low of the baking of leavened bread.

And thi§ view was soon enlarged by
explaining the unleavened cakes, or

the "poor bread" consisting ofnothing

but flour and water, as "bread of mise-

ry" ; and then they were raised to one
of the distinctive and most important

characteristics of the festival, which
Mas currently called "Feast of un-
leavened Bread"; like the bitter

lierbs, they were to remind later-born

Hebrews of the providential release

of their forefathers from oppressive

bondage, and thus to strengthen

those feelings of gratitude and of

pious submission which were fostered

by so many doctrines and striking

symbols as one of the great ends of

a religious life. Then anyone eating

leavened bread with the flesh of the

Pesach or during the whole period

of the festival, was threatened with

the dread punishment of excision;

leavened food of any kind was pro-

scribed with the same severity;

the stranger was included in the

prohibition like the Hebrew; nay

even keeping leaven in the houses

within that time Avas forbidden

with equal rigour, not only in

order to remove every occasion and

temptation for transgressing the

command, but because leaven, re-

sulting from corruption, was then

understood as an emblem of sin and

degeneracy, and was, therefore, like

honey, strictly excluded from the altar

as unfit for "a sweet odour". When
this idea was attached to leaven, the

Mazzolh may well have been under-

stood as the "pure or holy bread",

and conceived as emblems of that

purity and holiness after which the

Hebrews were to strive as God's re-

deemed and chosen people. Thus
the old forms and customs were ren-

dered more and more fruitful for re-

ligious sentiment and contempla-

tion, and were employed to enforce

the new ideas suggested by advanced

experienceandmorematuredthought.

Our imperfect sources do not per-

mit us to determine with any degree

of certainty Avhether, in remote

times , the Passover was really cele-

brated as the corn harvest ; a state-

ment in an early composition renders

this at least doubtful; for the "Book
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thereof shall be two tenths of an cphah of fine flour

mingled with oil, an offering made by fire to the Lord of a

sweet odour; and the drink-offering thereof aV/^// he wine,

the fourth /^«/Y of a hin. 14. And you shall eat neither

bread, nor roasted grains, nor early corn, until the self-

same day that you bring the offering to your God: //

of the Covenant" in Exodus (XXIII.

16) describes Pentecost quite gener-

ally as "the feast of harvest, the

tirstfruits of th}' labours which thou

liast sown in thy fields" ; as if mean-

ing both the earlier and the later

grain, both barley and wheat. In

the oldest documents, Passover is al-

ways described either as the Pesach

or as the Feast of unleavened Cakes,

and is, in both respects, associated

with the Eg3'ptian redemption ; it is

only in this code ofLeviticus distinct-

ly represented as tlie beginning of

tlie corn harvest, and marked as such

by a peculiar rite to take place on

the sixteenth day of the first month,

that is, on the day following the first

convocation of the festival. Not even

tlie Deuteronomist makes any allu-

sion to a firstfruit sheaf to be present-

ed with a prescribed ceremonial

aiid sacrifice; he indeed also calls

Pentecost the "Feast of Weeks" ; but

instead of counting the seven weeks

from a particular day , the sixteenth

of Abib, as our text enjoins, he

prescribes: "Seven weeks shalt thou

number to thee; begin to number
the seven weeks from such time

as thou beginnest to put the sickle

to the corn" (Deut. XVI. 9)— which

is so vague as a measure of time that

it gives some countenance to the

opinion above alluded to that at

first no regular daj- was fixed for the

beginning of Passover, provided onlj-

that the whole festival was celebrat-

ed in the first month. The religious

institutions were, after the exile,

regulated with increasing precision;

individual option was more and more

restricted,and finall3- replaced by uni-

formity and compulsion. It was con-

sidered appropriate to signalise the

commencement of reaping b^- some

act of grateful devotion ; therefore the

first sheaf of the new crop was fitly

consecrated by a rite which stamped

it, and with it the whole harvest, as

the gift of the Lord of heaven and

earth, the Bestower of all human
blessings; and moreover, the blood-

less oblation which accompanied the

animal sacrifice offered on the same

day, was to consist of double the

usual quantitjofflour—two omers in-

stead ofone—,in thankful aknowledg-

ment of the abundance vouchsafed

anew byGod's bounty, and because the

Sheaf was itself regarded as a sacri-

fice requiring its minchah : the drink-

offering, confined to the usual fourth

part of a hin, was not enlarged, in or-

der to render the increase of the flour

the more conspicuous. It was only

when these acts of devotion had been

performed, that the people were al-

lowed to use the new corn as food in

whatever form ofprepai-ation.Butnot

even in this respect did the law at once

assume a definite form. From the

Book ofJoshua (V. 11), which must be

read in connection with Deuterono-

my, it appears indeed that the new
produce was not permitted to be eaten

before a particular day ; but in Joshua

this is not, as in Leviticus, the six-

teenth,but the fifteenth day of the first

month, or "the morrow after the

Pesach": the offering of the first-

fruit sheaf was not yet instituted;
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shall be a statute for ever throughout your generations

in all your dwellings.

15. And you shall count to you from the morrow
after the rest-day, from the day that you brought the

sheaf of the wave-offering; seven weeks shall be com-

plete; 16, Until the morrow after the seventh week shall

you number fifty days; and then you shall offer a new
bloodless offering to the Lord. 17. You shall bring out

of your dwellings two wave-loaves of two tenths of an

ephah\ they shall be of fine flour; they shall be baked

and therefore the earlier and signi-

ficant ritual of the Pesach was taken

as a distinct epoch.

At last the Passover was developed

in its three chief directions, the agri-

cultural, the historical, and the spir

ritual; and then it was celebrated in

accordance with all the combined

precepts of the Pentateuch, as is con-

firmed by the testimony and the air

lusions of Josephus: but that it was
imperfectly solemnised "from the

days of the Judges who judged Israel

and in all the days of the kings of

Israel and of Judah", is admitted in

the Books of Kings and Chronicles.

King Josiah kept it in harmony
with the commands of Deuterono-

my ; but how much these fall short,

in strictness and precision, of those

of the middle Books of the Penta-

teuch, will be evident from the pre-

ceding remarks.

The idea of presenting the first-

fruits of the harvest to the deity, and

of not enjoying the new crops before

that act of gratitude and homage has

been performed, is so natural, as

to be met with among many ancient

and eastei-n nations.

It would be an endless and an un-

profitable task to enumerate the Rab-

binical ordinances with respect to

the Pesach and the Unleavened

Cakes; but we shall briefl}' advert

to the precepts of the Mishnah in

reference to the firstfruit Sheaf. That

a sheaf of barley is meant, was be-

lieved to be a tradition dating from

the time of Moses, the Bible being

silent on the matter. Now at dusk

on the fifteenth day of Nisan, even if

this was the eve of the Sabbath, de-

legates from the ecclesiastical Court

went out into a field in the neighbour-

hood of Jerusalem, and tied together

the tops of ripe barley ears, in order

to render the cutting more easy.

This was done as publicly as possible,

in the presence ofa large concourse of

people, in order to show that the

"morrow of the Sabbath" (vers. 11,

15) was understood to mean the day

after the first day of Passover, and

not, as the Sadducees and Boe-

thusians supposed, the day after

the next weekly Sabbath. Then
three ephahs of barley were cut,

and brought into the Court of

the Temple. Here the grains were

beaten out gently to prevent their

being crushed, roasted in a perforated

vessel, and then spread out on the

floor to be winnowed by the wind.

After having been ground in a coarse

mill, a tenth of an ephah of the flour

was taken and sifted through thir-

teen sieves; oil and incense were

added to it; thus it was "waved"; a

handful was burnt on the altar as a

memorial, and the rest was eaten by

the priests.
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with leaven; they are the firstfruits to the Lord. 18. And

you shall offer with the bread seven lambs without blemish,

one year old, and one young bullock, and two rams: they

shall be for a burnt-offering to the Lord, with their blood-

less offering and their drink-offerings, as an offering

made by fire, of a sweet odour to the Lord. ll>. And

you shall sacrifice one kid of the goats for a sin-offer-

ing, and two lambs one year old for a thank-offer-

ing. 20. And the priest shall wave them with the bread

of the firstfruits for a wave-offering before the Lord,

].£»—31. The second great festi-

val is so clearly defined in its char-

acter, and so important in it-

self, that it hardly changed in the

course of many centuries, and was,

in the Biblical times, not associated

with any historical event. It was

simply the "Feast of Harvest", or

"the Day of the Firstfruits", that is,

as it was subsequently defined, "of

the firstfruits of the wheat haryest",

since among the common grains,

wheat is the last that attains maturi-

ty, and the firstfruits ofwheat include

or pre-suppose the firstfruits of other

crops. As to the date of its celebra-

tion, it was, rather vaguely, ordered

to take place seven weeks from the

period that "the sickle is put to

the corn"; and then it was termed the

•Feast of Weeks"; it was a time of

gladness and deep gratitude to be

evinced at the common Sanctuary

by freewill offerings and by social

feasts to be sharedby all the members

ofthehousehold and by needy guests,

such as the Levite and the stranger,

the orphan and the widow. But

when the peculiar rite of the first-

fruit Sheaf was instituted and sanc-

tioned, the seven weeks were more

accurately counted from the day on

which that Sheaf was offered, that

is, from the sixteenth day of the first

month, and then the two festivals

of Passover and Pentecost were re-

garded as so closely united— the one

being the commencement, the other

the completion of the harvest— that

the latter was subsequently termed

the Feast of Conclusion ,
as if it had

hardly an independent existence of its

own; audit always remained limited

to a single day, as the culminating

pointofthe harvest season. Therefore,

in our section, the injunctions with

respect to Pentecost were, under the

same heading, coupled and closely

connected with those on the first

Sheaf (vers. 9, 15). Now the "seven

weeks" were more exactly dt^fined as

"seven complete weeks", in order to

point emphatically to the significance

of the number seven, the holy foun-

dation of all the festive seasons;

and then the free-will offering of

former days was replaced bj' a pub -

lie ritual of thanksgiving precise

in every detail, and evidently selected

with special reference to the Passover

Sheaf: two leavened wheaten loaves

were to be "waved" and presented to

God, together with an ample burnt-

offering, a sin-offering, and a thank-

offering. The act of "waving" was

common to both ceremonials, because

in both instances the new produce

was in the most impressive manner

possible to be acknowledged as the

gracious gift of the God of the uni-

verse. But in all other respects the two

rituals were clearly and judiciously
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with the two lambs; they shall be holy to the Lord for

the priest 21. And you shall proclaim on the selfsame

day, it shall be a holy convocation to you; you shall

do no servile work therein^ it shall be a statute forever

in all your dwellings throughout your generations. —
22. And when you reap the harvest of your land, thou

shalt not wholly cut the corners of thy field when thou

reapest; nor shalt thou gather the gleanings of thy har-

vest; thou shalt leave them for the poor and for the

stranger: I am the Lord your God.

made distinct. Only one Sheaf was

offered , but two loaves, because the

beginning of the harvest represents

abundance in a less degree than its

conclusion. The Sheaf was of barley,

the loaves of wheat, not only because

barley ripens first, and wheat three or

four weeks later, in the second part

of May, but because the superior

grain was deemed more suitable at

the end of the harvest, when its

entire wealth was secured. The

one was presented on a work-day,

the other on a day of rest and of

festive recreation, which reached its

climax, at the end of the agricul-

tural year, in a celebration extending

•over a full week. On Passover, the

produce was laid before God in its

original, on Pentecost in a prepared

state and as usually consumed, in

accordance with the relation of the

two festivals as beginning and com-

pletion. The Sheaf was of course

accompanied by unleavened cakes,

but the loaves were leavened to

make them more strikingly represent

the common and ordinary food of

the people, which had again been

provided by God's blessing: it was

only in these loaves and in tliose eaten

with tlie praise-oflfering, that leaven

was admitted in the sacrificial ser-

vice. And lastly, the animal sacri-

fices were, at least according to

our section, much more numerous

on the second than on the first

festival, for the reason already re-

ferred to, because the happy con-

clusion of the harvest particularly

prompts the feelings of gratitude

and religious submission. But these

sacrifices aff'ord a clear proof, if

one were needed, of the very late

inti'oduction of this cerennonial of

the "Wave-loaves", or of "the new
oblation" , which is nowhere ad-

verted to except in this chapter

and the corresponding part of Num-
bers (XXVIII. 26). For our pas-

sage prescribes as a holocaust seven

lambs, one young bullock, and two

rams (ver. 18); whereas the law in

Numbers demands seven lambs, Uvo

young bullocks, and one ram, or

exactly the same species and num-
bers of animals as for the accom-

paniment of the Sheaf; and it makes

no mention whatever of a thank-

offering, for which our author or-

dains two additional lambs, likewise

to be "waved", but to be given over

to the priests in the manner of all

thank-offerings. Tradition could find

no other mode of removing this

difficulty tban by summing up the

numbers given in the two Books;

thus Josephus states, that on Pente-

cost the congregation offered "three

bullocks for a burnt-offering, and two

[three] rams, and fourteen lambs".

Even for generations after the Ba-
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23. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 24 Speak
to the children of Israel, saying, In the seventh month
on the first dmj of the month, shall you have a day of

rest, a memorial of blowing of trumpets, a holy convo-
cation. 25. You shall do no servile work therein', and
you shall offer an offering made by fire to the Lord.

26. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 27. Also
on the tenth day of this seventh month there shall he

the Day of Atonement; it shall be a holy convocation
to you; and you shall afflict yourselves, and offer an

bylonian exile , when the principles

of public worship had been agreed

upon by the priests and the leaders

of the people , fluctuations in many
details were inevitable, and they

left their traces in the latest

portions of the Pentateuch. — It is

well known that, from comparatively

recent times, Judaism, guided by un-

certain computations, celebrates the

Feast of Weeks as the day ofthe reve-

lation of the Decalogue ; this meaning

of the festival was still unknown to

Philo and Josephus; and was, even

in the middle ages, a matter of dis-

pute among learned Jewish authori-

ties. Abarbanel observes, "There is

no doubt that the Law was given on

Pentecost, but this festival was not

instituted in commemoration of that

event"; for "the Divine Law which

is in our hands, and the prophecy

which is in our hands, are witnesses

in themselves, and there is no need

to set apart and to hallow a day as

a memorial". — The firstfruit offerings

of the Greeks also, in some cases, in-

cluded bread.

S3. A special precept of charity

is hardly expected in a survey of an-

nual festivals; it would the less have

been niissed in this place, as it oc-

curs before in almost identical terms

(XIX. 9); but our compiler deemed
the law of the harvest feast a wel-

come opportunity for inculcating

once moi-e kindness to the poor in

the season of reaping; he, therefore,

repeated the former injunction, but
judiciously omitted that part of it

which relates to the ingathering of

fruit.

33—33. The chronological ar-

rangement observed by our author

now brings him to two new festivals

which are only mentioned in Leviti-

cus and Numbers, and which, unlike

the former annual celebrations, have
no reference to the produce of the

soil, but, in harmony with the

people's advanced culture, relate to

the Divine government of human
destinies and to man's aspii-ations

after purity and peace of mind.
This is the import of those two
new festivals — the Day of blow-
ing the Trumpet and the Day of

Atonement: the former was insti-

tuted when, after the exile, the

Jews, adopting the custom of east-

Asiatic nations , began the year,

not as before, at the vernal, but at

the autumnal equinox, and were
anxious to mark its commencement
by some solemn ceremonial calcu-

lated to prove how deeply they felt

that their prosperity and happiness

depended entirely on God's power and
mercy; and the latter was introduced

when that growing consciousness of

human guilt and that yearning for

expiation, which led to the develop-
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offering made by fire to the Lord. 28. And you shall

do no work on that same day ; for it is a day of atone-

ment for you before the Lord your God. 29. For who-
soever // le that shall not afflict himself on that same
day, he shall be cut off from among his people. 30. And
whosoever // l^c that does any work on that same day,

him will I destroy from among his people. 31. You shall

ment of the sin-offerings and the

establishment of the office of High-

priest, prompted them to set apart

periodically seasons for penitence and

self-castigation. Ezekiel, in his ideal

reorganisation of the theocracy, or-

dained impressive ceremonials for

the first day of the year, to be re-

peated on the seventh day, and de-

signed "to cleanse the Sanctuary"

and "all who have sinned from error

or simplicity". But his proposals

did not prevail; for after his time

the first day of the year was no

longer in the first month Abib, but

in the seventh month called Tishri;

it was deemed expedient to asso-

ciate with the holiest festival of the

year another significant number,

and hence the tenth day of the month

Avas fixed for the Day of Atonement;

and then the suggestions of Ezekiel

were deemed far too simple ; not only

were the sacrifices multiplied, but

an imposing ritual was devised,

which combined nearly all the sym-

bols that had gradually been worked

out, which, however, borrowed from

the Persians , under whose rule the

Jews were then living, the mytholo-

gical element of the sin-laden goat

sent to Azazel, a chief of demons.

This was not accomplished before

the latter part of the fifth century.

Such, in brief outline, were the na-

ture and origin of the two spiri-

tual festivals of the Hebrews, which

have been more fully described in a

treatise devoted to the subject (pp.

163—176).

Though the trumpets were sounded

on all solemn days, the New-year's

day was more particularly to be

a "Day of blowing the Trumpet"

or " a Memorial of blowing the

Trumpet". Parallel passages render

this term more intelligible: the

blasts of the instruments sounded

on the festivals while the burnt and

the thank-offerings were being pre-

sented were promised to be "to the

Israelites for a memorial before God"
;

or more distinctly still, when they

marched against the enemy, those

sounds were to "cause the Hebrews

to be remembered before God", who
would grant them victory (Num. X.

9, 10). Thus on the day when they

naturally looked with anxiety into the

uncertain future, the loud notes, prob-

ably more frequent and more awe-

inspiring than on other festivals, were

meant to rouse God's mercy in their fa-

vour, who would remember His people
and grant them His blessing and

protection in the coming year. Those

who deem this conception too rude

for so advanced an age, should bear

in mind, that it was familiar to the

Hebrews from early times , and was

repeatedly applied by their religious

legislators.On the two onyx-stones set

upon the shoulder-pieces of the High-

priest's ephod, the names of the

twelve tribes of Israel were en-

graven; the stones were called

"stones of memorial", and the High-

priest was thus "to bear the names

of the children of Israel before

the Lord upon his two shoulders
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do no manner of work: it shall he a statute for ever

throughout your generations in all your dwellings. 32. It

shall he to you a Sabbath of rest, and you shall afflict

yourselves : on the ninth day of the month, in the even-

ing, from evening to evening, shall you celebrate your

Sabbath.

for a memorial" (Exod. XXVni. 12).

In the same manner, he was to carry

their names "upon the Breast-plate

of decision upon his heart, when he

went into the Sanctuary, for a

memorial before the Lord contin-

ually" (Exod. XXVIII. 29). When
the census was taken, every Israelite

had to give half a shekel, which

contribution was applied for the ser-

vice of the Tabernacle, "that it might

be a memorial to the children of

Israel before the Lord, to make an

atonement for their souls" (Exod.

XXX. 16). After the successful war
against the Midianites in the time

ofthe wanderings, Moses andEleazar

brought portions of the spoil as

an offering into the Tabernacle "for

a memorial" for the children of

Israel before the Lord" (Num.

XXXI. 54). On the other hand, the

Avidow of Zarephath, alarmed at the

dangerous illness of her son, said to

the prophet Ehjah, "Art thou come

tome to callmy sin to remembrance ?"

(IKi.XVn. 18); for she believed that

his presence had directed God's closer

attention towards her house. Such

simple notions gave also rise to the

holy Shew-bread, that is properly,

"Bread of the Countenance": twelve

cakes were placed "before the Lord"

to serve as a memorial for the

tribes of Israel when they offered up

to Him their prayers for their daily

sustenance ; and in nearly all cereal

oblations, the incense, together with

a handful of flour mingled with oil,

was burnt upon the altar as a

"memorial". However, these and

similar arrangements were in the

course of time understood in a more
refined or more spiritual sense.

With regard to New-year, Philo

observes that the trumpets were

blown "in commemoration of the

marvellous revelation of the Law,

when a voice of the trumpet sounded

from heaven, which it is natural to

suppose reached to the very extremi-

ties of the universe"; and, besides,

"the trumpet being the projDer instru-

ment of war , it was blown in order

to show gratitude to God, the Giver

of peace and plenty and prosperity".

The Synagogue, carrying outthe Bib-

lical commands as much as feasible,

has retained the rite: on the New-
year, except when it falls on a Sab-

bath, a number of different sounds

is given forth with a shofar, the

curved horn of the ram, in remem-

brance, it is said, of the ram which

was sacrificed instead of Isaac. Eze-

kiel appoints for the first daj^ of the

year only one young bullock as a sin-

offering; but the levitical legislator

commanded, as special sacrifices, no

less than ten animals—for a holocaust

a young bullock , a ram , and seven

lambs; and for a sin-offering a kid

ofthe goats; to these were, moreover,

added the daily sacrifices and those

fixed for the day of the New-moon,

which raised the number of sacri-

ficial animals to twenty-three.—Yet

though the day is a holy convocation,

it is no absolute rest-day; it is infe-

rior in sanctity to the great Day of

Atonement, on which the people,

dismissing all worldly thoughts, pray

Y
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33. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 34. Speak
to the children of Israel, saying, On the fifteenth day

of this seventh month shall be the Feast of Tabernacles

foi' seven days to the Lord. 35. On the first day shall

for pardon and expiation of sins,

and which they are entirely to de-

vote to holy meditation and severe

self-affliction. On these points our

author insists indeed with great em-
phasis, and menaces with excisioii

those who desecrate the day by any
kind of work or by partaking of

food; but he gives no details with

respect to its public celebration; he

naerely enjoins, "You shall offer an

offering made by fii-e to the Lord";

for he deemed it unnecessary to de-

scribe again that grand and compli-

cated ceremonial so fully set forth

in a preceding section (ch. XVI).

To our remarks on that section we
may here refer for the illustration

of the rituals of the Day of Atone-

ment (pp. 205 sqq.). — While Tal-

mudical authorities ordered that, on

the three agricultural festivals , in

all countries except Palestine, two

successive days of convocation should

be celebrated where the Bible insti-

tutes one, on account of the uncer-

tainty of the day of the New-moon,
they decreed, that even in Palestine

New-year should be kept for two

days; but that the Day of Atonement
should everywhere be confined to the

tenth day of the seventh month.

33—36. The storing up of the

various fruits, the pride and wealth

of Palestine's soil, was for the inhabit-

ants an occasion of even greater

gladness and gratitude than the in-

crease of their flocks and the reap-

ing of their corn; for to the ne-

cessaries of life it added its comforts

and luxuries. It gave, therefore,

rise to a third festival, "the Feast of

Ingathering", at which the people

might all the more abandon them-

selves to merriment and rejoicings,

as it took place "at the revolution"

or "the end" of the agricultural

year, when they had brought in all

their produce, and were free from

care and anxiety. It became, there-

fore, soon the chief festival of mirth-

ful recreation; the families repaired

to the common Sanctuary, joyously

presented their "gifts, and all their

vows, and all their free-will offer-

ings", and shared their abundance

with the less prosperous. And the

septennial recital of the Law could

not have taken place at a more ap-

propriate time.

As at first neither public nor pri-

vate ceremonials were prescribed for

the festival — no offering of first-

fruits and no characteristic sacrifice

— the time of its commencement

was probably not fixed; it was suff'i-

cient to command, that it should be

celebrated "at the end of the year",

when "the corn and the wine have

been gathered in". One point, how-

ever, seems to have been adhered to,

namely that, like Passover, it should

begin with the full moon, or on the

evening of the fourteenth daj^ of the

month. Many other ancient nations

also paid homage to the second great

luminary by keeping their festivities

when it is in its full splendour; then

the Egyptians, and many northern

and western tribes, offered to some of

their chief deities sacrifices accompa-

nied by games and dances; the Ko-

mans considered the full moon holj-;

others regarded it as auspicious; the

Spartans, following the injunctions

of Lycurgus , would not set out on a
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be a holy convocation; you shall do no servile work

therein. 36. Seven days you shall offer an offering made

by fire to the Lord ; on the eighth day shall be a holy

convocation to you, and you shall offer an offering made

military expedition at any other

time; the Olympic games always be-

gan on the day following the first full-

moon after the summer solstice; the

old Germans held their public as-

semblies either on the day of the new
or the full moon ; and others kept a

fast on both days.

As regards the month, the custom

wavered between the seventh and

the eighth of the year, corresponding

generally with our September and

October; and this fluctuation was

natural, as the various kinds of fruit

ripen in Palestine earlier or later in

different years and in different dis-

tricts, the grapes and olives hardly

ever earlier than in the first part of

September, the pomegranates and

dates hardly ever later than in the

second part of October. Therefore,

when Jeroboam desired to bind his

new subjects more closely to his

rule , we are told that "he ordained

a feast in the eighth month, on the

fifteenth day of the month, like the

feast that is in Judah, and he offered

upon the altar" (1 Ki. XII. 32). How-
ever, when after the exile the seventh

month became the beginning of the

year, and was hallowed by such so-

lemn celebrations as the Day of blow-

ing the Trumpet and the Day of

Atonement, it was permanently cho-

sen for the Feast ofIngatheringalso

;

it became the festive, and because it

was the seventh, the holy month ; and

there was not even a "second Taber-

nacle" permitted in analogy to the

"second Passover", to be kept a month
after its regular date.

Similar fluctuations are traceable

in the chwation of the festival. The

Deuteronomist (XVI. 13, 15), the first

legislator Avho states a time, pre-

scribes that it should be observed

seven days, like Passover. Thus Solo-

mon also, when he consecrated the

Temple, according to the older ac-

count in the Books of Kings (2 Ki.

VIII. 65), solemnised the festival

seven days , and on the next day the

people returned to their homes. But

in the Persian period, when the cal-

endar was arranged on clear and

definite principles, it was deemed

advisable to mark the conclusion of

the year's festivals by a separate day

not indeed invested with quite the

same solemnity as the festive week,

yet to be kept as a rest-day and a

holy convocation; thus in our sec-

tion of Leviticus, an eighth day is

ordained as the termination both

of the Feast of Ingathering and of

the festive cycle of the year (ver. 36)

;

and it was observed as a binding

ordinance in the time of Nehe-

miah. Therefore the later Chronist

states that Solomon, on the memor-

able occasion referred to, dismissed

the people on the twenty-third day

of the seventh month, that is, on the

ninth day after the beginning of the

festival; and the historian thus re-

presents the eighth day,or the supple-

ment of the Feast, which was kept

in his own time, as having already

been celebrated in the age of Solo-

mon (comp. 2 Chr. VH. 10, 11).

When the festival, which in the

mean time had taken the name of

Feast of Tabernacles, was thus fixed

and developed, it was above all

others distinguished by sacrifices

so numerous and so liberal, that

Y2
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by fire to the Lord; it is a solemn assembly, and you
shall do no servile work therein.

37. These ai^e the festivals of the Lord which you
shall proclaim to be holy convocations, to oifer an offer-

ing made by fire to the Lord, burnt-offering and blood-

less offering, sacrifice and drink-offerings, every thing

its importance and joyful character

were strikingly apparent ; in the eiglit

days were presented no less than 71

bullocks, 15 rams, 105 lambs, and 8

kids of the goats, or together 199

animals, besides the daily holocausts

and those for the incidental Sabbath

or Sabbaths: the spirit of a later

time is manifest in the systematic

distribution of the sacrifices; for

while the number of the rams, the

lambs, and of the kids of the goats

remain the same on each of the

seven principal days, the number of

the bullocks decreases by one each

day, from thirteen to seven ; and to

show the inferior sanctity of the

eighth day, and as a proof of its sub-

sequent introduction, it received on-

ly a sacrifice of ten animals, while

even the seventh day was honoured

with twenty-four victims. Compared

with these directions, how simple

are those of Ezekiel, who merely

prescribes, for each day of Taber-

nacles alike, a holocaust ofseven bul-

locks and seven rams, and a sin-offer-

ing of one kid of the goats (Ezek.

XLV. 25) — a sufficient proof that,

before the exile, the ritual of the

festival was not finally settled,

39, 38. These verses prob-

ably formed the original termina-

tion of the laws on the five annual

festivals (vers. 4—36), and they were

by the compiler of this chapter

made to comprise the Sabbath like-

wise, although they expx-essly ex-

clude it (ver. 38).

30—43. The "Feast of Inga-

thering" became gradually a "Feast

of Tabernacles", because fruit-gath-

erers and vinedressers, leaving

their towns and villages, lived for

the time, as many still live, in booths

near their orchards and vineyards;

and probably also because the mul-

titude of pilgrims, larger than at

any other season of the year, Avho

flocked to the holy towns, to Shiloh,

Bethel, and Gilgal, and later to Jeru-

salem , could not possibly be lodged

in the houses, and stayed during the

festive week in temporary huts or

tents. These two circumstances, inci-

dental to the ordinary life of the

people, very naturally gave rise to a

custom, which imparted to the festi-

val a distinctive character. Yet a sim-

ilar usage was not unknown to

other nations : the Syrians celebrated

evei-y three years in honour of the

gods of wine and love, a merry

"booth-festival" ; from remote times

the Hindoos have kept, in the later

part of the summer, a feast of nine

days, during which they erect before

the temples and in the streets tents

from canvas and thebranches oftrees

;

and in the Eoman festival of Anna
Perenna, on the Ides of March,

"leafy bowers", and somewhat later,

in the rites of the ambarvalia, or

purification of the fields, "huts made
of twigs" formed a prominent fea-

ture. Nor is it impossible that the feast

of Sakea celebrated by the Babylo-

nians and Persians, in honour of Ani-

tis and other deities, with rites sim-

ilar to those of the Koman Saturnalia,

helped to render popular the Jewish

Succot/i, just as the Persian festival
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upon its day. 38. Besides the Sabbaths of the Lord,

and besides your gifts, and besides all your vows, and
besides all your free-will offerings, which you give to

the Lord.

39. Also on the fifteenth day of the seventh month,

when you gather in the fruit of the land, you shall

ofPar influenced the character of the

Jewish Piirim, if it did not give rise

to it. Certain it is, that the custom

was, in the time after the exile, con-

sidered an essential part of the reli-

gious celebration of the Feast. For

we read in Neheniiah (VIII. 13—18),

that during his first governorship, the

chiefs of the people and the priests,

a.pplying to Ezra for instruction,

"found it written in the Law which
God had commanded by Moses, that

the children of Israel should dwell

in booths on the Feast in the seventh

month ; and that they should publish

and proclaim in all their cities and

in Jerusalem, saying, Go forth to the

mount, and fetch olive-branches,

and branches ofthe wild olive tree,and

myrtle branches, and palm branches,

and branches of thick-leaved trees,

to make booths as it is written".

We are then told, that the people did

as they had been directed, and that

they kept the Feast for seven days,

concluding with a solemn assembly on

the eighth day "according to the law";

and the historian adds, that "since

the days of Joshua, the son of Nun,

to that day had not the children of

Israel done so". Yet in the Penta-

teuch we find no injunctions pre-

ciselj" like those referred to in

the Book of Nehemiah. Those ap-

proaching nearest to them are the

commands of our section (ver. 40)

:

"And you shall take for yourselves

on the first daj- the fruit of a beauti-

ful tree, branches of palm-trees, and
the boughs of thick-leaved trees, and

willows of the brook ; and you shall

rejoice before the Lord j'our God
seven days". It is unnecessary to point

out the differences in the two pas-

sages
; it is even doubtful whether the

objects mentioned were in both cases

intended to serve the same purpose

;

that they were meant, in Nehemiah,
for the construction and adornment
of booths, is unquestionable; but is

this equally clear with respect to

our verse? This neither mentions

booths, nor is it connected with the

command regarding them (vers. 42,

43) ; for it prescribes, "You shall take

to yourselves" the boughs and the

fruit, and "rejoice before the Lord",

as if the Hebrews were to use those

objects as religious symbols forming

part of their holiday service. As such

they were certainly understood by
the later Jews, except the Sadducees.

As early as the time of theMaccabees
we hear, that "the people bore on the

Feast of Tabernacles branches and
fair boughs, and also palms, and sang

hymns in praise of God" (2 Mace.

X. 7). Josephus, describing the prac-

tice of the second Temple, states that,

while the sacrifices were being of-

fered, "every one of the worshippers

carried in his hands a branch ofmyrtle

and willows joined to a bough of the

palm tree, with the addition of a

pomecitron"; and in exact agreement

with this descriptionaretheTalmud-

ical regulations with respect to the

lulav— a fresh palm branch, not less

than a hand-breadth long, together

Avith willows and mj-rtie-twigs, to

be held during prayers in the right

hand, while the ethrog, that is, a
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keep the Feast of the Lord seven days: on the first

day sliall be a Sabbath, and on the eighth day shall be

a Sabbath. 40. And you shall take for yourselves on
the first day of the fruit of a beautiful tree, branches
of palm-trees, and the bough of a thick- leaved tree,

and willows of the brook; and you shall rejoice before

the Lord your God seven days. 41. And you shall

keep it as a Feast to the Lord seven days in the year

:

il shall be a statute for ever in your generations; you

represented, especially on account of

the analogous custom.

For many centuries, the chief

festival of the year i-elated merely

to agriculture, and especially to the

produce of vineyards and fruit-

trees; but with this meaning the

advanced culture of the nation could

not rest satisfied ; and the next step

was to attribute to the Feast a

historical significance. The usage

which had become common of dwell-

ing in booths , offered a welcome
suggestion; and the people were now
ordered, as aU-eligious obligation,

to live in booths during the seven

days of the festival, that "their gene-

rations might know, that God caused

the children of Israel to dwell in

booths when He brought them out

of the land of Egypt" (ver. 43). At
the time when their store-houses and
granaries Avere filled with every

wealth and blessing, they were to

leave their convenient abodes , and
stay in fragile huts, reflecting on the

perils and the precarious existence

of their forefathers in the desert,

lest anyone in the pride of his heart

should imagine, "My own strength

and the power of my hand have ac-

quired for me this abundance"; or,

as Philo explains, they were to be

taught "equality, the first principle

and beginning of justice", since all

alike were for a time todAvell in slight

and frail habitations. But this view

was only taken at a very advanced

period, and was carried out some-

citron or orange, is held in the left. It

can hardly be doubted, that our law
must be taken in this sense; and the

custom was meant by the thoughtful

author to typify the wealth and the

beauty ofnature, Avhich man, by God's

grace and mercy, is pei-mitted to

enjoy : in harmony with the festive

cheerfulness of the season, he men-
tions "the fruit of the beautiful tree"

first; the palm-tree, of which the

presentArabs ingeniously enumerate

as many uses as there are days in

the year, is to the Eastern mind the

most perfect emblem of sustenance

and comfort; the willows of the

brook recall the delightful banks of

rivers and rills with all their fresh-

ness and coolness; and the "thick-

leaved trees" are themselves pro-

ducts of rich and luxuriant growth.

Nor is it difficult to explain how, in

the Persian period, such a custom

could arise among the Jews. For it is

well known, thatthePersians"during

their sacred songs held bundles

of tamarisk twigs in their hands",

the so-called holy bursom (baregma),

in imitation of which the Hebrews

also "put the branch to their nose"

(Ezek. VIII. 17); and we need

scarcely refer to the olive branch

covered with all kinds of first-

fruits, which the Greeks carried dur-

ing their autumnal festivities of the

Pyanepsia; or to the waving of the

ivy- and vine -wreathed thyrsus in

the processions of Bacchus, as the de-

votees ofwhom the Jews were indeed
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shall celebrate it in tlie seventh month. 42. You shall

dwell in tabernacles seven days, all that are Israelites

born shall dwell in tabernacles ; 43. That your genera-

tions may know, that I caused the children of Israel to

dwell in tabernacles, when I brought them out of the

land of Egypt: I am the Lord your God.

44. And Moses told to the children of Israel the

festivals of the Lord.

what timidly. We find it mentioned

and acted upon for the first time

during the rule of Nehemiah ; while it

was raised into a permanent law by

the latest levitical legislators. Yet

even these imposed the duty of pass-

ing the Feast in booths upon na-

tive Hebrews only, and not upon

strangers. In both respects a strong

contrast is manifest with the un-

leavened cakes of Passover , which

Avere historically associated with the

Egyptian redemption at a compara-

tively remote time, and which were

rendered obligator}' on the stranger

and the Hebrew alike under the pun-

ishment of excision. However, Taber-

nacles became now even more deci-

dedly than before the festival; it was

simply "the Festival of the Lord".

Later Judaism advanced another

stage. Eightly judging, that the

reason assigned in our passage for

the booths centres in the idea of

Divine providence and government,

the Eabbius brought Tabernacles

into connection with the two earlier

celebrations of the seventh month;

and working out a peculiar theory,

they maintained , that on the three

successive festivals the destinies of

men were, respectively, Avritten down,

sealed, and finally ratified. Then the

Feast of Tabernacles comprised

every important element — the na-

tural, the historical, and the spiritual

;

it was accordingly solemnised with a

spirit, a splendour, and an exuberant

merriment, that far eclipsed all other

festive seasons; and a proverb passed

current, that "he who has not seen the

joy of the libations of Tabernacles,

hasneverin his life witnessed joy". In

conclusion, we may quote the curious

account which Plutarch gives of our

festival , and which proves again in

what distorted forms information on

Jewish institutions reached even the

best of heathen writers : "The great-

est and holiest festival of the Jews

corresponds, both in the time and

mode of celebration, Avith the at-

tributes of Bacchus. For after the

so-called fast, when the vintage

is at its height , they place in

tents and huts, mostly consisting of

ivy and vine leaves, tables covered

with summer fruit of every kind;

and indeed they call the day be-

fore the festival 'Tabernacles'. A
few days later, they keep another

festival which really, not conjec-

turally , has derived its name from

Bacchus. There is also among them

a feast called 'the bearing of fig-tree

branches', and another 'the bearing

of the thyrsus', on which they enter

the Temple Avith thyrsi in their

hands. What they do in the holy

place, I do not know; but it is probable

that they perform some Bacchic

rites; for, like the Argives on the

Dionysia, they use small trumpets, in

order to call upon their God ; they

have,besides, harp-players, whom the

Jews themselves call Levites, whether

this name is derived from Lysius, or

rather from Euius".



VII.

MISCELLANEOUS LAWS.
CHAPTER XXIV.

Summary. — God gives to Moses instructions with regard to the lights of

the Candlestick and to the Shew-bread (vers. 1— 9). — The son of an

Egyptian father and a Hebrew mother publicly blasphemed the name
of God. Moses ordered that the offender should be kept in custody,

and he was directed by God to cause him to be stoned to death without

the camp by the whole congregation (vers. 10— 15), At the same

time, God imparts some general commands on blasphemy, on slaying a

man or a beast, and on bodily injuries inflicted upon another (vers.

16— 22). — The judgment on the blasi)hemer was dul}^ executed

(ver. 23).

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 2. Com-
mand the children of Israel that they bring to thee

1. When the laws on the priest-

hood and on the holy seasons to be

celebrated at the common Temple had

been set forth, it was deemed appro-

priate to add some ofthe chiefregula-

tions concerning the sacerdotal ser-

vice ofthe Sanctuary, andhencecom-

mands respecting the perpetual light

of the Candle-stick a^d the perpetual

Shew-bread of the golden Table Avere

here inserted: they had indeed, at

least partially, been enjoined be-

fore, when the Avhole Tabernacle was
described; but it was held, that they

ought to be enforced again after the

installation of Aaron and his sons

in their holy offices.

3—9. When the leaders of the

colony returning from Babylon re-

organised the commonwealth, their

attention was mainly directed to the

restoration of ijublic worship; their

fix-st care was not to re-build the ca-

pital and its walls, but the Temple;

and they eagerly searched the annals

of the past for precedents and sanc-

tion. Therefore, they either adopted

or developed anterior ordinances, and

embodied them, as eternal statutes,

in the Book ofthe Law,whichwas then

uniformly stamped as "the Book of

the Law of Moses". The directions

with respect to the golden Candlestick

were almost literally taken from an
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pure oil of the olive beaten for the light, to put on'

the lamps continually. 3. Without the vail of the testi-

mony, in the Tent of Meeting, shall Aaron arrange it

from evening to morning before the Lord continually:

it shall be a statute for ever to your generations.

4. He shall arrange the lamps upon the pure Candle-

stick before the Lord continually.

5. And thou shalt take fine flour, and bake twelve

cakes thereof: two tenths of an ephah shall be in one

cake. 6. And thou shalt place them in two sets, six

older Book, which had gained high

authority (Exod. XXVn.20, 21); hut

as regards the Shew-bread, a brief

and incidental injunction previously

given -was more clearly defined and

more full}' worked out (Exod. XXV.
30). Hence there is little to be added

in explanation of the holy lamps and

their service ; only our section points

out with even greater emphasis, that

the light should be "perpetual";

it demands indeed also that it should

burn "from evening to morning", as

was ordained in the earlier code, and

as seems to have been the practice of

the Tabernacle; but it soon became

customary to let at least onelampburn

during the day, not only because the

priests required light to perform the

fumigations, the sprinkling of the

blood of sin-offerings , and other ri-

tuals, but because the golden Candle-

stick and its lamps were, with increas-

ing distinctness, taken as sj'mbols of

that Divine truth and enlightenment

which were to be diffused among
the Hebrews, and through them
among all the nations of the earth.

In reference to the Shew-bread, on-

ly these brief injunctions had pre-

viously been given, "Thou shalt put

upon the Table Shew-bread before Me
always"; and "Thou shalt arrange on

the Table the things that are to be

arranged on it" (Exod. XXV. 30;

XL. 4). A certain usage was indeed

established from remote times ; but it

was vague and without significance.

We learn that during the reign

of Saul, in Nob, one of the priestly

towns, "Shew-bread" or "holy bread"

was,atintervals,"putbeforetheLord",

taken away, and x-eplaced by "warm
bread"; that this breadwas only eaten

by persons being in a state of purity,

thoughnotnecessarily bypriests ; and

that in Solomon's Temple "the Shew-

bread" was on the Table in the Holy,

Avas also called "the continual sets"

or "the sets of bread", and was bj-

pious kings attended to with great

care. The levitical legislator, how-

ever, deemed precise injunctions on

the subject the more desirable as he

hoped thereby to render the ritual

more fruitful for religious training,

and bring it in harmony with his

more developed system. It cannot be

doubted, that the Shew-bread, like

the offerings in general , which were

called "the food of God" rising up to

Him "for a sweet odour", j)rimarily

originatedin notions similar to those

which gave rise to the repasts or

lectisternia spread out before the

heathen deities ; it was necessarj' that

such gross conceptions, which took

deep I'oot among the Hebrews in

spite of the exalted teaching of their

prophets, should be combated and

banished. Therefore, our legislator

not only fixedthe ceremonial in every
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in a set, upon the pure Table before the Lord. 7. And
thou shalt put pure frankincense upon each set, that it

may be on the bread for a memorial, an offering made
by fire to the Lord. 8. Every Sabbath he shall ar-

range it before the Lord continually, on behalf of the

children of Israel by an everlasting covenant. 9. And
it shall belong to Aaron and his sons; and they shall

eat it in the holy place; for it is most holy to him of

the offerings of the Lord made by fire, by a perpetual

statute.

10. And the son of an Israelitish woman, whose

detail, prescribing ^we/t;^ cakes in ac-

cordance with the twelve tribes of

Israel, of two omers of fine flour each,

or double the quantity of that deemed

sufficient for the daily sustenance

of one person, directing that they

should be uniformly arranged in two

rows of six, similar to the two onyx-

stones on the High-priest's ephod

with the names of six tribes engraven

on each, and ordering that the

cakes should be regularly renewed

evei-y Sabbath, to secure for this day

increased solemnity; but he com-

manded the priests to add to them

j)ure frankincense, which was to the

Hebrews a well-undei'stood symbol

of prayer, and to burn it, no doubt

on the Sabbath, as a fire-offering

to God, and as "a memorial" to

Him, by which He might be induced

to listen to the supplications of the

house of Israel. To mark the import-

ance of the Shew-bread, the author

described it, like circumcision and

the Sabbath itself, as "an eternal

covenant between God and Israel",

between the Bestower of all material

blessings and their humble recipi-

ents ; and he enjoined, that the loaves

should not be burnt, but be eaten

by the j)riests in the holy place. He
could not have devised more effectual

means of spiritualising, for the con-

sciousness of the Hebrews, the old

custom of presenting "Shew-bread"

or properly "Bread placed before the

countenance" of God : he even avoided

the use of this word, lest it yet

mislead to anthi'opomorphic errors.

In his time at least, ideas like

the following were completely dis-

carded: "He who gives to another

bread to eat and receives him as his

guest, enters with him into friendly

intercourse, and makes him his ally

and associate; thus the Hebrew

people,by placing before God the daily

bread, proved their close alliance with

Him, and their devotion and fidel-

ity". As if to obviate such miscon-

structions , the author insisted, that

no portion ofthe cakes should be burnt

on the Altar.— In the second Temple,

the commands here enforced were

strictly adhered to; and Nehemiali

is related to have imposed a tax of

one third of a shekel to be applied,

like the half-shekel paid at the tak-

ing of the census, for the support of

the Temple service. It is not sur-

prising that the Chronist, writing

a considerable time after the pro-

mulgation of the Pentateuch, should

state that our commands were car-

ried out even by the earlier kings.

lO—33. Now follows one of

those narratives which give to our

Book such an appearance of realitj^,

and impart to it so faithful a colour-
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father was an Egyptian, went out among the children

of Israel; and this son of the Israelitish woman and a

man of Israel quarrelled together in the camp; 11.

And the Israelitish woman's son cursed the Name of the

Lord, and reviled it. And they brought him to Moses (and

his mother's name was Shelomith, the daughter of Dibri,

of the tribe of Dan). 12. And they put him in

ward, that he might direct them according to the com-
mand of the Lord. 13. And the Lord spoke to Moses,

saying, 14. Bring forth him that has reviled without

the camp; and let all that heard him lay their hands

ing of time and i:)lace. Like the

narrative of the sudden death of

Aaron's two eldest sons on account

of a priestly trespass (X. 1— 7) , that

of the blasphemer brings vividly be-

fore us the camp life of the Israelites

in the desert. A Hebrew woman of

the tribe of Dan, had married an

Egyptian, of course when both were

still in Egypt; they had a son who,

it appears, like the "mixed multitude"

of pagans who followed the Hebrews

in their wanderings, lived, separate

from the holj'community,without the

precincts ofthe camp.Little sympathy

seems to have existed between persons

in his position and the Israelites

;

and one day when he came into their

camp, it may be to visit his mother's

relations, or to pitch his tent among
the Danites, a quarrel arose between

him and a Hebrew. In the heat of

the altercation he reviled and cursed

the name ofGod — of that God who
made such marked distinctions be-

tween His own privileged people and

other nations, a descendant of an

Egyptian being received in the com-

munity only in the third generation.

Moses, informed ofthe oflfence,aud un-

certain how to act in the matter, or-

dered the man to be detained in custo-

dy. A former law had indeed forbid-

den, "Thou shalt not revile God" (Ex.

XXII. 27); but it had not fixed the

i:)unishment in case of transgerssion;

moreover, that law, forming a part of

the "Book of the Covenant" between

God and Israel, might possibly not ap-

ply to strangers and to the oflspring

of mixed marriages. Moses appealed,

therefore, for direction to God, who
commanded that the blasphemer

should be stoned to deathby the whole

congregation; thus the Hebrews

were to act in all similar cases, whe-

ther the offender was an Israelite or

a stranger; and ordinances were

added on some other crimes to be

visited upon all alike. Then the

l^risoner Avas led to a place Avithout

the camp, and there suffered death

in the manner prescribed.—It will be

admitted, that the nai-rative, though

abruptly introduced, admirably por-

trays the scenery of the time when
Moses, in constant intercommunion

with God, was the central figure of

the Hebrew hosts. And yet, whether

it has a foundation in fact or not, it

shows, in its present form, traces of a

very different age. It alludes to

God twice by an appellation — the

Name (vers. 11, 16) — Avhich became

usual only at a very late time, and

Avhich was currently adoiDted hy the

Rabbins instead of the tetragram-

maton that was deemed too awful to

be pronounced. And the duties and

obliffations of HebreAvs and non-He-
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upon his head, and let all the congregation stone him.

15. And thou shalt speak to the children of Israel,

saying. Whosoever reviles his God, shall bear his

sin; 16. And he that curses the name of the Lord,

shall surely be put to death, all the congregation shall

certainly stone him; as well the stranger as the native,

when he curses the Name of the Lord^ shall be put to

death.

brews were so completely equalised

as is done in this section not earlier

than the re-organisation of the com-

monwealth in the Persian period. It

was then that general commands of

former times were more precisely de-

fined, and then the sole sovereignty

of the God of Israel was insisted

upon with a rigour unknown in the

earlier days of multifarious idolatry.

The holy community was defiled

by the presence of a blasphemer; all

were, therefore, obliged to execute

judgment upon him, both to show

their detestation of the crime, and

to take part in the work of expiation

;

yet the chief reponsibility fell upon

those who had come forward as accu-

sers and professed to have heard the

impious words ; they were therefore

bound to lay their hands upon the

offender's head, and thereby to inti-

mate that they were more particular-

ly concerned in the fate he was about

to suffer; and they had to throw the

first stones. The Eabbins ordered,

moreover, that the judges also should

impose their hands upon the cul-

prit's head, which was done in no

other case of capital execution.

However, they decreed, that the blas-

phemer should only be put to death if

he had made use of the "specific

name" of God, that is, the holy tetra-

grammaton , but not if he had em-

ployed some such appellative term as

"the Merciful" or "the Almighty"; a

restriction analogous to that made

by Jewish tradition in the case of

children cursing theirparents (XX.9).

Among the Mohammedans, blas-

phemy, whether uttered against God
and Mohammed, or against Moses

and Christ, is punished with instan-

taneous death ; it can not even, like

apostacy or infidelity, be atoned

for by repentance and contrition,

since it is considei-ed to arise from

utter depravity.

The question addressed by Moses

to God not only elicits His decision

on the immediate case, but calls forth

ordinances on other subjects innoway
connected with the present one, and

treated of elsewhere in more suitable

contexts. HoAvever,the enactments be-

fore us appear to imply a most import-

ant modification of former laws; for

they declare, "You shall have one

manner oflaw, the stranger shallbe as

the native" (ver. 22), and therefore, we
must conclude, the slave also as the

freeman: the progress is immense;

it removes an anomaly which has

always been regarded as a stain upon

the earlier legislation, and which is

hardly in unison with its general

spirit of humanity ; it amounts to a

repeal of those odious provisions, that

a man who smites his slave so that

death ensues only after a day or two,

shall not be punished, because the

slave "is his money"; and that a

master who ill-treats his slave so as

to cause the loss of an eye or tooth,

suffers no other penalty than the for-
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17. And he that kills any man shall surely be put

to death. 18. And he that kills a beast, shall make it

good, beast for beast. 19. And if a man causes a

blemish in his neighbour, as he has done so shall it be

done to him; 20. Breach for breach, eye for eye, tooth

for tooth: as he caused a blemish in a man, so shall it

be done to him again. 21. And he that kills a beast,

shall restore it; and he that kills a man, shall be put

feiture of that servant, who is his

property (Exod. XXI. 21, 26, 27). Our

author propounds the broad princi-

ples,"He that kills any man shall sure-

ly be put to death", and "If a man
causes a blemish in his neighbour,

as he has done, so shall it be done to

him"; the former command almost

recalls that given to Noah when man-

kind consisted of a single family,

"Whoso sheds man's blood, by man
shall his blood be shed,for in the image

of God madeHeman" (Gen. IX,6); and

the latter is akin to themaxims, "Thou

shalt love thy neighbour as thy-

self", and "Thou shalt love the stran-

ger as thyself" (XIX. 18, 34). Our laws

might, therefore, well conclude, "I

am the Lord your God" — the God

of all, of all Hebrews whatever their

station, and of allmen whatever their

race; and the author might have

joined in the utterance of a near con-

temporary, "Have we not all one

Father, has not one God created us ?

why do we deal treacherously every

man against his brother?" (Mai. II.

10). "When the Jews returned from

their captivity, a small and needy

band, they felt charitably disposed

towards their few slaves , especially

as they had been well treated by their

Babylonian masters, and had ex-

perienced the clemency of the Persian

conqueror. The times of Egyptian

cruelty were forgotten ; feuds and
conflicts with the heathen tribes of

Canaan would have been fatal ; and

therefore a more lenient and more

sympathetic spirit in the laws relat-

ing to strangers was desirable.

Yet the principle which pervades

all these commands is still the old

"law of retaliation", or jus talionis,

which has given rise to so many dis-

cussions, and which has been so

differently viewed and estimated in

the New Testament and by Josephus,

by the Pharisees and Sadducees, by

later JeAvish and Christian writers.

But the mattermay be briefly summed

up. Like many ancient legislations,

that oftheHebrews sanctioned actual

retaliation for bodily injuries inflicted

upon others— "breach for breach, eye

for eye, tooth for tooth"; but as other

nations, so the Hebrews, perceiving

that this mode of retribution, apart

from its cruelty, is often most unjust,

seem, at a comparatively early time,

to have commuted it, in all except

rare cases of fierce vindictiveness,

to a pecuniary compensation agreed

upon by the two parties them-

selves or fixed by the judges; such a

practice was certainly prevalent in

the time of Josephus ; it was adhered

to by the later tribunals of the

Pharisees ; and it was advocated by

all subsequent Jewish authorities.

The Sadducees and Karaites alone

insisted upon the literal interpre-

tation of the text, and had on that

account constantly to bear the at-

tacks and taunts of their opponents.

Nor ought it to be forgotten, that
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to death. 22. You shall have one manner of law; the

stranger shall be as the native: for I am the Lord your God.

23. And Moses spoke to the children of Israel, and

they brought forth him that had reviled out of the

camp, and stoned him with stones. And the children

of Israel did as the Lord commanded Moses.

this is intended as a civil or penal, "Thou shalt not hate thy brother in

not as a moral law ; it would, there- thy heart," and "Thou shalt not

fore, be unjust to infer from it the avenge nor bear any grudge against

ethical principles which guided the the children of thy people" (comp.

Hebi-ews, the chief of which were, Comm. on Exod. pp. 307—312).



VIII.

THE SABBATICAL YEAR AND THE

YEAR OF JUBILEE.

CHAPTER XXV.

Summary.—Every seventh year is to be kept as a Sabbatical year to the Lord,

when fields and vineyards are not to be cultivated, and their spontane-

ous produce is to belong to the poor and the beasts as well as to the pro-

prietors (vers. l-*7). — Every fiftieth year, on the Day of Atonement,

liberty shall be proclaimed throughout the country, and then all He-

brew servants are to be released, and all fields that had been sold shall

be restored to their former owners. This is the Year of jubilee, dur-

ing which the land shall rest as in the Sabbatical year (vers. 8— 13). —
The purchase price of fields is to be equitably regulated according to

the number of years still remaining to the next jubilee (vers. 14— 17).

—

The people are exhorted faithfully to keep the Sabbatical year, and God
promises in the sixth year such plentiful harvests, that they will suffice

for the seventh and eighth year (vers. 18—22). — The land is not

to be sold for ever, and may be redeemed (vers. 23, 24). — Then follow

provisions (1.) about Hebrews who, from poverty, are compelled to sell

their land (vers. 25—28), or (2.) their houses (vers. 29—31); (3.) on the

houses of the Levites and their fields in the suburbs of levitical towns

(vers. 32—34) ; (4.) on loans to be granted to poor Hebrews (vers.-35—38);

(5.) on the treatment of Hebrew slaves (vers. 39—43); (6.) about perpe-

tual bondmen taken from heathen nations (vers. 44—46); and, lastly,

about Hebrews sold as slaves to resident strangers (vers. 47— 55).

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses in Mount Sinai,

saying,

1. General Survey. — There are of jubilee, either in comprehensive-

perhaps in the whole ancient Moild ness or in loftiness of principle. It

no institutions bearing comparison is impossible to appreciate too high-

with the Hebrew Year of release and ly the wonderful consistency with
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which the Sabbath was made the

foundation of a grand series of cele-

brations extending from the Sabbath-

day to the Sabbath-month and theSab-

bath-year, and lastly to a great Sab-

bath-period of years. And all these

institutions were associated with

ideas admirably calculated to foster

both a sense of dignity and humility,

both zeal in practical pursuits and

spiritual elevation, both prudence

and charity. — As God , the Creator

of heaven and earth, rested after the

completion of His works , and as He
delivered the Hebrews from Egypt-

ian bondage, the Sabbath rest was to

be hallowed both by feelings of awe
and gratitude. — Having formed

man after His own similitude, and

having granted him the rule over the

earth and the enjoyment of its trea-

sures, He charged him to preserve

his Divine attributes by labour and

self-control; therefore the first day

of the Sabbath-month , or the New-
year's day, ushered in a season of

penitence culminating in the Day of

Atonement, when by the forgiveness

of sins , the Israelites were restored

to their original purity; and then on-

ly were they permitted to keep a week

ofrejoicing tempered by humble sub-

mission. — Assigning abodes to all

the nations of the earth , He gave to

the Hebrews the land of Canaan,

which His aid enabled them to con-

quer; therefore every returning Sab-

batical year was to remind them

that it was not by their own strength

that they had obtained so beautiful

and so fertile a territory ; it was to

proclaim to them in the name of their

God : "This land is Mine, and you are

only strangers and sojourners with

Me" (ver. 23) ; and as a visible token

of God's sovereignty, the soil was in

that year to remain entirely unculti-

vated; it was "to keep a Sabbath to

the Lord" ; fields were not to be sown.

nor vineyards pruned, and that which

grew spontaneously was not to belong

exclusively to the proprietors, but to

all alike, to servants, to strangers,

and the poor, even to the cattle and

•the free beasts of the field: so entire-

ly was the Hebrew to divest himself

of the pride of wealth. — All men
being the children of the same God,

and all bearing the seal and stamp

of His Divinity, they are equals, and

have the same rights of freedom and

ofproperty; therefore it was ordained

that, as the years rolled on, and a

period of seven Sabbatical years was

completed, the primitive state of He-

brew society should be re-established,

as it had been sanctioned by God's

will after the conquest and the dis-

tribution of the Holy Land under

Joshua; and the Lsi-aelites were com-

manded, "You shall hallow the fiftieth

year, and proclaim liberty in the

land to all its inhabitants, .... and

you shall return every one to his

possession, andyou shall return ever}'

one to his family" (ver. 10); no one

was really to own more than any of

his neighbours, and the slave was to

regain his modest heirloom and his

independence; for, says God, "To Me
the children of Israel are servants

;

they are My servantswhom I brought

forth out of the land of Egypt; I am
the Lord" (ver. 55; comp. ver. 42).

Thus the great chain from the

seventh day to the end of seven

times seven yeai's was completed;

and it encompassed in its widening

circles the sanctification of the indi-

vidual Hebrew and of the Hebrew

nation , the i^rotection of every citi-

zen and of the commonwealth, the

relation of God to the holy land and

the holy people. It is the most per-

fect system of theocracy that has

ever been devised. If we could prove

that it was originated in all its parts

by one mind or at one epoch, itwould
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be without parallel or analogy in all

history as a work of largely con-

ceived legislation. But no such

proof can be produced. On the con-

trary, we have ample means to show,

that it grew but very gradually, and

that it was hardly consummated

within a thousand years. Its founda-

tion is indeed the Sabbath, the anti-

quity of which is undoubted, and

which may be safely referred to the

Mosaic age. Even at so early a date,

the number seven, representing one

phase of the moon, was held sacred,

and was associated with religious in-

stitutions,and especially the festivals.

It Avas indeed so constantly and so

ingeniously employed as a measure

of time that, in some degree, it ap-

pears like the principle from which

many laws were evolved. Thus we find

in the old "Book of the Covenant"

in Exodus this injunction: "Six

years shalt thou sow thy land, and

shalt gather in its produce; but in

the seventh year thou shalt let it lie

and leave it, that the poor of thy

people may eat; and what they leave

the beasts of the field shall eat"

<Exod. XXIII. 10, 11). This was the

next step in the development of the

system. Looking at the context in

which that command is introduced, it

appears to be an injunction referring

either to charity or to agriculture ; for

it occurs in the midst of precepts re-

spectingthepoorandthestranger,and

the celebration of the agricultural

festivals ; it may have been intended

to secure to the needy, at fixed in-

tervals, crops which they could

claim as a right, or it may have

been designed to increase the fer-

tility of the soil by periodical rest.

The command certainly makes no

allusion whatever to a theocratic

or any other higher principle; it

has no spiritual stamp; it was sug-

gested by benevolence or expediency.

The law of the Deuteronomist, pro-

mulgated centuries later, bears also

the character of humanity. With his

usual and kindly solicitude for the

needy and the suffering, he provi-

ded that every seven years "a re-

lease" should be made, which he ex-

plained thus: "Every creditor shall

release the loan which he lends to

his neighbour; he shall not press his

neighbour or his brother, because a

release to the Lord has been pro-

claimed; the foreigner thou mayest

press, but that which is thine with

thy brother thou shalt release" ; and

he ordered, moreover, that on the

Feast of Tabernacles in that year,

when the anxieties of the harvest

and the vintage were over, the Law
should publicly be read and explained

at the national Sanctuary to the as-

sembled people, men, women, and

children,andeventhestrangers(Deut.

XV. 1-3; XXXL 10—13). But by

no word did he refer to the agricul-

tural bearing of the seventh year;

it was to him "a Year of release", and

not a Sabbatical year. Why did he

ignore an arrangement which had

been enforced many generations be-

fore him, and which, from its chari-

table tendency, musthavebeenparti-

cularly congenial to him? The an-

swer is— because, up to his time, the

seventh year had never been kept as

a Sabbatical year. This is testified

in the Book of Leviticus; for de-

scribing the period and misery of the

Babylonian exile, of course in the

form of prophecy, the author de-

clares: "Then shall the land pay off

its Sabbaths as long as it lies deso-

late, and you are in your enemies'

lands; then shall the land rest, and

pay off its Sabbaths; as long as it lies

desolate, it shall rest; because it did

not rest in your Sabbaths when you

dwelt upon it" (XXVI. 34, 35, 43);

and a still later writer, the

z
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Chronist, indulging in one of those

combinations popular in his time,

declared that the Hebrews had to

suffer seventy years of captivity on

account of seventy neglected Sabbat-

ical years (2 Chr.XXXVI. 21). There-

fore the Deuteronomist, seeing that

the old law of the seventh year found

little favour among his countvymen,

and yet anxious to signalise the con-

clusion of so significant a period, as-

sociated with it another ordinance,

which, however, was even more im-

practicable than the earlier one. For

while we find that, in the fifth cen-

tury, in Nehemiah's time, the people

pledged themselves to keep the se-

venth year, and that thenceforth

both Jews and Samaritans seem

faithfully to have carried out their

promise ; the periodical remission of

all debts proved so unfair and so un-

acceptable, that it was not enforced

again by the levitical writer , who
confined himself solely to the territo-

rial arrangements, and that a later

authority, the great Hillel, found it

necessary, as he dared not repeal the

Biblical command , at least to annul

its operation by introducing the so-

called Prosbul, a declaration duly

signedby witnesses, which the credi-

tor handed over to the judges, and

in which he i-eserved to himself

the right of demanding back debts

due to him at any time he might

choose; or the creditor, by a title-

deed, surrendered his claim in the

seventh j^ear to the civil author-

ities, and empowered them to exact

it from the debtor: and not long after-

wards, even the formality of the

Prosbul was declared unnecessary.

So far had the matter advanced,

when the misfoi-tunes of the Baby-

lonian exile and the feelings of gra-

titude at the unexpected deliverance

gave a fresh impulse to religious

life. It was then that the seventh

month was truly made the Sabbath-

month. It had indeed from immemo-
rial times been distinguished by the

third and greatest harvest festival

lasting seven days; but not before

the fifth century did it receive its full

importance through the Day of Me-

morial, and especially through the

Day of Atonement, Avhichwas, above

all other days of the year, "a Sabbath

of rest". In the mean time, the theo-

cratic theory had been worked out

to the very verge of speculation. Its

beginnings reach back at least into

the time ofthe Judges ; it is expressed,

with some distinctness, in the reply

made by Gideon to the people when

they offered him the hereditary

crown: "I will not rule over j'ou,

nor shall my son rule over you ; the

Lord shall rule overyou" (Judg.VIII.

23) ; it is implied in the words which

Grod addressed to Samuel when the

Hebrews had asked for a king:

"Hearken to the voice of the people

in all that they say to thee; for

they have not rejected thee, they

have rejected Me that I should

not x-eign over them"; and to this

request Samuel himself, reproaching

the people, subsequently referred

:

"When you saw that Nahash, the

king of the Ammonites, came against

you, you said to me, Nay, but a king

shall reign over us" (1 Sam. VIII. 7:

XII. 12). The same idea was clothed in

a more imaginative and more lofty

form, when God was declared to have

borne the Hebrews on eagles' wings

and to have brought them to Himself,

because they wereapeculiartreasure

to Him above every other people,

and were intended to be a kingdom

of priests and a holy nation (Exod,

XIX. 4—6). "With increasing force

the idea was now insisted upon

that, by redeeming theHebrews from

Egyptian oppression, and by allow-

ing them to settle in Canaan as free
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citizens, God had become the king

and lord of the Hebrews not merely

as He is the king and lord of the

whole earth and all its inhabitants,

but in a manner more direct and

more personal . He could not suffer

that any of His HebreAv subjects

should be in permanent bondage, nor

could He allow that any portion of

His own chosen land should for ever

be wrested from the family to which

He had assigned it. And thus, by

reflection, close reasoning, and by

logical conclusions drawn from an

abstract principle, the great Sabbath

period of the Jubilee was at last in-

stituted Avith its twofold provision

of the restoration ofall Hebrew slaves

to liberty, and the restoration of all

sold lands to their original proprie-

tors. This step was reserved for the

levitical legislator, and is explained

in our chapterwith great minuteness.

It is alluded to neither in any part of

Exodus nor of Deuteronomy. It was

one of the latest measures projjosed

byHebrew teachers within the Bibli-

cal times; itwas suggested even later

than the Day of Atonement with

which the Jubilee was brought into

connection (ver. 9). That it was,

in this form , unknown in the earlier

part of the Babylonian exile, we
have historical evidence to prove.

First, as regards the HebreAv slaves,

an ancient laAv embodied in "the

Book of the Covenant", as is well

known, enforced their gratuitous re-

lease after six years of servitude, and

it enacted that, if they renounced

libert3^, they should be marked in the

ear with a sign of dependence, and

should then "serve their masters for

ever" (Exod. XXI. 1-6). The same

laAv was repeated, in similar terms,

by the Deuteronomist, who, how-
ever, extended it to the Hebrew maid-

servants also; he urged the masters,

with his usual benevolence, to dis-

miss the slaves with rich presents of

cattle, corn, and wine; and, what is

more significant, he added this exhor-

tation, "And thou shalt remember

that thou wast a bondman in the land

of Egypt, and the Lord thy G-od re-

deemed thee; therefore I command
thee this thing today": which words,

though also appealing to feelings of

goodwill, form a transition to the

principles of theocracy (Deut. XV.
12— 18). But even these laws had
up to the time of Jeremiah been all

but ignored. For when in the reign

of king Hezekiah, the chiefs and the

people had temporarily dismissed

their servants, but had soon after-

Avards forcedthem back into bondage,

the proi^het, in his rebuke, ex-

claimed: "Thus says the Lord, the

God ofIsrael— Imade a covenant with

your fathers when I brought them
out of the land of Egypt, saying, At
the end of seven years you shall let

go every man his Hebrew brother

who has been sold to thee; andwhen
he has served thee six j^ears, thou

shalt let him go free from thee ; but

your fathers hearkened not unto Me,

nor inclined their ear" (Jer. XXXIV.
8— 16). From these words it appears

also that, in the time of Jeremiah,

no other slave laws were current or

accepted but those fixing either a

six A'ears' or a perpetual servitude. But
our sectionprescribes : "Ifthy brother

becomes poor by thee, thou shalt not

compel him to serve as a bond-servant

;

but as a hired servant and as a so-

journer he shall be with thee, and

shall serve thee to theYear of jubilee;

and then shall he go out free from

thee, both he and his children Avith

him, and shall retui-n to his own fa-

mily, and to the possession of his

fathers shall he return ; for they are

My servants whom I brought forth

out of the land of Egypt; they shall

not be sold as bondmen are sold"

Z2
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(vers. 39 — 42). The differences

between the earlier and these later

enactments are evident: the former

make no mention of a Jubilee, the

latter none of a six years' termj the

former only care how to secure the

servant's liberal treatment after the

termination of his short period of in-

voluntary dependence, the latter are

anxious to define his position, and to

protect his privileges, as a Hebrew
citizen during his compulsory, and

it may be veryprotracted, connection

with his master ; and the one leave

him the option of remaining a slave

his whole life-time, the others force

him to return to liberty in the Year

of jubilee: for the earlier provisions

contemplate rather the rights of the

theocratic citizen, the later laws the

duties of the theocratic community;

the first view more particularly the

slave in his relation to his master,

the second the master in his relation

to Grod. It was at first deemed suf-

ficient to found a commonwealth on

equity and charity; later thinkers

desired to establish a holy polity on

abstract principles of spiritualism:

it was a fine and lofty aspiration, but

it could not possibly be made a

reality.

Similar was the case with respect

to the Hebrew territory. It was the

intention of the early legislators, as

much as possible to secure equality

for all Hebrew citizens, to guard

against the extinction of families,

which would have disturbed the or-

ganisation of the community, and to

prevent the co-existence of excessive

wealthand helpless destitution. With
thisview the laws of territorial distri-

bution and ofinheritancewere framed.

Yet the accumulation of vast lands

in the same familywas not prevented,

and the prophet Isaiah complained

:

"Woe to themthat join house tohouse,

that lay field to field, till there is no

room, and you [thej-] remain alone

placed in the land" (Isai. V. 8). It

appears that even before the exile

somelaw or custom existed regulating

the periodical restoration of lands,

and that the year in which this

took place was called "the year of

liberty"; but of this arrangement

we have hardly any information ex-

cept that given in one passage of

Ezekiel, who mentions rather than

explains it: "Thus says the Lord

God , If a prince give a gift to any

of his sons, the inheritance thereof

shall be his sons'; it shall be their

possession b}' inheritance; but if he

give a gift of his inheritance to one

of his servants, then it shall be his

to the year of libei'ty, and after-

wards it shall return to the prince;

only to his sons shall his inherit-

ance belong" (Ezek. XLVI. 16, 17).

At what intervals and how this

"year of liberty" was kept, we are

unable to ascertain, as no allusion

whatever to such an institution or

its celebration is found in any of the

ante-Babylonian Books. All the more

elaborate are the directions given by

the levitical author in our chapter.

He combines full details with the

enunciation of distinct principles.

His account is indeed so specified and

so matured, it discusses the subject so

systematically from every point of

view and for all possible emergencies,

that it cannot be a first sketch or a

primitive law; and it reflects a theo-

cratic organisation balancing the

rights and claims of all, of the rich

and the poor, the people and the

priests, the natives and the strangers.

Therefore, to sum up, the successive

phases were these — first the Sab-

bath, next the Sabbatical year, then

the Sabbath-month, and finally, late

in the Persian period, the Jubilee.

So normal was their development,

and so logically were they unfolded
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2. Speak to the children of Israel , and say to

them, When you come into the land which I give you,

from identical principles, that, in

the same order, two and tAvo of them

correspond with each other in nature

and meaning—the weekly Sabbath or

perfect rest with the Sabbatical year,

and the Sabbath-month or the resto-

ration tomoral purity with theJubilee

or the complete renewal of the com-

monwealth ;
and in each case, the one

might be called the prototype of the

other. Hence both the Sabbatical year

and the Jubilee are peculiar to the

Hebrew Law, and have elsewhere

hardly an analogy; for they are

founded on the Sabbath, to which

there exists no complete parallel.

3 — 'S. The provisions of the

Pentateuch with respect to the se-

venth year have before been con-

sidered in detail (comp. Coram, on

Exod. pp. 343 — 347), and it will

suffice in a few words to point out

again that the ordinances ofExodus,

DeuteroDomj-, and Leviticus repre-

sent three different aspects of the in-

stitution — the first viewing it as a

measure of agriculture, or of human-

ity in connection with the land, the

second as one of consideration in

reference to debtors , and the third

as a solemn duty of religion:

in the first respect it is merely a

year of "surrendering and giving

over", in the second "a year of Re-

lease", but in the third a "Sabbath

of rest" or "a Sabbath to the Lord".

Neither the law of Exodus nor our

portion makes any allusion to remis-

sion of debts, becausewhen "the Book

of the Covenant" was compiled, the

enactment of Deuteronomy was not

yet framed or acknowledged, and

at the time of the levitical legis-

lator it had again been abandoned.

Therefore , what at first glance

might appear a great disci-epancy.

is in reality the organic develop-

ment of an arrangement proposed,

tested by experience, and ex-

changed for another which pro-

mised to be more practical. Our

author indeed makes no reference

to the public recital of the Law re-

commended in Deuteronomy, but it

accorded well with the sacred and

spiritual character attributed by him
to the seventh year, which, though a

time of rest, was not to be spent in

idleness, as heathen historians taunt-

ingly observed, but was to be zeal-

ously devoted to intellectual and

religious training. With regard to

the spontaneous growth of the Sab-

batical year, he was less exacting

than his predecessor, the compiler

of the fundamental laws embodied

in Exodus; for Avhile he permitted a

share of the free produce of fields

and vinej-ards to their proprietors

with theirhouseholds and dependents

(ver. 6), the earlier writer assigned

the whole to the "needj- of the people"

and to the beasts, and expressly

included in his law the olive gardens

(Exod. XXHI. 11): thus, whereas

he refined the institution by an

idealism unknown before, he was

compelled to relax its practical de-

mands, because in his time of

limited prosperity even proprietors

could not bear great burdens; and

their harvests were probably in many
cases not large enough to enable

them periodically to forego all in-

crease.

It cannot be doubted, that the

Sabbatical year began in the seventh

month, or in the autumn ; its com-

mencement in the first month (Abib),

or in the spring, would have greatly

increased the loss and inconvenience

it occasioned, without in the least
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the land shall keep a Sabbath to the Lord. 3. Six

years thou shalt sow thy field, and six years thou

shalt prune thy vineyard, and gather in its fruit;

4. But in the seventh year shall be a Sabbath of

rest to the land, a Sabbath to the Lord; thou shalt not

sow thy field, nor prune thy vineyard. 5. That which

promoting its charitable or religious

objects; for the peojile Avould in the

preceding autumn hardly have culti-

vated their lands, or sown seeds the

crops of which they were not to

enjoy; and as they were not per-

mitted to perform agricultural la-

bours inthe autumn of the Sabbatical

year, they would have been without

harvests for two years more , which
no legislator, however enthusiastic,

could have ventured to propose:

the Sabbatical year was evidently

meant to entail the sacrifice of one

crop and no more. Besides, the

public reading of the Law on the

Feast of Tabernacles in every

seventh year, and the analogy of the

Jubilee, which was px'oclaimed on

the Day of Atonement, prove that

the Sabbatical year was counted

from autumn to autumn , and was
probably also heralded in on the

tenth day of the seventh month,

since the Jubilee was immediately

to follow each seventh Year of

release.

It is well known, that in fertile

countries the spontaneous growth

of fields is often so abundant that

two or even three harvests are ob-

tained from one sowing; this Avas

the case in Numidia, Albania, and

Hyrcania; and is still usual in

many districts of Palestine, as in the

highlands of Galilee and in the val-

ley near Bethlehem (Wadi XJrtas),

the "Gardens ofSolomon", where the

corn sows itself from the ripe ears,

and grows without cultivation ofthe

soil, twenty ears of barley and thirty

of oats from one gi-ain,andespeciall3'

in the most beautiful and most fertile

plains of Jezreel, which are "like

fields of corn sown by no human
hand , cut by no reaper" ; and there

the wheat grows of itself so high

that mules are nearly concealed in

the ears. Well, therefore, might the

legislator ordain, "The Sabbath of

the land shall be food for you; for

thee, and for thy servant, and for

thy maid, and for thy hired servant,

and for thy sojourner that dwells

with thee, and for thy cattle, and

for thy beasts" (vers. 6, 7) ; though of

course, the main sustenance in the

Sabbatical year was derived from the

stores of preceding harvests.

The principal object of the Sab-

batical year, at least in the eyes of

the levitical legislator, Avas not its

economic usefulness in invigorating

the soil, or any other of the many
material advantages which have been

attributed to it, but its spiritual

significance as a general Sabbath

devoted to God; for as the week
is a complete cycle for the labour

of man, so is the year for the cul-

tivation and produce of the land;

and man was to rest every seventh

day, and the land every seventh year,

in order that, by sacrificing one day's

labour and one year's i)roduce , the

Israelite might express his gratitude

to the mercy of God Avho blesses his

Avorks, and Avho sustains him dur-

ing the temporary suspension of his

efi"orts. He was to be reminded that

the treasures of the earth were in-

deed created for the benefit of man,
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grows of its own accord out of thy harvest thou shalt

not reap, neither gather the grapes of thy undressed

vine: it shall be a year of rest to the land. 6. And
the Sabbath of the land shall be food for you; for

thee, and for thy servant, and for thy maid, and for

thy hired servant, and for thy sojourner that dwells

but that lie should not use them sel-

fishly and greedily; and on the other

hand , that the soil had indeed been

laden with God's curse, but that His

bounty gives abundance and grants

respite from wearjdng toil. Who
Avill assert that these and similar

abstract ideas, which underlie the

laws of the Sabbatical year, were con-

ceived in the earlj' Mosaic age, or

could be profitably conveyed to the

untutored people who meant to wor-

ship their Deliverer by dancing round

the golden image of a calf?

The views of Philo, Avho gives the

oldest conmient on our laws, may be

briefly stated. Moses thought the

number seven, he observes, Avorthy

of such reverence, being "the pure

and ever virgin number", that he or-

dained in every seventh j'ear the re-

missionof debts in order "to assist the

poor, and train the rich to humanity"

;

he commanded that then the people

should leave the land fallow and un-

tilled,and "deliberately let slip out of

their hands certain and valuable reve-

nues", in order to teach them not to

be "wholly devoted to gain, but even

willingly to submit to some loss,"

and thus to prepare them to bear

I)atientlyany mischance or calamity;

he desired, moreover, to intimate that

it was sinful to weigh down and op-

press man Avith burdens, since even

the earth which has no feelings of

pleasure or of pain, Avas to enjoy a

period of relaxation; and that all

benefits bestOAved upon our fellow-

men are sure to meet with reward

and requital, since even the inani-

mate earth, afterhaving been alloAved

to rest for one year, gratefully re-

turns this favour by producing in

the next years much larger crops

than usual; just as athletes, by alter-

nating recreation and exertion "as

with a Avell - regulated harmony",

greatly enhance their strength, and

are at last able to perform Avonders

of endurance ; or as nature has

Avisely ordained man to work and to

sleep by turns , that he may not be

Avorn out by toil. But the lawgiver's

chief object was "humanit}^, Avhich

he thought fit to Aveave in Avith every

part of his legislation, stamping on

all Avho study the holy Scriptures

a sociable and humane disposition".

With this view he "raised the poor

from their apparent Ioaa-Iv condition,

and freed them from the reproach of

being beggars", by "appointing times

Avhen, as if they had been deriving

a revenue from their own properties,

they found themselves in the posses-

sion ofplenty,being suddenly enriched

by the gift of God, AA'hohad inA'ited

them to share Avith the possessors

themselves in thenumber of the sacred

seven". In these remarks the charit-

able and moral motives of the Sab-

batical year are admirably, but its

theocratic tendencies imperfectly un-

folded ; nor can Philo be expected to

appreciate the gradual development

manifest in the A'arious Books of the

Pentateuch : in the laAV of LeA'iticus

charity is no more than an incidental

and subordinate object. Josephus

merely observes, "Moses accorded to

the land of the Hebrews rest from
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with thee, 7. And for thy cattle, and for the heasts

that are in thy land, shall all its produce he food.

8. And thou shalt number seven year-weeks to

thee, seven times seven years; so that the time of the

ploughing and planting every seventh

year, just as hehad prescribed to them

to rest from working every seventh

day ; and he ordered, that what then

grew of its own accord out of the

earth, should in common belong to all

who pleased to i;se it, making no dis-

tinction in thatrespectbetween their

own countrymen and foreigners".

He mentions indeed the release from

debt, not, however, as having taken

place in the Sabbatical year, but

in the Year of jubilee : this deviation

from a plain Biblical command may
be accounted for by the circumstance

that, in his time, this commandwas not

acted upon, and was soon superseded

by the arrangement of the Prosbul.

As regards the history of the Sab-

batical year, it is only necessary

to add that, in the time of Alexan-

der the Great, it seems to- have

been an established and faithfully

observed institution ; that king is

said to have remitted the tribute

to the Jews and Samaritans in every

seventh year, "because then they did

not sow their fields"; and Caesar

granted the same privilege to nearly

thewhole country,"because the people

neither received the fruits of their

treesnordidtheysowtheirlands";yet

later and less considerate proconsuls

rigorously exacted the impostwithout

intermission, so that Babbi Janai, in

the time of Severus, found it neces-

sary to allow the cultivation of the

land in the Sabbatical year also.— It

is well known, that Jewish agricultu-

rists in Palestine and the neighbour-

ing countries still keep the Sabbat-

ical year much in the manner pre-

scribed by the Pentateuch, in spite of

the disadvantages which it involves.

They reckonfrom seven to seven years

without taking the Jubilee into ac-

count; and after many controversies

and speculations they have agreed

upon fixing a certain date, so that

the last Sabbatical year they kept

was in Ann. Mund. 5628, correspond-

ing to the Christian year 1867—8,

and the next will take place in Ann.

Mund. 5635, or 1874—5.

The idea of allowing the land to

rest in honour of God, or as a sacrifice

made to "His people, the poor" , has

a certain analogy in the Greek

usage of keeping round the temples

uncultivated fields and meadows de-

dicated to the deities.

8—13. No arrangement could

have more strongly enforced the

importance, the sacredness, and the

true nature of the Year of jubilee,

than its proclamation on the Day
of Atonement. As this was the

latest and most solemn of Hebrew

festivals, so was the Jubilee the

latest and grandest of all theocratic

institutions; the one restored the

proper relations between God and

the Hebrews as His holy people, the

other renewed the primitive bond

between God and the Hebrews as a

free nation, subject only to His so-

vereignty; as in the one case the

disturbing effects of sin were re-

moved, so in the other were the

differences annulled caused by the

changes and misfortunes of life;

the one aimed at inward harmony,

the other at the complete equili-

brium between all the citizens of

the commonwealth both in their

personal relations and in their pos-
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seven year -weeks shall be to thee forty-nine years.

9. Then shalt thou let the blast of the trumpet sound

in the seventh month, on the tenth day of the month,

on the Day of Atonement shall you let the trumpet

sessions; after the one, the moral

and spiritual, after the other the

material life of the nation Avas to

make a new beginning. True liberty-

is only possible to the pure of heart,

or after forgiveness of sins ; and the

"year of grace" commenced on the

Day of Atonement. The analogies are

striking, and they afford another

proof of the thoughtful combinations

to which the final ordinances of the

Hebrews owe their existence.

But there is not a single trace

that the Year of jubilee was ever

kept; it is never mentioned in the

historical Books of the Old Testa-

ment; it was never employed as a

chronological epoch for which it

would have been admirably adapted

;

and Talmudical and Eabbinical wri-

ters, living after the dispersion ofthe

Jews, have nothing to offer but con-

flicting and hazardous conjectures.—

Philo merely repeats the Biblical

injunctions without adding a new
feature, or alluding to any instance

of actual celebration; and Josephus

strangely mixes up the Biblical or-

dinances of the Sabbatical year with

those of the Jubilee, referring to the

latter the exemption from debt ; andhe

describes the mode of the restitution

of lands in a manner which proves

that he had reflected on the mean-

ing, butthat he had not witnessed the

execution, of the law. The Year of

jubilee was the result of a noble

theory, but it appeared utterly im-

practicable even to generations that

patiently submitted to the anomalies

and inconveniences of the Sabbati-

cal year.

That the Jubilee was instituted

for every fiftieth, not every forty-

ninth year, is not only plainly stated

in our law (ver. 11), but follows

from its very character; it was not

to supei'sede and to replace, but to

supplement the Sabbatical year:

when the doubly holy cycle of seven

times seven years had fully elapsed,

and the land had kept a Sabbath to

the Lord seven times, the great

l^eriod of renewal and restoration

Avas to follow; just as the Feast

of Weeks was to be kept on the

fiftieth day from the agricultural

celebration of Passover, after the

completion of seven full weeks. The

number fifty , or half of the great

numerical period of hundred, occurs

in various ancient narratives : there

were fifty daughters of Thespius, and

fifty daughters ofDanaus; and forty-

nine both of the former and the latter

succumbed to the temptations of vice

and crime; while the fiftieth shone in

virtue and heroism. It is certainly un-

necessary to adopt the speculations

of Philo who calls the number fifty

"the most holy and natural number,

being compounded of the power of

the right-angled triangle, which is

the principle of the origin and con-

dition of all things".

It would probably be erroneous

to attribute to the Year of jubilee

a predominant chai'acter of exult-

ation ; it was indeed a glorious time

when the word "Liberty" resounded

throughout the length and breadth of

the land; and many hearts must have

thrilledwith gladness when thejoyous

message was heard, "Youshall return

every one to his possession, and you

shall return every one to his family"

:
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sound throughout all your land. 10. And you shall

hallow the fiftieth year, and proclaim liberty in the land

to all its inhabitants: it shall be a jubilee to you; and
you shall return every one to his jiossession, and you
shall return every man to his family. 11. A jubilee

shall that fiftieth year be to you; you shall not sow,

nor reap that which grows of itself in it, nor gather

the (/rapes in it of you?' undressed vine. 12. For it is

a jubilee; it shall be holy to you; you shall eat its

produce out of the field. 13. In this year of jubilee

you shall return every one to his possession.— 14. And
if thou sellest ought to thy neighbour, or buyest ought of

but liberty was only to remind the re-

leased that they were God's servants,

and those who went back to their

property were to be made aware that

the whole land belonged to God. Not

a feeling of exuberant delight, but of

a higher responsibility and dignity

was to fill the mind of the Hebrew;

for he was to remember that his de-

liverance from an earthly master

brought him again under the more
immediate dominion of his heavenly

Lord, to whose worship and service

he should devote his freedom. There-

fore the law is introduced by the

words, ^'And you shall hallow the

fiftieth year", just as the Sabbath-

day was to be "hallowed"; and the

legislator adds, "The Jubilee shall

be holy to you." The blowing of

the trumpet which ushered in the

Jubilee, was not intended to represent

or to swell the joyful shouts of re-

deemed slaves and enriched paupers

;

it was a sacred and solemn "memo-
rial" , like the blasts of the first day

of the religious year; but while the

latter were meant to bring the He-

brews into merciful remembrance of

God, those which announced the

Jubilee were to remind the Hebrews
themselves of their duties towards

God; it was a signal of admonition

calculated to rouse their energy, and

to impress upon them that they were

about to enter a period ofno ordinary

importance.

The Year ofjubilee was, of course,

with respect to agriculture, a complete

Sabbatical year; and the universal

rest throughout its duration was

designed to give additional solemnity

to the two Avorldly measures— the

reversion of fields, and the liberation

of servants — , and to stamp both

with a religious character.

I'l— Iff. As a necessary con-

sequence of the law of the Jubilee,

fields and vineyards were never

actually sold and bought ; but their

crops were only ceded and farmed

for a number of 3-ears (ver. 19);

therefore in such transactions the

price was naturally regulated by

the time that had yet to elaj)se until

the next Jubilee, and it was higher

or lower according to the number
of harvests which the purchaser

hoped to enjoy before he was obliged

to surrender the propertj^ to its

original master. Now our laAV en-

joined, that such temporary sales

should be conducted with tlie utmost

fairness; the seller should not be

extortionate by overstating the value

of the annual crops; and the pur-

chaser should not take advantage

of the seller's distress to "oppress"
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thy neighbour's hand, you shall not oppress one another.

15. According to the number of years after the jubilee

thou shalt buy of thy neighbour; according to the

number of the years of the crops he shall sell to thee.

16. In proportion to the multitude of years thou shalt

increase the price thereof, and in proportion to the

fewness of years, thou shalt diminish the price thereof;

for he sells to thee the number of crops. 17. You
shall not therefore oppress one another, but thou shalt

fear thy God; for I am the Lord your God.

18. And you shall do My statutes, and keep My
judgments, and do them; then you shall dwell in the land

liim by offering too low a price.

Thus one of the latest ordinances

of our Book, ideal in conception,

iind perhaps impossible of realisa-

tion, is pervaded by humanity as by

the breath of life : "You shall not

oppress one another, but thou shalt

fear thy God; for I am the Lord

your God". The fear of God, the

Avenger of all wrongs Avhich escape

the eye of human judges, or are not

amenable to their tribunals, is al-

ways set forth as the most effectual

protection of the weak, and the

most solemn warning to the power-

ful and prosperous.

18—33. The law of the Sab-

"batical year had existed for centu-

ries, but it had hardly ever been

kept; it caused such inconvenience

and entailed upon the proprietors

so many sacrifices, that successive

legislators had found it necessary to

enforce its observance again and

again,uowbyangrymenaces, andnow
by hopeful promises. Thus our com-

pilei-, interrupting the special ordin-

ances of the Year of jubilee, here

inserted the assurance, that if the

Hebrews faithfully carried out the

Divine commands,they would prosper
in the undisturbed possession of

their land; and he continued: "And
if you shall say, What shall we eat

the seventh year? behold Ave shall

not sow nor gather in our increase;

then I will command My blessing

upon you in the sixth year, and it

shall bring forth fruit for three

years" (vers. 20, 21). Thus he held

out the hope of a constant miracle,

and of a periodical intervention of

God's providence, for the production

of unusual harvests ; and he might

well expect to rouse the Hebrews

by such a promise at a time Avhen,

by God's mercy, they had received

back the fertile land of their an-

cestors, and when they began to

submit to their religious laws more
readily than they had ever done be-

fore. However, his enthusiastic ex-

pectations were not always realised.

When in the time of Judas Macca-

bfeus, the town Bethsura was be-

sieged by the Syrians, Ave are told

that "the people came out of the

city because they had no victuals

there to endure the siege, it being a

year of rest to the land" ; and equal

distress prevailed during that year

in the capital. Again, Avhen Herod

laid siege to Jerusalem, "the people

Avere pressed hard by famine and the

Avantof allnecessaries" ; for, observes

Joseplius, "this happened to be a Sab-

batical year". Thus history confirms

Avhat might be anticipated from the
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in safety. 19. And the land shall yield its fruit, and

you shall eat to satisfaction, and dwell therein in safety.

20. And if you shall say, What shall we eat the

seventh year? behold we shall not sow, nor gather in

our produce. 21. Then I will command My blessing

upon you in the sixth year, and it shall bring forth,

produce for three years; 22. And when you shall sow
in the eighth year, you shall eat yet of the old produce

until the ninth year, until its produce comes in, you
shall eat of the old store.

23. And the land shall not be sold for ever: for the

land ?> Mine; for you are strangers and sojourners with

nature of the institution, that a per-

fect cessation of agricultural labours

during one year in every seven,

seriously disturbed all economic ar-

raugementsjand the difficulties would

have been considerably increased,

had the Jubilee, folloAving after a

Sabbatical year, ever been observed.

Sa—38. Now returning to the

sale of land in the Jubilee , our law

propounds the first of the two great

principles on Avhich the enactments

ofthe Jubilee are founded: "The land

is Mine", says God; "for you are

strangers and sojourners with Me"
(ver. 23). God, the lord of the Avhole

earth, who assigned to all nations

their boundaries, and granted to the

Hebrews the land of Canaan, which

He helped them to wrest from war-

like races, selected it for His oAvn

abode, to be the Holy Land, the place

of His Sanctuary, the home of His

servants and prophets. Thus the He-

brews were only tolerated "strangers

and sojourners" in the land which

was not really their own; they were

not entitled to sell the fields or vine-

yards which they held as a trust, like

tenants. If poverty compelled a He-

brew to dispose of his land, he was

bound to redeem it as soon as his

condition improved; if he had a pros-

perous relative, the latter was ex-

pected to redeem it at once; and if

neither of these alternatives took

place, he received it back in the

Year of jubilee. So consistently was

the theocratic theory worked out. —
The mode of redemption follows

naturally from the principles re-

ferred to: in selling the land, the

annual value of the crops was multi-

plied by the number ofharvestyears to

the next Jubilee; the product was the

purchase price; therefore in redeem-

ing the land, the value of the crops

which the purchaser had enjoyed

from the time of acquisition was de-

ducted from that price, and the

difference had to be paid to him by

the seller, to whom then his inalien-

able property reverted. Thiis the in-

terests of both parties were careful-

ly weighed. Josephus, in stating our

law, strangely confounds the redemp-

tion of lands with their restoration

inthe Jubilee ; and we must conclude

that the historian, having no actual

experience, nor even a safe tradition,

to guide him, attempted on his own
part an explanation, which fails to

convey the meaning of the command s.

Some knowledge of our ordinance

reached heathen authors ; thus Dio-

dor of Sicily writes : "Moses divided

the land by lot, giving equal portions

to the private citizens, but larger
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Me. 24. And in all the land of your possession you
shall grant a redemption for the land.

25. If thy brother becomes poor, and sells some

of his possession, then his nearest kinsman shall come,

and redeem that which his brother has sold. 26. And
if the man has no one to redeem it, and he becomes
prosperous, and acquires enough to redeem it; 27. Then
let him count the years of its sale, and restore the over-

plus to the man to whom he sold it; that he may return

into his possession. 28. But if he does not acquire

enough to restore it to him, then that which has been
sold shall remain in the hand of him that bought it

ones to the priests ; and he forbade

the former to sell their lands, lestsome

greedily buy up many allotments,

eject the less prosperous , and thus

cause a decrease of the population".

Among other ancient nations we find

some arrangements slightly analog-

ous to the Biblical laws. Lycurgus,

after having distributed the land

essentially in equal parts, made it

infamous for anyone either to buy

another's possession or to sell his

own
;
yet by permitting the citizens

to give their property away or to

bequeath it, he paved the way for

that which eventually happened,

that "some had far too much, others

too little , by which means the land

came into few hands". Solon enacted

a law restraining persons from acquir-

ing land beyond a given limit. Plato

believed, that no one ought to possess

more than four times as much as the

lowest income or as "a single lot". The
Locrians were forbidden to sell their

ancient patrimony or their original

lots of land, unless notoriously com-

pelled by distress; and in some other

countries it was unlawful to sell

such lands on any account. The
Dalmatae made a partition of their

land every eighth year. Among
the old Germans, who did not pay
much attention to agriculture, no

one had a fixed portion of land as

his own individual propert}^; but the

magistrates and ruling chiefs allotted

every year to tribes and families as

much and in such situations as they

thought proper, and obliged them
to remove the following year: for

this usage they assigned among
other reasons these — lest they

be anxious to acquire extensive

estates, and the more powerful

be tempted to dispossess the weaker;

or that the common jjeople, seeing

that their own property was equal

to that of the most powerful, might
be kept in contentment. Pheidon,

the Corinthian, "one of the oldest

of legislators", thought that the

families and the number of citi-

zens in a state ought to continue the

same; though it might thus happen
that all at the first have allotments

disproportionate to their numbers.

With a view of equalising the prop-

erty^ of the citizens, Phaleas of

Chalcedon ordained, that the rich

should give marriage portions, but

never receive any, while the poor

should always receive but never

give them. Yet even these and
similar measures , imperfect and de-

sultory compared with the complete

and well-balanced law of the Penta-

teuch, were found impracticable, and
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until the year of the jubilee; and in the jubilee it shall

be free, and he shall return to his possession.

29. And if a man sells a dwelling-house in a walled

city, then he may redeem it within a whole year after

it is sold; within a year he may redeem it. 30. But if

it is not redeemed within the space of a full year , then

the house that is in the walled city shall remain for

ever to him that bought it throughout his generations;

it shall not be free in the jubilee. 31. But the houses

of the villages which have no wall round about them,

shall be counted as the fields of the country ; they may

for the most part remained a dead let-

ter. — Aristotle thus comments on

equality of propei'ty: "It is possible

that an equality of goods is estab-

lished, andyetthat this may beeither

too great,when it leads to a luxurious

living, or too little when it obliges the

people to live hard. Hence it is evident,

that the legislator must aim at a

proper medium or a moderate suffi-

ciency for all. And yet it is even of

more consequence that the citizens

should entertain a similarity of feel-

ings than an equality of property

;

but this can only be if they are prop-

erly educated under the direction

of the laws". Would the great phi-

losopher, had he known the legisla-

tion of the Pentateuch, have found

in it the realisation of his ideal? He
cei-tainly describes with precision its

main features.

as — 31. The lawgiver's chief

care was, to preserve the lands heredi-

tarily in the families to which theyhad
at first been assigned ; to this object he

made all his provisions subordinate;

he therefore prescribed that, if any

one sold a house in a walled city, he

was indeed allowed to redeem it with-

in one year; but after this time he

lost all claim on its possession; it

belonged for ever to the purchaser,

nor did he or his heirs receive it back
in the Year of jubilee. If, however.

the house lay in a village or hamlet

without walls, it was considered as

a part of landed property , and was
subject to exactly the same rules of

redemption as the latter; and if not

redeemed, it reverted in the Jubilee

to the original owner. Houses, being

the work of man , and not , like the

land, the creation and gift of God,

might be freely disposed of, yet only

in so far as their sale did not inter-

fere with the inviolable rights which

G-od had reserved to Himself with

respect to the land. But Avithout

the dwelling-houses and other build-

ings in villages or farms, the land

cannot be properly cultivated and

attended to; it must deteriorate in

value, and may have to be renounced

altogether. Moreover, a foreigner

might buy the farm buildings, which,

if they belonged to him and his fami-

ly for ever, would give him a per-

manent footing in the land whichwas
to be the inheritance of the HebreAvs.

Strangers were at liberty to settle

and to acquire property in tOAvns,

in which they formed an inferior

element, whereas in scattered ham-
lets and in rural districts, they might

gain a dangerous ascendancy. They
Avere always to be no more than

"sojourners" among the Hebrews.

Thus our laAV, far from being capri-

cious, fully harmonises Avith the char-
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be redeemed, and they shall be free in the jubilee.

32. And as to the cities of the Levites, the houses of

the cities of their possession, the Levites may redeem

them at any time. 33. And if one of the Levites re-

deems //, then the house that was sold in the city of

his possession shall be free in the yeai^ of jubilee: for

the houses of the cities of the Levites are their possession

among the children of Israel. 34. But the field of

the suburbs of their cities may not be sold; for it is

their perpetual possession.

acter of the Jubilee. The conditions

of the redemption of houses were the

same as those fixed with i-espect to

fields, namely, the seller returned to

the buyer part of the purchase money
in proportion to the number of years

that had to elapse to the next Jubilee.

33—3-*. Anyone reading the Pen-

tateuch for the first time consecu-

tively, might well be perplexedwhen,

coming to our passage, he meets with

these injunctions: "And as to the

cities of the Levites, the houses of

the cities of their possession, the

Levites may redeem them at any

time" (ver. 32); and again: "But

the field of the suburbs of their ci-

ties may not be sold, for it is their

perpetual possession" (ver. 34). What
arethe"citiesoftheLevites"orthe"ci-

ties of their possession" ? and what is

"the field of the suburbs of their

cities"? Nothing of this has ever been

mentioned before ; it was only about

fortyyears after the date ofthese5'2n«?-

ticlav>-sth.at,hit/ieplainsofMoab, "God
spoke to Moses ,Command the children

of Israel that they give to the Levites

of the inheritance of their possession

cities to dwell in; and you shall give

also to the Levites suburbs for the

cities round about them; and the

cities shall they have to dwell in;

and the suburbs of them shall be for

their cattle, and for their goods, and
for all their beasts" (Num. XXXV.

1—3). If, therefore, the Hebrews had

received the ordinances of our verses

while encamping before Mount Sinai,

they would have found them unin-

telligible: and if the allotment of

forty - eight levitical towns with

pasture lands of just 2000 yards all

around each, were be taken as a

historical fact, our section would

have to be referred to a much later

time. But if at all historical, it was

not carried out in the ante-Babylo-

nian time, when, even according to

the Deuteronomist, the Levites, con-

stantly recommended to the charity

ofthe people, lived dispersed through-

out the land , settled wherever they

hoped to find sustenance, and flocked

especially to the capital, where they

might expect to obtain employment at

the common Sanctuary. The very

assignment of a large number of

towns with considerable fields clashes

with the fundamental principle, that

the Levites were to have no prop-

erty, because God alone was their

portion and inheritance (Num. XVIU.

20 ; etc.). Yet after the exile, when
the Levites gained paramount in-

fluence , they could at least propose

and theoretically describe such an ar-

rangement without fearing that their

spiritual aspirations and their ma-
terial claims would be found in-

compatible. On the other hand, we
have proofs, that priests at all times
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35. And if thy brother becomes poor and falls into

decay with thee, thou shalt support him, the stranger

and the sojourner, that he may live with thee. 36. Thou
shalt take no usury of him or increase, and shalt fear

thy God, that thy brother may live with thee. 37. Thou

possessed landed property. Thus

Solomon "commanded Abiathar the

priest , Go to Anathoth to thy own
fields", that is, to thy estate (1 Ki.

II. 26) ; and Jeremiah, who was of

priestly descent, bought of his uncle

Hanameel, near his native town, a

field that was for ever to remain in

his family because "to him belonged

the right of inheritance and the

right of redemption" (Jer. XXXII.

6—15).

However, following our text, and

viewing it in connection with the

entire theocraticand levitical system,

as worked out in later ages, we must

appreciate the judiciousness and

consistency of the enactments. The
real property of the Levites was re-

stricted to dwelling-houses and to

fields for their cattle. In both re-

spects their interests were to be

full}' protected. If compelled to sell

their houses, they were permitted

to redeem them at any time, and if

neither they nor any of their rela-

tions were able to do so, they re-

ceived the houses back free in the

Year of jubilee; but the fields i-ound

their cities they were not to sell at

all. Thus their houses , which were

to them of no less importance than

the land was to the other Israelites,

were with evident fairness estimated

exactlj' as land, and enjoyed the same

privileges; while their fields were

justlymade inalienable, since they in-

volved the preservation oftheir cattle,

whichwere a chief means of their sus-

tenance. The position in which the

Levites were placed by tliese ar-

rangements is not more favourable

than naturally followed from the

political and social organisation de-

vised with so much earnestness

and perseverance , but with so

little regard to the realities of life.

35—38. Among the ordinances

respecting the Year of jubilee are in-

serted, not quite inappropriately, pre-

cepts as to assistance to be afforded to

persons in declining circumstances.

For the spirit of charity, though ren-

dered subservient to social and politi-

cal principles, pervades all these in-

junctions, and is especially manifest

in the provisions on the redemption

of sold property and sold slaves.

Moreover, the matter of timely loans

had by a previous writer been

brought into connection with the

chief subject of our chapter. For

we read in Deuteronomy : "If there

be among you a poor man . . ., thou

shalt not harden thy heart, . . . but

thou shalt open thy hand wide to

him, and shalt indeed lend him suf-

ficient for his need in that which he

wants; beware that there be not a

thought in thy wicked heart, say-

ing, The seventh year, the Year of

release, is at hand, and thy eye be

evil against thy poor brother, and

thou givest him nought, and he cry

to the Lord against thee, and it be

sin to thee" (Deut. XV. 7— 11),

This passage may have been

in our author's mind, who, to

enforce his law, makes use of ap-

peals similarly pathetic and awe-

inspiring — "Thou shalt fear thy

God, . . . for I am the Lord your

God who brought you forth out of

the land of Egypt, to give you the
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Shalt not give liim thy money upon usury, nor give

him thy victuals for increase. 38. I am the Lord your
God who brought you forth out of the land of Egypt, to

give you the land of Canaan, to be your God.
39. And if thy brother becomes poor by thee, and

land of Canaan, to be your God"
(vers. 36, 38). Yet the last words are,

besides, intended to impress upon
the Hebrews, that theywould be reck-

less, ungrateful, and hard-hearted,

were they to forget the poor and
the struggling, since they had them-

selves once sighed in the yoke of

bondage, from which God merci-

fully released them to give them
prosperity in a fertile land, and to

remain their Protector for ever. —
Butin one respect the levitical author

shows a remai'kable progress. For
the Deuteronomist enjoins, "Thou
shalt not lend upon usury to thy

brother; usury of money, usury of

victuals, usurjr of anything that is

lent upon usury; to a stranger thou

mayest lend upon usury, yet to thj'

brother thou shalt not lend upon
usury"(Deut.XXni.20,21).Butinour

passage we read, "And if thy bx'other

becomes j)Oor by thee, and falls into

decay with thee, then thou shalt

.support him, the stranger and
the sojourner, that he may live

with thee"; and then the writer

continues, "Thou shalt take no usury

of him or increase, . . . that thy

brother may live with thee; thou

shalt not give him thy money upon

usury, nor give him thy victuals for

inci-ease" (vers. 35—37). So, then,

the great principle , "Thou shalt

love the stranger as thyself, had
become a reality, and the misery

through which the Hebrews had
jjassed, first in their long and despe-

rate efforts for independence, and

then in their sad subjection and capti-

vity, had proved a school of moral

training, andhad enlarged their sjrm-

pathies. — The laws ofthe Pentateuch

respecting loans and interest have be-

fore been treated of (Comm. onExod.

pp.334—336).That even in ourauthor's

time the prohibition of usury was not

superf] uous,is evident from the fearful

distress to which the poor Avere by
that abuse reduced in the time of

Nehemiah, who, when he was in-

formed of the extent of the evil,

called an assembly of the rich, and
thus rebuked them: "You exact

usury every man of his brother . . .

Restore then to them this very day
their land . . . and their houses, also

the hundredth part of the money
[being the monthly interest], and of

the corn, the Avine, and the oil, that

you exact of them" (Neh. V. 7—11).

SiJ—S5. When everything had
been done to help an impoverished

Hebrew, and he Avas yet unable to

sux^port himself, then, and only then,

Avhenall his exertions tomaintainhis

independence had failed, he might
sell himself as a slave. He Avas not

to take this step lightly, for liberty

Avas the seal of the theocratic citizen;

nor could he renounce his liberty for

ever; if he lived to the return of the

great and solemn period of the Ju-

bilee, he became again a free man, and

heAvent back with his children to his

own family and the possession of his

fathers ; he could not be OAvned by a

fellow-man; God was his lord, as

He was his master's lord ; all differ-

ences betAveen Hebrew and Hebrew
vanished, and to the meanest ofthem

the principle applied, "They are My
servants, Avhom I brought forth out
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is sold to thee, thou shalt not compel him to serve as

a bondservant; 40. But as a hired servant and as a

sojourner he shall he with thee, and shall serve thee

to the year of the jubilee; 41. And then shall he go out

free from thee, both he and his children with him, and

shall return to his own family, and to the possession

of his fathers shall he return. 42. For they are My
servants, whom I brought forth out of the land of

Egypt; they shall not be sold as bondmen are sold.

43. Thou shalt not rule over him with rigour, but shalt

of the land of Egypt; they shaU not

he sold as bondmen are sold"

(ver. 42). Such was the theory

which had been developed in the

course of ages. How different was

the law of earlier times, when ex-

perience rather than speculation

guided the legislator! Then a six

years' service was fixed as a I'ule;

after the expiration of this term, it

was left to the option of the slave,

whetherhe wouldremain in servitude

or not ; and if he decided to do so,

he was simply marked as his master's

perpetual property. Yet even this

law fell into disuse; for it is alto-

gether ignored in our ordinance.

Now if a Hebrew sold himself to

another Hebrew, he might indeed

expect considerate treatment, since

he was essentially the equal of his

master, and might look forward not

only to independence but to a re -in-

stalment in his patrimony; he was

merely as "a hired servant" and as

"a sojourner", who need not submit

to degrading or exhausting toil;

he was no bondman, since by our

law serfdom was virtually abrogated:

in a work written at about the

same period, a wealthy master ex-

claims, "If I despised the cause

of my man-servant or of my maid-

servant, when they contended with

me ; for what should I do when God
rises up? and whenHe searches, what

should I answer Him? Did not He
make him in the womb that made
me ? and did not One fashion us in

the womb"? (Job XXXI. .13— 15).

But the sold Hebrew had not the

right of redemption; the legislator

thought it just to protect the Hebrew
master's interest also, which he

believed would have been damaged
by that right. He showed, however,

no such consideration to a heathen

master to whom an Israelite might

sell himself. In this case, he not on-

ly permitted redemption, but strong-

ly impressed it as a duty upon him-

self and his relatives— "after he has

been sold, he may be redeemed again;

one of his brothers shall redeem him;

or his uncle or his uncle's son shall

redeem him, or anyone that is near

of kin to him of his family ; ... or if

he becomes prosperous, he shall re-

deem himself" (vers. 48, 49). He was

naturally anxious to aff"ord to theHe-

brew every facility for escaping from

influences dangerous to his faith ; that

he entertained no hatred to the

stranger, he showed by allowing him
to acquire Hebrew slaves; and the

very tenour of our law proves, that

strangers were living in prosperity'

among the Hebrews.

The conditions of the redemption of

slaves and of fields were analogous

:

the Hebrew, when selling himself, re-

ceived as m,uch as a hireling would
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fear thy God. 44. Both thy bondmen and thy bond-
maids, whom thou mayest have, shall he of the heathen
that are round about you; of them you may buy bond-
men and bondmaids. 45. Moreover, of the children of

the sojourners that dwell among you, of them you may
buy, and of their families that are with you, that they
begat in your land; and they may be your possession.

46. And you may take them for yourselves as an inherit-

ance for your children after you, to obtain them fo?- a
possession; they may be your bondmen for ever: but

have earnedfi-om the day ofthe trans-

action to the Year ofjubilee (ver. 50)

;

therefore, when he was redeemed, he
had topay back to the master that suni

less the amount which he Avould have
earned as a hireling from the day of

bondage to the day of release; and
hence, "if there were yet many years

behind, in proportion to them he Avas

to return the price of his redemption

out of his purchase money; and if

there remained but few years to the

Year of jubilee, then he was to count

with him; in proportion to his yeai's

was he to return the price of his re-

demption" (vers. 51, 52),

But Avhile the Hebrew was, under
all circumstances, only the tempora-

ry servant of the heathen stranger,

the stranger might be held as a

perpetual and hereditary bondman
by the Hebrew. This distinction

wiU not be found surprising. The
stranger was , in the latest codes of

the Pentateuch, placed on an equal

footing with the Hebrew in matters

of charity, of jurisdiction , and even

ofreligious privilege ; but it cannot be

expected, that he should have been so

treated likewise in matters of theo-

cratic organisation. No Israelite was
for ever to be alienated from the pos-

session of his ancestors, because the

permanent existence ofail Hebrew fa-

milies was necessary for the mainten-

ance of the holy community as con-

stituted by God's directions ; but the

heathen strangers could not be ob-

jects of similar solicitude; they had,

as a rule, no landed propertj^ in the

Hebrew settlements , in which they

lived scattered and isolated; to

them, therefore, the Year of jubilee

could have no social or political

significance; and hence — so argued

the legislator — in remaining per-

petual bondmen and hereditary chat-

tels, they lost no essential right or

prerogative.

These are the only points in which

the levitical ordinances regarding the

stranger fall short of the strictest

demands of humanity. Even the

high-minded Pliilo, endeavouring

to justify our law, observes, that

"Moses intended, in the first place,

that there should be a difference

between one's countrymen and

strangers; and secondly, he did not

desire completely to exclude from

the constitution that most indispen-

sable property — slaves" ; for even

Philo declared a stranger to be "a

person that has no right to a parti-

cipation in anything".

It was not unusual among the

Hebrews that people in poverty or

debt sold both themselves and their

children even to heathens, or were

sold to their creditors. The old "Book

ofthe Covenant" provides for the case

that "a man sells his daughter to be

AA2
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over your brethren the children of Israel, you shall not

rule one over another with rigour.

47. And if a stranger, and that a sojourner, becomes

prosperous by thee, and thy brother becomes poor by
him, and is sold to the strange sojourner by thee, or

to the foreign offspring of the stranger's family : 48. Af-

ter that he has been sold he may be redeemed again;

one of his brethren shall redeem him. 49. Either his

uncle or his uncle's son shall redeem him, or any one

that is near of kin to him of his family shall redeem
him ; or if he becomes prosperous, he shall redeem him-

self. 50. And he shall reckon with him that bought him

maid-servant", which, according to

the Hebrew law, he had the power

to do (see supra p. 258). In the

earlier part of the monarchical

period, a prophet's widow com-

plained to Elisha, that "the ci-editor

had come and taken away her two

sons to he his hondmen", and had

thus left her wholly destitute (2 Ki.

IV. 1). The same practice still pre-

vailed in the time of the exile, and

grew into an oppressive abuse;

the people bitterly complained to

Nehemiah, saying that, having mort-

gaged their lands, their vineyards,

and their houses, to buy corn and to

l^ay the king's tribute , they were

obliged "to bring into bondage their

sons and their daughters to be ser-

vants", without any hope of ever

being able to redeem them (Neh. V.

1— 5). The rich were indeed severely

rebuked by the zealous reformer for

their heartlessness, and they pro-

mised redress ; but the ruthless custom

seems to have continued as before

;

and in one of his finest parables

Christ introduces a king, to whom
one of his subjects owed a large

sum; and "as the man had not the

money to pay , his lord commanded
him to be sold, together with his

wife and children, and all that he

had" (Matth. XVIH. 23— 25). It is

remarkable that not even in the

time of Nehemiah allusion was made
to the relief provided by the six

years' term fixed in Exodus, or by

the Year of jubilee described in our

section: the explanations given in

the preceding remarks will account

for that silence.

We need scarcely observe, that the

Hebrews were not sin gular in the rude

usage under discussion. The Eoman
law of the Twelve Tables adjudged

to the creditor the person of the

debtor, whom he might sell as a

slave or kill; and if there' were

several creditors, they might, ac-

cording to the letter of the law, cut

the debtor's body in pieces and share

these among themselves. Among the

G-auls, "those who were pressed by

debt or by excessive taxes, or by the

tyi-anny of the more powerful, gave

themselves in vassalage to the nobles,

who possessed over them exactly the

same rights as masters hadover their

slaves". The old Germans, passionate

diceplayers, are related "to have often

set their liberty and persons upon

the last throw"; and if they lost,

"they patiently suffered themselves

to be bound and sold".

Later Judaism admirably grasped
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from the year that he was sold to him to the year of

the jubilee; and the price of his sale shall be accord-

ing to the number of years; like the time of a hired

servant shall he be with him. 51. If there he yet many
years behind^ in proportion to them he shall return the

price of his redemption out of his purchase money.

52. And if there remain but few years to the year of

the jubilee, then he shall count with him ; in proportion

to his years shall he return the price of his redemption.

53. As a yearly hired servant shall he be with him:

and the other shall not rule with rigour- over him in

thy sight. 54. And if he be not redeemed by these

and developed the spirit of our ordin-

ances. Philo starts from the prin-

ciple, "By nature the servants are

horn free, for no man is hy nature a

slave"— the exact opposite of Aris-

totle's doctrine , "A slave is an ani-

mated tool, and a tool is an inanimate

slave, whence there is nothing in

common" between master and slave,

and certainly no friendship can exist

between them. Again, Philo enjoins

the utmost kindness towards slaves

;

he points out, that Moses calls the

poor the "brother" of the rich (ver.

39), in order "to implant in the mind

of the owner an idea of relationship

with his servant, that he may not

neglect him as a stranger towards

whom he has no good -will"; for

those who are sold to others are,

according to the Law, not really

slaves, but only servants and hire-

lings, being temporarily in dis-

tress , and giving some things

while receiving others. Even the

Sabbath he considers partially to

have been appointed "as a kind

of spark and kindling of freedom",

to teach the slaves not to despair of

better prospects , but to hope for a

complete release to come in due

time ; and when this time has arrived,

the master should rejoice to have

an opportunity "of doing a service

to that most noble of aU beings,

man, in the most important of all

blessings, freedom"; he should dis-

miss him cheerfully, and moreover

supply him with abundant means

for his future support and inde-

pendence. Plato, on the other hand,

advises the master to keep his slaves

well, not for their sake but for his

own; he should indeed behave to-

wards them with as little insolence

as possible, but it would be very

foolish to treat them as if they were

free men, and thus make them
arrogant. Jesus Sirach recom-

mends indeed, that the slave should

be accustomed to habits of industry,

which might be enforced even Avith

severity and by correction; but he

also recommends, "If thou have a

slave, let him be as thyself; .... if

thou have a servant, treat him as a

brother" (Sir. XXXHI. 24 — 31).

Pseudo - Phocylides , likewise an

Alexandrian Jew, and probably a

near contemporary of Philo, treats

of slavery in the same spirit of fair-

ness and mercy (vers. 223—227); he

first urges upon masters not to

give their slaves insufficient food,

an exhortation which seems to have

been much needed in his time; he
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relatioiis^ then he shall go out free in the year of jubilee,

both he and his children with him. 55. For to Me the

children of Israel ai^e servants; they are My servants,

whom I brought forth out of the land of Egypt: I am
the Lord your God.

next forbids them to mark or brand

their domestics, as they had no right

to disgrace them for ever; and he

impresses upon them not to disdain

the advice of a well-disposed slave;

while he warns strangers not to do

harm to servants by speaking ill of

them to their masters.

It cannot, therefore, be surprising,

that the denouncement of slavery

in every form originated in Ju-

daism. Among the Essenes, "there

was not a single slave, but they all

were free, offering each other their

good offices; they condemned masters

not only as unjust, because destroy-

ing equality, but as impious, because

violating the ordinances of nature,

which has created all as equals, and

which, as their common mother,

intended all to be true brothers, not

only in name but in reality".

It is, however, not our intention in

this place to discuss a subject ofwhich

we have treated with some fulness

before, and to which we shall have

occasion to return again ; we merely

desired to illustrate the Hebrew laws

of slavery by contrasting them with

the views of some of the greatest and
humanest thinkers of antiquity (see

Comm. on Exod. pp. 289—297).



IX.

PROMISES AND MENACES.
CHAPTER XXVI.

Summary. — Prohibition of idol worship, and repetition of previous in-

junctions with regard to the Sabbaths and the Sanctuary (vers. 1, 2).

—

Then follows an elaborate address promising to the Hebrews the most

perfect happiness if they obey theDivine laws (vers. 3— 13), and threaten-

ing them with terrible and increasing punishments if they are rebellious

(vers. 14—40); yet the author holds out to them the hope of ultimate

restoration to national prosperity, if they repent and humble themselves

before God (vers. 41—45).— A statement, that the Sinaitic laws are com-

pleted (ver. 46).

1. You shall make for yourselves no idols, nor shall

you rear up for yourselves any graven or standing image,

1, 3. "To Me the children of

Israel are servants ; they are My ser-

vants whom I brought forth out of

the land of Egypt" : with these words,

proclaiming the absolute sovereignty

of Grod over the Hebrews, concluded

the laws ofthe Sabbatical year and of

the Jubilee. Therefore ourBookmight

well continue : "You shall make for

yourselves no idols, nor shall j-ou rear

up for yourselves any graven or

standing image ... to bow down
before it, for I am the Lord your

God" (ver. 1); and this command, in

its turn, seems to point forward to

the caution, that if the Hebrews

stiU adopt heathen worship, God
will "destroy their high places, and

cut down their images, and cast their

carcases upon the carcases of their

idols" (ver. 30). Again, as the in-

stitutions of the Sabbatical year and

the Jubilee intensify the idea of the

weekly Sabbath, and supplement the

circle of annual festivals, they might

well be followed by the short but all-

embracing command, "You shallkeep

My Sabbaths" (ver. 2); while this

injunction, on its part, seems to

prepare the reader's mind for the

subsequent warning, that if the He-

brews do not observe the Sabbaths,

they will be driven from their land,

which shall then, in its desolation,

keep the years of rest that had been

neglected (vers. 34, 35, 43). And
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nor shall you set up any memorial of stone in your
land, to bow down upon it; for I am the Lord your God.

2. You shall keep My Sabbaths, and reverence My
Sanctuary: I am the Lord.

3. If you walk in My statutes and keep My com-
mandments, and do them; 4. Then I will give you rain

in due season, and the land shall yield its increase, and
the trees of the field shall yield their fruit. 5. And

lastly, as the service at the common
Temple was the chief test of the

people's piety, the behest to keep it

undefiled and to "reverence God's

Sanctuary", seems appropriately to

precede the announcement of the

future destinies of the nation; and it

derives greater force from being ap-

l^ai-ently adverted to both among the

promises and the menaces, God de-

claring, on the one hand, "I will set

up My dwelling among you . . . and

I will walk among you" (vers. 11,12);

and on the other hand, "I will bring

your Sanctuaries into desolation,

and I will not smell your sweet

odours" (ver. 3 1).— Thus thenthe two

first verses of our chapter seem fitly

to occupy their place between the

larger sections which precede and

foUow them. They contain two

commands of the Decalogue — on

idol - worship and the Sabbaths —

,

and a third which stands in the

closest connection with one of them,

since the Sabbaths were chiefly

celebrated at the Sanctuarj-.

3— IS. The levitical compiler

had now collected all the oi'dinances

and narratives which seemed to him
imj)ortant for individuals and the

conamunity,and apt to promote apious

life and the organisation of the theo-

cracy ;andhe was anxiousto conclude

the "Sinaitic" laws with a gen-

eral exhortation setting forth, under

Divine authority, the rewards of a

strict adherence to the Law, and the

fearful disasters that must follow its

transgression. He found, in the sacred

writings of earlier periods, ample
precedents to support him in his plan.

He was aware, that the old "Book
of the Covenant" finishes with em-
phatic promises that, if the Hebrews
obeyed the voice of the "messenger"

sent by God, He would be "an enemy
to their enemies , and an adversary

to their adversaries"; that He would
drive the heathen tribes from the land

destined for their occupation; that

He would "bless their bread and their

water, and remove sickness from their

midst"; that He would make them
fruitful, and grant them long and
happy lives (Exod. XXHI. 20—33).

Again, our compiler was aware that,

inDeuteronomy, the full and eloquent

recapitulation addressedto the people

by Moses himself, is wound up with a

grand proclamation of blessings and

curses, which has hardly its equal in

impressive and soul-stirring pathos

(Deut. XXVin—XXX). And he had
seen, more recently, how the prophet

Ezekiel entwined his ideal legislation

now Avith insinuating promises and

now with appalling menaces. He was
fully equal to the self-imposed task,

and his composition yields to no simi-

lar effort in power and skill. HeoAved

indeed his ideas, in a very great

measure, to the two first named of his

predecessors, the author of the legis-

lation of Exodus and theDeuterono-

mist; and he formed his style so
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your threshing shall reach to the vintage, and the vin-

tage shall reach to the sowing time; and you shall eat

your bread to satisfaction, and shall dwell in your land

in safety. 6. And I will give peace in the land, and

you shall lie down, and none shall make you afraid;

and I will destroy evil beasts out of the land, nor shall

the sword pass through your land. 7. And you shall

chase your enemies, and they shall fall before you by

strikingly upon that of Ezekiel that

we can at least account for, though

we do not share , the , opinion , that

the prophet himself Avrote this

poi-tion. But his arrangement of

matter is so lucid and so appropriate,

and his language shows yet so much
force and freedom, that the com-

position has all the freshness of ori-

ginality, and never fails to joroduce

a thrilling effect.

Both as a parallel and a contrast

we quote the conclusion of a Hindoo

code: ""When the Rishis had heard

these laws from the mouth of Yajna-

valkya, they thus addressed the high-

souled and most illustrious prince of

the Yogins: — Those who zealously

preserve this book of laws, shall gain

glory in this world and shall enter

into heaven; he who strives after

knowledge, shall obtain knowledge;

he who desires wealth shall acquire

wealth, and he who wishes to live

shall live long. Even if aman repeats

only three slokas from this book, his

ancestors shall gain imperishable

bliss: of this doubt not. By keep-

ing this book , the Brahman will be

a righteous man, the Kshatriya shall

be victorious, and the Vaisya rich in

corn and evei-y other possession. He
who explains this book to the twice-

born when the moon changes, shall

receive the reward of the great horse-

sacrifice. Thou, o lord, wilt grant it".

An attentive analysis shows,that this

entire section (vers.3—46)was Avritten

during the exile, andnot later; it con-

tains no distinct allusion to the

actual restoration of the Jews to

their own land , but merely hopeful

anticipations of this event ; and the

last verses are as plain as can be ex-

pected in a composition shrouding

facts in the veil ofprophecy: "And yet

even so, Avhilethe Hebrews are in the

land of their enemies, I do not cast

them away, nor do I abhor them,

to destroy them utterly, and to

break My covenant with them;

.... but I will for their sakes re-

member the covenant of their an-

cestors" etc. There is nothing in

these Avords that leads us beyond the

misfortunes of the captivity. But as

the Book ofLeviticus includes ordin-

ances originating considerably more

than a century after the return from

the exile, for instance, those on the

Day of Memorial, the Day of Atone-

ment , and the Jubilee , it is evident

that our portion was found, not

composed, by the final compiler or re-

viser of the Book; and this fact helps

us to account for its resemblance both

to Deuteronomy and the writings

of Ezekiel, since its date was not far

distant from either.

We find reflected in our verses not

possible, but actual, events and con-

ditions. For while the promised bless-

ings are so enthusiastic that they

could never have been realised, and

might well be described as Messianic,

the threatened calamities and the sins
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the sword. 8. And five of you shall chase a hundred,

and a hundred of j^ou shall chase ten thousand ; and your

enemies shall fall before you by the sword. 9. And I

will turn to you and make you fruitful, and multiply you,

and establish My covenant with you. 10. And you shall

eat old store that has become old, and remove the old

on account of the new. 11. And I will set My dwelling

which occasioned them are delineated

with such plain distinctness, that they

might almost serve as a foundation for

constructing the history of the Israel-

ites from the eighth to the sixth

century. We have brought before

our eyes not only the people's stubborn

idolatry, but the very forms of their

strange worship , including such de-

tails as the little statues of the sun;

we see not only the hostile invasion,

the defeat, and the flight, but the

awful scenes of sieges Avhen parents

"ate the flesh of their sons and the

flesh of their daughters" ; not only

pestilence and failing crops and fa-

mine, but the population mercilessly

massaci-ed, fields desolated , cities

levelled with the ground, the Temple

in ashes, and the land occupied by the

foreign conqueror; nay we follow

the miserable Hebrew captives into

the land of their dispersion; and

Avhile they are there pining away,

their land lies an uncultivated waste,

and at last keeps the Sabb atical years,

which, Ave learn, neither they nor

their fathers had kept while they

dwelt in it. The picture, so clear

and so familiar, is a likeness drawn

from life. And the features rapidly

glanced at lead us to the Babylonian

exile: there had been invasions,

devastations, and partial dispersions

before; the Pentateuch itself re-

peatedly announces similar disasters

as imminent ; but our chapter evident-

ly describes the actual subjugation of

the whole land, and the actual cap-

tivity of the whole people ; it cannot,

therefore, refer to the conquest of the

northern provinces by Pul (770), nor

to the abduction of the east-Jordanic

tribes by Tiglath-pilesar (740), nor

even to the destruction of the king-

dom of Ephraim by Shalmanesar

(720),allwhich opinions have been ad-

vocated : none of these eventsbrought

the fortunes of the eutii-e Hebrew
nation so Ioav as they are pox'trayed in

our chapter with such terrible truth.

In depicting the glorious rewards

ofpious obedience, our author gathers

his traits from the Avorks of all pro-

phets who had gained popular

authoritj', from the earliest doAvn to

his OAvn contemporaries , from Amos
andHoseahtoEzekiel and the second

Isaiah; he writes only with the one

object of rousing and stimulating his

apathetic compatriots,many ofAvhom,

it may be, had abandoned all hope of

deliverance ; he does not stop to en-

quire what blessings are probable or

possible; but boldly soaring into the

sphere of the ideal, he trusts that the

fervour of his readers will be kindled

by his OAvn. He promises rain in its

due time, and such unparalleled fer-

tility that the crops of one year shall

be abundantly sufficient for many
seasons; tranquil and peaceful enjoy-

ment of this prosperity; constant

increase of the population; se-

curity from the ravages of Avild

beasts and from hostile invasion ; in

case of foreign Avar , easy and com-

plete victory; the Divine presence
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among you, and My soul shall not abhor you. 12. And
I will walk among you and will be your God, and you
shall be My people. 13. I am the Lord your God who
brought you out of the land of Egypt, that you should

not be their bondmen; and I broke the bands of your
yoke, and made you go upright.

14. But if you will not hearken to Me, and will

hallowing the land; and the Divhie

poAver protecting the people. And
to convince them that their God is

well able tobestowuponthem wealth
and happiness, he reminds them that

itwas He who once released their fore-

fathers from Eg3'ptian bondage.

These promises admirably advance

from material to spiritual benefits,

from well-being to holiness, which is

peace and truth and righteousness.

In order to prove how much our

author is indebted to anterior writers,

we shall only insert a few verses from

the Book of Ezekiel, which will show

at a glance that they served as the

foundation for our passage : "And I

will naake with them a covenant of

peace, and I will destroy evil beasts

out of the land, and they shall dwell

safely in the wilderness , and sleep

in the woods. And I Avill make them
and the places round My hill a bless-

ing, and I will cause the rain to come
down in its season; there shall be

showers of blessings. And the tree

of the field shall yield its fruit, and
the earth shall yield its increase, and
they thall be safe in their land, and
they shall know that I am the Lord

Avhen I have broken the bands of

their yoke , and delivered them out

of the hand of those who made them
bondmen. And they shall no longer

be a prey to the nations, nor shall

the beasts of the land devour them

;

but they shall dwell safely, and none

shall make them afraid . . . Thus
shall they know that I the Lord am

with them, and that they, the house

of Israel, are My people, says the

Lord God" (Ezek. XXXIV. 25— 30).

Twice annually, as is well known

,

rain is needed in Palestine to ensure

successful crops — "the earlier rain",

beginning in the second half of

October, at the time of the autum-

nal sowing of wheat and barley,

falling most copiously in December,

and continuing, at intervals, to the

end of January; and the short

"latter rain", falling in March at the

time of the sowing of the summer-

fruit, and before the beginning of

the harvest: hence the promise is

given that "the rains" will be sent

"in their due seasons" (ver. 4), which

elsewhere are more distinctly spe-

cified. And the author emphati-

cally describes the produce as so

plentiful that the threshing,wliich be-

gins in April, simultaneously with the

harvest, will occupy thehusbandman
until the commencement of the

vintage , which takes place four or

five months later; and again the vin-

tage Avill be so abundant that it will

not be finished at the seed-time, or in

the second part of October. The same

idea is, however, even more clearly

and more poetically expressed by a

previous wx'iter in a passage which

was manifestly before our author's

mind: "The ploughman shall over-

take the reaper , and the treader of

grapes him that sows seed" (Am. IX.

13).

14:—IS. In promising the re-
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not do all these commandments; 15. And if you will

despise My statutes, and if your soul abhors My judg-

ments, so that you will not do all My commandments,

wards and blessings of piety, the

author ahnost describes the golden

and the Messianic age — almost,

for wars, though successful, are

yet deemed probable; but in an-

nouncing the many punishments

and curses of disobedience, he de-

scends into the sad realities of actual

events, and faithfull}' portrays what
he has witnessed himself or what
he has read in the trustworthy an-

nals of his nation. To illustrate his

words, let us compare them with

a few similar speeches, which ap-

pear as the landmarks of Hebrew
history, and well reflect its succes-

sive stages.

We have first that speech at the

end of "the Book of the Covenant",

to which we have already referred.

Writing in the time of the' mon-
archy, when the nation was still hope-

fully carrying on its struggles, and
Avas enjoying a large share ofprosper-

ity, the author threatened no misfor-

tunes,but confined himselfto admoni-
tions and promises : the Lord would
send His messenger before the He-
brews, and help them to conquer not

only the land of the Canaanites, but
all the territories from the Red Sea

to the Mediterranean, and from the

Arabian desert to the Euphrates.

He would grant them plenty, and
shield them from disease and every

other trial. He would terrify their

enemies, and even cause the noxious

animals to come to their aid. The
only conditions He imposed upon
them were that they should serve

Him alone, and obey His messenger

without murmuring ; that they

should exterminate the heathen from
their country, and break down all

idols. The writer had in his mind
the glorious time at the end of Da-
vid's and the beginning of Solomon's

reign, when the Hebrew dominions

extended almost to the boundaries

described. The covenant between

Grod and the Israelites had been

concluded with the free assent

of both: the One had said, "If

you will obey My voice indeed,

and keep My covenant, then you
shall be a peculiar treasure to Me
above all nations, for all the earth

is Mine"; and the others had an-

swered, "All that the Lord has

spoken we will do" (Exod. XIX. 5,

8); there was, therefoi-e, as yet no

occasion for threatening chastise-

ments : this was evidently the writer's

view, and looking at the condition

of his country in his own age, he

was well justified in entertaining it.

Very different was the aspect of

affairs at the period when the Book
of Judges was compiled; then the

Assyrians had already repeatedly

invaded and ravaged the country,

and the northern ti-ibes had been led

away into captivity; the nation had
commenced to taste the bitter-

ness of foreign servitude
;
yet there

were sufficient resources left to

warrant the hope of ultimate reco-

very. Therefore, the author of that

Book, in entering upon his task, and

sui-veying in his mind the chequered

fortunes of his people from the time

of Joshua to his own, mingled com-

plaint and exhortation, rebuke and

encouragement; he strangely wa-

vered between the dark and the

brighter sides of the picture, and his

words breathed sorrow, rather ^lian

despondency. "The children of Is-
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hut that you break My covenant: 16. I also will do

this to you; and I will appoint over you terror, con-

sumption and fever that shall consume the eyes and wear

rael", he said, "did evil in the sight

of the Loi-d, and served the gods of

the people that were round them,

and provoked the Lord to angei-, ....

and He delivered them into the

hands of spoilers that spoiled them,

and He sold them into the hands of

their enemies round about, . . . and

they Vere greatly distressed : never-

theless the Lord raised up Judges

who delivered them out of the hand

of those that spoiled them ; and yet

they would not hearken to their

Judges, but went astray after other

gods; . . . and the anger of the

Lord was hot against Israel, and He
said, Because this people has trans-

gressed My covenant, ... I also will

not henceforth drive out any of the

nations which Joshua left when he

died, that through them I may prove

Israel, whether they will keep the

way of the Lord to walk therein as

their fathers did keep it, or not"

(Judg. II. 11—22). In some earlier

time , then , so the author believed,

the Hebrews had been pious and

righteous, and he did not despair

that his own generation might yet

be induced to follow their example;

he saw indeed present trials and

dangers , but might they not be the

means of recalling his contempo-

raries to duty and allegiance?

And then came the first greatblow

which struck down the kingdom of

Ephraim; the Assyrian occupied the

fairest portions of the Holy Land, and

ten of the tribes of Israel wandered

into exile; illusions were no longer

possible ; and yet not even then were

the Hebrew patriots deserted by

their innate buoyancy ; they almost

hoped against hope ; they had learnt

to trace misfortune to iniquity , and

they had been taught, tliat God is

merciful ; therefore they pointed to

the dark idolatries of Ephraim as

the source of their ruin ; but might

not the people of Judah be spared a

similar fate, if they walked in up-

rightness and truth, and might not

God in His mercy even bring back

the scattered tribes of Israel? In

this light the Deuteronomist, living

about a century after Ephraim's fall,

read the past and the future history

of his nation. For this reason he so

frequently impressed upon his coun-

trymen, that through piety "their

days would be prolonged in the land

which God had given them" — a

pledge which before his time once

only had been given in the De-

calogue. He urged upon them again

and again, that "on account of the

Avickedness of the heathen nations

God had driven them out of Canaan";

and on the other hand, that "if they

forgot the Lord, and walked after

other gods, they would surely perish;

as the nations which the Lord had

destroyedbeforethem,so would they

perish". And what was his esti-

mate of the people? Did their con-

duct inspire him with hope? His

eloquence, so simple and yet so grand,

never rose to greater fervour than

when he denounced their stubborn

perversity. "Thou art a stiff-necked

people", he exclaimed; "remember

and forget not how thou didst pro-

voke the Lord to wrath in the

wilderness ; from the day that thou

didst depart out of the land ofEgypt

until you came to this place, you

have been rebellious against theLord,

from the day that I knew you".
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out your lives; and you shall sow your seed in vain,

for your enemies shall eat it.

17. And I shall set My face against you, and you

Considering all this, and well know-

ing the impetuosity and the insati-

able ambition of the Babylonians,

who had not long before emerged

from their obscurity to terrify

all Asia, "a non - people" whom
he saw in his mind press forward

"as the eagle darts" ; he felt that the

doom of Judah also was approach-

ing, and that their only refuge was
in repentance and in the clemency

of God. He himself condensed his

whole experience, his fears, and an-

ticipations in a few words: "When
you shall have remained long in the

land, and be corrupt ... to provoke

the Lord to anger, I call heaven and

earth to witness against you this

day, you shall soon utterly perish

from oif your land . . . And the Lord

shall scatter you among the na-

tions, . . . and there you shall serve

gods, the work of men's hands . . .

But if from thence thou shalt seek

the Lord thy God, thou shalt find

him if thou seek him with all thy

heart and with all thy soul . . . For

the Lord thy God is a merciful God;

He will not forsake thee nor destro}'

thee, nor forget the covenant of thy

fathers which He swore to them"

(Deut. IV. 25—31).

At last the Babylonians did come,

and the kingdom of Judah was also

destroyed. The author of our chap-

ter of Leviticus, who probably resided

among the captives near the Eu-

phrates, could not materially differ

from the view taken by the Deutero-

nomist of the condition and pro-

spects of his people; for the Deute-

ronomist had clearly marked out

the only course which the events

could possibly be expected to take in

accordance with the Hebrew doctrine

of retribution. The difference, that

our author had witnessed the dis-

persion not of ten, but of all the

twelve tribes, is not essential; yet

he might point out, with greater em-

phasis than had ever been done before,

that the Hebrews had disgracefully

broken their part of the covenant

which they had once concluded with

God ; for they had rejected all warn-

ings, and had fallen into a deeper and

more fearful abyss of idolatry and

wickedness ; and he might, therefore,

announce that God, released from

His promises of protection, would

send dire calamities, horrible beyond

all precedent. In this one respect he

went beyond his predecessor; hav-

ing lived to see the crowning cata-

strophe of his people, he described

the awful degradation of sin and

misery, and showed how God long-

sufferingly tried to rouse the erring

nation by lesser trials , how bj'

their obduracy the disasters were

multiplied, till they culminated in

the annihilation of the common-
wealth. This was the plan on which

the author constructed his composi-

tion : menace follows menace in fatal

succession, till they reach the ter-

i-ible climax. But then, because he

is a Hebrew prophet, with all the

fine enthusiasm of his order, he yet

believes in the people's repentance

and in the forgiveness of God; he

sees in the far distance the dawn of

a new morning that forbids him to

despair; and in the name of his God
he proclaims , "Even while they are

in the land of their enemies, I do not

cast them away, . . . but I will re-

member the covenant of their an-
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shall be slain before your enemies; and they that hate

you shall rule over you; and you shall flee when none

pursues you.

cestors Avhom I brought forth out of

the land of Egypt". As they had

been redeemed from Egypt before,

so they wouhl be redeemed from Ba-

bylon ere long.

Who does not see that this entire

survey almost coincides with the

pragmatic sketch which in the Books

of Kings concludes the sad history

of Israel, and of which these are the

leading sentences: "So it was that

the children of Israel had sinned a-

gainst the Lord their God . . . and

served idols. And the Lord testified

against Israel and against Jiidah by

all the prophets, saying, Turn from

your evil ways, and keep My com-

mandments . . . Yet they would not

hear, but hardened their necks . . .

And they i-ejected His statutes and

His covenant. Therefore the Lord

was very angry with Israel, and re-

moved them out of His sight ; there

Avas none left but the tribe of Judah
only. And Judah also kept not the

commandments of the Lord their

God, . . . and the Lord rejected all

the seed of Israel, and afflicted them,

and delivered them into the hand of

spoilers, until He had cast them out

of His sight" (2 Ki. XVII. 7—23).

The first scourges by which God
will try to wean the Hebrews from

their iniquity, are diseases so fear-

ful as to become a "terror" to them,

such as consumption and the burn-

ing ague, wearing out their strength

and their lives in agony; whereas the

Book of the Covenant, written in

happier times, promises on the con-

trary-, "I will take away sickness

from the midst of thee". The an-

cient Hebrews were indeed a re-

markably healthy race, yet consump-

tion is not unusual in Palestine,

especially in more elevated regions,,

and consumptive persons were wont

to seek relief in the pool of Bethesda.

Fevers have at all times been one

of the greatest plagues of the land,

and have constantly claimed many
victims ; they are often so dangerous

and obstinate , that in several in-

stances the NewTestament represents

their cure as miraculous. Inter-

mittent, especially tertian fevers are

frequent, particularly during March

and October, in valleys and inmarshy

parts, as in the plains of Acca and

Sharon, and in the almost tropical

plain of the Jordan, on the boi-ders of

the hot and loAv-lying northern Lake

ofMerom, and round the Lake of Tibe-

rias,which has iii recent times also be-

come notorious for its malignant fe-

vers: the rubbish of the ruins of

towns and villages, in many parts

piled up for centuries , is in the

winter season saturated with rain,

which evaporates in the summer, and

thus engenders malaria.

As the next calamity the author

threatens, that theHebrews will sow

their fields, whereas their enemies

Avill enjoy the crops ; they will "toil in

vain", just as their forefathers had

toiled, when, in the period of the

Judges, theMidianites and theAmale-

kites ravaged their land "after the

seeds had been sown, and destroyed

the produce of the soil, and left no

sustenance for Israel"; or when,

in niore recent times, the hosts of the

Assyrians and the Babylonians de-

vastated the blooming fields or

spoiled the harvests; Avhei-eas a

contemporary of our author, in de-

scribing God's returning favour to
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18. And if you will not yet hearken to Me after

all this, then I will punish you seven times more for

your sins. 19. And I will break the pride of your power,

and I will make your heaven as iron, and your earth

Israel, declared, "The Lord has

sworn by His right hand, and by His

strong arm, Surely I will no more

give thy corn to be food for thy ene-

mies; and the sons of the stranger

shall not drink thy wine, for which

thou hast laboured" (Isai. LXII, 8).

And then will follow disastrous

battles; the Hebrews, routed and pur-

sued,will be compelled to submit to the

imperious dictates of cruel invaders;

harassed by a feeling of insecurity,

they Avill flee though no one pursues

them, and as another writer pithily

expresses it, "The sword shall destroy

without, and the terror in your

houses" (Deut. XXXII. 25). How
different is this from the happy times

depicted before , when the Hebrews

shall have no wars in their own land,

and ifthey march out to meet a foreign

foe, then "five of them shall chase a

hundred, and a hundred of them

shall chase ten thousand" (ver. 8).

18—20. If the Hebrews con-

tinue in their evil ways, God will

chastise them "seven times" more;

and to rouse them to reform. He

will send afflictions infinitely more

fearful. And what will these afflic-

tions be? Drought and dearth with

their ghastly train of famine and

starvation. To the ear of the He-

brews this announcement Avas ap-

palling; for they knew the misery

which dearth had so often brought

upon the land ; they remembered —
for the tradition had been vivid and

faithful — hoAv in the time of Elijah

the Tishbite neither rain nor deAV

fell for years, and the horses and

mules died for Avant of grass, and

nearly all the cattle perished ; how,

about a century later , a most aAvful

locust plague Avas aggravated by a

protracted drought, of which they

were constantly reminded by the

Avonderful description of Joel: "The

seed is rotten under their clods and the

corn is withered : why do the beasts

groan, Avhy are the herds of cattle

perplexed? because they have no

pasture;... for fire devours the

meadows of the plain , and a flame

burns 'all the trees of the field;

. . . and the springs of Avater

are dried up"; and they knew

that, in more recent times, in the

reign of king Jojakim, a similar

calamity happened, which most pain-

fully enhanced the alarming distress

that Avas threatening from without

:

this dearth is dwelt upon by Jeremiah

Avith a poetical force, which almost

rivals that of Joel or Amos, and his

description may possibly have been

in our author's mind ; for it is also

interwoven with reproof and exhor-

tation :
"Judah mourns, and its gates

languish, . . . and the cry of Jeru-

salem rises up. Their nobles send

their inferiors to the Avater; they

come to the pits, and find no Avater,

they return Avith their empty vessels;

they are ashamed and confounded,

and veil their heads . . . Yea, the

hind in the field calves, and forsakes

her young one , because there is no

grass; and wild asses stand on the

hills, they gasp for air like jackals,

their eyes are dimmed; for there is

no grass. Lord, though our ini-

quities testify against us, do Thou

it for Thy name's sake; for our

backslidings are many, Ave have

sinned against Thee". Palestine
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as brass; 20. So that your strength shall be spent in

vain, and your land shall not yield its increase, nor

shall the trees of the land yield their fruits.

21. And if you walk contrary to Me, and will not

is indeed a fertile land, but the

people's pride and streugth arising

from abundant crops , shall be

humbled and broken , when the

heavens, "a molten mirror", will

be like iron, yielding neither rain

nor dew, and the earth, hardened

and parched up, will be like brass,

unable to bring forth a green blade.

Both metaphors — the iron sky and

the brazen earth — could not have

been more appropriately chosen to

describe an Eastern drought.

Imprecations like those set forth in

our section were not unusual among
the ancients ; one brief parallel may
here be inserted. When the people

of Cin-ha and others had polluted

the temple of Delphi and profaned

its holy treasures, the Amphictyons,

after having devastated their terri-

tories, and sold the inhabitants as

slaves, protested and swore, that no

one should ever cultivate the devoted

land, and they publicly pronounced

this curse: "If any persons trans-

gress this edict, whether private

individuals, orati'ibe, or a people,

their land shall bear no fruit, and the

women shall bring forth no children

who resemble their fathers, but shall

give birth to monsters ; nor shall the

beasts produce young of a normal

shape ; misfortune shall befall them
in their wars , their tribunals , and

their public assemblies ; they them-

selves, with their houses and their

whole race, shall be destroyed; and

they shall never again present to

the gods an acceptable offering".

31, 23. Should the blind reck-

lessness of the people proceed to open

and defiant rebellion against God's

decrees, He will, as a second grada-

tion, let loose against them the

wild beasts, Avhich He Avill arm with

unwonted fei'ociousness for their ap-

pointed work of destruction; by these

means He Avill cause frightful ravages

among men and cattle; and the popu-

lation, previously lessened by war and

fatal diseases, Avill become so few

in number, and these few will be so

much terrified by the sanguinary in-

truders, that the public roads will be

empty and desolate, and all inter-

course Avill cease. In holding out this

threat, our author needed not appre-

hend lest it appear to his readers

fanciful or exaggerated; for he had

ample precedents,which he knew were

treasured in the recollection of all:

when little boys had mocked the

prophet Elisha, "he turned round,

and looked at them, and cursed them

in the name of the Lord; and there

came forth two she-bears out of the

wood, and tore forty -two children

of them to pieces"; and another

tradition related , that when the

Assyrians, who had settled in the

northern provinces of Canaan, "did

not fear the Lord, the Lord sent lions

among them that killed many of

them". The Hebrews, accustomed

to draw the animals into the strictest

and closest relations with men , and

deeming them capable of sin and de-

generacy, could not be surprised at

the idea that God should make savage

beasts the instruments of His ven-

geance, and "a rod of correction", like

famine, foreign invasion, and subjec-

tion. Thus we find in the last Song of

Moses, "They shall be consumed by

hunger, and devoured with heat, and
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hearken to Me, I will bring seven times more plagues

upon you according to your sins. 22. And I will send

among you the beasts of the field, which shall bereave

you of your children, and destroy your cattle, and make
you few in number, and your /i/V/A-ways shall be de-

solate.

23. And if you will not be reformed by Me by

these things^ but will walk contrary to Me; 24. Then

will I also walk contrary to you, and I also will chas-

tise you seven times for your sins. 25. And I will

poisonous pestilence, and I shall

send upon them the teeth of

Avild beasts, with the venom of

the serpents that creep in the dust"

;

and thus Ezekiel constantly menaces

his fellow-citizens in the name of

God, "I shall send upon you famine

and evil beasts, and they shall bereave

thee; and pestilence and blood shall

pass through thy land, and I shall

bring the sword upon thee". Nor was

the desertion of high-roads on ac-

count of the dangers of travelling a

trait unfamiliar to later readers;

they knew from the song of

Deborah which lived on every

tongue, that "in the days of Sham-

gar, the son of Anath, in the days

of Jael, the highways were silent,

and travellers walked through tor-

tuous by-roads" ; they could not fail to

recollect the words in the "Lamen-

tations", which probably even then

had been attributed to the prophet

Jeremiah, "The ways ofZion mourn,

because none come to the solemn

feasts; all her gates are desolate"

(Lam. I. 4) ; and Ezekiel plainly con-

veys the idea reproduced in our text:

"I cause evil beasts to pass through

the land, and they shall bereave it,

so that it be desolate, that no man
may pass through because of the

beasts".

33 — 36. The third gradation

does not consist of new calamities,

but of former visitations fearfully in-

tensified—of discomfiture so disastrous

and so complete, that resistance is

abandoned as hopeless; those who
escape from the sword, seek the

pi'otection of the walled and fortified

towns as their last refuge; but they

are pursued and besieged by the re-

lentless enemy; they begin to be

pressed by want; still they holdout;

they anxiously husband their scanty

provisions; they are content with

meagre rations which, doled out by

weight, do not satisfy theirhunger, and

barely ward off starvation
;
yet, faint

as they are, they do not yield; but

then largenumbers are struck down by
pestilence, and the remnant fall

into the hands of their foes. And why
do these terrible trials befall them?

Because by their unblushing breach of

the Divine covenant, they have pro-

voked not merely retribution but

vengeance; they have to suffer be-

cause their iniquities overthrow the

common ordinances binding upon

all men, and because they violate

pledges which they had specially and

solemnly given to their Divine Law-

giver and Euler; the sword, there-

fore, which destroys them, is "an

avenger of the covenant". Thus our

author skilfully approaches closer to

those more recent calamities which
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bring the sword upon you, that shall avenge My
covenant; and when you are gathered together within

your cities, I will send pestilence among you, and you

shall be delivered into the hand of the enemy; 26. While

I break the staff of your bread, so that ten women
shall bake your bread in one oven, and they shall de-

liver you your bread again by weight, and you shall

eat //, and not be satisfied.

27. And if you will not for all this hearken to Me, but

walk contrary to Me; 28. Then I will walk contrary to you

liis own contemporaries were be-

moaning in their exile. He may also

liave had in his mind the numerous

antecedent wars of Judah and Israel,

and the sieges of Samaria and Jeru-

salem during the attacks of the

Syrians and Assj-rians, when "an

ass's head was sold for eighty shekels,

and the fourth part of a cab of

dove's dung for five shekels of silver"

;

but he seems more especially to

allude to the horrors of the Baby-

lonian invasions, and to the Avords

with which the prophets Jeremiahand

Ezekiel describe them, and of which

his own appear like an epitome: "I

will smite", wi'ote Jeremiah, "the in-

habitants of tliis citj^, both man and

beast; they shall die of a great

pestilence; and afterwards, says the

Lord, I will deliver Zedekiah, king

of Judah, and his servants, and the

people, and such as are left in this

city, from the pestilence, from the

sword, and from the famine, into

the hand of Nebuchadnezzar king of

Babylon, . . . and he shall smite

them with the edge of the sword".

More graphically Ezekiel announces,

"The sword" is without, and the

pestilence and famine within; he

that is in the field shall die Avith

the sword, and he that is in

the city, famine and pestilence shaU

devour him"; and he also notices

the famine in terms with which

those of our author are almost iden-

tical, "Son of man, behold, I will

break the staff of bread in Jerusalem,

and they shall eat bread by weight,

and in sorrow; and they shall drink

water by measure, and in distress".

SS—SS. Are all these scourges

insufficient to make the Hebrews

pause and repent? The infatuated

people continue theirworks ofimpiety,

and they still "walk contrar}-" to

God. But noAv even His long-suffer-

ing is exhausted. He no longer deals

out simply "measure for measure",

but He "walks contrary" to the

people "in fury"; He goads them to

deeds offrenzy and appalling horror;

He declares to the desperate crowd

maddened by hunger, "You shall

eat the flesh of your sons, and the

flesh of your daughters shall you

eat". Can any other calamities

follow after this most heart-sickening

trial? Yet they come, and they por-

tend the bitter end. The idolatrous

heights and altars and statues, with

which the land is filled, are cut down,

and the corpses of the Hebrews mingle

with the fragments ofthose misshapen

images m one ghastly heap. What is

there that now prevents the heathen

invaders from laying the towns in

ashes, from overthrowing the Sanctu-

ary, and converting the whole land in-

BB2
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also in fury ; and I will also chastise you seven times for your

sins. 29. And you shall eat the flesh of your sons, and the

flesh of your daughters shall you eat. 30. And I will

destroy your high places, and cut down your sun-images,

and cast your carcases upon the carcases of your idols,

and My soul shall abhor you. 31. And I w-ill make
your cities waste, and bring your Sanctuaries to deso-

to a waste and a wilderness,wliicli they

themselves, the new masters, shall he-

hold with amazement? Itmay be that

the people, in their consternation

and agony, offer up sacrifices and

burn incense ; hut their hearts are

as stubborn as before; how should

their offerings be accepted? God
"abhors them"; He has "no delight

in their sweet odours". So they flee

from the soil of their ancestors, or

they are carried away wretched cap-

tives ; they may long to return, and to

cultivate their fields as of old; but

God frusti-ates their efforts; He
sends the sAVord against them, and

they are driven back; and so "their

land remains desolate, and their ci-

ties remain waste."

Is this a picture drawn from ima-

gination? It is not prophecy but

history; every one of its awful de-

tails may by traced in the annals of

the Hebrews, which our author so

skilfully uses for his great and noble

purpose. He alludes to the harrowing

scenes that disgraced the siege of Sa-

mai-ia by the Syrians, when aHebrew

mother complained to Joram, the

king of Israel, "This woman said to

me, Give thy son, that we may eat

liim to day, and we will eat my son

to-morrow; so we boiled my son,

and did eat liim; and I said to her

on the next day, Give thy son that

we may eat him ; and she has hidden

her son". He remembers the dis-

tress that prevailed during the siege

of Jerusalem by the Chaldean hosts.

when "the hands of merciful women
boiled their OAvn children, who Avere

their food", and when the people

"ate the flesh of their sons and the

flesh of their daughters, and ate everj'

one the flesh of his friend in the

siege and in their straitness". He
suppresses indeed the cruel and loath-

some details with which the miserj^

and the atrocit}' of those times

are depicted in Deuteronomy; yet

what can exceed the emphasis of his

simple menace, "And j'ou shall eat

the flesh of your sons, and the flesh

of your daughters shall you eat"!

He folloAved here also his great model

Ezekiel, who likewise coujaled the

siege of the capital with the dispersion

of the people :
" The fathers shall

eat the sons in the midst of thee,

and the sons shall eat their fathers;

and I will execute judgment in thee,

and the whole renmant of thee Anil

I scatter into all the winds".

But he reproduced the words of

Ezekiel still more closely in menacing

the annihilation of idols in Judea;

for the prophet had written: "I will

destroy j'our high places utterly,

and 3'our altars shall be desolate,

and your sun-images shall be broken,

and I will cast down your slain men
before your idols, and will lay

the dead carcases of the children

of Israel before their idols, and I

Avill scatter your bones round about

your altars". Of these and of the

following sentences our passage is a

pithy abridgement. — We need not
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lation, and I will not smell your sweet odours. 32. And
I will bring the land into desolation, and your ene-

mies who dwell therein shall be amazed at it. 33. And
I will scatter you among the nations, and will draw out

the sword after you, and your land shall be desolate,

and your cities shall be waste. — 34. Then shall the

land pay off its Sabbaths as long as it lies desolate

repeat, how common were in the

Holy Land "the heights", and how
numerous the statues of Baal and

Ashtarte — the images of the sun

and the moon — which the Hehrews

worshipped on those heights and in

sacred groves down to the latest

times of the monarchy, and how
difficult it was to Avean them from

these ahuses even after their I'eturn

from the captivity : it is certainly not

surprising that, after their contact

Avith the Persians, they should have

clung with increased ohstinacy to

the worship of the Sun. — It

is recorded, that Josiah, in his re-

forming zeal, "broke in pieces the

statues, and destroj^ed the images of

Ashtarte, and filled their places with

the hones of men" ; and that in Sa-

maria "he sacrificed all the priests of

the high places that were there upon

the altars, and burnt men's bones

upon them": similar facts and tradi-

tions may have been in our author's

thoughts when he announced the

piling up of the dead bodies of ido-

laters together with the shivered

limbs of their . idols ; but .the ven-

geance Avhich he describes is not

the vengeance of a piousHebrew king,

but of a heathen conqueror.

No onewho reads these verses with-

out preconceptions, can deny that, in

the Avriter's time,tlie "high places" had

long been used by the Hebrews, and

the idols so distinctly specified had
actually been worshipped by them

in Canaan ; and that , therefore,

these statements refer to a post-

Mosaic age. Let the tenor of

our section, as the author Avished

it to be understood, for a moment
be considered. The Hebrews had

just been released from the oppress-

ive bondage of Egypt; they Avere still

far distant from the land of promise,

which they reached only foi'ty years

later, and Avhich thej' had to con-

quer from warlike tribes in pro-

tracted wars: yet then already, in

the desert of Sinai, they were told,

that their future home would be de-

vastated, and that they themselves

would be expelled from it, on ac-

count of their inveterate Avickedness.

The conception is indeed grand, and

bespeaks a genius capable of sur-

veyingand linking togetherthe history

of millenniums; A'et he is unable to

conceal, that the annals of that history

he complete before him, and that they

have furnished him the materials for

his far-reaching combinations. He
Avrites as his predecessor Avrote: "A

third part of thee shall die Avith the

pestilence, and with famine shall they

be consumed in the midst of thee;

and a third part shall fall by the sword

round about thee ; and I Avill scat-

ter a third part into all the Avinds,

and I Avill draAv out a sAvord after

them" (Ezek. V. 12).

34—39. NoAV the author no

longer delineates the past but the wo-

ful present, not the Avind that had

been soAvn, but the wliirhvind that

liis generation Avere reaping ; and his
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and you are in your enemies' land; then shall the land

rest, and pay off its Sabbaths; 35. As long as it lies

desolate, it shall rest the years which it did not rest in

your Sabbaths, when you dwelt upon it. 36. And as to those

that are left alive of you, I will send a faintness into their

hearts in thelands oftheir enemies; and the sound ofa shaken

leaf shall chase them, and they shall flee as //'fleeing from a

sword, and they shall fall when none pursues. 37. And

description has all tlie poAver and

trath of the eye--\vitness. Yet it is

not a piercing cry of agony and de-

spair; he contemplates indeed with a

heavy heart the terrihle disasters

under Avhich his countrymen are

writhing, but to his clear mind those

disasters convey great lessons; they

are the finger of God, and disclose

to him the laws of Divine govern-

ment. E/ising above the troubled

reality, he penetrates into the "seeds

of time" and into the secrets of the

moral world. What, he asks himself,

is the condition of thisunhappy people

in their dispersion? Their thoughts

wander to their own loved land;

they know it is lying in desolation;

and with bitter self-reproaches they

confess, that it suffers that dire fate

because they had not allowed it to rest

during the Divinely appointed Sab-

batical 3'ears—no, not all the time they

had held it in possession : having eaten

the fruits that belonged to God and

His poor, they have now to repay them
in grief and distress. Tims weighed

down by sorrow and remorse, they

lose all courage and confidence ; they

are terrified by imaginai-y dangers;

surrounded by enemies who do not

speak their own tongue, their anguish,

their "faintness of heart" conjures up

everywhereattack and fierce onslaught

and pursuit; they are "chased by the

sound of a shaken leaf"; they hear

the foe following in their track, they

/lee, they fall — and no one is pursuing

them; in their confusion they rush

blindly upon each other and fight for

their lives, still haunted by the phan-

toms ofdanger : how should they make

a stand before the enemy V Thus driven

onAvard Avithout rest and peace, many
fall victims to their fears and anxieties

— the strange land "eats them up".

The survivors, tortured by remorse,

languish in sadness and Avretched-

ness. And why do they suffer all

these pangs and miseries? "They pine

aAvay on account of their iniquity,

and also on account of the iniquities

of their fathers Avith them do they

pine away". This is the pith and

kernel of the author's sketch

:

it is the sins of their fathers together

ivith their oivn, Avhich have brought

doAvn upon them svtch appalling

distress. In the old and primary

Commandments, the HebreAVS had

been taught, thatGod visits the ini-

quity of the fathers upon the children

to the third and fourth generation of

those that hate Him. Yet for many
centuries afterAvards, the proverb M'as

current in Israel, "The fathers have

eaten sour grapes, and the children's

teeth ai-e set on edge." Then Ezekiel,

opposing this doctrine, declared: —
"The soul that sins, it shall die ; the son

shall not bear the iniquity of the

father, nor shall the father bear the

iniquity of the son". And now
our author, combining and applying

the thoughts of the old and the recent

master, insisted, that his countrymen
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they shall fall one upon another, as it were before a

sword, when none pursues; and you shall have no power

to stand before your enemies. 38. And you shall perish

among the nations, and the land of your enemies shall

eat you up. 39. And those that are left of you, shall

pine away on account of their iniquity in the lands of

your enemies, and also on account of the iniquities of

their fathers with them shall they pine away. 40. Then

were indeed suffering for the iniquity

of their fathers, but only because

they themselves "hated God", or had

"walked contrary to Him"; their

"teeth were on edge", because they

themselves had "eaten sour grapes";

and they died and suffered because

they had acted wickedly like their

fathers. As once "the sin of the

Amorites had been full", so the sin

ofthe Hebrewswas full then; their an-

cestors had begun to add guilt to guilt,

and the}- had themselves completedthe

measure. Thus we have here again the

same pragmatic survey and the same

inductive construction of history

which we have before admired;

but we have history indeed; the

non - observance of the Sabbatical

years for manj- centuries was known to

the author as a sad experience; and

on such facts he built up a system,

which, as might be expected, is indeed

founded on history and philosopliic

thought, but culminates in theology

and ethics.

In Deuteronomy, the picture of

agonising restlessness and gratuitous

terror is more detailed, yet hardly

more thrilling, than in our passage:

among the nations the Hebrews find

no ease and no repose, for God gives

them "a trembling heart, and failing

of eyes, and soitow of mind"; their

lives are in constant danger, they fear

day and night, and are never con-

fident of safety. As a parallel, we
may add a few lines of aHindoo code.

from which we have quoted befoi'e,

and which thus describes the punish-

ment of the sinner: "In his sleep he

is violently plunged into water, and . .

.

falls in with carnivorous beasts; he is

in the company of persons ofthe lowest

castes, and of asses andcamels; wher-

ever he walks, he fancies himself pur-

sued hy enemies ; he is distracted in

mind,does useless things, and desponds

without cause : if he be a prince, he

does not obtain the govei'nment, . . .

if a scholar he gets no appointment, if

a merchant no profit, if a husband-

man no harvest".

4:0—415. But the author, Avho

longed for the revival of the house of

Isi-ael, could not conclude with me-

nace and despair; and as it was Ids

object to reform and to encourage

his sorely tried countrymen by

rebuke, rather than to crush them by

anguish, he held out to them the pro-

spect of help and release , and of a

speedy restoration toDivine favour. He
saw with satisfaction, that they had

at last begun to connect their mis-

fortunes with their own reckless ini-

quity and that of former generations,

to confess their sins, nay to humble

their hearts hitherto hardened and

"uncircumcised" ; and accustomed as

he was to trace the course of events

to the people's conduct, and firmly

relying on God's justice and mercy,

he confidently predicted, that those

germs of contrition and repentance

would burst forth in deliverance, and
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they will confess their iniquity and the iniquity of their

fathers in trespassing against Me, and also that they

have walked contrary to Me; 41. And that I also have

-walked contrary to them, and have brought them into

the land of their enemies: if then their uncircumcised

hearts will be humbled, and they will then pay the

penalty c/" their iniquity, 42. 1 will remember My covenant

with Jacob, and also My covenant with Isaac, and also

My covenant with Abraham will I remember; and I will

result in God's gracious remembrance

of the covenant concluded with the

primeval patriarchs, and ratified by

the wonderful redemption fromEgypt.

He was justified in regarding that

feeling of humility and penitence as

strong and genuine; for it did not

remain without fruits ; it gave rise to

the development of the sin-oflferings,

which approach nearest to a true heart

service, and to the institution of the

Day of Atonement, Avhich preserved

in the nation at once a consciousness

of human guilt and a yearning

for Divine purity. But though

sure of God's renewed favour,

he described the form in which it

would be manifested with caution;

he merely assured his anxious con-

temporaries, that "even in the land

of their enemies, God would not cast

them away nor abhor them, to destroy

them utterly, and to break His coven-

ant Avith them." He did not even

speak with the decision and distinct-

ness of his predecessors ; for he must

have read in the Book of Jeremiah

the Divine announcement, "After

seventy years are accomplished at

Babylon, I Avill remember you, and

perform My good promise toward

you, in causing you to return to this

place"; and he was no doubt fa-

miliar with the prophecy of Ezekiel,

"In My holy mountain, says

the Lord God, there shall all the

house of Israel, all of them in the

land serve Me; there will I accept

them, and there will I require your

offerings ... I will accept you with

your sweet odoiir, Avhen I bring you

out from the people, and gather

you out of the countries wherein

you have been scattered". He
merely, in his own more brief and

emphatic manner, expressed again the

hope of the moral regeneration of

Israel ; and as a sure guarantee of deli-

verance, he pointed to God as the

Eternal and Unchangeable, who was

certain to redeem His old pledges.

Like all the nobler minds, he

clung, with rocklike firmness, to the

conviction, that God had entered with

the Hebrews into relations abso-

lutely and for ever indestructible ; this

conviction proved an anchor in times

of trouble, and a beacon in ages of

depravitj'. How far he followed the

tAvo great prophets neai'ly contem-

porary with him, may be judged from

the foUoAving parallels. "I will give

thee", declared Jeremiah in the name

of God, "a heart to kuoAv Me that I

am the Lord; and they shall return

to Me Avith their Avhole heart"; and

more explicitly still Avrote Ezekiel,

"And they that escape ofyou shall re-

memberMe among the nations whither

they shall be carried captives, AvhenI

have sitbdued their faithless heart,

Avhich has departed from Me, . . . and

they shall loathe themselves for the

evils which they have committed in
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remember the land. 43. For the land shall be deserted by
them, and shall pay off its Sabbaths, while it lies desolate

without them; and they shall pay the penalty of their

iniquity, because, even because they despisedMy judgments,

and because their souls abhorred My statutes. 44. And yet

even so, while they are in the land of their enemies,

I do not cast them away, nor do I abhor them, to de-

stroy them utterly, and to break My covenant with them

;

for I am the Lord their God. 45. But I will for their

all their abominations". Our author

is indeed full of trust ; but so dense

is the gloom of exile, and so sad

the reality around him, that hope

seems like a distant and indistinct

vision.

His pictures of blessing and curse,

though grand and largely conceived,

move within the old ideas of retribu-

tion: piety secures earthly boons,

wickedness is attended Avith calamity,

and the deeds of one generation are

sure to influence the fate of later ages

— as the Hebrews suffered for their

ancestors' sins, so also were they be-

nefited by their ancestors' merit and

righteousness. Yet there are several

points which, in fairness to our

author, ought not to be overlooked.

Addressing his speech to the nation,

rather than to individuals, he is justi-

fied in making national prosperity de-

pendent on public virtue ; and in doing

so, he by no means confines himself to

material boons, such as wealth and

power, long life and posterity; but

his promises comjirise God's pre-

sence in the midst of the people and

His spiritual grace ; while his menaces

include despondency and oppression

of heart, gnawing remorse and tor-

turing self-reproach. A nation that

aimed at being a "holy" people, be-

cause God, their Ruler and Guide, is

holy, cannot be said to have regarded

virtue simply as a means of worldly

success, and not to have prized and

practised it for its own sake. The
healthy mind will ever hold fast to

the belief, that dutiful and con-

scientious work does not only yield

iuAvard satisfaction, but will also

procure the necessaries of life; the

contrary conception would engender

the utmost prostration and confusion.

Long before the Babylonian age, in

which our author wrote, the questions

of Divine government, and the

apparent arbitrariness in the distri-

bution of human happiness, had

engaged many reflecting minds; but

their speculations had led to no

new conclusions; the sum of their

convictions remained, as it had been

of old, "Say to the righteous that it

shall be well with them, for they

shall eat the fruit of their doings;

woe to the wicked! it shall be ill

with him; for the rewai'd of his

hands shall be given to him".

Yet even after the Book of Job

had, in the Persian period, dis-

cussed the subject with a depth,

a power, and a boldness till then

unexampled, the traditional views

remained practically prevalent. For

in seasons of sorrow, men found no

great comfort in the negative results

set forth in that Book— neither in the

melancholy and humihating truth

that wisdom is nowhere found among
men, nor in the abstract maxim that

the decrees of God are unfathomable

and inscrutable: for resignation is
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sakes remember the covenant of their ancestors, whom
I brought forth out of the land of Egypt before the

eyes of the nations, that I might be their God: I am
the Lord.

46. These are the statutes and the judgments and
the laws, which the Lord made between Himself and the

children of Israel in Mount Sinai by the hand of Moses.

not happiness, and the virtual aban-

donment of a momentous and vital

problem does not secure peace and

contentment. It was only when the

doctrine of immortality or of future

compensation was developed and

gained ground, that all doubts were

solved and all anxieties calmed. How-
ever, even then the people adhered to

the time-honoured teaching, which is

so congenial to the human mind,

because it manifests God's justice and

providence in the most direct manner;

and the doctrine of retribution per-

vades the New Testament as it per-

vades the Old.

416. Here ended the collection

of laws, which tradition or some

learned historian assigned to the

period, when the Hebrews were en-

camped in the regions of Mount
Sinai; and here the Book of Levi-

ticus Avas originally finished— "These

are the statutes and the judg-ments

and the laws, which the Lord made
between Himself and the children

of Israel in Mount Sinai by the hand

of Moses". It was at the end of the

Book that the compiler fitly placed

the promise of rewards and the

menace of punishments; and not to

him is due the incongruity, that a

new series of important laws, also

purporting to have been revealed

in the district of Horeb , was ap-

pended , and that the reviser then

added another formula of conclusion

which not only rendered that of our

chapter superfluous, but made it

appear inappropriate. — The term

"in Mount Sinai" means not only

the mountain itself, but also the

localities near it, since many laws

were communicated to Moses from

the Tabernacle. — The commands
were intended to confirm the covenant

concluded between God and the He-

brews, or they formed a part of that

covenant; and hence the expression

"the laws which the Lord made be-

tween Himself and the children of

Isi-ael by the hand of Moses", aptly

points to the chief object of the

theocratic legislation.



X.

LAWS ON VOTIVE OFFERINGS AND
TITHES.

CHAPTER XXVII.

Summary. — This appendix begins with the laws concerning votive offer-

ings; viz. 1. If persons are dedicated or dedicate themselves to God by a

vow (vers. 1 — 8); 2. If animals are offered to God as vows (vers.

9— 13)', for which purpose, hoAvever, fii-stborn beasts are not available

(vers. 26, 27); 3. If Jiouses (vers. 14, 15), and 4. If fields are so sancti-

fied (vers. 16 — 26); and 5. If men, animals, or hereditary fields are

"devoted" to God (vers. 28, 29). — Then follow precepts respect-

ing the tithes both of vegetable produce and of the increase of flocks

and herds (vers. 30—33). — Another conclusion "svinds up the collection

of Sinaitic laws (ver. 34).

1. And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 2. Speak

1. General Survey. — Vows so • when dangers threaten, or when they

naturally resultfrom the same feelings have been successfully overcome, they

and notions as sacrifices , that both correspond in meaning to holocausts,

are co-eval and nearlj- co-extensive. and still more to thank-offerings, one

A vow was offered by the patriarch class of which is indeed caUed "vow-

Jacob in these explicit words: "IfGod offerings". Yet Hebrew legislators

win be with me . . . and I return again and moralists do not seem to have

to my father's house in peace, . . . then encouraged this form of religious

tins stone, which I have set for a service. Experience had probably

monument,shal]beahouseofGod;and taught them, how difficult it was

of all that Thou wilt give me, I shall for persons harassed by the ex-

surely give the tenth part to Thee"; citement of ti-ouble and misfortune,

andvowswere usual among nearly all to weigh their Avords Avith calmness,

the moi-e ci\'ilised 'nations of the an- andnottouttervoAvswhich afterwards

cient world. Being pronounced either they might deepty regret, or perhaps
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to the children of Israel, and say to them, When a man

regard -with amazement ; and the one

instance of Jephthah, whicli seems to

have been kept fresh in the memory
of the people by annual celebrations,

was sufficient to serve as a terrible

warning. They insisted, therefore,

that pledges should be given with the

utmost caution. A proverb declared,

"It is a snare for a man to be heed-

less in sacred things, and to consider

only after the vow" ; and the Preacher

gives the most emphatic admoni-

tions: "Be not rash with thy mouth,

and let not thy heart be hasty to

utter anything before God; for God
is in heaven and thou art upon earth

;

therefore let thy words be few".

But they were too conscientious and
too earnest to permit trifling with

holy promises once made, since they

considered them no less solemn and

binding than oaths; and they en-

joined again and again: "When thou

shalt vow a vow to the Lord thy

God, thou shalt not be slow in paying

it, for the Lord thy God will surely

require it of thee, and it would

be sin in thee"; or "When thou

vowest a vow to God, defer not to

pay it, for He has no pleasure in the

wicked; . . . better is it that thou

shouldest not voav, than that thou

shouldest vow and not pay". They
seem to have liad no reason to

complain of want of zeal on the

part of the people; for though

instances of base evasion may
have occurred , vows were , as

a rule, faithfully kept even under

the most harrowing circumstances.

When Jephthah saw his daughter,

who had come out to meet him,

he exclaimed, "I have opened my
mouth to the Lord and I cannot

go back"; and the maiden replied,

"My father, thou hast opened thy

mouth to the Lord, do to me ac-

cording to that which has proceeded

out of thy mouth"; upon which

Jephthah "did with her according

to his vow which he had vowed".

Nevertheless the Deuterononaist,

anxious to shield the people from

guilt, expressly declared, "If you

shall forbear to vow, it shall

be no sin in you". The levit-

ical writers, on the other hand,

were of opinion, that vows, in spite

of inherent dangers and disadvan-

tages, might prove an inestimable

help in promoting both the spiritual

and the material interests Avhich they

had at heart. For they had so fully

developed the sacrificial system, and

had so minutely prescribed offerings

and rituals for every conceivable

emergency, that they were glad to

afford to the people means for the free

exercise of piety and for satisfying

spontaneous emotions and impulses..

And they were naturally desirous

of increasing in every possible

manner the revenues of the Temple

and of their own order. By enacting

a series of laws on votive gifts, they

might weU hope to attain this two-

fold end most effectually: they intro-

duced an element of liberty into the

rigorous compulsion of the Law, and

they opened a source of income

which, considering the bias of their

time, could not fail to prove most

productive.

Means had been devised of mitigat-

ing the banefvil effects of heedless

voAVs by expiatory sacrifices , Avhich

had then been worked out in their

full depth. Therefore, a levitical code

ordained, that rash pledges and pro-

testations might be atoned for by a

female lamb or goat killed as a sin-

offering, or in cases of poverty by •

two turtle - doves or two young

pigeons, one presented as a sin-
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shall pronounce a vow, the persons shall be for the Lord

offering , the second as a holo-

canst. And another ordhaance,

supplementing our law
,

prescribed

that the vows of dependent persons,

such as daughters, mves, or slaves,

might be annulled by those who
have authority over them, and who
may be supposed to possess greater

exijerience and superior judgment,

by their fathers, husbands, or masters

;

and it was promised that God would

pardon the imprudent uttei-ances.

And lastly, the duties oftheNazarite,

Avho by a solemn vow bound himself

"to keep aloof" from certain things,

and to devote himself entirely to

God, were accurately specified, and

surrounded with all the solemnity

which they could derive from sacri-

ficial ceremonies.

As regards the spirit and date of

our section, there can hardly be a

doubt. When Jephthah made his vow
to the effect, that the first who would

meet him on his return "should

belong to the Lord", he added as

an explanation, "I will offer him
up for a burnt-otferhig". And when
Hannah prayed for a child, "she

vowed a voav, and said, O Lord of

hosts, if Thou . . . wilt give to Thy
handmaid a son , then I will give

him to the Lord all the days of his

life, and then shall no razor come
upon his head"; and when she brought

her young son Samuel to Eli, the

chief priest of the Sanctuary ofShilo,

she declared, "I will lend him to the

Lord as long as he lives, he shall be

lent to the Lord". But the very first

words of our section lay down this

principle, "When a man shall utter

a vow, the persons shall be for the

Lord according to thy estimation"

(ver. 2). To our author vowing

a pei'son to God meant neither

offering him up as a sacrifice, nor

dedicating him to the service of the

Temple, and much less selling him
as a slave, but simply redeeming him
by money in favour of the sacred

treasury: so foreign were the two for-

mer alternatives to his mind, that he

utterly ignored them, and stated the

third as a matter of course and as

the only one to be at all considered.

For in his time, human sacrifices,

offered from whatever motive, were

deemed an abomination, since then

even that stage of the practice which
underlies the story of Isaac's in-

tended sacrifice, had long been passed;

and in his time, the Levites were
exclusively the appointed ministers

of the Temple; any Hebrew of an-

other tribe arrogating to himself

priestly or levitical functions, was
held guilt}' of death, and beheved to

bring fearful disasters upon the whole
community. During many long

ages women also seem to have served

at the common Sanctuary, and might
therefore dedicate themselves to God
in the same manner as men ; but by
the levitical constitution they were
iitterly excluded from sacred ministra-

tions, not only on account of the

excesses to which their presence might
give rise, but especially because their

condition of purity is periodically

disturbed. Now, as our law dis-

tinctly provides for the contingency

that women vow themselves to God, it

is evident, that redemption by money
is invariably intended. The contrary

opinion, which has been advocated

by some, seems hardly to require a

refutation, since it is opposed to the

very spii'it and tenoiir of our com-
mands; but we may point out,

that even the very poorest were
to be "estimated" and redeemed
by any sum they might be able to

afford, however much it fell short of
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according to thy estimation. 3. And thy estimation shall

be of the male from twenty years old to sixty years

old, thy estimation shall be fifty shekels of silver, after

the shekel of the Sanctuary. 4. And if it be a female,

then thy estimation shall be thirty shekels. 5. And if

it be from five years old to twenty years old, then thy

the legal valuation; personal services

were in no case demanded of tliem;

and Hebrews who devoted them-

selves to G-od of their own free will,

cannot be compared with theNethinim

or Temple servants, who, like the

Gibeonites, were commonly foreigners

or captives of war.

As early as in the remoter portions

of the monarchical period, a certain

practice with respect to the redemp-

tion of dedicated persons seems to have

been established ; for king Joash, in the

instructions he gave as to the repairs

of the Temple, mentioned "money of

holy things, thatwas brought into the

House of the Lord, current money,

the money of every person according

to his estimation". But to our author

was reserved that precise and syste-

matic gradation in every detail, which

is so striking a charactei'istic of the

laws of sacrifice and purity, and

which bespeaks the most advanced

age of religious legislation. And
this minuteness is coupled with a

depth of spiritual conception which

is no less significant. For why was

it necessary to enact ordinances on

the dedication of persons, which in

reality amounts to the payment of

certain sums of money? But is it

indeed nothing else than a free-will

gift of silver? If a man dedicated

himself to God, or if he dedicated

to Him his child, he presented a holy

offering of which the shekels he paid

Avere merely a symbol; he gave up

himself or the dearest treasure of,

his heart to Him whom he therebj'

acknowledged as the source of life

and all happiness ; the feeling which

pi'ompted tins sacrifice hallowed his

whole being and his future existence

;

and he was for ever a servant of the

Lord. Therefore, it was expressly

stated, that all estimations in re-

ference to vows "should be accord-

ing to the holy shekel" or "the shekel

of the Sanctuary"; if a clean sacri-

ficial animal was vowed, it should not

be redeemed at all, but remain sacred

property; andifanhereditary field, the

owner should have no claim upon it be-

fore the next Jubilee. The dedication

was meant to be an act of the most per-

fect devotion and self-denial. Wlio can

fail to see, that laws so remarkably

combining the claims ofhumanity and

expediency, of spiritual life and a com-

pletely developed hierarchy, are the

result of religious and political ex-

IDerience extending over many gene-

rations? If an additional proof were

wanted, it might be found in the

fact, that some of these ordinances

are associated withthe Jubilee,Avhich,

as we have sho-\vn, was tlie veiy

latest of the great theocratic in-

stitutions, having been introduced

even after the appointment of the

Day of Atonement, with which it

was brought into connection. And
this very late origin of our com-

mands on votive gifts fully harmon-

ises with the nature of the precepts

on tithes. Our chapter has, therefore,

been fitly placed at the end of the

Book of Leviticus, of which it forms

a most characteristic appendix.

3—8. The scale of prices fixed

for the redemption of persons , is
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estimation shall be of the male twenty shekels, and of

the female ten shekels. 6. And if it he from a month
old to five years old, then thy estimation shall be of

the male five shekels of silver, and for the female thy

estimation shall be three shekels of silver. 7. And if

it be from sixty years old and above; if it be a male,

sufficiently intelligible. As men were

supposed to attain their full vigour

in their twentieth year, the Israelites

were, from this age, included in the

national census, and from the same

age the Levites were, at least in later

times, admitted to their sacred minis-

trations. And as the physical and

intellectual powers were considered

to remain essentially unimpaired to

the sixtieth year, the highest sum of

50 shekels was demanded as a ransom

for a man within those two epochs

of life ; while a woman of the same

age , according to the current

notions of woman as "the weaker

vessel", had only to pay 30 shekels.

From sixty years and upwards, about

one third of the sums named was

deemed sufficient, viz, 1 5 shekels for a

man, and 10 for a woman. Before the

expiration of the first month after

their birth, children could not be de-

dicated to God at all ; for till then they

were not considered as fully deve-

loped, and as having attained a well

secured existence; and for similar

reasons , animals were not accepted

as sacrifices before their eighth

day. And as the life of infants

up to their fifth year is precarious,

and mortality among them is

very considerable in the East, boys

and girls between one month and

five years old could be released for

the small amounts of five and three

shekels respectively. Lastty, males

between five and twenty years might

be redeemed for twenty shekels, a

smn larger than any other ransom

except the highest, while females of

that age were only valued at the

same price as women above sixty years.

These figures will be better appre-

ciated if it be remembered, that one

fourth of a shekel (or about 8 '^) was,

in Samuel's time,deemed an acceptable

present to be oft'ered to a seer or "a

man of God" for his advice and in-

formation ; the expiation money paid

by every individual when the census

was taken, was half a shekel; in

seasons of abundance a seah (about

one third of an ephah) of wheat , or

double the quantity of barley , was

sold for one shekel ; a good vine was

valued at the same price, and the

annual produce of one of king Solo-

mon's vineyards at a thousand shekels

;

in the period of the Judges, a Levite

might be hired as a family priest for

the annual salary of ten shekels , be-

sides board and clothing; the ordi-

nary price of a slave seems to have

been thirty shekels, though lower

sums were given; oppressive gover-

nors exacted from the people an

annual impost of forty shekels, besides

requisitions of bread and -vvine; a

treshingfloor and an ox were deemed

well paid by fifty shekels ; in the same

amount a manwas fined for dishonour-

ing a virgin, and double that sum was

imposed upon a husband for defaming

his young wife; and in the reign of

Solomon, an Egyptian horse, at that

time a rare and almost extravagant

luxury in Judea, was purchased at

150 shekels.

But it is important to notice,

that the redemption money was ab-

solutely the same for all, for the rich
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thy estimation shall be fifteen shekels, and for the female

ten shekels. 8. But if he be poorer than thy estimation,

then he shall be brought before the priest, and the priest

shall value him; according to the ability of him who
vowed shall the priest value him.

9. And if it be a beast, whereof men bring an offer-

ing to the Lord, all that any one gives of such to the

Lord shall be holy. 10. It shall not be exchanged nor

altered, a good for a bad, or a bad for a good ; and if

indeed beast be changed for beast, then it and its ex-

change shall be holy. 11. And if // he any unclean

beast, of which men do not bring an offering to the Lord,

then the beast shall be brought before the priest;

and the needy, the free and the

dependent, the healthy and the in-

firm; this proves again, that the money
was a sacred symbol, rather than a

real equivalent; and it is analogous

to the older law that, when the people

were numbei-ed, "the rich should not

give more , and the poor should not

give less , than half a shekel ... to

make an atonement for their souls".

Philo assigns three reasons for the

equality of the ransom — first, "be-

cause the importance of the vow is

the same, whether it be made by a

person of great or oflittle importance

;

secondlj^, because those who have de-

dicated themselves to God, should not

be treated like slaves, who are valued

at a high or at a low price, accord-

ing to the good condition and come-

liness of their bodies or the contraiy

;

and thirdly, which is indeed the

most weighty consideration of all,

because inequality is upheld among
men, but equality is honoured by God":

the first reason together with the

third seems to express most aptly the

spirit of our law. The vows of ab-

stinence , by which "a person binds

his soul with a bond", whether relating

to the duties ofthe Nazarite, or to some

special and more transitory privations,

are treated of in later sections of the

levitical legislation, and are based

on religious notions of a somewhat

different kind.

9—13. The principle of the ran-

som of pei-sons becomes more strik-

ingly clear if contrasted with the

laws on vowed animals. With respect

to these the idea of non- redemption

was upheld not only with consistency

but with rigour: a clean sacrificial

animal Avas not to be redeemed on

any account; and if the person who
dedicated such a beast substituted

another, were it even a more valuable

one , both the one and the other be-

longed to the Sanctuary, because, as

Philo observes, "God does not take

delight in the size or fatness of

animals, but in the blameless dis-

position of the man who has vowed

it"; while an unclean animal,

because unfit for holy purposes, was

indeed estimated by the priest, and

the price was delivered into the

sacred treasury; yet if the owner

Avished to have the animal back, he

had to pay one fifth above the esti-

mated value, to impi-ess upon him by

this fine thatheoughtproperly to have

left to the Sanctuary that which had

once been destined for it. The inten-
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12. And the priest shall value it, whether it be good

or bad; as thou valuest it, who art the priest, so shall

it be. 13. And if the man wishes to redeem it, then he

shall add a fifth />«r/ of it to thy estimation.

14. And when a man shall sanctify his house to

be holy to the Lord, then the priest shall estimate it,

whether it be good or bad; as the priest shall estimate

it, so shall it stand. 15. And if he that sanctified it

will redeem his house, then he shall add to it the

fifth part of the money of thy estimation, and it shall

be his.

16. And if a man shall sanctify to the Lord some

part of the field of his inheritance, then thy estimation

tion ofourcommand is thus explained

by Maimonides : "The lawgiver,

knowing the inclination ofthe human
heart, was AveU aware, that people,

having dedicated an animal, might,

when the holy impulse has passed,

from greed and avarice repent of

their vow, and, if substitution were

permitted, might give a worse for

a better animal. He, therefore, for-

bade exchange altogether , in order

to imjDrove the character by the sub-

jugation of selfishness; for aU the

precepts of the Law have but the

one object of leading men, often ap-

parently by circuitous roads, to wis-

dom and righteousness." Many per-

sons seem indeed at all times to have

been tempted to evade their self-im-

posed obligations, or to fulfil them

in an unfair and ungenerous spirit;

and the very last of the prophets had

occasion to pronounce the warning

:

"Cursed be the deceiver, who has in

his flock a male, and vows and saci-i-

fices to the Lord a corrupt beast".

141, 15. Houses were vowed

under exactly the same conditions

as unclean animals: if not required

for priestly dwellings or for some

other purpose associated with the

holy service, they were valued with

all fairness, and sold at the price

thus fixed; yet the proprietors had

the alternative of redeeming them,

but were , in this case also , obliged

to pay one fifth more than anyone

else, as a penalty for their fickleness

and levity in matters appertaining to

the Sanctuary. Whether the Temple

officials ever let vowed houses, is not

stated.

16—35. Less simple was the

law if a field was consecrated to

God. In this case conflicting interests

were to be reconciled, and abstract

principles of legislation to be con-

sidered. For fields were inalienable,

and in the Tear of jubilee they

reverted to their original proprietors.

They could, therefore, not prop-

erly be vowed to the Sanctuary in

the same manner as houses, and

their dedication was subjected to

restrictions. First, it Avas necessary

to make a distinction between hei*e-

ditary and purchased fields. With

regard to the latter, the proceedings

were plain and obvious. The prob-

able produce of the land from the

time of the vow to the next Year

of jubilee was by the owner paid

into the sacred treasury at once and

in one aggregate sum ; and when the

CC
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shall be according to its seed: a homer of barley seed

shall he valued at fifty shekels of silver. 17. If he

sanctify his field from the year of jubilee, it shall stand

according to thy estimation. 18. But if he sanctify his

field after the jubilee, then the priest shall reckon to

him the money according to the years that remain until

the year of the jubilee, and it shall be abated from thy

estimation. 19. And if he that sanctified the field wishes

to redeem it, then he shall add to it the fifth pari

of the money of thy estimation, and it shall remain his

own. 20. And if he does not redeem the field, and if

he yei sells the field to another man, it shall not be redeemed

any more; 21. But the field, when it becomes free in

the jubilee, shall be holy to the Lord, like a devoted

field; the possession thereof shall be the priest's. —

Jubilee came, tlie land was restored

to tlie primitive possessor of whom
it had been bought: whether re-

demption was permitted , is not

mentioned. But if the dedicated

field belonged to the hereditary prop-

erty of the family, its produee dur-

ing an entire Jubilee period was

calculated, the value of the crops

from the last Jubilee to the time of

the vow was deducted from that

sum, and the difference had to be

paid to the Sanctuary by the pur-

chaser of the field, which in the

Jubilee was of course restored to the

person who made the offering. If

this person, by redeeming the land,

desired to regain it at once for com-

plete possession, he was bound to

add a fifth part to its estimated

price, as in the other cases referred

to; but if he did not redeem it, and

yet sold it surreptitiously to another,

he forfeited by this fraud and

recklessness not only the right of

redemption, but every claim to the

land, which in the Year of jubilee

did not revert to him or his

family, but, "like a devoted field",

fell to the share of the priesthood,

and thus became holy for ever.

This seems to be the meaning of

our ordinances, which are expressed

with some obscurity, and have there-

fore been differently undei'stood; and

it remains only to be added, that the

produce of the fields was valued ac-

cording to the quantity of seed sown

upon them, so that fifty shekels

annually were reckoned for a piece

of ground that can propei'ly be sown

with one homer of barley (about

101 43 Parisian cubic inches , or

rather more than 4 ^2 imperial

bushels, one bushel being 2218 cub.

inch). For instance :— aman dedicated,

in the 32'^'^ year of the Jubilee

period, a field requiring 2 homers of

seed; as the annual produce was

valued at twice 50, or 100, shekels,

and a Jubilee period contains 42

harvest years, the crops secured

during the whole time were esti-

mated at 4200 shekels; and as, at

the season of the vow, 27 crops had

been gathered (the 31 years includ-

ing 4 Sabbatical years), 2700 shekels

were deducted from that sum, and

the field was by the Temple authori-

ties sold to any stranger for the
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22. And if a man sanctify to tlie Lord a field which he

has bought, which is not of the field of his possession;

23. Then the priest shall reckon him the worth of thy

estimation until the year of the jubilee, and he shall

give thy estimation on that day, as a holy thing to the

Lord. 24. In the year of the jubilee the field shall

return to him of whom he bought it, to him to whom
the possession of the land belongs.

25. And all thy estimation shall be according to

the shekel of the Sanctuary ; twenty gerahs shall be the

shekel.

26. Only the firstling among the beasts, which is

born as a firstling to the Lord, no man shall sanctify

it, whether it he ox or sheep; it is the Lord's. 27. And
if // be of an unclean beast, then it shall be redeemed

difference, that is, for 1500 shekels,

whereas the proprietor, if he Avished

to redeem it, had to add one fifth of

that sum, or 300 shekels. The same

result was of course obtained, if the

j-ears from the time of the vow to

the wi'x^ Jubilee were computed: for

from the 32'^'^ to the 50*li year, there

were 15 harvest years (as the 18

years include 3 Sabbatical years),

and the crops were, therefore, valued

at 15 times 100, or 1500 shekels.

The calculation rested, in fact, on the

same principles as those applied in

ascertaining the redemption money

of sold fields. If the land was pro-

mised to the Temple in the Year of

jubilee itself, or in the next year

before the harvest time, it was of

course sold for the value of all the

forty - two crops ; which is thus ex-

pressed in our text, "It shall stand

according to thy valuation". The
estimate by the quantity of seed

used affords an easier and a more

uniform standard than iincertain

and fluctuating harvests; fifty she-

kels were invariably assumed to re-

present the annual yield of any piece

of land of the stated dimensions;

and the quality of the field was not

taken into account.

In order to impress upon the reader,

that instructions are here given

about no mere transactions of sale

and purchase, the author once more

observes, that "the holy shekel" is

to be employed in all these estimates

and payments , and he is careful to

mention its exact weight, which

should remain unaltered in all future

time , however the value of current

money might vary.

36, 3?. Any oftering presented to

God or His ministers must naturally

be the property of him who presents

it; but at the time when our section

was written, the firstborn male ani-

mals legally belonged to the priests

;

the ordinances with respect to the

firstborn had reached the last of the

three stages, which we have pointed

outelsewhere,andwhich,likesomany

similar laws, strikingly illustrate

the gradual advance of hierarchical

power. The male firstborn of clean

animals were no longer to be sacri-

ficed as holocausts, as was ordained

in Exodus; nor were they to be

presented as ordinary thank-ofter-

CC2
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according to thy estimation, and a Mthpafi of it shall

be added thereto; and if it be not redeemed, then it

shall be sold according to thy estimation.

28. Yet no devoted thing, that a man shall devote to the

Lord of all that he has, l^o^/i of man and beast, and of the

field of his possession, shall be sold or redeemed: every

ings, of which the breast and right

shoulder only were given over to the

priests, while the remainder was

left to the Israelites, as was pre-

scribed in Deuteronomy: though

killed as thank-offerings with the

usual rites, they were by the leviti-

cal authors wholly assigned to the

prj.esthood, to the utter exclusion of

the original proprietors. And the

male firstborn of unclean animals

were no longer replaced by clean

beasts, or killed if this was not done,

as the oldest legislators demanded;

but they were invariably redeemed

with five holy shekels, and the money

was handed over to the priests (see

Comm. on Levit. I. pp. 374—377).

Therefore, a firstborn of clean ani-

mals could on no account be offered

as a vow, and the person who con-

travened this law, was no doubt

regarded as having attempted to

defraud the Sanctuary, and was

treated accordingly ; but if anyone,

liaving once dedicated the first-

born of an unclean beast, was after-

wards desirous of redeeming it, he

was bound, as a penalty for his fickle-

ness, to pay one fifth above its esti-

mated value ; whereas no more than

this valuewas required ofanyone else

who bought it of the Temple officers.

38, 3». We must confess, that

the ruthlessness which breathes in

these verses, stands in surpi-ising

contrast to the spiritual refinement

which characterises our entire sec-

tion. The command, "None devoted

that shall be devoted of men,

shall be redeemed, but shall surely

be put to death", seems like an echo

from a rude and barbarous age very

unlike that in Avhich even the killing

of unclean animals in the service of

religion was deemed objectionable.

It is true, that it by no means

involves a sanction of human sacri-

fices; for the "devoted" persons

were not to be offered up to God,

that is, to be "brought near Him",

but on the contrary, they were to

be removed out of His sight; they

were not to be kept in pious remem-

brance , but utterly effaced and for-

gotten; and their blood was not

shed at the altar for atonement,

but their death was required, in

order that "the evil might be re-

moved from the land". They were

called "most holy to the Lord", not

in the same sense as the highest

classes of offering,but merelybecause,

having been irretrievably withdrawn

from the power of men, they passed

into the unconditional subjection of

God. As we have shown in another

place, our law applied only to male-

factors, religious oft'enders, and poli-

tical enemies dangerous to the exist-

ence or the faith of the Hebrew

community, in fact, not to Godfear-

ing but to impious persons; it was

executed, not by private persons, but

by the recognised authorities and

representatives of the people, acting

in the name of God; it is, in this

fox-m, not elsewhere introduced ; and

it is here stated so briefly, that the

author evidently knew he was allud-

ing to a subject on which he could not

possibly be misunderstood. Indeed in
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devoted thing is most holy to the Lord. 29. None devoted

that shall he devoted of men, shall be redeemed, Ou/

shall surely be put to death.

30. And all the tithe of the land, mhether of the

seed of the land o?^ of the fruit of the tree, is the Lord's:

the long list of "devoted" people men-

tioned in the historical records of the

Hebrews , there are none Avhatever

Avho, according to the historians, had

not drawn down upon themselves the

wrath of God; and the readers of

the precept, general and unqualified

as it seems, "all devoted men shall

he put to death", could not for a

moment be supposed to believe, that

they might, like Jephthah of old,

vow and offer up in honour of God
some innocent Hebrew , Avhether

child or slave. It has been well

observed, that "the cherem involves

the comjjulsory consecration of that

-which defies or impedes sanctifica-

tion; whenever, therefore, it was

carried out by the community or by

the legal authorities, it bore the char-

acter of a theocratic judgment, and

was an act of judicial retribution

manifesting the Divine holiness". Yet

even so, and just because the cherem

did not, like the vow, rest on sponta-

neity, but on compulsion, the law

gave a terrible weapon to fanati-

cism and vindictiveness ; and it ap-

pears like a singular anachronism at

a time which promulgated the pre-

cept, "Thou shalt love the stranger

as thyself".

The prophet Ezekiel, whom the

levitical writers so frequently fol-

lowed, prescribed in general terms,

that "every devoted thing in Israel

shall belong to the priests" ; the same

command is enforced with the same

words in the Book of Numbers ; and in

both cases it occurs among the mea-

sures devised for the sustenance of

the priests, and is meant to add to

their revenues; but in our passage

men are specified among the "de-

voted things", and they ai-e expressly

debarred from the right of redemp-

tion, which might have yielded con-

siderable sums : they were to be of

no advantage to the priests ; and their

lives were inexorably demanded.

While hereditary fields simply

vowed reverted to the owners

in the" Year of jubilee, those "de-

voted" to God remained for ever

sacred property (conip. ver. 21),

and were also "most holy"; thej'

could neither be redeemed by the

proprietors nor sold by the priest-

hood; for the cherem implied an

absolute and indefeasible renuncia-

tion of some possession or gain in

favour of the Divine Euler and

Master. Hence among the objects

thus given up, purchased fields are

not mentioned; for these were in the

Jubilee restored to the families to

which they had originally been al-

lotted. '

3Sft—33. Like the firstborn ani-

mals, the tithes, whether of cattle

or of vegetable pi'oduce, could not

be dedicated to God by. a vow, and

precisely' for the same reason —
namely , because even as tithes they

belonged to God and were holy to

Him ; they were surrendered to the

Levites in return for their services

at the national Temple; and the

Levites, on their part, had to give

a tenth of the received tithes to the

priests or Aarouites. Yet redemption

of the tithes was permitted to the

owner, on the usual condition that

he added one fifth to their value , by
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it is holy to the Lord. 31. And if a man wishes to

redeem ought of his tithes, he shall add thereto the

fifth part thereof. 32. And concerning all the tithe of

the herd or of the flock, of whatsoever passes under the

rod, the tenth shall be holy to the Lord. 33. It shall not

be searched whether it be good or bad, nor shall it be

changed; and if it be changed, then both it and its ex-

change shall be holy, it shall not be redeemed.

34. These are the commandments, which the Lord
commanded Moses for the children of Israel in Mount
Sinai.

whicli arrangement so disadvan-

tageous to him he was to be deterred

from denying to the Sanctuary a

portion of the wealth itself with

which he had been blessed: for

though the tithes were an impost

appropriated by the priesthood, it

was never forgotten, that they were

properly dedicated to God, the Lord

of the land and the Bestower of all

I)rosperity; and this holy character

was partially destroyed by their con-

version into money. On the same

grounds, every animal which hap-

pened to be the tenth according to

the usual mode of counting flocks

and herds, "by letting them pass

under the rod", was to be given

over to the Levites, and like a

dedicated beast, was not to be

changed even for a better one; if

the proprietor attempted to substitute

another, he forfeited both, and also

lost the right of redemption. So

consistently were the material and

spiritual objects of the precept

blended. We have before fully dis-

cussed the successive stages in the

laws oftithes,andwe need in this place

hardly point out again, how high

a degree of priestly influence is re-

flectedinthe command ofourpassage,

which requires not merely the tenth

part of the annual produce of the

soil and the trees, as the law ofDeu-

teronomy does, but also the tenth

part of the annual increase of the

herds and flocks. Other fluctuations

in the same ordinances are no less

instructive and significant (see

Comm. on Lev. L 372—374).

3-4. The final reviser of the

Book of Leviticus, finding, or adding,

our chapter as an appendix after the

comprehensive formula ofconclusion

with which the preceding chapter

terminates, deemed it appropriate

here to aff'ix another, though some-

what briefer conclusion of a similar

import; he states likewise, that the

Divine commands given at Mount

Sinai are completed; but he represents

these commands simply as having

been revealed to Moses and com-

municated by him to the Hebrews,

whereas the original conclusionmore

specially describes the Sinaitic

"statutes and judgments and laws'"

as the ter-ms and conditions of the

eternal covenant entered into be-

tween God and the children of Israel,

and binding upon both as long as

these terms are adhered to.



ON THE ECONOMY, DATE, AND AUTHORSHIP

OF LEVITICUS.

Holiness is the aim and object of the Book of Levi-

ticus — the holiness of the Tabernacle and its servants,

the holiness of public worship and private life, of the people

and the land. The Book contains hardly a precept, a narrative,

or a historical allusion, which is not meant to promote that

one great end. It sets forth elaborate codes on sacrifices,

offerings, and votive gifts; it furnishes a full account of the

consecration of Aaron and his sons, of the national Sanct-

uary and its vessels ; commands relating to purity in diet

and person follow ; and supplementary laws are repeatedly

added concerning the principal subjects — the sacrifices,

the priesthood, and purity; the minutest injunctions are

given in reference to the sanctity of marriage, rectitude

in every relation of life, and the duties of love and charity,

respecting the holy days, seasons, and periods — the

Sabbath and the Festivals, the Sabbatical year and the Year

of jubilee ;
and finally blessings are promised to those who

obey, dire punishments threatened to those who disregard,

these laws. And in every instance, the holiness of God is

the foundation upon which the institutions are built, and

it is the ideal after which the Hebrews, destined to be

a priestly nation, must strive.

This is the true unity of the Book — a unity of

principle, which suggested and determined the selection

of subjects.
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But the notion of a holy God governing a holy

people in a holy land, was the latest product of religious

thought. We have tried to prove throughout the present

and the preceding volume, that nearly all the chief or-

dinances of the Hebrews passed through three successive

stages — the physical or natural, the historical, and the

theocratic or spiritual. We have endeavoured to point out

this uniform development with respect to the sacrificial and
the dietary laws, the precepts of purity, and the festivals.

But the different phases are separated from each other

by long intervals, and the last pre-supposes a singular

degree of moral refinement and religious training; it

certainly pre-supposes an age very far in advance of

that in which the people danced round the golden image
of the calf Apis, exclaiming, "These are thy gods, Is-

rael, who brought thee up out of the land of Egypt";

or of that in which Jephthah believed he was presenting

an acceptable offering to God by slaughtering his daughter

as a holocaust.

But we need not be satisfied with a vague estimate

of the date of Leviticus; there are fortunately traces

which enable us more and more to narrow the circle of

probabilities, till at last the final compilation and re-

vision of the Book may be fixed almost within a single

generation.

We trust we have succeeded in demonstrating, that

the laws of Leviticus in reference to every particular subject

are oflater origin than the corresponding enactments ofDeu-

teronomy; we have at least spared no pains to establish this

point; for upon it hinges the true insight not only into

the composition of the Pentateuch, but into the entire

history of Hebrew theology: we have shown the priority

of the Deuteronomist in the laws of the priesthood

and the sacrifices, in those of the firstborn and the

firstfruits, of tithes and other priestly revenues, in the

laws of purity and diet, the Sabbath and the annual

festivals, the Sabbatical year and the Jubilee, and in

many moral precepts, such as the treatment of slaves and

strangers. In every case Leviticus, compared with

Deuteronomy, manifests a most decided progress in hier-
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archical power and organisation, in spiritual depth and
moral culture; but it manifests, on the other hand, a no less

decided decline in freedom and largeness of conception. The
buoyant and refreshing spirit of prophec}^, which breathes

in Deuteronomy, is in the later Book replaced by a severe

and rigid ceremonialism; the manifold political and social

interests which engage the one, are in the other absorbed
by a purely religious legislation ; and the State is merged
in the Church. Therefore, Leviticus must be placed later

than the seventh century — the date which critics almost
unanimously assign to Deuteronomy.

The laws which Ezekiel, in delineating the restored

commonwealth, propounds with respect to the rights and
duties of priests, the sacrificial service, and the festivals, are

greatly at variance with those of Leviticus, and we
have been careful to call attention to these differences

in the proper place. If, in the prophet's time, the com-
mands of Leviticus had existed, or had been known as a
part of the holy "Book of the Law", he would assuredly not

have ignored and overthrown them by substituting others

devised by himself. We must therefore conclude, that the

Book of Leviticus did not exist, or had at least no Divine

authority, in the earlier years of the Babylonian captivity.

The actual destruction both of the northern and the

southern kingdom, and the misery of the people scattered

in the countries of the Euphrates and Tigris, are in

one of the last chapters (the XXVIth) vividly and
most accurately described. This part of the Book, there-

fore, leads us on to an advanced period of the Babylonian
rule.

The contemporaries of Nehemiah (about B. C. 440),

were unacquainted with the Law of Moses ; when the people

heard it read, they wept, exactly as, about 200 years

before, king Josiah had wept when portions of Deutero-

nomy were read to him; and they were grieved for the

same reason — because they had not lived in accordance

with the precepts of that Law.

Leviticus contains ordinances respecting several in-

stitutions, the existence or full development of which cannot

be proved until long after the captivity •— such as the
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sin-offerings and the High-priesthood, the Day of Atone-
ment and the Year of jubilee, institutions of all others the

most characteristic or most important. Now it has

been shown above, that the Day of Atonement was
unknown in the time of Nehemiah; and as the Year of

jubilee was associated with the Day of Atonement, the

compilation of the Book must fall later than that date;

and we shall probably be near the truth, if, considering

the spirit of the concluding chapter on votive offerings

and tithes, we place the final revision of Leviticus and
of the Pentateuch at about B. C. 400.

We have admitted, that the Book discloses unity

of principle; but it is entirely without unity of com-
position; its arrangement is so irregular, its component
parts are so different in style and tone, and it offers

so many repetitions on the same subjects, that its

authorship by one writer is out of the question.

It was, in fact, the product of many minds writing

at different times and with special objects in view, and
it received but very gradually its present form and
dimensions.

Read in this light, the ordinances of the Book are

more throughly understood, and the numerous difficulties

disappear, which have called forth such fierce controversies,

and given rise to so many singular opinions and conjectures.

It is not too much to contend that, unless the older

portions of Exodus, the enactments of Deuteronomy, and
those of the middle Books (Leviticus and Numbers), be

viewed as so many successive stages of legislation, the

grand spiritual and political history of the ancient He-
brews, which extends over a period of more than a thou-

sand years, can neither be comprehended nor adequately

appreciated. Wherever an occasion presented itself in the

preceding volumes, we have attempted to unfold that

history as far as was feasible from the nature of our

sources, which, limited and fragmentary as they are, may
by this process almost be reduced to continuity and or-

ganic order.

In abandoning the traditional conceptions of the

origin of the Pentateuch, we gain a great and most valuable
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boon; for in viewing the marvellous religious edifice

of the Hebrews as their own and patiently achieved crea-
tion, their intellectual life and struggles are brought
home to our understandings and our human sympathies,
and thus cannot fail to inspire us with a new interest

and a higher admiration.
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